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THE principles of selection which were followed in the earlier volumes of this work have been adhered to in this also, except in the last chapter, where it was found necessary in some degree to modify them. The age through which we have just passed is still too close to us to enable us to decide with any confidence which, among the many names which were prominent in the second rank of its literature, will continue to interest posterity. Instead, therefore, of crowding the page with eminent names, certain leading figures have been taken as unquestionably in themselves attractive, and as probably representative of the time. This portion of the work, it is obvious, must be peculiarly liable, in future editions, to extension and alteration. At present, its limit is the death of Queen Victoria, and it deals with no living person, except with one famous and venerable philosopher, whose work, we must regretfully suppose, is finished.

So far as the illustration of this volume is concerned, we descend through grades of picturesque decline to the period, not merely of the frock-coat and of the top-hat, but of that most inaesthetic instrument, the photographer's lens. We may claim, perhaps, to make up in copiousness for a lack of beauty which is no fault of ours. Among those whose kindness and generosity have enabled us to enrich this volume, my particular thanks are due to Mr. William Archer, to Mr. Arthur Christopher Benson, to Mr. Ernest H. Coleridge, to Mr. Coningsby D'Israeli, to Mr. Warwick Draper, to Mrs. John Richard Green, to Miss Gaskell, to Mr. John Murray, to Mrs. Richmond Ritchie, to Mr. Clement Shorter, to Mr. M. H. Spielmann, to Mrs. Baird Smith, to Messrs. Smith, Elder and Co., and to Mr. Butler Wood of Bradford. As before, I have to thank my friend Mr. A. H. Bullen for his kindness in reading the proofs and Mrs. Sydney Pawling for her valuable help in obtaining matter for illustration.

E. G.

November 1903.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE

AN ILLUSTRATED RECORD
CHAPTER I

THE AGE OF WORDSWORTH

1780-1815

The period which immediately preceded and accompanied the French Revolution was one of violent and complete transition in English literature. The long frost of classicism broke up; the sealed fountains of romantic expression forced their way forth, and then travelled smoothly on upon their melodious courses. The act of release, then, is the predominant interest to us in a general survey, and the progress of liberated romance the main object of our study. Poetry once more becomes the centre of critical attention, and proves the most important branch of literature cultivated in England. The solitary figure of Burke attracts towards the condition of prose an observation otherwise riveted upon the singularly numerous and varied forms in which poetry is suddenly transforming itself. As had been the case two hundred years before, verse came abruptly to the front in England, and absorbed all public attention.

Among the factors which led to the enfranchisement of the imagination, several date from the third quarter of the eighteenth century. Johnson’s famous and diverting Lives of the Poets was raised as a bulwark against forces which that sagacious critic had long felt to be advancing, and which he was determined to withstand. The Aristotelian rules, the monotony of versification, the insistence on abstract ideas and conventional verbiage—the whole panoply of classicism under which poetry had gone forth to battle in serried ranks since 1660 was now beginning to be discredited. The Gallic code was found insufficient, for Gray had broken up the verse; Collins had introduced a plaintive, flute-like note; Thomson had looked straight at nature; then the
timid protest had given scandal, while Churchill and Goldsmith had gone back to the precise tradition. But 1760-70 produced a second and stronger effort in revolt, founded on archaistic research. Antiquaries had gone dimly searching after the sources of Middle English, and Chatterton had forged the Rowley poems; Warton had glorified Spenser, and Percy had edited his inspiring Reliques. Most of all, the pent-up spirit of lyricism, that instinct for untrammelled song which the eighteenth century had kept so closely caged, had been stimulated to an eager beating of its wings by the mysterious deliverances of the pseudo-Ossian.

On the whole, this last, although now so tarnished and visibly so spurious, seems to have been at that time the most powerful of all the influences which made for the revival of romanticism in England. Thousands of readers, accustomed to nothing more stimulating than Young and Blair, reading the Desolation of Balclutha and Ossian's Address to the Sun with rapture, found a new hunger for song awakened in their hearts, and felt their pulses tingling with mystery and melody. They did not ask themselves too closely what the rhapsody was all about, nor quibble at the poorness of the ideas and the limited range of the images. What Gessner gave and Rousseau, what the dying century longed for in that subdued hysteria which was presently to break forth in political violence, was produced to excess by the vibrations of those shadowy harps-strings which unseen fingers plucked above the Caledonian graves of Fingal and Malvina. Ossian had nothing of position and solid value to present to Europe; but it washed away the old order of expression, and it prepared a clear field for Goethe, Wordsworth, and Chateaubriand.

But in the meantime, four poets of widely various talent arrest our attention during the last years of the century. Of these, two, Cowper and Crabbe, endeavoured to support the old tradition; Burns and Blake were entirely indifferent to it—such, at least, is the impression which their work produces on us, whatever may have been their private wish or conviction. Certain dates are of value in emphasising the practically simultaneous appearance of these poets of the transition. Cowper's Table Talk was published in 1782, and the Task in 1785. Crabbe's clearly defined first period opens with the Candidate of 1780, and closes with the Newspaper of 1785. Blake's Poetical
Sketches date from 1783, and the Songs of Innocence from 1787. If the world in general is acquainted with a single bibliographical fact, it is aware that the Kilmarnock Burns was issued in 1786. Here, then, is a solid body of poetry evidently marked out for the notice of the historian, a definite group of verse inviting his inspection and his classification. Unfortunately, attractive and interesting as each of these poets is, it is exceedingly difficult to persuade ourselves that they form anything like a school, or are proceeding in approximately the same direction. If a writer less like Crabbe than Burns is to be found in literature, it is surely Blake, and a parallel between Cowper and Burns would reduce a critic to despair.

At first sight we simply see the following general phenomena. Here is William Cowper, a writer of great elegance and amenity, the soul of gentle wit and urbane grace, engaged in continuing and extending the work of Thomson, advancing the exact observation of natural objects, without passion, without energy, without a trace of lyrical effusion, yet distinguished from his eighteenth century predecessors by a resistance to their affected, rhetorical diction; a very pure, limpid, tender talent, all light without fire or vapour.

William Cowper (1731-1800) was the son of the Rev. John Cowper and his wife Ann Donne, of good family on both sides. His father was chaplain to George II, and rector of Great Berkhamstead, where the poet was born on the 15th of November 1731. He was a very delicate child, much neglected at home after his mother's death in 1737, when he was sent for two years to a school in Market Street, Herts, where his nervous strength was permanently undermined by the bullying of one of his school-fellows. His eyes became painfully inflamed, and for two years (1739-41) he was under medical care in the house of an oculist. About the age of ten he grew stronger, and was able to be sent to Westminster School, where he played cricket and football, and, under the celebrated Latinist, Vincent Bourne, became a competent scholar. Among his friends and associates at school were Churchill, Colman, Cumberland, and Warren Hastings. Cowper remained at Westminster until 1749, when he was entered
of the Middle Temple, and articled for three years to a solicitor. During this time he was intimate with the family of his uncle, Ashley Cowper, with whose daughters, Harriet and Theodora, he was to be found "from morning to night, giggling and making giggle." This was well enough, but when in 1752 he went to reside alone in the Temple, solitude made him morbid, and his old melancholy returned, in a religious form. He was called to the Bar in June 1754. The very proper refusal of Ashley Cowper to allow an engagement between the first cousins, William and Theodora, could not fail to render the life of the poet miserable; but this impossible courtship should have been nipped in its earlier stages. At the death of his father, in 1756, Cowper bought chambers in the Middle Temple, and began to contribute to current literature. He says that he "produced several half-penny ballads, two or three of which had the honour to become popular," but these have never been identified. A variety of causes, however, of which the dread of poverty was one, exasperated his neurosis, and in October 1763, just after his appointment to be Clerk of the Journals of the House of Lords, he became suicidally insane; on the 7th of December he was placed in an asylum at St. Albans, kept by a minor poet of some grace and an excellent physician, Dr. Nathaniel Cotton. His terrible Sapphois were written during this confinement. In the summer of 1765 he was considered to be so far cured that he was removed to lodgings in Huntingdon. Here he renewed his correspondence with a charming cousin, Lady Hesketh, and made some pleasant acquaintances, in particular that of a cultivated family of Unwins, into whose house he was taken as a paying guest later in the same year. In 1767 the elder Mr. Unwin was thrown from his horse, the children were dispersed, and it became natural for Mrs. Unwin and Cowper to take house together. Accordingly in September they removed to Orchard Side in Olney in Bucks. Here Cowper was greatly impressed by the character and conversation of the curate, John Newton, who persuaded the poet to help him in his parochial duties: Olney was a poor parish, without gentry, "and the poor poet was the only squire." Newton, however, had no sense of moderation; a young man of fiery
I have taken, since you went, many of the walks
which we have taken together, and none of them I
believe, without thoughts of you. I have, though
not a good memory in general, yet a good local
memory, and can recollect by the help of a tree,
or a stile, what you said on that particular spot.
Not this reason I purpose, when the summer is come,
to walk with a book in my pocket. What I read at
my fireside I forget, but what I read under a hedge
or at the side of a pond, that pond and that hedge
will always bring to my remembrance; and this is
a sort of memoria technica which I would recom-
mend to you, did I not know that you have no
occasion for it

From a letter of Cowper's
COWPER

strength and zeal himself, he had no pity upon his friend's nervous weakness, and under the strain of violent religious excitement Cowper went mad again. But before this Newton had persuaded Cowper to join him in the composition of the hymns which were first collected eight years later. In 1772 Cowper and Mrs. Unwin had determined to marry, but an outbreak of suicidal mania was the signal for an obscuration of his intellect for sixteen months, during all which time Mrs. Unwin nursed him with untiring devotion. It was found that nothing amused him so much as looking after animals, and his friends collected quite a menagerie round him at Old Orchard, and in particular the three classic hares. In 1779 the Olney Hymns were published, and with recovering mental serenity a new bloom seems to come over the intellect of Cowper, and he wrote, for the first time, with ease and fluency. There was little to be said in favour of an anonymous satire in verse, Antithelyphthora, but he was now, as he approached his fiftieth year, about to become a poet. His first volume of Poems, indeed, including Table Talk and many of his best shorter pieces, was not published until 1782. John Gilpin followed anonymously in 1783. By this time Lady Austen, a vivacious and cultivated widow, had made her appearance in Olney, and at her persuasion Cowper now began to write a poem "upon a sofa"; it turned into The Task, which was published in 1785. But, meanwhile, Cowper had been painfully forced to choose between an old friend and a new one; he renounced Lady Austen, and Mrs. Unwin regained her supremacy. The Task placed its author, with a bound, at the head of the poets of the age; it introduced many new friends to him, and it placed him in communication once more with his cousin, Lady Hesketh. She now became the most trusted of his correspondents, and, encouraged by her sympathy, Cowper began to translate Homer. His "dearest coz," Lady Hesketh, visited him in the summer of 1786, and with infinite delicacy helped him and Mrs. Unwin in the way of money, for they were now again threatened with poverty. It was at her instigation that they left Olney, and took a house at Weston-Underwood. Here the fanatic harshness of Newton and grief at the sudden death of William Unwin, his friend's son, brought on a fresh attack of insanity. Delayed by illness and melancholy, it was not until 1791 that the Homer saw the light. Cowper began to write once more with ardour, but the decline of Mrs. Unwin's faculties, ending in paralysis, clouded his intelligence again. He fought a losing battle against insanity, but for the

Cowper in his Study, with his favourite hare

From a Drawing by Richard Westall
remainder of his life he was practically a lunatic. In 1795 he was moved to Dunham Lodge, near Swaffham, and then into the town of East Dereham, where Mrs. Unwin died on the 17th of December 1796. Cowper lived on, with occasionally gleams of sanity, his occasional translations, done during these last days, showing no failure of

The fluster soul in deed their feet advance,
And sudden sorrow with their springing joy;
An anxious world will interpose its frown
To ward delights superior to its own.
And in a path experienced still within,
Remind them of their hated inmate, Sit,
But less of every shape and every name,
Grasp forced to blessings with their cruel aim,
And every inmost value that soothes the breast,
I give in earnest of eternal rest.

Ah he not said! although thy lot be cast
Far from the flock and in a distant waste,
No shepherds tent within thy view appear.
But the chief shepherd is for ever near,
Thy tender sorrows and thy plaintive strain
Now is a foreign land, but not in vain,
Thy tears all from that a sunrice beam
And every drop by spears a Savior thinks.—

"I saw thy in Gideon fleece the dew were found,
And brought on all the drooping herby around."

Pray remember the poor this winter.

Your humble Bellman

Dec. 15. 1791.

M.S. of the Bellman Verses
Preserved in the British Museum

power, until the 25th of April 1800. He was buried in Dereham Church, "named softly, as the household name of one whom God hath taken." His incomparably witty, tender, and graceful Letters were published, with his life, by Hayley in 1803.

The Poplar Field.
The poplars are fell'd; farewell to the shade
And the whispering sound of the cool colonnade!
The winds play no longer and sing in the leaves,
Neither on his bosom their image receives.

1 Erroneously called Dereham Lodge in the Dictionary of National Biography.
William Cowper.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY GEORGE POMPEO.
Twelve years have elapsed since I last took a view
Of my favourite field, and the bank where they grew;
And now in the grass behold they are laid,
And the tree is my seat that once lent me a shade!

The blackbird has fled to another retreat,
Where the hazels afford him a screen from the heat.
And the scene where his melody charm'd me before
Resounds with his sweet-flowing ditty no more.

My fugitive years are all hastening away,
And I must ere long lie as lowly as they,
With a turf on my breast, and a stone at my head,
Ere another such grove shall arise in its stead.

Cowper's House at Weston
From a Drawing by J. D. Harding

'Tis a sight to engage me, if anything can,
To muse on the perishing pleasures of man;
Though his life be a dream, his enjoyments, I see,
Have a being less durable even than he.

FROM "THE TASK" : BOOK IV.

Hark! 'tis the twanging horn o'er yonder bridge,
That with its weary bow needful length
Bestrides the wintry flood, in which the moon
Sees her unwrinkled face reflected bright! -
He comes, the herald of a noisy world,
With spatter'd boots, strapp'd waist, and frozen locks;
News from all nations lumbering at his back.
True to his charge, the close-pack'd load behind,
Yet, careless what he brings, his one concern
Is to conduct it to the destined inn,
And, having dropp'd the expected bag, pass on.
He whistles as he goes, light-hearted wretch,
Cold and yet cheerful: messenger of grief
Perhaps to thousands, and of joy to some;
To him indifferent whether grief or joy.
Houses in ashes, and the fall of stocks,
Births, deaths, and marriages, epistles wet
With tears, that trickled down the writer's cheeks
Fast as the periods from his fluent quill,
Or charged with amorous sighs of absent swains,
Or nymphs responsive, equally affect
His horse and him, unconscious of them all.

Cowper's Summer House
From a Drawing by J. D. Harding

But O the important budget! usher'd in
With such heart-shaking music, who can say
What are its tidings? have our troops awak'd?
Or do they still, as if with opium drugg'd,
Snore to the murmurs of the Atlantic wave?
Is India free? and does she wear her plumed
And jewell'd turban with a smile of peace?
Or do we grind her still? The grand debate,
The popular harangue, the tart reply,
The logic, and the wisdom, and the wit,
And the loud laugh—I long to know them all:
I burn to set the imprison'd wranglers free,
And give them voice and utterance once again.
Now stir the fire and close the shutters fast,
Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round,
And, while the bubbling and loud hissing urn
Throws up a steamy column, and the cups,
That cheer, but not inebriate, wait on each,
So let us welcome peaceful evening in.
COWPER

TO MRS. UNWIN.

[May 1793.]

Mary! I want a lyre with other strings,
Such aid from heaven as some have feigned they drew,
An eloquence scarce given to mortals, new
And undebased by praise of meaner things,
That, ere through age or woe I shed my wings,
I may record thy worth with honour due,
In verse as musical as thou art true,
And that immortalises whom it sings.
But thou hast little need. There is a book
By seraphs writ with beams of heavenly light,
On which the eyes of God not rarely look,
A chronicle of actions just and bright;
There all thy deeds, my faithful Mary, shine,
And, since thou own'st that praise, I spare thee mine.

View of Olney

From a Drawing by J. D. Harding

The Coluemian.

Close by the threshold of a door nail'd fast
Three kittens sat; each kitten look'd aghast;
I passing swift and inattentive by,
At the three kittens cast a careless eye,
Not much concern'd to know what they did there,
Not deeming kittens worth a poet's care,
But presently a loud and furious hiss
Caused me to stop, and to exclaim, "What's this?"
When lo! upon the threshold met my view,
With head erect and eyes of fiery hue,
A viper, long as Count de Grasse's queue,
Forth from his head his forked tongue he throws,
Darting it full against a kitten's nose,
Who having never seen in field or house
The like, sat still and silent as a mouse;
Only projecting with attention due.
Her whisker'd face, she ask'd him, "Who are you?"
On to the hall went I, with pace not slow,
But swift as lightning, for a long Dutch hoe,
With which, well-armed, I hasten'd to the spot,
To find the viper,—but I found him not.
And, turning up the leaves and shrubs around,
I found only—that he was not to be found.
But still the kittens, sitting as before,
Sat watching close the bottom of the door.
"I hope," said I, "the villain I would kill
Has slipp'd between the door and the door-sill;
And if I make despatch and follow hard,
No doubt but I shall find him in the yard;
For long ere now it should have been rehearsed,
'Twas in the garden that I found him first.
Even there I found him, there the full-grown cat
His head, with velvet paw, did gently pat,
As curious as the kittens erst had been
To learn what this phenomenon might mean,
Fill'd with heroic ardour at the sight,
And fearing every moment he would bite,
And rob our household of our only cat
That was of age to combat with a rat,
With outstretch'd hoe I slew him at the door,
And taught him never to come there no more.

George Crabbe. Then, here is George Crabbe, whom Byron would have done better to call "Dryden in worsted stockings," a dense, rough, strongly vitalised narrator, without a touch of revolt against the conventions of form, going back, indeed—across Goldsmith and Pope—to the precise prosody used by Dryden at the close of his life for telling tragical stories; a writer absolutely retrogressive, as it at first seems, rejecting all suggestion of change, and completely satisfied with the old media for his peculiar impressions, which are often vehement, often sinister, sometimes very prosaic and dull, but generally sincere and direct—Crabbe, a great, solid talent, without grace, or flexibility, or sensitiveness.

George Crabbe (1754-1832) was the son of the salt-master, or collector of salt-dues, at Aldeborough, in Suffolk, where he was born on Christmas Eve, 1754. His
childhood was one of pinching poverty, but his father, whose ambition exceeded his means, contrived to send him to fairly good schools at Bungay and at Stowmarket. He was apprenticed at the age of fourteen as errand-boy to a doctor near Bury St. Edmunds, and at seventeen to a surgeon at Woodbridge. In 1774 he published the rhymed anonymous satire called *Inebriety*. He studied medicine, and set up in practice in Aldeborough, but the profession was so distasteful to him, and his success in it so improbable, that in his twenty-fifth year he abandoned it, and came up to London with a capital of £3 to try his fortune in literature. His poem, *The Candidate*, was published anonymously in 1780, but brought with it neither fame nor money. Reduced to absolute distress, the young poet wrote, without an introduction, to Edmund Burke, who saw him, took a fancy to him, and generously befriended him. Under the genial patronage of Burke, who introduced him to Reynolds, Thurlow, and Fox, Crabbe published anonymously *The Library* in 1781, and, with his name, what is one of his best productions, *The Village*, in 1783. By Burke's advice, Crabbe qualified himself for holy orders, and returned to Aldeborough as curate; in 1782 he was ordained priest, and appointed chaplain to the Duke of Rutland at Belvoir. His troubles were nowover, and stillthrough the goodness of Burke, he became a pluralist after the fashion of his time, exchanging two poor livings in Dorsetshire for two of greater value in the Vale of Belvoir. When the Duke of Rutland died in 1788, the duchess presented him with two rectories in Leicestershire. Crabbe had by this time abandoned poetry, his latest publication of note having been *The Newspaper*, 1785. Lord Thurlow had told him that he was as like Parson Adams as twelve to a dozen. He carried out the parallel: he married and settled down as a comfortable country clergyman, without any ambition, and it was more than twenty years before the world heard of him again. Meanwhile he had added to his clerical incumbencies, and in 1796 he had taken a mansion in Suffolk, Great Glenham Hall. Here he lived for nearly ten years, and then returned to one of his incumbencies, Muston, where he had not lived since 1792, in consequence of a warning from his bishop that he had grown too lax about parochial residence. The general awakening
of a public interest in poetry seems to have roused Crabbe in his seclusion. In 1807 he published the *Poems*, which he had written during his long retirement; they pleased, and in the same year Crabbe was encouraged to bring out a long poem, *The Parish Register*, parts of which had already been seen and admired by Fox. We are told that these passages were the last specimens of literature which "engaged and amused the capacious, the candid, the benevolent mind of this great man." The success of *The Parish Register* was beyond all probable expectation, and Crabbe found himself suddenly famous at the age of fifty-three. He published *The Borough*, perhaps the best of his compositions, in 1810; *Tales in Verse* in 1812; and finally, in 1819, *Tales of the Hall*. During these years he had the gratification of seeing himself habitually named among the first poets of the age. When the sale of his works had already flagged a little, he was still able to dispose of his entire copyright for £3000, a sum which, according to an amusing story of Moore's, he characteristically carried loose in notes in his waistcoat-pocket from London to Trowbridge in Wiltshire, of which parish he had been the rector since 1814. His celebrity, his genial simplicity, and the gentleness of his humour made Crabbe a very general favourite, and entertaining stories of his unworldly manners were commonly current. He was now widely invited to great houses, and enjoyed his fame, but never quite woke up from his bewilderment at finding himself a fashionable genius. Walter Scott esteemed and liked Crabbe, and had often urged him to come and stay with him in Edinburgh. He was, nevertheless, a little disconcerted to see the Suffolk poet quietly arrive, unannounced, in the very midst of the celebration of George IV.'s visit in August 1822, and take a dignified part in the proceedings. Crabbe, already an elderly man, was to live nearly ten years more. He died at Trowbridge on the 3rd of February 1832, having published nothing since the *Tales of the Hall*. His works and letters were given to the world in 1834 by his son, George Crabbe the younger.

Rev. George Crabbe

From an original Drawing
CRABBE

Fanny's Dream.

They feel the calm delight, and thus proceed
Through the green lane,—then linger in the mead,—
Stray o'er the heath in all its purple bloom,—
And pluck the blossom where the wild bees hum;
Then through the broomy bound with ease they pass,
And press the sandy sheep-walk's slender grass.
Where dwarfish flowers among the gorse are spread,
And the lamb browses by the linnet's bed;
Then 'cross the bounding brook they make their way
O'er its rough bridge—and there behold the bay!—
The ocean smiling to the fervid sun—
The waves that faintly fall and slowly run—

Parham Hall, Suffolk (the Moat House of Crabbe)

From a Water-colour Drawing by Clarkson Stanfield

The ships at distance and the boats at hand;
And now they walk upon the seaside sand,
Counting the number and what kind they be,
Ships softly sinking in the sleepy sea:
Now arm in arm, now parted, they behold
The glittering waters on the shingles roll'd:
The timid girls, half dreading their design,
Dip the small foot in the retarded brine,
And search for crimson weeds, which spreading flow,
Or lie like pictures on the sand below:
With all those bright red pebbles, that the sun
Through the small waves so softly shines upon;
And those live lucid jellies which the eye
Delights to trace as they swim glittering by:
Pearl-shells and rubied star fish they admire,
And will arrange above the parlour fire,—
Tokens of bliss!—"Oh! horrible! a wave
Roars as it rises—save me, Edward! save!"
She cries:—Alas! the watchman on his way
Calls, and lets in—truth, terror, and the day!

Dwellings of the Poor.

All our poor to know,
Let's seek the winding Lane, the narrow Row,
Suburban prospects, where the traveller stops
To see the sloping tenement on props,
With building yards inmix'd, and humble sheds and shops;
Where the Cross-keys and Plumbers' Arms invite
Laborious men to taste their coarse delight;

Aidborough Town Hall
From a Drawing by C. Stanfield

Where the low porches, stretching from the door,
Gave some distinction in the days of yore,
Yet now neglected, more offend the eye,
By gloom and ruin, than the cottage by:
Places like these the noblest town endures,
The gayest palace has its sinks and sewers.
Here is no pavement, no inviting shop,
To give us shelter when compell'd to stop;
But plashy puddles stand along the way,
Fill'd by the rain of one tempestuous day;
And these so closely to the buildings run,
That you must ford them, for you cannot shun;
Though here and there convenient bricks are laid,
And door-side heaps afford their dubious aid.
Lo! yonder shed; observe its garden ground,
With the low palings, form'd of wreck, around:
There dwells a fisher; if you view his boat,
With bed and barrel—'tis his house afloat;
Look at his house, where ropes, nets, blocks, abound,
Tar, pitch, and oakum—'tis his boat aground:
That space inclosed, but little he regards,
Spread o'er with relics of masts, sails, and yards:
Fish by the wall, on spit of elder, rest,
Of all his food, the cheapest and the best,
By his own labour caught, for his own hunger dress'd.


Facsimile Letter from Crabbe

THE WIDOW.

FROM "TALES OF THE HALL."

Now came the time, when in her husband's face
Care, and concern, and caution she could trace;
His troubled features gloom and sadness bore,
Less he resisted, but he suffer'd more;
Grief and confusion seized him in the day,
And the night passed in agony away.
"My ruin comes!" was his awakening thought,
And vainly through the day was comfort sought;
"There, take my all!" he said, and in his dream,
Heard the door bolted, and his children scream.
Fretful herself, he of his wife in vain
For comfort sought—"He would be well again;
Time would disorders of such nature heal—
O! if he felt what she was doom'd to feel!

The Family of Friends.

In a large Town, a wealthy Spring-Time
Where hills of Grain exist on ARISING Race
Which don't new Breath of lively Breeze lack
And marks for Leagues around the Place of Smoke.
Where Fire to Water and its powerful Air
And Steam produces, Strong Folly to Trade
Aside a Stranger whoso no Merchant knew.
Nor could conjecture what he came to do
For was he this or Fortune serv'd to join
Nor did he shew a purpose to begin
And said there was something in his Air that told
Of Fortune gained before he died,
He bought us Servants with this Sign he taught—
We saw his Habits and his Masters taught.
His Manner say 'twas kind to see
His Habit such as aged Men's will be.
To self indulgent, wealthy Men, like him
Read for these Feelings—to their Way, their Own

Beginning of the MS. of Crabbe's "Family of Friends"

Such sleepless nights! such broken rest! her frame
Rack'd with diseases that she could not name!
With pangs like hers no other was oppress'd!
Weeping, she said, and sigh'd herself to rest.

The suffering husband look'd the world around,
And saw no friend; on him misfortune frown'd;
BLAKE

Him self-reproach tormented; sorely tried,
By threats he mourn'd, and by disease he died.

As weak as wailing infancy or age,
How could the widow with the world engage?

"Her debts would overwhelm her, that was sure!"
But one privation would she not endure:
"We shall want bread! the thing is past a doubt."
"Then part with Cousins!" "Can I do without?"
"Dismiss your servants." "Spare me them, I pray!"
"At least your carriage?" "What will people say?"
"That useless boat, that Folly on the lake!"
"Oh! but what cry and scandal it will make."
For ever begging all to be sincere,
And never willing any truth to hear.

"It was so hard on her, who not a thing
Had done such mischief on their heads to bring;
This was her comfort, this she would declare,"—
And then slept soundly in her pillow'd chair.

Then here is William Blake, for whom the classic forms and traditions have nothing to say at all; whose ethereal imagination and mystic mind have taken their deepest impressions from the Elizabethan dramatists and from Ossian; whose aim, fitfully and feverishly accomplished, is to fling the roseate and cerulean fancies of his brain on a gossamer texture woven out of the songs of Shakespeare and the echoes of Fingal's airy hall; a poet this for whom time, and habit, and the conventions of an age do not exist; who is no more nor less at home in 1785 than he would be in 1750 or 1795; on whom his own epoch, with its tastes and limitations, has left no mark whatever; a being all sensitiveness and lyric passion and delicate, aerial mystery.

William Blake (1757-1827) was the second son of James Blake, a hosier of Broad Street, Golden Square, where he was born on the 28th of November 1757. He was scarcely educated at all, beyond learning to read and write, but at ten years of age he began to copy prints, and at eleven years to write verses. He became at fourteen apprenticed to Basire, the engraver, and later worked in the schools of the Royal Academy. It is not here to the purpose to follow stage by stage the artistic career of Blake. In 1783 Flaxman the sculptor, in combination with another friend, caused Blake's juvenile poems, Poetical Sketches, to pass through the press. This volume, all written before 1777, with much very crude and feeble work, contained some of the poet's most perfect songs. His father died in 1784, and Blake set up next door to the paternal shop as a printseller, in partnership with a fellow-student. This arrangement lasted three years. Blake then started alone in Poland Street, and his first act was to bring out the Songs of Innocence, engraved, in a manner invented by the painter-pot, on copper, with a symbolic design in many colours, and finished by hand. The interest awakened by these astonishing productions was small, but Blake was not dejected. In 1786 he engraved The Book of Thel, and in 1790, in prose, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. In 1791 he published in the usual way the least important of his poetical books, The French Revolution. In 1794 the exquisite Songs...
of Experience followed. By this time he had moved again from Poland Street to Lambeth, where he continued to produce his rainbow-coloured rhapsodies. Among these, The Gates of Paradise, The Visions of the Daughters of Albion, and America, a Prophecy, were finished within a few months. Europe and Urizen also belong to 1794. At this period Blake's apocalyptic splendour of invention was at its height. There was a distinct decline in clearness of intellectual presentment in The Song of Los and Ahania (both 1795). Blake now turned mainly to painting and picture-engraving. In 1800 he left London for Felpham, near Bognor, to be near Hayley, who wanted Blake's constant services as an engraver. He was greatly delighted with Felpham: "Heaven opens here on all sides her golden gates." Here he lived in peace until 1803, when occurred the very strange incident of his being arrested on a charge of sedition brought against him in revenge by a spiteful sergeant of dragoons. Blake was acquitted at Chichester in 1804, but he was excessively disturbed. "The visions were angry with him," he believed, and he returned to London. From lodgings in South Molton Street he began once more to issue prophetic "poems" of vast size and mysterious import—Jerusalem and Milton, both engraved in 1804. These he declared to be dictated to him supernaturally, "without premeditation, and even against my will." After this, although he continued to write masses of wild rhythm, The Ghost of Abel (1822) was the only literary work which he could be said, by any straining of the term, to "publish." By this time he had moved (1821) to the latest of his tenements, Fountain Court, in the Temple. In 1825 his health began to fail, and he was subject to painful and weakening recurrences of dysentery. He retained the habit of draughtsmanship, however, until a few days before his death on the 12th of August 1827, when he passed away smiling, after an ecstatic vision of Paradise. He had been a seer of luminous wonders from his very infancy, when he had beheld the face of God at a window and had watched shining angels walking amongst the hay-makers. In his early manhood he was habitually visited by the souls of the great dead, "all majestic shadows, grey but luminous, and superior to the common height of man." The question how far Blake believed in the objective actuality of his visions has never been answered; but it is evident that in his trances he did not distinguish or attempt to distinguish between substance and phantom. Blake was, in early life, a robust and courageous little man, active, temperate, and gentle, with extraordinary eyes. Of his unworldliness many tales are told, humorous and pathetic. His faith was like that of a little child, boundless and unreasoning. His wife, Catherine
The Lamb

Little Lamb who made thee
Dost thou know who made thee
Came thee life & did thee feed
By the stream & over the mead:
Gave thee clothing of delight,
Softest clothing wondrous bright;
Gave thee such a tender voice,
Making all the vales rejoice:
Little Lamb who made thee
Dost thou know who made thee

Little Lamb I'll tell thee,
Little Lamb I'll tell thee:
He is called by thy name,
For he calls himself a Lamb:
He is meek & he is mild,
He became a little child:
A child & thou a Lamb,
We are called by his name:
Little Lamb God blest thee,
Little Lamb God blest thee.
Dear Cumberland,

I have lately had some proofs of circumstance on account of not acknowledging your friendship to me in the receipt of your beautiful book. Those have been, not by me all the Summer 6 Plates which you desired me to get made for you. They have lain on my shelf without prejudice to tell me when they were or that they were there at all. 

It was some time (since I found them) before I could divine whence they came or whether they were bound or whether they were to be taken to eternity. I have now sent them to you to be transmitted, these real Alchymists.

Go on, go on, such works as your Nature & Providence the Eternal Parent demands from their children. How few produce them in such perfection as Nature smiles on them. How Providence rewards them. How all your Balthasar say, the bond of his hand by its lead from his secret heart drawn to the labours of life & to show a reap forgetting our labours.

Let us see you sometimes as well as sometimes hear from you. Let us often see your works.

Compliments to Mr. Cumberland & Family.

Sandwalk, your 4 head of heads.

23 Decr 1796

Well Blake

a Happy Christmas.

Facsimile Letter from Blake to Richard Cumberland
Sophia Boucher (1761-1831), was ignorant and youthful when he married her, and was trained by him to be the docile partner in his artistic and poetic workmanship, to sit helpfully beside him, as he would have put it, in the onset of "the chariot of genius." His life was one of poverty and obscurity, endured with heroic cheerfulness.

**AH! SUNFLOWER.**

Ah, Sunflower, weary of time,
Who countest the steps of the sun;
Seeking after that sweet golden clime
Where the traveller's journey is done;

Where the youth, pined away with desire,
And the pale virgin, shrouded in snow,
Arise from their graves and aspire
Where my Sunflower wishes to go!

**HOLY THURSDAY.**

’Twas on a Holy Thursday, their innocent faces clean,
Came children walking two and two, in red, and blue, and green:
Grey-headed beadles walked before, with wands as white as snow,
Till into the high dome of Paul's they like Thames waters flow.

Oh what a multitude they seemed, these flowers of London town!
Seated in companies they sit, with radiance all their own.
The hum of multitudes was there, but multitudes of lambs,
Thousands of little boys and girls raising their innocent hands.

Now like a mighty wind they raise to heaven the voice of song,
Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of heaven among:
Beneath them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the poor.
Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from your door.

**THE WILD FLOWER’S SONG.**

As I wandered in the forest
The green leaves among,
I heard a wild flower
Singing a song——

“I slept in the earth
In the silent night;
I murmured my thoughts
And I felt delight.

“In the morning I went,
As rosy as morn
To seek for new joy,
But I met with scorn.”

Robert Burns. And finally, here is ROBERT BURNS, the incarnation of natural song, the embodiment of that which is most spontaneous, most ebullient in the lyrical part of nature. With Burns the reserve and quietism of the eighteenth century broke up. There were no longer Jesuit rules of composition, no longer dread of enthusiasm, no longer a rigorous demand that reason or
intellect should take the first place in poetical composition. Intellect, it must be confessed, counts for little in this amazing poetry, where instinct claims the whole being, and yields only to the imagination. After more than a century of sober, thoughtful writers, Burns appears, a song-intoxicated man, exclusively inspired by emotion and the stir of the blood. He cannot tell why he is moved. He uses the old conventional language to describe the new miracle of his sensations. "I never hear," he says, "the loud, solitary whistle of the curlew in a summer noon, or the wild mixing cadence of a troop of grey plovers in an autumnal morning, without feeling an elevation of

The Birthplace of Robert Burns

soul like the enthusiasm of devotion or poetry." This is the prose of the eighteenth century; but when the same ideas burst forth into metre:—

"The Muse, nai poet ever fand her,
    Till by himsel' he learned to wander,
Adown some trotting burn's meander,
    And no think lang;
O sweet to stray, and pensive ponder
    A heart-felt sang"—

we start to discover that here is something quite novel, a mode of writing unparalleled in its easy buoyant emotion since the days of Elizabeth.

Robert Burns (1759–1796), the son of William Burns or Barness and his wife Agnes Brown, was born in a cottage in the parish of Alloway, in Ayrshire, on the 25th of January 1759. Robert was the eldest of seven children; his father, who had been a gardener, was now a farmer, and "a very poor man." In 1765 Robert went to school in his native village, being, he says, already "a good deal noted for a retentive memory, a stubborn, sturdy something in my disposition, and an enthusiastic idiot-piety." He was taught the elements of style in prose and verse by a remarkable youth, John Murdoch, whose highly-strung emotional eagerness unquestionably did much to awaken the boy's
genius for poetry. About 1772 Burns was sent to a parish school at Dalrymple, all the time cultivating an extraordinarily avid and general taste for such masterpieces of literature as fell in his way. William Burness, however, was now farming a place called Mount Oliphant, close to Alloway, a piece of "the poorest land in Ayrshire," and Robert must leave his books to work in the fields. The boy's life combined "the cheerless gloom of a hermit with the unceasing toil of a galley-slave." This picture darkened in 1775, when the family fell into the hands of a factor, but brightened again in 1777, when William Burness moved to a better farm, Lochlea, in the parish of Tarbolton. Here the Burnesses enjoyed four comfortable years, and here the joyous temperament of Robert began to assert itself. He was now writing verses with the greatest activity, and beginning to prosecute the earliest of his multifarious and celebrated love-affairs. With the design of marriage, indeed, he went in 1781 to Irvine to learn the flax-dressing business; the business of life, too, he was now learning with infinite address, and was in that first stage of his maturity in which, as Mr. Henley puts it, he appears before us "a peasant resolute to be a buck." He went back early in 1782 to Lochlea, to find his father's affairs in confusion. A few months later William Burness died, but before this event Robert and the ablest of his brothers, Gilbert, had taken another farm, Mossgiel, at Mauchline. From a financial point of view this enterprise was not lucky; but as a poet Burns was simply made at Mossgiel. Here rose into lush maturity and faded away as quickly his famous passions for Jean Armour and Mary Campbell (the very shadowy "Highland Lassie" of sentiment); these, and others, in their inceptions served as fuel for the lyric fire that now burned impetuously in the heart of Burns, and found vent in some of the most exquisite poetry he ever composed. In July 1786 his Poems chiefly in the Scottish Dialect was published at Kilmarnock; its success was instant, "old and young, high and low, grave and gay, all were alike delighted, agitated, transported." Ploughboys and maidservants spent the money, "which they wanted to purchase necessary clothing," on the irresistible volume. The poet, however, made no money by it, for the profits were more than eaten up by the costs of printing a second edition. Breaking from Jean Armour, Burns now proposed to Mary Campbell that he and she should emigrate to Jamaica. He seems to have actually started for Greenock, when Mary Campbell was taken ill and died (October 1786). Burns, with surprising elasticity of temperament, changed all his plans, and determined on a raid upon Edinburgh. He arrived in that capital with conquest in his eye on the 28th of November. His advent was celebrated...
Robert Burns.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY ALEXANDER NASMYTH.
with a blare of trumpets; the strong, fresh countryman, "looking like a farmer dressed to dine with the laird," was at once the rage, and sported every night with earls and duchesses. Burns bore his triumph outwardly with "a sort of dignified plainness and simplicity" which did him much credit; inwardly it inflicted an irreparable hurt upon his temperament. No man of his years, least of all the ardent Rab of Mossgiel, could yield to "such solicitations and allurements to convivial enjoyment" as were now forced upon the fashionable poet without being ultimately the worse for them. His poems were reprinted with additions in Edinburgh in April 1787; this time Burns received something substantial, perhaps £500, but he very foolishly sold the copyright for another £100, and his publisher was a tardy paymaster. At last, in June 1787, Burns was back at Mossgiel for a month, and then he started, by Edinburgh, for his famous tour in the Highlands with Nicol, a neighbour. Two very important friendships with women of the educated class are now to be noted, that with Mrs. Dunlop (1786-95) and that with Mrs. "Clarinda" M'Lehose (1787-91); these were both, in their ways, excellent ladies, to the first of whom the poet was like a son, and to the second like a sort of amatory china shepherd. To the animalism which mainly pursued the adventures of Burns, the sentimental affection of these two correspondents offers a contrast at which we may smile, but which was full of benefit to his better nature. Burns cultivated
their friendship “with the enthusiasm of religion,” and in the vocabulary of the younger lady he was always aptly termed “Sylvander.” Far less sentimental were Burns's relations with the agreeable females of Mauchline, and early in 1788 Jean Armour, who had forgiven him only too easily for past negligence, was turned by her parents out of house and home, and forced on the poet's protection. Presently—we do not quite know when or how—he married her privately, and in August publicly; in order to break with the past, Burns took charge at the same time of the farmstead of Ellisland in Dumfriesshire (which, however, never belonged to him), and thither, or at first to a house near by, his wife and he removed in November. Here for some time his life flowed on, after all its mad excitements, in a calm current of farm-work and occasional song-writing; and in some attention to the place as a gauger which Glencairn had secured for him in 1787. In August 1789 Burns was appointed Exciseman for the ten parishes of Dumfriesshire which surround Ellisland. It is not quite plain why the exercise of riding hither and thither over the moors of Nithsdale did not suit the poet's health, but almost immediately he began to age rapidly and to be a chronic sufferer from disease. But it is doubtful whether we have the gauging to blame for any part of this; although Burns was but thirty years of age, his constitution was undermined by the fierce zest with which he had drained the bowl of life, greedily, rashly, with lips sucking at the brim. To be colloquial, he had pre-eminently “eaten his cake,” and he took no warning—what there was left of it he was eating still. He never cared for Ellisland, or to till another man's acres; he was therefore little disappointed when that charge came to an end. It was thought best that Burns should give up farming and come up to Dumfries, a more convenient centre than Ellisland for his excursions on behalf of the Excise. Accordingly, in December 1791, his wife and he settled in a town house in the Mill Vennel. He was now not writing much poetry, although in 1789 he had printed anonymously The Prayer of Holy Willie, in 1790 had indited the immortal Tam o' Shanter, and ever since 1787 and until his death was contributing songs, some original and some adapted, to “The Scots Musical Museum.” Of the last years of Burns's life there is little to record that is agreeable. It was by the worst of mischances that he was led to settle in a little county-town where there was everything to tempt his weaknesses and nothing to stimulate his genius. His discontent found voice in a very unwise championship of the principles of the French Revolution; these Jacobin sentiments alienated him still further from those whose companionship might have been useful to him. He grew moody and hypochondriacal. He forgot that life had ever
been fire in his veins; he wrote, “I have only known existence by the pressure of sickness and counted time by the repercussions of pain.” Yet, as late as 1794, he could write the Address to the Deil, and his songs were tuneable to the very last. But he drank himself into degradation; the vitality in him was “burned to a cinder.” His last days were darkened with the fear of being sent to gaol for debt. On the 21st of July 1796 this great poet and delightful man was released from a world in which he had no longer any place for happiness. The personal appearance of Burns in his prime was manly and attractive, without much refinement of feature, but glowing with health and the ardour of the instincts. Sir Walter Scott, who, when a boy of fifteen, saw Burns—  

“Virgilium viiui tantum”—has preserved a very fine description of him. “His person was robust, his manners rustic, not clownish. There was a strong expression of shrewdness in his lineaments; the eye alone indicated the poetic character and temperament. It was large and of a dark cast, and literally glowed when he spoke with feeling or interest. I never saw such another eye in a human head,” not even in that of Byron. His manners to women were exceedingly insinuating; the Duchess of Gordon remarked that “his address to females was always deferential, and always with a turn to the pathetic or humorous, which engaged their attention particularly.” Both these tributes date from 1786, when the powers and graces of Burns were at their fullest expansion, and had not begun to decay.

From “Tam o’ Shanter.”

The wind blew as ‘twad blown its last;  
The rattlin’ showers rose on the blast;  
The speedy gleams the darkness swallow’d;  
Loud, deep, and long, the thunder bellow’d;  
That night a child might understand,  
The deil had business on his hand.

Weel mounted on his grey mare, Meg—  
A better never litte leg  
Tam skelpit on thro’ dub and mire,  
Despising wind, and rain, and fire;  
While holding fast his guid blue bonnet;  
While crooning o’er some auld Scots sonnet;  
While glowing round wi’ prudent cares,  
Lest bogles catch him unawares;
Kirk-Alloway was drawing nigh,
Whare ghaists and houlets nightly cry—

By this time he was cross the ford,
Whare in the snaw the chapman smoōrd;
And past the birks and meikle stane,
Whare drucken Charlie brak’s neck-bane;
And thro’ the whins, and by the cairn,
Whare hunters fand the murder’d bairn;

Alloway Kirk

And near the thorn, aboon the well,
Whare Mungo’s mither hang’d hersel—
Before him Doon pours all his floods;
The doubling storm roars through the woods;
The lightnings flash from pole to pole;
Near and more near the thunders roll;
When glimmering thro’ the groaning trees,
Kirk-Alloway seem’d in a breeze;
Thro’ ilka bore the beams were glancing,
And loud resounded mirth and dancing.

Fragment of a MS. Poem by Robert Burns
FROM "ADDRESS TO THE DEIL."

O thou! whatever title suit thee,
Auld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie,
Wha in yon cavern grim and sootie,
    Closed under hatches,
Spairges about the brunstane cootie,
    To scald poor wretches!

Hear me, auld Hangie, for a wee,
An' let poor damned bodies be:
I'm sure sma' pleasure it can gie,
    E'en to a deil,
To skelp an' scald poor dogs like me,
    An' hear us squeel!

Great is thy pow'r, an' great thy fame;
    Far ken'd and noted is thy name;
An' tho' you lowin' heugh's thy hame,
    Thou travels far:
An' faith! thou's neither lag nor lame,
    Nor blate nor scour.

Whiles, ranging like a roarin' lion,
For prey, a' holes and corners tryin';
Whyles on the strong-wing'd tempest flyin',
    Tirin' the kirks:
Whyles, in the human bosom pryin',
    Unseen thou lurks.

I've heard my reverend grannie say,
In lanely glens you like to stray;
Or where auld ruin'd castles gray
    Nod to the moon,
Ye fright the nightly wanderer's way,
    Wi' efdritch croon.

When twilight did my grannie summon,
To say her prayers, douce, honest woman!
Aft yont the dyke she's heard you bummyn',
    Wi' eerie drone;
Or, rustlin', thro' the boortrics comin',
    Wi' heavy groan.

Ae dreary, windy, winter night,
The stars shot down wi' skelten' light,
Wi' you, mysel', I gat a fright,
    Ayont the lough;
Ye, like a rash-bush stood in sight,
    Wi' waving sough.

The cudgel in my niece did shake,
Each bristl'd hair stood like a stake,
When wi' an efdritch stour, quaick—quaick—
    Amang the springs,
Awa ye squatter'd like a drake,
    On whistling wings.
WHISTLE AND I'LL COME TO YOU, MY LAD.

Oh whistle, and I'll come to you, my lad,
Oh whistle, and I'll come to you, my lad;
Tho' father and mither and a' should gae mad,
Oh whistle, and I'll come to you, my lad.

But warily tent, when ye come to court me,
And come na unless the back-yett be a-pee;
Sync up the back stile, and let naebody see,
And come as ye were na comin' to me.
And come, &c.
Oh whistle, &c.

At kirk, or at market, whence'er ye meet me,
Gang by me as tho' that ye cared nae a flie;
But steal me a blink o' your bonnie black e'e,
Yet look as ye were na lookin' at me.
Yet look, &c.
Oh whistle, &c.

Aye vow and protest that ye care na for me,
And whiles ye may lightly my beauty a wee;
But court nae anither, tho' jokin' ye be,
For fear that she wile your fancy frae me.
For fear, &c.
Oh whistle, &c.

House at Dumfries where Burns Died

A RED, RED ROSE.

O my love's like a red, red rose,
That's newly sprung in June:
O my love's like the melody
That's sweetly played in tune.
As fair art thou, my bonnie lass,
So deep in love am I;
And I will love thee still, my dear,
'Till a' the seas gang dry.

'Till a' the seas gang dry, my dear,
And the rocks melt wi' the sun,
I will love thee still, my dear,
While the sands o' life shall run.
And fare thee weel, my only love!
And fare thee weel a while!
And I will come again, my love,
Though it were ten thousand mile.
John Anderson, my jo.
John Anderson, my jo, John,
When we were first acquaint,
Your locks were like the raven,
Your bonnie brow was brent;
But now your brow is beld, John,
Your locks are like the snow;
But blessings on your frosty pow,
John Anderson, my jo.

John Anderson, my jo, John,
We clamb the hill thegither;
And many a canty day, John,
We've had wi' ane anither.
Now we mun totter down, John,
But hand in hand we'll go;
And sleep thegither at the foot,
John Anderson, my jo.

We have spoken of Burns as he comes to us in the sequence of the great poets of Britain. In Scottish poetry he takes a somewhat different place. Here he seems not one in a chain, but the supreme artist to whom all others are merely subsidiary. Scotch Doric verse appears to us Scotch Doric Verse, like a single growth, starting from the rich foliage of Dunbar and his comperees.
up the slender stem of Alexander Scott, of Sempills, of Montgomery, of Allan Ramsay, of the song-writers of the eighteenth century, swelling into the fine opening bud of Ferguson, only to break into the single aloe-blossom of the perfect Burns. All local Scottish verse, from the early sixteenth century until to-day, presupposes Burns; it all expands towards him or dwindles from him. If his works were entirely to disappear, we could re-create some idea of his genius from the light that led to it and from the light that withdraws from it. This absolute supremacy of Burns, to perfect whose amazing art the Scottish race seemed to suppress and to despoil itself, is a very remarkable phenomenon. Burns is not merely the national poet of Scotland; he is, in a certain sense, the country itself: all elements of Scotch life and manners, all peculiarities of Scotch temperament and conviction, are found embroidered somewhere or other on Burns's variegated singing-robes.

It is obvious that these four great poets of the eighties are not merely "great" in very various degree, but are singularly unlike one another. Cowper so literary, Crabbe so conventional, Blake so transcendental, Burns so spontaneous and passionate—there seems no sort of relation between them. The first two look backward resolutely, the third resolutely upward, the fourth broadly stretches himself on the impartial bosom of nature, careless of all rules and conventions. It appears impossible to bring them into line, to discover a direction in which all four can be seen to move together. But in reality there is to be discovered in each of them a protest against rhetoric which was to be the keynote of revolt, the protest already being made by Goethe and Wieland, and so soon to be echoed by Alfieri and André Chenier. There was in each of the four British poets, who illuminated this darkest period just before the dawn, the determination to be natural and
Marchline. 13th Nov. 1788

Madam

I had the very great pleasure of dining at Dunlop yesterday. — Men are said to flatter women because they are weak, if it is so, Poets must be weaker still, for Myself Ratchet Keith with M'fge Georgina McKay; with their flattering attention: tasteful compliments, absolutely turned my head. — I own they did not lead me ever as a poet does his Patron; still more his Patroness, or as did they curate me up as a Cameronian Preacher does J.J. &c. &c. but they so intoxicated me with these sly insinuations, I deliriously madness of compliment that if it had not been for a lucky recollection how much additional weight & lustre your good opinion & friendship must give me in that circle, I had certainly looked on myself as a person of no small consequence — I dare not say one word how much I was charmed with the Major's friendly welcome, elegant manner & acute remark, lest I should be thought to balance my
ornaments of applause over against the finest Queen
in Aprilstove which he made me a present of to help
& adorn my farm-stock. — As it was on Hallowe.
I am determined annually as that day returns I'll
decorate her horns with an Ode of gratitude to the
family of Dunlop. —

The Songs in the 2d Vol. of the Museum, marked, I,
are D. Blacklock's; but as I am sorry to say they
are far short of his other works, I, who only in
the outskirts of them all, shall never let it be known
These marked, Q, are the work of an obscure, up-
hill, but extraordinary body, of the name of
Tyler: a mortal, who though he drudges about Odi
is a common Printer, with leaky shoes, a sky-lighted
hat, & knee-buckles as unlike as George-by-the-grace
of God, & Solomon, the son of David, yet that am
unknown drunken Mortal is author & compiler:
three fourths of "Elliot's pompous Encyclopedia
Britannica." Those marked, 20, I have given to the world
as old verses to their respective tunes; but in fact:
of a good many of them, little more than the knowns ancient; tho there is no reason for telling every body this piece of intelligence. Next letter I write you, I shall send one or two sets of verses I intend for Johnson's 3d Volume. —

"What you mention of the thanksgiving day is inspiration from above. — Is it not remarkable, idiously remarkable, that the manners are more civilized, & the rights of mankind better understood, by an Augustan Century's improvement, yet in this very reign of heavenly Hanoverianism, & almost in this very year, an empire beyond the Atlantic has had its Revolution too; & for the very same maladministration & legislative misdemeanors in the illustrious Spanish instant of Family of A — as was complained of in the tyrannical & bloody house of Stuart." —

As soon as I know of your arrival at Dunlop, I shall take the first convenience to dedicate a day or perhaps two to your & Friendship, under the guarantee
of the Major's hospitality. There will soon be three
more miles of permanent distance between us; and
M. Dunlap Esq.

13 N. 4.

D. 8.

13th May, 1785.

the heart strings of my enjoyment of life. I must indulge
myself in a festive day of the feast of reason, and the flow of soul.
I have the honor to be Madam, your grateful humble servant,
Dob. Dunlap.
sincere. It was this that gave Cowper his directness and his delicacy; it was this which stamps with the harsh mark of truth the sombre vignettes of Crabbe, just as truly as it gave voluptuous ecstasy to the songs of Blake, and to the strong, homely verse of Burns its potent charm and mastery.

It was reality that was rising to drive back into oblivion the demons of conventionality, of "regular diction," of the proprieties and machinery of composition, of all the worn-out bogies with which poetical old women frightened the baby talents of the end of the eighteenth century. Not all was done, even by these admirable men: in Burns himself we constantly hear the verbiage grating and grinding on; in his slow movements Crabbe is not to be distinguished from his predecessors of a hundred years; Cowper is for ever showing qualities of grace and elegant amenity which tempt us to call him, not a forerunner of the nineteenth, but the finest example of the eighteenth-century type. Yet the revolt against rhetorical convention is uppermost, and that it is which is really the characteristic common feature of this singularly dissimilar quartette; and when the least inspired, the least revolutionary of the four takes us along the dismal coast that his childhood knew so well, and bids us mark how

"Here on its wiry stem, in rigid bloom,
Grows the salt lavender that lacks perfume;
Here the dwarf sallows creep, the septfoil harsh,
And the soft, shiny mallow of the marsh."

we observe that the reign of empty verbiage is over, and that the poets who shall for the future wish to bring concrete ideas before us will do so in sincere and exact language. That position once regained, the revival of imaginative writing is but a question of time and of opportunity.

A very singular circumstance was the brevity of duration of this school of the eighties, if school it can be called. Burns was unknown until 1786, and in 1796 he died. Cowper's original productions, so far as they were not posthumous, were presented to the world in 1782 and 1785, and for nine years before his death in 1800 he had been removed from human intercourse. Blake remained as completely invisible as any one of his own elemental angels, and his successive collections can scarcely be said to have done more than exist, since even those which were not, like the Prophetic Books, distributed in a species of manuscript were practically unobserved. Crabbe had a very curious literary history: his career was divided into two distinct portions, the one extending from 1780 to 1785, the other continued from 1807; from his thirty-first to his fifty-third year Crabbe was obstinately silent. We may say, therefore, that the transitional period in English poetry, hanging unattached between the classical and the romantic age, lasted from 1780 to 1786. During these seven years a great deal of admirable verse was brought before the observation of English readers, who had to make the best they could of it until the real romantic school began in 1798. In Cowper, Crabbe, Burns, and Blake, we look in vain for any exotic influence of any importance. Cowper was
a good scholar and translated Homer, but Greek poetry left no mark on his style; the others were innocent of ancient learning, and they were united in this also, that they are exclusively, almost provincially, British.

Meanwhile, the old classical tradition did not perceive itself to be undermined. If criticism touched these poets at all—Blake evaded it, by Burns it was bewildered—it judged them complacently by the old canons. They did not possess, in the eyes of contemporaries, anything of the supreme isolation which we now award to them. The age saw them accompanied by a crowd of bards of the old class, marshalled under the laureateship of Whitehead, and of these several had an air of importance. Among these minnows, Erasmus Darwin was a triton who threw his preposterous scientific visions into verse of metallic brilliance, and succeeded in finishing what Dryden had begun. But with this partial and academic exception, everything that was written, except in the form of satire, between 1786 and 1798, in the old manner, merely went further to prove the absolute decadence and wretchedness to which the classical school of British poetry was reduced.

Erasmus Darwin (1731–1802), was born at Elston Hall, in Nottinghamshire, on the 12th of December 1731. He was educated at Chesterfield School, and proceeded to St. John’s, Cambridge, in 1750. He studied medicine at Edinburgh, and settled as a physician in Lichfield towards the close of 1756. Here he became a useful and prominent man, gradually extending his reputation as a philanthropist as well as a doctor. Darwin built himself a villa just outside Lichfield, with fountains and a grotto, and here he carried on the botanical studies of his middle life. Here, also, he turned to the composition of poetry, but for a long time in secret, lest it should damage his practice. He was nearly fifty years of age before he ventured to publish, anonymously, his earliest work, The Loves of the Plants (1789). Some years before this he had married a wealthy widow, Mrs. Chandos-Pole, and had moved to her estate, Redbourne Hall, near Derby. He afterwards moved into Derby itself, and finally to Breadsall Priory. In 1792 he published The Economy of Vegetation, which, with The Loves of the Plants, formed the poem since called The Botanic Garden. Darwin now turned to prose and produced several theoretical treatises, in particular, Zoonomia (1794) and Phytologia (1800); he also wrote a very curious work on Female Education in Boarding Schools (1797). A final poem The
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Temple of Nature, was posthumous (1805). Erasmus Darwin died at Breadsall on the 18th of April 1802, and a highly entertaining life of him—one of the curiosities of biographical literature—was published soon afterwards by another Lichfield poet, Anna Seward (1744–1809), who seems to have wished to revenge the sprite injustia forma. Darwin was the centre of a curious provincial society of amiable pedants and blue stockings, to all of whom he was vastly superior in intellect and character. He was an amateur in philosophy, in verse a tasteless rhetorician, but he was a man of very remarkable force of personal character, amiable, vigorous, and eccentric. It is never to be forgotten that he was the worthy grandfather of a far more eminent contributor to human knowledge, Charles Darwin.

From "The Botanic Garden,"

And now, Philanthropy, thy beams divine
Dart round the globe from Zembla to the Line;
O'er each dark prison plays the cheering light,
As northern lustres o'er the vault of night;
From realm to realm, by cross or crescent crown'd,
Where'er mankind and misery are found,
O'er burning sands, deep waves, or wilds of snow,
Thy Howard, journeying, seeks the house of woe;
Down many a winding step to dungeons dark,
Where anguish wails, and galling fetters clank;
To caves bestrew'd with many a mouldering bone,
And cells, whose echoes only learn to groan;
Where no kind bars a whispering friend disclose,
No sunbeam enters, and no zephyr blows,
He treads innumerable of fame or wealth,
Profuse of toil, and prodigal of health;
With soft persuasive eloquence expands,
Power's rigid heart, and opes his clenching hands;
Leads stern-ey'd Justice to the dark domains,
If not to sever, to relax the chains;
Or guides awaken'd Mercy through the gloom,
And shows the prison sister to the tomb;
Gives to her babes the self-devoted wife,
To her fond husband liberty and life;

The spirits of the good, who bend from high,
Wide o'er these earthly scenes, their partial eye,
When first, arrayed in Virtue's purest robe,
They saw her Howard traversing the globe:
Saw round his brow, the sun-bright glory blaze
In arrowy circles of unwearied rays,
Mistook a mortal for an angel guest,
And asked what seraph-foot the earth impress.
Onward he moves, Disease and Death retire,
And murmuring Demons hate him, and admire.

It was a happy instinct to turn once more to foreign forms of poetical utterance, and a certain credit attaches to those who now began to cultivate the sonnet. Two slender collections, the one by Thomas Russell, and the other by William Lisle Bowles, both of which appeared in 1780, exhibited
the results of the study of Petrarch. Of these two men, Russell, who died prematurely in 1788, was the better as well as the more promising poet; his Philoctetes in Lennos is doubtless the finest English sonnet of the century. But he attracted little notice; while Bowles was fortunate enough to extend a powerful and, to say the truth, an unaccountable spell over Coleridge, who doubtless brought to the mild quatorzains of Bowles much more than he found there. Russell was the first English imitator of the budding romantic poetry of Germany. It is necessary to mention here the pre-Wordsworthian, or, more properly, pre-Byronic, publications of Samuel Rogers—the Poems of 1786, the accomplished and mellifluous Pleasures of Memory of 1792, the Epistle to a Friend of 1798. These were written in a style, or in a neutral tint of all safe styles mingled, that elegantly recalls the easier parts of Goldsmith. Here, too, there was some faint infusion of Italian influence. But truly the early Rogers survives so completely on traditional sufferance that it is not needful to say more about it here; a much later Rogers will demand a word a little further on.

Of the two clergymen who divide the credit of having re-introduced the sonnet into general practice in England, the Rev. William Lisle Bowles (1762–1850), was born at King's Sutton, where his father was vicar. He went to Winchester, where Dr. Joseph Warton (1722–1800), himself a graceful poet, was head-master, and gave a literary character to the school. Bowles proceeded to Trinity College, Oxford, in 1781. In 1789 he published a pamphlet of Fourteen Sonnets, which “delighted and inspired” the youthful S. T. Coleridge, and which were widely read and admired. Bowles rose in the Church, and became in 1828 a canon residentiary of Salisbury Cathedral. In 1806 an edition of Pope, which he brought out, engaged him in a lively public controversy with Byron. Bowles died at Salisbury in April 1850. The career of the Rev. Thomas Russell (1762–1788) began in close parallelism with that of Bowles, but was soon cut short. Russell was the son of an attorney at Beaminster. He also went to Winchester, and came under the influence of Joseph Warton. He was a precocious and excellent scholar, and, proceeding to Oxford, was elected a Fellow of New College in his nineteenth year. He made a special study of the modern continental literatures of his time. He was attacked by phthisis, and rapidly succumbed to it, dying at Bristol Hot Wells on the 31st of July 1788. Russell published nothing in his life-time, but his posthumous Sonnets were collected in 1789, the same year as Bowles's appeared; some miscellaneous lyrics were appended to the little volume. Russell's great sonnet on Philoctetes has been universally admired.
SONNET.
(Supposed to be written at Lemnos.)

On this lone Isle, whose rugged rocks affright
The cautious Pilot, ten revolving years
Great Pagan's son, unwonted erst to tears,
Wept o'er his wound: alike each rolling light
Of heaven he watch'd, and blain'd its lingering flight;
By day the sea-mew screaming round his cave
Drove slumber from his eyes, the chiding wave
And savage howlings chas'd his dreams by night.
Hope still was his: in each low breeze, that sigh'd
Thro' his rude grot, he heard a coming oar,
In each white cloud a coming sail he spied;
Nor seldom listen'd to the fancied roar
Of Octa's torrents, or the hoarser tide
That parts fam'd Trachis from th' Euboic shore.

But an event was now preparing of an importance in the history of English literature so momentous that all else appears insignificant by its side. In June 1797 a young Cambridge man named SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE, who was devoted to poetry, paid a visit to another young Cambridge man named WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, who was then settled with his sister Dorothy near Crewkerne, in Dorset. The Wordsworths had been deeply concerned in poetical experiment, and William showed to his guest a fragment which he had lately composed in blank verse; we may read it now as the opening of the first book of the Excursion. Coleridge was overwhelmed; he pronounced the poem "superior to anything in our language which in any way resembled it," and he threw in his lot unreservedly with Wordsworth. The brother and sister were then just in the act to move to a house called Alfoxden, in West Somerset, where they settled in July 1797. Coleridge was then living at Nether Stowey, close by, a spur of the Quantocks and two romantic coombes lying between them. On these delicious hills, in sight of the yellow Bristol Channel, English poetry was born again during the autumn months of 1797, in the endless walks and talks of the three enthusiasts—three, since Dorothy Wordsworth, though she wrote not, was a sharer, if not an originator, in all their audacities and inspirations.

Wordsworth and Coleridge had each published collections of verses, containing some numbers of a certain merit, founded on the best descriptive masters of the eighteenth century. But what they had hitherto given to the public appeared to them mere dross by the glow of their new illumina-
tion. Dorothy Wordsworth appears to have long been drawn towards the minute and sensitive study of natural phenomena; William Wordsworth already divined his philosophy of landscape; Coleridge was thus early an impassioned and imaginative metaphysician. They now distributed their gifts to one another, and kindled in each a hotter fire of impulse. A year went by, and the enthusiasts of the Quantocks published, in September 1798, the little volume of *Lyrical Ballads* which put forth in modest form the results of their combined incursions. Mrs. S. T. Coleridge, who was not admitted to the meditations of the poetic three, gaily announced that “the *Lyrical Ballads* are not liked at all by any,” and this was, rather crudely put, the general first opinion of the public. It is proper that we should remind ourselves what this epoch-making volume contained.

It was anonymous, and nothing indicated the authorship, although the advertisements might reveal that Southey, Lamb, Lloyd, and Coleridge himself were of the confraternity to which its author or authors belonged. The contributions of Wordsworth were nineteen, of Coleridge only four; but among these last, one, the *Rime of the Ancient Mariner*, was of preponderating length and value, “professedly written,” so the preface said, “in imitation of the style as well as of the spirit of the elder poets.” This very wonderful poem, Coleridge’s acknowledged masterpiece, had been composed in November 1797, and finished, so Dorothy records, on “a beautiful evening, very starry, the horned moon shining.” A little later *Christabel* was begun, and, in “a lonely farmhouse between Porlock and Lynton” (probably early in 1798), *Kubla Khan*. Neither of these, however, nor the magnificent *Ode to France*, nor *Fears in Solitude*, make their appearance in the *Lyrical Ballads* of 1798. In this volume Wordsworth is predominant, and his contributions exemplify two of his chief aims in poetical revolution. He desired to destroy the pompous artificiality of versification and to lower the scale of subjects deemed worthy of poetical treatment; in this he was but partly judicious, and such experiments as “Anecdote for Fathers” and the “Idiot Boy” gave scoffers an occasion to blaspheme. But Wordsworth also designed to introduce into verse an impassioned consideration of natural scenes and objects as a reflection of the complex life of man, and in this he effected a splendid revolution. To match such a lyric as the “Tables Turn’d” it was necessary to return to the age of Milton, and in the “Lines written a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey,”
THE "LYRICAL BALLADS"

Wordsworth somewhat shyly slipped in at the end of the volume a statement of his literary creed, and an example of the new manner of writing so noble, so full, and so momentous, that it has never been excelled, even by himself.

Thus, in a little russet volume published at Bristol, and anonymously put forth by two struggling lads of extreme social obscurity, the old order of things literary was finally and completely changed. The romantic school began, the classic school disappeared, in the autumn of 1798. It would be a great error, of course, to suppose that this revolution was patent to the world: the incomparable originality and value of "Tintern Abbey" was noted, as is believed, by one solitary reader; the little book passed as a collection of irregular and somewhat mediocre verse, written by two eccentric young men suspected of political disaffection. But the change was made, nevertheless; the marvellous verses were circulated, and everywhere they created disciples. So stupendous was the importance of the verse written on the Quantocks in 1797 and 1798, that if Wordsworth and Coleridge had died at the close of the latter year we should indeed have lost a great deal of valuable poetry, especially of Wordsworth's; but the direction taken by literature would scarcely have been modified in the slightest degree. The association of these intensely brilliant and inflammatory minds at what we call the psychological moment, produced full-blown and perfect the exquisite new flower of romantic poetry.

Burns had introduced "a natural declination of human passions;" Cowper had rebelled against "the gaudiness and inane phraseology" of the eighteenth century in its decay; Crabbe had felt that "the language of conversation in the middle and lower classes of society is adapted to the purposes of poetic pleasure." These phrases, from the original preface of 1798, did not clearly enough define the objects of Wordsworth and Coleridge. To the enlarged second edition, therefore, of 1800, the former prefixed a more careful and lucid statement of their distinguishing principles. This preface, extending to nearly fifty pages, is the earliest of those disquisitions on the art of verse which would give Wordsworth high rank among critics if the lustre of his prose were not lost in the blaze of his poetry.

During these last two years of the century the absolute necessity for a radical reform of literature had impressed itself upon many minds. Wordsworth found himself the centre of a group of persons, known to him or unknown, who were anxious that "a class of poetry should be produced" on the lines indicated in "Tintern Abbey," and who believed that it would
be "well adapted to interest mankind permanently," which the poetry of the older school had manifestly ceased to do. It was to these observers, these serious disciples, that the important manifesto of 1800 was addressed. This was no case of genius working without consciousness of its own aim; there was neither self-delusion nor mock-modesty about Wordsworth. He considered his mission to be one of extreme solemnity. He had determined that no "indolence" should "prevent him from endeavouring to ascertain what was his duty," and he was convinced that that duty was called to redeem poetry in England from a state of "depravity," and to start the composition of "poems materially different from those upon which general approbation is [in 1800] at present bestowed." He was determined to build up a new art on precept and example, and this is what he did achieve with astonishing completeness.

In the neighbourhood of the Quantocks, where he arrived at the very moment that his powers were at their ripest and his genius eager to expand, Wordsworth found himself surrounded by rustic types of a pathetic order, the conditions of whose life were singularly picturesque. He was in the state of transition between the ignorance of youth and that hardness and density of apprehension which invaded his early middle life. His observation was keen and yet still tender and ductile. He was accompanied and stimulated in his investigations by his incomparable sister. To them came Coleridge, swimming in a lunar radiance of sympathy and sentimental passion, casting over the more elementary instincts of the Wordsworths the distinction of his elaborate intellectual experience. Together on the ferny hills, in the deep coombes, by "Kilve's sounding shore," the wonderful trio discussed, conjectured, planned, and from the spindles of their talk there was swiftly spun the magic web of modern romantic poetry. They determined, as Wordsworth says, that "the passions of men should be incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature." All elements were there—the pathetic peasants, the pure solitudes of hill and wood and sky, the enthusiastic perception of each of these, the moment in the history of the country, the companionship and confraternity which circulate the tongues of fire—and accordingly the process of combination and creation was rapid and conclusive.

There are, perhaps, no two other English poets of anything like the
William Wordsworth.
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same importance who resemble one another so closely as do Wordsworth and Coleridge at the outset of their career. They were engaged together to a degree which it is difficult for us to estimate to-day, in breaking down the false canons of criticism which rhetorical writers had set up, and in recurring to a proper and beautiful use of common English. In so doing and writing in close companionship, interested in the same phenomena, immersed in the same scenery, it is not extraordinary that the style that each adopted strictly resembled the style of the other. This is especially true of their blank verse, a form which both sedulously cultivated, in which both enshrined some of their most characteristic thoughts, and in which both were equally engaged in destroying that wooden uniformity of pause and cadence with which Akenside had corrupted the cold but stately verse of Thomson. Who was to decide by whom the “Nightingale” and by whom the “Night-Piece” of 1798 were written? The accent, the attitude, were almost precisely identical.

Yet distinctions there were, and as we become familiar with the two poets these predominate more and more over the superficial likeness. Coleridge is conspicuous, to a degree beyond any other writer between Spenser and Rossetti, for a delicate, voluptuous languor, a rich melancholy, and a pitying absorption without vanity in his own conditions and frailties, carried so far that the natural objects of his verse take the qualities of the human Coleridge upon themselves. In Wordsworth we find a purer, loftier note, a species of philosophical severity which is almost stoic, a freshness of atmosphere which contrasts with Coleridge’s opaline dream-haze, magnifying and distorting common things. Truth, sometimes pursued to the confines or past the confines of triviality, is Wordsworth’s first object, and he never stoops to self-pity, rarely to self-study. Each of these marvellous poets is pre-eminently master of the phrase that charms and intoxicates, the sequence of simple words so perfect that it seems at once inevitable and miraculous. Yet here also a very distinct difference may be defined between the charm of Wordsworth and the magic of Coleridge. The former is held more under the author’s control than the latter, and is less impulsive. It owes its impressiveness to a species of lofty candour which kindles at the discovery of some beautiful truth not seen before, and gives the full intensity of passion to its expression. The latter is a sort of Eolian harp (such as that with which he enlivened the street of Nether Stowey) over which the winds of emotion play, leaving the instrument often without a sound or with none but broken murmurs, yet sometimes dashing from its chords a melody, vague and transitory indeed, but of a most unearthly sweetness. Wordsworth was not a great metrist; he essayed comparatively few and easy forms, and succeeded best when he was at his simplest. Coleridge, on the other hand, was an innovator; his Christabel revolutionised English prosody and opened the door to a thousand experiments; in Kubla Khan and in some of the lyrics, Coleridge attained a splendour of verbal melody which places him near the summit of the English Parnassus.
In an historical survey such as the present, it is necessary to insist on the fact that although Coleridge survived until 1834, and Wordsworth until 1850, the work which produced the revolution in poetic art was done before the close of 1800. It was done, so far as we can see, spontaneously. But in that year the Wordsworths and their friend proceeded to Germany, for the stated purpose of acquainting themselves with what the Teutonic world was achieving in literature. In Hamburg they visited the aged Klopstock, but felt themselves far more cordially drawn towards the work of Bürger and Schiller, in whom they recognised poets of nature, who, like themselves, were fighting the monsters of an old, outworn classicism. Wordsworth was but cautiously interested; he had just spoken scornfully of “sickly and stupid German tragedies.” Coleridge, on the other hand, was intoxicated with enthusiasm, and plunged into a detailed study of the history, language, and philosophy of Germany. Bürger, whose Lénore (1774) had started European romanticism, was now dead; but Goethe and Schiller were at the height of their genius. The last-mentioned had just produced his Wallenstein, and Coleridge translated or paraphrased it in two parts; these form one of the very few versions from any one language into another which may plausibly be held to excel the original. In the younger men, with whom he should have been in more complete harmony—in Tieck, in the young, yet dying Novalis, in the Schlegels—Coleridge at this time took but little interest. The fact is that, tempting as was to himself and Wordsworth then, and to us now, the idea of linking the German to the English revival, it was not very easy to contrive. The movements were parallel, not correlated; the wind of revolt, passing over European poetry, struck Scandinavia and Germany first, then England, then Italy and France, but each in a manner which forced it to be independent of the rest.
For the next fifteen years poetry may be said to have been stationary in England. It was not, for that reason, sluggish or unpromising; on the contrary, it was extremely active. But its activity took the form of the gradual acceptance of the new romantic ideas, the slow expulsion of the old classic taste, and the multiplication of examples of what had once for all been supremely accomplished in the hollows of the Quantocks. The career of the founders of the school during these years of settlement and acceptance may be briefly given. At the very close of 1799 Wordsworth went back to his own Cumbrian county, and for the next half-century he resided, practically without intermission, beside the little lakes which he has made so famous—Grasmere and Rydal. Here, after marrying in 1802, he lived in great simplicity and dignity, gradually becoming the centre of a distinguished company of admirers. From 1799 to 1805 he was at work on the Prelude, a didactic poem in which he elaborated his system of natural religion; and he began at Grasmere to use the sonnet with a persistent mastery and with a freedom such as it had not known since the days of Milton. In 1814 the publication of the Excursion made a great sensation, at first not wholly favourable, and gave to the service of Wordsworth some of the pleasures of martyrdom. In 1815 the poet collected his lyrical writings.

This date, 1814–15, therefore, is critical in the career of Wordsworth. It forced his admirers and detractors alike to consider what was the real nature of the innovation which he had introduced, and to what extreme it could be pushed. In 1815 he once more put forth his views on the art of verse in a brilliant prose essay, which may be regarded as his final, or at least maturest utterance on the subject. At this moment a change came over the aspect of his genius: he was now forty-five years of age, and the freshness of his voice, which had lasted so long, was beginning to fail. He had a brief Virgilian period, when he wrote Laodamia and Dion, and then the beautiful talent hardened into rhetoric and sing-song. Had Wordsworth passed away in 1815 instead of 1850, English literature had scarcely been the poorer.
Coleridge there is even less to be said. His career was a miserable tissue of irregularity, domestic discord, and fatal indulgence in opium. In 1812 he recast his old drama of Osorio as Remorse, a fine romantic tragedy on Jacobean lines. He was occasionally adding a few lines to the delicious pamphlet of poetry which at length found a publisher in 1817 as Sibylle's Leaves. Yet even here, all that was really important had been composed before the end of the eighteenth century. Save for one or two pathetic and momentary revivals of lyric power, Coleridge died as a poet before he was thirty.

The name of Robert Southey has scarcely been mentioned yet, although it is customary to connect it indissolubly with those of his great friends. He was slightly younger than they, but more precocious, and as early as 1793 he somewhat dazzled them by the success of his Joan of Arc. From that time forth until shortly before his death, in 1843, Southey never ceased to write. He was always closely identified in domestic relations with Wordsworth, whose neighbour he was in the Lakes for forty years, and with Coleridge, who was his brother-in-law. He early accepted what we may call the dry bones of the romantic system, and he published a series of ambitious epics—Thalaba, Madoe, Kohuma, Roderick—which he intended as contributions to the new poetry. His disciple and latest unflinching admirer, Sir Henry Taylor, has told us that Southey "took no pleasure in poetic passion"—a melancholy admission. We could have guessed as much from his voluminous and vigorous writing, from which imagination is conspicuously absent, though eloquence, vehemence, fluency, and even fancy are abundant. The best part of Southey was his full admiration of some aspects of good literature, and his courageous support of unpopular specimens of these. When Wordsworth was attacked, Southey said, in his authoritative way, "A greater poet than Wordsworth there never has been, nor ever will be." He supported the original romantic movement by his praise, his weighty personality, the popular character of his contributions. But he added nothing to it; he could not do so, since, able and effective man of letters as he was, Southey was not, in any intelligible sense, himself a poet.
William Wordsworth (1770-1850), the second son of John Wordsworth and Anne Cookson-Crackanthorp, his wife, was born at Cockermouth, in Cumberland, on the 7th of April 1770. His father, an attorney, was confidential agent to Sir James Lowther, afterwards Earl of Lonsdale. His mother, who died when he was eight, remarked that the only one of her five children about whose future life she was anxious was William, who was of "a stiff, moody, and violent temper." After a period of schooling at Cockermouth, Wordsworth lived from 1778 to 1783, when his father died, at Penrith, and went to school at Hawkeshead. Mr. John Wordsworth had been crippled by the extraordinary tyranny of Lord Lonsdale, who had forced him to lend him his whole fortune—£5000—and who refused to repay it. The orphans were, however, brought up by their paternal uncles, who, in 1787, sent William to St. John’s College, Cambridge. Here his intellectual nature developed to a degree which made him henceforth, as he said, "a dedicated spirit." In the Prelude long afterwards he describes a visit to the Continent which he paid in 1790, a vacation ramble in Switzerland being then so unacknowledged an event that he is justified in calling it "an unprecedented course." Wordsworth took his degree early in 1791, and left Cambridge without having selected a profession. He lived for some months, vaguely, in London, with no expressed purpose; in the following winter he crossed over to France, arriving in Paris when the Revolution, with which he entirely sympathised, was at its height. The year 1792 was spent at Orleans and at Blois, and after the massacres of September Wordsworth returned, full of Girondist enthusiasm, to Paris. He was prevented from taking an active part in French politics only by the ignominious but most happy circumstance that his uncles cut off his allowance. The execution of Louis XVI. was a tremendous shock to his moral nature, and his exultation over France was turned to miserable grief. Between William Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy there had subsisted from infancy the tenderest bond of sympathy: she was keeping house at Penrith when William rejoined his family early in 1793. Already they had formed the design of living together alone in some cottage. Meanwhile, upon his return from France, two thin pamphlets of Wordsworth's verse had been published—The Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches, which were in the old Popesque manner, and which attracted no attention. In 1793 and 1794, when Wordsworth was not with his family, he was with Raisley Calvert, a young man of great intelligence. Calvert now died and left his friend a legacy of £900, on which he and his sister just contrived to live until the new Lord Lonsdale redeemed his father's pledges. In this way Wordsworth was able to devote himself entirely to meditation and poetry. In 1795 he persuaded his sister to join him in a small house at Racedown, near Crewkerne, in Dorset, where at last, in his twenty-sixth year, his genius began to display its true bent. Here he wrote
the tragedy of The Borderers, and began, perhaps in 1796, The Excursion. Coleridge, who had met with An Evening Walk, was enthusiastically anxious to know its author, and a visit which he paid to the Wordsworths in June 1797 revealed to himself and to them their splendid vocation. In July the Wordsworths were allowed to rent, for a nominal sum, the fine manor-house of Alfoxden, at the northern foot of the Quan-
tocks, where they were within a walk of Coleridge's cottage at Nether Stowey. Here the friends wrote that amazing collection, the Lyrical Ballads, which, in its first one-volume form, was published by Cottle in 1798. William and Dorothy spent the ensuing winter months at Goslar, in Germany, and here the former wrote some of his most exquisite lyrics. Here, too, he planned and began The Prelude, which remained unpublished until 1850. The Wordsworths returned to England in 1799, and after some hesitation settled at Townend, near Grasmere. He thus returned, at the age of thirty, to the scenes of his childhood, scenes which were to accompany him for the remainder of his life. His sailor brother, John, shared the cottage with William and Dorothy during the greater part of 1800; this brother it was—"a deep distress hath humanised my soul"—who died so tragically within sight of shore five years afterwards. Up to this time Wordsworth had lived mainly on Calvert's bequest, which was now reaching its end. He would have been forced to seek for employment, but most happily, at the critical moment, in 1801, Lord Lonsdale recognised the claim upon him, and returned the £5000 which his father had borrowed, with £3500 as full interest on the debt. On the interest of their shares of this money, together with a small annuity, William and Dorothy were now able to subsist, with strict frugality still, but without anxiety. In 1802 Wordsworth married Mary Hutchinson, of Penrith, a companion of the most delicate and appreciative susceptibility—Dorothy, of course, remaining a member of the household. In the summer of 1803 the three travelled through Scotland—a tour commemorated in several of William's best poems, especially The Highland Girl. In this year they formed the acquaintance of Walter Scott and of the painter, Sir George Beaumont, of Colcorton, who bought a little estate at Applethwaite, which he presented to Wordsworth, but the poet did not take it up. The friendship with Beaumont, however, became one of the closest of his life. The war with France, culminating in the battle of Trafalgar, excited the patriotism of Wordsworth, who wrote his Happy Warrior in 1805 as a requiem over Nelson, and his prose Convention of Cintra in 1808 as a contribution to practical politics. In 1807 a valuable collection of his Poems appeared, containing much of what he had written since 1800. Four children were born to him at Townend, when, in 1808, he moved to a larger house at the other end of Grasmere, where his last child, William, was born. In 1811 the Wordsworths moved again to the parsonage of
Grasmere. The deaths of two of his children in 1812 made it impossible to stay in a place which, standing quite close to the churchyard, was to the parents an hourly reminder of their loss. In the early months of 1813, then, they moved to Rydal Mount, close to Ambleside, which was to be Wordsworth’s home for the remainder of his long life. He was at the same time appointed Distributor of Stamps for the county of Westmorland. Wordsworth now resided at Rydal as in a “Sabine valley,” void of care and disturbance, with a few neighbours whom he distinguished with his friendship, and who deserved it. He became more and more conservative in his attitude towards life, and it is obvious that rather early what is called progress passed him by. After 1810, moreover, he grew gradually fossilised, or at least unbending, in his attitude to literature also, and the most fruitful portion of his career closes with the publication of The Excursion in 1814. In 1815 he published The White Doe of Kyllstone, his only long poem with a story; and in a famous brace of essays, in which a reissue of his minor lyrics was set, he summed up his practical theory of poetics. In 1820 he issued his Sonnets on the River Duddon, and in 1820 he wrote a great deal of verse during a prolonged visit to Switzerland and Italy. The Ecclesiastical Sketches and Memorials of a Tour on the Continent belong to 1822. After this the years passed in great uniformity and stillness, broken only by the somewhat frequent visits which Wordsworth, who loved to travel, paid to the Continent and to Scotland. Of these, perhaps the most interesting was that to Abbotsford in 1831, to part from the dying Sir Walter Scott. In 1832 his sister Dorothy, whose companionship had been so precious a birthright to him, failed in mental health, and in 1834 he was called upon to hear the death of Coleridge. In 1835 he published Yarrow Revisited. All this time his reputation was steadily increasing, and he was seen magnified in that “celestial light” which Keble attributed to
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his genius. When Southey died in 1843, Wordsworth was with difficulty persuaded to yield to the Queen's personal wish, and accept the post of Poet Laureate. In 1847 his daughter, Dora Quillinan, died at Rydal, and her loss was a wound which never healed. He sank from weakness, resulting on an attack of pleurisy, on the 23rd of April 1850, and his last words were, "Is that Dora?" He had just entered his eighty-first year.

Wordsworth possessed a temperament of rare concentration, and he had the power of retiring to the inner fount of his own being, and resting there, to a degree scarcely paralleled in literary history. A heroic inward happiness, founded upon exalted reflection, is the keynote of Wordsworth's character. "Fits of poetic inspiration," as Aubrey de Vere has told us, "descended on him like a cloud, and, till the cloud had drifted, he could see nothing beyond." In these fits Wordsworth was, in his own words, "exalted to the highest pitch of delight by the joyousness and beauty of nature." The personal appearance of this most spiritual of poets was apt to disappoint his hasty admirers. He looked a tall, bony, Cumbrian yeoman, with a hard-featured countenance, honest and grave, but in no sense, and at no time of life, beautiful.

FROM "TINTERN ABBEY."

O sylvan Wye! Thou wand'rer through the woods,
How often has my spirit turn'd to thee!
And now, with gleams of half-extinguish'd thought,
With many recognitions dim and faint,
And somewhat of a sad perplexity,
The picture of the mind revives again:
While here I stand, not only with the sense
Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts
That in this moment there is life and food
For future years. And so I dare to hope.
Though changed, no doubt, from what I was when first
My dear Cottle,

I received your letter enclose a 5 L Bank note. I am in want of money I shall therefore be obliged to you if you will send to me (not to my Brother as I before requested) the remaining 15 L as soon as you can without inconvenience. Most probably your statement is accurate for myself I recollected nothing about it. What I told you was from Dorothy's memory & she is by no means certain about it.

You tell me the poems have not sold ill. If it is possible I should wish to know what numbers have been sold.

A  
Letter from Wordsworth to Cottle
From what I can gather it seems that the origin of 
the volume I mean that the
1st volume has been on the

to be deferred from going on. If the volume should go

to a second edition I would put in its

place some little thing which would be
more likely to suit the common taste.

When you send the money they look over this letter & reply to this part of it.

I shall be obliged to you if you will send me three copies of the Ballads

in two years by the Charles they

shall readily get them from Druik

We are highly gratified by the affection

wish which you asked to see us again

some time. We are as yet just deter-

mined where we shall settle for June as
particularly homes is seen, so it is impossible for us to stay when we shall have
the pleasure of meeting you.

Dorothy sends her very kind love to you. God help you. My
dear Cottie, your affectionate Ted

W. Wordsworth

I am thank you for your care of
our box, we do not at present
want any of its contents.

To

24 June, Southburn
near Northallerton Yorkshire
To be left at Northallerton.

We have been heard from Lahore
since our arrival in England, we are
awaiting your news of him. I hope he is
coming home as he does not wish to go
I came among these hills: when like a roe
I bounded over the mountains, by the sides
Of the deep rivers, and the lonely streams,
Wherever Nature led: more like a man
Flying from something that he dreads, than one
Who sought the thing he loved. For Nature then
(The coarser pleasures of my boyish days,
And their glad animal movements all gone by)
To me was all in all. I cannot paint
What then I was. The sound in, cataract
Haunted me like a passion; the tall rock,
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood,
Their colours and their forms, were then to me
An appetite: a feeling and a love,
That had no need of a remoter charm,
By thought supplied, or any interest
Unborrow'd from the eye. That time is past,
And all its aching joys are now no more,
And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this
Faint I, nor mourn nor murmur; other gifts
Have follow'd, for such loss, I would believe,
Abundant recompence. For I have learn'd
To look on Nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth: but hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity,
Not harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still
A lover of the meadows, and the woods,
And mountains: and of all that we behold
From this green earth: of all the mighty world
Of eye and ear, both what they half create,
And what perceive; well-pleased to recognise
In Nature and the language of the sense,
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being.

LUCY.

She dwelt among the untrodden ways
Beside the springs of Dove,
A maid whom there were none to praise
And very few to love.

A violet by a mossy stone
Half hidden from the eye!
Fair as a star, when only one
Is shining in the sky.
She lived unknown, and few could know
When Lucy ceased to be;
But she is in her grave, and, oh,
The difference to me!

From "Laodamia."

He spake of love, such love as spirits feel
In worlds whose course is equable and pure;
No fears to beat away—no strife to heal—
The past unsigh'd for, and the future sure;
Spake, as a witness, of a second birth
For all that is most perfect upon earth;
Of all that is most beauteous—imaged there
In happier beauty; more pellucid streams,
An ampier ether, a diviner air,
And fields invested with purpureal gleams;
Climes which the sun, that sheds the brightest day
Earth knows, is all unworthy to survey.

SONNET.

The shepherd, looking eastward, softly said,
"Bright is thy veil, O moon, as thou art bright!"
Forthwith, that little cloud, in ether spread,
And penetrated all with tender light,
She cast away, and shew'd her fulgent head
Uncover'd; dazzling the beholder's sight
As if to vindicate her beauty's right,
Her beauty thoughtlessly disparaged.
Meanwhile that veil, removed or thrown aside,
Went floating from her, dark'ning as it went;
And a huge mass, to bury or to hide,
Approach'd this glory of the firmament;
Who meekly yields, and is obscured; content
With one calm triumph of a modest pride.

LINES

Written in early Spring.

I heard a thousand blended notes,
While in a grove I sat reclined,
In that sweet mood when pleasant thoughts
Bring sad thoughts to the mind.

To her fair works did Nature link
The human soul that through me ran;
And much it grieved my heart to think
What man has made of man.

Through primrose tufts, in that sweet bower,
The periwinkle trail'd its wreaths;
And 'tis my faith that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes.

The birds around me hopp'd and play'd;
Their thoughts I cannot measure;
But the least motion which they made,
It seem'd a thrill of pleasure.
The budding twigs spread out their fan,
To catch the breezy air:
And I must think, do all I can,
That there was pleasure there.

If I these thoughts may not prevent,
If such be of my creed the plan,
Have I not reason to lament
What man has made of man?

FROM THE "Ode: Intimations of Immortality"

Then sing, ye birds, sing, sing a joyous song!
And let the young lambs bound
As to the tabor's sound!
We, in thought, will join your throng,
Ye that pipe and ye that play,
Ye that through your hearts today
Feel the gladness of the May!
What though the radiance which was once so bright
Be now for ever taken from my sight.
Though nothing can bring back the hour
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower;
We will grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind,
In the primal sympathy
Which having been, must ever be:
In the soovthing thoughts that spring
Out of human suffering!
In the faith that looks through death,
In years that bring the philosophic mind.

And O ye fountains, meadows, hills, and groves,
Think not of any severing of our lives!
Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might:
I only have relinquish'd one delight,
To live beneath your more habitual sway,
I love the brooks, which down their channels fret,
Even more than when I tripp'd lightly as they:
The innocent brightness of a new-born day
Is lovely yet:
The clouds that gather round the setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality!
Another race hath been, and other palms are won.
Thanks to the human heart by which we live;
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys and fears;
To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, (1772-1834) was the youngest of the thirteen children of the Rev. John Coleridge, Vicar of Ottery St. Mary, in the east of Devonshire, where the poet was born on the 21st of October 1772. His mother, Anne Bowden, was the vicar's second wife. He was an odd, dreamy child, " fretful and inordinately passionate," isolated by his love of reading and by his visions. He entered the grammar school at Ottery, of which his father was the master, in 1778. Soon after
his father's death S. T. Coleridge was placed at Christ's Hospital at the age of nearly ten. Here he made acquaintance with Lamb. "A poor friendless boy," Coleridge seems to have stayed in London seven years without once revisiting his family. In 1789 the publication of the *Sonnets* of Bowles awakened him to attempt serious poetic composition. In February 1791 Coleridge left school and went into residence as a sizar at Jesus College, Cambridge. Of his early life at the university not much is known, nor of the causes which led him to run away to London and enlist in the King's Light Dragoons in December 1793. He adopted the appropriate name of Comberback, for he could not ride. For better or worse, however, Coleridge had to continue to be a trooper for nearly four months. He was brought back to Jesus and admonished, but no further notice was taken of the escapade. At Oxford in the ensuing summer he met Southey, who converted him to the romantic scheme of a "pantisocratic" settlement on the banks of the Susquehanna, and they wrote together and published at Cambridge a drama, *The Fall of Robespierre* (1794). Coleridge left Cambridge in December without a degree, and went to stay through the winter near Lamb in London, presently joining Southey at Bristol, where he lectured on politics. In 1795 he married Sara Fricker, and lived first at Clevedon, and then at various other places, feebly endeavouring to earn a living. An interesting volume of *Poems* marked the season of 1796, and in this year Coleridge published a very dull magazine, *The Watchman*. He also accepted, in June 1796, the sub-editorship of *The Morning Chronicle*, but whether he ever took up this post seems to be doubtful. Nervous and anxious, Coleridge suffered much from neuralgia, which left him "languid even to an inward perishing," and it was at this time that he had recourse to laudanum,
to which he became more or less a slave for the remainder of his life. From the winter of 1796 to July 1800 the home of the Coleridges was Nether Stowey, a little remote town at the head of the Quantocks, in Somerset. Here, as has been said, he was close to Wordsworth, whom he had visited at Racepool in June, and who settled with his sister at Alfoxden in July 1797. At Stowey many—indeed, almost all—of Coleridge's best poems were composed. In 1798 he published his Poems in Solitude, and France, and in September of that year there appeared the famous anonymous volume of Lyrical Ballads. A day or two later Coleridge and Wordsworth sailed for Germany, where the former remained, wandering about, until June 1799, when he returned to Stowey. In 1800 he published his version of Heilenstein, and went to live with Wordsworth in the Lakes, at Dove Cottage. From July 24, 1800, to 1804, Greta Hall, at Keswick, was the residence of the Coleridges, although S. T. C., being now in a very depressed and morbid condition of mind and body, was seldom to be found there. In April 1804 he started alone for Malta, where he was appointed to act as private secretary to the Governor, Sir Alexander Ball. He visited Sicily, Naples, and Rome, and did not return to England until August 1806, when remorse for his neglect of his family and of his own interests justified him in describing himself as "ill, penniless, and worse than homeless." Coleridge, however, was received at Greta Hall with great indulgence, but it was soon found necessary to arrange a separation between him and his wife, followed, however, by a partial reconciliation. With one person, however, he had remained so long on good terms, that his quarrel with Wordsworth in 1810 seemed to mark the lowest stage of his degradation. Coleridge now occupied himself with a philosophical journal called The Friend, "an endless preface to an imaginary work." He came up to London, and lived obscurely, keeping up no correspondence with his family and friends in Cumberland. In 1812 he delivered his first series of "Lectures on Shakespeare," which were brilliantly attended; in the autumn he returned to Greta Hall, and became reconciled with Wordsworth. Byron, who had attended the lectures, with great courtesy induced the managers of the new Drury Lane to accept Coleridge's tragedy of Remorse. It was produced early in 1813, and Coleridge received £400, the only occasion during his whole life when he earned a substantial sum of money with his pen. This is perhaps the place at which to remark that Coleridge's life had been made possible only by the generosity of Josiah Wedgwood, who had paid him a pension of £150 a year since 1798. Of this £75 was arbitrarily withdrawn in 1812, and his wife and family would have been sharply pinched but for the opportune
success of Remorse. Coleridge now sank very low under the dominion of laudanum. In his delirious self-abasement he desired, in 1814, to be placed in a private madhouse. He promised to go back with Southey to Greta Hall, but he failed to do so, and finally abandoned his wife and children to Southey's care. From 1814 to 1816 he was living at Calne in Wilts. He went up to London in March of that year, bringing with him several important MSS. It was now that Charles Lamb described him as "an archangel—a little damaged." His friends recommended that he should submit himself to the charge of a physician, Mr. Gillman, in whose house at Highgate he became a boarder in April 1816. Coleridge now published his Christabel, Kubla Khan, The Pains of Sleep, a slender volume of exquisite poetry, written many years before. The results of the retirement at Highgate were at first favourable: Coleridge managed to do a good deal of work. He published the Biographia Literaria, Sibylline Leaves, and Zapolya, all in 1817. But even lectures now ceased to be a resource. "From literature," he wrote in 1818, "I cannot gain even bread," for his publisher became bankrupt, owing him his returns on all his recent books. In 1820 his eldest son, Hartley, forfeited his fellowship at Oriel College, Oxford, mainly on the ground of intemperance; this last very heavy affliction bowed S. T. Coleridge to the ground, and threw him back upon excessive laudanum. The next few years were sad and almost empty, but in 1825 he published Aids to Reflection, and he received until the death of George III. a royal annuity of £150 a year, which prevented his having to scribble for bread. Carlyle now described him as "a sage escaped from the inanity of life's battle," and drew the celebrated portrait beginning, "Coleridge sat on the brow of Highgate Hill." He increased in bodily weakness, but with a mind always powerful and more and more serene. He took a tour up the Rhine, in the charge of the Wordsworths, in 1828. In the winter of 1833 he wrote his beautiful Epitaph for S. T. C., and prepared himself for death. It came painlessly and in sleep on the morning of the 25th of July 1834.

From "France—an Ode."

Ye Clouds! that far above me float and pause,
Whose pathless march no mortal may control!
Ye Ocean-Waves! that, wheresoe' er ye roll,
Yield homage only to eternal laws!
Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY ROBERT HANCOCK.
Ye Woods! that listen to the night-birds singing,
Midway the smooth and perilous slope reclined,
Save when your own imperious branches, swinging,
Have made a solemn music of the wind!
Where, like a man belov'd of God,
Through glooms, which never woodman trod,
How oft, pursuing fancies holy,
My moonlight way o'er flowering weeds I wound,
By each rude shape and wild unconquerable sound!
O ye loud Waves! and O ye Forests high!
Thou rising Sun! thou blue rejoicing Sky!
Yea, everything that is and will be free!
Bear witness for me, wheresoe'er ye be,
With what deep worship I have still adored
The spirit of divinest Liberty.

From "Youth and Age."

Flowers are lovely! Love is flower-like;
Friendship is a sheltering tree;
O! the joys, that came down shower-like,
Of Friendship, Love, and Liberty,
Ere I was old!
Ere I was old? Ah, woful Ere,
Which tells me, Youth's no longer here!
O Youth! for years so many and sweet,
'Tis known, that Thou and I were one,
I'll think it but a fond conceit—
It cannot be, that Thou art gone!
Thy vesper-bell hath not yet toll'd—
And thou wert aye a masker bold!
What strange disguise hast now put on,
To make believe, that Thou art gone?
I see these locks in silvery ships,
This drooping gait, this altered size:
But springtide blossoms on thy lips,
And tears take sunshine from thine eyes!
Life is but thought: so think I will
That Youth and I are house-mates still.

Dew-drops are the gems of morning,
But the tears of mournful eve!
Where no hope is, life's a warning
That only serves to make us grieve
When we are old!
That only serves to make us grieve
With oft and tedious taking leave,
Like some poor nigh-related guest
That may not rudely be dismiss'd,
Yet hath outstay'd his welcome while,
And tells the jest without the smile.
All thoughts, all pleasures, all delights,
All, all that stir the mortal frame,
All are but ministers of love,
And for his sacred flame.

O'er in my waking dreams
I feed upon that happy hour
When midway on the mount I sat
Beside the ruined tower.

The moonshine gleaming o'er the scene
Had blended with the light of eve,
And the way, there, my Hope, my Joy,
My own dear Genoveve!

She leaned against the armed man,
The Statue of the armed Knight,
The stood and listened to my harp,
Tuned the lingering light.

I played a soft and doteful air,
I sang an old and moving story,
And old rude song that fitted well
The ruin wild and hoary.

MS. of the opening stanzas of "Love"
In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
   A stately pleasure-dome decree:
   Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
   Through caverns measureless to man
   Down to a sunless sea.
So twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round;
And here were gardens bright with sinuous rills,
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;
And here were forests ancient as the hills,
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

But oh! that deep romantic chasm which slanted
Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover!
A savage place! as holy and enchanted
As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted
By woman wailing for her demon-lover!
And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething,
As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing,
A mighty fountainmomently was forced;
Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst
Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail,
Or chafed grain beneath the thresher's flail:
And 'mid these dancing rocks at once and ever
It flung up momentously the sacred river.
Five miles meandering with a mazy motion
Through wood and dale the sacred river ran,
Then reached the caverns measureless to man,
And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean:
And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard from far
Ancestral voices prophesying war.

The shadow of the dome of pleasure
   Floated midway on the waves;
Where was heard the mingled measure
   Of the fountain and the caves.
It was a miracle of rare device,
A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice!

A damsel with a dulcimer
   In a vision once I saw:
It was an Abyssinian maid,
And on her dulcimer she played,
   Singing of Mount Abora.
Could I revive within me
   Her symphony and song,
To such deep delight 'twould win me,
   That with music loud and long,
I would build that dome in air,
   That sunny dome! those caves of ice!
And all who heard should cry Beware! Beware!
His flashing eyes! his floating hair!
I shall remember, of Jeremy Bentham, the platonic
philosopher of Christ's Hospital, but an admirable
educator of the intellect, he did me cease out as many
spots as would have
the state with syllables. Here I
ask myself, if
the Economy would not be greatly improved. Now
often have
I thought of this proposal since then. I have read
thrice where I would have dispersed and the former
excellency. — Where I remember that he talked so on the
same occasion — Ordered the connections of a declaration
not the transitions of poetry; but, knowing, as they are, they are
better than conjectures, and I think, for the rest, they are
something like common sense. The few are the矜es of
ordinary." — S. T. Colerige.
A pillar grey did I behold;  
From sky to earth it started;  
And proud therein a Bird so bold,  
A fairy Bird that chantid.

He sunk, he rose, he twinkled, he trolled,  
Within that shaft of shining Mist:  
His Eyes of flame, his Beak of Gold,  
All else of Amethyst.

And this he sang: Adieu! Adieu!  
Love's dreams prove seldom true:  
Sweet Month of May! We must awaie!  
Far, far away!  
To day! To day!
Weave a circle round him three,
And close your eyes with holy dread,
For he on honey-dew hath fed
And drank the milk of Paradise.

LONDON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,
SCOT'S CORPORATION HALL,
CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET,
(ENTRANCE FROM LATER FACE.)

MR. COLERIDGE
WILL COMMENCE
ON MONDAY, NOV. 10th,
A COURSE OF LECTURES ON SHAKESPEARE AND MILTON,
IN ILLUSTRATION OF
THE PRINCIPLES OF POETRY,
AND THEIR
Application as Grounds of Criticism to the most popular Works of later English Poets, those of the Living included.

After an introductory Lecture on Fable Creation (especially in Poetry,) and on its Causes; two thirds of the remaining course, will be assigned to the philosophical Analysis and Explanation of all the principal Characters of our great Dramatist, as Omnipotence, Facilitas, Richard II, Iago, Hamlet, &c., &c., and a general Consideration of Shakespeare's, or, in short, of all that belongs to him as a Poet, and as a dramatic Poet, with his contemporaries, or immediate successors, Johnson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Endymion, etc., etc., in the endeavour to determine what of Shakespeare's Mosiac and Ornaments are common to him with other Writers of the same age, and what remain peculiar to his own Genius.

The Course will extend to fifteen Lectures, which will be given on Monday and Thursday evenings successively. The Lectures to commence at half past 7 o'clock.

Single Tickets for the whole Course, 3 Guineas; or 3 Guineas with the privilege of introducing a Lady, may be procured at J. Hatchard, 160, Piccadilly, J. Morgan, Fleet Street, J. and A. Archy, Booksellers and Stationers, Coventry, Gobine's Juvenile Library, Skinner Street, W. Popple, 67, Chancery Lane, or by Letter post paid to Mr. S. T. Coleridge, J. J. Morgan's, Esq. No. 7, Portland Place, Hanover Square.

Programme of Coleridge's Lectures of 1826

Work Without Hope.

Lines Composed 21st February 1827.

All Nature seems at work—Sings leave their hair—
The bees are stirring—birds are on the wing—
And Winter slumbering in the open air
Wears on his smiling face a dream of Spring!
And I, the while, the sole unbusy thing,
Nor honey make, nor pair, nor build, nor sing.

Yet well I ken the banks where amaranths blow,
Have traced the fount whence streams of nectar flow.
Bloom, O ye amaranths! bloom for whom ye may,
For me ye bloom not! Glide, rich streams, away!
With lips unbrightened, wreathless brow, I stroll:
And would you learn the spells that drowse my soul?
Work without Hope draws nectar in a sieve,
And Hope without an object cannot live.
Boatmkn's Song from "Remorse."

Hear, sweet spirit, hear the spell,
Lest a blacker charm compel!
So shall the midnight breezes swell
With thy deep long-lingering knell.

And at evening evermore,
In a chapel on the shore,
Shall the chaunter, sad and saintly,
Yellow tapers burning faintly,
Doleful masses chant for thee,
Miserere Domine!

Hark! the cadence dies away
On the quiet moonlight sea:
The boatmen rest their oars and say,
Miserere Domine!

Robert Southey (1774-1843) was the eldest son of a linen-draper in Bristol, where, in a house in Wine Street, he was born on the 12th of August 1774. He was a sensitive child, whose idiosyncrasies were encouraged by his being brought up, after the fashion of Rousseau's Emile, by an eccentric maiden aunt at Bath. He went to a school at Corston and elsewhere, and then at the age of fourteen to Westminster, already dreaming of becoming a poet. Here he stayed until 1792, when he was expelled for a literary jocosity at the expense of the headmaster. He returned to Bristol to find his father's business bankrupt; still, some months later he was able, at an uncle's cost, to proceed to Balliol College. He was now on fire with the principles of the French Republic; all he learned at Oxford, he says, was "a little swimming and boating." In 1793 he wrote in a few weeks the epic of Joan of Arc, and then "another epic poem and then another." His terrible fluency had already taken hold of him. In June of 1794 he met and was instantly fascinated by S. T. Coleridge, who communicated
to him the dream of pantisocracy; the lads agreed to emigrate together to America. This was prevented by their extreme poverty, but in 1795 they found a publisher in Bristol as enthusiastic as themselves, and a poet to boot, Joseph Cottle (1770–1853), who consented to publish their poems and give them money too. *Joan of Arc* was not issued until 1796, but in November Southey had married his boyhood’s love, Mrs. Coleridge’s sister, Edith Fricker, and a few days later had started alone for Madrid by sea from Falmouth to Corunna. In Spain he threw himself with ardour into the study of Spanish life and literature. Returning by Lisbon to Bristol, he tried in vain to live by journalism. The next months were vaguely spent, but in 1797–98 the Southeys are found residing in a little house at Westbury, Wilts, where he produced poetry with vehemence and volume, cheered by the companionship of Humphry Davy (1778–1829), the natural philosopher. His health broke down under excess of cerebral excitement, and in 1800 he went with his wife to Portugal to rest; but Southey could never be still, and at Lisbon and Cintra he wrote reams of verses. Next year Southey returned to England, published *Thalaba*, and presently visited the Coleridges at Keswick, but not at this time to stay there long. After fitful wanderings and many domestic changes, in 1802 he was back again in London and then in Bristol. Still he wandered; still, as he said, he had “no symptoms of root-striking.” But in the autumn of 1803 he took Greta Hall, near Keswick, and this was his home for the next thirty-six years. As if the incessant journeys of his youth had awakened in him a passion for stability, Southey settled himself into Greta Hall like a tree. He filled it with his possessions and his interests, the fibres of his heart fitted into it and became part of it. It was not, however, until he had been its tenant for some four years that he realised that this was to be his final resting-place. It was also the home of the deserted wife and children of Coleridge, to whom Southey showed a most unselfish devotion. He sat down at his desk to punctual and almost mechanical literary labour, publishing many epics—*Madoe* in 1805, *The Curse of Kehama* in 1815, *Kolfrick* in 1814—and becoming, as he said, “a quiet, patient, easy-going hack of the mule breed, regular as clockwork in my pace,” but cheerful and happy at all times. In a luckier age he would have soon been rich, but for few, and those the least important, of his works was Southey even decently paid. His only extravagance was books, of which he made an enormous and miscellaneous collection, especially rich in the Spanish and Portuguese languages. He was of all the men of letters of that age the most sedulous and deliberate craftsman; he made literature the trade of his life, and his multitude of books were his tools. He made many acquaintances, few friends; one of the most important of the latter being Landor, whom he met at Bristol in 1808—“the only man living,” Southey declared, “of whose praise I was ambitious, or whose censure would have humbled me.” Their sympathy
was mutually invaluable to both until the death of Southey. About this time Southey, who had refused to write for the Edinburgh Review, began his long course of contributions to the newly founded Quarterly; he had become quite a politician now, and a droll description is preserved of Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge laying down the law in conversation about the Convention of Cintra, like three Wise Men of the East. Southey became an effective political writer, and for some time the Quarterly Review and he were supposed to represent exactly the same views. In 1813 Southey succeeded a poetaster called Pye as Poet Laureate, thus raising the office from the ridiculous obscurity in which it had lain since the days of Dryden. In 1816 he suffered the terrible anguish of losing his son Herbert, the only being on whom he had dared to dote without restraint. He was never quite the same man again; he said he was to make "no more great attempts, only a few autumnal flowers, like second primroses." He went on steadily, however, with his tale of bricks, and the vast heap of his writings mounted up in prose and verse. Already it began to be seen by the clairvoyant that his genius lay in the former, not in the latter. Byron, who met him in 1813, and who boldly mocked at Southey's poetry, confessed "his prose is perfect." With certain exceptions, and these not fortunate ones, the remainder of Southey's life was devoted to prose, and mainly to history and biography. He abandoned the vast scheme of a History of Portugal, at which he had been working for many years, but in 1819 he completed a History of Brazil. His History of the Peninsular War extended over from 1822 to 1832. Meanwhile his admirable lives of Nelson (1813) and of John Wesley (1820) were being read with universal pleasure. His Book of the Church (1824) and his Naval History (Lives of the British Admirals), (1833–40) were more ambitious. In 1834 another great sorrow attacked him—his wife became insane, and in 1837 she died. In 1835 Southey refused a baronetcy, an honour foolishly offered to so poor a man, but he accepted a further pension of £300 a year. His only other production of importance was The Doctor, the seven volumes of which appeared between 1834 and 1847. Southey did not see its completion. Reduced to absolute loneliness at Greta Hall, he
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married an old cultivated friend, the gentle poetess, Caroline Bowles (1787-1854); but her care could not save a brain and a body which had been overstrained. In 1839 his health broke down, and on the 21st of March 1843 he died. He was buried, in the presence of the venerable Wordsworth, in the churchyard of Crosthwaite. The moral nature of Southey had a beauty which is not reflected in his poetry. He

SOUTHEY

My dear Sir,

I shall not ask a postscript without acknowledging the receipt of your latest enclosing Company. What can I say after all these tears? I am told that I always looked on the misfortune, as it were, which had befallen me after the death of my friend, as one of the necessities of life; but that I was, by nature, or in few cases, in order to self-defence! For cuius in hostem beneficium est injury in hosti invicta.

There is one moral lesson to thine own. My experience of your Poet Laureate is but a few years till 1798, but truly since I adjourned was never enough to be convened in memory of Coleridge's last illness.

I never heard that Coleridge's death is not satisfactory. To praise a man whilst I held it satisfactory in order to render me

A very considerable part of these Memoirs, which I hope will work presently, at least, and which careful correction has recently been finished, was written in your employ, and otherwise would not have been finished.

Please pay hastened requests to the extent.

Yours as always,

Robert Southey

Facsimile Letter from Southey to Daniel Stuart

was reserved—he "covered," he said, "his feelings with a bear-skin"—and his austerity and abruptness made him many enemies; but he was a man of the finest rectitude and the most practical generosity of heart, without jealousy, without littleness, bearing sorrow and pain with equanimity, nobly desirous to preserve intact the dignity of life and literature. His lifelong attitude to Wordsworth, to Coleridge and his family, to Scott, to Landor, to Davy, attests the constancy and the unselfishness of his character.
But he was hard in later life, and without any of the suppleness which makes social intercourse agreeable, while it is impossible to deny that he grew both arrogant and priggish. He had so handsome a presence in middle life that Byron declared that, to possess it, he would even have consented to write Southey's Sapphies.

From "The Curse of Kehama,"

Midnight, and yet no eye
Through all the Imperial City closed in sleep!
Behold her streets a-blaze
With light that seems to kindle the red sky,
Her myriads swarming through the crowded ways!
Master and slave, old age and infancy
All, all abroad to gaze:
House-top and balcony
Clustered with women, who throw back their veils
With unimpeded and insatiate sight
To view the funeral pomp which passes by,
As if the mournful rite
Were but to them a scene of joyance and delight.

Vainly, ye blessed twinklers of the night
Your feeble beams ye shed.
Quench'd in the unnatural light which might out-stare
Even the broad eye of day;
And thou from thy celestial way
Fourest, O Moon, an intellectual ray!
For lo! ten thousand torches flame and flare
Upon the midnight air,
Blotting the lights of heaven
With one portentous glare.
Behold the fragrant smoke in many a fold
Ascending, floats along the fiery sky,
And hangeth visible on high,
A dark and waving canopy.

What effect the new ideas could produce on a perfectly ductile fancy may be observed in a very interesting way in the case of Thomas Campbell. This young Scotchman, born in 1777, had evidently seen no poetry more modern than that of Johnson, Goldsmith, and Rogers, when he published his Pleasures of Hope. The very name of this work discovered its adhesion to eighteenth-century tradition. It was a tame, "correct" essay, in a mode already entirely outworn. As a student it had been Campbell's pride to be styled "the Pope of Glasgow." When he became aware of them, he rejected all the proposed reforms of Wordsworth, whose work he continued to detest throughout his life; but in 1800 he proceeded to Germany, where he fell completely under the spell of the romantic poets of that nation, and presently gave to the world Lochiel, Hohenlinden, and the Exile of Erin. These were succeeded by other spirited ballads, amatory and martial, and by a romantic epic in Spenserian stanza, Gertrude of Wyoming, in which Campbell's style is wholly Teutonised. After this Campbell wrote little that was readable, and his fame, once far greater than that of Coleridge and Wordsworth, has now
dwindled to an unjust degree. He had a remarkable gift for lucid, rapid, and yet truly poetical narrative; his naval odes or descants, the *Battle of the Baltic* and *Ye Mariners of England*, are without rivals in their own class, and Campbell deserves recognition as a true romanticist and revolutionary force in poetry, although fighting for his own hand, and never under the flag of Wordsworth and Coleridge. For the time being, however, Campbell did more than they—more, perhaps, than any other writer save one—to break down in popular esteem the didactic convention of the classic school.

Thomas Campbell (1777–1844) was the eighth son and eleventh child of Alexander Campbell, a Virginia merchant of Glasgow, who had recently been ruined by the American War when the future poet was born on the 27th of July 1777. He was a precocious scholar and an early rhymester, and at the age of fourteen he entered the University of Glasgow with credit. His student verses were unusually spirited, his student speeches were delivered “with remarkable fluency and in a strong Glasgow brogue.” In 1794 the poverty of his parents obliged him, though not yet seventeen, to accept a clerkship in a merchant’s office, but his notion was to escape from this drudgery to America. In the summer of 1795, however, he obtained a tutorship at Sunipol, in the island of Mull, and started for the Western Highlands in company with a friend. “The wide world contained not two merrier boys; we sang and recited poetry through the long, wild Highland glens.” This visit to Mull left an indelible impression on Campbell’s imagination. It was followed in 1796 by a similar appointment on the Sound of Jura. In the year 1797 Campbell published, perhaps in a broadsheet, the earliest of his characteristic battle-poems, *The Wounded Hussar*, and was encouraged to look to literature as a profession. He moved his headquarters from Glasgow to Edinburgh, and in 1798 he began to compose *The Pleasures of Hope*. This poem appeared the following year, and “the demand for copies was unprecedented.” The coteries of Edinburgh opened their arms to welcome the young poet, and among the
friends his book brought him was the still youthful Walter Scott. *The Pleasures of Hope* exactly suited the taste of the day, and Campbell was “very much noticed and invited out.” He spent the money which his poem brought him in foreign travel, and on 1st June 1800 left Leith for Hamburg. He had some stirring adventures, acquainted himself with much German literature, and returned to London in something less than a year. It was in Germany that several of his famous patriotic poems were composed. He settled again in Edinburgh, until in 1802 he accepted an invitation from Lord Minto to be his guest, and perhaps secretary, in his London house. A description of Campbell taken at this time, when he was in his twenty-sixth year, brings him before us as “scrupulously neat in his dress, ... a blue coat, with bright gilt buttons, a white waistcoat and cravat, buff nankins and white stockings, with shoes and silver buckles. His hair was already falling off: and he adopted the peruke, which he never afterwards laid aside.” In 1803 appeared a subscription edition of Campbell’s collected poems, which brought him some money, and he was emboldened to marry his lively and elegant cousin, Miss Matilda Sinclair. The young couple took a house at Sydenham, which remained their home until 1820. Unfortunately, Campbell was, as he said, “always ready to shoot himself when he came to the subject of cash accounts,” and his life became as a nightmare of financial embarrassment. In 1804 he wrote *The Battle of the Baltic and Lord Ullin’s Daughter*, and this may be considered the highwater mark of his career as a poet. In 1805 his distresses were relieved by a pension of £200 a year. The remainder of Campbell’s life was not very interesting. In 1809 he published, with universal approbation, his *Gertrude of Wyoming*, a poem, as was then considered, instinct with “the soft and skyish tints of purity and truth,” arranged in the Spenserian stanza as employed in *The Castle of Indolence*. In 1815 the Campbells, always wretched managers, were again in pecuniary distress, when a remote and eccentric Highland connection, who had heard of his piety to his mother and sister, remarked that “little Tommy the Poet ought to have a legacy,” and then died, leaving him nearly £5000. Campbell became prominent as a lecturer on poetry, and he showed a broad sympathy in dealing with the treasures of our early literature. In 1820 he became editor of the *New Monthly Magazine*, an easy post with a handsome salary, which he held for ten years. His narrative poem, *Theodric*, appeared in 1824, and was a failure. Troubles now gathered upon Campbell; his only surviving child became insane, his excellent wife died, and he himself became the victim of irritable melancholia. He wrote much, in prose, but he did his work badly; his old fastidiousness and care seemed to have left him. His *Life of Mrs. Siddons* (1834), from which great things were expected, proved to be a deplorable piece of shirked hack-work. Campbell had lost the healthy gusto of life. He was still, however, a
popular figure in society, and prominent at club meetings and public dinners. In 1834 he went to Algeria, with excellent results to his health. In this renewal of activity he composed his poem of *The Pilgrim of Glencoe*, and published it in 1842.

It is worth while for the sake of future readers and friends to live in London, but really Edinburgh is a grand sight. I went to see it a few streets of it. I could not resist any public event worthy of relating—The Harlequinad in Medicine have been lately set down by the public but the College is now shut up and its doors and windows are to be heard of in other quarters—The only institution of society at present are a group of cholera blackwater who have fought some skirmishes with the rights of the North bridge & been among other articles the head of a literary writer which before was thought in penetration—During the random history of such nocturnal events which comes like the voice of one crying in the wilderness we are all that we are. Our free form might be safely commended without things of killing a human being—This is what I am afraid of. I was told in my house the soul of life stood still. ‘\*Nation without a price—\*

I have returned from Paris. I believe you have written me. The last letter must be correct. I believe in Dieppe—by the continual Harlequin &c. capitation of deaths falling in peace my book will be delayed. I fear yet a little longer.\* I hope to be in Manchester. Remember me most sincerely.\*J. C. Currie & J. Wallace &c. believe me good.

Yours with great esteem.

Mrs. Campbell

Extract from a Letter of Campbell to Dr. James Currie

No success attended this belated work. Campbell grew tired of London and settled at Boulogne, with a niece who now kept house for him. Here he died, on the 15th of June 1844, and was buried on the 3rd of July with great pomp in Westminster Abbey.

FROM "GRATITUDE OF WYOMING."

O love! in such a wilderness as this,
Where transport and security entwine,
Here is the empire of thy perfect bliss,
And here thou art a god indeed divine.
Here shall no forms abridge, no hours confine
The views, the walks, that boundless joy inspire!
Roll on, ye days of raptured influence, shine!
Nor, blind with ecstasy's celestial fire,
Shall love behold the spark of earth-born time expire.

Three little moons, how short! amidst the grove
And pastoral savannahs they consume!
While she, beside her buskined youth to rove,
Deli'ghts, in fancifully wild costume,
Her lovely brow to shade with Indian plume;
And forth in hunter-seeming vest they fare;
But not to chase the deer in forest gloom;
'Tis but the breath of heaven—the blessed air—
And interchange of hearts unknown, unseen to share.

What though the sportive dog oft round them note,
Or fawn, or wild bird bursting on the wing;
Yet who, in love's own presence, would devote
To death those gentle throats that wake the spring,
Or writhing from the brook its victim bring?
No!—nor let fear one little warbler rouse;
But, fed by Gertrude's hand, still let them sing,
Acquaintance of her path, amidst the boughs,
That shade c'en now her love, and witnessed first her vows.

**SONG.—TO THE EVENING STAR.**

Star that bringest home the bee,
And sett'st the weary labourer free!
If any star shed peace, 'tis thou,
That send'st it from above,
Appearing when Heaven's breath and brow
Are sweet as hers we love.

Come to the luxuriant skies,
Whilst the landscape's odours rise,
Whilst far-off lowing herds are heard,
And songs, when toil is done,
From cottages whose smoke unstirred
Curls yellow in the sun.

Star of love's soft interviews,
Parted lovers on thee muse;
Their remembrancer in Heaven
Of thrilling vows thou art,
Too delicious to be riven
By absence from the heart.

**THE SOLDIER'S DREAM.**

Our bugles sang truce—for the night-cloud had lowered,
And the sentinel stars set their watch in the sky;
And thousands had sunk on the ground overpowered,
The weary to sleep, and the wounded to die.

When reposing that night on my pallet of straw,
By the wolf-scaring faggot that guarded the slain;
At the dead of the night a sweet vision I saw,
And thrice ere the morning I dreamt it again.
Methought from the battle-field's dreadful array,
   Far, far I had roamed on a desolate track:
'Twas Autumn—and sunshine arose on the way
   To the home of my fathers, that welcomed me back.
I flew to the pleasant fields traversed so oft
   In life's morning march, when my bosom was young;
I heard my own mountain-goats bleating aloft,
   And knew the sweet strain that the corn-reapers sung.

Then pledged we the wine-cup, and fondly I swore,
   From my home and my weeping friends never to part;
My little ones kissed me a thousand times over,
   And my wife sobbed aloud in her fulness of heart,

"Stay, stay with us—rest, thou art weary and worn;"
   And fain was their war-broken soldier to stay—
But sorrow returned with the dawning of morn,
   And the voice in my dreaming ear melted away.

A still greater force in popularising and fixing the romantic tradition was Sir WALTER SCOTT in the poetry of his early middle life—that is to say, from 1799 to 1814. From the dawn of childhood he had shown an extraordinary passion for listening to chivalrous and adventurous tales, and for composing the like. He was fortunate enough to see and to be greatly moved by Burns; and as he advanced, the intense Scotticism of his nature was emphasised by the longing to enshrine Scotch prowess and nature in picturesque verse. The mode in which this was to be done had not even dimly occurred to him, when he met with that lodestar of romanticism, the Lenore of Bürger; he translated it, and was led to make fresh eager inroads into German poetry, with which he was much more in sympathy than Wordsworth was, or even Coleridge. Even Goethe,
however, did not at this time persuade Scott to make a deep study of literature; he was still far more eager to learn in the open school of experience. He imitated a few German ballads, and he presently began to collect the native songs of his own country; the far-reaching result was the publication of the *Scottish Minstrelsy*.

Still, nothing showed that Walter Scott was likely to become an original writer, and he was thirty-four when Europe was electrified with the appearance of the *Lay of the Last Minstrel*. Then followed *Marmion*, *The Lady of the Lake*, and *The Lord of the Isles*, not to speak of other epical narratives which were not so successful. Meanwhile, the publication of *Waverley* opened another and a still more splendid door to the genius of Scott, and he bade farewell to the Muses. But from 1805 to 1815 he was by far the most prominent British poet; as Wordsworth put it, Scott was "the whole world's darling," and no one, perhaps, before or since, has approached the width and intensity of his popularity. While Wordsworth distributed a few hundreds of his books, and Coleridge could not induce his to move at all, Scott's poetry sold in tens of thousands, and gave the tone to society. At the present day something of the charm of Scott's verse-narratives has certainly evaporated; they are read for the story, a fatal thing to confess about poetry. The texture of Scott's prosody is thinner and looser than that of his great contemporaries, nor are his reflections so penetrating or so exquisite as the best of theirs. Nevertheless, the divine freshness and exuberance of Scott are perennial in several of his episodes, and many of his songs are of the highest positive excellence. Perhaps if he had possessed a more delicate ear, a subtler sense of the phases of landscape, something of that mysticism and passion which we unwillingly have to admit that we miss in his poetry, he might not have interpreted so lucidly to millions of readers the principles of the romantic revival. With his noble disregard of self, he bade
Letter from Scott to Cooper, the Artist
of the few curators at certainly, moreover I should
have offset the influence that must whilst I have
The converse of Belsam's remained till Barlow if
certainly to get the book in time yet to get the two
works. I would be as such present for the painting
he copied was admirable. I only regret the size which
does little justice to the artist and impression.

I will send you my photography in form as I am
collecting Penty Ruth until until but not as actual
being by a Chronicle. Copy as I am looking here in the
meaning my death of Helvetia

Edin. 1st February 1830
William F.
those who sought the higher qualities find them in Wordsworth; but Scott also, with his vigour of invention and his masculine sense of flowing style, took a prominent and honourable part in the reformation of English poetry.

Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) was one of the twelve children of Mr. Walter Scott, Writer to the Signet, and of Anne Rutherford his wife. Six died in infancy, and he was the fourth of the survivors. He was born on the 15th of August 1771,

in a house at the head of the College Wynd in Edinburgh. He showed, he tells us, every sign of health and strength until he was about eighteen months old, when, as the result of a fever, he lost for life all power in his right leg. He was taken into the country, where he was placed under the care of a nurse, who afterwards proved to be a lunatic, and who, just in time to be prevented, confessed an intention to cut the child's throat with her scissors and bury him in the moss on the Craigs. He was early instructed in literature by his aunt, Mrs. Janet Scott, who encouraged the romantic bent of his temper. In 1778 Scott was sent to the High School of Edinburgh, without brilliant results; "I was never a dunce, nor thought to be so, but an incorrigibly idle imp, who was always longing to something else than what was enjoined him." As he grew fast, his health became delicate, and after leaving school, before proceeding to college, it was thought well

Abbotsford, Scott's residence from 1811 to his death in 1832
that he should spend half a year in his aunt's house at Kelso. To this episode Scott attributed the awakening in his soul of an appreciation of natural beauty, "especially when combined with ancient ruins." For some months of 1782-83 he was taught at the grammar-school of Kelso. On the lad's return to Edinburgh he began to throw himself with great ardour into the study of the romantic literature of Europe, especially Italian. It was in the midst of these emotions, in 1786, that Scott, a boy of fifteen, saw Burns at the height of his renown. At this time Scott had left college, and had entered into indentures with his father with a view to becoming a Writer to the Signet. He, disliked the drudgery, although he worked hard at the business out of pride in and love for his father, but in the spring of 1788 he broke a blood-vessel, and a lengthy illness was the result. From this, strange to say, he rose to health far more robust than he had ever before enjoyed, tall, muscular, and active both on foot and on horseback. About this time Scott began to "take his ground" in society: he displayed an ardour, a flow of agreeable spirits, and an acute perception which rendered him noticeably welcome in any company. From 1789 to 1792 he studied assiduously for the Bar, and these were "the only years of his life which he applied to learning with stern, steady, and undeviating industry." He passed his examinations in Civil Law in June 1791, and in Scots Law in July 1792, and a week later assumed the gown of a barrister. Walter Scott was now, as the Duchess of Sutherland said, "a comely creature,"
remarkably vigorous, but never clumsy, in form and movement, brilliant in colour and complexion. He fell in love with Miss Williamina Belches of Invermay, whom he courted for several years, but without success, for she became Lady Forbes of Pitsligo. In the autumn of 1792 Scott made his earliest study of the wild country of the Border, and in the following year he explored, in the spirit of a romantic antiquarian, great part of the central portion of Scotland. In 1796 he translated Bürger's Lenore, and published this anonymously with one or two other fragments of the new German poetry in a thin quarto; this was Scott's first appearance in

Scott's Study at Abbotsford

print. He was now attracted to a young French lady of great beauty, Miss Charlotte Margaret Carpenter (or rather Charpentier), whom he married in December 1797, after a very brief courtship. The young couple settled in Edinburgh, at lodgings in George Street, until the house he had taken in South Castle Street was ready for them; a few months later he supplemented this by a cottage six miles out of the city, at Lasswade. Under the influence of "Monk" Lewis, Scott began imitating and translating more busily from the German, and in 1799 he published a version of Goethe's Goetz von Berlichingen. He now began the serious composition of English verse, and he formed, or reopened, a friendship with James Ballantyne, the printer of Kelsy, which was destined to lead to great results. At the end of this year, 1799, Scott was appointed Sheriff of Selkirkshire, an office which brought him into close relations with a romantic part of Scotland to which his poetic atten-
tion had already been called. He began to contribute in 1803 to the Edinburgh Review, but his chief occupation now became the collection of the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, of which three volumes appeared in 1802 and 1803. Scott was now fairly launched on the flood of his romantic work, and in the first days of 1805 the Lay of the Last Minstrel was brought out in London with a success so encouraging that Scott determined henceforth to make literature his principal profession. This determination became the more fixed as he saw his chances of success at the Scotch Bar to be very scanty, “for more than ten years he

Ruins of Dryburgh Abbey

had persisted in surveying the floor of the Parliament House, without meeting with any employment but what would have suited the dullest drudge.” He therefore quitted the law, and secretly entered into partnership with James Ballantyne as a printer-publisher. In this same eventful year, 1805, he began to write Waverley, although he soon dropped it. Ashiestel, a small house most romantically situated close to the Tweed, was now his home, and he had settled down with ardour into the life of an active country squire and sportsman. At Edinburgh he added to his emoluments by being Clerk of Session, a post which he held from 1806 to 1830. He was now engaged in editing Dryden, in writing Marmion, which appeared in 1808, in starting Ballantyne on vast schemes as a publisher, and in encouraging the foundation of the Quarterly Review. He then turned to the task of editing Swift, and completed an unfinished historical romance by Joseph Strutt (1749-1802), called Queenhoo Hall, which
Sir Walter Scott.

AFTER THE POMADE BY MR. WILLIAM ALLEN.
has been described as the forerunner of the Waverley novels. The accounts which have come down to us of the breezy, wholesome domestic life at Ashiestiel, lead us to regard these as the very happiest years in the career of Walter Scott. He pushed on with the publication of his successive poems: The Lady of the Lake followed in 1810, and The Vision of Don Roderick in 1811. The first of these was successful beyond all precedent, but there was already a financial cloud on Scott’s horizon: Ballantyne was doing very badly with other of his speculations, and if Scott was making money, he was losing it too. Nevertheless, so excellent seemed his prospects in other quarters, that in 1811 he was emboldened—the lease of Ashiestiel having run out—to buy the estate of Abbotsford on the Tweed. It must be recollected, before charging him with rashness, that from 1812 his professional income was £1600 a year, besides what he might earn by literature. At this moment, however, Byron sprang upon the world, and it became evident that he would form a most serious rival to Scott as a popular poet. Moreover, Scott’s ventures in 1813, Roxbery and The Bridal of Triermain, were coldly received by the public. The publishing business with Ballantyne was wound up, with help from the Duke of Buccleuch, and Constable was much mixed up with starting again what is still a puzzling business. Scott was now offered the appointment of Poet Laureate; he declined it, but suggested Southey, to whom it was then given. Scott, however, had now completed his first novel, Waverley, and in July 1814, with every circumstance of secrecy, this book was published. Scott was “not sure that it would be considered quite decorous for a Clerk of Session to write novels;” he was also, no doubt, anxious to see whether he could whistle the public to him by his mere charm and fashion of delivery. The result was extremely gratifying; the success of Waverley was instant and enormous. Scott’s life now became one of unceasing activity, book following book with rapid regularity. In 1815 he published the last of his important narrative poems, The Lord of the Isles, and the novel of Guy Mannering. The series of Tales of my Landlord began in 1816. It is impossible, and quite needless, to register here the names of all the deathless succession of Scott’s novels, a series unbroken up to 1820. In 1817 Scott had the first warning that his health could not support for ever the violent strain which he was always putting upon it. He was created a baronet early in 1820, the first creation of George IV.’s reign. Sir Walter came up to London for this purpose, and stayed to sit for his picture to Lawrence, and for his bust to Chantrey. Two years later the king came to Scotland, and was welcomed by Scott, who innocently loved a pageant, “in the Garb of old Gaul,” and with a loyalty which knew no bounds. He founded the Ballamtyne Club in 1823, but in the winter of this year the illness of which he died began to make itself felt: this was almost coincident with the completion of Abbotsford. By this time, however, Scott’s unfortunate and secret connection with Constable and with the Ballantyne firm
had become a distinct cloud upon his horizon, and this grew and darkened. The ruin of these enterprises became certain at the close of 1825, and the bankruptcy of Sir Walter Scott was the result. It was presently settled that he should be left in undisturbed possession of Abbotsford, but should part with all his other property, live within his official salary, and pay his debt by continuing his literary labours with his best diligence. With noble courage he began to write at once, and pursued his work in spite of the further shock of his wife's death in May 1826. By June 1827 he had diminished his debt by £28,000, and would soon have cleared himself from all his encumbrances had moderate health been spared him. But he worked far too hard, and he was checked in 1828 by a threatening of apoplexy. His work was not received with so much public favour as he had been accustomed to, and he was a good deal discouraged. But more of his debts were paid; he was passionately eager to be free; through the last year of his labour he was "a writing automaton." His latest romance was Anne of Geierstein, 1829, but he went on writing history. In 1830 a paralytic seizure warned him to desist, but in vain; not until October 1831 would he consent to rest. He was taken to Malta and to Naples, but his health steadily declined. His family were barely able, in July, to bring him back alive to Abbotsford, where, on the 21st of September 1832, he died, within "the sound of all others most delicious to his ear, the gentle ripple of the Tweed over its pebbles." He was buried five days later in the Abbey of Dryburgh.

Boat Song from "The Lady of the Lake."

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances!  
Honoured and blessed be the ever-green Pine!  
Long may the Tree in his banner that glances,  
Flourish the shelter and grace of our line!  
Heaven send it happy dew,  
Earth lend it sap anew;  
Gaily to bourgeon, and broadly to grow,  
While every highland glen  
Sends our shout back again,  
"Roderigh Vich Alpine dhu, ho! ieroe!"  

Ours is no sapling, chance-sown by the fountain,  
Blooming at Beltane, in winter to fade;  
When the whirlwind has stripped every leaf on the mountain,  
The more shall Clan-Alpine exult in her shade.  
Moored in the rifted rock,  
Proof to the tempest's shock,
Firmer he roots him the ruder it blow;
Menteith and Breadalbane, then,
Echo his praise aye again,
"Roderigh Vich Alpine dhu, ho! ieroe!"

Proudly our pibroch has thrilled in Glen Fruin,
And Banochar's groans to our slogan replied:
Glen Luss and Ross-duh, they are smoking in ruin,
And the best of Loch-Lomond lies dead on her side.
Widow and Saxon maid,
Long shall lament our raid,
Think of Clan-Alpine with fear and with woe;
Lennox and Leven-glen
Shake when they hear aye again,
"Roderigh Vich Alpine dhu, ho! ieroe!"

Row, vassals, row, for the pride of the Highlands!
Stretch to your oars, for the ever-green Pine!
O! that the rosebud that graces you islands,
Were wreathed in a garland around him to twine!
O that some seedling gem,
Worthy such noble stem,
Honoured and blessed in their shadow might grow!
Load should Clan-Alpine then
Ring from her deepmost glen,
"Roderigh Vich Alpine dhu, ho! ieroe!"

**LADY HERON'S SONG IN "MARMION."

Oh! young Lochinvar is come out of the west,
Through all the wide Border his steed was the best;
And, save his good broadsword, he weapon had none,
He rode all unarmed, and he rode all alone.
So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war,
There never was knight like the young Lochinvar.

He staid not for brake, and he stopped not for stone,
He swam the Eske river where ford there was none;
But, ere he alighted at Netherby gate,
The bride had consented, the gallant came late;
For a laggard in love, and a dastard in war,
Was to wed the fair Ellen of brave Lochinvar.

So boldly he entered the Netherby Hall,
Among bride's-men, and kinsmen, and brothers, and all.
Then spoke the bride's father, his hand on his sword
(For the poor craven bridegroom said never a word—
"Oh! come ye in peace here, or come ye in war,
Or to dance at our bridal, young Lord Lochinvar?"

"I long wooed your daughter, my suit you denied;—
Love swells like the Solway, but ebbs like its tide—
And now I am come, with this last love of mine,
To lead but one measure, drink one cup of wine,
There are maidens in Scotland more lovely by far,
That would gladly be bride to the young Lochinvar."

The bride kissed the goblet; the knight took it up,
He quaffed off the wine, and threw down the cup.
She looked down to blush, and she looked up to sigh,
With a smile on her lips, and a tear in her eye.
He took her soft hand, ere her mother could bar,—
"Now tread we a measure," said young Lochinvar.

So stately his form, so lovely her face,
That never a hall such a galliard did grace;
While her mother did fret, and her father did fame,
And the bridegroom stood dangling his bonnet and plume;
And the bridemaids whispered, "'Twere better by far
To have matched our fair cousin with young Lochinvar."

One touch to her hand, and one word in her ear,
When they reached the hall-door, and the charger stood near;
So light to the croupe the fair lady he swung,
So light to the saddle before her he sprung:
"She is won! we are gone! over bank, bush, and scarr;
They'll have fleet steeds that follow," quoth young Lochinvar.

There was mounting 'mong Graemes of the Netherby clan;
Forsters, Fenwicks, and Musgraves, they rode and they ran:
There was racing and chasing on Cannobie Lee,
But the lost bride of Netherby ne'er did they see.
So daring in love, and so dauntless in war,
Have ye e'er heard of gallant like young Lochinvar?

**From "The Lay of the Last Minstrel."

Hushed is the harp—the Minstrel gone,
And did he wander forth alone?
Alone, in indigence and age,
To linger out his pilgrimage?
No!—close beneath proud Newark’s tower,
Arose the Minstrel’s lowly bower;
A simple hut; but there was seen
The little garden edged with green,
The cheerful hearth, and lattice clean.
There, sheltered wanderers, by the blaze,
Oft heard the tale of other days:
For much he loved to ope his door,
And give the aid he begged before.
So passed the winter’s day! but still
When summer smiled on sweet Bowhill
And July’s eve, with balmy breath,
Waved the blue-bells on Newark heath:
When throstles sung in Hare-head shaw,
And corn was green on Carterhaugh,
And flourished, broad, Blackando’s oak,
The aged Harper’s soul awoke!
Then would he sing achievements high,
And circumstance of chivalry,
Till the rapt traveller would stay,
Forgetful of the closing day:
And noble youths, the strain to hear,
Forsook the hunting of the deer;
And Yarrow, as he rolled along,
Bore burden to the Minstrel’s song.
These, then, were the influences at work during the fifteen years with which the century opened, and so completely was the old tradition overcome that poetry of the class of Johnson and Pope abruptly ceased, not, indeed, to be admired, but to be composed. A little group of pious writers, of whom Robert Bloomfield (1766–1823), and James Grahame (1765–1811) may be named, endeavoured to keep blank verse and the heroic couplet as they had received it from their Thomsonian forefathers. But although the Farmer’s Boy (1798) and the Sabbath (1802) had many imitators and enjoyed a preposterous popularity, their influence was quite outside the main channels of literary activity. The critics stormed against the reforms introduced by Wordsworth, and ridiculed his splendid experiments. But after the preface of 1800 nobody who had any genuine poetic gift could go on writing in the eighteenth-century way, and, as a curious matter of fact, no one except the satirists did attempt to do so.

But it is time to turn to the condition of prose, which, however, offers us at this juncture in our history fewer phenomena of importance. The one great prose-writer of the close of the eighteenth century was EDWARD BURKE, and his peculiarities are to be studied to best effect in what he wrote between 1790 and his death in 1797. Burke is, therefore, strictly transitional, and it is not less rational to consider him as the forerunner of De Quincey than as the successor of Robertson and Gibbon. He is really alone in the almost extravagant splendour of his oratory, too highly coloured for the eighteenth century, too hard and resonant for the nineteenth. When Burke is at his best, as for instance in the Letter to a Noble Lord, it is difficult to admit that any one has ever excelled him in the melody of his sentences, the magnificence of his invective, the trumpet-blast of his sonorous declamation. It is said that Burke endeavoured to mould his style on that of Dryden. No resemblance between the richly-brocaded robes of the one and the plain russet of the other can be detected. It is not quite certain that the influence of Burke on succeeding prose has been altogether beneficial; he has seemed to encourage a kind of hollow vehemence, an affectation of the “grand style” which in less gifted rhetoricians has covered poverty of thought. We must take Burke as he is, without comparing him with others; he is the great exception, the man essentially an orator whose orations were yet literature. There is an absence of emotional imagination, however, in Burke which is truly typical of the rhetor. In this, as in so much else, Burke is seen still to belong to the eighteenth century. He died just when the young folks in Western Somerset were working out their revolutionary formulas in verse; he missed even the chance of having these presented to his attention. We may be absolutely certain, however, that he would have rejected them with as much scorn and anger as he evinced for the political principles of the French Revolution. Whoever might have smiled on Goody Blake and Betty Foy, it would not have been the fierce and inflexible author of the letters On a Regicide Peace.
It was, perhaps, a fortunate thing for literature that Burke should die at that juncture and at the meridian of his powers. His last Tracts sum up the prose of the century with a magnificent burst of sincere and transcendent ardour. He retains the qualities which had adorned the dying age, its capacity in the manipulation of abstract ideas, its desire for the attainment of intellectual truth, its elegant and persuasive sobriety, its limited but exquisitely balanced sense of literary form. But Burke was a statesman too, and here he turns away from his eighteenth-century predecessors; he will be bound by no chains of abstract reasoning. Theories of politics were to him "the great Serbonian bog"; he refused to listen to metaphysical discussions; when he was dealing with American taxation, "I hate the very sound of them," he said. As he grew older, his mind, always moving in the train of law and order, grew steadily more and more conservative. He rejected the principles of Rousseau with scorn, and when there arose before him a "vast, tremendous, unformed spectre" in the far more terrific guise of the French Revolution, Burke lost not a little of his self-command. He died with the prophetic shrieks of the Regicide Peace still echoing in men's ears; he died without a gleam of hope for England or for Europe, his intellect blazing at its highest incandescence in what he believed to be the deepening twilight of the nations.

Edmund Burke (1729-1797) was the son of a respectable solicitor of Dublin, where he is believed to have been born on the 12th of January 1729. His mother was a Nagle, and an earnest Catholic, but he himself and his two brothers were brought up as Protestants. Burke went to school at Ballitore from 1741 to 1743, when he became a student of Trinity College, Dublin. He stayed there five years, engaged in desultory and violent studies, without a system. He preferred, however, to become a lawyer, and in 1750 he went across to London, and entered the Middle Temple. He was
never called to the Bar, and his neglect of his profession was so scandalous that in 1755 his father withdrew the small allowance on which he lived. Of the events which followed, Burke was never in after years willing to give a detailed account. He “broke all rules, neglected all decorums;” he was “sometimes in London, sometimes in remote parts of the country; sometimes in France, and shortly, please God, to be in America.” In 1756, at all events, he married a wife and became an author; this being the date of publication of *A Vindication of Natural Society*, and 1757 of the *Inquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful*. The sources of his livelihood now appear very dim to us, but from 1759 onwards Burke was certainly paid £100 a year to edit *The Annual Register*. At this juncture, too, he found at last a patron in “Single-speech” Hamilton, who employed him as his private secretary in London and Dublin for six years. During this period Burke was lost to literature; “Hamilton took me,” he says, “from every pursuit of my literary reputation or of improvement of my fortune.” The secretary called his master an infamous scoundrel, and found himself in the street. But a better patron was at hand, and in July 1765 Burke became private secretary to Lord Rockingham, and was returned to the House of Commons in December as M.P. for Wendover. A month later he made his maiden speech, and was complimented by Pitt. He gained, Johnson records, more reputation than any man at his first appearance had ever gained before. After his long obscurity, Burke, at thirty-seven, was successful at last. In 1769, returning to literature, he published his *Observations on the Present State of the Nation*. About the same time he bought the estate of Gregories, near Beaconsfield, in Bucks, and how the man, so lately penniless and still without fortune or office, continued to pay for or to live in such a place is the bewilderment of all biographers. Burke must have secured some source of wealth the nature of which we are unable even to conjecture. The Beaconsfield property had been the seat of the poet Waller; Burke—wherever he got the money—paid £22,000 for it. Mr. John Morley, who has inquired closely into the mystery of Burke’s income, has put together a number of possibilities. He is obliged to add “when all these resources have been counted up, we cannot but see the gulf of a great yearly deficit.” Unhappily the result is patent; Burke was never henceforth free from heavy debts and anxiety about money. It is said that when Rockingham died in 1782 he ordered that Burke’s bonds should be destroyed, and that these alone amounted to £30,000. In the constitutional crisis which culminated in the loss of our American Colonies, Burke took a prominent part both with his voice and with his pen. A whole series of brilliant pamphlets opened in 1770 with the anonymous *Thoughts on the Causes of the Present Discontents*: this was suspected of being written by Juniur, who had glared across the night of time in 1760. During Lord North’s administration (1770-1782) it has been well said that “Burke’s was as the voice of one crying in the wilderness.” He kept the Rockingham connection together, he was appointed agent to the Province of New York (1771), he was urged,
but in vain, to go out to India to examine into the affairs of the East India Company. In 1773 he took his only son over to Auxerre, in Burgundy, to be educated; he lingered for some time in Paris on his way back, welcomed in society, but with eyes critically open to the momentous signs of the times. After the dissolution of Parliament in 1774, Burke reappeared as M.P. for Malton, a Yorkshire borough, which he returned to represent for the last years of his life, but which he now immediately abandoned in favour of Bristol, where he sat from 1774 to 1786. It is interesting that the only years which Burke spent in Parliament as the member for a genuinely independent borough were those of the gigantic struggle with the American Colonies. On this subject he published three admirable pamphlets, *On American Taxation* (1774), *On Conciliation with America* (1775), and *A Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol* (1777). He now turned his thoughts to the amendment of the popular system of economics, and in particular to bringing to an end the shocking corruption of the House of Commons by Ministers and by the Court. In this project and especially in his daring onslaught upon the monstrous waste of the royal household, Burke rose to his height. But he was reminded of the dangers of reform by losing his seat at Bristol, and it was now that he exclaimed "What shadows we are! What shadows we pursue!" In 1782, even when Rockingham came in again, though Burke made part of the ministry, as Pay-master to the Forces, he had no place in the Cabinet, although the party owed their very existence to his loyalty and zeal. After many vicissitudes, which it would be out of place to chronicle here, Burke lost office with the ministers of the Coalition in December 1783 at the final collapse of the Whigs. Once out of place, Burke had time to concentrate his thoughts on a subject which had long attracted them, namely, the notorious abuses of government in India. The recall of Warren Hastings gave him at length his opportunity, and in June 1783 Burke asked a question in the House "respecting the conduct of a gentleman lately returned from India." This was the beginning of his ten years' campaign against that spirit of lawless Indian adventure of which Warren Hastings was the flower and symbol. In May 1787, in consequence of Burke's uniring efforts, Hastings was impeached; in February 1788 he was tried at Westminster; in 1795, in spite of all Burke's eloquence and ardour, he was acquitted. But though the man escaped, the shameful system was doomed; the conscience of the English people was at length awakened. Burke's health suffered from the strain, and after the first trial he went down to Beaconsfield for a needed rest. In 1789 his attention began to be closely drawn to the events of the French Revolution, and in the midst of the general gratulations which first attended that struggle for liberty, Burke gravely doubted and then strenuously disapproved. He sat down to the composition of the most carefully executed of all his works, the *Reflections
Edmund Burke.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.
on the Revolution in France, which appeared very late in 1790, and produced an unparalleled sensation. At the moment of its conception Burke had been extremely

He was a great generalist, a man of reducing every thing out of his idiosyncrasy into a subject for which the ends, the means, the methods of carrying it to the consummation of a life.

MS. Note by Burke on Sir Joshua Reynolds

unpopular; this book made him the darling of the nation. King George III., now quite recovered from his madness, pronounced the Reflections to be "a good book, a very good book, a book every gentleman ought to read." Another king, Louis XVI.,
translated it into French with his own hand. Some Whigs in England, however, disapproved and regretted Burke's attitude, and Fox in particular was hostile. It was not, however, until May 1791, that the actual and public rupture took place between these friends so long allied by mutual admiration. Burke published his *Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs* in August, and early in 1792 his *Thoughts on French Affairs*, tracts in which his violence was seen steadily rising in volume. He was now so habitually excited by apprehension that Frances Burney, who met him at this time, saw on his face "the expression of a man who is going to defend himself from murderers." How little command of his feelings Burke now possessed is proved by the scene in which he threw a dagger on the floor of the House in December 1792. He announced his intention of leaving Parliament, and in the summer of 1794 he did so, in favour of his own son, Richard. But this darling of his age suddenly died, and Burke lay like an old oak torn up by a hurricane. He was to have been raised to the peerage, as Lord Beaconsfield, but this was now abandoned. The first thing which roused the stricken statesman was the action of the Duke of Bedford in the matter of royal pensions. Burke poured forth the splendid invective of his *Letters to a Noble Lord* (1795), and he passed on to the still more gorgeous rhetoric of his *Thoughts on the Prospect of a Regicide Peace* (1796–7), in four public Letters. To the end he was excited beyond all sobriety of judgment by the mere thought of "that putrid carcass, that mother of all evil—the French Revolution." But he was now dying, and he presently passed away at Beaconsfield on the 9th July 1797, being buried in the parish church. Burke's magnificent gifts of private conversation and of public oratory greatly impressed all the best judges during his own generation, and have remained a tradition ever since.

FROM "A VINDICATION OF NATURAL SOCIETY."

There are in Great Britain upwards of a hundred thousand people employed in lead, tin, iron, copper, and coal mines; these unhappy wretches never see the light of the sun; they are buried in the bowels of the earth; and here they work at a severe and dismal task without the least prospect of being delivered from it; they subsist upon the coarsest and worst sort of fare; they have their health miserably impaired and their lives cut short by being perpetually confined in the close vapour of these malignant minerals. A hundred thousand more at least are tortured without remission by the suffocating smoke, intense fires, and constant drudgery necessary in retaining and managing the products of those mines. If any man informed us that two hundred thousand innocent persons were condemned to so intolerable slavery, how should we pity the unhappy sufferers, and how great would be our indignation against those who inflicted so cruel and ignominious a punishment!

FROM "THOUGHTS ON A REGICIDE PEACE."

In wishing this nominal peace not to be precipitated, I am sure no man living is less disposed to blame the present Ministry than I am. Some of my oldest friends (and I wish I could say it of more of them) make a part in that Ministry. There are some indeed "whom my dim eyes in vain explore." In my mind a greater calamity could not have fallen on the public than their exclusion. But I drive away that with other melancholy thoughts. As to the distinguished persons to whom my friends who remain are joined, if benefits, nobly and generously conferred, ought to procure good wishes, they are entitled to my best vows; and they have them all. They have administered to me the only consolation I am capable of receiving, which is to know that no individual will suffer by my thirty years' service to the public. If things should give us the comparative happiness of a struggle, I shall be found, I was going to say, fighting (that would be foolish), but dying by the side of Mr. Pitt. I must add that if anything defensive in our domestic system can possibly save us from the disasters of a regicide peace, he is the man to save us. If the
finances in such a case can be repaired, he is the man to repair them. If I should lament any of his acts, it is only when they appear to me to have no resemblance to acts of his. But let him have a confidence in himself which no human abilities can warrant. His abilities are fully equal (and that is to say much for any man) to those that are opposed to him. But if we look to him as our security against the consequences of a regicide peace, let us be assured that a regicide peace and a constitutional Ministry are terms that will not agree. With a regicide peace the King cannot long have a Minister to serve him, nor the Minister a King to serve. If the Great Disposer, in reward of the royal and the private virtues of our Sovereign, should call him from the calamitous spectacles which will attend a state of anarchy with regicide, his successor will surely see them, unless the same Providence greatly anticipates the course of nature.

Against Burke there wrote the revolutionary rhetoricians, those who saw the colours of dawn, not of sunset, in the blood-red excesses of the French. Richard Price (1723-1791) and Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) were the leaders of this movement in idea; but in style they remained heavy and verbose, handing down the heritage of Locke to Bentham and Godwin. Priestley, after, in 1791, having his house wrecked and his scientific instruments destroyed, as a popular punishment for his sympathy with the Revolution, lived on until 1804 to see something like a justification of his prophecies. These men were the pathetic victims of Burke's splendid indignation, but in 1791 a direct attack on the Reflections took up the cudgels in defence. This was the once-famous Rights of Man, by Tom Paine (1737-1809), an audacious work, the circulation of which was so enormous that it had a distinct effect in colouring public opinion. A sturdier and more modern writer of the same class was William Godwin, whose Political Justice shows a great advance in lucidity and command of logical language. He has been compared, but surely to his own moral advantage, with Condorcet; yet there is no question that he was curiously related to the French precursors of the Revolution, and particularly to Rousseau and Helvetius, from whom he caught, with their republican ardour, not a little of the clear merit of their style.
William Godwin (1756-1836), who professed to descend from the great Earl Godwin, of the West Saxons, was really the son of a Nonconformist minister at Wisbeach, where he was born on the 3rd of March 1756. In early life he joined the sect of the Sandemanians, and became a preacher amongst them until the year 1783, when his mind became imbued with sceptical ideas, and resigning his ministry he came up to London to live by literature. Ten years later he published his first important work, the Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, which introduced into English society the ideas of the Revolution, and produced a vast sensation. In 1794 this was followed by the powerful novel of Caleb Williams. He now formed the acquaintance of Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), a woman of high intellect and talent, greatly in advance of her time, who suffered a specious sort of social martyrdom for her Radical ideas, and who has scarcely received her due from posterity. She was the author of Thoughts on the Education of Daughters, 1787, and of Vindication of the Rights of Women, 1794, the latter dedicated to Talleyrand. Godwin met her when, deserted by a man called Gilbert Imlay, whom she had loved, she was in deep distress, and when she had recently attempted to drown herself by leaping from Putney Bridge. He consoled her, and early in 1797 he persuaded her to marry him. She died five months later after giving birth to a daughter, Mary, afterwards the second wife of Shelley. In 1799 Godwin published a second novel, St. Leon, and in 1801 he married again, Mrs. Clairmont, a "very disgusting" widow, who wore green spectacles, and had daughters, one of whom was the Jane Clairmont, afterwards so prominent in the lives of Byron and Shelley. Under the influence of his second wife the moral character of Godwin degenerated. It was in 1811 that he began to know Shelley in conditions only too familiar to us. His financial difficulties culminated in his bankruptcy in 1822. Much in Godwin's later life was sordid and unpleasing, although in 1833 his poverty was relieved by his appointment to be Yeoman Usher of the Exchequer on a small salary. He died in his official residence in New Palace Yard on the 7th of April 1836. It is somewhat difficult to reconcile the squalid anecdotes which have been preserved in regard to Godwin with the enthusiastic respect which was paid him by young men of brilliant gifts from Canning down to Lytton Bulwer. We are less indulgent to him, and we are more inclined to dwell upon "Godwin's house of sordid horror, and Godwin preaching and holding the hat—what a set!" as Matthew Arnold ejaculates.

The Close of "Caleb Williams."

I record the praises bestowed on me by Falkland, not because I deserve them, but because they serve to aggravate the baseness of my cruelty. He survived but three days this dreadful scene. I have been his murderer. It was fit that he should praise...
my patience, who had fallen a victim, life and fame, to my precipitation! It would have been merciful, in comparison, if I had planted a dagger in his heart. He would have thanked me for my kindness. But atrocious, execrable wretch that I have been, I wantonly inflicted on him an anguish a thousand times worse than death. Meanwhile I endure the penalty of my crime. His figure is ever in imagination before me. Waking or sleeping, I still behold him. He seems mildly to expostulate with me for my unfeeling behaviour. I live the devoted victim of conscious reproach. Alas! I am the

Extract from the MS. of "Caleb Williams"

same Caleb Williams that so short a time ago boasted that, however great were the calamities I endured, I was still innocent.

Such has been the result of a project I formed for delivering myself from the evils that had so long attended me. I thought that if Falkland were dead, I should return once again to all that makes life worth possessing. I thought that if the guilt of Falkland were established, fortune and the world would smile upon my efforts. Both these events are accomplished, and it is now only that I am truly miserable.

Why should my reflections perpetually centre upon myself, an overweening regard to which has been the source of my errors! Falkland, I will think only of thee, and from that thought will draw ever fresh nourishment for my sorrows! One generous, one disinterested tear I will consecrate to thy ashes! A nobler spirit lived not among
The sons of men. Thy intellectual powers were truly sublime, and thy bosom burned with a godlike ambition. But of what use are talents and sentiments in the corrupt wilderness of human society! It is a rank and rotten soil, from which every finer shrub draws poison as it grows. All that, in a happier field and a purer air, would expand into virtue and germinate into usefulness, is thus converted into henbane and deadly nightshade.

The spirit of change was everywhere in the air, and it showed itself in the field of diverting literature no less than in that of political controversy. The growth of mediaevalism in fiction has been traced back to Horace Walpole's Castile of Otranto (1764), where the supernatural was boldly introduced into pseudo-Gothic romance. This innovation was greatly admired, and presently, having been reinforced by the influence of German neo-mediaeval narrative, was copiously imitated. In the last decade of the eighteenth century, Mrs. Radcliffe, M. G. Lewis, and Beckford, presently followed by Maturin, founded what has been called the School of Terror, in the form of romantic novels in which fear was treated as the dominant passion. These "bogey" stories were very widely appreciated, and they served both to free the public mind from the fetters of conventional classic imagery, and to prepare it to receive impressions of enthusiasm and wonder. After having been shut up for more than a hundred years in the cage of a sort of sceptical indifferentism, the nature of man was blinded by the light of liberty, and staggered about bewildered by very strange phenomena. These crude romance-writers had a definite and immediate influence on the poets with whom the beginning of the next chapter will deal, but they also affected the whole future of English prose romance.

The Revolutionists created, mainly in order to impress their ideas more easily upon the public, a school of fiction which is interesting as leading in the opposite direction from Mrs. Radcliffe and Maturin, namely, towards the realistic and philosophical novel as we know it to-day. Bage, Hannah More, Holcroft, and even Godwin are not read any longer, and may be considered as having ceased to occupy any prominent position in our literature. But they form a valuable link between Fielding and Smollett on the one hand, and Jane Austen and the modern naturalistic school on the other. When the age was suddenly given over to sliding
panels and echoing vaults, and the touch in the dark of “the mealy and carious bones of a skeleton,” these humdrum novelists restored the balance of common-sense and waited for a return to sanity. The most difficult figure to fit in to any progressive scheme of English fiction is Frances Burney, who was actually alive with Samuel Richardson and with Mr. George Meredith. She wrote seldom, and published at long intervals; her best novels, founded on a judicious study of Marivaux and Rousseau, implanted on a strictly British soil, were produced a little earlier than the moment we have now reached. Yet the Wanderer was published simultaneously with Waverley. She is a social satirist of a very sprightly order, whose early Evelina and Cecilia were written with an ease which she afterwards unluckily abandoned for an aping of the pomposity of her favourite lexicographer. Miss Burney was a delightful novelist in her youth, but, unless she influenced Miss Austen, she took no part in the progressive development of English literature.

Ann Ward (1764–1823), who became Mrs. Radcliffe in 1787, was the author of six or seven hyper-romantic novels, of which The Mysteries of Udolpho, 1794, a book of real power and value in spite of its extravagance, is the most famous. After a brief and rather brilliant career as a romance-writer, Mrs. Radcliffe withdrew from literature after publishing The Italian in 1797. Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775–1818), a prominent figure in the theatrical and social life of his time, was the author of numerous plays, and of the too scandalously famous romance of The Monk, published anonymously in 1796. The close of "Monk" Lewis’ life was mainly spent in the West Indies; he died at sea on the 14th of May 1818. More than twenty years later the picturesque circumstances of his career were revivified by the publication of his Life and Letters. A still more singular figure was that of William Beckford (1760–1844), whose Vathek was published, under circumstances of curious mystery, in English in London, and in French at Paris and Lausanne in 1786–7. Beckford was a man of great wealth and of fantastic eccentricity. He spent an immense fortune upon his estate of Fonthill in Wiltshire, where he had been born on the 1st of October 1760, and where he continued to live, half hermit, half rajah, until in 1822 ruin fell on him and he was obliged to sell the property and the dream-fabric he had piled upon it. Beckford retired to Bath, where he lived until his death on the 2nd of May 1844. Robert Bage (1728–1801) and Thomas Holcroft (1744–1809) were Quakers by birth who
became Jacobins by persuasion, and who supported the principles of the French Revolution. Bage's best novel is 
*Barham Downs* (1784); Holcroft's romances are forgotten, but his tragi-comedy of *The Road to Ruin* (1792) is remarkable as the earliest English melodrama, and his excellent *Memoirs* are still read. Holcroft's life was singularly eventful: he was the son of a London cobbler whose mother "dealt in greens and oysters," and he was brought up to be a pedlar, then a stable-boy, then a jockey, then a strolling actor. It was not until the age of five-and-thirty that he turned his attention, with marked success, to literature. Violent, crabbed, distressingly energetic, a furious democrat, a sour and satirical moral pedant, there was yet something in the independence and simplicity of Holcroft which was very taking. In 1794 he voluntarily surrendered, in company with Horne Tooke, and others, to the charge of high treason, but was discharged. He was the author of four novels and of more than thirty plays. Holcroft died on the 23rd of March 1809. Finally, *Hannah More* (1745–1833), the friend of Johnson, Garrick, Burke, and Reynolds, was a religious and moral writer of extreme popularity, who in 1768 published a very diverting, although didactic novel, *Coelebs in Search of a Wife*. Hannah More, who was one of the best-paid authors of her age, distributed more than one fortune in profuse benefactions, and is among the quaintest and most charming figures of her class in the eighteenth century.

Frances Burney, afterwards *Madame D'Arblay* (1752–1840), was the third child and second daughter of the historian of music, Dr. Charles Burney (1726–1814), and his first wife, Esther Skeye, a Frenchwoman. She was born at King's Lynn on June 13, 1752. When she was eight years old the family removed to London; her mother died in 1761, and five years later her father married again. She was an old child, and, when her sisters were carefully educated, she for some reason escaped all schooling; "I was never placed under any governess or instructor whatsoever." On the other hand, from a very early age she was incessantly teaching herself by reading and scribbling, and she enjoyed to the full the advantages of the brilliant social circle in which her father moved, with Johnson, Burke, Reynolds, and the rest. She began her famous diary in 1768. It was long, however, before she could persuade
herself to venture on publicity, and her first novel, *Evelina*, did not appear until 1778, and then anonymously, and with every circumstance of secrecy. When the book was traced to her pen, she received an ovation from her father's friends and from the public; in 1782 she was persuaded to make a second essay, with *Cecilia*, although still anonymously. She was now a celebrity, and was introduced by Mrs. Delany to the King and Queen, both of whom were strongly attracted to her. She was in 1786 offered the appointment of Second Keeper of the Robes to Queen Charlotte, with a salary of £200 a year, a footman, lodgings in the palace, and half the use of a coach. She was averse to accepting the post, which involved tedium and an appalling stiffness of prolonged etiquette, but her friends were dazzled, and they prevailed. Her duties centred around the Queen's snuff-box and her lap-dog, and her relaxation was to preside over the tea-equipage of the gentlemen-in-waiting. After five years of this paralysing bondage, her health broke down under the strain of ennui, and she retired on a small pension. In July 1793 she married General D'Arblay, an emigré artillery officer, then living with Mme. de Staël at Juniper Hall, Dorking. A son was born to her in 1794, and in 1796 she published her third novel, *Camilla*. From 1802 until the death of General D'Arblay in 1818, they lived principally in France and afterwards at Bath. In 1814 she brought out her fourth and last novel, *The Wanderer*. Madame D'Arblay lived into her eighty-eighth year, and having removed from Bath to London, died there on the 6th of January 1840. Her *Flirt*, full of gossip of the most amusing kind, and covering a space of more than seventy years, was published in seven volumes between 1842 and 1846. Fanny Burney was not remarkable for
beauty, being rather small, shrewd, and prim, but "with a pleasing expression of countenance and apparently quick feelings," as Sir Walter Scott observed.

From Madame D'Arblay's "Diary."

The King went up to the table, and looked at a book of prints, from Claude Lorraine, which had been brought down for Miss Dewes; but Mrs. Delany, by mistake, told him they were for me. He turned over a leaf or two, and then said:—

"Pray, does Miss Burney draw too?"

The too was pronounced very civilly.

"I believe not, sir," answered Mrs. Delany; "at least she does not tell."

"Oh," cried he, laughing, "that's nothing; she is not apt to tell; she never does tell, you know. Her father told me that himself. He told me the whole history of her Evelina. And I shall never forget his face when he spoke of his feelings at first taking up the book; he looked quite frightened, just as if he was doing it that moment. I never can forget his face while I live." Then coming up close to me he said: "But what! what! how was it?"

"Sir," cried I, not well understanding him.

"How came you—how happened it—what—what?"

"I only wrote, sir, for my own amusement—only in some idle hours."

"But your publishing—your printing—how was that?"

"That was only, sir—only because—"

I hesitated most abominably, not knowing how to tell him a long story, and growing terribly confused at these questions; besides, to say the truth, his own "what! what!" so reminded me of those vile Probationary Odes, that, in the midst of all my flutter, I was really hardly able to keep my countenance.

The "what!" was then repeated with so earnest a look that, forced to say something, I stammering answered: "I thought, sir, it would look very well in print."

I do really flatter myself this is the silliest speech I ever made. I am quite provoked with myself for it; but a fear of laughing made me eager to utter anything, and by no means conscious till I had spoken of what I was saying.

He laughed very heartily himself—well he might—and walked away to enjoy it, crying out: "Very fair indeed; that's being very fair and honest."

In 1800 Maria Edgeworth opened, with *Castle Rackrent*, the long series of her popular, moral, and fashionable tales. Their local colouring and dis-
distinctively Irish character made them noticeable; but even the warm praise of Scott and the more durable value of her stories for children have not prevented Miss Edgeworth from becoming obsolete. She prepares the way for the one prose-writer of this period whose genius has proved absolutely perdurable, who holds no lower a place in her own class than is held in theirs by Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Scott—for that impeccable Jane Austen, whose fame becomes every day more inaccessible to the devastating forces of time and shifting fashion. It has long been seen, it was noted even by Macaulay, that the only writer with whom Jane Austen can fairly be compared is Shakespeare. It is obvious that she has nothing of his width of range or sublimity of imagination; she keeps herself to that two-inch square of ivory of which she spoke in her proud and simple way. But there is no other English writer who possesses so much of Shakespeare’s inevitability, or who produces such evidence of a like omniscience. Like Balzac, like Dumas at his best, Jane Austen gives the reader an impression of knowing everything there was to know about her creations, of being incapable of error as to their acts, thoughts, or emotions. She presents an absolute illusion of reality; she exhibits an art so consummate that we mistake it for nature. She never mixes her own temperament with those of her characters, she is never swayed by them, she never loses for a moment her perfect, serene control of them. Among the creators of the world, Jane Austen takes a place that is with the highest and that is purely her own.

The dates of publication of Miss Austen’s novels are misleading if we wish to discover her exact place in the evolution of English literature. Astonishing as it appears to-day, these incomparable books were refused by publishers
from whose shops deciduous trash was pouring week by week. The vulgar novelists of the Minerva Press, the unspeakable Musgraves and Roches and Rosa Matildas, sold their incredible romances in thousands, while Pride and Prejudice went a-begging in MS. for nearly twenty years. In point of fact the six immortal books were written between 1796 and 1810, although their

In truth you must simply to
tell me any concern you
might have to offer it to yourself.
Mr. Atherton through you
mentioned object. I believe
with perfect place to it, who
how much money standing
and that I proceed you to
try for him — and to report
the result to me.

It is a very clever young
man and yet one and twenty

Direct home under cover
to W. Gregory, Esq.
Castle Dublin

and believe me, my dear
Mr. Hoffland

Genius sincerely affectionately,
Maria Edgeworth

Extract from a Letter from Maria Edgeworth to Mrs. Hoffland

dates of issue range from 1811 to 1818. In her time of composition, then, she is found to be exactly the contemporary of Wordsworth and Coleridge in their reform of poetry, instead ofimpinging on the career of Sir Walter Scott as a romance-writer. Her methods, however, in no degree resemble those of the poets, and she has no conscious lesson of renaissance to teach. She does not share their interest in landscape; with her the scenery is a mere accessory. If she is with them at all, it is in her minute adherence to truth, in her instinctive abhorrence of anything approaching rhetoric, in her
minute observation and literary employment of the detail of daily life. It is difficult to say that she was influenced by any predecessor, and, most unfortunately, of the history of her mind we know almost nothing. Her reserve was great, and she died before she had become an object of curiosity even to her friends. But we see that she is of the race of Richardson and Marivaux although she leaves their clumsy construction far behind. She was a satirist, however, not a sentimentalist. One of the few anecdotes preserved about her relates that she refused to meet Madame de Staël, and the Germanic spirit was evidently as foreign to her taste as the lyricism born of Rousseau. She was the exact opposite of all which the cosmopolitan critics of Europe were deciding that English prose fiction was and always would be. Lucid, gay, penetrating, exquisite, Jane Austen possessed precisely the qualities that English fiction needed to drag it out of the Slough of Despond and start it wholesomely on a new and vigorous career.

**Maria Edgeworth** (1767–1849) was the daughter of Richard Lovell Edgeworth, an eccentric Irish gentleman of good family, and of the second of his five wives (if we recognise the freak of his boyish matrimony). She was born at Black Bourton, Oxfordshire, in the house of her mother's father, a German, on the 1st of January 1767. She was put to school at Derby in 1775. It was noticed quite early that she had an extraordinary gift for story-telling, and at the age of thirteen she was urged by her father to begin the composition of tales. During an illness, she came much under the influence of the humanitarian, Thomas Day (1748–1789), the author of the didactic novel, *Sandford and Merton* (1783–9); but in 1782 Mr. Edgeworth, now already, at thirty-eight, the husband of a fourth wife, took his complex family over to Ireland, and settled on his estates at Edgeworthstown in County Longford. This was Maria's home during the remainder of her long life. After publishing *Letters to Literary Ladies* in 1795, her real work began with her
first novel, *Castle Rackrent*, published in 1800. This is perhaps the best of her writings, because the least interfered with; most of her books had to undergo the revision and general tinkering of her conceited and pedantic father. *Belinda* followed in 1804, and *Irish Peats* in 1802. Their success made her famous not in this country alone, but on the Continent, and when the Edgeworths went to Paris in 1802 they found the best society eagerly opened to them. Occasional visits to London, Paris, Switzerland, and Scotland were the diversions of the remainder of her life, mainly spent in her Irish home. In so quiet an existence, the arrival of Sir Walter Scott, as a guest at Edgeworthstown in 1825, formed an epoch. She published two series of *Fashionable Tales*, 1829–12, of a didactic and hortatory nature, which were eagerly read by her large public. Towards the end of her life she gave herself to practical philanthropy, and in spite of her great age was untiring throughout the famine of 1846. She died at Edgeworthstown, after a few hours' illness, on the 22nd of May 1849. Byron's description of Maria Edgeworth could not be improved: "She was (in 1813) a nice little unassuming 'Jeanie Deans'-looking body,' and if not handsome, certainly not ill-looking; her conversation was as quiet as herself—one would never have guessed she could write her name."

**Jane Austen** (1775–1817) was the seventh child and second daughter of the Rev. George Austen, rector of Deane and Steventon. She was born in the parsonage of the latter village, half-way between the towns of Whitchurch and Basington in Hampshire, on the 16th of December 1775. Her mother's name was Cassandra Leigh, a witty member of a family of wits. Jane and her elder sister, another Cassandra, were educated at home. Nothing could exceed the quietness of her existence, which was, however, cheerful, easy, and surrounded by mirth and affection. At a very early age she began to write "stories of a slight and flimsy texture, intended to be nonsensical." This was followed by a period of burlesque imitation of the extravagant romances of the day. The earliest of her writings which we possess is the short tale, in letters, called *Lady Susan*, written when she was about seventeen. A novel called *Elinor and Marianne* has not survived, but is understood to have been a first sketch for *Sense and Sensibility*. Finally, when in her twenty-first year she began *Pride and Prejudice*, which she finished in August 1797, *Sense and Sensibility*, as we now know, immediately followed, and *Northanger Abbey* belongs to 1798. But none of these admirable books was at that time published. *Pride and Prejudice* was offered to a publisher of novels, who refused even to look at it, while *Northanger Abbey* was bought for £10 by a bookseller at Bath, who locked it up in a drawer and forgot it. Jane Austen seems to have taken her disappointment—which is one of the most extraordinary in the history of
of literature—with perfect composure, but she ceased to write. In May 1801 her father resigned his livings to his son, and moved into Bath, where for nearly four years the Austens lived at 4 Sydney Place. There is very little evidence of the novelist’s state of mind or of her occupations during these years; we only know that she wrote nothing at Bath, except the fragment called *The Watsons*. After the death of her father, in 1805, she went to Southampton, where she, her mother, and her sister occupied “a commodious, old-fashioned house in a corner of Castle Square.” Four more years passed in silence, and it was not until they went to live at Chawton Cottage, a little house about a mile from Alton, and close to the parish of her birth, that Jane Austen’s faculty revived. In 1811, at the age of thirty-six, she made her first appearance as an author, with her old *Sense and Sensibility*, for which she was now paid £150. While this book was going through the press, she was writing a new one, *Mansfield Park*, which she does not seem to have finished until 1814. Meanwhile *Pride and Prejudice* had at last been published. *Mansfield Park* followed, and Jane Austen was now actively employed in the composition of *Emma*, which appeared in the winter of 1815. This was made the occasion for an article on Miss Austen’s novels, now four in number, in the *Quarterly Review*, an article which did more than anything else to lift her name into celebrity, and which it has only lately (1898) been discovered was written by no less celebrated a reviewer than Sir Walter Scott. Amusingly enough, Jane Austen records, just about this time, that she too is writing “a critique on Walter Scott;” but these two illustrious persons never came into any personal relation. In 1815 Miss

The Parlour in Chawton Cottage, with Jane Austen’s Desk
Austen’s health began to fail, but she continued to write, and *Persuasion* is the work of the last year of her life. In the summer of 1817 she was so ill, that she was persuaded to go to Winchester for medical advice; the sisters took lodgings then in College Street. There Jane died on the 18th of July 1817, and six days later was buried in Winchester Cathedral. Jane Austen had a vivacious face, with brilliant eyes and hair; her “whole appearance expressed health and animation.” She had no literary affectations; her novels were written and revised at a small mahogany desk in the general sitting-room at Chawton, a covering being merely thrown over the MS. if a visitor called. No critical phrase expresses the character of her apparatus so fully as her own famous one of “the little bit (two inches wide) of ivory.” She liked the best authors of her day, and in particular Crabbe, with whose genius her own had an obvious affinity. She is recorded to have said in joke, “that if she ever married, she could fancy being Mrs. Crabbe.” No love-affair less Platonic than this is believed to have disturbed her heart.

From “*Emma.*”

A very little quiet reflection was enough to satisfy Emma as to the nature of her agitation on hearing this news of Frank Churchill. She was soon convinced that it was not for herself she was feeling at all apprehensive or embarrassed—it was for him. Her own attachment had really subsided into a mere nothing—it was not worth thinking of; but if he, who had undoubtedly been always so much the most in love of the two, were to
Letter from Jane Austen to her sister Cassandra

Dear Cassandra,

I am not sure that I may not return the compliment by thanking you for the unexpected pleasure of your letter yesterday, as I like unexpected pleasure. It made me most happy, and indeed, you need not apologize for your letter in any respect, for it is all very fine, but not too fine. Nor to be written again, or something like it. I think we shall not suffer much longer from heat, by the look of things this morning. Indeed, the weather is going into the balminest possible. It has been hot here, as you may suppose, since it was so hot with you, but I have not suffered from it at all, nor felt it in such a degree as to make me imagine it would be anything in the country. Everybody has talked of the heat, but I set it all down to London. I gave you joy of our new nephews, but hope if he even comes to be changed, it will not be too late; we are too old to care about it. — It is a great comfort to have it so safely and speedily over. The Kny Coldinges must be hard worked in writing so many letters, but the novelty of it may amuse them; — Ours was from H[ik]["o[3]] Coldinges, & he says that my Brother may arrive today. — He indeed, I am sure too busy to think of it. — I can no more forget it, than a mother can forget her suckling child; & I am much obliged to you for your enquiries. I have had two sheets to correct, but the last only brings us to A[unt] S[ister] first appearance. Mr. R. expects in the most flattering manner that she must wait till May, but I have scarcely a hope of its being out in June. — Henry does not neglect it; he has burned the D
tin & says he will see him again today. — It will not stand still, during his absence.
be returning with the same warmth of sentiment which he had taken away, it would be very distressing. If a separation of two months should not have cooled him, there were dangers and evils before her; caution for him and for herself would be necessary. She did not mean to have her own affections entangled again, and it would be incumbent on her to avoid any encouragement of his.

She wished she might be able to keep him from an absolute declaration. That would be so very painful a conclusion of their present acquaintance; and yet, she could not help rather anticipating something decisive. She felt as if the spring would not pass without bringing a crisis, an event, a something to alter her present composed and tranquil state. It was not very long, though rather longer than Mr. Weston had foreseen, before he had the power of forming some opinion of Frank Churchill's feelings. The Encombe family were not in town quite so soon as had been imagined, but he was at Highbury very soon afterwards. He rode down for a couple of hours; he could not yet do more; but as he came from Randalls immediately to Hartfield, she could then exercise all her quick observation, and speedily determine how he was influenced, and how she must act. They met with the utmost friendliness. There could be no doubt of his great pleasure in seeing her. But she had an almost instant doubt of his caring for her as he had done, of his feeling the same tenderness in the same degree. She watched him well. It was a clear thing he was less in love than he had been. Absence, with the conviction probably of her indifference, had produced this very natural and very desirable effect.

One curious result of the revolution in literary taste was the creation of an official criticism mainly intended to resist the new ideas, and, if possible, to rout them. The foundation of the Edinburgh Review in 1802 is a remarkable landmark in the history of English literature. The proposition that a literary journal should be started which should take the place of the colourless Monthly Review was made by Sydney Smith, but Francis Jeffrey, a young Scotch advocate, was editor from the first, and held the post for six-and-twenty years. He was a half-hearted supporter of the Scoto-Teutonic reformers, but a vehement opponent, first of Coleridge and afterwards of Shelley. It is, however, to be put to his credit that he recognised the genius of both Wordsworth and Keats, in a manner not wholly unsympathetic; his strictures on The Excursion were severe, but there was good sense in them. The finer raptures of poetry, however, were not revealed to Jeffrey, and in the criticism of their contemporaries he and his staff were often
guilty of extraordinary levity. Yet, on the whole, and where the prejudices of the young reviewers were not involved, the *Edinburgh* did good work, and it created quite a new standard of merit in periodical writing. To counteract its Whiggishness the Ministerial party founded in 1809 the *Tory Quarterly Review*, and put that bitter pedant and obscurantist, William Gifford, in the editorial chair. This periodical also enjoyed a great success without injuring its rival, which latter, at the close of the period with which we are dealing, had reached the summit of its popularity and a circulation in those days quite unparalleled. Readers of the early numbers of the *Edinburgh* and the *Quarterly* will to-day be surprised at the emotion they caused and the power they wielded. They are often smart, sometimes witty, rarely sound, and the style is, as a rule, pompous and diffuse. The modern reader is irritated by the haughty assumption of these boyish reviewers, who treat genius as a prisoner at the bar, and as in all probability a guilty prisoner. The *Quarterly* was in this respect a worse sinner even than the *Edinburgh*; if Jeffrey worried the authors, Gifford positively bit them. This unjust judging of literature, and particularly of poetry—what is called the "slashing" style of criticism—when it is now revived, is usually still prosecuted on the lines laid down by Jeffrey and Gifford. It gives satisfaction to the reviewer, pain to the author, and a faint amusement to the public. It has no effect whatever on the ultimate position of the book reviewed, but, exercised on occasion, it is doubtless a useful counter-irritant to thoughtless or venal eulogy. If so, let the credit be given to the venerable Blue-and-yellow and Brown *Reviews*.

**Francis Jeffrey, Lord Jeffrey** (1773–1850), was son of a depute-clerk in the Supreme Court of Scotland, and was born in Edinburgh on the 23rd of October 1773. He was educated at the High School in Edinburgh and at the Universities of Glasgow.
and Oxford. When the *Edinburgh Review* was founded in 1802, Jeffrey was settled in practice in his native city. He was invited to conduct the *Review*, and he continued to be the editor until 1829, when he was appointed Dean of the Faculty of Advocates, and resigned the *Review* into the hands of Macvey Napier (1777–1847). Jeffrey was made Lord Advocate of Scotland in 1830, but the labour of politics—for the post involved attendance in Parliament—was irksome to him. He was still M.P. for Edinburgh, however, when in 1834 he was made a judge of the Court of Session, with the title of Lord Jeffrey. His health began to fail in 1841, but he continued to perform his duties on the bench until a few days before his death, which occurred at Edinburgh on the 26th of January 1850.

Jeffrey exercised a sort of dictatorship in English criticism during a period of great importance for our literature, but posterity has reversed the majority of his *obiter dicta*. He had fine social gifts, and filled a very important position in Edinburgh, when that city was still a centre of hospitality and cultivation. He collected his scattered writings in four volumes in 1844, but already those who had been astonished at his essays when they appeared anonymously discovered that much of the splendour had departed. Those who turn to his volumes today will probably say of them, as Jeffrey himself had the temerity to exclaim of *The Excursion*, "This will never do!" But he was a man of light and even of leading in his day, and did his honest best to put an extinguisher on the later lights of letters.

The Rev. Sydney Smith (1771–1845) was the second of the four sons of a gentleman at Woodford, Essex, where he was born on the 3rd of June 1771. His father had been a spendthrift, but he contrived to give his children a sound education, and Sydney went to Winchester and to New College, Oxford. From 1794 to 1797 he was a curate in Wiltshire, and afterwards a tutor in Edinburgh, but he suffered much from poverty, until the production of the *Edinburgh Review* supplied him with regular literary employment. He moved to London in 1803, and in 1806 he got at last a
Jeremy Bentham

After the Portrait by W. Derby

William Cobbett (1762-1835) was born at Farnham. He was originally a farm labourer, then (1783) an attorney’s clerk in London. From 1784 to 1791 he served as a private soldier in Nova Scotia. Under the pseudonym of Peter Porcupine, he became a mordant satiric pamphleteer. He is best remembered now by his Rural Rides (1830). He was an excessively prolific occasional writer. William Combe (1741-1823) is famous as the
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author of The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of the Picturesque (1812–21), and of a
daring forgery, Lord Lyttelton’s Letters (1782). The great champion of pure utilitarianism,
Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832), was the son of a solicitor in Houndsditch. He was
excessively precocious, and known as “the philosopher” at the age of thirteen. He
invented, or first made general, the formula of “the greatest happiness of the greatest
number.” The uncouthness of Bentham’s style did injustice to his learning and to the
freshness of his mind. He bequeathed his body to be dissected and preserved in Uni-
versity College, where it may still be seen, dressed in the last suit of clothes which
Bentham had made for him. Another octo-
genarian was Isaac Disraeli (1766–1848),
best known as the father of Lord Beacons-
field. He came of a family of Venetian
Jews who settled in England about twenty
years before the birth of Isaac; and he
was educated in Amsterdam. He made
the by-paths of literary history the subject
of his life’s study, and he wrote two anecdotal
miscellanies which are still among our minor
classics, Curiosities of Literature, 1791–1834,
and The Calamities and Quarrels of Authors,
1812–14. His life was serene and his tem-
per placid, “and amid joy or sorrow, the
philosophic vein was ever evident.” Sir
James Mackintosh (1765–1832) was an
ambitious but upright public man, whose
legal and political responsibilities—he lived
to be Commissioner of the Board of Control
—left him leisure for considerable literary activity, the results of which were mainly
not given to the public until several years after his death. Dugald Stewart
(1753–1828) was the principal metaphysician of his time, a disciple of Reid and com-
mentator on his philosophy. He was a brilliant lecturer and a graceful writer; he
was considered the finest didactic orator of his age.

During the later years of this period romantic fiction fell into great
decay. Out of its ashes sprang the historical novel, the invention of which
was boldly claimed by Miss Jane Porter (1776–1850), whose Thaddens of
Warsaw, 1803, long cherished by our great-grandfathers, and not entirely un-
known to our fathers, had some faint merit. Other ladies, with the courage
of their sex, but with remarkably little knowledge of the subject, attacked the
muse of history. But nothing was really done of importance until Sir Walter
Scott turned his attention from poetry to prose romance. Waverley was
not published till 1814, and the long series of novels really belong to the
subsequent chapter. They had, however, long been prepared for, and it
will be convenient to consider them here. Scott had written a fragment
of an historical novel (afterwards Waverley) in 1805, and in 1808 he had taken up the useful task of preparing for the press an antiquarian story by Strutt, called Queenhoo Hall. His long poems of the same decade had necessitated the approach to historical study in a romantic and yet human spirit. From his earliest years Scott had been laying up, from Scottish and from German sources, impressions which were to be definitely useful to him in the creation of his great novels. At last, in the maturity of forty-three years, he began the gigantic work which he was not to abandon until his death in 1832.

It is difficult to speak of the novels of Sir Walter Scott in a perfectly critical spirit. They are a cherished part of the heritage of the English-speaking race, and in discussing them we cannot bring ourselves to use regarding them anything but what to foreign critics seems the language of hyperbole. The noble geniality of attitude which they discover in the author, their perennial freshness, their variety, their "magnificent train of events," make us impatient of the briefest reference to their shortcomings in execution. But it is, perhaps, not the highest loyalty to Scott to attempt to deny that his great books have patent faults: that the conduct of the story in Rob Roy is primitive, that the heroines of Ivanhoe are drawn with no psychological subtlety, that there is a great deal that is terribly heavy and unexhilarating in the pages of Peveril of the Peak. It is best, surely, to admit all this, to allow that Scott sometimes wrote too rapidly and too loosely, that his antiquarianism sometimes ran away with him, that his
Page of the MS. of "Kenilworth"
pictures of mediaeval manners are not always quite convincing. He has not the inevitable perfection of Jane Austen; he makes no effort to present himself to us as so fine an artist.

When this is admitted, let the enemy make the best they can of it. We may challenge the literatures of the world to produce a purer talent, or a writer who has with a more brilliant and sustained vivacity combined the novel with the romance, the tale of manners with the tale of wonder. Scott's early ideal was Fielding, and he began the Waterley series in rivalry with Tom Jones, but he soon left his master. If Scott has not quite the intense sympathy with humanity, nor quite the warm blood of Fielding, he has resources which the earlier novelist never dreamed of. His design was to please the modern world by presenting a tale of the Middle Ages, and to do this he had to combat a wide ignorance of and lack of sympathy with history; to create, without a model, homely as well as histrionic scenes of ancient life; to enliven and push on the narrative by incessant contrasts, high with low, tragic with facetious, philosophical with adventurous. His first idea was, to dwell as exclusively as possible with Scottish chivalry. But Guy Mannering, once severely judged by the very admirers of Scott, now esteemed as one of his best books, showed what genius for humorous portraiture was possessed by the creator of Dandie Dinmont and Dominic Sampson; while the Antiquary, in its pictures of seaside life in a fishing-town of Scotland, showed how close and how vivid was to be his observation of rustic society.
In all the glorious series there are but two which a lover of Scott would wish away. It is needless to mention them; their very names recall to us

**Sunset**

The sun upon the Maccle Hill
In Etrurian Midsummer heat
The westward breeze is harsh and still
The lake has shining at my feet
Yet not the landscape to remove.
Bears the sable bright hues that once it bare
Through evening, whilst the mellow sky,
Promises the life in Etrurian time

with list'ry eye along the plain
I see Tiber, silver current glide
And coldly mark the holy face
Of Neronian sun on crystal pride
The quiet lake the balmy air
The hill the stream the tower the tree
And they still such became Augustus
As is our absence change in me

Alas! the warped and broken board
How can it bear the furnace-gate
The blaze of steaming and burnt-branched
How to the minstrels shall reply
To echoing song each landscape lowers
To youth's full hours each guide tells chill
And many to Etruscan ears
were known as this morn and hill
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that honourable tragedy of over-strain, of excessive imaginative labour, which bowed his head at length to the ground. The life of Scott, with its
splendeurs et misères—the former so hospitably shared, the latter so heroically borne—forms a romance as thrilling as any of his fictions, and one necessary to our perfect comprehension of his labours. Great as had been the vogue of his poems, it was far exceeded by that of his novels, and when Scott died his was doubtless the strongest naturalistic influence then being exercised in Europe. All the romances of Alexandre Dumas and Victor Hugo sprang

My dear Mr. Slade

I have just seen the card with which
Mrs. Marriott has favoured me. As I am not the author of Waverley, nor in any way connected with those very successful novels I have seen,
Mrs. Marriott will be assured that I will every
desire to oblige in forming of yours, it is quite in
possible that I can have the honour of accepting
the flattering inscription with which the preface;
also that I have the best of my powers to grant
or refuse the request with the preface. I believe
to know much as nothing would give me more
pleasure than do whatever might be agreeable to
you. I am with great regard,

Facsimile Letter from Scott to Mrs. Slade denying the authorship of "Waverley"

directly from him; he had inspired Fonquè in Germany, Manzoni in Italy, and Fernan Caballero in Spain. Wherever historical fiction of a picturesque and chivalrous order was produced, it bore the stamp of Walter Scott upon its margin. Nor with the decline of the imitations is it found that the original ceases to retain its hold on the interest of the English race.

BLOODHOUNDS.

The pursuit of Border marauders was followed by the injured party and his friends with bloodhounds and bugle-horn, and was called the hot-bred. He was entitled, if his
dog could trace the scent, to follow the invaders into the opposite kingdom; a privilege
which often occasioned bloodshed. In addition to what has been said of the bloodhound, I may add, that the breed was kept up by the Buccleuch family on their Border estates till within the eighteenth century. A person was alive in the memory of man, who remembered a bloodhound being kept at Eldin hope, in Ettrick Forest, for whose maintenance the tenant had an allowance of meal. At the time the sheep were always watched at night. Upon one occasion, when the duty had fallen on the narrator, then a lad, he became exhausted with fatigue, and fell asleep upon a bank near sunrise. Suddenly he was awakened by the tread of horses, and saw five men, well mounted and armed, ride briskly over the edge of the hill. They stopped and looked at the flock; but the day was too far broken to admit the chance of their carrying any of them off. One of them, in spite, leaped from his horse, and, coming to the shepherd, seized him by the belt he wore round his waist; and, setting his foot upon his body, pulled it till it broke, and carried it away with him. They rode off at the gallop; and, the shepherd giving the alarm, the bloodhound was turned loose, and the people in the neighbourhood alarmed. The marauders, however, escaped, notwithstanding a sharp pursuit. This circumstance serves to show how very long the license of the Borderers continued in some degree to manifest itself.

**HUMANITY OF BRITISH SOLDIERS.**

Even the unexampled gallantry of the British army in the campaign of 1810–11, although they never fought but to conquer, will do them less honour in history than their humanity, attentive to soften to the utmost of their power the horrors which war, in its mildest aspect, must always inflict upon the defenceless inhabitants of the country in which it is waged, and which, on this occasion, were tenfold augmented by the barbarous cruelties of the French. Soup-kitchens were established by subscription among the officers, wherever the troops were quartered for any length of time. The commissaries contributed the heads, feet, &c., of the cattle slaughtered for the soldiers: rice, vegetables, and bread, where it could be had, were purchased by the officers. Fifty or sixty starving peasants were daily fed at one of these regimental establishments, and carried home the relics to their famished households. The emaciated wretches, who could not crawl from weakness, were speedily employed in pruning their vines. While pursuing Massena, the soldiers evinced the same spirit of humanity, and in many instances, when reduced themselves to short allowance, from having outmarched their supplies, they shared their pittance with the starving inhabitants, who had ventured back to view the ruins of their habitations, burnt by the retreating enemy, and to bury the bodies of their relations whom they had butchered. Is it possible to know such facts without feeling a sort of confidence, that those who so well deserve victory are most likely to attain it?—It is not the least of Lord Wellington's military merits, that the slightest disposition towards marauding meets immediate punishment. Independently of all moral obligation, the army which is most orderly in a friendly country, has always proved most formidable to an armed enemy.

Walter Scott, so long a European force, has now, foiled by the victory of the school of Balzac, retired once more to the home he came from, but on British soil there is as yet no sign of any diminution of his honour or popularity. Continental criticism is bewildered at our unshaken loyalty to a writer whose art can be easily demonstrated to be obsolete in many of its characteristics. But English readers confess the perennial attractiveness of a writer whose "tone" is the most perfect in our national literature, who has left not a phrase which is morbid or petulant or base, who is the very type of that generous freedom of spirit which we are pleased to identify with the character of an English gentleman. Into the persistent admiration of Sir Walter Scott there enters something of the militant imperialism of our race.
It is noticeable that the early manifestations of the reforming spirit in English literature had been accompanied by nothing revolutionary in morals or conduct. It is true that, at the very outset, Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge had been inclined to a "pantisocratic" sympathy with the principles of the French Revolution, and had leaned to the radical side in politics. But the spirit of revolt was very mildly awakened in them, and when the Reign of Terror came, their aspirations after democratic freedom were nipped in the bud. Early in the century Wordsworth had become, what he remained, a Church and State Tory of the extreme type; Southey, who in 1794 had, "shocking to say, wavered between deism and atheism," promptly developed a horror for every species of liberal speculation, and contributed with gusto to the Quarterly Review. Temperament and circumstance combined to make Scott a conservative in politics and manners. Meanwhile, it was in the hands of these peaceful men that the literary revolution was proceeding, and we look back from 1815 with a sense of the extraordinary modesty and wholesome law-abiding morality of the generation which introduced romanticism in this country.
No section of English literature is, we will not say more innocent merely, but more void of the appearance of offence than that which was produced by the romantic reformers of our poetry. The audacity of Wordsworth and Coleridge was purely artistic; it was bounded by the determination to destroy certain conventions of style, and to introduce new elements and new aspects into the treatment of poetry. But these novelties included nothing that could unsettle, or even excite, the conscience of the least mature of readers. Both these great writers spoke much of passion, and insisted on its resumption by an art which had permitted it to escape too long. But by passion Wordsworth understood no unruly turbulence of the senses, no revolt against conventional manners, no disturbance of social custom. He conceived the term, and illustrated his conception in his poetry, as intense emotion concentrated upon some object of physical or pathetic beauty—such as a mountain, a child, a flower—and led directly by it into the channel of imaginative expression. He saw that there were aspects of beauty which might lead to danger, but from these he and Scott, and even Coleridge, resolutely turned away their eyes.

To all the principal writers of this first generation, not merely vice, but coarseness and licence were abhorrent, as they had been to no earlier race of Englishmen. The rudeness of the eighteenth century gave way to a cold refinement, exquisitely crystal in its highest expressions, a little empty and inhuman in its lower ones. What the Continental nations unite to call our "hypocrisy," our determination not to face the ugly side of nature at all, to deny the very existence of the unseemly instincts, now came to the front. In contrast to the European riot, England held her garments high out of the mire, with a somewhat mincing air of excessive virtue. The image was created of Britannia, with her long teeth, prudishly averting her elderly eyes from the cancan of the nations. So far as this refinement was genuine it was a good thing—the spotless purity of Wordsworth and Scott is matter for national pride—but so far as it was indeed hypocritical, so far as it was an exhibition of empty spiritual arrogance, it was hateful. In any case, the cord was drawn so tight that it was bound to snap, and to the generation of intensely proper, conservative poets and novelists there succeeded a race
of bards who rejoiced to be thought prolifgates, socialists, and atheists. Our literature was to become "revolutionary" at last.

In the sixth Lord BYRON the pent-up animal spirits of the new era found the first channel for their violence, and England positively revelled in the poetry of crime and chaos. The representative of a race of lawless and turbulent men, proud as Lucifer, beautiful as Apollo, sinister as Loki, Byron appeared on the scenes arrayed in every quality which could dazzle the youthful and alarm the mature. His lovely curly head moved all the women to adore him; his melancholy attitudes were mysteriously connected with stories of his appalling wickedness; his rank and ostentation of life, his wild exotic tastes, his defiance of restraint, the pathos of his physical infirmity, his histrionic gifts as of one, half mountebank, half archangel, all these combined to give his figure, his whole legend, a matchless fascination. Nor, though now so much of the gold is turned to tinsel, though now the lights are out upon the stage where Byron strutted, can we cease to be fascinated. Even those who most strenuously deny him imagination, style, the durable parts of literature, cannot pretend to be unmoved by the unparalleled romance of his career. Goethe declared that a man so pre-eminent for character had never existed in literature before, and would probably never appear again. This should give us the note for a comparative estimate of Byron: in quality of style he is most unequal, and is never, perhaps, absolutely first-rate; but as an example of the literary temperament at its boiling-point, history records no more brilliant name.

Byron was in haste to be famous, and wrote before he had learned his art. His intention was to resist the incursion of the romantic movement, and at the age of twenty-one he produced a satire, the aim of which, so far as it was not merely splenetic, was the dethronement of Wordsworth and Coleridge in favour of Dryden and Pope. In taste and conviction he was reactionary to the very last; but when he came to write, the verse poured forth like lava, and took romantic forms in spite of him. His character was formed during the two wild years of exile (June 1809 till July 1811), when, a prey to a frenzied restlessness, he scoured the Mediterranean, rescued Turkish
women, visited Lady Hester Stanhope, swam across the Hellespont, rattled at the windows of seraglios, and even—so Goethe and the world believed—murdered a man with a yataghan and captured an island of the Cyclades. Before he began to sing of Lara and the Giaour he was himself a Giaour, himself Lara and Conrad; he had travelled with a disguised Gulnare, he had been beloved by Medora, he had stabbed Hassan to the heart, and fought by the side of Alp the renegade; or, if he had not done quite all this, people insisted that he had, and he was too melancholy to deny the impeachment.

Languid as Byron affected to be, and haughtily indolent, he wrote with extraordinary persistence and rapidity. Few poets have composed so much in so short a time. The first two cantos of Childe Harold in 1812 lead off the giddy masque of his productions, which for the next few years were far too numerous to be mentioned here in detail. Byron's verse romances, somewhat closely modelled in form on those of Scott, began with the Giaour, and each had a beautiful, fatal hero "of one virtue and a thousand crimes," in whom tens of thousands of awe-struck readers believed they recognised the poet himself in masquerade. All other poetry instantly paled before the astounding success of Byron, and Scott, who had reigned unquestioned as the popular minstrel of the age, "gave over writing verse-romances" and took to prose. Scott's courtesy to his young rival was hardly more exquisite than the personal respect which Byron showed to one whom he insisted in addressing as "the Monarch of Parnassus"; but Scott's gentle chieftains were completely driven out of the field by the Turkish bandits and pirates. All this time Byron was writing exceedingly little that has stood the test of time; nor, indeed, up to the date of his marriage in 1815, can it be said that he had produced much of any real poetical importance. He was now, however, to be genuinely unhappy and candidly inspired.

Adversity drove him in upon himself, and gave him something of creative
sincerity. Perhaps, if he had lived, and had found peace with advancing years, he might have become a great artist. But that he never contrived to be. In 1816 he left England, shaking its dust from his feet, no longer a pinchbeck pirate, but a genuine outlaw, in open enmity with society. This enfranchisement acted upon his genius like a tonic, and in the last eight years of his tempestuous and lawless life he wrote many things of extraordinary power and even splendour. Two sections of his work approach, nearer than any others, perfection in their kind. In a species of magnificent invective, of which the *Vision of Judgment* is the finest example, Byron rose to the level of Dryden and Swift; in the picturesque satire of social life—where he boldly imitated the popular poets of Italy, and in particular Casti and Pulci—his extreme ease and versatility, his masterly blending of humour and pathos, ecstasy and misanthropy, his variegated knowledge of men and manners, gave him, as Scott observed, something of the universality of Shakespeare. Here he is to be studied in *Beppo* and in the unmatched *Don Juan* of his last six years. It is in these and the related works that we detect the only perdurable Byron, the only poetry that remains entirely worthy of the stupendous fame of the author.

It is the fatal defect of Byron that his verse is rarely exquisite. That indescribable combination of harmony in form with inevitable propriety in language which thrills the reader of Milton, of Wordsworth, of Shelley, of Tennyson—this is scarcely to be discerned in Byron. We are, in exchange, presented with a rapid volume of rough melody, burning words which are torches rather than stars, a fine impetuosity, a display of personal temperament which it has nowadays become more interesting to study in the poet than in the poetry, a great noise of trumpets and kettledrums in which the more delicate melodies of verse are drowned. These refinements, however, are imperceptible to all but native ears, and the lack of them has not prevented Byron from seeming to foreign critics to be by far the greatest and the most powerful of our poets. There was no difficulty in comprehending his splendid,
rolling rhetoric; and wherever a European nation stood prepared to in-
veigh against tyranny and conventionality, the spirit of Byron was ready to set its young poets ablaze.

Hence, while in England the influence of Byron on poetry was not in the least degree commensurate with his fame, and while we have here to look to prose-writers, such as Bulwer and Disraeli, as his most direct disciples, his verse inspired a whole galaxy of poets on the Continent. The reviv
al of Russian and Polish literature dates from Byron; his spirit is felt in the entire attitude and in not a few of the accents of Heine and of Leopardi; while to the romantic writers of France he seemed the final expression of all that was magnificent and intoxicating. Neither Lamartine nor Vigny, Victor Hugo nor Musset, was independent of Byron’s influence, and in the last-mentioned we have the most exact reproduction of the peculiar Byronic gestures and passionate self-abandonment which the world has seen.

In Don Juan Byron had said that “poetry is but passion.” This was a heresy, which it would be easy to refute, since by passion he intended little more than a relinquishing of the will to the instincts. But it was also a prophecy, for it was the reassertion of the right of the individual imagination to be a law to itself, and all subsequent emancipation of the spirit may be traced back to the ethical upheaval of which Byron was the storm-thrush. He finally broke up the oppressive silence which the pure accents of Wordsworth and Coleridge had not quite been able to conquer. With Byron the last rags of the artificiality which had bound European expression for a century and a half were torn off and flung to the winds. He taught roughly, melodramatically, inconsistently, but he taught a lesson of force and vitality. He was full of technical faults, dryness, flatnesses; he lacked the power to finish; he offended by a hundred careless impertinences; but his whole being was an altar on which the flame of personal genius flared like a conflagration.
George Gordon Byron, the sixth Lord Byron (1788–1824), was the only child of Captain John Byron by his second wife, Miss Catherine Gordon of Gight. He was born on the 22nd of January 1788, in London. The father, who had led a life of the wildest recklessness, died at Valenciennes in 1791. He had abandoned his wife, who, with her infant son, settled in lodgings in Aberdeen. From his father, and his father’s line, the poet inherited his spirit of adventurous eccentricity, and from his mother his passionate temper and amenity to tenderness. In 1794 the sudden death of his cousin in Corsica made “the little boy who lives at Aberdeen” the heir to the title, and in 1798 the poet succeeded his grand-uncle, the “wicked Lord Byron” who had killed Mr. Chaworth in 1765, and who had survived at Newstead to extreme old age in a wretched delirium of society. After going to school at Nottingham, the boy was brought to London in 1799 to be treated, but in vain, for a club-foot. In 1800 Byron made his first “dash into poetry,” inspired by the “transparent” beauty of his cousin, Margaret Parker. He was at this time at school at Dulwich, where his studies were so absurdly interfered with by his mother’s indulgence, that in 1801 he was removed by his guardian, Lord Carlisle, to Harrow. Here Byron was greatly benefited, morally and intellectually, by the discipline of Dr. Drury. At Harrow he was turbulent and capricious, yet irregularly ardent in his studies and civilised by warm and valuable friendships. In his holidays, which were commonly spent with his mother, he became intimate with Mary Ann Chaworth of Annesley, to whom in 1803 he became passionately attached; but in the summer of 1805 she married a local squire. Byron, a few weeks later, was removed to Trinity College, Cambridge, where in July 1808 he took his degree. At the university he developed more athletic tastes than at school, and shot, rode, and boxed with skill; he had the reputation of being “a young man of tumultuous passions.” After a false start in November 1806, Byron collected his juvenile poems again and issued them privately in January 1807; two months later he published from the Newark press the Hours of Idleness. He was now nominally at Cambridge, and fitfully hard at work, but between whiles sowing wild oats
with much parade and effrontery, and posing as “a perfect Timon, not nineteen.” In 1808 Byron left Cambridge for good, and settled at Newstead, and in 1809 made his first appearance, not a favourable one, in the House of Lords. English Bards and Scotch Reviewers was now published, and proved an instant success. A final revel at Newstead Abbey was suddenly broken up in June 1809, and Byron left England with Hobhouse, intending to travel in Persia and India. The friends saw something of Portugal and Spain, and in the autumn arrived in Turkey, to spend the winter in Greece. The poem of Childe Harold accompanied the wanderings of which it became the record; the second canto was finished at Smyrna in March 1810, and Byron passed on to Constantinople. The next twelve months were spent in travel and adventure, and in the composition of masses of verse; in July 1811, with “a collection of marbles and skulls and hemlock and tortoises and servants,” Byron returned to England. Before he could reach Newstead his mother was dead. For the next eighteen months the life of Byron offers no points of signal interest, but in February 1812 his active literary career began with the first instalment of Childe Harold; it was followed, in 1813, by The Waltz, The Giaour, and The Bride of Abydos; in 1814 by The Corsair, Lara, and the Ode to Napoleon; and in 1815 by Hebrew Melodies; and in 1816 by The Siege of Corinth and Parisina. These dates mark the first outbreak of Byron’s immense popularity. He became at once the only possible competitor of Scott, with whom this rivalry did not prevent his forming a friendship highly to the credit of both, though they did not actually meet until the spring of 1815, when, “like the old heroes in Homer, we exchanged gifts; I [says Scott] gave Byron a beautiful dagger mounted with gold, . . . and Byron sent me a large sepulchral vase of silver full of dead men’s bones.” Women were not so platonically moved by the “pale, proud” poet; they noted him as “mad, bad, and dangerous to know.” With all his fame and all his conquests
Byron was profoundly unhappy, and it was to find happiness that he plunged, without reflection, into his luckless marriage with Miss Millbanke, to whom he had proposed and been rejected in 1815. She now accepted him, and in January 1815 they were married. For a year the ill-assorted couple lived together in tolerable comfort; then, suddenly, Lady Byron took advantage of a visit she was paying to her family in Leicestershire, to announce to her husband in London that she should not return to him. She demanded a legal separation, but doggedly refused to state her reasons, and in spite of reams of commentary and conjecture we are as much in the dark to-day, as regards the real causes of the separation, as the gossips were eighty years ago. It is certain that, at first, the poet was patient and conciliatory, but, under his wife's obduracy, his temper broke down, and with extraordinary want of tact he made the public his confidants. His violent popularity had for some time been waning, and this want of prudence destroyed it—the whole British nation went over in sympathy to the insulted wife. On what grounds the public formed their opinion it is still difficult to discover, but, as Byron said, "it was general and it was decisive." The poet was accused of every crime, and before the storm of obloquy his pride and his sensitiveness recoiled; he turned and fled from England, settling himself "by the waves of the Adriatic, like the stag at bay, who betakes himself to the waters." In April 1816 he left London for Ostend, and he never set foot in his native land again. He brought with him a coach and a retinue; in Brussels the former was exchanged for a calèche, in which he travelled to Geneva. Here he formed an intimacy with Shelley, with whom he took many excursions on the lake, being nearly wrecked on one occasion. The Shelleys left Geneva for England in September, and Byron set out on a journey through Switzerland, of which Manfred was the result. This first year of exile was highly productive of poetry; to 1816 belong The Prisoner of Chillon, The Dream, Childe Harold, Canto III., and many of Byron's finest lyrics. In October he started for Italy, and settled in Venice for several months. The year 1817 was spent either in that city or in restless wanderings over the length and breadth of Italy; in the autumn he rented a small villa at Este. His life now became absolutely reckless and wildly picturesque; a whole romantic legend gathered around it, which Byron himself was at no pains to reprove. He became, as one of his own servants said, "a good gondolier, spoiled by being a poet and a lord." Intellectually and imaginatively, it is plain that this romantic, lawless life suited Byron's temperament admirably. It was at this time that he wrote with the greatest vigour. Early in 1818 he finished Beppo, later he composed Mazeppa, and
in the winter of that year he began Don Juan. At this time he had the charge of his little daughter Allegra, whom in the summer of 1820 he put to school with the nuns at Cavalli Bagni; in April 1822 she died, to Byron's bitter sorrow, at the age of five years. Early in 1819 the poet began his liaison with Theresa, Countess Guiccioli, a beautiful young woman of the Romagna, who fell violently in love with him. Byron came over to Ravenna to visit her in June, and stayed with her there and at Bologna till nearly the end of the year. After a brief cessation of their loves he joined her again at Ravenna early in 1820; this was a period of comparative quietude, and Byron wrote Marino Faliero, The Prophecy of Dante, and the fourth and fifth cantos of Don Juan. "This connection with La Guiccioli," as Shelley clearly observed, was "an inestimable benefit" to Byron; the younger poet conceived the idea of bringing the lovers over to Pisa, a safer town for them than Ravenna.

Shelley secured the Palazzo Lanfranchi, and Byron took up his abode there in November 1821. He brought with him three dramas composed in Ravenna, The Two Foscari, Sardanapalus, and Cain. At Pisa Byron resumed his eager poetic activity, and in 1822 finished Werner, The Deformed Transformed, and Heaven and Earth, more or less daring examples of his new passion for romantic drama. Cain, in particular, awakened a storm of hostility among the orthodox in England, and the name of Byron became anathema; there was even a suggestion that the publisher should be proceeded against. It was in the midst of this fanatic storm that Byron still more audaciously outraged British respectability with what is perhaps the finest of all his writings, The Vision of Judgment (1822), and this time the printer was prosecuted and fined. Byron's breach with all that was respectable in England was now
complete; he gave up any idea of returning. In July the drowning of Shelley was a great shock to Byron, and, the Tuscan police about this time becoming very troublesome, he left Pisa and settled with La Guiccioli near Genoa, at the Villa Saluzzo; this was his last Italian home. Here he took up Don Juan once more, and here he wrote The Island and The Age of Bronze. Byron now became greatly interested in the war of Greek independence; he was elected a member of the Greek committee of government, and began to think that he might be useful in the Morea. In July 1823 he started from Genoa with money, arms, and medicines for the revolutionaries. After landing at Leghorn, where he received an epistle in verse from Goethe, Byron reached Kephalonia in August and stayed there until December. There was a suggestion that the Greeks should make him their king, and he said, “If they make me the offer, I will perhaps not reject it.” In the last days of 1823 he arrived with all his retinue at Missolonghi, received “as if he were the Messiah.” But he was soon attacked by an illness, which took the form of rheumatic fever. On the 19th of April 1824 he died at Missolonghi—“England had lost her brightest genius, Greece her noblest friend.” His body was embalmed and sent to England, where burial in Westminster Abbey was applied for and refused to it; on the 16th of July Byron was buried at Hucknall Torkard. In 1830, when the scandal caused by his adventures had begun to die away, Moore published his Life and Letters of Byron, which revealed the poet as a brilliant and racy writer of easy prose. Without question, Byron is among the most admirable of English letter-writers, and his correspondence offers a valuable commentary on his works in verse. In the final edition of his works...
brought out by Mr. R. E. Prothero between 1898 and 1903, the mass of Byron's letters is almost doubled. The beauty of Byron was proverbial; he had dark curled hair, a pale complexion, great elegance, and, notwithstanding his slight deformity, activity of figure, with eyes the most lustrous ever seen. His restlessness, his self-consciousness, his English pride, his Italian passion, the audacity and grandeur of his dreams, his "fatal" fascination, made him, and make him still, the most interesting personality in the history of English literature.

From "Prometheus."

Titan! to thee the strife was given
Between the suffering and the will,
Which torture where they cannot kill;
And the inexorable Heaven,
And the deaf tyranny of Fate,
The ruling principle of Hate,
Which for its pleasure doth create
The things it may annihilate,
Refused thee even the boon to die:
The wretched gift Eternity
Was thine—and thou hast borne it well.
All that the Thunderer wrung from thee
Was but the menace which flung back
On him the torments of thy rack;
The fate thou didst so well foresee,
But would not to appease him tell;
And in thy Silence was his Sentence,
And in his soul a vain repentance,
And evil dread so ill dissembled,
That in his hand the lightnings trembled.

Thy godlike crime was to be kind,
To render with thy precepts less
The sum of human wretchedness,
And strengthen Man with his own mind;
But baffled as thou went from high,
Still in thy patient energy,
In the endurance, and repulse
Of thine impenetrable Spirit,
Which Earth and Heaven could not convulse,
A mighty lesson we inherit:
Thou art a symbol and a sign
To mortals of their fate and force;
Like thee Man is in part divine,
A troubled stream from a pure source;
And Man in portions can foresee
His own funereal destiny;
His wretchedness, and his resistance,
And his sad unallied existence:
To which his Spirit may oppose
Itself—and equal to all woes,
And a firm will, and a deep sense,
Which even in torture can descry
Its own concentrated recompense,
Triumphant where it dare defy,
And making Death a Victory!
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STANZAS FOR MUSIC.

There be none of Beauty's daughters
With a magic like thee;
And like music on the waters
Is thy sweet voice to me,
When, as if its sound were causing
The charmed ocean's pausing,
The waves lie still and gleaming,
And the huff'd winds seem dreaming;

And the midnight moon is weaving
Her bright chain o'er the deep,
Whose breast is gently heaving,
As an infant's asleep:
So the spirit bows before thee,
To listen and adore thee,
With a full but soft emotion.
Like the swell of Summer's ocean.

DESCRIPTION OF HAIDEE FROM "DON JUAN."

Her brow was overhung with coins of gold,
That sparkled o'er the auburn of her hair,
Her clustering hair, whose longer locks were roll'd
In braids behind; and though her stature were
Even of the highest for a female mould,
They nearly reached her heel; and in her air
There was a something which bespoke command,
As one who was a lady in the land.

Her hair, I said, was auburn; but her eyes
Were black as death, their lashes the same hue,
Of downcast length, in whose silk shadow lies
Deepest attraction: for when to the view
Forth from its raven fringe the full glance flies,
Ne'er with such force the swiftest arrow flew:
'Tis as the snake late coil'd, who pours his length,
And hurls at once his venom and his strength.

Her brow was white and low, her cheek's pure dye
Like twilight, rosy still with the set sun;
Short upper lip—sweet lips that make us sigh
Ever to have seen such: for she was one
Fit for the model of a statuary
(A race of mere impostors, when all's done
I've seen much finer women, ripe and real,
Than all the nonsense of their stone ideal).

FROM "STANZAS."

Could Love for ever
Run like a river,
And Time's endeavour
Be tried in vain —
No other pleasure
With this could measure,
And like a treasure
We'd hug the chain;
But since our sighing
Ends not in dying,
And, formed for flying,
Love plumes his wing;
Then for this reason
Let's love a season,—
But let that season be only Spring.

When lovers parted
Feel broken-hearted,
And, all hopes thwarted,
Expect to die,—
A few years older,
Ah! how much colder
They might behold her
For whom they sigh!
When link'd together,
In every weather,
They pluck Love's feather
From out his wing—
He'll stay for ever,
But sadly shiver
Without his plumage, when past the spring.

FROM "THE VISION OF JUDGMENT."

Saint Peter sat by the celestial gate:
His keys were rusty, and the lock was dull,
So little trouble had been given of late:
Not that the place by any means was full,
But since the Gallic era “eighty-eight,”
The devils had ta'en a longer, stronger pull,
And “a pull all together,” as they say
At sea—which drew most souls another way.

The angels all were singing out of tune,
And hoarse with having little else to do,
Excepting to wind up the sun and moon,
Or curb a runaway young star or two,
Or wild colt of a comet, which too soon
Broke out of bounds o'er the ethereal blue,
Splitting some planet with its playful tail,
As boats are sometimes by a wanton whale.

The guardian seraphs had retired on high,
Finding their charges past all care below;
Terrestrial business fill'd nought in the sky
Save the recording angel's black bureau;
Who found, indeed, the facts to multiply
With such rapidity of vice and woe,
That he had stripp'd off both his wings in quills,
And yet was in arrear of human ills.
BYRON

His business so augmented of late years,
That he was forced, against his will no doubt
(Just like those cherubs, earthly ministers,
For some resource to turn himself about,
And claim the help of his celestial peers,
To aid him; ere he should be quite worn out,
By the increased demand for his remarks:
Six angels and twelve saints were named his clerks.

This was a handsome board—at least for heaven;
And yet they had even then enough to do,
So many conquerors' cars were daily driven,
So many kingdoms fitted up anew:
Each day, too, slew its thousands six or seven,
Till at the crowning carnage, Waterloo,
They threw their pens down in divine disgust,
The page was so besmeared with blood and dust.

ON THIS DAY I COMPLETE MY THIRTY-SIXTH YEAR.

Missolonghi, January 22, 1824.

'Tis time this heart should be unmoved,
Since others it hath ceased to move:
Yet, though I cannot be beloved,
Still let me love!

My days are in the yellow leaf;
The flowers and fruits of love are gone:
The worm, the canker, and the grief
Are mine alone.

The fire that on my bosom preys
Is lone as some volcanic isle;
No torch is kindled at its blaze—
A funeral pile.

The hope, the fear, the jealous care,
The exalted portion of the pain
And power of love, I cannot share,
But wear the chain.

But 'tis not thus—and 'tis not here—
Such thoughts should shake my soul, nor now,
Where glory decks the hero's bier,
Or bends his brow.

The sword, the banner, and the field,
Glory and Greece, around me see!
The Spartan, borne upon his shield,
Was not more free.

Awake! (not Greece—she is awake!)
Awake, my spirit! Think through whom
Thy life-blood tracks its parent lake,
And then strike home!

Tread those reviving passions down
Unworthy manhood! unto thee
Indifferent should the smile or frown
Of beauty be.
If thou regret'st thy youth, why live?
The land of honourable death
Is here:—up to the field, and give
Away thy breath.

Seek out—less often sought than found—
A soldier's grave, for thee the best;
Then look around, and choose thy ground,
And take thy rest.

Shelley  The experiment which Byron made was repeated with a more exquisite sincerity by PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY, who resembled him in belonging to the aristocratic class, and in having a strong instinctive passion for liberty and toleration. The younger poet, however, showed still less caution than the elder, and while yet a boy gained a dangerous reputation for violent radical prejudices and anti-social convictions. Partly on this account, and partly because the transcendental imagination of Shelley was less easy than Byron's piratical romance for common minds to appreciate, the poetry of the former was almost completely unrecognised until many years after his death, and Byron's deference to Shelley was looked upon as a fantastic whim of friendship. The younger poet was erratic at Eton and Oxford, being expelled from the university for a puerile outburst of atheism. The productions of Shelley were already numerous when, in his Alastor, he first showed any definite disposition for the higher parts of poetry. This majestic study in blank verse was superior in melody and in imaginative beauty to anything that had been written in English, other than by Wordsworth and Coleridge in their youth, since the romantic age began. The scholarship of Milton and Wordsworth was obvious, but Alastor contains passages
descriptive of the transport of the soul in the presence of natural loveliness in which a return to the Hellenic genius for style is revealed.

Shelley lived only six years longer, but these were years of feverish composition, sustained, in spite of almost complete want of public sympathy, at a fiery height of intensity. He left England, and in that exile was brought immediately into contact with Byron, with whom he formed an intimacy which no eccentricity on either side sufficed to dissolve. That he was serviceable to Byron no one will deny; that Byron depressed him he did not attempt to conceal from himself; yet the esteem of the more popular poet was valuable to the greater one. The terror caused by the vague rumour of Shelley's rebellious convictions was not allayed by the publication of *Laon and Cythna*, a wild narrative of an enthusiastic brother and sister, martyrs to liberty. In 1818 was composed, but not printed, the singularly perfect realistic poem of *Julian and Maddalo*. Shelley was now saturating himself with the finest Greek and Italian classic verse—weaving out of his thoughts and intellectual experiences a pure and noble system of aesthetics. This he illustrated by his majestic, if diffuse and sometimes overstrained lyrical drama of *Prometheus Unbound*, with which he published a few independent lyrics which scarcely have their peer in the literature of the world; among these the matchless *Ode to the West Wind* must be named. The same year saw the publication of the *Cenci*, the most dramatic poetic play written in English since the tragedy of *Venice Preserved*. Even here, where Shelley might expect to achieve popularity, something odious in the essence of the plot warned off the public.

He continued to publish, but without an audience; nor did his *Epipsychidion*, a melodious rhapsody of Platonic love, nor his *Adonais*, an elegy of high dignity and splendour, in the manner of Moschus and in commemoration of Keats, nor the crystalline lyrics with which he eeked out...
his exiguous publications, attract the slightest interest. Shelley was, more than any other English poet has been, le bonheur de lisser. Then, without warning, he was drowned while yachting in the Gulf of Spezzia. He left behind him unreviewed, amid a world of exquisite fragments, a noble but vague gnomic poem, The Triumph of Life, in which Petrarch's Triumph are summed up and sometimes excelled.

A life of disappointment and a death in obscurity were gradually followed by the growth of an almost exaggerated reputation. Fifty years after his death Shelley had outshone all his contemporaries—may, with the exception of Shakespeare, was probably the most passionately admired of all the English poets. If this extremity of fame has once more slightly receded, if Shelley holds his place among the sovereign minstrels of England, but rather abreast of than in front of them, it is because time has reduced certain of his violent paradoxes to commonplaces, and because the world, after giving several of his axioms of conduct full and respectful consideration, has determined to refrain from adopting them. Shelley, when he was not inspired and an artist, was a prophet vaguely didactic or neurotically prejudiced; his is the highest ideal of poetic art produced by the violence of the French Revolution, but we are too constantly reminded of that moral parentage, and his sans-culottism is no longer exhilarating, it is merely tiresome. There are elements, then, even in Shelley, which have to be pared away; but, when these are removed, the remainder is beautiful beyond the range of praise—perfect in aerial, choral melody, perfect in the splendour and purity of its imagery, perfect in the divine sweetness and magnetic tenderness of its sentiment. He is probably the English writer who has achieved the highest successes in pure lyric, whether of an elaborate and antiphonal order, or of that which springs in a stream of soaring music straight from the heart.

Closely allied as he was with Byron in several respects, both of temperament and circumstance, it is fortunate that Shelley was very little affected by the predominance of his vehement rival. His intellectual ardour threw out, not puffs of smoke, as Byron's did, but a white vapour. He is not always transparent, but always translucent, and his mind moves ethereally among incorporeal images and pantheistic attributes, dimly at times, yet always clothed about with radiant purity. Of the gross Georgian mire not a particle stuck to the robes of Shelley. His diction is curiously compounded of forcible, fresh mintage, mingled with the verbiage of the lyric poets of the eighteenth century, so that at his best he seems like Æschylus, and at his worst merely like Akenside. For all his excessive attachment to revolutionary ideas, Shelley retains much more of the age of Gray than either Keats, Coleridge, or Wordsworth; his style, carefully considered, is seen to rest on a basis built about 1760, from which it is every moment springing and sparkling like a fountain in columns of ebullient lyricism. But sweep away from Shelley whatever gives us exquisite pleasure,
and the residuum will be found to belong to the eighteenth century. Hence, paradoxical as it sounds, the attitude of Shelley to style was in the main retrograde; he was, for instance, no admirer of the arabesques of the Cockney school. He was, above all else, a singer, and in the direction of song he rises at his best above all other English, perhaps above all other modern European poets. There is an ecstasy in his best lyrics and odes that claps its wings and soars until it is lost in the empyrean of transcendental melody. This rhapsodical charm is entirely inimitable; and in point of fact Shelley, passionately admired, has been very little followed, and with success, perhaps, only by Mr. Swinburne. His genius lay outside the general trend of our poetical evolution; he is exotic and unique, and such influence as he has had, apart from the effect on the pulse of the individual of the rutilant beauty of his strophes, has not been very advantageous. He is often hectic, and sometimes hysterical, and, to use his own singular image, those who seek for mutton-chops will discover that Shelley keeps a gin-palace.

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) was the eldest son of Timothy Shelley and his wife, Elizabeth Piifold; his grandfather, Bysshe Shelley, a man of brilliant gifts, was the head of one branch of a wealthy and ancient Sussex family, and was made a baronet in 1806. The poet was born at Field Place, Horsham, on the 4th of August 1792. In 1798 he was sent, with his sisters, to a private school at Warnham, and in 1802 to Sion House, Brentford; in 1805 he proceeded to Eton. Here the peculiarities of his nature began to be felt; "tamed by affection, but unconquered by blows, what chance was there that Shelley should be happy at a public school?" He gave himself to the study of chemistry under Dr. Lind, but towards the end of his Etonian life he seems to have turned to literature. During
the winter of 1809 he first began seriously to write, and to this date belong The Wandering Jew in verse, and the romance of Zastrozzi in prose. The latter absurdity was actually published early in 1810, and a little later in the same year appeared Original Poetry by Victor and Cazire (which was long lost, and was rediscovered in 1898), and a Republican hoax, the Posthumous Fragments of Margaret Nicholson. Shelley was therefore an experienced author when he matriculated at University College, Oxford, on the 10th of April 1810; he took up his residence in the following term. Here he immediately made acquaintance with T. J. Hogg, who has left us invaluable memories of this period in Shelley's life. During his brief stay at Oxford, Shelley was keen in the pursuit of miscellaneous knowledge; "no student ever read more assiduously. He was to be found, book in hand, at all hours, reading in season and out of season." But he hated the prescribed curriculum, and indulged already in speculations which were outside the range of Oxford daring. One of them was the paramount importance of liberty and of toleration. In February 1811, Shelley printed and circulated a pamphlet entitled The Necessity of Atheism, to which the attention of the Master of his college was presently drawn, and on the 25th of March he and Hogg were expelled from the University. His father forbade him to return to Field Place, and the friends settled in lodgings at No. 15 Poland Street, London. After a short period of pinch ing poverty, Shelley was reconciled to his father, and received an allowance of £200 a year. Late in the summer of 1811 a foolish schoolgirl, Harriet Westbrook, threw herself on Shelley's protection, and, without loving her, he married her in Edinburgh. The eccentric movements of the next few months have occupied the biographers of the poet somewhat in excess of their real importance. The absurd young couple went to York, to Keswick, to Dublin, in each place proposing to stay "for ever." In February 1812 they issued their revolutionary Address to the Irish People, and other pamphlets. They were warned to leave Dublin, and in April we find them settled at Nantgwait in North Wales, and a little later at Lynmouth. Their movements now became incessant, but in April 1813 they were again in London, where in June their first child, Tantine, was born. In this year was published Queen Mab, the last and best of the works of Shelley's crude first period. Meanwhile he had made the acquaintance of Godwin, with whose family he formed a violent friendship, culminating in love for Godwin's daughter Mary, a girl of sixteen, with whom he eloped to France in
July 1814: he never saw Harriet again, and in December 1816 she committed suicide, not, however, it is only just to say, from any apparent disappointment at ceasing to live with Shelley. The poet, Mary Godwin, and her cousin Jane Clairemont, crossed France partly on foot, entered Switzerland over the Jura, and stayed at Brunnen till their money was exhausted, when they returned to England by the Rhine in September. In 1815 Sir Timothy succeeded to the title and estates, and an arrangement was made by which the poet received £1000 a year. The wanderings were now resumed on a bolder scale, and Shelley gained that knowledge of natural scenery which was in future to be so prominent a feature of his work. Up to this time he had written hardly anything which was of real merit; his genius now woke up, and the first-fruits of it was *Alastor*, published in 1816. In May of that year Shelley and Byron met for the first time at Geneva, and were thrown into mutual daily intercourse. Returning to England in the autumn, Shelley took a cottage at Great Marlowe, and in December he married Mary Godwin. In 1817, although worried with a Chancery suit about the custody of his children by his first wife, Shelley wrote his long poem of *Lion and Cythna* (*The Revolt of Islam*). His health now began to give him much apprehension, and in the winter of 1817 he seemed to be sinking in a consumption. In March 1818, to find a warmer climate, the Shelleys left England in company with Jane Clairemont and Byron's child Allegra. The rest of the year was spent wandering through Italy in search of a home to suit them. During this year they saw much of Byron. The winter of 1818 was spent by Shelley at Naples in "constant and poignant physical suffering," and in deep depression of spirits. His health was, notwithstanding, steadily tending towards recovery; there was no organic disease, and if Shelley had escaped drowning he might have become a tough old man. The Shelleys lived in Italy almost without other acquaintances than Byron, and an agreeable family at Leghorn, the Gisbornes. In 1819 he published *Rosalind and Helen and The Cenci*; in June he lost in Rome his dearly-loved son William, who now lies buried beside his father and Keats. In November another son, afterwards Sir Percy Florence Shelley, was born to them in Florence. The poet was now at the very height of his genius, composing continuously, and before 1819 was closed he had finished *Prometheus Unbound*, which, with some of the most splendid of all Shelley's lyrics, was published the following year. None of these publications, however, attracted either the critics or the public, and in the summer of 1819 Shelley was violently attacked by the Quarterly Review. He was branded as a dangerous atheist, and, as Trelawney records, was now universally shunned by English visitors.
to Italy, and treated as a monster. It is even said that a brute of an Englishman knocked him down with his fist on hearing his name in the post-office at Pisa, where the Shelleys settled early in January 1820. Byron came to the Villa Lanfranchi to be near them, and here they enjoyed the friendship of Trelawney, Medwin, and the Williamses. Shelley's publications during the year were *Prometheus Unbound* and the anonymous satirico-political drama of *Edipus Tyrannus*. At Pisa, however, his faculties were blunted and depressed, and it is far from certain that constant intercourse with so mannered a character as that of Byron was beneficial to Shelley. In the beginning of 1821, however, he was greatly roused by his Platonic attachment to the imprisoned novice, Emilia Viviani, about whom he composed *Epipsychidion*, and published it anonymously as the work of a man who "died at Florence as he was preparing for a voyage to the Cyclades." The death of Keats also deeply moved Shelley, and he wrote the elegy of *Adonais*, which he printed at Pisa in 1821. A visit of Prince Mavrocordato to the Shelleys in April roused the poet to a ferment of enthusiasm for the cause of Greek liberty, and he sat down to the composition of his choral drama of *Hellas*. He wrote, "Our roots never struck so deeply as at Pisa;" and this continued his real home to the last, although in April 1822, in order to escape the heat, the whole circle of friends transported themselves to the Gulf of Spezzia. They rented near
Letter from Shelley to Miss Curran

London, August 5, 1819.

My dear Miss Curran,

I ought to have written to you some time ago, but my ill health and business has barred me from writing till to-day. I fear that you still continue to feel as if you were estranging my sympathy.

I have considered the drawings & notion of them, and indeed hardly any other plan of a sculpture seems to me fit for the purpose. I strongly in favor & think an unadorned pyramid of white marble as if the most tortured form & the simplest expression, but if you will permit, write to me on my return, as we have too much to talk about & I will send you all the notes & sketches of the statue.

The statue shall continue to be altered, I think, in the shape (the style or style of it) could not be altered, but the body, which is extremely bad, I think, but as yet only sketch of it.

I have already printed my lines—will they please you?

I wish very much to get a good engraving made of the statue on the Columbia Review, & to have the stone by the statue. How much per line & when ready.
a quick rate from British demands for such a work. Now I ask you to add to the amount of so many figures which must be so long surrounded, that if your hands are not headed with such a thread, I should be one to take in leading the nation, is more than I can express. They would be composed of such a whole side, on which you would be helped to find other subscriptions for it there would.

Let us hear from you, health & spirits, if all be better. Send something more.

W. H. Stanley

Would you be kind enough to send any drawings of specimens ornamented forms, such as you consider beautiful as well as durable? I am, etc.
Lerici the Villa Magni, a dwelling which “looked more like a boat or bathing house than a place to live in.” Here they all resided, in easy and cheerful contiguity, from April 26 to July 8. Shelley, who had always loved the sea, spent his days in a little skiff and his evenings on the verandah “facing the sea and almost over it,” reading his poems, listening to Mrs. Williams’s guitar, or discoursing with his friends. It was during this, the latest and perhaps the happiest station of his career, that Shelley composed, what he left unfinished, The Triumph of Life. On the 8th of July Shelley and Williams, with a young English sailor, started from Leghorn, where Shelley had been visiting Leigh Hunt, for Lerici, in his yacht, the Don Juan. She was probably run down by a felucca, for all hands were lost. On the 18th Shelley’s body was washed ashore at Via Reggio, and was cremated, in the presence of Byron, Hunt, and Trelawney. The impression made by Shelley’s prose has not been so vivid as that by his poetry, but he was an extremely lucid and pure master of pedestrian English. This side of his talent was first displayed, not in his bombastic novels, but in the Letter to Lord Ellenborough, 1812, a fine piece of invective. In 1819 his widow published his Essays and Letters, but Shelley’s prose writings were not properly collected until 1880, when Mr. H. Buxton Forman brought them together in four volumes. The personal appearance of Shelley was highly romantic. His eyes were blue and extremely penetrating; his hair brown; his skin exceedingly clear and transparent, and he had a look of extraordinary rapture on his “flushed, feminine, and artless face” when interested. To the end his figure was boyish; in the last year of his life he seemed “a tall, thin stripling, blushing like a girl.” But he was not wanting in manliness, though awkward and unhandy in manly exercises, and he left on all who knew him well the recollection of one who was “frank and outspoken, like a well-conditioned boy, well-bred and considerate for others, because he was totally devoid of selfishness and vanity.”

**The Last Chorus in “Hellas.”**

The world's great age begins anew;  
The golden years return;  
The earth doth like a snake renew  
Her winter weeds outworn;  
Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam  
Like wrecks of a dissolving dream.

A brighter Hellas rears its mountains  
From waves serener far;  
A new Peneus rolls his fountains  
Against the morning star;  
Where fairer Tempe blooms, there sleep  
Young Cyclops on a sunnier deep.

A loftier Argo cleaves the main,  
Fraught with a later prize;  
Another Orpheus sings again,  
And loves, and weeps, and dies;  
A new Ulysses leaves once more  
Calypso for his native shore.
Oh! write no more the Tale of Troy,
If earth Death's scroll must be!
Nor mix with Laian rage the joy
Which dawns upon the free,
Although a subtler Sphinx renew
Riddles of death Thebes never knew.

Another Athens shall arise,
And to remoter time
Bequeath, like sunset to the skies,
The splendour of its prime;
And leave, if naught so bright may live,
All earth can take or heaven can give.

Saturn and Love their long repose
Shall burst, more bright and good
Than all who fell, than one who rose,
Than many unsubdued:
Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers,
But votive tears and symbol flowers.

Oh cease! must hate and death return?
Cease! must men kill and die?
Cease! drain not to its dregs the urn
Of bitter prophecy.
The world is weary of the past,
Oh might it die or rest at last!

A LAMENT.

Swifter far than summer's flight,
Swifter far than youth's delight,
Swifter far than happy night,
Art thou come and gone:
As the earth when leaves are dead,
As the night when sleep is sped,
As the heart when joy is fled,
I am left lone, alone.

The swallow Summer comes again,
The owlet Night resumes her reign,
But the wild swan Youth is fain
To fly with thee, false as thou.
My heart each day desires the morrow,
Sleep itself is turned to sorrow,
Vainly would my winter borrow
Sunny leaves from any bough.

Lilies for a bridal bed,
Roses for a matron's head,
Violets for a maiden dead,
Pansies let my flowers be:
On the living grave I bear,
Scatter them without a tear,
Let no friend, however dear,
Waste one hope, one fear for me.
From "Epipsychidion."

A ship is floating in the harbour now;
A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow;
There is a path on the sea's azure floor,
No keel has ever ploughed that path before;
The halcyons brood around the flawless isles;
The treacherous Ocean has forsaken its wiles;
The merry mariners are bold and free:
Say, my heart's sister, wilt thou sail with me?
Our bark is as an albatross, whose nest
Is a far Eden of the purple East;
And we between her wings will sit, while Night
And Day, and Storm, and Calm, pursue their flight,
Our ministers, along the boundless Sea.
Treading each other's heels, unheedfully.
It is an isle under Ionian skies,
Beautiful as a wreck of Paradise,
And, for the harbours are not safe and good,
This land would have remained a solitude,
But for some pastoral people native there,
Who from the Elysian, clear, and golden air
Draw the last spirit of the age of gold,
Simple and spirited, innocent and bold.
The blue Igean girds this chosen home,
With ever-changing sound and light and foam
Kissing the silted sands, and caverns hoar;
And all the winds wandering along the shore
Undulate with the undulating tide:
There are thick woods where sylvan forms abide;
And many a fountain, rivulet, and pond,
As clear as clemental diamond,
Or serene morning air: and far beyond,
The mossy tracks made by the goats and deer
(Which the rough shepherd treads but once a year),
Pierce into glades, caverns, and bowers, and halls
Built round with ivy, which the waterfalls,
Illumining, with sound that never fails,
Accompany the noontide nightingales:
And all the place is peopled with sweet airs;
The light clear element which the isle wears
Is heavy with the scent of lemon flowers,
Which floats like mist laden with unseen showers,
And falls upon the eyelids like faint sleep;
And from the moss violets and jonquils peep,
And dart their arrowy odour through the beam
Till you might faint with that delicious pain,
And every motion, odour, beam, and tone,
With that deep music is in unison:
Which is a soul within the soul—they seem
Like echoes of an antenatal dream.
To A Lady Singing to her Accompaniment on the Guitar.

As the moon's soft splendour
O'er the faint cold starlight of heaven
Is thrown,
So thy voice most tender
To the strings without soul has given
Its own.

The stars will awaken,
Though the moon sleep a full hour later
To-night:
No leaf will be shaken
Whilst the dews of thy melody scatter
Delight.

Though the sound overpowers,
Sing again, with thy sweet voice revealing
A tone
Of some world far from ours,
Where music and moonlight and feeling
Are one.

To Night.

Swiftly walk over the western wave,
Spirit of Night!
Out of the misty eastern cave,
Where, all the long and lone daylight,
Thou wovest dreams of joy and fear,
Which make thee terrible and dear,—
Swift be thy flight!

Wrap thy form in a mantle grey,
Star-inwrought!
Blind with thine hair the eyes of day,
Kiss her until she be wearied out;
Then wander o'er city, and sea, and land,
Touching all with thine opiate wand—
Come, long sought!

When I arose and saw the dawn,
I sighed for thee;
When light rode high, and the dew was gone,
And noon lay heavy on flower and tree,
And the weary Day turned to his rest,
Lingering like an unloved guest,
I sighed for thee.

Thy brother Death came, and cried,
Wouldst thou me?
Thy sweet child Sleep, the filmy-eyed,
Murmured like a noontide bee,
Shall I nestle near thy side?
Wouldst thou me?—And I replied,
No, not thee!
Death will come when thou art dead,
Soon, too soon—
Sleep will come when thou art fled;
Of neither would I ask the boon
I ask of thee, beloved Night—
Swift be thine approaching flight
Come soon, soon!

FROM "ADONAINS."

All he had loved, and moulded into thought,
From shape, and hue, and odour, and sweet sound,
Lamented Adonais. Morning sought
Her eastern watch-tower, and her hair unbound,
Wet with the tears which should adorn the ground,
Into a shadow of all sounds:—a drear
Murmur, between their songs, is all the woodmen hear.

Grief made the young Spring wild, and she threw down
Her kindling buds, as if she Autumn were,
Or they dead leaves; since her delight is flown,
For whom should she have waked the sullen year?
To Phoebus was not Hyacinth so dear,
Nor to himself Narcissus, as to both
Thou Adonais: wan they stand and sere
Amid the faint companions of their youth,
With dew all turned to tears; odour, to sighing ruth.

Thy spirit’s sister, the lorn nightingale
Mourns not her mate with such melodious pain;
Not so the eagle, who like thee could scale
Heaven, and could nourish in the sun’s dominion
Her mighty youth with morning; doth complain,
Soaring and screaming round her empty nest,
As Albion waifs for thee: the curse of Cain
Light on his head who pierced thy innocent breast,
And scared the angel soul that was its earthy guest!

A third influence at work in this second romantic generation was that consciously formed on Elizabethan and Italian lines. The group of poets which culminated in Keats desired to forget all that had been written in English verse since about 1625, and to continue the work of such Italianated poets as Fletcher and the disciples of Spenser. There can be no question
that a very prominent part in heralding this revival was taken by Charles Lamb’s *Specimens of English Dramatic Poets* (1808), a book which seemed to be unnoticed at first, but which was devoured with ecstasy by several young men of good promise, and particularly by Hunt, Keats, Procter, and Beddoes. While LEIGH HUNT was being imprisoned for libelling the Prince Regent, in 1812, he made a very minute study of the *Parnaso Italiano*, and particularly of Ariosto. Between 1814 and 1818 he published several volumes, in which the Italians were closely and fervidly imitated; among these the *Story of Rimini* holds a really important place in the evolution of English poetry. Hunt was very promptly imitated by Keats, who was eleven years his junior, and in every element of genius immeasurably his superior. A certain school of critics has never been able to forgive Leigh Hunt, who, it must be admitted, lacked distinction in his writings, and taste in his personal relations; but Hunt was liberal and genial, and a genuine devotee of poetry.

Leigh Hunt (1784–1859) was the son of a Barbadoes clergyman, the Rev. Isaac Hunt, and his wife, Mary Shewell of Philadelphia. He was born at Southgate, on the 19th of October 1784. His childhood was very delicate, but at the age of seven he was sent to Christ Hospital, and he stayed there till 1799. He was happy at this school, of which he has left an inimitable description, and here he began to write verses. In 1801 his father collected these into a volume called *Juvenilia*. He acted as a sort of lawyer’s clerk to his elder brother Stephen until 1805, when another brother, John, having started a newspaper, Leigh became its dramatic critic. About 1806 he secured a clerkship in the War Office, which he held for two years, until the *Examiner* was founded in 1808; of this paper Leigh Hunt remained the editor until 1821. For being rude to the Prince Regent, Hunt was shut up in Surrey gaol for exactly two years from February 1813. It was during this enforced retirement, which he made as agreeable as he could, that his mind turned to the reform of English poetry on Italian models, and for the next few years he was very active in verse, publishing...
The Feast of the Poets, 1814; The Descent of Liberty, 1815; The Story of Rimini, 1816; and Foliage, 1818. He was brought into close relations with Keats and Reynolds, and afterwards with Lamb, Shelley, and Byron, especially after his settling in Hampstead, and becoming the head of the “Cockney” School. In 1819–20 he published the weekly Indicator, from which he made a fine selection of essays in 1834. He was ill-advised to migrate to Italy in 1822, arriving at Leghorn but a few weeks before the death of Shelley. Hunt went with Byron to Genoa, and afterwards to Florence, where he edited the Liberal. He quarrelled with Byron, and was very miserable in Italy, where, however, he stayed in a villa at Maiano till the autumn of 1825, when he took a house at Highgate. In 1828 he did his reputation a lasting injury by publishing his interesting but most injudicious Lord Byron and some of his Contemporaries. He continued to live in the neighbourhood of London, never staying very long in any one place, much troubled by poverty and overwork, but protected against their effects by a really extraordinary optimism. He issued, always with ebullient hopes, one newspaper after another, The Companion, 1828; The Chat of the Week, 1830; The Tatler, 1830–1832; Leigh Hunt’s London Journal, 1834–35; The Monthly Repository, 1837–38. All these ventures were failures, and Hunt’s persistence in renewing the laborious and costly experiment was amazing. Most of these periodicals were written from end to end entirely by himself, and their files present almost unexplored storehouses of the prose of Leigh Hunt. Meanwhile he published a novel, Sir Ralph Esher, in 1832, and collected his Poetical Works in the same year. Fresh poems were Captain Sword and Captain Pen, 1834, and The Palfrey, 1842; in 1840 he enjoyed a real success at Covent Garden with his poetical play, A Legend of Florence. In 1840 to 1853 Leigh Hunt resided in Kensington, and this was the time when he compiled and published the delightful volumes by which he is now best known, such as Imagination and Fancy, 1844; Men, Women, and Books, 1847; A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla, 1848, and A Book for
a Corner, 1849. In 1847 a crown pension of £200 removed from him the constant dread of poverty, and he sat down leisurely to write his *Autobiography*, 1850. He suffered much from bereavements during the last few years of his life; but he lived on in his Hammersmith house until August 28, 1859. The most interesting fact about Leigh Hunt is the evenness of his intellectual hedonism and his unfailing cheerfulness.

Leigh Hunt’s House in Lower Cheyne Row, Chelsea

*From a Drawing by W. N. Burgess*

He has described the mode in which his long life was spent, “reading or writing, ailing, jesting, reflecting, rarely stirring from home but to walk, interested in public events, in the progress of society, in things great or small, in the flower on my table, in the fly on my paper as I write.” In person Leigh Hunt revealed his tropical parentage; he was swarthy, full-faced, and with glossy jet-black hair.

**Abou Ben Adhem.**

Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw, within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rich, and like a lily in bloom,
An angel writing in a book of gold:
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,
And to the presence in the room he said,
“What writest thou?” The vision raised its head,
And with a look made of all sweet accord,
Answered, “The names of those who love the Lord.”
“And is mine one?” said Abou. “Nay, not so,”
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
But cheerily still; and said, “I pray thee then,
Write me as one that loves his fellow-men.”

The angel wrote and vanished. The next night
It came again with a great wakening light,
And showed the names whom love of God had blessed,
And lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest.
COLOUR IN ITALY.

From "The Liberal" (1822).

You learn for the first time in this Italian climate what colours really are. No wonder it produces painters. An English artist of any enthusiasm might shed tears of vexation, to think of the dull medium through which blue and red come to him in his own atmosphere, compared with this. One day we saw a boat pass us, which instantly reminded us of Titian, and accounted for him: and yet it contained nothing but an old boatman in a red cap, and some women with him in other colours, one of them in a bright yellow petticoat. But a red cap in Italy goes by you, not like a mere cap, much less anything vulgar or butcher-like, but like what it is, an intense specimen of the colour of red. It is like a scarlet bud in the blue atmosphere. The old boatman, with his brown hue, his white shirt, and his red cap, made a complete picture, and so did the woman and the yellow petticoat. I have seen pieces of orange-coloured silk hanging out against a wall at a dyer's, which gave the eye a pleasure truly sensual. Some of these boatmen are very fine men. I was rowed to shore one day by a man the very image of Kemble. He had nothing but his shirt on, and it was really grand to see the mixed power and gracefulness with which all his limbs came into play as he pulled the oars, occasionally turning his heroic profile to give a glance behind him at other boats.

SPRING.

From "Wishing-Cap Papers" (1824).

This morning as we sat at breakfast there came by the window, from a child's voice, a cry of "Wallflowers." There had just been a shower; sunshine had followed it: and the rain, the sun, the boy's voice, and the flowers came all so prettily together upon the subject we were thinking of, that in taking one of his roots, we could not help fancying we had received a present from Nature herself—with a penny for the bearer. There were thirty lumps of buds on this penny root: their beauty was yet to come; but the promise was there—the new life—the Spring—and the raindrops were on them, as if the sweet goddess had dipped her hand in some fountain and sprinkled them for us by way of message, as who should say, "April and I are coming."

What a beautiful word is Spring! At least one fancies so, knowing the meaning of it, and being used to identify it with so many pleasant things. An Italian might find it harsh, and object to the s of the Spring—and the raindrops were on them, as if the sweet goddess had dipped her hand in some fountain and sprinkled them for us by way of message, as who should say, "April and I are coming."
for a young man in old (that is, ever new) English poetry, which with many other words
has gone out, because the youthfulness of our hearts has gone out—to come back with
better times, and the nine-hundredth number of the work before us.

Of the other writers who formed under the presidency of Hunt what
was rudely called the Cockney school, J. H. Reynolds and Charles Wells
had talent, but John Keats was one of the greatest poets that any country
has produced. The compositions which place the name of this stable-
keeper's son with those of Shakespeare and Milton were written between
1817, when his style first ceased to be stiff and affected, and 1820, when the
failure of his health silenced his wonderful voice. Within this brief space of time he
carried to enrich English literature with several of the most perennially attractive
narrative-poems in the language, not mere
snatches of lyrical song, but pieces requiring
sustained effort and a careful constructive
scheme, Endymion, Lamia, the Eve of St.
Agnes, the Pot of Basil, Hyperion. When he
wrote his latest copy of verses, Keats had not
completed twenty-five years of life, and it is
the copious perfection of work accomplished
so early, and under so many disadvantages,
which is the wonder of biographers. He
died unappreciated, not having persuaded
Byron, Scott, or Wordsworth of his value,
and being still further than Shelley was from
attracting any public curiosity or admiration.
His triumph was to be posthumous; it began
with the magnificent tribute of Adonais,
and it has gone on developing and extend-
ing, until, at the present moment, it is Keats,
the semi-educated surgeon's apprentice, cut
down in his crude youth, who obtains the
most suffrages among all the great poets
of the opening quarter of the century. To a career which started with
so steady a splendour, no successes should have been denied. It is poor
work to speculate about might-have-beens, but the probable attainments
of Keats, if he could have lived, amount, as nearly as such unfulfilled
prophecies can ever do, to certainty. Byron might have become a sovereign,
and Shelley would probably have descended into politics; Keats must have
gone on to further and further culmination of poetic art.

Nothing in English poetry is more lovely than those passages in which
Keats throws off his Cockney excesses and sings in the note of classic
purity. At these moments, and they were growing more and more frequent
till he ceased to write, he attains a depth of rich, voluptuous melody, by
The Eve of Saint Mark. 1816

It was a fine holiday

Tunc led aus, the Sabbath bell

Upon a Sabbath day it fell

Tunc holy was the Sabbath bell;

That called the folk to evening prayer.

The City streets were clean and fair

From wholesome dew of April rains

And on the western windows shone

The chilly sunset blazed faintly bold

Of unnatural green values cold

Of the green thorny blossom hedge

Of vines new with summer's edge

Of Peu roses by sheltered walls

And daffodils on the aqua hills.

Tunc holy was the Sabbath bell.

The silent streets were crowded with

With stand and rowl companies

Brave from their fine work or attire.

And pacing among with decent air

To even song and worship prayer.

A Portion of the MS. of Keats's "Eve of Saint Mark"
the side of which Byron seems thin, and even Shelley shrill. If we define what poetry is in its fullest and deepest expression, we find ourselves describing the finest stanzas in the maturer works of Keats. His great odes, in which, perhaps, he is seen to the most advantage as an artist in verse, are Titanic and Titanie—their strength is equalled only by the glow and depth of their tone. From Spenser, from Shakespeare, from Milton, from Ariosto, he freely borrowed beauties of style, which he fused into an enamel or amalgam, no longer resembling the sources from which they were stolen, but wearing the impress of the god-like thief himself. It is probable that, marvellous as is such a fragment as Hyperion, it but faintly foreshadows the majesty of the style of which Keats would shortly have been master. Yet, enormous as are the disadvantages under which the existing work of Keats labours, we are scarcely conscious of them. We hold enough to prove to us how predominant the imagination was in him, how sympathetic his touch as an artist. He loved "the principle of beauty in all things," and he had already, in extreme youth, secured enough of the rich felicity of phrase and imperial illumination, which mark the maturity of great poets to hold his own with the best. No one has lived who has known better than he how to "load every rift of his subject with ore."

It is impossible, too, not to recognise that Keats has been the master-spirit in the evolution of Victorian poetry. Both Tennyson and Browning, having in childhood been enchained by Byron, and then in adolescence by Shelley, reached manhood only to transfer their allegiance to Keats, whose influence on English poetry since 1830 has been not less universal than that of Byron on the literature of the Continent. His felicities are exactly of a kind to stimulate a youthful poet to emulation, and in spite of what he owes to the Italians—to whom he went precisely as Chaucer did, to gain richness of poetical texture—the speech of Keats is full of a true British raciness. No poet, save Shakespeare himself, is more English than Keats; none presents to us in the harmony of his verse, his personal character, his letters and his general tradition, a figure more completely attractive, nor better calculated to fire the dreams of a generous successor.
John Keats.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY JOSEPH SEVERN.
John Keats (1795-1821) was born on the 31st (or perhaps on the 29th) of October 1795, in the stable of the Swan and Hoop Inn, Finsbury Pavement. His father, Thomas Keats, was the ostler of this livery-stable, and had married Frances Jennings, his master’s daughter, whom her son described as “a woman of uncommon talents.” Keats’s parents were fairly well to do, and he was sent to a good school in Enfield. In 1804 his father died of a fall from his horse, and in 1805 the widow married a stable-keeper named William Rawlings, from whom she was presently separated. She withdrew with her children to Edmonton, and John continued at school at Enfield until 1810; he showed no intellectual tastes, but he was “the favourite of all, like a pet prize-fighter, for his terrier courage.” Towards the close of his school years his thoughts suddenly turned to study, and he read as violently as he had previously played. Mrs. Rawlings died in February 1810, and Keats “gave way to impassioned and prolonged grief.” The children were now placed in the care of guardians, who took John away from school, and bound him apprentice for five years to a surgeon in Edmonton. Keats now formed the valuable friendship of Charles Cowden Clarke, and was introduced to the poetry of Virgil and Spenser. The Faerie Queen awakened his genius, and at the age of seventeen he rather suddenly began to write. He had a difference of opinion with Mr. Hammond, the surgeon, and left him in 1814 to study at St. Thomas’ and Guy’s Hospitals. He was in London until April 1817. This was the period, of Cockney life, when Keats became an accomplished poet. His profession, however, was not neglected, and in 1816 he was appointed a dresser at Guy’s. But although he was skilful he did not love the work, and after 1817 he never took up the lanceet again. In the spring of 1816 Keats formed the friendship of Leigh Hunt, who exercised a strong influence in the emancipation of his temperament; through Hunt he knew J. H. Reynolds, Charles Wells, Haydon, Wordsworth, and Shelley. Keats had now determined to adopt the literary life. In this year he wrote many of his finest early sonnets, and several of his epistles. These and other verses were collected in the Poems of March 1817. From this volume the friends expected much, but it was a failure, and Keats withdrew to the Isle of Wight in April, and to Margate in May; he was in dejection from several sources, and not least from news that he had nearly exhausted his little fortune. At Margate, however, Keats seriously set about the composition of his Endymion, and in the summer he and his brothers removed to Hampstead. In the autumn of this year Blackwood’s Magazine began its cowardly and illiterate attacks on the new school of poetry. Meanwhile Keats went steadily on with Endymion, which appeared in the early summer of 1818. He had already begun to write Isabella, or The Pot of Basil, and he had now reached the precocious maturity.
of his talent. He spent much of this year in Devonshire with his younger brother Tom, whose health gave him much alarm. In the summer of 1818 Keats went for a tour in the Lakes and Scotland; the weather was bad and he fatigued himself; he became so ill in ascending Ben Nevis that a doctor at Inverness forbade him to travel any more, and sent him back from Cromarty to London by sea. After this he was never quite well again. The publication of *Endymion* had by this time roused the critics; the poem was harshly treated in the Quarterly Review, and in Blackwood’s with characteristic brutality, the poet being told to go back to the apothecary’s shop, and “stick to plasters, pills, and ointment boxes.” It is to be feared that the stain of this disgraceful article must rest on the brows of Lockhart. It was at one time believed that these attacks killed Keats; when the courage with which he received them became known, it became the fashion to deny that they had any influence on him at all. But his health was now declining rapidly, and he had many sources of depression. He was anxious for the life of his brother Tom; he was newly in love with a certain Fanny Brawne, and he was in a state of general feverishness in which such blows as those struck in the dark by Lockhart and Gifford produced a deep effect upon his physical health. But Keats was thinking most of other things: “there is an awful warmth about my heart,” he said, “like a load of immortality.” He was now writing with eager magnificence; to the winter of 1818 belong *The Eve of St. Agnes* and *Hyperion*. In February 1819 his engagement to Fanny Brawne was acknowledged to an inner circle of intimates, and at first it greatly stimulated his powers of composition. To the spring of that year belong most of his noblest odes, and in particular those to the “Nightingale,” to “Psyche,” and “On a Grecian Urn.” Poverty was
beginning to press upon the poet in 1819, but he spent the summer and autumn with enjoyment at Winchester, and was steadily at work on *Lamia* and *Otho*; these, as Mr. Colvin says, "were the last good days of his life." In October Keats came up to lodgings in London, hoping to find employment. In a very few days he moved to Wentworth Place, Hampstead, in order to be near Fanny Brawne. He now set about remodelling *Hyperion*, but towards the end of January 1820, after being chilled on the top of a coach, the fatal malady revealed itself. After this his energy greatly declined, and he wrote little. In July the famous volume containing *Lamia* and the rest of his later poems was published, and won some moderate praise for him for the first time. His condition now gave his friends the deepest alarm, and just as they were wondering how to avoid for Keats a winter in England, an invitation came from the Shelleys begging him to come and live with them at Pisa. With Shelley and his poetry Keats had little sympathy, and he could not bring himself to accept, or even very graciously to respond to, Shelley's hospitable kindness. But the invitation deepened in his mind the attraction of Italy, and in September he started, with the painter Joseph Severn, for Naples. The weather was rough in the Channel, and Keats came ashore; on the 1st of October 1820, being near Lulworth, he wrote the sonnet, "Bright Star," his last verses. On the arrival of the friends, Shelley again warmly pressed Keats to come to Pisa, but he preferred Rome, and he settled with Severn in lodgings in the Piazza di Spagna. Through November Keats was much better, but December brought a relapse; he was
distressed no less in mind than body, although admirably nursed all the while by the devoted Severn; but on the 23rd of February 1821, he was released at last from his sufferings. He was buried in the Protestant Cemetery, near the pyramid of Caius Cestius. Of Keats in his mature youth we have many and most attractive descriptions. He was short and thick-set, with a powerful frame; his head was clustered round with thick waves of golden brown or auburn hair. His eyes impressed every one with their marvellous beauty; they “seemed to have looked upon some glorious vision,” Mrs. Procter said. Leigh Hunt describes them, more precisely, as “mellow and glowing, large, dark and sensitive.”

Until the disease undermined it, he had unusual physical strength, and in early years much pugnacity in the display of it, although he was excessively amenable to tenderness and friendship. He had “a nature all tingling with pride and sensitiveness,” and an “exquisite sense of the luxurious”; and he speaks of the violence of his temperament, continually smothered up. His ardour, his misfortunes, and his genius, have made him a figure incomparably attractive to all young enthusiasts since his day, and no figure in English literature is more romantically beloved.

Bright Star would I were steadfast as thou art—
Not in lone splendor hung aloft the night
And watching, with eternal lids apart,
Like nature’s patient, sleeping sylphs of light.
The moving waters at their龈steke task.
Of pure ablution round earth’shuman shores;
Or gazing on the new soft-fallen Cascine
Of snow upon the mountains and the moors.
So—yet still steadfast, still unchangeable.
Pillow’d upon my fair love’s rippling breast.
To feel for ever its soft swell and fall,
Awa! for ever in a sweet unrest;
 Till, till she breathe herラnder-taken breath,
And so live ever or else swoon to death.
My dear Fanny,

It is a long time since I received your last. An accident of an unpleasant nature occurred at Mr. Hunt's and prevented me from answering you, that is to say made me nervous. That you may not suppose it worse, I will mention that some one of Mr. Hunt's household opened a letter of mine—upon which I immediately left Mortimer Terrace with the intention of taking to Mr. Bensley again. Fortunately I am not in so lone a situation, but am
staying a short time with Mr. Bravone who lives in the House which was Mr. Delke's. I am excessively nervous, a person I am not quite used to entering the room half shocks me. It is not yet Consumption I believe but it would be were I to remain this climate all the Winter so I am thinking of either voyaging or travelling to Italy. Yesterday I received an invitation from Mr. Shelley, a Gentleman residing at Pisa, to spend the Winter with him if I go. I must be away in a month or even less. I am glad you like the poems.

You must hope with me for time and health will give you some more. This is the first morning I have been able to sit to the paper and have many letters to write if I can manage them. God bless you my dear sister.

Your affectionate brother
John.
KEATS

ODE ON A GREGIAN URN.

Thou still unravished bride of quietness,
Thou foster-child of silence and slow time,
Sylvan historian, who canst thus express
A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:
What leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy shape
Of deities, or mortals, or of both,
In Tempe or the dales of Arcady?
What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?
What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?
What pipes and timbrels? What wild ecstasy?

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endeared,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone!

Fair youth, beneath the trees,
Thou canst not leave Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare;
Bold lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
Though winning near the goal—yet, do not grieve;
She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss;
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair!

Ah, happy, happy boughs! that cannot shed
Your leaves, nor ever bid the spring adieu;
And, happy melodist, unwearied,
For ever piping songs for ever new;
More happy love! more happy, happy love!
For ever warm and still to be enjoyed,
For ever panting, and for ever young;
All breathing human passion far above,
That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloyed,
A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.

Who are these coming to the sacrifice?
To what green altar, O mysterious priest,
Lead'st thou that heifer lowing at the skies,
And all her silken flanks with garlands drest?
What little town by river or sea-shore,
Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel,
Is emptied of this folk, this pious morn?
And, little town, thy streets for evermore
Will silent be; and not a soul to tell
Why thou art desolate, can e'er return.

O Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede
Of marble men and maidens overwrought,
With forest branches and the trodden weed;
Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought
As doth eternity: cold Pastoral!
When old age shall this generation waste,
Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe
Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou sayest,
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty."—that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.
Standing aloof in giant ignorance,
Of thee I hear and of the Cyclades,
As one who sits ashore and longs perchance
To visit dolphin-coral in deep seas.
So, thou wast blind!—but then the veil was rent;
For Jove uncurtained Heaven to let thee live,
And Neptune made for thee a spumy tent,
And Pan made sing for thee his forest-hive;
Aye, on the shores of darkness there is light,
And precipices show unrodden green;
There is a budding morrow in midnight;
There is a triple sight in blindness keen;
Such seeing hadst thou, as it once befell
To Dian, Queen of Earth, and Heaven, and Hell.

From "Hyperion," Book II.

Thus in alternate uproar and sad peace
Amazed were those Titans utterly.
O leave them, Muse! O leave them to their woes;
For thou art weak to sing such tumults dire:
A solitary sorrow best befits
Thy lips, and antheming a lonely grief.
Leave them, O Muse! for thou anon wilt find
Many a fallen old Divinity
Wandering in vain about bewildered shores,
Meantime touch piously the Delphic harp,
And not a wind of heaven but will breathe
In aid soft warble from the Dorian flute!
For lo! 'tis for the Father of all verse.
Flush everything that hath a vermeil hue;
Let the rose glow intense and warm the air;
And let the clouds of even and of morn
Float in voluptuous fleeces o'er the hills;
Let the red wine within the goblet boil,
Cold as a bubbling well; let faint-lipped shells
On sands, or in great deeps, vermilion turn
Through all their labyrinths; and let the maid
Blush keenly, as with some warm kiss surprised.
Chief isle of the embowered Cyclades,
Rejoice, O Delos, with thine olives green,
And poplars, and lawn-shading palms, and beech,
In which the Zephyr breathes the loudest song;
And hazels thick, dark-stemmed beneath the shade;
Apollo is once more the golden theme!

Sonnet.

Why did I laugh to-night? No voice will tell:
No God, no Demon of severe response,
Deigns to reply from Heaven or from Hell.
Then to my human heart I turn at once.
Heart! Thou and I are here, sad and alone;
I say, why did I laugh? O mortal pain!
O Darkness! Darkness! ever must I mourn,
To question Heaven and Hell and Heart in vain.
Why did I laugh? I know this Being's lease,
My fancy to its utmost blisses spreads;
Yet would I on this very midnight cease,
And the world's gaudy ensigns see in shreds;
Verse, Fame, and Beauty are intense indeed,
But Death intenser — Death is Life's high meed.

Faery Song.

Shed no tear! oh shed no tear!
The flower will bloom another year.
Weep no more! oh weep no more!
Young buds sleep in the root's white core.
Dry your eyes! oh dry your eyes!
For I was taught in Paradise
To ease my breast of melodies—
Shed no tear.

Overhead! look overhead!
'Mong the blossoms white and red—
Look up, look up. I flutter now.
On this flush pomegranate bough.
See me! 'tis this silvery bill
Ever cures the good man's ill.
Shed no tear! Oh, shed no tear!
The flower will bloom another year.
Adieu, adieu!—I fly, adieu!
I vanish in the heaven's blue—
Adieu! Adieu!

Song.

In a drear-nighted December,
Too happy, happy tree!
Thy branches ne'er remember
Their green felicity:
The north cannot undo them
With a sleepy whistle through them,
Nor frozen thawings glue them
From budding at the prime.

In a drear-nighted December,
Too happy, happy brook!
Thy babblings never remember
Apollo's summer look;
But, with a sweet forgetting,
They stay their crystal fretting,
Never, never petting
About the frozen time.
Ah, would 'twere so with many
A gentle girl and boy!
But were there ever any
Writhe not at passed joy?
To know the change and feel it
When there is none to heal it,
Nor numb'd sense to steel it,
Was never said in rhyme.

**Keats’ Last Sonnet.**

Bright star! would I were steadfast as thou art—
Not in lone splendour hung aloft the night,
And watching with eternal lids apart,
Like Nature’s patient, sleepless Eremite,
The moving waters at their priestlike task
Of pure ablution round earth’s human shores,
Or gazing on the new soft-fallen mask
Of snow upon the mountains and the moors—
No—yet still steadfast, still unchangeable,
Pillowed upon my fair love’s ripening breast,
To feel for ever its soft fall and swell,
Awake for ever in a sweet unrest,
Still, still to hear her tender-taken breath,
And so live ever—or else swoon to death.

**John Hamilton Reynolds** (1796–1852), a lawyer, was the friend of Keats and later of Hood, and is typical of the Cockney school of poets in its less inspired moments. His best work was a romantic poem, *The Garden of Florence*, 1821; but he also published a skit on Wordsworth’s *Peter Bell* in 1819, and a very brilliant apology for prize-fighting, in prose and verse, called *The Fancy*, 1820.

**Charles Jeremiah Wells** (1800–1870) belonged to the same group, but left it early. His drama entitled *Joseph and his Brethren* appeared in 1824. Wells was daunted by want of recognition and withdrew to France, breaking off all commerce with his old friends, most of whom he long survived. A reply of Potiphar’s wife, Phraaxanor, has been universally admired for its “quiet, heavy malice, worthy of Shakespeare”¹: Joseph cries:

> Let me pass out at door.

And Phraaxanor answers:

> I have a mind

> You shall at once walk with those honest limbs

> Into your grave.

**Moore** The friend and biographer of Byron, THOMAS MOORE, was in sympathy with the poets of revolution, and was long associated with them in popular estimation. At the present moment Moore is extremely disdained by the critics, and has the greatest possible difficulty in obtaining a fair hearing. He is scarcely mentioned, save to be decried and ridiculed. This is a reaction against the reputation which Moore long continued to enjoy on

¹ Mr. Swinburne, in his “Prefatory Note” to the 1876 reprint of *Joseph and his Brethren*. 
rather slight grounds, but it is excessive. As a lyrical satirist, his lightness of touch and buoyant wit give an Horatian flavour to those collections of epistles and fables of which The Fudge Family in Paris began a series. But the little giddy bard had a serious side; he was profoundly incensed at the unsympathetic treatment of his native island by England, and he seized the “dear harp of his country” in an amiable frenzy of Hibernian sentiment. The result was a huge body of songs and ballads, the bulk of which are now, indeed, worthless, but out of which a careful hand can select eight or ten that defy the action of time, and preserve their wild, undulating melancholy, their sound as of bells dying away in the distance. The artificial prettiness and smoothness of Moore are seen to perfection in his chain of Oriental romances, Lalla Rookh, and these, it is to be feared, are tarnished beyond all recovery.

Thomas Moore (1779–1852) was the son of a grocer and spirit-dealer, a Kerry man and a Catholic, who kept a shop in Little Aungier Street, Dublin, where Moore was born on the 28th of May 1779. He was educated at Samuel Whyte’s grammar school in Dublin. In 1794 he proceeded to Trinity College, and here Robert Emmett was his close friend. He early gained a great reputation for his brilliant skill in musical improvisation. He was very nearly involved in the United Ireland Conspiracy, and it was perhaps to escape suspicion that he came to London in 1796, becoming a student at the Middle Temple. In 1800 appeared his Odes of Anacreon, and in 1801 his Poems of the late Thomas Little, in which pseudonym he made an allusion to his own diminutive stature. Moore was taken at once to the bosom of English fashionable society, and through the influence of his friend,
Lord Moira, was made in 1803 Admiralty Registrar at Bermuda. He went out, but soon left a deputy behind him to do the work, and passed on to travel in the United States. In 1866 Moore published his *Odes and Epistles*, which were savagely reviewed in the “Edinburgh”: Moore, in consequence, challenged Jeffrey to a duel at Chalk Farm. This ridiculous incident increased Moore’s fashionable notoriety, and with Jeffrey he struck up a warm friendship. In 1807 he began the publication of his *Irish Melodies*, the tenth and last instalment of which did not appear until 1834; for this work Moore was paid nearly £1,000. In 1811 Moore formed the friendship of Byron, and married a young actress, Bessie Dyke; the young couple settled at Kegworth, in Leicestershire. *The Twopenny Post-Bag* belongs to 1815, the *Elegy on Sheridan* to 1816. In 1817 appeared *Lalla Rookh*, for which Longman gave a sum larger than had ever previously been given for a single poem, £5,000. The success of this narrative was not unwelcome, for in 1818 a dreadful calamity fell upon Moore; his deputy in Bermuda absconded, leaving the poet responsible for £6,000. Moore was obliged to quit England until he could arrange his affairs, and until 1822 he resided in France and Italy. During this period of exile he wrote abundantly, and to it belong the publications of *The Fudge Family in Paris* (1818), and *Rhymes on the Road* (1823). Lord Lansdowne persuaded the Admiralty to reduce the debt to £1,000; this Moore was able to pay, and returned to London. His marriage was in the highest degree a happy and united one, but his wife and he had the deep sorrow of seeing their five children die before them. Moore brought with him from Paris *The Loves of the Angels*, which was published in 1823. He settled, to be near Lord Lansdowne, at Bowood, in the cottage at Sloperton in Wiltshire, where he had been residing at the time of his misfortunes. His next works of importance were the *Life of Sheridan* in 1825, the romance of *The Epicurean* in 1827, and the *Life and Letters of Byron* in 1839. He now wasted several years in an attempt to write an encyclopedic history of Ireland; he was overwhelmed with the task, and before it was completed his health and mind gave way. In 1846, after the death of his only surviving child, he sank into a state of mental infirmity. In this pitiable condition he lingered until the 25th of February 1852, when he died at Sloperton Cottage, and was buried at Bromham. Moore was a small, brisk man of great sociable accomplishment, an amiable spendthrift, a butterfly of the salons, yet an honest, good, and loyal friend. His foible was a too frivolous penchant for the pleasures of life; and even in his patriotism, which was sincere, and in his religion, which was deep, he affected a somewhat over-playful roguishness.
From "Irish Melodies."

At the mid hour of night, when stars are weeping, I fly
To the lone vale we lov'd, when life shone warm in thine eye;
And I think oft, if spirits can steal from the regions of air
To revisit past scenes of delight, thou wilt come to me there,
And tell me our love is remembered, even in the sky.

Then I sang the wild song 'twas once such pleasure to hear!
When our voices commingling breathed, like one, on the ear;
And, as Echo far off through the vale my sad orison rolls,
I think, oh my love! 'tis thy voice from the Kingdom of Souls,
Faintly answering still the notes that once were so dear.

To Ireland.

When he who adores thee has left but the name
Of his fault and his sorrows behind,
Oh! say wilt thou weep, when they darken the fame
Of a life that for thee was resigned?
Yes, weep, and however my foes may condemn,
Thy tears shall efface their decree;
For Heaven can witness, though guilty to them,
I have been but too faithful to thee.

With thee were the dreams of my earliest love;
Every thought of my reason was thine;
In my last humble prayer to the Spirit above,
Thy name shall be mingled with mine.
Oh! blest are the lovers and friends who shall live
The days of thy glory to see;
But the next dearest blessing that Heaven can give
Is the pride of thus dying for thee.

The five years from 1816 to 1821 were the culminating years of the romantic movement. The spirit of poetry invaded every department of English; there were birds in every bush, and wild music burdened every bough. In particular, several writers of an older school, whom the early movement of Wordsworth and Coleridge had silenced, felt themselves irresistibly moved to sing once more, and swell the new choir with their old voices; it was *cras amet qui numquam amavit, quique amavit cras amet*. Among those who had loved more than twenty years before was SAMUEL ROGERS, who came forward with a *Jaqueline* bound up with Byron’s *Lara*—strange incongruity, a Methody spinster on the arm of a dashing dragoon. Save on this solitary occasion, however, the amiable Muse of Rogers never forgot what was due to her

Samuel Rogers
*After the Portrait by G. Richmond*
self-respect, and clung close to the manner of Goldsmith, slowly and faintly relaxing the rigour of versification in a blank verse *Italian*, but never, in a single graceful line, quite reaching the point of poetry.

**Samuel Rogers** (1763–1855) was one of the eight children of Thomas Rogers, the son of a glass manufacturer of Stourbridge, and his wife Mary Radford; he was born in his father's London house on Newington Green, on the 30th of July 1763. Rogers was sent to private schools at Hackney; at a very early age he entered the bank in London of which his father possessed a share. In the last year of Dr. Johnson's life, Rogers went to call on that great man, but when he had his hand on the knocker his courage failed, and he retreated. His mind was, however, by this time wholly given to literature, and in 1786 he published his first volume, *An Ode to Superstition*, with other poems. In 1789 he rode from London to Edinburgh on a literary expedition to the Northern wits, and was warmly received; but missed seeing Burns. In 1792 Rogers published *The Pleasures of Memory*, which achieved a great success. Until the death of his father in 1793 Rogers had continued to live with his father in the Newington Green house; he inherited the principal interest in the banking house, and the rest of the family dispersing, he began to live at Newington in the style of a wealthy man. In 1798 he published his *Epistle to a Friend*, and sold the house which had hitherto been his home. He settled in London, and began to cut a prominent figure in society. He presently built a house in St. James's Place overlooking Green Park, which he fitted up with exquisite specimens of antique art and furniture; here he entertained the world and his friends, of whom Fox and Lord and Lady Holland were among the most intimate. In 1810, after a long silence, he circulated his poem *Columbus*, and collected his *Poems* in 1812. Rogers now became closely associated with Byron, and his narrative poem called *Jacqueline* appeared in the same volume with *Lara* in 1814. A didactic piece, *Human Life*, was printed in 1819, and in 1822 the first part of *Italy*,
ROGERS: CRABBE

which was concluded in 1828. These volumes did not sell well, but in 1839 Rogers reissued Italy with magnificent plates by Turner, and in 1834 his poems in two volumes. On these ventures he expended £14,000, but the sales were so large that the entire sum was refunded to him. His pride was to know "everybody," and he lived so long that the man who had called on Dr. Johnson was able to give his blessing to Mr. Algernon Swinburne. In 1855 he was offered the Poet Laureateship, but refused it on the score of age, yet he lived on until the 18th of December 1855.

FROM "ITALY."

"Boy, call the gondola; the sun is set."
It came, and we embarked; but instantly,
As at the waving of a magic wand,
Though she had stept on board so light of foot,
So light of heart, laughing she knew not why,
Sleep overcame her; on my arm she slept.
From time to time I waked her; but the boat
Rocked her to sleep again. The moon was now
Rising full-orbed, but broken by a cloud,
The wind was hushed, and the sea mirror-like.
A single zephyr, as enamoured, played
With her loose tresses, and drew more and more
Her veil across her bosom. Long I lay
Contemplating that face so beautiful,
That rosy mouth, that cheek dimpled with smiles,
That neck but half concealed, whiter than snow.
'Twas the sweet slumber of her early age.
I looked and looked, and felt a flush of joy
I would express but cannot. Oft I wished
Gently—by stealth—to drop asleep myself,
And to incline yet lower that sleep might come;
Oft closed my eyes as in forgetfulness.
'Twas all in vain. Love would not let me rest.

The other revenant, George Crabbe, did better. After a silence almost unbroken for two-and-twenty years, he resumed his sturdy rhyming in 1807, and in 1810 enriched the language with a poem of really solid merit, the Borough, a picture of social and physical conditions in a seaside town on the Eastern Coast. Crabbe never excelled, perhaps never equalled, this saturnine study of the miseries of provincial life; like his own watchman, the poet seems to have no other design than to "let in truth, terror, and the day." Crabbe was essentially a writer of the eighteenth century, bound close by the versification of Churchill and those who, looking past Pope, tried to revive the vehement music of Dryden; his attitude to life and experience, too, was of the age of 1780. Yet he showed the influence of romanticism and of his contemporaries in the exactitude of his natural observation and his Dutch niceness in the choice of nouns. He avoided, almost as carefully as Wordsworth himself, the vague sonorous synonym which continues the sound while adding nothing to the sense. As Tenny-
son used to say, "Crabbe has a world of his own," and his plain, strong, unaffected poetry will always retain a certain number of admirers.

This second generation of romanticism was marked by a development of critical writing which was of the very highest importance. It may indeed be said, without much exaggeration, that at this time literary criticism, in the modern sense, was first seriously exercised in England. In other words, the old pseudo-classic philosophy of literature, founded on the misinterpretation of Aristotle, was completely obsolete; while the rude, positive expression of baseless opinion with which the Edinburgh and the Quarterly had started, had broken down, leaving room for a new sensitive criticism founded on comparison with ancient and exotic types of style, a sympathetic study of nature, and a genuine desire to appreciate the writer's contribution on its own merits. Of this new and fertile school of critics, Coleridge, Hazlitt, Leigh Hunt, and Lamb were the leaders.

It is noticeable that the utterances of these writers which have made their names famous were, as a rule, written on occasion, and in consequence of an opportunity which came seldom and as a rule came late. Leigh Hunt's best work in criticism dates from 1808 until 1840 indeed, but only because during those years he possessed or influenced successive journals in which he was free to speak his mind. William Hazlitt, on the other hand, was thirty-five years of age before his introduction to the Edinburgh Review enabled him in 1814 to begin his articles on the English comic writers. To the accident that Hazlitt was invited to lecture at the Surrey Institution we owe his English Poets and his essays on Elizabethan literature. Lamb and De Quincey found little vehicle for their ideas until the periodical called The London Magazine was issued in 1820; here the Essays of Elia and the Opium-Eater were published, and here lesser writers, and later Carlyle himself with his Life and Writings of Schiller, found a sympathetic asylum. It was therefore to the development and the increased refinement of periodical literature that the new criticism was most indebted, and newspapers of a comparatively humble order, without wealth or influence behind them, did that for literature which the great Quarterly Reviews, with their insolence and their sciolism, had conspicuously failed to achieve.

Lamb

With the definite analysis of literary productions we combine here, as being closely allied to it, the criticism of life contributed by all these essayists, but pre-eminently by Charles Lamb. This, perhaps the most beloved of English authors, with all his sufferings bravely borne, his long-drawn sorrows made light of in a fantastic jest, was the associate of the Lake poets at the outset of their career. He accepted their principles although he wholly lacked their exaltation in the presence of nature, and was essentially an urban, not a rural talent, though the tale of Rosamund Gray may seem to belie the judgment. The poetry of his youth was not very successful, and in the first decade of the century Lamb sank to contributing facetious ana to the newspapers at sixpence a joke. His delicate Tales from Shakespeare and the Specimens of 1808, of which we have already spoken, kept his memory
before the minds of his friends, and helped to bring in a new era of thought by influencing a few young minds. Meanwhile he was sending to certain fortunate correspondents those divine epistles which, since their publication in 1837, have placed Lamb in the front rank of English letter-writers. But still he was unknown, and remained so until the young publisher Ollier was persuaded to venture on a collection of Lamb's scattered writings. At last, at the age of forty-five, he began to immortalise himself with those Essays of Elia, of which the opening series was ultimately given to the world as a volume in 1823.

Charles Lamb (1775-1834) was the youngest of the seven children of John Lamb, the confidential servant of one of the Bencher's of the Inner Temple, and was born on the 10th of February 1775, in Crown Office Row. "I was born," says Lamb, "and passed the first seven years of my life in the Temple. Its church, its halls, its fountains, its river—these are of my oldest recollections." In 1782 he entered Christ's Hospital, and remained there until 1789; at the same school was "a poor friendless boy," called S. T. Coleridge, with whom Lamb formed a lifelong friendship. Of his six brothers and sisters only two now survived—John and Mary, both much older than Charles. About 1792 the latter obtained an appointment in the South Sea House, and was presently promoted to be a clerk in the accountant's office of the India House. In 1796 Mary Lamb (1764-1847), whose mental health had given cause for anxiety, went mad and stabbed their mother to death at the dinner-table. Charles was appointed her guardian, and for the rest of his life he devoted himself to her care. Four sonnets by Lamb ("C. L.") were included in Coleridge's Poems on Various Subjects (1796), and the romance of Rosamund Gray appeared in 1798. In the spring of 1799 Lamb's aged father died, and, Mary having partly recovered, the solitary pair occupied lodgings in Pentonville. From these they were ejected in 1800, but found shelter in a set of three rooms in Southampton Buildings, Holborn. Hence they moved to Mitre Court Buildings, in the Temple, where they lived very noiselessly until 1806, when they removed to Inner Temple Lane. The poetical drama called John Woodvil was printed in 1822; and poverty soon forced Charles to become in 1803-4 a contributor of pims and squibs to the Morning Post. In 1806 his piece of Mr. H. was acted with ignominious want of success at Drury Lane. Charles and Mary
continued to produce their *Tales from Shakespeare* and *Mrs. Leicester's School* in 1827, and for the first time tasted something like popularity. *The Adventures of Ulysses* followed in 1808, and the more important *Specimens of the English Dramatic Poets*. The next nine years, spent in Inner Temple Lane, were not eventful; Charles wrote little and published less; the poverty of the pair was not so pressing as it had been, but the malady of Mary recurred with distressing frequency. However, as Charles said in 1815, "the wind was tempered to the shorn Lambs," and on the whole they seem to have been happy. In 1817 they left the Temple and took a lodging in Russell Street, Covent Garden, on the site of Will's Coffee-House. Charles collected his *Works* in two volumes in 1818, and this date closes the earlier and less distinguished half of his career. In 1820 the foundation of *The London Magazine* offered Lamb an opportunity for the free exercise of his characteristic humour and philosophy, and in the month of August he began to contribute essays to it. By 1823 so many of these easy, desultory articles had appeared that a volume was made of them, entitled *Elia* (pronounced "Ellia"); this is now usually spoken of as the *Essays of Elia*. This delightful book was received with a chorus of praise. Charles Lamb was now more prosperous, and his sister and he dared for the first time to take a house of their own, a cottage in Colebrook Row, Islington, and they adopted a charming little girl, Emma Isola, who brightened their lonely fireside. Charles had long fretted under the bondage of his work at the India House, where he had now served thirty-three years. The Directors met his wishes with marked generosity, and he retired on the very handsome pension of £450 a year. He wrote to Wordsworth on the 6th of April 1825: "I came home for ever on Tuesday in last week," and "it was like passing from life into eternity." It is doubtful, however, whether the sudden abandonment of all regular employment was good for Lamb; but in 1826 he worked almost daily at the British Museum, which kept him in health. In 1830 he published a volume of *Alman Verses*, soon after boarding with a family at Enfield. A final change of residence was made to Bay Cottage, Edmonton, in 1833; in this year the *Last Essays of Elia* were published, and the loneliness of the ageing brother and sister was enhanced by the marriage of Emma Isola. The death of Coleridge greatly affected Charles Lamb, who was now in failing health; he wrote of Coleridge, "his great and dear spirit haunts me," and he did not long survive. Charles Lamb died at Edmonton on the 27th of December 1834, with the names of the friends he had loved best murmured.
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from his lips. He is of all English authors, perhaps, the one whose memory is kept alive with the greatest personal affection, and this although his own vitality was low and intermittent. He was very short in stature, with a large hooked nose, and “almost immaterial legs,” a tiny tapering figure that dwindled from the large head to the tiny gaited ankles. “He had a long, melancholy face, with keen, penetrating eyes,” and a “bland sweet smile with a touch of sadness in it.” He described himself as “a Quaker in black,” as “terribly shy,” and appears to have been the most enchanting of boon companions, and, in spite of an inveterate habit of stammering, the joy and the light of every cheerful company. Of his goodness of heart, his simplicity and his unselfishness, we have testimony from every one of those whose privilege it was to know him.

From “Grace Before Meat” (Ellis).

I am no Quaker at my food. I confess I am not indifferent to the kinds of it. Those unctuous morsels of deer’s flesh were not made to be received with dispassionate services. I hate a man who swallows it, affecting not to know what he is eating. I suspect his taste in higher matters. I shrink instinctively from one who professes to like minced veal. There is a physiognomical character in the tastes for food. Coleridge holds that a man cannot have a pure mind who refuses apple-dumplings. I am not certain but he is right.
With the decay of my first innocence, I confess a less and less relish daily for those innocuous cates. The whole vegetable tribe have lost their gust with me. Only I stick to asparagus, which still seems to inspire gentle thoughts. I am impatient and querulous under culinary disappointments, as to come home at the dinner-hour, for instance, expecting some savoury mess, and to find one quite tasteless and sapidless. Butter ill melted—that commonest of kitchen failures—puts me beside my tenour. The author of the Rambler used to make inarticulate animal noises over a favourite food. Was this the music quite proper to be preceded by the grace? or would the pious man have done better to postpone his devotions to a season when the blessing might be contemplated with less perturbation? I quarrel with no man’s tastes, nor would set my thin face against those excellent things, in their way, jollity and feasting. But as these exercises, however laudable, have little in them of grace or gracefulness, a man should be sure, before he ventures so to grace them, that while he is pretending his devotions otherwhere, he is not secretly kisses his hand to some great fish—his Dagon—with a special consecration of no ark but the fat tureen before him. Graces are the sweet preluding strains to the banquets of angels and children; to the roots and severer repasts of the Chartreuse; to the slender, but not slenderly acknowledged, reflection of the poor and humble man: but at the heaped-up boards of the pampered and the luxurious they become of dissonant mood, less timed and tuned to the occasion, methinks, than the noise of those better befitting organs would be, which children hear tales of at Hog’s Norton.
Mackery End in Herefordshire

Mackery End has been my housekeeper for many a long year. I have obliged her to
be Austen, and beyond the period of memory. We have together old bachelor
and me, in a sort of double singularity, with such tolerable comfort when the whole
of our house, which I am going to, is to be a dull experience. We are generally in harmony with
our common reading-table, so that we have a good
— will be, as idlerly told — so there be life, stirring in it, and plenty of good
and evil around. The fluctuations of fortune in fiction — and almost in real
life — have ceased to interest, or operate but slightly upon me. Out of the way
knowledge and opinions — decide with some diverting interest in them — the
idea of authorship — please me most. My concern has a nature divisible of any
thing, that should add to or amuse. Nothing goes down with her, but it goes
regular, or out of the rest of common sympathy. The "bolder Nature" was
clever. I can pardon her blindness to the beautiful abstractions of the Poema
Reader; but the most apologize to me for certain disrespectful intimations, with
which she has been pleased to throw out bitterly, touching the intellects of a near
favorite of mine, of the last century, but one — the Thesee Noble, steady, and
vivacious, but again somewhat fantastic and original—beneath, generous Margaret
Newcastle.

It has been the lot of my concern, oftener perhaps than I could have
wished, to have had for her associates and men, joculators — leaders, and
disciples, of novel philosophies and systems; but the mothers wrestled with, not
accept, their opinions. That which was good and venerable to her, when she was a
child, returns in authority over her mind still. The newer joggles or play back
with her understanding.

We are both of us inclined to be a little too positive, and I have
desired the result of our disputes to be almost uniformly this — that on.
DETACHED THOUGHTS ON BOOKS (Last Essays of Elia).

Shall I be thought fantastical, if I confess, that the names of some of our poets sound sweeter, and have a finer relish to the ear—to mine, at least—than that of Milton or of Shakespeare? It may be that the latter are more staid and rung upon in common discourse. The sweetest names, and which carry a perfume in the mention, are, Kit Marlowe, Drayton, Drummond of Hawthornden, and Cowley.

Much depends upon when and where you read a book. In the five or six inept minutes before the dinner is quite ready, who would think of taking up the Faerie Queene for a stop-gap, or a volume of Bishop Andrews' sermons?

Milton almost requires a solemn service of music to be played before you enter upon him. But he brings his music, to which, who listens, had need bring docile thoughts and purged ears.

Winter evenings—the world shut out—with less of ceremony the gentle Shakespeare enters. At such a season, the Tempest, or his own Winter's Tale—

These two poets you cannot avoid reading aloud—to yourself, or (as it chances) to some single person listening. More than one—and it degenerates into an audience.

Books of quick interest, that hurry on for incidents, are for the eye to glide over only. It will not do to read them out. I could never listen to even the better kind of modern novels without extreme irksomeness.

I should not care to be caught in the serious avenues of some cathedral alone, and reading Canimile.

I do not remember a more whimsical surprise than having been once detected—by a familiar damsel—reclined at my ease upon the grass, on Primrose Hill (her Cythera), reading—Pamela. There was nothing in the book to make a man seriously ashamed at the exposure; but as she seated herself down by me, and seemed determined to read in company, I could have wished it had been—any other book. We read on very sociably for a few pages; and, not finding the author much to her taste, she got up, and—went away. Gentle casuist, I leave it to thee to conjecture, whether the blush (for there was one between us) was the property of the nymph or the swain in this dilemma. From me you shall never get the secret.

COLO RIDGE AT CHRIST'S HOSPITAL.

Come back into memory, like as thou wert in the dayspring of thy fancies, with hope like a fiery column before thee—the dark pillar not yet turned—Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Dear Fugue-ist,

or hearst thou rather?

Contra-funtist -?

We expect you Dysr (as many as the Table will hold without squelging) at Mrs. Westwood, Table 3, Hold on Thursday. You will find

the White House that way, and us moved

under the wing of the Phoenix, which

gives us friendly refuge. Beds for

guests, marry, we have done, but clearly

accommodations at the Crown

Horseshoe.

Yours harmonically.

A Facsimile Letter from Charles Lamb to his Friend Novello
The career of Thomas de Quincey began even later, and was even more obscure. Ten years younger than Lamb, and like him an admirer and disciple of Wordsworth and Coleridge, De Quincey made no serious attempt to excel in verse, and started in prose not earlier than, as has been already noted, 1821, the book of the Opium-Eater appearing anonymously the following year. He had now put out from shore, and we find him for the future, practically until his death, swimming "in the midst of a German Ocean of literature," and rarely consenting to quit the pen. His collected works, with difficulty saved, just before his end, out of a chaos of anonymity, first revealed to the general public the quality of this astonishing author. In the same way, to chronicle what Wilson contributed to literature is mainly to hunt for Noctes Ambrosiana in the files of Blackwood's Magazine. To each of these critical writers, diverse in taste and character, yet all the children of the new romantic movement, the advance of the higher journalism was the accident which brought that to the surface which might otherwise have died in them unfertilised and unperceived.

Of this group of writers, two are now found to be predominant—Lamb for the humour and humanity of his substance, De Quincey for the extraordinary opportunity given by his form for the discussion of the elements of style. Of the latter writer it has been said that "he languished with a sort of
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despairing nympholepsy after intellectual pleasures." His manner of writing was at once extremely splendid and extremely precise. He added to literature several branches or provinces which had up to his day scarcely been cultivated in English; among these, impassioned autobiography, distinguished by an exquisite minuteness in the analysis of recollected sensations, is pre-eminent. He revelled in presenting impressions of intellectual self-consciousness in phrases of what he might have called sequacious splendour. De Quincey was but little enamoured of the naked truth, and a suspicion of the fabulous hangs, like a mist, over all his narrations. The most elaborate of them, the Revolt of the Tartars, a large canvas covered with groups of hurrying figures in sustained and painful flight, is now understood to be pure romance. The first example of his direct criticism is Whiggism in its Relations to Literature, which might be called the Anatomy of a Pedant.

De Quincey is sometimes noisy and flatulent, sometimes trivial, sometimes unpardonably discursive. But when he is at his best, the rapidity of his mind, its lucidity, its humour and good sense, the writer's passionate loyalty to letters, and his organ-melody of style command our deep respect. He does not, like the majority of his critical colleagues, approach literature for purposes of research, but to obtain moral effects. De Quincey, a dreamer of beautiful dreams, disdained an obstinate vassalage to mere matters of fact, but sought with intense concentration of effort after a conscientious and profound psychology of letters.

Thomas De Quincey (1785-1859) was the second son of Thomas Quincey of Fountain Street, Manchester, and he was born on the 15th of August 1785, in a "pretty rustic dwelling" near that city. His father was a prosperous merchant, his mother a stately and intellectual but not very sympathetic lady; there seems to have been little of either parent in that vagrant genius, their second son. In 1792 the father died, and Mrs. Quincey removed with her eight children to their country house called Greenhay, and again in 1796 to Bath, where Thomas entered the grammar school. He rapidly attained a remarkable knowledge of Latin and Greek. An accidental blow on the head from an undermaster's cane led in 1799 to a very serious illness, and Mrs. Quincey would not allow her son to return; he proceeded to a private school at Winkfield in Wilts. In 1800 he went on a visit to Eton, where, in company with Lord Westport, who was his closest friend, he was brought in touch with the court, and had two amusing interviews with George III.; he then started for a long tour of many months through England and Ireland. From the close of 1800 to 1802 he was at school at Manchester, and very unhappy; at last he ran away. He was given a guinea a week by his mother, and now began an extraordinary career of vagrancy, the events of which are recounted, in the most romantic terms, in the Confessions. At length, after more than a year of squalor and almost starved in the horrors of London, he was found and sent to Oxford. He entered Worcester College, a strangely experienced undergraduate, in the autumn of 1803. His health had doubtless been greatly undermined by his privations, and in 1804 he began to take laudanum as a relief from neuralgia, and those "gnawing pains in the stomach" which were to take so prominent a part in his history. His career at Oxford was very erratic: brilliant as he was, he
Thomas de Quincey.

AFTER A DRAWING BY JAMES ARCHER IN THE POSSESSION OF MRS. BAIRED SMITH.
would not take a degree, and in 1807 he disappeared from the University altogether. About this time he gained the friendship of Lamb, Coleridge, and the Wordsworths. In 1809 he formally ceased all connection with Oxford, and bought a cottage at Townend, Grasmere, which remained his headquarters until 1830. Coleridge soon after, in 1810, left the Lakes, but with the family of Wordsworth De Quincey formed a close link of intimacy. In 1813 he was the victim of pecuniary troubles, and anxiety brought on with great violence his "most appalling irritation of the stomach." It was now, he tells us, that he "became a regular and confirmed (no longer an intermitting) opium-eater." Towards the end of 1816 he married the daughter of a neighbouring farmer, Margaret Simpson, having contrived in some degree to free himself from the bondage of the laudanum. There followed "a year of brilliant water, set, as it were, in the gloomy umbrage of opium," and then De Quincey relapsed again. He began, however, in 1821, to write in the London magazines, and in 1822, at the age of thirty-seven, he published anonymously his first book, The Confessions of an Opium-Eater. From 1821 to 1824 he was on the staff of the "London Magazine," and in 1825 he published the sham Waverley novel, Wallad- mor, the English adaptation of a German forgery. In 1826 he began to write for "Blackwood," and to alternate his dwelling-place between Edinburgh and Westmoreland, while in 1830 he actually transferred his wife and children from the Townend cottage to Edinburgh. For the next ten years De Quincey contributed with immense industry to "Blackwood's" and "Tait's" magazines. In 1832 he published his novel of Klosterheim. His personal life in these and subsequent years is very difficult to follow; it was saddened by the deaths of two of his children, and then, in 1837, of his long-suffering and devoted wife. In 1838 De Quincey took a lodging in Lothian Street, and in 1840 his young daughters, finding him helpless in domestic business, hired a cottage at Lass-
wade, seven miles out of Edinburgh, where they kept house very economically for the four younger children, and whither their eccentric father could retire when he wished. For the rest of his life this little house, called Mavis Bush, was his home whenever he emerged from the strange burrowings and campings of his extraordinary life in Edinburgh. Hitherto, and for long after this, De Quincey was in the main an inedited contributor to periodicals. In 1853 he began the

issue of his Collected Works, the fourteenth volume of which appeared in 1860, just after his death. De Quincey died in his old lodging in Lothian Street, Edinburgh, of sheer senile weakness, on the 8th of December 1859, and was buried very quietly in the West Churchyard of Edinburgh. He was of an extremely small figure and boyish countenance, gentle and elaborately polite in manner, with an inexhaustible fund of exquisite conversation, which he delivered in clear and silvery tones. His eccentricity, his pugnacity, his hyperbolic courtesy, his sweetness to his children, have produced a rich sheaf of excellent literary anecdote.
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The Dark Interpreter. The fragment of De Quincey's manuscript of "The Dark Interpreter".

Fragrance of De Quincey's MS. of "The Dark Interpreter"
infancy of my poor children. I make the discovery:— It is just as true to mothers, to nurses, and
even to philosophers—that the true and lamentable truths of love for one's children are
seen in the language of complaint, just as in a gamut that is a mixture of the
cremone of Paganeli's canoe-land is that language cannot be declared to
be sad and melancholy by the subject of the suffering which it relates. A frail or sickly baby,
under any influence, can be made to feel by any effort, unless it is injurious. The cry of discomfort, of hunger, of excitement, of
alarm, is the only genuine expression of unhappiness, of unhappiness of which,
I mean it, are not dependent. But if the young, can almost suffer for an hour as
independent as the healthiest can well under some attack, which is a higher proof of the

oriental chidren. Then you will hear a mother this address to their mothers one
unrequest of affection. Such as might arouse the heart of a foreigner. One may say,

you will not forget it. Now it was a constant reminder, after any storm of the

return to my单纯 once it made a mark. because it was a key to the

secret, its chief enemy to the future. Its influence, was upon happiness of the very soul of
the mother. Then it made it mighty strong, reminded him of the

 helmet of honour.

'The idea of night-ended, that ended, ended

Pain is mine to cry. I have seen its frenzy. It is so often the beginning of profound

return, it puzzles me more than anything. Count Testaroli was a great

secretary, a man of mystery, so deep, that without having a voice or a name

reason, which is profuse in many respects, I do not notice it, except in

from its only revolution. Count Testarolis, so much the deeper, so much the
tower that afflicts. It goes to

Count Testaroli, an Austrian official. Colonel is the highest order, about forty or so.

he were a friend of mine. And I do not see it, except in the

English mile.
The dream commenced with a music which now I often heard in dreams—a music of preparation and of awakening suspense; a music like the opening of the Coronation Anthem, and which, like that, gave the feeling of a vast march—of infinite cavalcades filing off—and the tread of innumerable armies. The morning was come of a mighty day—a day of crisis and of final hope for human nature, then suffering some mysterious eclipse, and labouring in some dread extremity. Somewhere, I knew not where—somehow, I knew not how—by some beings, I knew not whom—a battle, a strife, an agony, was conducting—was evolving like a great drama, or piece of music; with which my sympathy was the more insupportable from my confusion as to its place, its cause, its nature, and its possible issue. I, as is usual in dreams (where, of necessity, we make ourselves central to every movement), had the power, and yet had not the power, to decide it. I had the power, if I could raise myself, to will it; and yet again had not the power, for the weight of twenty Atlanticss was upon me, or the oppression of inexpiable guilt. "Deeper than ever plummet sounded" I lay inactive. Then, like a chorus, the passion deepened. Some greater interest was at stake; some mightier cause than ever yet the sword had pleaded, or trumpet had proclaimed. Then came sudden alarms: hurryings to and fro; trepidations of innumerable fugitives, I knew not whether from the good cause or the bad: darkness and lights; tempest and human faces; and at last, with the sense that all was lost, female forms, and the features that were worth all the world to me, and but a moment allowed—and clasped hands, and heart-breaking partings, and then—everlasting farewells! and with a sigh, such as the caves of hell sighed when the incestuous mother uttered the abhorred name of death, the sound was reverberated—everlasting farewells! and again, and yet again reverberated—everlasting farewells!

And I awoke in struggles, and cried aloud—"I will sleep no more!"

DE QUINCEY

FROM "THE CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER."

The second sister is called Mater Suspiriorum—Our Lady of Sighs. She never scales the clouds, nor walks abroad upon the winds. She wears no diadem. And her eyes, if they were ever seen, would be neither sweet nor subtle: no man could read their story; they would be found filled with perishing dreams, and with wrecks of forgotten delirium. But she raises not her eyes: her head, on which sits a dilapidated turban, droops for ever, for ever fastens on the dust. She weeps not. She groans not. But she sighs inaudibly at intervals. Her sister, Madonna, is oftentimes stormy and frantic, raging in the highest against heaven, and demanding back her darlings. But Our Lady of Sighs never clamours, never deifies, dreams not of rebellious aspirations. She is humble to abjectness. Hers is the meekness that belongs to the hopeless. Murmur she may, but it is in her sleep. Whisper she may, but it is to herself in the twilight. Mutter she does at times, but it is in solitary places that are desolate as she is desolate, in ruined cities, and when the sun has gone down to his rest. This sister is the visitor of the Pariah, of the Jew, of the bondsman to the ear in the Mediterranean galleys; and of the English criminal in Norfolk Island, blotted out from the books of remembrance in sweet far-off England; of the baffled penitent reverting his eyes for ever upon a solitary grave, which to him seems the altar overthrown of some past and bloody sacrifice, on which altar no oblations can now be availing, whether towards pardon that he might implore, or towards reparation that he might attempt. Every slave that at noonday looks up to the tropical sun with timid reproach, as he points with one hand to the earth, our general mother, but for him a stepmother,—as he points with the other hand to the Bible, our general teacher, but against him sealed and sequestered;—every woman sitting in darkness, without hope to shelter her head, or hope to illumine her solitude, because the heaven-born instincts kindling

FROM "LEVANA AND OUR LADIES OF SORROW."
in her nature germs of holy affections which God implanted in her womanly bosom, having been stilled by social necessities, now burn sullenly to waste, like sepulchral lamps amongst the ancients; every nun defrauded of her unreturning May-time by wicked kinsmen, whom God will judge; every captive in every dungeon; all that are betrayed and all that are rejected outcasts by traditionary law, and children of hereditary disgrace,—all these walk with Our Lady of Sighs. She also carries a key; but she needs it little. For her kingdom is chiefly amongst the tents of Shem, and the houseless vagrant of every clime. Yet in the very highest walks of man she finds chapels of her own; and even in glorious England there are some that, to the world, carry their heads as proudly as the reindeer, who yet secretly have received her mark upon their foreheads.

William Hazlitt (1778–1830) was the youngest son of the Rev. William Hazlitt, a Presbyterian minister from Tipperary, and of his wife, Grace Loftus, the handsome daughter of a farmer. He was born at Maidstone on the 10th of April 1778. His father became a Unitarian, and travelled with his family in Ireland and America before settling in 1786 at Wem, in Shropshire, where young William was brought up in an atmosphere of radicalism and strenuous nonconformity. He was educated for the ministry at Hackney College, and was still preparing in his father’s house, when a crisis in his life was brought about by the accident of a visit paid to Wem by S. T. Coleridge. The poet-orator absolutely bewitched young Hazlitt, who a few months later visited Coleridge and Wordsworth in the Quantocks, and was encouraged to begin to write. He seems to have lived without definite employment, however, until 1802, when he was induced to give himself to the study of painting as a profession. For this purpose he went to Paris and worked there for four months. The result was a number of portraits, some of which, curious and interesting specimens, survive. He returned, however, to literature, and in 1803 he published his first book, An Essay on the Principles of Human Actions, and he followed this up by certain anonymous pamphlets. In 1808 he married Sarah Stoddart, a friend of Charles and Mary Lamb, and on her little property at Winterslow, in Wilts, Hazlitt lived several unproductive years. It became necessary, however, to earn money, and in 1812 Hazlitt came to London, and began to take up lecturing and writing for the papers. From 1814 to 1830 he was almost a regular contributor to the Edinburgh Review. Mrs. Hazlitt had an “excellent disposition,” but she was excessively trying in domestic intercourse, and their relations soon became strained. Now, in his fortieth year, Hazlitt published his first important book, Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays (1817), and in 1818 he collected his theatrical articles in a volume called A View of the English Stage.
HAZLITT

He was presently recognised as one of the best of living critics, and was invited to deliver courses of lectures (1818–1821) on the poets. These were largely attended, and had a remarkable influence on cultivated opinion. Hazlitt's manner as a lecturer, we are told, was not precisely eloquent, but earnest, stumpy, and impressive. All this time Hazlitt had remained an enemy to privilege and tyranny, and, to prove himself still in possession of a manly spirit of liberty, he published in 1819 his Political Essays. This awakened the rage of the Tory press, and Hazlitt was persecuted by "Blackwood" and the "Quarterly." Many of his essays, and particularly the charming collections called Table Talk (1821–1822), were written "beside the blazing hearth" of a solitary coaching inn at The Hut, Winterslow, whither he loved more and more often to retire from the noise of London and the bickerings of his family circle. It was now that this discomfort in marriage was intensified by the extraordinary and (it must be said) rather vulgar infatuation of Hazlitt for the daughter of a tailor called Walker, who kept lodgings in Southampton Buildings. He recorded this amazing episode in what De Quincey called "an explosion of frenzy," the Liber Amoris of 1823, a brilliantly-written analysis of an insane passion. He obtained a divorce "by Scotch law" from his wife, from whom, indeed, he had been separated since 1819, but he did not induce Sarah Walker to marry him. In 1824, however, he met in a coach and promptly married a widow, Mrs. Bridgewater, who had some money and with whom Hazlitt started on a tour of the galleries of Europe. At the close of it the second Mrs. Hazlitt declined to have anything more to say to him. He published many books about this time, and in particular The Spirit of the Age in 1825, which has been called "the harvest-home of Hazlitt's mind." Most of his productions of these years were issued without his name on the title-page. His largest work, The Life of Napoleon Buonaparte (1828–1830), was a disappointment to his admirers. His misfortunes gathered about him, and on the 18th of September 1830, an hour or two after bidding farewell to Charles Lamb, he died in lodgings in Soho. His posthumous essays were collected in 1850, under the title of Winterslow. Hazlitt had a handsome face, with curled dark hair, and bright eyes; but his gait was slouching and awkward, and his dress neglected. His own account of himself is, "I have loitered my life away, reading books, looking at pictures, going to plays, hearing, thinking, writing on what pleased me best. I have wanted only one thing to make me happy; but wanting that, have wanted everything." The student of Hazlitt's life will not be at a loss to know what that was; but perhaps he exaggerated his sense of its importance, since his last words were, "I have had a happy life."
Poetry is in all its shapes the language of the imagination and the passions, of fancy and will. Nothing, therefore, can be more absurd than the outcry which has been sometimes raised by frigid and pedantic critics for reducing the language of poetry to the standard of common sense and reason; for the end and use of poetry, "both at the first and now, was and is to hold the mirror up to nature," seen through the medium of passion and imagination, not divested of that medium by means of literal truth or abstract reason. The painter of history might as well be required to represent the face of a person who has just trod upon a serpent with the still-life expression of a common portrait, as the poet to describe the most striking and vivid impressions which things can be supposed to make upon the mind in the language of common conversation. Let who will strip nature of the colours and the shapes of fancy, the poet is not bound to do so; the impressions of common sense and strong imagination, that is, of passion and indifference, cannot be the same, and they must have a separate language to do justice to either. Objects must strike differently upon the mind, independently of what they are in themselves, as long as we have a different interest in them, as we see them in a different point of view, nearer or at a greater distance (morally or physically speaking), from novelty, from old acquaintance, from our ignorance of them, from our fear of their consequences, from contrast, from unexpected likeness. We can no more take away the faculty of the imagination than we can see all objects without light or shade. Some things must dazzle us by their preternatural light; others must hold us in suspense, and tempt our curiosity to explore their obscurity. Those who would dispel these various illusions, to give us their drab-coloured creation in their stead, are not very wise. Let the naturalist, if he will, catch the glow-worm, carry it home with him in a box, and find it next morning nothing but a little grey worm; let the poet or the lover of poetry visit it at evening, when, beneath the scented hawthorn and the crescent moon, it has built itself a palace of emerald light.

From "Table Talk."

Style.

Mr. Lamb is the only imitator of old English style I can read with pleasure, and he is so thoroughly imbued with the spirit of his authors, that the idea of imitation is almost done away. There is an inward union, a narrow vein both in the thought and feeling, an intuition, deep and lively, of his subject, that carries off any quaintness or awkwardness arising from an antiquated style and dress. The matter is completely
his own, though the manner is assumed. Perhaps his ideas are altogether so marked and individual as to require their point and pungency to be neutralised by the affectation of a singular but traditional form of conveyance. Tricked out in the prevailing costume, they would probably seem more startling and out of the way. The old English authors, Burton, Fuller, Coryat, Sir Thomas Browne are a kind of mediators between us and the more eccentric and whimsical modern, reconciling us to his peculiarities. I do not, however, know how far this is the case or not till he condescends to write like one of us. I must confess that what I like best of his papers under the signature of Elia (still, I do not presume, amidst such excellence, to decide what is most excellent) is the account

Somebody ought to like it, for
some there will be plenty to cry out a
gainst it. I hope you did not find any
edlanders in the second volume; but you
industriously suppose the deposit of body and
mind under which I wrote some of these
studies. I thought a little Florence edi-
ing Petrarch & Dante the other day, then
read one page. Pray remember me to Mrs
Landor. I believe me to be, Dear Sir,
your most obliged friend
W. Hazlitt.

33 Via Gregoriana.

Fragment of a Letter written in Rome from Hazlitt to W. Savage Landor

of “Mrs. Battle’s Opinions on Whist,” which is also the most free from obsolete allusions and terms of expression:

“A well of native English unlisted.”

To those acquainted with his admired prototypes, the essays of the ingenious and highly-gifted author have the same sort of charm and relish that Erasmus’s Colloquies or a fine piece of modern Latin have to the classical scholar. Certainly, I do not know any borrowed pencil that has more power or felicity of execution than the one of which I have here been speaking.

FROM “WINTERSLOW.”

The Appearance of Wordsworth.

The next day Wordsworth arrived from Bristol at Coleridge’s cottage. I think I see him now. He answered in some degree to his friend’s description of him, but was
more quaint and Don Quixote-like. He was quaintly dressed (according to the costume of that unconstrained period) in a brown fustian jacket and striped pantaloons. There was something of a roll, a loutish, in his gait, not unlike his own "Peter Bell." There was a severe, worn pressure of thought about his temples, a fire in his eye (as if he saw something in objects more than the outward appearance), an intense, high, narrow forehead, a Roman nose, checks furrowed by strong purpose and feeling, and a convulsive inclination to laughter about the mouth, a good deal at variance with the solemn, stately expression of the rest of his face. Chantrey's bust wants the marking traits; but he was tossed into making it regular and heavy: Hayden's head of him, introduced into the "Entrance of Christ into Jerusalem," is the most like his drooping weight of thought and expression. He sat down and talked very naturally and freely, with a mixture of clear, gushing accents in his voice, a deep guttural intonation, and a strong tincture of the northern burr like the crust on wine. He instantly began to make havoc of the half of a Cheshire cheese on the table, and said, triumphantly, that "his marriage with experience had not been so productive as Mr. Southey's in teaching him a knowledge of the good things of this life." He had been to see the "Castle Spectre," by Monk Lewis, while at Bristol, and described it very well. He said, "it fitted the taste of the audience like a glove." This ad captandum merit was, however, by no means a recommendation of it, according to the severe principles of the new school, which reject rather than court popular effect. Wordsworth, looking out of the low, latticed window, said, "How beautifully the sun sets on that yellow bank!" I thought within myself, "With what eyes these poets see nature!" and ever after, when I saw the sunset stream upon objects facing it, conceived I had made a discovery, or thanked Mr. Wordsworth for having made one for me! We went over to All-Foxden again the day following, and Wordsworth read us the story of "Peter Bell" in the open air, and the comment upon it by his face and voice was very different from that of some later critics.

Landor

With this group of literary critics may be mentioned one who was not without relation with them, and who was yet widely distinct. The men of whom we have been speaking sought their inspiration mainly in the newly recovered treasures of early national poetry and prose. These were also formative elements in the mind of WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR; but he imitated more closely than they the great classics of antiquity, and, in particular, Pindar, Eschylus, and Cicero. As early as 1795 he had occasionally published poetry; his concentrated and majestic Gebir is certainly one of the pioneers of English romanticism. But Landor, with his tumultuous passions and angry self-sufficiency, led a youth tormented by too much emotional and social tempest and too little public encouragement to become prominent in prose or verse. It was in the comparative serenity of middle age, and during his happy stay in or near Florence from 1821 to 1828, that he wrote the Imaginary Conversations, and became one of the great English men of letters. No other work of Landor's has achieved popularity, although much of his occasional prose and verse has called forth the impassioned praise of individuals.

The Conversations display, in stiff and Attic form, dramatic aptitudes, for confirmation of which we search in vain the pages of his academic plays. These historic dialogues, strange as it seems, were refused by publisher after publisher; but at length two volumes of them were issued, and the world was gained. This great series of stately colloquies holds a unique position in English literature. The style of Landor is too austere,
too little provided with ornament, too strenuously allusive to please the running reader. But in a mingling of dignity and delicacy, purity and vehemence, into what is an amalgam of all the rarer qualities of thought and expression, Landor ranks only just below the greatest masters of language. His genius is impeded by a certain haughty stiffness; he approaches majestically, and sometimes nimbly, but always protected from the reader by a suit of mail, always rendered inaccessible by an unconquerable shyness.

Walter Savage Landor (1775–1864) was the eldest son of Dr. Landor, a physician of Warwick, where he was born on the 30th of January 1775. His mother, Elizabeth Savage, was an heiress, and her valuable estates of Ixley Court and Tachbrook were strictly entailed upon the future poet, who was brought up in luxurious refinement. He was a sensitive child and an intelligent boy; at Rugby, where he went in 1785, he held his own in games as well as in studies. He was early a voracious reader, and began to turn verses for his pleasure both in English and Latin. Even at Rugby, however, his strange violence of temper interfered with his happiness, and at last he was withdrawn from the school that he might not be expelled for rebellion. He studied for two years with the vicar of "romantic" Ashbourne, becoming an accomplished Hellenist, and in 1793 he took up his residence at Trinity College, Oxford. Here Landor posed as a republican, and went to hall with his hair unpowdered; he was known as "the mad Jacobin," and for a freak he was at length sent down. In consequence of this rustication, Landor quarrelled with his father, and quitted him, as he said, "for ever." He came up to London in 1794, and lodged at Beaumont Street, Portland Place; here, in the following year, he published his first Poems, in English and Latin, and the Moral Epistle to Lord Stanhope. The quarrel with his family was presently made up, but Landor did not return to Warwick or to Oxford; he withdrew to the south coast of
Wales, where he lived absolutely solitary, with "one servant and one chest of books," feeding his spirit with poetry and nature. At Tenby he wrote Gebir, and met the Rose Aylmer of his verse; the former appeared in 1798. It was unperceived, except by Southey. Landor was still a republican, and he continued to be one even when, in 1802, he visited Paris and saw the ruin of the cause of liberty. During all these years he was devoted to the lady whom he addressed as Ianthe; but at length he discovered that "hers never was the heart for him." In 1805 old Dr. Landor died, and the poet came into possession of his estates. He now adopted a style of prodigal expenditure, and, residing at Bath, took up the rôle of the extravagant and eccentric young gentleman of fashion. He did not, however, for a moment neglect scholarship and poetry; in 1806 he published his Latin poems, Simonidea. His mode of life soon strained his finances, and in 1808 he had to endure considerable and unwise sacrifices in order to purchase the magnificent estate of Llanthony Abbey in Glamorganshire, on which he had set his heart. It was about this time that he first met Southey, with whom Landor formed a lifelong friendship. He took part, in 1808, in the revolt of the Spaniards from the yoke of the French; he spent some months in Spain and a great deal of money, but failed to be concerned in any actual fighting. By the summer of 1809 he was settled in his priory of Llanthony, where he lived part of the year, alternating it with Bath. In 1811, with characteristic abruptness, he married, on almost no acquaintance, Julia Thuillier, the penniless daughter of a ruined Swiss banker. The marriage turned out very unhappily. Landor published his Count Julian in 1812, and his Idyllia Heroida in 1814. By the latter year, however, he had brought his private affairs into great confusion; he had contrived to quarrel with everybody, from the bishop of the diocese down to the workmen on his estate; it is fair to add that he appears to have been abominably treated by his rascally tenants and servants. By the summer he found himself practically ruined, and abandoning Llanthony to the hands of trustees, he withdrew to the Continent, leaving his wife in Jersey and pushing on alone to Como, where she afterwards joined him. In 1818 Landor was ordered
to leave Italy for having threatened to chastise the poet Monti, but he moved only to Pisa, which continued to be his home until 1821. For the eight years from 1821 to 1829 Florence was the home of Landor, originally in the city itself, then in the Villa Castiglione. In 1824 appeared the first and in 1829 the fifth volumes of the Imaginary Conversations. He now, in advancing years, became for the first time generally distinguished, although even yet he was little known to the larger public. In 1829, through the kindness of a Welsh friend, Mr. Ablett, Landor was able to buy an exquisite estate at Fiesole, the Villa Gherardesca, which now became his home, and here he was happy and at peace for several years. In 1834 he published the Citation and Examination of Shakespeare, in 1836 Pericles and Aspasia, and in 1837 The Pentameron and Pentalogia. But before the latter date he had broken up his home in Fiesole, had left his wife in anger, and had returned to England. He settled finally and alone in Bath, where he remained for more than twenty years. The most important of his later publications were The Last Fruit off an Old Tree (1853); Antony and Octavius (1856); and Dry Sticks (1858). In the latter year, in consequence of an unlucky dispute, and rather than face an action for libel, the fierce old man fled to Florence. Here he found his children, whom he had enriched at his own expense, and it is to their shame that they appear to have received him in his ruin with the coldest ingratitude. But for the generous kindness of Robert Browning, Landor must have starved. His last book, Heroic Idyls, appeared in 1863. His arrogance was with him to the end. He lived on to reach his 90th year, and died at Florence on the 17th of September 1864. Mr. Swinburne celebrated his obsequies magnificently in Greek and English. Crabb Robinson has described Landor in his prime as "a man of florid complexion, with large full eyes, altogether a lionine man, with a fierceness of tone well suited to his name."
Southey. Occasionally I have been dissatisfied with Milton, because in my opinion that is ill said in prose which can be said more plainly. Not so in poetry; if it were, much of Findar and Eschylus, and no little of Dante, would be censurable.

Landor. Acknowledge that he whose poetry I am holding in my hand is free from every false ornament in his prose, unless a few bosses of latinity may be called so, and I am ready to admit the full claims of your favourite, South. Acknowledge that, heading all the forces of our language, he was the great antagonist of every great monster which infested our country; and he disdained to trim his lion-skin with lace. No other English writer has equalled Raleigh, Hooker, and Milton, in the loftier parts of their works.

Southey. But Hooker and Milton, you allow, are sometimes pedantic. In Hooker there is nothing so elevated as there is in Raleigh.

Landor. Neither he, however, nor any modern, nor any ancient, has attained to that summit on which the sacred ark of Milton strikes and rests. Reflections, such as we indulged in on the borders of the Larius, come over me here again. Perhaps from the very sod where you are sitting, the poet in his youth sat looking at the Sabrina he was soon to celebrate. There is pleasure in the sight of a glebe which never has been broken; but it delights me particularly in those places where great men have been before. I do not mean warriors—for extremely few among the most remarkable of them will a considerable man call great—but poets and philosophers and philanthropists, the ornaments of society, the charmers of solitude, the warders of civilization, the watchmen at the gate which Tyranny would batter down, and the healers of those wounds, which she left festering in the field. And now, to reduce this demon into its proper toad-shape again, and to lose sight of it, open your Paradise Lost.

Southey. Shall we begin with it immediately? or shall we listen a little while to the woodlark?

Landor. The woodlark, the nightingale, and the ringdove have made me idle for many, even when I had gone into the fields on purpose to gather fresh materials for composition. A little thing turns me from one idleness to another. More than once, when I have taken out my pencil to fix an idea on paper, the smell of the cedar, held by me unconsciously across the nostrils, has so absorbed the senses that what I was about to write down has vanished altogether and irrecoverably.

From "Imaginary Conversations."

We are losing, day by day, one friend or other. Artemidora of Ephesus was betrothed to Elenor, and their nuptials, it was believed, were at hand. How gladly would Artemidora have survived Elenor. I pitied her almost as much as if she had. I must ever love true lovers on the eve of separation. These indeed were little known to me until a short time before. We became friends when our fates had made us relatives. On these
Elton and Rambouillet

"Omg! Why do you look so miserable? I played last evening and lost (Elton). You lose your game and are reached (Rambouillet). Do you call it playing, or is it unhappy, if you cannot be a better person?" I have heard further that a vixen, or a murderer, does more mischief against the nation or insures the country is up in arms at once: to the general cry before is open that is may contaminate or cull it. (Rambouillet) actually I have neither stabbed nor contaminated; I have neither plumed nor been reached (Elton). If you did not fancy you had done advantages over your adversary, you would have hired your fortune with him. I am not sorry you lost; it will teach you better. (Rambouillet) My dear father, if you said but advance the money (Elton). From next quarter the beginning of April is right at hand. However, a part a weekly forty days after date to the nearest... (Rambouillet). My life, I am sorry to say, is healthy. (Elton) Then trust (Rambouillet). Losers would willingly winners have always a fear against the hand (Elton). Tell me the amount of the debt (Rambouillet). Two thousand pounds. (Elton) Two thousand pounds. What? Two thousand pounds! Three did two pounds! How is it convertible (Rambouillet) too true!
occasions there are always many verses, but not always so true in feeling and in fact as those which I shall now transcribe for you.

"Artemidora! Gods invisible,  
While thou art lying faint along the couch,  
Have tied the sandal to thy veined feet,  
And stand beside thee, ready to convey  
Thy weary steps where other rivers flow,  
Refreshing shades will waft thy weariness  
Away, and voices like thine own come nigh,  
Soliciting, nor vainly, thy embrace."

Artemidora sigh'd, and would have press'd  
The hand now pressing hers, but was too weak.  
Fate's shears were over her dark hair unseen  
While thus Elpenor spake: he look'd into  
Eyes that had given light and life erewhile  
To those above them, those now dim with tears  
And watchfulness. Again he spoke of joy  
Eternal. At that word, that sad word, joy,  
Faithful and fond her bosom heav'd once more,  
Her head fell back: one sob, one loud deep sob  
Swell'd through the darken'd chamber; 'twas not hers:  
With her that old heart incorruptible,  
Unwearied, undiverted in its course,  
Had plash'd the water up the farther strand.

The second romantic generation was marked by the rise of a school of historians inferior only to the great classic group of Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon. In the full tide of monarchical reaction, William Mitford completed his History of Greece, a book eloquent and meritorious in its way, but to be superseded by the labours of Grote. Sharon Turner, a careful imitator of Gibbon, illustrated the Anglo-Saxon period of our chronicles, and the Scottish metaphysician, Sir James Mackintosh, towards the close of his life, occupied himself with the constitutional history of England. Of more importance was the broad and competent English history of Lingard, a Catholic priest at Ushaw, whose work, though bitterly attacked from the partisan point of view, has been proved to be in the main loyal and accurate. These excellent volumes deserve the praise which should be given in rhetorical times to histories of modest learning and research. It was the ambition of Southey, who was an admirable biographer, to excel in history also. In Brazil and in the Peninsular war he found excellent subjects, but his treatment was not brilliant enough to save his books from becoming obsolete. The second of these was, indeed, almost immediately superseded by Sir W. Napier's History of the War in the Peninsula, a masterpiece of military erudition.

William Mitford (1744–1827), who belonged to an old Northumbrian family, was born in London on the 16th of February 1744. He was educated at Cheam School, and at Queen's College, Oxford. In 1761 he succeeded to a valuable estate in Hampshire, and on coming of age determined to devote himself entirely to history. He became, eventually, Verderer of the New Forest, and was a
member of two parliaments, but the real business of his life was the preparation of his *History of Greece*, which appeared in successive volumes from 1784 to 1810. He was a great enemy of democratic forms of government, as his principal pleasure, as Byron says, "consisted in praising tyrants." Mitford died on the 8th of February 1827. **Sharon Turner** (1768-1847) was a London attorney, who published a *History of England to the Norman Conquest* in 1799, and later on a *History of England in the Middle Ages*. A more interesting figure was that of **John Lingard** (1771-1851), who was the son of a carpenter at Winchester. He was educated at the English College at Douai, and stayed there nine years, being trained for the Catholic priesthood. When the seminary of Crook Hall was formed in 1794, Lingard became one of its original members, and continued there until the community, in 1808, was merged in Ushaw. In 1811, having declined the presidency of Maynooth College, he withdrew to Hornby, near Lancaster, where he spent forty years, immersed in historical research. In 1825 he was secretly made Cardinal, a title which at that time could not be assumed in England. Lingard's great *History of England* appeared in eight volumes between 1819 and 1830. He died at Hornby, 17th July 1851. **Sir William Francis Patrick Napier** (1785-1866) was born at Celbridge, County Kildare, on the 17th of December 1785. He entered the army in 1800, and after seeing a great deal of active service, retired in 1819 and settled in London. His *History of the Peninsular War* was published in six volumes between 1828 and 1840. From 1842 to 1847 Napier lived in Guernsey, as Lieutenant-Governor. He died at Clapham Park on the 10th of February 1866.

**Hallam** These names, however, merely lead us up to that of **Henry Hallam**, whose *View of the Middle Ages*, in 1818, announced to the world a brilliantly gifted writer on political history. His *Constitutional History of England* came nine years later. In his old age Hallam made a track through the previously pathless waste of general European literature. His gravity is supported by a vast basis of solid knowledge, his judgment is sane and balanced, and to his immediate contemporaries his style appeared remarkable
for "succinctness and perspicuous beauty." But the modern writer is not so well pleased with Hallam, who begins to be the Georgian type of the falsely impressive. His felicities are those which Macaulay emphasised and carried to a further precision; his faults are his own, and they are a want of intuitive sympathy with the subject under discussion, and a monotonous and barren pomp of delivery which never becomes easy or flexible. The far-famed "judgment," too, of Hallam is not as wide as we could wish. He is safe only in the discussion of recognised types, and the reader searches his critical pages in vain for signs of the recognition of an eccentric or abnormal talent. The most laudable tendency of the historians of this age, seen in Hallam, indeed, but even more plainly in secondary writers, such as P. F. Tytler, William Coxe, the memoir-writer, and James Mill, was towards the adoption of a scientific accuracy. It was the aim of these men to reject mere legend and rhetorical superstition, and to build, as one of them said, "the history of a country upon unquestionable muniments." In this way they pointed directly to that scientific school of history which has been one of the glories of the later years of the nineteenth century.

Henry Hallam (1777–1859) was the son of a Dean of Bristol, and was born at Windsor on the 9th of July 1777. He was entered at Eton in 1790, and remained there until he proceeded to Christ Church, Oxford, in April 1795. He took his degree there in 1799, and became a student at the Inner Temple; he was called to the bar in July 1802. Beyond these bare facts, however, little is recorded of Hallam's early life, except that he was identified with the Whigs of the Edinburgh Review. His political friends secured him from all anxiety by providing him with a commissionship of records, afterwards of stamps, a post which he held from 1806 to 1826. He married in 1807, and began to devote himself entirely to historical research. His first great production, A View of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages, was published in 1818, and was the earliest comprehensive survey of
modern history which had been attempted. In 1827 Hallam produced his Constitutional History of England, bringing the subject down to the reign of George III. In spite of the impartiality of the author, this work was attacked in the Tory press as "the production of a decided partisan." Hallam turned from the thorny paths of political history to belles-lettres, and from 1837 to 1839 produced the four ample volumes of his Introduction to the Literature of Europe. Before this he had suffered the loss of his highly-gifted son, Arthur Henry Hallam (1811-1833), whose grace and promise are passionately celebrated by Tennyson in In Memoriam; the historian published his son's remains, with a short life, in 1834. In 1852 he made a selection of his own literary essays. Hallam bore repeated domestic sorrow with dignified resignation, and died, full of years and honours, at his house at Penshurst, on the 21st of January 1859.

FROM "A VIEW OF THE STATE OF EUROPE."

If we look at the feudal polity as a scheme of civil freedom, it bears a noble countenance. To the feudal law it is owing that the very names of right and privilege were not swept away, as in Asia, by the desolating hand of power. The tyranny which, on every favourable moment, was breaking through all barriers would have rioted without control if, when the people were poor and disunited, the nobility had not been brave and free. So far as the sphere of feudality extended, it diffused the spirit of liberty and the notions of private right. Every one will acknowledge this who considers the limitations of the services of vassalage, so cautiously marked in those law-books which are the record of customs; the reciprocity of obligation between the lord and his tenant; the consent required in every measure of a legislative or general nature; the security, above all, which every vassal found in the administration of justice by his peers, and even—we may in this sense say—in the trial by combat. The bulk of the people, it is true, were degraded by servitude; but this had no connection with the feudal tenures.

The peace and good order of society were not promoted by this system. Though private wars did not originate in the feudal customs, it is impossible to doubt that they were perpetuated by so convenient an institution, which indeed owed its universal establishment to no other cause. And as predominant habits of warfare are totally irreconcilable with those of industry, not merely by the immediate works of destruction which render its efforts unavailing, but through that contempt of peaceful occupations which they produce, the feudal system must have been intrinsically adverse to the accumulation of wealth, and the improvement of those arts which mitigate the evils or abridge the labours of mankind.

The Novelists

The splendid achievements of Miss Austen in the novel and Sir Walter Scott in romance tended somewhat to the discouragement of their immediate successors. The Waverley Novels continued to be poured forth, in rapid and splendid succession, throughout the years which we are now considering, and they obscured the fame of all possible rivals. Yet there were, during this period, secondary writers, independent of the influence of Scott, whose novels possessed sterling merit. From that interesting Scottish author, MARY BRUNTON, whose Self-Control and Discipline are excellent precursors of a long series of "kail-yard" fiction, there naturally descended the delightful Miss SUSAN FERRIER, whose Marriage charmed not only the author of Waverley, but a host of lesser readers, by its lively humour and its delicious satire of many types of Scotch womanhood. Miss Ferrier would be a Doric Jane Austen were her skill in the evolution of a plot a
little better trained, and her delineation of character a little more sternly restrained from caricature. The story of her delicate tact in soothing the shattered faculties of Sir Walter Scott has endeared Miss Ferrier to thousands who never read her three amusing novels. Miss Jane Porter reproduced Scott’s historical effects in a kind of chromolithography, but not without some dashing merit of design. J. G. Lockhart, though Scott’s son-in-law, was not his disciple in four novels of a modern and more or less psychological class. Adam Blair is the best of these, and escapes the frigidity of the author’s one classical romance, Valerius, a highly accomplished attempt to resuscitate domestic society under Trajan.

Susan Edmonston Ferrier (1782–1854) was the daughter of James Ferrier, factor to the Duke of Argyll, and was born in Edinburgh on the 7th of September 1782. Her father was afterwards associated with Sir Walter Scott as one of the clerks of session, and she became acquainted with the great novelist at least as early as 1811. In the inception of her first romance, Marriage, Miss Ferrier was helped by a Miss Clavering, but the actual writing was her own. This book was well received, and Sir Walter greeted the lady as “my sister shadow.” After the marriage of her sisters and the death of her mother, Susan kept house for her father in Edinburgh until 1829. Her second novel, The Inheritance, appeared in 1824, and her third and last, Destiny, in 1831. During Sir Walter Scott’s last illness Miss Ferrier was asked to come to Abbotsford to help to cheer him, and her aid was deeply appreciated, for, as Lockhart says, “she knew and loved him well, and she had seen enough of affliction akin to his to be well skilled in dealing with it.” She left very interesting notes of her twenty years’ friendship with Scott. Miss Ferrier lived on until November 5, 1854, when she died in her house in Edinburgh.

Mrs. Mary Brunton (1778–1848) was the daughter of Colonel Balfour of Elwick, and was born at Burrey, in Orkney, on the 1st of November 1778. She married Mr. Brunton, the minister of Bolton, East Lothian. Her first novel, Self-Control, was published in 1811; her second, Discipline, in 1814; her third, Emmeline, was left unfinished at the time of her death, December 7, 1848.

Jane Porter (1776–1859), to whom Sir Walter Scott told stories of witches and warlocks when she was a little girl, became the author of two excessively popular romances, Thaddæus of Warsaw, 1803, and The Scottish Chiefs, 1810, which gave her fame throughout the whole of Europe, and, in spite of their stilted artificiality, are not yet forgotten. She was one of the gifted children of an Irish officer, whose widow came to Scotland, and brought up her family in an atmosphere of romantic culture. Jane Porter died, unmarried, at Bristol, on the 24th of May 1850.
John Gibson Lockhart (1794–1854) was the son of the minister of Cambusnethan in Lanarkshire, in the manse of which he was born on the 14th of July 1794. The family removed in his infancy to Glasgow, where he was educated, until in 1809 he went up to Balliol College, Oxford, where he took a bachelor's degree in 1817. But in 1813 he had settled into the study of Scotch law at Edinburgh, being called to the bar in 1816. In 1818 his famous friendship with Sir Walter Scott began, and in 1820 he married Scott's daughter, Sophia, and settled at Chiefswood, near Abbotsford. Encouraged by his illustrious father-in-law, Lockhart now gave himself seriously to literature, publishing Valerius in 1821 and Adam Blair in 1822. In 1825 he was appointed editor of the Quarterly Review, and came to live in London. His famous Life of Sir Walter Scott appeared in seven volumes between 1836 and 1838. In late years Lockhart suffered many distressing bereavements, and his own health gave way. He resigned the editorship of the Quarterly, and withdrew to Italy, whence he returned to die at Abbotsford on the 25th of November 1854. He was buried, at the feet of Sir Walter Scott, in Dryburgh Abbey.

From the "Life of Sir Walter Scott."

As I was dressing on the morning of Monday the 17th of September, Nicholson came into my room, and told me that his master had awoke in a state of composure and consciousness, and wished to see me immediately. I found him entirely himself, though in the last extreme of feebleness. His eye was clear and calm—every trace of the wild fire of delirium extinguished. "Lockhart," he said, "I may have but a minute to speak to you. My dear, be a good man—be virtuous—be religious—be a good man. Nothing else will give you any comfort when you come to lie here." He paused, and I said, "Shall I send for Sophia and Anne?" "No," said he, "don't disturb them. Poor souls! I know they were up all night—God bless you all." With this he sank into a very tranquil sleep, and, indeed, he scarcely afterwards gave any sign of consciousness, except for an instant on the arrival of his sons.

They, on learning that the scene was about to close, obtained a new lease of absence from their posts, and both reached Abbotsford on the 19th. About half-past one P.M. on the 21st of September, Sir Walter breathed his last, in the presence of all his children. It was a beautiful day—so warm, that every window was wide open—and so perfectly
still, that the sound of all others most delicious to his ear, the gentle ripple of the
Tweed over its pebbles, was distinctly audible as we knelt around the bed, and his
elest son kissed and closed his eyes. No sculptor ever modelled a more majestic
image of repose.

Romance was continued on somewhat the same lines which had made
Mrs. Radcliffe and Lewis so popular. The grisly story of Melmoth the
Wanderer, by Maturin, with its horrible commerce with demons, and its
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scenes of bombastic passion, dates from 1820. Mrs. Percy Shelley, as
b efitted the wife of so great a magician of language, reached a purer
style and a more impressive imagination in her ghastly romance of Frankenstein,
which has given an image (usually misquoted) to everyday English
speech, and may still be read with genuine terror and pity. A very spirited
and yet gloomy novel, the Anastasius of Hope appeared at a time when
the public were ablaze with the pretensions of Byron; the hero of this
daring, piratical romance is all that the noble poet desired himself to be
supposed to be. James Morier opened a series of tales of Oriental manners
by the publication of Hajji Baba; the satire of Persian manners was brilli-
ant enough and keen enough to call forth—so at least it was alleged—a
remonstrance against this “very foolish business” from the Shah himself.
Morier was anxious to turn the enormous success of this his first book to account, but in further publications he was less successful. He tried to be serious, while his genius led him to the laughable.

Native talent and a hopeless absence of taste and judgment were never more strangely mingled than in John Galt, who, after vainly essaying every department of letters, published in middle life an admirable comic novel, the Annals of the Parish, and set all Scotland laughing. It is the autobiography of a country minister, and describes the development of society in a thriving lowland village with inimitable humour and whimsicality. Galt went on pouring forth novels almost until his death, but he never hit the target again so plainly in the bull’s eye.

Charles Robert Maturin (1782–1824) was born obscurely in Dublin and entered Trinity College in 1798. He was ordained curate of Loughrea, and was then presented to a curacy at St. Peter’s, Dublin. Here he attracted attention by his eccentricity and eloquence. He was very poor, and to eke out his income he began to publish preposterous “blood and thunder” romances, under the pseudonym of Dennis Jasper Murphy. In 1816, through the influence of Byron, his tragedy of Bertram was acted with great success at Drury Lane. His best novel, Melmoth the Wanderer, appeared in 1820. His life, which was very odd and wretched, closed in Dublin on the 30th of October 1824.

Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797–1851) was the daughter of William Godwin, by his first wife. She was born in London, ten days before the death of her mother, on the 30th of August 1797. She was under the age of seventeen when Shelley persuaded her to elope with him to France. After the suicide of Harriet, Shelley married Mary Godwin, at the close of 1816. After Shelley’s death his widow returned to London and adopted literature as a profession. But she had already, in 1818, published her best work, Frankenstein. Valperga appeared in 1823 and The Last Man in 1826. Her writings during the lifetime of Sir Timothy Shelley were, by an agreement, all anonymous. On the death of Sir Timothy, however, her son succeeded to the baronetcy, and her position became easy. She lived with her son until her death, 21st of February 1851, and was buried at Bournemouth.

From “Frankenstein.”

I had worked hard for nearly two years, for the sole purpose of infusing life into an inanimate body. For this I had deprived myself of rest and health. I had desired it with an ardour that far exceeded moderation, but now that I had finished, the beauty of the dream vanished, and breathless horror and disgust filled my heart. Unable to endure the aspect of the being I had created, I rushed out of the room and continued a long time traversing my bed-chamber, unable to compose my mind to sleep. At length lassitude
succeeded to the tumult I had before endured, and I threw myself on to the bed in my clothes, endeavouring to seek a few moments of forgetfulness. But it was in vain. I slept, indeed, but I was disturbed by the wildest dreams. I thought I saw Elizabeth, in the bloom of health, walking in the streets of Ingolstadt. Delighted and surprised, I embraced her; but as I imprinted the first kiss on her lips they became livid with the hue of death; her features appeared to change, and I thought that I held the corpse of my dead mother in my arms: a shroud enveloped her form, and I saw the grave-worms crawling in the folds of the flannel. I started from my sleep with horror, a cold dew covered my forehead, my teeth chattered, and every limb became convulsed when, by the dim and yellow light of the moon as it forced its way through the window-shutters, I beheld the wretch—the miserable monster I had created. He held up the curtain of the bed, and his eyes, if eyes they may be called, were fixed on me. His jaws opened, and he uttered some inarticulate sounds, while a grin wrinkled his cheeks. He might have spoken, but I did not hear; one hand was stretched out, seemingly to detain me, but I escaped and rushed downstairs. I took refuge in the courtyard belonging to the house which I inhabited, where I remained during the rest of the night, walking up and down in the greatest agitation, listening attentively, catching and fearing each sound as if it were to announce the approach of the demoniacal corpse to which I had so miserably given life.

John Galt (1779-1839) was the son of a captain in the West India trade, and was born at Irvine on the 2nd of May 1779. He became a Custom-house officer and then a journalist at Greenock, coming up to London to seek his fortune in 1804. For several years he led a wandering and uneasy life in Turkey, Greece, France, and finally Canada. He came back at last to Greenock, and died there on the 11th of April 1839. His life was one tangled skein of embarrassment and misspent activity. His best novels were the *Annals of the Parish*, 1821, and *The Entail*, 1823. James Justinian Morier (1780?-1849) was born at Smyrna, it is believed in 1780. He entered the diplomatic service, and was secretary of embassy in Persia, and long afterwards special commissioner in Mexico. He wrote many books, of which *The Adventures of Hajji Baba of Ispahan*, 1824-28, has alone remained famous. He died at Brighton, March 19, 1849. The great rival of *Hajji Baba* in popularity was *Anastasius*, 1819, the author of which was Thomas Hope (1750?-1831), a Dutch merchant, born in Amsterdam, who came early to England and made a great fortune here. Each of these three novelists identified themselves more or less with the Oriental adventures of Byron, who declared that he wept bitterly when he read *Anastasius*, partly because he had not written it, partly because Hope had.
But the most memorable thing that befell among my people this year was the burning of the lint mill on the Lugton water, which happened, of all days in the year, on the self-same day that Miss Girzie Gilchrist, better known as Lady Skimmil, hired the chaise from Mrs. Watts, of the New Inns of Irville, to go with her brother, the major, to consult the faculty in Edinburgh concerning his complaints. For, as the chaise was coming by the mill, William Huckle, the miller that was, came flying out of the mill like a demented man, crying, Fire! and it was the driver that brought the melancholy tidings to the clachan. And melancholy they were, for the mill was utterly destroyed, and in it not a little of all that year's crop of lint in our parish. The first Mrs. Balwhidder lost upwards of twelve stone, which we had raised on the glebe with no small pains, watering it in the drouth, as it was intended for sarking to ourselves, and sheets and napery. A great loss indeed it was, and the vexation thereof had a visible effect on Mrs. Balwhidder's health, which from the spring had been in a dwining way. But for it, I think, she might have wrestled through the winter. However, it was ordered otherwise, and she was removed from mine to Abraham's bosom on Christmas Day, and buried on Hogmanay, for it was thought uncanny to have a dead corpse in the house on the New Year's Day. She was a worthy woman, studying with all her capacity to win the hearts of my people towards me; in which good work she prospered greatly, so that, when she died, there was not a single soul in the parish that was not contented with both my walk and conversation. Nothing could be more peaceable than the way we lived together. Her brother Andrew, a fine lad, I had sent to the college at Glasgow, at my own cost. When he came to the burial he stayed with me a month, for the manse after her decease was very dull. It was during this visit that he gave me an inkling of his wish to go out to India as a cadet; but the transactions went that fell within the scope of another year, as well as what relates to her headstone, and the epitaph in metre, which I indicated myself thereon; John Truel the mason carving the same, as may be seen in the kirkyard, where it wants a little reparation and setting upright, having settled the wrong way when the second Mrs. Balwhidder was laid by her side. But I must not here enter upon an anticipation.

Byron was scarcely dead before his influence began to display itself in the work of a multitude of writers of "fashionable" novels, dealing mainly with criminals of high birth, into the desperate texture of whose lives there was woven a thread of the ideal. In this school of fiction two young men rose to the highest distinction, and "thrilled the boys with dandy pathos" in a lavish profusion. Of these elegant and fluent novelists the younger made his appearance first, with Vivian Grey, in 1826, but his rival
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LYTTON

was close behind him with Falkland and Pelham. Through the next twenty years they raced neck by neck for the suffrages of the public. In that day Edward Lytton Bulwer, afterwards the first Lord Lytton, seemed a genius of the very highest order, but it was early perceived that his dandiaical attitude was not perfectly sincere, that the graces of his style were too laboured and prolix, and that the tone of his novels fostered national conceit and prejudice at the expense of truth. His sentiment was mawkish, his creations were unsubstantial and often preposterous. But the public liked the fastidious elaborateness of a gentleman who catered for their pleasures "with his fingers covered with dazzling rings, and his feet delightfully pinched in a pair of looking-glass boots"; and Bulwer Lytton certainly possessed extraordinary gifts of activity, versatility, and sensitiveness to the requirements of his readers. What has shattered the once-glittering dome of his reputation is a reaction against what early readers of Zanoni called his "fearfully beautiful word-painting," his hollow rhetoric, his puerile horrors. Towards the end of his glorious career Lord Lytton contrived to prune his literary extravagances, and his latest works are his best.

The first Lord Lytton (Edward George Earle Lytton Bulwer, afterwards Bulwer-Lytton), 1803-1873, was the third and youngest son of General Bulwer of Heydon Hall, Norfolk; his mother was a Lytton of Knebworth in Herts. He was born in London on the 25th of May 1803. He was privately educated, under the eye of his gifted mother; at the age of seventeen he published Ismael, a collection of Byronic poems. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, at Easter 1822, but removed later in the same year to Trinity Hall. He published Delmour anonymously in 1823; in 1825 he won the Chancellor's medal with a poem on Sculpture. It was after taking his degree, in 1826, that Bulwer wrote his first romantic novel, Falkland. In 1827 he married Rosina Doyle Wheeler, settled at Pangbourne, and devoted himself to literature, producing, in quick succession, Pelham, 1828; The Disowned and Devereux, 1829; and Paul Clifford, 1830. He was henceforth one of the most active and popular authors of the day, and he moved into London to be at the centre of his interests. He entered Parliament in 1831. The most prominent of his next batch of publications were Eugene Aram, 1832;
Godolphin, 1833; and The Pilgrims of the Rhine, 1834. Bulwer now turned to historical romance, and achieved a marvellous success with The Last Days of Pompeii in 1834, and Rienzi in 1835. His marriage had proved a very unlucky one, and in 1836 he obtained a judicial separation. The next few years were those in which Bulwer held the stage with The Duchess de la Vallière, 1836; The Lady of Lyons, 1838; Richelieu and The Rightful Heir, 1839; and Money, 1840. In 1838 his political services were rewarded with a baronetcy, and in 1843, upon the death of his mother, he came into the Knebworth estates and assumed the name of Lytton. He re-entered Parliament in 1852, and served for some time as Colonial Secretary. In 1866 he was created Baron Lytton of Knebworth. Of his later writings may be chronicled here, Ernest Maltravers, 1837; Zanoni, 1842; The Last of the Barons, 1843; The Caxtons, 1849; My Novel, 1853; A Strange Story, 1862; The Coming Race, 1871; and Kenelm Chillingly, 1873. Towards the close of his life he resided at Torquay, where he died on the 18th of January 1873, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. Bulwer-Lytton was a man of unbounded energy and versatility, who cultivated in public the languor of a dandy and the affectations of a fop to conceal the intensity with which he pursued his professional career. He lived with wasteful violence, and long before his death he suffered from a physical decay which his mental vigour belied. On other men of letters, such as Tennyson and Thackeray, his airs and graces, his schemes to “aristocratise the community,” and the amazing oddities of his garb and speech, produced an effect that was almost maddening.

From “Pelham.”

Well, gentle reader (I love, by-the-by, as you already perceive, that old-fashioned courtesy of addressing you)—well, to finish this part of my life, which, as it treats rather of my attempts at reformation than my success in error, must begin to weary you exceedingly, I acquired, more from my uncle’s conversation than the books we read, a
Letter from Bulwer to Lady Blessington, 1833 (or 1834)
sufficient acquaintance with the elements of knowledge to satisfy myself, and to please my instructor. And I must say, in justification of my studies and my tutor, that I derived one benefit from them which has continued with me to this hour—viz., I obtained a clear knowledge of moral principle. Before that time, the little ability I possessed only led me into acts, which, I fear, most benevolent reader, thou hast already sufficiently condemned; my good feelings—for I was not naturally bad—never availed me the least when present temptation came into my way. I had no guide but passion; no rule but the impulse of the moment. What else could have been the result of my education? If I was immoral, it was because I was never taught morality? Nothing, perhaps, is less innate than virtue. I own that the lessons of my uncle did not work miracles—that, living in the world, I have not separated myself from its errors and its follies: the vortex was too strong—the atmosphere too contagious; but I have at least avoided the crimes into which my temper would most likely have driven me. I ceased to look upon the world as a game one was to play fairly, if possible—but where a little cheating was readily allowed: I no longer divorced the interests of other men from my own: if I endeavoured to blind them, it was neither by unlawful means, nor for a purely selfish end:—if—but come, Henry Pelham, thou hast praised thyself enough for the present; and, after all, thy future adventures will best tell if thou art really amended.

To early contemporaries the novels of Benjamiu Disraeli, long after—Disraeli—wounds Earl of Beaconsfield, seemed more extravagant and whimsical than even those of Bulwer. Disraeli, too, belonged to the great company of the dandies—to the Brummels and Lauzums of literature. His early novels were baffling miscellanies of the wildest and the most foppish folly combined with rare political wit and a singular clairvoyance. A like inconsistency marked their style, which is now almost crazy in its incoherence, and now of a florid but restrained beauty to which Bulwer, with all his machinery of rhetoric, never attained. Contarini Fleming may be said to record a step towards the emancipation of English romance, in its extraordinary buoyancy of Byronic stimulus. But as a writer, Disraeli was at his best and steadily improving from Venetia to Tancred. In these novels he is less tawdry in his ornament, less glittering in his affectation of Voltairean epigram, less inflated and impracticable than in his earlier, and certainly than in his two latest novels, those curious fruits of his old age. The dandy style, of which Barbey d’Aurevilly was the contemporary type in France, is best studied in England in
Disraeli, whose novels, though they no longer appeal to the masses, preserve better than Bulwer’s the attention of cultivated readers. In these Byronic novelists, who preserved for their heroes “the dear corsair expression, half savage, half soft,” love of the romance of pure adventure was handed down, across Dickens and Thackeray, and in an indirect way Bulwer and Disraeli are the progenitors of the Ouidas and Rider Haggards of a later age.

Benjamin Disraeli (1804–1881), Earl of Beaconsfield, was the son of Isaac Disraeli and of his wife Maria Basevi. He was born in London on the 21st of December 1804. The place of his birth is uncertain; among the addresses claimed for it are 215 Upper Street, Islington, and 6 John Street, Bedford Row. In 1817 his father inherited a fortune, and moved into a large house in Bloomsbury Square. At the same time the family left the Jewish communion, and on the 31st of July Disraeli was baptized into the English Church. He was sent to a Unitarian school at Walthamstow, and in 1821 he was articled to a solicitor in Old Jewry. When it was still not decided what profession he should choose, he wrote Vivian Grey, 1826, an absurd and daring novel, which produced a considerable sensation. Disraeli now became the victim of a curious illness, a sort of vertigo, which made professional study impossible to him. He retired to his father’s country-house at Bradenham, in Buckinghamshire, for several years. Here he wrote several of his best early works, Popanilla, Ixion in Heaven, and The Young Duke. As his health grew no better, foreign travel was recommended, and in 1828 he started for the Mediterranean, lingering long, and reaching Jerusalem in 1831. With health restored, Disraeli came back to England and burst upon London as a literary lion. His fantastic appearance—“velvet coat thrown wide open, shirt collar turned down in Byronic fashion, elaborate embroidered waistcoat, from which issued voluminous folds of frill, black hair pomatumed and elaborately curled, and person redolent with perfume”—increased the curiosity with which his books were read. Contarini Fleming was published in 1832, Alroy in 1833, and The Revolutionary Epic in 1834. Disraeli dazzled society with an extraordinary mixture of ardour and calculated affectation. In 1837 he published Venetia and Henrietta Temple, and entered Parliament. In 1838 he married a widow,
DISRAELI

Mrs. Wyndham Lewis, who proved the most devoted of wives, and who died as Viscountess Beaconsfield in 1872. Disraeli, in spite of increasing political distractions, continued to write novels—*Coningsby*, 1844; *Sybil*, 1845; and *Tancred*, 1847—until he became leader of the Opposition in the House of Commons, and could spare no more leisure for this kind of work. He was silent as an imaginative writer for nearly a quarter of a century, climbing one by one to the pinnacle of political celebrity. In 1868 he became Prime Minister for a short time. In an interval of repose Disraeli turned to literature again, and published in 1870 the novel of *Lothair*, the most famous book of its year. He became Prime Minister for the second time in 1874, and enjoyed a lengthy period of power, in the course of which, in 1876, he was raised to the peerage as Earl of Beaconsfield. The Tories fell in 1880, and Lord Beaconsfield withdrew to his estate at Hughenden, where he took up an unfinished novel, *Endymion*, and immediately finished it. He now lived as a country gentleman, devoted to "his peacocks, his swans, his lake, and his chalk stream," though without definitely retiring from politics. He was disappointed, however, and his energy was failing. A severe chill, acting upon gout, was fatal to him, and he died on the 19th of April 1881. He was offered a public funeral, but he had left instructions that he was to be buried beside his wife at Hughenden. Disraeli was a man of extraordinary physique, "lively pale," with snaky clusters of jet-black hair, "eyes as black as Erebus, and the most mocking, lying-in-wait sort of expression conceivable." In wit, in clairvoyance, and in a sort of inspired impertinence, he was without an equal in his own generation.

From "*Tancred*.

The moon has sunk behind the Mount of Olives, and the stars in the darker sky shine doubly bright over the sacred city. The all-pervading stillness is broken by a breeze that seems to have travelled over the plain of Sharon from the sea. It wails among the tombs, and sighs among the cypress groves. The palm-tree trembles as it passes, as if it were a spirit of woe. Is it the breeze that has travelled over the plain of Sharon from the sea?

Or is it the haunting voice of prophets mourning over the city they could not save? Their spirits surely would linger on the land where their Creator had deigned to dwell, and over whose impending fate Omnipotence had shed human tears. From this Mount! Who can but believe that, at the midnight hour, from the summit of the Ascension, the great departed of Israel assemble to gaze upon the battlements of their mystic city? There might be counted heroes and sages, who need shrink from no rivalry with the brightest and the wisest of other lands; but the lawyer of the time of the Pharaohs, whose laws are still obeyed; the monarch, whose reign has ceased for three thousand years, but whose wisdom is a proverb in all nations of the earth; the teacher, whose doctrines have modelled civilised Europe; the greatest of legislators, the greatest of administrators, and the greatest of reformers; what racial, extinct or living, can produce three such men as these?

The last light is extinguished in the village of Bethany. The wailing breeze has become a morning wind; a white film spreads over the purple sky; the stars are veiled, the stars are hid; all becomes as dark as the waters of Kedron and the valley of Jehoshaphat. The tower of David merges into obscurity; no longer glitter the minarets of the mosque of Omar; Bethesda's angelic waters, the gate of Stephen, the street of sacred sorrow, the hill of Salem, and the heights of Scopus can no longer be discerned. Alone in the increasing darkness, while the very line of the walls gradually eludes the eye, the church of the Holy Sepulchre is a beacon light.

And why is the church of the Holy Sepulchre a beacon light? Why, when it is already past the noon of darkness, when every soul slumbers in Jerusalem, and not a sound disturbs the deep repose, except the howl of the wild dog crying to the wilder wind; why
is the cupola of the sanctuary illumined, though the hour has long since been numbered, when pilgrims there kneel and monks pray?

An armed Turkish guard are bivouacked in the court of the church; within the church itself, two brethren of the convent of Terra Santa keep holy watch and ward; while, at the tomb beneath, there kneels a solitary youth, who prostrated himself at sunset, and who will there pass unmoved the whole of the sacred night.

Peacock: A very peculiar talent—in its fantastic nature, perhaps, more delicate and original than any of these—was that of Thomas Love Peacock, the learned friend and correspondent of Shelley. This interesting satirist displayed a survival of the eighteenth-century temper in nineteenth-century forms, and thought of Voltaire when the rest of the world was thinking of Scott, whom Peacock considered "amusing only because he misrepresented everything." The new was singularly odious to him; it was only in the old, the classical, the Attic, that he could take any pleasure. The poetry of Peacock, both serious and ludicrous, has a charm of extreme elegance; but the qualities of his distinguished mind are best observed in his curious satirical or grotesque romances, seven in number, of which Headlong Hall was the first, and Nightmare Abbey doubtless the most entertaining. His latest novel, Gryll Grange, appeared so late as 1860, and Peacock outlived all his contemporaries, dying at a great age in 1866. He totally disregarded English traditions of romance-writing, and followed the eighteenth-century type of French conte. In his eccentric, discursive way, he is the most ingenious English writer of the age, and after almost passing into oblivion, he is once more becoming a prominent favorite with readers of fastidious taste.

Thomas Love Peacock (1785–1866) was the only child of Samuel Peacock, a London merchant, and his wife, Sarah Love. He was born at Weymouth on the 18th of October 1785. His father dying in 1788, the child was brought up at Chertsey by his grandfather and his mother. He was educated for a little while at a private school at Englefield, but attended no public school or university. With the consent of his mother, he educated himself, becoming one of the first classical scholars of his time. In 1808 he was appointed secretary to Sir Home Popham, and in 1812 his friendship with Shelley began. He had already published several volumes of no importance; his real talent was now revealed to him, and he issued Headlong
beating of their
sounds of multitudinous feet — the trampling of horses, and
the full sounds of the bugles. Last appeared the cavalry,
issuing from the woods, and ranging themselves in a
semicircle from horn to horn of the rope fencing. The
open space, terraced by the chase, confused by their own
numbers, and rushing in all directions. Breaking through
the fence opening many trying to leap the rope fencing
in which a few were hurt, and one or two succeeded,
evading to their old haunts, most probably to furnish
Peter Woot with his last venison feast. By degrees the
mass grew thinner: at last, all had disappeared. The
rope fencing shut up the beasts for the night. The cavalry
rode off towards Windsor: and all again was silent.

This was, without any exception, the most beautiful
sight I ever witnessed: but I saw it with
deep regret: for, with the expulsion of the deer, the life of
the old scene was gone, and I have always looked back
on that day, as the last day of Windsor Forest.

T.L. Peacock
Hall in 1816; this was followed by Melincourt in 1817 and Nightmare Abbey in 1818. In 1819 Peacock secured a place in the East India House, and in 1823 settled at Lower Halliford, which was his home for the remainder of his long life. He published the remarkable poem called Rhododaphne in 1818, and other novels, Maid Marian, 1822; The Misfortunes of Elphin, 1829; Crochet Castle, 1831; and after thirty years' retirement, Gryil Grange in 1861. All the works here mentioned appeared in the first instance anonymously. Peacock died on the 23rd of January 1866.

FROM "MAID MARIAN."

"The abbot, in his alb arrayed," stood at the altar in the abbey-chapel of Rubygill, with all his plump, sleek, rosy friars, in gaudily lines disposed, to solemnize the nuptials of the beautiful Matilda Fitzwater, daughter of the Baron of Arlingford, with the noble Robert Fitz-Ooth, Earl of Locksley and Huntingdon. The abbey of Rubygill stood in a picturesque valley, at a little distance from the western boundary of Sherwood Forest, in a spot which seemed adapted by nature to the retreat of monastic mortification, being on the banks of a fine trout-stream, and in the midst of woodland coverts, abounding with excellent game. The bride, with her father and attendant maidens, entered the chapel, but the earl had not arrived. The baron was amazed, and the bridesmaids were disconcerted. Matilda feared that some evil had befallen her lover, but felt no diminution of her confidence in his honour and love. Through the open gates of the chapel she looked down the narrow road that wound along the side of the hill; and her ear was the first that heard the distant trampling of horses, and her eye was the first that caught the glitter of snowy plumes, and the light of polished spears. "It is strange," thought the baron, "that the earl should come in this martial array to his wedding"; but he had not long to meditate on the phenomenon, for the foaming steeds swept up to the gate like a whirlwind, and the earl, breathless with speed, and followed by a few of his yeomen, advanced to his smiling bride. It was then no time to ask questions, for the organ was in full peal, and the choristers were in full voice.

The fourth decade of this century was, on the whole, a period of rest and exhaustion in the literature of this country. In poetry it was marked by the disappearance into silence of those who had done most to make the age what it was, a time of progress and revolt. The younger poets were dead, their elder brethren were beginning to pass away, and those who survived the longest, in particular Wordsworth and Landor, continued to add to the bulk, but not signally to the value of their works. Yet Tennyson, little observed or praised, was now producing the most exquisite and the most brilliantly varied of his lyrics. Discouraged at his reception, he had published, when this chapter closes, nothing since 1833. The solitary young poet who deserved to be mentioned in the same breath, Elizabeth Barrett, was famous before 1840, but not for those pieces of which her riper taste chiefly approved, or those for which posterity is still admiring her after sixty years. In this hill of the poetic world the voice of Robert Browning was yet unheard, though it had spoken out in Paracelsus and Strafford. But the sportive fancy of Thomas Hood, already nearing the close of his brief life, was highly appreciated, and Praed, though still uncollected, had left a splendid memory to his friends.
Hood
Where poets were so few, the pure talent of Hartley Coleridge, the greater S. T. Coleridge’s eldest, unhappy son, may claim a word. A group of dramatist and lyrical writers, among whom Beddoes is by far the greatest, link the generation of Keats and Shelley with that of Tennyson and the Brownings; but most of them are nebulous, and the most eminent mere asteroids in comparison with the planets which preceded and followed them.

Thomas Hood (1799–1845) belonged to a family of Perthshire peasants. His father was a small publisher in the Poultry, where the poet was born on the 23rd of May 1799. He received some education at various private schools. In 1811 he lost his father and his elder brother, and his mother moved to Islington. Already the health of Thomas, who came of a very unsound family, was giving anxiety, and he was sent to live in Dundee. He grew so much stronger that in 1818 he was able to come back to London apparently cured, and he began to study to be an engraver. But he was drawn to literature, and in 1821 began to act as sub-editor to the “London Magazine.” The death of his mother now left him in charge of a family of four sisters; in 1825 he married Jane, the sister of John Hamilton Reynolds, the poet and friend of Keats. This was the year of Hood’s earliest appearance as an author with the anonymous Odes and Addresses to Great People. He was at this time introduced by Lamb to Coleridge as “a silentish young man, an invalid,” but he was beginning to be well-known as a wit and punster, and in 1826 he achieved a partial success with Whims and Oddities. In 1827 the only book of serious poetry ever published by Hood, The Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, appeared, dedicated to Charles Lamb. None of these publications, however, really took the town, and Hood withdrew for fifteen years from poetical composition. In 1829 the Hoods
Hoody went to live at Winchmore Hill, near Enfield, and it was from this retreat that he began to issue the Comic Annual; they moved in 1832 to Lake House, Wanstead, a romantic old building in a situation most unfavourable to Hood's health. He made it the site of his novel, Tylney Hall, in 1834. At the beginning of the next year, owing to the unexplained “failure of a firm,” Hood became ruined and had to leave England to escape his creditors; he settled at Coblenz, and afterwards at Ostend, until 1840, when he returned to England. At Christmas, 1843, Hood became suddenly famous as the author, in “Punch,” of The Song of the Shirt. But his success came too late; he was already dying of a slow disease of the heart, complicated by anxiety and trouble. After a long illness, rendered doubly distressing by poverty, Hood died at Hampstead on the 2nd of May 1845. Hood was not witty in society, but “thin and deaf, and very silent,” with a solemn pale face and melancholy eyes.

Hood's Last Stanzas, written February 1845.

Farewell, Life! My senses swim,
And the world is growing dim:—
Thronging shadows crowd the light,
Like the advent of the night,—
Colder, colder, colder still,
Upward steals a vapour chill—
Strong the earthy odour grows—
I smell the mould above the rose!

Welcome, Life! the Spirit strives!
Strength returns, and hope revives;
Cloudy fears and shapes forlorn,
Fly like shadows at the morn,—
O'er the earth there comes a bloom,
Sunny light for sullen gloom,
Warm perfume for vapour cold—
I smell the rose above the mould!

To Dickens

On his Departure for America

Here's success to all his arts,
Since it pleases him to roam,
And to paddle our Atlanties,
After such a safe at home—
May he shun all rocks whatever,
And each shallow sand that lurks,
And his passage be as clever
As the best among his works.

11 Dec. 1841

Verses of Hood's to Charles Dickens on his Departure for America

At one time the claim of Joanna Baillie (1762-1851) to be included among the English poets was almost universally conceded. Her Plays on the Passions (1798-1812) were successful, both as books, and as acted by Kemble and Mrs. Siddons. But neither these nor her once greatly praised ballads have retained
Hartley Coleridge (1796–1849) was the eldest son of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and was born at Clevendon in Somerset on the 19th of September 1796. He was brought up in the Lakes among the great friends of his father, and early attracted the admiration of Wordsworth, Southey, Lamb, and De Quincey by his brilliant precocity. After going to school at Ambleside, he proceeded in 1815 to New Inn Hall, Oxford, afterwards joining Merton College. In 1819 he was elected a fellow of Oriel, but was deprived of his fellowship in the following year, under distressing circumstances, and spent some years very painfully in London. In 1823 he was persuaded to return to Ambleside, and for some years he lived precariously by teaching. During a brief experience as reader to a publisher at Leeds, Hartley Coleridge appeared as an author for the first and last time with his *Biographia Borealis* and his *Poems*, both dated 1833. He lived quietly and meekly at Grasmere, until his death on the 6th of January 1849.

Winthrop Mackworth Praed (1802–1839), a brilliant figure at Eton and at Trinity College, Cambridge, was the most graceful writer of society verses between Prior and Mr. Austin Dobson. The only important work he published in book-form in his lifetime was *Lilian*, 1823. Praed’s poems were first collected after his death, and in America, in 1844.

Thomas Lovell Beddoes (1803–1849) was the eldest son of Dr. Thomas Beddoes, a famous physician of Bristol, where the poet was born on the 20th of July 1803; his mother was a sister of Maria Edgeworth. He was educated at Bath Grammar School and at the Charterhouse, and began to devote himself to poetry at the age of fourteen. In 1820 he proceeded to Pembroke College, Oxford, where in 1821 he published *The Improvisators*. This was followed in 1822 by *The Bride’s Tragedy*. These are the only books of his which appeared in Beddoes’ lifetime. He took his degree in 1825, left Oxford, and determined to devote himself to medicine. The greater part of the rest of his life was spent in Germany in isolation from all his family and English friends; he took his medical degree at Würzburg in 1832, and practised as a physician in Zürich. He became extremely melancholy, restless, and neurotic, formed extravagant relations, and on the 26th of January 1849 committed suicide in the hospital at Basle. His principal work, *Death’s Jest-Book*, was published in 1850, and his *Poems* in 1851. He was a very mysterious person of whom little definite is known; in late life he “let his beard grow, and looked like Shakespeare.”

Richard Henry (or Hengist) Horne (1803–1884) was born in London on the 1st of January 1803. He was taught at the school in Edmonton.
which Keats had recently left, and to the end of his life would boast of having thrown a snowball at that great man. Home early drifted upon a life of restless and prolonged adventure. He volunteered as a midshipman in the war of Mexican independence, and fought in 1839 against Spain. He afterwards wandered long in the United States and in Canada; and after he had returned to London and adopted the profession of letters, the gold craze took him in 1852 to Australia. His earliest publication of value was the romantic drama of *Cosmo de Medici* in 1837. His epic of *Orion*, 1843, was sold at the published price of a farthing, and achieved wide notoriety. His drama of *Judas Iscariot* was printed in 1848. Home, who was a little man of unusual physical strength and endurance, became in later days an odd figure with his milk-white ringlet-curls and abrupt gestures. His friendship with Elizabeth Barrett Browning resulted in certain interesting conjunct productions, particularly in the letters published in 1876. Home died at Margate, from the result of an accident, on the 13th of March 1884.

**SONNET BY HARTLEY COLERIDGE.**

When we were idlers with the loitering rills,
The need of human love we little noted:
Our love was nature; and the peace that floated
On the white mist, and dwelt upon the hills,
To sweet accord subdued our wayward wills:
One soul was ours, one mind, one heart devoted,
That, wisely doating, ask'd not why it floated,
And ours the unknown joy, which knowing kills.
But now I find, how dear thou wert to me;
That man is more than half of nature's treasure,
Of that fair Beauty which no eye can see,
Of that sweet music which no ear can measure;
And now the streams may sing for others' pleasure,
The hills sleep on in their eternity.

**SONG FROM THE FRAGMENT OF "TORRISMOND" OF BEDDOES.**

How many times do I love thee, dear?
Tell me how many thoughts there be
In the atmosphere
Of a new-fall'n year,
Whose white and sable hours appear
The latest flake of Eternity:—
So many times do I love thee, dear.
How many times do I love, again?
Tell me how many heads there are
In a silver chain
Of evening rain
Unravelled from the tumbling main
And threading the eye of a yellow star:
So many times do I love, again.

FROM HORNE'S "ORION."
At length, when night came folding round the scene,
And golden lights grew red and terrible,
Flashed torch and spear, while reed-pipes deeper blew
Sonorous dirges and melodious storm,
And timbrels groaned and jangled to the tones
Of high-sustaining horns,—then, round the blaze,
Their shadows brandishing afar and athwart
Over the level space and up the hills,
Six Giants held portentous dance, nor ceased
Till one by one in bare Bacchante arms,
Brimful of nectar, helplessly they rolled
Deep down oblivion. Sleep absorbed their souls.

In prose more vigorous influences were at work. In 1825 Macaulay marked an epoch in criticism by contributing to the Edinburgh Review his elaborate article on Milton, the earliest example in English of the modern étude, or monograph in miniature, which has since become so popular a province of letters. When our period closes, Macaulay is a Cabinet minister. His career as an essayist was mainly prior to 1840, at which date he had shown himself neither ballad-writer nor historian. In his famous reviews he created a species of literature, partly biographical, partly critical, which had an unrivalled effect in raising the average of cultivation. Countless readers found in the pages of Macaulay's Essays their earliest stimulus to independent thought and the humane study of letters. Carlyle, five years the senior of Macaulay, had been much slower in reaching the great mass of the public. His graceful Life of Schiller (1825) having failed to achieve a world-wide sensation, Carlyle deliberately and most successfully set himself to insist upon attention by
adopting a style of extreme eccentricity, full of Germanisms, violently abrupt and tortuously parenthetical, a lingo which had to be learned like a foreign language. In the reception ultimately given to *Sartor Resartus* (1834) he was assured of the success of his stratagem, and he continued, to his

![Sonnet by Hartley Coleridge to Tennyson](image_url)

eminent advantage, to write, not in English, but in Carlylesse for the remainder of his life.

The names crowd upon us as we endeavour to distinguish what literature was when Queen Victoria ascended the throne. Marryat was at the climax of his rapidly won nautical fame; the cavaliers of G. P. R. James
riding down innumerable lonely roads; the first Lord Lytton was in the midst of the series of his elaborately heroical romances, not cast in gold, perhaps, but richly parcel-gilt; Disraeli had just culminated in *Henrietta Temple*. Such were the forces which up to 1840 were the most active in purely popular literature. None of them, perhaps, was of the highest order either in imagination or in style, but each in his own way was repeating and emphasising the lesson of the romantic revolution of 1798.
CHAPTER III
THE EARLY VICTORIAN AGE
1840-1870

In spite of the interesting elements which we have just endeavoured to indicate, the history of English literature between 1825 and 1840 was comparatively uneventful. The romantic revolution was complete: the new spirit had penetrated every corner of literary production, and the various strains introduced from Germany, from Celtic sources, from the resuscitated study of natural landscape, from the habit of contemplating radical changes in political, religious, and social ideas, had settled down into an accepted intellectual attitude, which itself threatened to become humdrum and conventional. But this menace of a new classicism passed away under the mental storm and stress which culminated in 1848 in a second and less radical revolution on the lines of that which was then half a century old. This was a revolution which had, in English literature, the effect of unsettling nothing that was valuable in the new romantic tradition, but of scouring it, as it were, of the dust and cobwebs which were beginning to cloud its surface, and of polishing it to the reflection of more brilliant and delicate aspects of nature.

In this second revival of thought and active expression the practice of publishing books grew with a celerity which baffles so succinct a chronicle as ours. It becomes, therefore, impossible from this point forwards to discuss with any approach to detail the careers of any but the most prominent authors. All that we can now hope to do is to show in some degree what was the general trend and what were the main branches of this refreshed and giant body of literature. Between the accession of Queen Victoria and the breaking out of the war with Russia the profession of letters flourished in this country as it had never done before. It is noticeable that in the first years of the century the men of genius are sharply distinguished from the herd of negligible men of talent. We recognise some ten or twelve names so far isolated from all the rest that, with little injustice, criticism may concentrate its attention on these alone. But in the second revival this was not the case; the gradations are infinitely slow, and a sort of accomplished cleverness, highly baffling to the comparative critic, brings us down from the summit, along innumerable slopes and invidiously gentle.
Lord Tennyson.

From a photograph by F. Hollyer, after the portrait by G. F. Watts, R.A.
undulations. Nowhere is it more difficult to know whom to mention and whom to omit.

In poetry, a body of writing which had been kept back by the persistent public neglect of its immediate inspirers, Shelley and Keats, took advantage of the growing fame of these authors to insist on recognition for itself. Hence, although Alfred Tennyson had been a published author since 1826, the real date of his efflorescence as a great, indisputable power in poetry is 1842; Elizabeth Barrett, whose first volume appeared in 1825, does not make her definite mark until 1844; and Robert Browning, whose Pauline is of 1833, begins to find readers and a discreet recognition in 1846, at the close of the series of his Bells and Pomegranates. These three writers, then, formed a group which it is convenient to consider together: greatly dissimilar in detail, they possessed distinctive qualities in common; we may regard them as we do Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey, or Byron, Shelley, and Keats. The vogue, however, of this latest cluster of poets was destined to develop more slowly, perhaps, but much more steadily and for a longer period than that of any previous trio. After fifty years of production and increasing popularity two of them were still amongst us, in the enjoyment of an almost unparalleled celebrity. It is important, so far as possible, to clear away from our minds the impression which half a century of glory has produced, and to see how these poets struck their first candid admirers in the forties.

In the first place, it is obvious that their unquestionable merits were dimmed by what were taken to be serious defects of style. Oddly enough, it was Alfred Tennyson who was particularly assailed for faults which we now cheerfully admit in Miss Barrett, who to her own contemporaries seemed the most normal of the three. That Keats was "misdirected" and "unripe" had been an unchallenged axiom of the critical faculty; but here were three young writers who were calmly accepting the formulas of Keats and of "his deplorable friend Mr. Shelley," and throwing contempt on those so authoritatively laid down by the Edinburgh Review. Tennyson was accused of triviality, affectation, and quaintness. But his two volumes of 1842 were published at a moment when public taste was undergoing a radical change. The namby-pamby of the thirties was disgusting the younger men, and the new burden imposed by the Quarterly was being
tossed from impatient shoulders. When R. H. Horne, in 1844, called upon Englishmen to set aside "the thin gruel of Kirke White" and put to their lips "the pure Greek wine of Keats," he not only expressed a daring conviction to which many timider spirits responded, but he enunciated a critical opinion which the discussions of fifty years have not superseded.

What such candid spirits delighted in in the Tennyson of 1842 was the sensuous comprehensiveness of his verse. He seemed to sum up, in a composite style to which he gradually gave a magic peculiarly his own, the finest qualities of the school that had preceded him. He studied natural phenomena as closely as Wordsworth had, his melodies were almost as liquid and aerial as those of Coleridge, he could tell a story as well as Campbell, his songs were as pure and ecstatic as Shelley's, and for depth and splendour of colour Keats hardly surpassed him. As soon, therefore, as the general public came to recognise him, he enchanted it. To an enthusiastic listener the verse of Tennyson presently appeared to sum up every fascinating pleasure which poetry was competent to offer, or if anything was absent, it was supposed to be the vigour of Byron or the manly freshness of Scott. To the elements he collected from his predecessors he added a sense of decorative beauty, faintly archaic and Italian, an unprecedented refinement and high finish in the execution of verse, and a philosophical sympathy with the broad outlines of such
social and religious problems as were engaging the best minds of the age. Those who approached the poetry of Tennyson, then, were flattered by its polished and distinguished beauty, which added to their own self-respect, and were repelled by none of those austerities and violences which had estranged the early readers of Wordsworth and Shelley.

Alfred Tennyson, the first Lord Tennyson (1809-1892), was the fourth of the twelve children of the Rev. George Tennyson and his wife, Elizabeth Fytche. He was born in the rectory of Somersby, in Lincolnshire, on the 6th of August 1809. In 1815 he was sent to the Louth grammar school, and five years later returned home to be prepared for college by his father. He began to write verses, copiously, when he was twelve, in company with his elder brothers, Frederick (1807-1898) and Charles (1808-1879). The three combined in a volume, which was nevertheless called Poems by Two Brothers, in 1827. In February of the next year Charles and Alfred proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, where Tennyson soon became the centre of a brilliant group of friends. In 1829 he gained the Chancellor's Medal for his poem called Timbuctoo, and in 1830 appeared his Poems chiefly Lyrical. Among his leading friends at Cambridge were Trench, Monckton Milnes, Spedding, Thompson, FitzGerald, and above all, A. H. Hallam. The volume of 1830 attracted little outside notice, except from those to whom these friends introduced it, but it won the close attention of S. T. Coleridge. In the summer of this year Tennyson and Hallam volunteered in the army of the Spanish insurgent, Torrijos, and marched about in the Pyrenees, but were never under fire. Tennyson left Cambridge in February 1831, and made Somersby his residence, his father at this time dying, but the family being allowed to stay in the rectory until 1837. Tennyson was now in excellent health and at the height of his genius; he was writing abundantly and delighting in the friendship of Hallam, who was engaged to the poet's sister, Emily. The result of these months was given to the world in the marvellous Poems of 1833, a book which, in spite of the trans-
cendent beauty of its contents, met with a reception from the critics which greatly depressed and angered the poet. In the subsequent autumn (September 15, 1833), Arthur Hallam died very suddenly in a hotel in Vienna. Tennyson's nerves were violently shaken, and after this event his health "became variable and his spirits indifferent." Until after the burial of Hallam at Clevendon in January 1834 he wrote nothing; but as his mind grew calmer, he began the _Idylls of the King_ and _In Memoriam_, and once more spent the quiet years in his Lincolnshire village in a uniform devotion of his whole soul to the art of poetry. When the Tennysons were at length obliged to leave Somersby, they moved to High Beech, in Epping Forest; the poet was now attached and "quasi-betrothed" to Emily Sellwood. In 1836 the family moved to Tunbridge Wells, and in 1841 to Boxley, near Maidstone. It was now nearly ten years since Tennyson, greatly discouraged, had broken silence with the public, but in 1842 he consented, after much debate, to publish, in two volumes, his _Poems_, new and old. In this collection appeared for the first time the modern narratives, mostly in blank verse, which he then called "Idyls," such as "The Gardener's Daughter," and "Dora," as well as lyrical and epical studies of a graver kind, such as "Locksley Hall," "Morte d'Arthur," and "Oenone." The book made an instant sensation, and it is from 1842 that the universal fame of Tennyson must be dated. Unfortunately, he needed encouragement, for a speculator had tempted him to sell his little estate, and to invest all his property in a "Patent Decorative Carving Company." In a few months the scheme collapsed and Tennyson was left penniless. The loss affected him so severely that his life was despaired of, and he had to be placed in the charge of a hydropathic physician at Cheltenham, where his peace of mind very gradually returned. In 1845 he was raised from the most grinding poverty by a pension of £200 bestowed by Sir Robert Peel. He was nervously prostrated again in 1847, and underwent treatment at Prestbury. About this time _The Princess_ was published, and pleased a wide circle of readers. Tennyson's home was now at Cheltenham. In 1850 _In Memoriam_, on which he had been engaged for many years, was published anonymously, and in June of the same year he married Emily Sellwood at Shiplake. This was a most fortunate union; as Tennyson said long afterwards, "The peace of God came into my life before the altar when I wedded her." Before the year was out he had succeeded Wordsworth as Poet Laureate. The Tennysons settled at Warninglid, on the South Downs, and then at Twickenham. In 1851 they made the tour in Italy, many incidents of which are recorded in "The Daisy." The _Ode on the Death of the
Duke of Wellington was published in November 1852, and a year later Tennyson bought the house and farm of Farringford, in the Isle of Wight, which he made his home. In 1854 he published The Charge of the Light Brigade, and in July 1855 an important volume, Maud, containing, beside some pieces already mentioned, "The Brook," and "Will." There was now a sharp reaction against his popularity, and the reception of this admirable book was in part very severe; Tennyson, always unduly sensitive, was much wounded. He withdrew among his ilexes at Farringford, and for some years little was heard of him. In 1859 he reappeared with the first series of the Idylls of the King, which achieved a popular success far exceeding anything experienced by Tennyson before, or by any other poet of his time. It was not generally guessed that these first four idylls ("Enid," "Vivien," "Elaine," and "Guinevere") were fragments of an epic on the Fall of the Table Round, which Tennyson was preparing all his life. He now turned his attention to another branch of the same mystical theme, the story of the Holy Grail. In 1862 he was presented to Queen Victoria, whose constant favour he thenceforward enjoyed; on the death of Prince Albert, he dedicated the next edition of the Idylls of the King to his memory, "since he held them dear." In 1864 Tennyson published a volume of domestic and modern pieces, under the general title of Enoch Arden, &c. In this appeared "Aylmer's Field," and "The Northern Farmer." The years slipped by with scarcely any incidents except the poet's occasional summer journeys on the Continent. He became an object of extreme curiosity, and his privacy at Farringford was more and more recklessly intruded upon by unblushing
tourists. Perhaps he exaggerated this nuisance, which however became in the process of time absolutely intolerable to him. He determined to go where he could not easily be found, and in 1867 he bought some land on Blackdown, near Haslemere, where he built a house called Aldworth. Several of his smaller works appeared about this time, The Window, in 1867, Lucretia, in 1868, and The Holy Grail, in 1869. These were followed by Gareth and Lynette and The Last Tournament in 1872, and he supposed the Idylls of the King to be complete. He now turned his attention to a branch of literature which had always attracted him, but which he had never before seriously attempted—the drama. His idea was to illustrate the "Making of England" by a series of great historical tragedies. The critics and the public were opposed to Tennyson's dramatic experiments, but he pursued them with a pertinacity which was really extraordinary. Queen Mary, the earliest, in 1875, was followed by Harold in 1876. In 1879 he reprinted a very early suppressed poem, The Lover's Tale, and produced a third play, The Falcon. An important volume of Ballads, including the incomparable "Rizpah," appeared in 1880. This was followed by two more dramas, The Cup, in 1881, and The Promise of May, in 1882. In the autumn of 1883 Tennyson went with Gladstone to Copenhagen, and was entertained by the King of Denmark. In 1884 he accepted a peerage, and published the only play of his which has succeeded on the stage, Becket. Tiresias and other Poems, 1885 (in which "Balin and Balan" completed the Idylls of the King); Locksley Hall Sixty Years After, 1886; Demeter and other Poems, 1889; his seventh play, The Foresters, 1892; and the posthumous Death of Arthur, 1892, were Tennyson's latest contributions to poetry. His health had recovered, and he entered with a marvellous elasticity of mind and body into old age. His bodily powers failed at last, in his eighty-fourth year, and he passed away, at Aldworth, on the night of the 6th of
October 1892. Six days later he received public burial in Westminster Abbey. Tennyson was a man of unusually tall stature and powerful physique, although liable to suffer from nervous forms of indisposition. He was described when at college as "six feet high, broad-chested, strong-limbed, his face Shakespearian, with deep eyelids, his forehead ample, crowned with dark, wavy hair, his hand the admiration of sculptors." He was extremely short-sighted, yet so keenly observant that he once saw the moonlight reflected in a nightingale's eye, as she sat singing in the hedgerow. Carlyle described Tennyson as "a fine, large-featured, dim-eyed, bronze-coloured, shaggy-headed man, most restful, brotherly, solid-hearted." His voice was "musical, metallic, fit for loud laughter and piercing wail, and all that may lie between."

FROM "THE LOTOS-EATERS."

The Lotos blooms below the barren peak:
The Lotos blows by every winding creek:
All day the wind breathes low with mellower tone:
Thro' every hollow cave and alley lone
Round and round the spicy downs the yellow Lotus-dust is blown.
We have had enough of action, and of motion we,
Roll'd to starboard, roll'd to larboard, when the surge was seething free,
Where the wallowing monster spouted his foam-fountains in the sea.
Let us swear an oath, and keep it with an equal mind,
In the hollow Lotos-land to live and lie reclined
On the hills like Gods together, careless of mankind.
For they lie beside their nectar, and the bolts are hurl'd
Far below them in the valleys, and the clouds are lightly curl'd
Round their golden houses, girdled with the gleaming world:
Where they smile in secret, looking over wasted lands,
Blight and famine, plague and earthquake, roaring deeps and fiery sands,
Clanging fights, and flaming towns, and sinking ships, and praying hands.
But they smile, they find a music centred in a doleful song
Steaming up, a lamentation and an ancient tale of wrong,
Like a tale of little meaning tho' the words are strong:
Chanted from an ill-used race of men that cleave the soil,
Sow the seed, and reap the harvest with enduring toil,
Storing yearly little dues of wheat and wine and oil;
Till they perish and they suffer—some, 'tis whisper'd—down in hell
Suffer endless anguish, others in Elysian valleys dwell,
Surely, surely, slumber is more sweet than toil, the shore
Than labour in the deep mid-ocean, wind and wave and ear;
Oh rest ye, brother mariners, we will not wander more.

From "Morte d'Arthur."
And slowly answer'd Arthur from the barge:
"The old order changeth, yielding place to new,
And God fulfils himself in many ways,
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.
Comfort thyself: what comfort is in me?
I have lived my life, and that which I have done
May He within himself make pure! but thou,
If thou shouldst never see my face again,
Pray for my soul. More things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of. Wherefore, let thy voice
Rise like a fountain for me night and day.
For what are men better than sheep or goats
That nourish a blind life within the brain,
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Both for themselves and those who call them friend?
For so the whole round earth is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God.
But now farewell. I am going a long way
With these thou seest—if indeed I go—
(For all my mind is clouded with a doubt)
To the island-valley of Avalion;
Where falls not hail, or rain or any snow,
Nor ever wind blows loudly; but it lies
Deep-meadow'd, happy, fair with orchard-lawns
And bowery hollows crown'd with summer sea,
Where I will heal me of my grievous wound."

From "The Daisy."
Remember how we came at last
To Como: shower and storm and blast
Had blown the lake beyond his limit,
And all was flooded; and how we past

From Como, when the light was gray,
And in my head, for half the day,
The rich Virgilian rustic measure
Of Lari Maxume, all the way,

Like ballad-burthen music, kept,
As on The Lariano crept
To that fair port below the castle
Of Queen Theodolind, where we slept;

Or hardly slept, but watch'd awake
A cypress in the moonlight shake,
The moonlight touching o'er a terrace
One tall Agave above the lake.
"Summer is coming, summer is coming.
I know it, I know it, I know it.
Light again, sleep again, life again, love again.
Yes, my mild Thespian poet.

Sing the new year in under the blue,
Last year you sang it so gladly.
"Hark, hark, hark!" Is it thus to you
That you should cast so rapt?
Once again, long again, rest again, young.
Are there a prophet so crazy?
And hardly a daisy as yet, like "twixt April
See, this is hardly a daisy.

"Here again, here, here, happy year,"
I wrote, unbidden, unbidden.
Summer is coming, is coming, my dear,
And all the winter are hidden.

MS. of the "Throstle," entirely in Tennyson's handwriting

To Edward Lear, on his Travels in Greece.

Illyrian woodlands, echoing falls
Of water, sheets of summer glass,
The long divine Peneian pass,
The vast Akrokeranian walls,

Tomohrit, Athos, all things fair,
With such a pencil, such a pen,
You shadow forth to distant men,
I read and felt that I was there:
And trust me while I turn'd the page,
And track'd you still on classic ground,
I grew in gladness till I found
My spirits in the golden age.

For me the torrent ever pour'd
And glisten'd—here and there alone
The broad-limb'd Gods at random thrown
By fountain-urns;—and Naiads oar'd

A glimmering shoulder under gloom
Of cavern pillars; on the swell
The silver lily heaved and fell;
And many a slope was rich in bloom

From him, that on the mountain lea
By dancing rivulets fed his flocks,
To him who sat upon the rocks,
And fluted to the morning sea.

Will.

O well for him whose will is strong!
He suffers, but he will not suffer long;
He suffers, but he cannot suffer wrong:
For him nor moves the loud world's random mock,
Nor all Calamity's hugest waves confound,
Who seems a promontory of rock,
That, compass'd round with turbulent sound,
In middle ocean meets the surging shock,
Tempest-buffeted, citadel crown'd.

But ill for him who, bettering not with time,
Corrupts the strength of heaven-descended Will,
And ever weaker grows thro' acted crime,
Or seeming-genial venial fault,
Recurring and suggesting still!
He seems as one whose footsteps halt,
Toiling in immeasurable sand,
And o'er a weary sultry land,
Far beneath a blazing vault,
Sown in a wrinkle of the monstrous hill,
The city sparkles like a grain of salt.

From "Maud."

Is that enchanted moan only the swell
Of the long waves that roll in yonder bay?
And hark the clock within, the silver knell
Of twelve sweet hours that past in bridal white,
And died to live, long as my pulses play;
But now by this my love has closed her sight
And given false death her hand, and stol'n away
To dreamful wastes where footless fancies dwell
Among the fragments of the golden day.
May nothing there her maiden grace affright!
Dear heart, I feel with thee the drowsy spell.
My bride to be, my evermore delight,
My own heart's heart, my ownest own, farewell;
It is but for a little space I go,
And ye meanwhile far over moor and fell
Beat to the noiseless music of the night!

Has our whole earth gone nearer to the glow
Of your soft splendours that you look so bright?
I have climb'd nearer out of lonely Hell.
Beat, happy stars, timing with things below,
Beat with my heart more blest than heart can tell,
Blest, but for some dark undercurrent woe
That seems to draw—but it shall not be so:
Let all be well, be well.

FROM "IN MEMORIAM."

When on my bed the moonlight falls,
    I know that in thy place of rest
    By that broad water of the west,
There comes a glory on the walls:

Thy marble bright in dark appears,
    As slowly steals a silver flame
    Along the letters of thy name,
And o'er the number of thy years.

The mystic glory swims away;
    From off my bed the moonlight dies;
    And closing eaves of wearied eyes
I sleep till dusk is dipt in gray:

And then I know the mist is drawn
    A lucid veil from coast to coast,
    And in the dark church like a ghost
Thy tablet glimmers to the dawn.

ST. AGNES' EVE.

Deep on the convent roof the snows
    Are sparkling to the moon:
My breath to heaven like vapour goes:
    May my soul follow soon!
The shadows of the convent-towers
    Slant down the snowy sward,
Still creeping with the creeping hours
    That lead me to my Lord:
Make Thou my spirit pure and clear
    As are the frosty skies,
Or this first snowdrop of the year
    That in my bosom lies.

As these white robes are soil'd and dark,
    To yonder shining ground:
As this pale taper's earthly spark,
    To yonder argent round;
So shows my soul before the Lamb,  
My spirit before Thee;  
So in mine earthly house I am,  
To that I hope to be.  
Break up the heavens, O Lord! and far,  
Thro' all you starlight keen,  
Draw me, Thy bride, a glittering star,  
In raiment white and clean.

He lifts me to the golden doors;  
The flashes come and go;  
All heaven bursts her starry floors,  
And strows her lights below,  
And deepens on and up! the gates  
Roll back, and far within  
For me the Heavenly Bridegroom waits,  
To make me pure of sin.  
The sabbaths of Eternity,  
One sabbath deep and wide—  
A light upon the shining sea—  
The Bridegroom with his bride!

Elizabeth Barrett, also, pleased a wide and influential circle. Although her work was less pure than Tennyson's, and has proved to be less perennial, there were many readers of deliberate judgment who preferred it to his. Their nerves were pleasurably excited by the choral tumult of Miss Barrett's verse, by her generous and humane enthusiasm, and by the spontaneous impulsiveness of her emotion. They easily forgave the slipshod execution, the hysterical violence, the Pythian vagueness and the Pythian shriek. More critical readers were astonished that one who approached the composition of poetry with an almost religious sense of responsibility, whose whole life was dedicated to the highest aims of verse, who studied with eclectic passion the first classics of every age, should miss the initial charm,
and should, fresh from Sophocles and Dante, convey her thoughts in a stream which was seldom translucent and never calm. In some of her lyrics, however, and more rarely in her sonnets, she rose to heights of passionate humanity which place her only just below the great poets of her country.

About the year 1850, when, as Mrs. Browning, she was writing at her best, all but a few were to be excused if they considered her the typical vates, the inspired poet of human suffering and human aspiration. But her art, from this point onward, declined, and much of her late work was formless, spasmodic, singularly tuneless and harsh, nor is it probable that what seemed her premature death, in 1861, was a serious deprivation to English literature. Mrs. Browning, with great afflatus and vigour, considerable beauty of diction, and not a little capacity of tender felicity of fanciful thought, had the radical fault of mistaking convulsion for strength, and believing that sublimity involved a disordered and fitful frenzy. She was injured by the humanitarian sentimentality which was just coming into vogue, and by a misconception of the uses of language somewhat analogous to that to which Carlyle had resigned himself. She suffered from contortions produced by the fumes of what she oddly called

"The lighted altar booming o'er
The clouds of incense dim and hoar;"

and if "the art of poetry had been a less earnest object to" her, if she had taken it more quietly, she might have done greater justice to her own superb ambition.

Elizabeth Barrett Barrett (1806–1861), afterwards Mrs. Robert Browning, was the eldest of the eleven children of Edward Moulton-Barrett and Mary Graham-Clarke, his wife; she was born at Coxhoe Hall, the residence of her father's brother,
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Samuel Moulton, on the 6th of March 1806. Her father had lately assumed the name of Barrett, on inheriting his grandfather's estates in Jamaica. In 1809 the family moved to Hope End, close to the Malvern Hills, where the next twenty-two years of Elizabeth's life were spent. She began to write verses before she was eight years old. In 1819 her father printed an "epic" of his daughter's, _The Battle of Marathon_. More important, but still immature, was _An Essay on Mind_ published in 1826. She was by this time in weak health; in 1821 she had strained herself while tightening her pony's girths, and injured her spine, and from this time forth she was often "for years upon her back." She read with the greatest avidity, and, even as a child, "ate and drank Greek, and made her head ache with it." In 1828 her mother, of whom little is known, died at Hope End, which was sold in 1832, and the home of the Barretts broken up. They removed to Sidmouth, where Elizabeth wrote her version of the _Prometheus Bound_, which saw the light, with other verses, in 1833. In 1835 the Barretts left Sidmouth and settled in London, at 74 Gloucester Place. Elizabeth's friendships at this time were few, but they already included the blind Hellenist, Hugh Stuart Boyd, and her cousin, John Kenyon (1784-1856), and were soon to be extended to Miss Mary Mitford (1787-1855), and R. H. Horne. She now began to contribute to the magazines of the day, and in 1838 she published her first important volume, _The Seraphim_. In this year the Barretts moved to 50 Wimpole Street, which remained their home for the rest of her life. The winters of 1838 and 1839 she had to spend at Torquay for the benefit of her health, and she was staying on there when, on the 11th of July 1839, her favourite brother Edward was drowned, by the foundering of his boat, in Babbicombe Bay. The shock was so severe that her own life was long despaired of, and it was not until September of the following year that she could even be removed from Torquay to London. She was now a confirmed invalid, excluded from all but a few privileged visitors, and with no relaxation but the incessant pursuit of literature. She now (1842) wrote the essays on _The Greek Christian Poets_, which were not published in book-form until after her death (1863), and, what was more important, she was closely occupied in original composition. The result was her _Poems_ of 1844, in two volumes, which placed her for the first time among the foremost living poets. An allusion to Robert Browning in one of the pieces in this collection—"Geraldine's Courtship"—is believed to have led him to write Miss Barrett a letter (in January 1845), which opened an acquaintance between her and "the king of the mystics," as she called him. In May of the same year he was permitted to visit her, and "we are growing," she wrote, "to be the truest of friends." She was considered a hopeless invalid, and never left the house; there can be no question that her delicacy was fostered by the artificial nature of her treatment. Her father was a man of strong, selfish feeling, who had the almost maniacal determination that none of his children should marry, since he needed the personal services of all of them. That a daughter of his should wish to marry, Mr. Barrett considered "unfilial treachery." The doctors, meanwhile, determined that to winter abroad might be of great service to Elizabeth Barrett, but her father bluntly refused his permission. At the same time the friendship between her and Robert Browning had developed into a passion of love freely expressed on both sides. Her health, meanwhile, under this excitement revived, and in the spring of 1846 she was stronger than she had been since the shock at Torquay in 1839. With the consent of two of her sisters, but without even their knowledge of the details, the
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

After the portrait by Field Talburt.
lovers determined on a secret marriage. On September 12, 1846, Miss Barrett slipped unperceived from the house, and was married to Browning in Marylebone Church; she returned to her home, but on the 19th of the month she escaped, and crossed over to Paris with her husband. This action, so far as Browning was concerned, was long blamed as clandestine; but the exact facts have lately (1899) been made known in detail, and they prove that he acted throughout in strict adhesion to the principles of honour, delicacy, and good sense. For all practical purposes, Elizabeth Barrett, a woman in her forty-first year, was kept in durance by the odious tyranny of her father, and the only way in which her happiness could be secured was to carry her off, like a captive maiden from an ogre's castle. The old man never forgave her, and to his last hour refused to relent; it is difficult to believe that he was perfectly sane, for he behaved in exactly the same way to two other of his daughters. The Brownings, having, as Mrs. Jameson said, "married under circumstances such as to render imprudence the height of prudence," passed on from Paris to Italy, not without great anxiety as to Elizabeth's health. But in happy and free conditions this revived in a wonderful way. They settled in Pisa, where, early in the year 1847, Mrs. Browning showed to her husband the "Sonnets from the Portuguese," which she had written during their engagement; in 1850 these were added to the second edition of her Poems. For the greater part of the rest of her life, the Brownings lived at Florence, in the Palazzo Guidi, and here her son and only child was born in March 1849. On the whole, although these years in Italy she was never strong, brought her happiness and comparative health. Her love for her husband was only equalled by his absorbing devotion for her, and the names of no two persons more exquisitely attached to one another are to be met with in the whole history of literature. When Wordsworth died, Mrs. Browning was mentioned for the Laureateship, before it fell to Tennyson. She was now greatly interested in Italian politics, and they tintured her next publication, the poem of Casa Guidi Windows, 1851. So far was the health of Elizabeth at this time recovered, that the couple were able to take a lengthy tour in Europe, even revisiting London. The last ten years of the life of Elizabeth Browning were not eventful; she was more and more absorbed in literature and Italian politics, and in correspond-
ence with a wide circle of friends. She published *Aurora Leigh* in the winter of 1856, and *Poems before Congress* in 1860. Her *Last Poems*, posthumously published in 1862, contained some of the most admirable of her later lyrics, and among others, "What was he doing, the great God Pan?" In the summer of 1861 she was conscious of increasing weakness, but her actual death, on the 29th of June, at Casa Guidi and in the

Missuming a great man most
If such should speak of his own;
Nor will he act, on her side,
From motives baser, indeed,
Than a man of a noble pride
Can avow for himself at need;

Ever, for lure or laurels,
Or custom, supposing it wise,
Adap't the smaller morals
To measure the larger life.

Yet, though the merchants persuade,
And the soldiers are eager for strife,
Will he find his country in quarrels
Only to find her in trade,—

And not to flinch for her sake
As not to flinch for a cause
Found heavy to undertake
And scarcely like to be paid:
Believing a nation may act
Unselfishly—breaking a lance
(As the least of her sons may, in fact)
And not for a cause of finance

Emperor
Evermore.

A page from "Poems before Congress," 1860, with M.S. corrections by Mrs. Browning

arms of her husband, came almost as a surprise. She lies buried at Florence, in a sarcophagus designed by Leighton, "a Lyric Love, half angel and half bird." This famous expression of her husband's refers to the extreme fragility of her form; she was a tiny woman, with a head large in proportion to her body; her copious "blue-black" ringlets fell so as half to conceal the mobile and interesting rather than actually beautiful features, which quivered with sensibility and intelligence. No other woman in England has devoted her life so completely to the cultivation of imaginative literature as did Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
FROM "Cowper's Grave."

It is a place where poets crowned may feel the heart's decaying,—
It is a place where happy saints may weep amid their praying:
Yet let the grief and humbleness, as low as silence, languish!
Earth surely now may give her calm to whom she gave her anguish.

O poets! from a maniac's tongue was poured the deathless singing!
O Christians! at your cross of hope a hopeless hand was clinging!
O men! this man, in brotherhood, your weary paths beguiling,
Groaned inly while he taught you peace, and died while ye were smiling!

And now, what time ye all may read through dimming tears his story,
How discord on the music fell, and darkness on the glory;
And how, when, one by one, sweet sounds and wandering lights departed,
He wore no less a loving face because so broken-hearted:

He shall be strong to sanctify the poet's high vocation,
And bow the meekest Christian down in meeker adoration:
Nor ever shall he be, in praise, by wise or good forsaken;
Named softly, as the household name of one whom God hath taken.

With quiet sadness and no gloom, I learn to think upon him,
With meekness, that is gratefulness to God whose heaven hath won him—
Who suffered once the madness-cloud, to His own love to blind him;
But gently led the blind along where breath and bird could find him;

And wrought within his shattered brain such quick poetic senses,
As hills have language for, and stars, harmonious influences!
The pulse of dew upon the grass, kept his within its number;
And silent shadows from the trees refreshed him like a slumber.

Wild timid hares were drawn from woods to share his home-caresses,
Uplooking to his human eyes with sylvan tendernesses:
The very world, by God's constraint, from falsehood's ways removing,
Its women and its men became, beside him, true and loving.

But while in blindness he remained unconscious of the guiding,
And things provided came without the sweet sense of providing,
He testified this solemn truth, though frenzy desolated—
Nor man, nor nature satisfy, whom only God created!

FROM "The Dead Pan."

Gods of Hellas, gods of Hellas,
Can ye listen in your silence?
Can your mystic voices tell us
Where ye hide? In floating islands,
With a wind that evermore
Keeps you out of sight of shore?
Pan, Pan is dead.

In what revels are ye sunken
In old Ethiopia?
Have the pygmies made you drunken,
Batheing in mandragora
Your divine pale lips that shiver
Like the lotus in the river?
Pan, Pan is dead.
HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE

Do ye sit there still in slumber,
In gigantic Alpine rows?
The black poppies out of number
Nodding, dripping from your brows
To the red lees of your wine,—
And so kept alive and fine?

Pan, Pan is dead.

Or lie crushed your stagnant corses
Where the silver spheres roll on,
Stung to life by centric forces
Thrown like rays out from the sun?—
While the smoke of your old altars
Is the shroud that round you welters?

Great Pan is dead.

"Gods of Hellas, gods of Hellas,"
Said the old Hellenic tongue!
Said the hero-oath, as well as
Poets' songs the sweetest sung!
Have ye grown deaf in a day?
Can ye speak not yea or nay—
Since Pan is dead?

INCLUSIONS.

Oh, wilt thou have my hand, Dear, to lie along in thine?
As a little stone in a running stream, it seems to lie and pine!
Now drop the poor pale hand, Dear, ... unfit to plight with thine.

Oh, wilt thou have my cheek, Dear, drawn closer to thine own?
My cheek is white, my cheek is worn, by many a tear run down,
Now leave a little space, Dear, ... lest it should wet thine own.

Oh, must thou have my soul, Dear, commingled with thy soul?—
Red grows the cheek, and warm the hand, ... the part is in the whole: ... Nor hands nor cheeks keep separate, when soul is joined to soul.

HUGH STUART BOYD: LEGACIES.

Three gifts the Dying left me: Æschylus,
And Gregory Nazianzen, and a clock
Chiming the gradual hours out like a flock
Of stars, whose motion is melodious.
The books were those I used to read from, thus
Assisting my dear teacher's soul to unlock
The darkness of his eyes! now, mine they mock,
Blinded in turn, by tears: now, murmurous
Sad echoes of my young voice, years agone,
Entoning, from these leaves, the Grecian phrase,
Return and choke my utterance. Books, lie down
In silence of the shelf within my gaze!
And thou, clock, striking the hour's pulses on,
Chime in the day which ends these parting days!
Said a people to a poet—"Go out from among us straightway!
While we are thinking earthly things, thou singest of divine.
There's a little fair brown nightingale, who, sitting in the gateway,
Makes fitter music to our ear, than any song of thine!"

The poet went out weeping—the nightingale ceased chanting;
"Now, wherefore, O thou nightingale, is all thy sweetness done?"
"I cannot sing my earthly things, the heavenly poet wanting,
Whose highest harmony includes the lowest under sun."

The poet went out weeping—and died abroad, bereft there—
The bird flew to his grave and died, amid a thousand wails:
And, when I last came by the place, I swear the music left there
Was only of the poet's song, and not the nightingale's.

MS. of Sonnet XIX. from "Sonnets from the Portuguese"
(Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co.)
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FROM "SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGUESE."

I thought once how Theocritus had sung
Of the sweet years, the dear and wished-for years,
Who each one in a gracious hand appears
To bear a gift for mortals, old or young:
And, as I mused it in his antique tongue,
I saw, in gradual vision through my tears,
The sweet, sad years, the melancholy years . . .
Those of my own life, who by turns had flung
A shadow across me. Straightway I was 'ware,
So weeping, how a mystic Shape did move
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair;
And a voice said in mastery while I strove, . . .
"Guess now who holds thee?"—"Death!" I said. But, there,
The silver answer rang, . . . "Not Death, but Love."

THE SLEEP.

"He giveth His beloved sleep,"—PSALM cxxvii. 2.

Of all the thoughts of God that are
Born inward unto souls afar,
Along the Psalmist's music deep,
Now tell me if that any is,
For gift or grace, surpassing this—
"He giveth His beloved, sleep"?

What would we give to our beloved?—
The hero's heart, to be unmoved,
The poet's star-tuned harp, to sweep,
The patriot's voice, to teach and rouse,
The monarch's crown, to light the brows.—
"He giveth His beloved, sleep."

What do we give to our beloved?—
A little faith, all undisproved,
A little dust, to overweep,
And bitter memories, to make
The whole earth blasted for our sake.—
"He giveth His beloved, sleep."

"Sleep soft, beloved!" we sometimes say,
But have no tune to charm away
Sad dreams that through the eyelids creep:
But never doleful dream again
Shall break the happy slumber, when
"He giveth His beloved, sleep."

O earth, so full of dreary noises!
O men, with wailing in your voices!
O delved gold, the wailers heap!
O strife, O curse, that o'er it fall!
God makes a silence through you all,
And "giveth His beloved, sleep."
Robert Browning.

After the portrait by Tennyson.
When the youthful ROBERT BROWNING, in 1846, carried off in romantic and secret marriage the most eminent poetess of the age, not a friend suspected that his fame would ever surpass hers. Then, and long afterwards, he was to the world merely "the man who married Elizabeth Barrett," although he had already published most of his dramas, and above all the divine miracle-play of Pippa Passes. By his second book, Paracelsus, he had attracted to him a group of admirers, small in number, but of high discernment; these fell off from what seemed the stoniness of Strafford and the dense darkness of Sordello. At thirty-five Robert Browning found himself almost without a reader. The fifteen years of his married life, spent mainly in Italy, were years of development, of clarification, of increasing selective power. When he published Men and Women, whatever the critics and the quidnuncs might say, Browning had surpassed his wife and had no living rival except Tennyson. He continued, for nearly forty years, to write and publish verse; he had no other occupation, and the results of his even industry grew into a mountain. After 1864 he was rarely exquisite; but The Ring and the Book, an immense poem in which one incident of Italian crime is shown reflected on a dozen successive mental facets, interested everybody, and ushered Browning for the first time to the great public.

Browning was in advance of his age until he had become an elderly man. His great vogue did not begin until after the period which we deal with in this chapter. From 1870 to 1889 he was an intellectual force of the first class; from 1850 to 1870 he was a curiosity, an eccentric product more wondered at than loved or followed. His analysis was too subtle, and his habit of expression too rapid and transient, for the simple early Victorian mind; before his readers knew what he was saying, he had passed on to some other mood or subject. The question of Browning's obscurity is one which has been discussed until the flesh is weary. He is often difficult to follow; not unfrequently neglectful, in the swift evolution of
his thought, whether the listener can follow him or not: we know that he liked “to dock the smaller parts-o’-speech.” In those earlier years of which we speak, he pursued with dignity, but with some disappointment, the rôle of a man moved to sing to others in what they persisted in considering no better than a very exasperating mode of pedestrian speech. So that the pure style in Browning, his exquisite melody when he is melodious, his beauty of diction when he bends to classic forms, the freshness and variety of his pictures—all this was unobserved, or noted only with grudging and inadequate praise.

Robert Browning (1812–1889) was the son of Robert Browning, a clerk in the Bank of England, and his wife, whose maiden name was Wiedemann, the daughter of a Hamburg merchant. He was born at Camberwell on the 7th of May 1812. Early in infancy he showed a native force of character, and soon began to make rhymes, at first under the influence of Byron. In 1825, however, he became acquainted with the writings of Shelley and Keats, and abandoned his Byronism. He attended a school at Peckham for some time, but the main part of his education was carried out at home. He went neither to public school nor university (except for a very short time to classes at University College, London), and he declined to adopt any profession, his design from the first being to be a poet and nothing else. His earliest publication, Pauline, appeared anonymously in January 1833, but fell still-born from the press. Browning spent the following winter in St. Petersburg, where he wrote “Porphyria’s Lover” and “Johannes Agricola.” He then proceeded to Italy, and saw Venice and perhaps Asolo for the first time. He returned to London, and in 1835 he published Paracelsus, which introduced him to the world of letters. In 1836, at the request of Macready, he wrote his tragedy of Strafford, which was printed and produced at Covent Garden Theatre in May 1837, but only ran five nights. He was already writing Sordello, which he took with him unfinished when he started for Italy in 1838; and a great many of his best lyrics belong to this year. Sordello was published in 1840, and was received with mockery; as the most tightly-compressed and abstrusely dark of
all Browning's writings, it is responsible for much of the outcry against his "obscurity." The poet was not discouraged, but "he was now entering on a period of general neglect which covered nearly twenty years of his life." It was proposed to him by Moxon that he should print his poems and plays, for the sake of economy, as double-column pamphlets, and the result was the production of Bells and Pomegranates, in the eight numbers of which (1841–1846) the bulk of his early lyrical and dramatic work appeared. One of these famous numbers contained Pippa Passes, and another The Blot in the Scutcheon, written in 1843, at the desire of Macready, but not played by him, but by Phelps, in whose hands it achieved a partial success at Drury Lane. It was "underacted," and there followed a quarrel between the poet and Macready. During the casual publication of Bells and Pomegranates, Browning started a third time for Italy. It was on his return, and in the course of the opening week of 1845, that Browning first read the poems of his already celebrated contemporary, Elizabeth Barrett. He was impelled to write to her, and in his very first letter (January 10) he wrote, "I love your books, and I love you too." He did not meet her until May 29, 1845, and they became engaged later in the year. It was not, however, until September 12, 1846, that they were privately married, and a week later left England for Paris and Italy, where they settled at first in Pisa. In 1848, tired of furnished rooms, the Brownings took an apartment in the Casa Guidi, in Florence, which continued to be their home. In 1850 Browning published Christmas Eve and Easter Day, and in 1852 a critical preface to a volume of letters by Shelley, which to his unceasing chagrin presently proved to be forgeries. In 1853 his play of Columbe's Birthday was performed at the Haymarket, and In a Balcony was written. 

19 Warwick Crescent, where Browning lived from 1866 to 1887

at Bagno di Lucca. All this time the Brownings were liable to embarrassment for want
of money, but even though obliged to stay "transfixed" when they would have preferred to travel, they lived a very tranquil and happy life "on their own sofas and chairs, among their own nightingales and fireflies." A very important work, *Men and Women*, was published in two volumes in 1855. In 1856 the death of Kenyon, who left handsome legacies to the Brownings, lifted them above the fear of poverty; unhappily the steady decline of Mrs. Browning's health proved a much more serious cause of anxiety. She died on the 29th of June 1861, and Browning determined to return to England; early in 1862 he took a house, 19 Warwick Crescent, in which he lived for more than a quarter of a century. During the last-named year he scarcely saw any friends, living a life of disconsolate seclusion; in 1863, however, he determined that this mode of life was morbid and unworthy, and he began to mix in general society. Travelling independently in the north of France, by a most extraordinary coincidence, Tennyson and Browning both failed to catch a train, and thus escaped taking part in a terrible railway accident, which was fatal to a large number of persons. Browning now made it his habit to spend his summers on the coast of Brittany, a course which not merely soothed and refreshed his spirits, but proved exceedingly favourable to the composition of his poetry. Thus the greater part of *Dramatis Personae*, which appeared in 1864, had been written at Pornic, while at Croisic he worked in successive summers on "that great venture, the murder-poem" of *The Ring and the Book* (1868-69). The publication of this work, in four volumes, was a triumph for Browning, who now, for the first time, saw himself really eminent. Even the Franco-German war did not cure Browning of his wish to spend the summer on the French coast, and he was at St. Aubin, near Havre, in 1870, when it became necessary for him to escape with his family in a cattle-boat from Honfleur to Southampton, and he returned to the same spot the next year. In 1871 he was very active; in the course of this year were published *Hervé Riel*, *Balaustion's Adventure*, and *Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau*. The next four years saw the regular publication of a volume
each, *Fifine at the Fair, Red Cotton Night-cap Country, Aristophanes' Apology, and The Inn Album*. Browning now gave himself up for some time to a study of the Greek dramatists, and in 1877 produced, at the suggestion of Carlyle, a grotesque version of the *Agamemnon*. In 1878 he received a great shock in the sudden death of his closest friend, Miss Egerton-Smith. The impression made on him by this event is recorded in *La Saisiaz*. Later in the same year he went to Italy again, for the first time since his wife's death, and for the remainder of his life he visited Italy, and especially the Veneto, as often and for as long a time as possible. He was now universally famous at last, and for the closing ten years of his career he

![The Palazzo Rezzonico, Venice, where Browning died, December 12, 1889](image)

lived in the consciousness of having become within his lifetime a classic, beloved and discussed. He continued to write and to publish volumes of poems with considerable regularity. Of these last fruits of his genius, *Jocoseria* (1883) and *Perishtait's Fancies* (1884) were particularly characteristic. In these years he spent a great part of each year in Venice, and in 1887 he purchased the Palazzo Rezzonico in that city, intending to make it his residence. It was there that he died, after a brief illness, on the 12th of December 1889, his last volume of poems, *Asolando*, being published in London on the same day. Four days later the body was brought to London, after a stately public funeral in Venice, and was buried on the 31st of December in Westminster Abbey. In physique Robert Browning was short and thick-set, of a very muscular build; his temper was ardent and optimistic; he was appreciative, sympathetic, and full of curiosity; prudent in affairs, and rather "close" about money; robust, active, loud of voice...
speech, cordial in manner, gracious and conciliatory in address, but subject to sudden fits of indignation which were like thunderstorms. In his long periods of foreign residence, he had acquired something of the mode and gesture of a Northern Italian.

The following lines were written in pursuance of a foiled plan which occupied me mightily for a time, and which led me to reflect the enabling me to assume a reality I knew not how different characteristics—meanwhile the world was near to grey that Brown, Smith, Jones, or Robinson was the Spellingbooth (have it) the respective authors of their poems, the chief novel, such an ointre, such a speech. The more so that there was the same individual. The present abstinence was the first work of the interior of the batch, who would have been more explicit; ‘nally myself then most of the others; but I remembered him with all manner of (to my then notion) poetical acrobatics, and had planned quite a delightful life for him:

Only this crab remains of the heavily free life in
The Gods paradise joining.

MS. Note of Browning’s on the Fly-leaf of “Pauline”

From “A Toccata of Galuppi’s.”

Well (and it was graceful of them) they’d break talk off and afford
—She, to bite her mask’s black velvet, he to finger on his sword,
While you sat and played Toccatas, stately at the clavichord?

What? Those lesser thirds so plaintive, sixths diminished sigh on sigh,
Told them something? Those suspensions, those solutions—“Must we die?”
Those commiserating sevenths—“Life might last! we can but try!”

“Were you happy?”—“Yes,”—“And are you still as happy?”—“Yes—and you?”
—“Then more kisses”—“Did I stop them, when a million seemed so few?”
Hark—the dominant’s persistence, till it must be answered to!

So an octave struck the answer. Oh, they praised you, I dare say!
“Brave Galuppi! that was music! good alike at grave and gay!
I can always leave off talking, when I hear a master play.”

Then they left you for their pleasure; till in due time, one by one,
Some with lives that came to nothing, some with deeds as well undone,
Death stepped tacitly and took them where they never see the sun.
But when I sit down to reason—think to take my stand nor swerve
Till I triumph o' er a secret wrung from nature's close reserve,
In you come with your cold music, till I creep thro' every nerve.

Yes, you, like a ghostly cricket, creaking where a house was burned—
"Dust and ashes, dead and done with, Venice spent what Venice earned!
The soul, doubtless, is immortal—where a soul can be discerned.

"Yours for instance, you know physics, something of geology,
Mathematics are your pastime; souls shall rise in their degree;
Butterflies may dread extinction—you'll not die, it cannot be!

"As for Venice and its people, merely born to bloom and drop,
Here on earth they bore their fruitage, mirth and folly were the crop.
What of soul was left, I wonder, when the kissing had to stop?

"Dust and ashes!" So you creak it, and I want the heart to scold.
Dear dead women, with such hair, too—what's become of all the gold
Used to hang and brush their bosoms? I feel chilly and grown old.

---

Browning's Study in De Vere Gardens

From a Drawing by F. Marheles

(Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co.)

FROM "SORDELLO,"

Lo, on a heathy brown and nameless hill
By sparkling Asolo, in mist and chill,
Morning just up, higher and higher runs
A child barefoot and rosy—See! the sun's
On the square castle's inner-court's green wall
—Like the chine of some extinct animal
Half-turned to earth and flowers; and thro' the haze
(Save where some slender patches of grey maize
Are to be overleaped) that boy has crost
The whole hill-side of dew and powder-frost
Matting the balm and mountain camomile:
Up and up goes he, singing all the while
Some unintelligible words to beat
The lark, God's poet, swooning at his feet,
So worsted is he at "the few fine locks
Stained like pale honey oozed from topmost rocks
Sun-blanced the livelong summer."—All that's left
Of the Goito lay! And thus bereft,
Sleep and forget, Sordello... in effect
He sleeps, the feverish poet—I suspect
Not utterly companionless; but, friends,
Wake up; the ghost's gone, and the story ends
I'd fain hope, sweetly—seeing, peri or ghoul,
That spirits are conjectured fair or foul,
Evil or good,judicious authors think
According as they vanish in a sink
Or in a perfume: friends be frank; ye snuff Civet, I warrant: really? Like enough—
Merely the savour's rareness—any nose
May ravage with impunity a rose—
Rile a musk-pot and 'twill ache like yours:
I'd tell you that same pungency ensures
An after-gust, but that were overbold:
Who would has heard Sordello's story told.

Oh, emblems of fame!
Oh, Percy Zwicker, Lord of Stars!

MS. Verses by Robert Browning and E. B. Browning
Monday Evening

then I came back from seeing you, and thought over it, there never was a dearer word of yours. I could not occupy myself with, and wish to return to you with a sense... up to say. And the thought of a promise, it is rare it calls out of me:—there is nothing in you that does not draw out of me:—you fell for me, dearest... and there is no help for the upspringing, it all, no voice nor hand, but voice of mine which shaped and turn a song from the attempt: so you must go on, most truly, knowing me, and your entire power on me, and I will resolve myself in the full extent, with your knowledge, my utmost, intuition... somehow I must believe you can get to what is here, in me... without the presence of my telling or writing it. And because give up the great achievements. There is no reason I should not leave no occasion of making clear one of the things. Important points that arise in our intercourse, if I cannot I can do it with the least success. For instance, it is in my mind to explain what I meant yesterday by trusting that the entire happiness I feel in the letter, and the hope in the everlasting, might not be

Facsimile Letter from Robert Browning to Elizabeth Barrett.
(Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Smith, Elder, & Co.)
But by the
currency, even that
time lateness in which
you were born, might be improved, in any degree,
this much generously, I now believe in your
glorious genius and knew it for a few stars from the
moment I saw it. Long time that the blinding of striking
it was my star, with my presence and proximity in it, and
when I turned from myself, and look better and more deep
than I do feel with you. All the writing a few letters more
or less, reading many or few signatures of any other pen,
would not interfere in any material degree with that
power of yours; that you might easily make one so
happy and yet to me writing "heralding" and "faithful" -
beth: how can I, now not leave my heart's tremors
long, come to look at your genius? and when I come
back, and find that I am, find the comfort of you. The
traces of you I could do like me to treat all, as a
light effort, an easy matter?

Yet, if you can lift me with one
hand, while the other sufficient to serve you, that is more:

Here, I have spoken, as I told you, your
turn comes now: how have you determined respecting the how
chainsribed, you like me nothing of your self? It is all as you
help, once you do good to a man I take it all? how am I
to go on! I have not had very late inquiry. I am
found out...where in the proper, ecumenically to be expected
"where, quarter? Here, so you will find!" I see amenable

...I am no more "at ease with my race," than Peter Bonus
who, then, they are to be conneeticated among, and
get back into a thing, one must needs get for a moment
put out of it...trust me, no! And now the natural inference
from the prior? the consistent inference..."the self-securing
ordinance..." why do you doubt? even this, you must just
put aside, the romance...and take the Americans a while,
and make me heart start up when the letter is laid to
it, the letter made up your news telling me you are well and
walking, and waiting for my sake towards the kind of
informing me moreover, if Thursday or Friday it be any
day...

May God bless you, my own love...

I will certainly be seeing you an act of the May...for this benefit
there. Indecision in the others...but I...was lacking the you that
I can tell you now more than even yet...

Ever your own
No. Cross,

Miss Barrett,
50 Wimpole St.
ROBERT BROWNING

MISCONCEPTIONS.

This is a spray the Bird clung to,
Making it blossom with pleasure,
Ere the high tree-top she sprung to,
Fit for her nest and her treasure.
Oh, what a hope beyond measure
Was the poor spray’s, which the flying feet hung to—
So to be singled out, built in, and sung to!

This is a heart the Queen leant on,
Thrilled in a minute erratic,
Ere the true bosom she bent on,
Meet for love’s regal dalmatic.
Oh, what a fancy ecstatic
Was the poor heart’s, ere the wanderer went on—
Love to be saved for it, proffered to, spent on!

HOME THOUGHTS FROM ABROAD.

Oh, to be in England
Now that April’s there,
And whoever wakes in England
Sees, some morning, unaware.
That the lowest boughs and the brush-wood sheaf
Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf,
While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough
In England—now!

And after April, when May follows,
And the whitethroat builds, and all the swallows—
Hark! where my blossomed pear-tree in the hedge
Leans to the field and scatters on the clover
Blossoms and dewdrops—at the bent spray’s edge—
That’s the wise thrush; he sings each song twice over,
Lest you should think he never could recapture
The first fine careless rapture!
And though the fields look rough with hoary dew,
All will be gay when noontide wakes anew
The buttercups, the little children’s dower,
—Far brighter than this gaudy melon-flower!

FROM “ONE WORD MORE” (1855).

Love, you saw me gather men and women,
Live or dead or fashioned by my fancy,
Enter each and all, and use their service,
Speak from every mouth—the speech, a poem.
Hardly shall I tell my joys and sorrows,
Hopes and fears, belief and disbelieving;
I am mine and yours—the rest be all men’s,
Karshook, Cleon, Norbert and the fifty.
Let me speak this once in my true person,
Not as Lippo, Roland or Andrea,
Though the fruit of speech be just this sentence—
Pray you, look on these my men and women,
Take and keep my fifty poems finished;
Where my heart lies, let my brain lie also!
Poor the speech; be how I speak, for all things.
Not but that you know me! Lo, the moon's self!
Here in London, yonder late in Florence,
Still we find her face, the thrice-transfigured.
Curving on a sky imbrued with colour,
Drifted over Fiesole by twilight,
Came she, our new crescent of a hair's-breadth.
Full she flared it, lamping Samminiato,
Rounder 'twixt the cypresses and rounder,
Perfect till the nightingales applauded.
Now, a piece of her old self, impoverished,
Hard to greet, she traverses the house-roofs,
Goes dispiritedly—glad to finish.

**The Lost Mistress.**

All's over, then—does truth sound bitter
As one at first believes?
Hark, 'tis the sparrows' good-night twitter
About your cottage eaves!

And the leaf-buds on the vine are woolly,
I noticed that, to-day;
One day more bursts them open fully
—You know the red turns grey.

To-morrow we meet the same then, dearest?
May I take your hand in mine?
Mere friends are we,—well, friends the merest
Keep much that I resign:

For each glance of the eye so bright and black,
Though I keep with heart's endeavour,—
Your voice, when you wish the snowdrops back,
Though it stays in my soul for ever!—

—Yet I will but say what mere friends say,
Or only a thought stronger;
I will hold your hand but as long as all may,
Or so very little longer!

**Another Way of Love.**

June was not over,
Though past the full,
And the best of her roses
Had yet to blow,
When a man I know
(But shall not discover,
Since ears are dull,
And time discloses)
Turned him and said with a man's true air,
Half sighing a smile in a yawn, as 'twere,—
"If I tire of your June, will she greatly care?"
Well, Dear, indoors with you!
True, serene deadness
Tries a man’s temper.
What’s in the blossom
June wears on her bosom?
Can it clear scores with you?
Sweetness and redness,
Eadem semper!
Go, let me care for it greatly or slightly!
If June mends her bowers now, your hand left unsightly
By plucking their roses—my June will do rightly.

And after, for pastime,
If June be refulgent
With flowers in completeness,
All petals, no prickles,
Delicious as trickles
Of wine poured at mass-time—
And choose One indulgent
To redness and sweetness:
Or if, with experience of man and of spider,
She use my June-lightning, the strong insect-riddler,
To stop the fresh spinning—why, June will consider.

While these great writers were waiting patiently for the public to turn to them, there occurred in our poetical literature a struggle between the sedative and the enthusiastic temperament which has left a certain mark on its history. The influence of Wordsworth and Southey in their old age was towards the encouragement of good sense and “the equipoise of reason” against an extravagant Byronism. During the reign of William IV., passion and enthusiasm were greatly out of mode, and the school of poetic utility found a successful leader in Henry Taylor, who strenuously advocated the supremacy of reason over imagination and irregularity. From 1834, when the famous preface to his drama of Philip van Artevelde appeared, the doctrines of Taylor were almost paramount, until in 1839 Philip James Bailey published his apocalyptic drama of Festus, founded not on Byron, however, but on Goethe, in which a direct counterblast was blown, and the liberty of imaginative speculation proclaimed as from a trumpet. This counteraction, at a very dead moment of our poetical existence, claims a record in the briefest outline of the national literature.
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Sir Henry Taylor (1800–1886) was originally a midshipman, but entered the Colonial Office in 1824, and remained a useful civil servant until he retired to Bournemouth in 1872. His works were mainly dramas in blank verse, with lyrics interspersed, of which Philip van Artevelde, 1834, Edwin the Fair, 1842, and St. Clement's Eve are the best known. Philip James Bailey (1816–1902) was born at Nottingham on the 22nd of April 1816. He was brought up to be a poet, and showed astonishing precocity in his Festus, published anonymously in 1839. This promise of his youth was not sustained, and subsequent volumes of verse were coldly received. Festus, however, has preserved its vitality in a very curious way, in spite of constantly being enlarged, for upwards of sixty years, by its author, whose eccentric custom it was to shred portions of his other books into successive editions of Festus. The poem, by this means, steadily lost cohesion and strength, but it has retained a popularity largely due to its peculiar religious teaching.

From “Festus,”

Time is the crescent shape to bounded eye
Of what is ever perfect unto God.
The bosom heaves to heaven, and to the stars;
Our very hearts throb upward, our eyes look;
Our aspirations always are divine.
Yet is it in distress of soul we see
Most of the God about us, as at might
Of nature’s limitless vast; for then the soul,
Seeking the infinite purity, most in prayer,
By the holy Spirit o’ershadowed, doth conceive
And in creative darkness, unsuspect
Of the wise world, ignorant of this, perfects
Its restitutive salvation; with its source
Reconciliate and end; its humanized
Divinity, say, of life. Think God, then, shows
His face no less towards us in spiritual gloom,
Than light.
A link between the age of Keats and Lamb and that of Browning and Dickens was the amiable Bryan Waller Procter (1787–1874), better known as Barry Cornwall. He was a student of the Jacobean dramatists, and he published, with success, scenes in blank verse which read like extracts from some pensive contemporary of Shirley. He was also a writer of very graceful songs. Procter was a barrister, and for thirty years a Commissioner in Lunacy. His wife, who long survived him, was a most brilliant and caustic talker, “Our Lady of Bitterness,” as some one styled her. A still more prominent figure in the social and literary life of the age was Richard Monckton Milnes, first Lord Houghton (1809–1885), the early associate of Tennyson, Thackeray, and Spedding. He published in the 'forties four volumes of reflective lyric verse which enjoyed considerable popularity, and some of his songs, such as “Strangers Yet” and “The Brookside,” are favourites still. Lord Houghton was indefatigable in the pursuit of intellectual pleasure, and his sympathies were liberal and enlightened. Perhaps his most signal contribution to literature was the Life of Keats, which he published from materials hitherto unexplored, in 1848. The principal author of religious verse in this period was, unquestionably, the Rev. John Keble (1792–1866), whose lyrics were accepted as closely representative of the aspirations of English churchmen at the moment of the High Church revival. Keble, a country clergyman, was professor of poetry at Oxford, and he contributed to current Oxford theology. But he is really remembered for his two collections of sacred verse, The Christian Year, 1827, a series of poems in two volumes, commemorating the festivals of the Church, and Lyra...
Innocentium, 1846, a children’s garland of lyric thoughts. Each of these, but particularly the former, has enjoyed a great and a scarcely flagging popularity; of The Christian Year it is said that 200,000 copies were sold during Keble’s lifetime. With all his sincerity and appositeness, Keble has scarcely secured a place among the poets. In the first heyday of its triumph, Wordsworth said of The Christian Year, “It is so good that, if it were mine, I would write it all over again,” and this phrase indicates Keble’s fatal want of intensity as a poet.

The one prose-writer who in years was the exact contemporary of these poets, but who was enjoying a universal popularity while the best of them were still obscure, the greatest novelist since Scott, the earliest, and in some ways still the most typical of Victorian writers, was Charles Dickens. English fiction had been straying further and further from the peculiarly national type of Ben Jonson and Smollett—the study, that is, of “humours,” oddities, extravagant peculiarities of incident and character—when the publication of the Pickwick Papers at once revealed a new writer of colossal genius, and resuscitated that obsolete order of fiction. Here was evident not merely an extraordinary power of invention and bustle of movement, but a spirit of such boundless merriment as the literature of the world had never seen before. For more than thirty years, from the book-publication of Pickwick until his death, Dickens enjoyed a popularity greater than that of any other living writer. The world early made up its mind to laugh as soon as he spoke, and he therefore chose that his second novel, Oliver Twist, should be a study in melodramatic sentiment almost entirely
without humour. *Nicholas Nickleby* combined the comic and the sensational elements for the first time, and is still the type of Dickens's longer books, in which the strain of violent pathos or sinister mystery is incessantly relieved by farce, either of incident or description. In this novel, too, the easy-going, old-fashioned air of *Pickwick* is abandoned in favour of a humanitarian attitude more in keeping with the access of puritanism which the new reign had brought with it, and from this time forth a certain squamishness in dealing with moral problems and a certain "gush" of unreal sentiment obscured the finer qualities of the novelist's genius. The rose-coloured innocence of the Pinches, the pathetic deaths, to slow music, of Little Nell and Little Dombey, these are examples of a weakness which endeared Dickens to his enormous public, but which add nothing to his posthumous glory.

The peculiarity of the manner of Dickens is its excessive and minute consistency within certain arbitrary limits of belief. Realistic he usually is, real he is scarcely ever. He builds up, out of the storehouse of his memory, artificial conditions of life, macrocosms swarming with human vitality, but not actuated by truly human instincts. Into one of these vivaria we gaze, at Dickens's bidding, and see it teeming with movement; he puts a microscope into our hands, and we watch, with excited attention, the perfectly consistent, if often strangely violent and grotesque adventures of the beings comprised in the world of his fancy. His vivacity, his versatility, his comic vigour are so extraordinary that our interest in the show never flags. We do not
inquire whether Mr. Toots and Joe Gargery are "possible" characters, whether we and they move and breathe in a common atmosphere; we are perfectly satisfied with the evolutions through which their fascinating showman puts them. But real imitative vitality, such as the characters of Fielding and Jane Austen possess, the enchanting marionettes of Dickens never display; in all but their oddities, they are strangely incorporeal. Dickens leads us rapidly through the thronged mazes of a fairyland, now comic, now sentimental, now horrific, of which we know him all the time to be the creator, and it is merely part of his originality and cleverness that he manages to clothe these radically phantasmal figures with the richest motley robes of actual, humdrum, "realistic" observation.

Charles Dickens (1812–1870) was the second of the eight children of John and Elizabeth Dickens. His father was a clerk in the Navy Pay Office, employed in Portsmouth Dockyard, and Dickens was born at Landport, a suburb of Portsea, on the 7th of February 1812. From the age of four to that of nine he lived with his family at Chatham, a town and neighbourhood much identified with the novelist's writings. He became, as he afterwards said, "a writer when a mere baby, an actor always." In 1821 John Dickens, in reduced circumstances, removed with his family to London, and settled in Camden Town; a year later he was consigned to the debtors' prison, the Marshalsea. The eldest son, after some vague and picturesque years of distress—he was a packer for some time in a blacking warehouse—found employment as a solicitor's clerk in Gray's Inn. He taught himself shorthand, and in the last months of 1828 he became a reporter in Doctors' Commons, and later still for a newspaper. It was not until 1834 that he was at length appointed to the reporting staff of the Morning Chronicle. About the same time he began to adventure in literature with the papers afterwards reprinted in
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Sketches by Boz, in two volumes, 1835–36. To these presently followed The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club, which were completed at the close of 1837. As the numbers of this incomparable work appeared, Dickens advanced from comparative obscurity to a place of the highest popularity and fame. Oliver Twist immediately followed, and was completed in 1838; before it closed the serial publication of Nicholas Nickleby had commenced, and went on until 1839. He was by this time familiar with the attractions of Broadstairs, which continued to be his favourite holiday retreat for the greater part of his life. His reputation was steadily growing, and at eight-and-twenty he was unquestionably the most popular of living English writers. Master Humphrey's Clock occupied Dickens from early in 1840 to late in 1841; this was an illustrated weekly journal, in which appeared Old Curiosity Shop and Barnaby Rudge. This mode of publication, however, was not approved of, and the Clock stopped. In 1841, still under thirty years of age, Dickens was welcomed with public honours in Edinburgh, and was presented with the freedom of that city. Already, in the autumn of that year, the ceaseless activity and excitement of his life began to tell upon him, and he was laid up with severe illness. This, however, did not prevent him from accepting an invitation to the United States, where and in Canada he spent between four and five months. He was received with great enthusiasm as "the Guest of the Nation," but he took a very strong dislike to America, and determined to express his sense of her shortcomings. His American Notes of 1842, and still more the trans-Atlantic scenes of Martin Chuzzlewit, 1844, gave full evidence of his disapproval, and were received in America with pain and anger. It was on his return to England that Dickens gave himself up to that somewhat extravagant cult of Christmas and its traditional jollity, which he actually contrived to impress upon the national manners. The earliest instalment of this section of his writings was A Christmas Carol (1843); this was followed by The Chimes in 1844, and The Cricket on the Hearth, the most successful of the series, in 1845. He excited himself extremely over these compositions, laughing and weeping as he wrote, and the whole conception, to its finish in The Battle of Life (1846), and The Haunted Man (1848), had a touch of hysterical sentiment about it. These Christmas books, however, were amazingly popular, and made their author more than ever the darling of
the English public. During these years Dickens was much in the south of Europe, from which he sent his *Pictures from Italy* in 1846. Early in that year he started and was for a fortnight editor of the *Daily News*; he very soon found that daily journalism was not the work for him. He left England as soon as he could, and settled at Lausanne; by February 1847 he was back in London. His history now became the chronicle of his successive novels. *Dombey and Son* belongs to 1848, *David Copperfield* to 1850, and *Bleak House* to 1853. These were the years when his genius was in its most abundant harvest, and he was not merely producing these long and elaborate romances, but from 1850 onwards he was engaged in editing his weekly periodical, *Household Words*, and “a exciting himself dreadful” over the dramatic performances of a company of amateurs, of which he was the manager. The summer he generally spent abroad, after 1853 generally at Boulogne. In 1854 perhaps the earliest flagging of his extraordinary powers was to be observed in the novel of *Hard Times*, a didactic satire on the principles of the Manchester school. He now began to give public readings from his works, and he found this exercise both pleasurably exciting and to a superlative degree advantageous to his pocket. *Little Dorrit*, in 1857, further emphasised the fact, already beginning to be patent, that Dickens was making an excessive drain upon his vital powers. He felt the necessity of rest and retirement, and in 1860 he settled at Gadshill Place, a house which he had always longed to possess, and which he had bought in 1856. His next novel—after *A Tale of Two Cities* (1859)—was *Great Expectations* (1861), a brilliant book, which showed in several respects the beneficial results of comparative repose and change of scene. From this time forth Dickens had frequent warnings, unfortunately too carelessly attended to, of the ravages
Charles Dickens.
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his extreme activity had made in his strength. In 1858 he took up the system of giving public readings from his books with ruthless severity, positively wearing himself to death by what he acknowledged was "the tremendous strain." Everywhere he was received with an enthusiasm which became at last essential to his happiness, and in the passage from reading-desk to reading-desk Dickens became the slave of a popularity which affected
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The two stout gentleman leading the children are supposed to represent Chapman and Hall; and the two immediately following, Charles Dickens and Cruikshank.

him like dram-drinking. Charles Kent, who followed and studied these remarkable performances, says that they were "singularly ingenious and highly elaborated histrionic performances." In 1859 Household Words became All the Year Round, and Dickens still edited it, with the aid of W. H. Wills. In the midst of all his nervous excitement, "the unsettled, fluctuating distress in my mind"—as he described it—an invitation came to go over to Australia to read. This he was induced to decline, that
he might devote himself to *Our Mutual Friend*, his latest completed novel, which appeared in 1865. This was followed by a severe illness, which "put a broad mark between his past life and what remained to him of the future"; in this summer, too, he was involved in the terrible railway accident at Staplehurst, which shook him seriously, although he was not one of the injured. It was astonishing that, in spite of so many warnings, he would not moderate his pace of life, and the final excess was the acceptance of an invitation to read in the United States in 1867 and 1868. This he did, and made £20,000 by doing it, but it killed him. After each of his readings he had to be "laid down on a sofa, after he had been washed and dressed, and he would lie there, extremely faint, for a quarter of an hour." Never was there a more obvious and certain suicide. He suffered distressingly from insomnia, and American friends, such as Longfellow, urged him to desist. A sort of fury, however, carried him on, and when he returned to England he took rest and seemed to recover. But he resumed the fatal readings, and his strength steadily declined. He was writing his last novel, *The Mystery of Edwin Drood*, when he died on the 9th of June 1870, prematurely worn out by the excess of his self-inflicted labours. He was buried in Westminster Abbey, in strict privacy. Dickens was fair in youth, with flowing locks, and with an expression of zest in life upon his radiant countenance; later on, but before it was the fashion to do so, he let his beard and moustache grow. He was somewhat ostentatious in dress, and not averse to the extravagance of jewellery and brilliantly coloured waistcoats. Sada compared him with "some prosperous sea-captain home from a sea-voyage." Several observers, without mutual relation, have recorded their impression that there was something Dutch about the appearance of Dickens in middle life. He was very warm-hearted and impulsive, not a little histrionic, gay and sentimental; he had a genuine love for the poor and interest in their estates. With people of quality he was perhaps not so much at his ease. He was an intensely hard-working, consistent, and honest professional man of letters.

**From "Nicholas Nickleby."**

There were not wanting matters of conversation when they reached the street, for it turned out that Miss Snevellicci had a small basket to carry home and Miss Ledrook a small hand-box, both containing such minor articles of theatrical costume as the lady...
performers usually carried to and fro every evening. Nicholas would insist upon carrying the basket, and Miss Snevellicci would insist upon carrying it herself, which gave rise to a struggle, in which Nicholas captured the basket and the band-box likewise. Then Nicholas said that he wondered what could possibly be inside the basket, and attempted to peep in, whereat Miss Snevellicci screamed, and declared that if she thought he had seen she was sure she should faint away. This declaration was followed by a similar attempt on the band-box, and similar demonstrations on the part of Miss Ledrook, and then both ladies vowed that they wouldn't move a step further until Nicholas had promised that he wouldn't offer to peep again. At last Nicholas pledged himself to betray
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no further curiosity, and they walked on, both ladies giggling very much, and declaring that they never had seen such a wicked creature in all their born days—never.

Lightening the way with such pleasantry as this, they arrived at the tailor's house in no time; and here they made quite a little party, there being present besides Mr. Lillyvick and Mrs. Lillyvick, not only Miss Snevellicci's mamma but her papa also. And an uncommon fine man Miss Snevellicci's papa was, with a hook nose, and a white forehead, and curly black hair, and high cheek bones, and altogether quite a handsome face, only a little pimpily, as though with drinking. He had a very broad chest had Miss Snevellicci's papa, and he wore a threadbare blue dress coat, buttoned with gilt buttons across it; and he no sooner saw Nicholas come into the room than he whipped the two forefingers of his right hand in between the two centre buttons, and sticking the other arm gracefully a-kimbo, seemed to say, "Now, here I am, my buck, and what have you got to say to me?" Such was, and in such an attitude sat Miss Snevellicci's papa, who had been in the profession ever since he had played the ten-year-old imps in the Christmas pantomimes, who could sing a little, dance a little, fence a little, act a little, and do everything.
a little, but not much; who had been sometimes in the ballet, and sometimes in the chorus, at every theatre in London; who was always selected, in virtue of his figure, to play the military visitors and the speechless noblemen; who always wore a smart dress, and came on arm-in-arm with a smart lady in short petticoats—and always did it too with such an air that people in the pit had been several times known to cry out, "Bravo!" under the impression that he was somebody. Such was Miss Snevelliçci's papa, upon whom some envious persons cast the imputation that he occasionally beat Miss Snevelliçci's mamma, who was still a dancer, with a neat little figure, and some remains of good looks, and who now sat as she danced—being rather too old for the full glare of the foot-lights—in the background.

From "David Copperfield."

I feel as if it were not for me to record, even though this manuscript is intended for no eyes but mine, how hard I worked at that tremendous shorthand, and all improvement appertaining to it, in my sense of responsibility to Dora and her aunts. I will only add, to what I have already written of my perseverance at this time of my life, and of a patient and continuous energy which then began to be matured within me, and which I know to be the strong part of my character, if I have any strength at all, that there, on looking back, I find the source of my success. I have been very fortunate in worldly matters; many men have worked much harder, and not succeeded half so well; but I never could have done what I have done without the habits of punctuality, order, and diligence, without the determination to concentrate myself on one object at a time, no matter how quickly its successor should come upon its heels, which I then formed. Heaven knows I write this in no spirit of self-laudation. The man who reviews his own life, as I do mine, in going on here, from page to page, bad need to have been a good man indeed, if he would be spared the sharp consciousness of many talents neglected, many opportunities wasted, many erratic and perverted feelings constantly at war within his breast, and defeating him.

I do not hold one natural gift, I dare say, that I have not abused. My meaning simply is, that whatever I have tried to do in life I have tried with all my heart to do well; that whatever I have devoted myself to, I have devoted myself to completely; that in great aims and in small, I have always been thoroughly in earnest. I have never believed it possible that any natural or improved ability can claim immunity from the
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companionship of the steady, plain, hard-working qualities, and hope to gain its end. There is no such thing as such fulfilment on this earth. Some happy talent, and some fortunate opportunity, may form the two sides of the ladder on which some men mount, but the rounds of that ladder must be made of stuff to stand wear and tear; and there is no substitute for thorough-going, ardent, and sincere earnestness. Never put one hand to anything on which I could throw my whole self, and never to affect depreciation of my work whatever it was; I find, now, to have been my golden rules.

For the first ten years of the Victorian era, Dickens was so prominent as practically to overshadow all competitors. When we look back hastily, we see nothing but his prolific puppet-show, and hear nothing but the peals of laughter of his audience. There were not wanting those who, in the very blaze of his early genius, saw reason to fear that his mannerisms and his exaggerations would grow upon him. But until 1847 he had no serious rival; for Bulwer, sunk between his first brilliancy and his final solidity, was producing none but frothy Zanoni and dreary Lucretius, while the other popular favourites of the moment had nothing of the master's buoyant fecundity. High spirits and reckless adventure gave attractiveness to the early and most rollicking novels of Charles Lever; but even charles O'Malley, the best of them, needs to be read very light-hearted to be convincing. Frederick Marryat wrote of sailors as Lever did of dragoons, but with a salt breeziness that has kept Peter Simple and Mr. Midshipman...
Easy fresh for sixty years. Marryat and Lever, indeed, come next to Dickens among the masculine novelists of this age, and they, as he is, are of the school and following of Smollett. Gay caricature, sudden bursts of sentiment, lively description, broken up by still livelier anecdote, with a great nonchalance as
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to the evolution of a story and the propriety of its ornament—these are the qualities which characterise the novelists of the early Victorian age. In our rapid sketch we must not even name the fashionable ladies who undertook at this time, in large numbers, to reproduce the foibles and frivolities of "society."
Charles James Lever (1806–1872) was born, the son of an architect, in Dublin on the 31st of August 1806. He entered Trinity College, Dublin, in October 1822, and took his Bachelor's degree five years later. His adventures at college are partly depicted in Charles O'Malley. The early life of Lever was spent in a vagabondage not unlike that of Goldsmith; he wandered in Holland, in Germany, and among the Red Indians in Canada. We find him appointed, as a budding physician, to the Irish Board of Health, and in 1832 he was certainly beginning to write Harry Lorrequer, amid congenial oddities of scene, at Kilrush, in county Galway. He did service in the epidemic of cholera in that year. He moved about from one part of Ireland to another, until he ultimately settled for some years in Brussels. Meanwhile he published, anonymously, his two earliest novels, Harry Lorrequer in 1839 and Charles O'Malley in 1841. In 1842 Lever was induced to return to Ireland, to edit the Dublin University Magazine. For three years he kept house just outside Dublin in a style of reckless extravagance, trading upon the popularity of his works. Unable to sustain this manner of life, Lever went abroad again in 1845, and recommenced his peregrinations. After restless wanderings, he settled at Florence in 1847, and stayed there ten years. Among the most successful of his innumerable novels of this period were Tom Burke of Ours (1843); The O'Donoghue (1845); and The Knight of Gwymne (1847). In 1857 Lord Derby appointed Lever English Consul at Spezia, and here again he spent ten years; here he wrote A Day's Ride (1864), the record of an adventure of his own in a ruined castle of the Tyrol. He was transferred in 1867 to Trieste, where he was unhappy, and where, after some decline in health, he died suddenly on the 1st of June 1872.
very end of his life. Lever was not unlike the type of hero that he loved to depict, very jolly, thriftless, boisterous, with a turn for melancholy, passionately a lover of horses and cards and gay society.

Frederick Marryat (1792-1848) was the son of a wealthy member of Parliament residing in Westminster, where he was born on the 10th of July 1792. As a young boy he ran away to sea several times, and at last, in 1806, was allowed to follow this irresistible vocation. His first experiences were under Lord Cochrane on the *Impe- rious*, which vessel during two years and a half was in more than fifty distinct engagements. Marryat became a lieutenant in 1812, and a commander three years later; he lived a life of "continual excitement" until the peace of 1815, and performed numerous acts of gallantry. In 1819 he married, but went off to sea again.
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in the following year, becoming a post-captain in 1826. In 1829 he began his career as a novelist with *The Naval Officer*, followed in 1830 by *The King's Own*. He now retired from the Navy, to become equerry to the Duke of Sussex, and to devote all his leisure to literature. Some of his books enjoyed an enormous success, particularly *Peter Simple* (1834); *Jacob Faithful* (1834); and *Mr. Midshipman Easy* (1836). Some readers preferred even to these *Swarley Yow* (1837). But from this point onwards it is not to be questioned that Marryat began more and more to exhaust the sprightly freshness of his reminiscences, and his later romances were books for boys. His novels are more than twenty in number, three of them having been posthumous, for Marryat continued to write until shortly before his death. From 1836 to 1838 he travelled through Europe and America, and his latest romances reflect some of the incidents of his journeys. On returning from America, Marryat settled until 1843 in London, and then took a house at Langham, in Norfolk, where he died on the 9th of August 1848. Marryat was a man of great activity of mind and body, who long practised in his own person that "chivalry of the ocean" which he afterwards celebrated in his books.

A very popular exponent of the grotesque and the sensational in historical romance was William Harrison Ainsworth (1805–1882), a Manchester solicitor, who wrote *Rookwood*, 1834; *Jack Sheppard*, 1839; and *The Tower of London*, 1840. He was a sort of Cruikshank of the pen, delighting in violent and lurid scenes, crowded with animated figures. One of Ainsworth's closest friends, Douglas Jerrold (1803–1857), aimed at success in many provinces of literature, but came nearest to it in the drama. His "nautical and domestic" play of *Black-Eyed Susan*, in 1829, set the fashion for a species of lively, sentimental comedy in which Jerrold abounded until the end of his life. He wrote a diverting miscellany called *Mrs. Caudle's...*
removed the work of Wilkie Collins became eccentric and lost much of its value. But for ten years he ranked among the foremost English purveyors of terror and suspense.

*Carlyle*  
The name of Thomas Carlyle was mentioned in the last chapter, and he went on writing until about 1877, but the central part of his influence and labour was early Victorian. No section of Carlyle's life was so important, from a literary point of view, as the first period of twelve years in London. At first, discomfited by persistent want of success, he was on the point of abandoning the effort. "I shall quit literature; it does not invite me," he wrote. But in this depressed mood he sat down to the solid architecture, toil "stern and grim," of the *French Revolution*, composed at Cheyne Walk in a sour atmosphere of "bitter thrift." It was received with great éclat, was followed by the despised and thitherto unreprinted *Sartor Resartus*, and by the four famous series of Carlyle's public lectures. Of these last, *Hero
Worship was alone preserved. But all this prolonged activity achieved for the disappointed Carlyle a tardy modicum of fame and fee. He pushed the "painting of heroisms" still further in the brilliant improvisation called Past and Present, and with this book his first period closes. He had worked down, through the volcanic radicalism of youth, to a finished incredulity as to the value of democracy. He now turned again to history for a confirmation of his views.

But meanwhile he had revealed the force that was in him, and the general nature of his message to mankind. His bleak and rustic spirit, moaning, shrieking, roaring, like a wild wind in some inhospitable northern woodland, had caught the ear of the age, and sang to it a fierce song which it found singularly attractive. First, in subject; after the express materialism of Bentham, Owen, and Fourier, prophets of the body, the ideal part of man was happy to be reminded again of its existence, even if by a prophet whose inconsistency and whose personal dissatisfaction with things in general tended to dismay the soul of the minute disciple. It was best not to follow the thought of Carlyle too implicitly, to consider him less as a guide than as a stimulus, to allow his tempestuous and vague nobility of instinct to sweep away the coverings of habit and convention, and then to begin life anew. Emerson, an early and fervent scholar, defined the master's faculty as being to "clap wings to the sides of all the solid old lumber of the world." Carlyle's amorphous aspirations excited young and generous minds, and it was natural that the preacher of so much lawless praise of law should seem a law-giver himself. Yet it is difficult to decide what Carlyle has bequeathed to us, now that the echoes of his sonorous denunciations are at last dying away. Standing between the Infinite and the individual, he recognises no gradations, no massing of the species; he compares the two incomparable objects of his attention,
and scolds the finite for its lack of infinitude as if for a preventable fault. Unjust to human effort, he barks at mankind like an ill-tempered dog, angry if it is still, yet more angry if it moves. A most unhelpful physician, a prophet with no gospel, but vague stir and turbulence of contradiction. We are beginning now to admit a voice and nothing more, yet at worst what a resonant and imperial clarion of a voice!

For, secondly, in manner he surprised and delighted his age. Beginning with a clear and simple use of English, very much like that of Jeffrey, Carlyle deliberately created and adopted an eccentric language of his own, which he brought to perfection in *Sartor Resartus*. Founded on a careful selection of certain Greek and German constructions, introduced so as to produce an irregular but recurrent effect of emphasis, and at poignant moments an impression as of a *vox humana* stop in language, skilfully led up to and sustained, the euphuism of Carlyle was one of the most remarkable instances on record of a deliberately artificial style adopted purely and solely for purposes of parade, but preserved with such absolute consistency as soon to become the only form of speech possible to the speaker. Early critics described it as a mere chaos of capitals and compounds and broken English; but a chaos it was not—on the contrary, it was a labyrinth, of which the powerful and insolent inventor was most careful to preserve the thread.

We have hitherto been speaking of a solvent Carlyle as essayist, lecturer, critic, and stripper-off of social raiment. It was presently discovered that on one side his genius was really constructive. He became the finest historian England had possessed since Gibbon. The brilliant, episodical *French Revolution* was followed by a less sensational but more evenly finished *Cromwell*, and by that profoundly elaborated essay in the eighteenth-century history of Germany, the *Life of Friedrich II*. By this later work
My Dear Mother,

A is long since I have been so much delighted with anything as I was with your affectionate, good-humoured excellent last letter: indeed, I think it was one of the pleasant moments it gave me that I have had since I left you. Moreover I can fancy that I shall not want for letters; you will the matter in your own way and in my own, in such a way, and any at all times be induced in for benevolently. For I calculate that "having laid your hand to the plough" you will not in any wise draw back! No, no. let them take you a hand of help, or what ever better makes you a little more heartily talk this, and then, with a pen and an ink-bottle, you can at any moment tell me your own story under "headet of my care were it nothing but "hep a hop," it will be welcome from than any whole step, or whole word, that comes from any other quarter. We shall still so much hope and kindness about everything, and take with such a cheerful balance all the changes appointed for (which in late years there have been enough and too many), and ever am found waiting to welcome the new time, and make the most of it, with glad submission to the will of him that appointed it, — I express, my dear mother, you might be a letter and a whole time referred to the best of us. May the Father well be thanked that it is so well with you! May, while he gives you that spirit, it can never be ill with you. Whatever can be done, for time or for eternity, is of the kind, the All-honorable but also the All-loving, All-helping! — I have endeavoured to
your deviation, and I am formed one, to picture out your two different Noses, with the red
features, and the red whiskers, and bring that in the blessed Isaac you will be very long
and not uncomfortable when the winter comes, so it is best doing, you must keep a good face,
and if the weather between you from turning out, yet I know your hand will not be idle,
and will write. So I am not uneasy at the kind you write, dear brother, when I can
be sure, and if I bring you a good new Book in my hand, will not you have that newly
missing gone ready for me! Abraham of Switzerland tells me that you are looking entirely
well, the care that is your ways of speech and acting, I am looking him more than I could
imagine, is mind of those men beloved brother, while I do believe is the highest compliment
he could pay you. This letter is full of the most agreeable friendliness, and was very unen
"to me.
We suppose you come to stay with them all a certain Court be over, about which, how
thing, she is naturally anxious enough, but that, it will all come right and joyful, and hopes
about her apprehension. Let them to write to us firstly, or do it yourself if you are not to
think him my thanks to Isaac for his share of the letter, and say that the only reason why
the tree we also begin a Note today it that the French will not send one, that American
letter being already a double one. The Newspaper comes regularly on Friday about noon and
on Saturday or as regularly forward it to Austin, who will then find it waiting for him on
Monday. He finds, he must not again write so will to become a plan, but they want us,
and come out with their fees of fifty pounds! A small sum,guild shillings, which cannot
be so annoying as to escape here, and then a mayor introduced to present the case from the
place. In cases of simplicity that justify a case in the American Post Office it is the
writer for doing it. Isaac's letter unfortunately cannot be sent now, but I gather that he is
well, and hopes the way to have a letter going own confirming me, but then you get
the Book? I mean, a lot of it, he doesn't think it, while I do pretend for you, is in a hand to
read, care, think? I know the Book, by way of Edinburgh? Your names are, as they,
but I could not nothing more, having to leave them open a free one's counter. This American
letter is on the same subject. I thought it would be worthwhile reading, for it told

The good that happens to me a possession of yours also? Read the letter in this note, and it will show to any one else, that was but a merely passing, in which, as I have found my time is little suited me or any one.

Of Chelsea news we have as good as now to find you, which indeed means in dollars enough news. We go to the old fashion, shewing pretty nearly to our rooms, and looking for our own happiness in that. This is the half leisure in winter, and several of our friends are past to the country; however, we have still a fair allowance of company left us; and what is best, the company we have is never so bad as many "a changing of time", but rational and kind to something. The last news I have in that, this day, I mean, this day, I mean begin writing my book; yes, but that last for the present hear, and already have been at it! With me a good speed: I have written the hundred as I could, and must truly strive to do my best, with a kind of sharpening hope. I calculate that the business may be with my brother with me, that the book may be at least a free one, and tend to do good service the world. It will keep me greatly in the street for these winter months; but I hope to have it printed out early in spring, what is to be done west we shall then see. The work will be a longer article than one I have ever found it, so if it altogether beat me. I have refined it, and let my mind elsewhere, and it can go elsewhere in the chapter and appointed it. As to our other things and exchange, I have written of them at great length to Hicks, the other day; so that, as you can see, the only to be this letter my own, I will not write on them here. I have seen child and various other agreeable persons since (for our company comes often in waves) but not with no further adventure.

The sheet is being very fast, and the letter is not. I am too in ready, and I have some business to to be done long ago about a freight of calico goods we went out of Fortondale in the fall of the year. As you are the procurer of goods, I will now send the whole to you, that you may order waiting and stic up others in the bough quarter be getting them ready: I suppose, it will be some six weeks before they can go off, but I shall have yet merrier knowledge, and shall write again, before that. Here is the list of our
wants, as I have written it by meriting out of lane. First sixty pounds of Butter in two equal pieces (the butter is novel a hand), then a moderately sized Sheet milk Cheese, then two Smallish Bacon-hams (your balls have been just broken into last week); and it is the best calcination, next, above is three of light water oatmeal (or even more, for we are to give them some); after it, and with almost a bound ready, this is not now above a stone left; and after that, as many hundreds weight of Potatoes as you think will keep (for the rule of it is this: we take 2 pounds, 7½, and then ¼; and at 4½ or at least a penny a pound, and an addition good): all this get ready and broken into a hoghead, or into two, will reach us by Whitsun, and we will see how it answers. From my dear Mr. Beech and James Henson, and say the summer the letter.
Carlyle outstripped, in the judgment of serious critics, his only possible rival, Macaulay, and took his place as the first scientific historian of the early Victorian period. His method in this class of work is characteristic of him as an individualist; he endeavours, in all conjunctions, to see the man moving, breathing, burning in the glow and flutter of adventure. This gives an extraordinary vitality to portions of Carlyle's narrative, if it also tends to disturb the reader's conception of the general progress of events. After the publication of the Friedrich, Carlyle continued to live for nearly twenty years, writing occasionally, but adding nothing to his intellectual stature, which, however, as time passed on, grew to seem gigantic, and was, indeed, not a little exaggerated by the terror and amazement which the grim old Tartar prophet contrived to inspire in his disciples and the world in general.

Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) was the eldest of the four sons of James Carlyle and his second wife, Margaret Aitken. The father was a mason, a "pithy, bitter-speaking body, and an awfu' fighter," who was living at Ecclefechan, a village in Dumfriesshire, when his eldest son was born there on the 4th of December 1795. Thomas was taught his rudiments in the village school, and in 1805 was sent to the grammar school of Annan, where he was very unhappy. From 1809 to 1814 he was a student at Edinburgh, but took no degree. He then succeeded Edward Irving as usher to the school at Annan, intending all this while to
enter the ministry. His father had now moved to Mainhill, a farm near Lockerbie, and here Thomas spent his vacations studying German. In 1816 he again followed Irving as mathematical teacher in a school at Kirkcaldy, where he fell in love with the young lady who passes as "Blumine" in Sartor Resartus. Two years later he went to Edinburgh, where he lived until 1821 by taking private pupils, and in attempting very unsuccessfully to get literary work to do. At this point, however, he began to make his force felt, and in 1821 his despondency, which must have almost amounted to insanity, had a crisis, and, though he was always violently hypochondriacal, he was never quite so blackly melancholy again. He received great kindness from the Bullers, whose brilliant son Charles (1806–1848) was now for some time Carlyle's pupil. When they came up to London in 1824, Carlyle followed, and here he soon made the acquaintance of the Basil Montagues. In 1825 he settled at Hoddam Hill, a farm on the Solway, where he stayed a year with his brother Alexander, and whence he sent to press his first book, the Life of Schiller. From here, in October 1826, he married Jane Welsh (1801–1866) of Craigenputtock, to whom he had long, after his fashion, been attached. Immediately after the marriage the Carlyles moved to Edinburgh, and he became a regular contributor to the Edinburgh Review. Here an article on German Literature attracted general remark, secured for Carlyle the friendship of Goethe, and led to other gratifying results. But money was lacking, and it was soon found that Edinburgh was too expensive and too
disturbing. In May 1828 the eccentric and unamiable couple—for the marriage had already proved of dubious felicity—removed to Craigenputtock. Here he mainly continued to live until 1834, in an existence which was a sulky dream to him, a long-drawn drudgery to his indignant wife, although looking back, long afterwards, Carlyle was able to say, "perhaps our happiest days were spent at the Crag." Here in 1830 he was writing Sartor Resartus, but could get no publisher to accept it, until in 1833-1834 it was printed in Fraser's Magazine, to the weary indigination of the subscribers to that periodical. Meanwhile Carlyle was living by contributions to what he called the "mud, sand, and dust magazines," and making such friends as Emerson, Mill, and Leigh Hunt. Still quite obscure and unsuccessful at the brink of forty years, Carlyle came up to London in 1834, and settled at No. 5 (now No. 24) Cheyne Row, Chelsea, where he was to reside for the next forty-seven years. In the early part of 1835 Carlyle was "at work stern and grim"; it was necessary that he should do something. For two years he had earned nothing by literature, and he thought that "Providence warns me to have done with it." The first volume of The French Revolution, which was to be his final effort, upon which all the future was to hang, was finished in the spring of 1835, but the MS. was burned as waste paper (under mysterious circumstances) by the servant of the Mills, to whom it had been lent. Carlyle behaved well under this terrific blow, and began again: in January 1837 the whole book was finished. He determined to throw it at the feet of the public, "buy a rifle and spade, and withdraw to the Trans-Atlantic wilderness." The French Revolution, however, was a success, but brought in little money. But Carlyle stayed in England, and was persuaded to give four courses of lectures, which brought him in a sum of more than £800. Sartor
Res publica was now (1838) for the first time published in book form, and though it puzzled readers at first was gradually accepted. Carlyle found a publisher for his miscellaneous criticisms and lectures; and the Essays of 1839, Chartism of 1840, and Hero-Worship of 1841, made him, as he approached fifty years of age, a popular or, at least, established writer at last; although he still described himself as "a man foiled," and poverty still skulked about outside the door in Cheyne Row. It was finally driven away by the death of Mrs. Carlyle's mother, Mrs. Welsh, in February 1842, which secured for them a competence of nearly £300 a year. He thought of returning to Craigenputtock, but his wife was wisely averse to it, and he came to see that London was the best place for writing books in. Under the new conditions, Carlyle's earliest publication was Past and Present (1843), an attack on orthodox political economy. But he was already engaged on a far more important enterprise, The Life and Letters of Oliver Cromwell, which appeared in 1845. This is the time when Froude, Milnes, and Ruskin became his disciples, and in some measure took the place of John Sterling (1806–1844), the person whom, it is probable, Carlyle loved best in the course of his life. At this period, also, begins the friendship with Lady Harriet Baring (afterwards Lady Ashburton) which ultimately "churned to froth" the mind of Mrs. Carlyle. Lady Ashburton continued to be a fearful thorn in Jane Carlyle's side until 1857, when she died; Lord Ashburton married again, a lady who won the friendship of both the Carlyles, and retained it to the end. In 1846 he made a tour through Ireland, and another in 1849; in 1850, "after a period of deep gloom and bottomless dubitation," were published Letter-day Pamphlets, which finally divided Carlyle from all branches of the Radical party, and displayed him as the pronounced enemy of revolution, and the sensation caused by this book was increased by his polemical Life of Sterling (1851), which proved "utterly revolting to the religious people." He went, with the Brownings, to Paris, and saw some interesting public men; he now began to collect materials for his Friedrich the Great. His mother died at Scotsbrig on
Christmas Day 1853, and this event left him "very lonely, very lame and broken." He buried himself, however, in his historical work; for several years "that tremendous book made prolonged and entire devastation of any semblance of home happiness." The first two volumes appeared in 1858, and enjoyed a great success, with much praise, to Carlyle "no better than the barking of dogs"; it was continued in 1862-1864, and concluded in 1865. After refusing the honour twice, he was now persuaded to become a Scots Lord Rector, and delivered at Edinburgh in 1866 his very remarkable address on The Reading of Books. But, on the 21st of April of that year, during his absence in Scotland, Mrs. Carlyle died suddenly in her carriage as she was driving round Hyde Park, and Carlyle was stricken with an unavailing agony of remorse for all his bad temper and selfish neglect of her. Mrs. Carlyle was not known as an author during her lifetime, but the publication of her Correspondence in 1883, and again in 1903, revealed her as a letter-writer of bitter wit and most penetrating and shrewd observation. The Reform Bill of 1867 was the source of great anger to Carlyle, who was roused by it into publishing his Shooting Niagara. In 1868 he saw Queen Victoria at the Deanery of Westminster, and was offered various distinctions, which he declined; his strength began to fail, to become (in 1869) "quite a stranger to me." Still he lived on. His latest book, The Early Kings of Norway, was published for him in 1875. He was attended to the last, almost like a son, by Froude, on whose arm the crumpled-up figure might be seen shuffling along the Thames embankment on late afternoons. His mind gradually failed, and he died unconscious on the 4th of February 1881. He had refused to be buried in Westminster Abbey, and the body was laid in the village churchyard of Ecclefechan. After Carlyle's death, Froude immediately published the Reminiscences, which threw a flood of light, some of it lurid, over his early struggles, and the persistent traits of his character. Froude followed this by the Letters and Memorials (1882-1884), which removed a good deal of the romance from the popular notion of Carlyle, and for the time being, at all events, awakened no little prejudice against him. Much has been said for and against the personal temperament of Carlyle, but part of it can be explained by the facts that he was dyspeptic and a peasant. Neither in the physical nor in the social world was he ever properly at his ease. His marriage, a singularly unfortunate union, emphasised his faults; it was, as he said, "a sore life-pilgrimage together,
much bad road.” There is no question that his temper was vile, and as
uncertain as the mood of a weather-cock, and
that it made him harshly inconsiderate of
others. The worst trait in his character is his
rude ingratitude to the memory of all those who
were good to him in his early years; to some
of them he was at the time obsequious and
flattering, only to insult them after their death.
This not even a dyspeptic peasant can be forgiven
for doing. But he was not insincere; if we know
his faults it is largely because he has confessed
them to the world; and there was a certain
greatness even in his egotism and his vociferous
complaining. In the physical sense, Carlyle was
in youth “a loose-made, tawny creature”—to
borrow a phrase of his own—moody, rough, and
unattractive. With years, the fascinating quality
increased, but it stood him in ill stead when it
hired Miss Jane Welsh away from her other lovers.
His wonderful eyes were the most extraordinary
feature of his shaggy countenance, “devouring
eyes, thirsty eyes, those portrait-eating, portrait-
painting eyes,” as Emerson said. Carlyle was
always, by fits and starts, a talker, and in later
life he poured forth an amazing flood of rich
paradoxical monologue, full of brilliant images,
stirring ideas, and surprisingly bold mis-state-
ments. He could be, on occasion, courteous
and even tender, and in the presence of genuine
attainment and proved excellence of conduct
he was occasionally known to be almost ap-
preciative. In his old age he grew to be a
mysteriously awful figure, seldom seen, greatly dreaded, much respected.
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FROM “THE FRENCH REVOLUTION”

On the whole, is it not, O Reader, one of the strangest Flame-Pictures that ever
painted itself; flaming off there, on its ground of Guillotine-black? And the nightly
Theatres are Twenty-three; and the Salons de danse are sixty: full of mere Egalité,
Fraternité; and Carmagnole. And Section Committee-rooms are Forty-eight; redolent
of tobacco and brandy: vigorous with twenty-pence a-day, coercing the suspect. And
the Houses of Arrest are Twelve for Paris alone; crowded and even crammed. And at all
turns, you need your “Certificate of Civism”; be it for going out, or for coming in; may
without it you cannot, for money, get your daily ounces of bread. Dusky red-capped
Baker’s-queues; wagging themselves; not in silence! For we still live by Maximum, in
Thomas Carlyle.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY JAMES MACNIE WHISTLER.
all things; waited on by these two, Scarcity and Confusion. The faces of men are
darkened with suspicion; with suspecting, or being suspect. The streets lie unswept;
the ways unmended. Law has shut her Books; speaks little, save impromptu, through
the throat of Tinville. Crimes go unpunished: not crimes against the Revolution. "The
number of foundling children," as some compute, "is doubled."

How silent now sits Royalism; sits all Aristocracy: Respectability that kept its
Gig! The honour now, and the safety, is to Poverty, not to Wealth. Your Citizen, who
would be fashionable, walks abroad, with his Wife on his arm, in red wool nightcap, black
shag spencer, and carnagiole complete. Aristocracy crouches low, in what shelter is
still left; submitting to all requisitions, vexations; too happy to escape with life. Ghastly
châteaus stare on you by the wayside; disrooed, diswindowed; which the National
House-broker is peeling for the lead and ashlar. The old tenants over disconsolate, over
the Rhine with Condé: a spectacle to men. Ci-devant Seigneur, exquisite in palate, will
become an exquisite Restaurateur Cook in Hamburg; Ci-devant Madame, exquisite in
dress, a successful Marchande des Môles in London. In Newgate Street you meet M. le
Marquis, with a rough deal on his shoulder, adze and jack-plane under arm; he has
taken to the joiner trade; it being necessary to live (jaut vivre).—Higher than all
Frenchmen the domestic Stock-jobber flourishes—in a day of Paper-money. The Farmer
also flourishes: "Farmer's houses," says Mercier, "have become like Pawn-brokers'
shops;" all manner of furniture, apparel, vessels of gold and silver accumulate themselves
there: bread is precious. The Farmer's rent is Paper-money, and he alone of men has
bread: Farmer is better than Landlord, and will himself become Landlord.

And daily, we say, like a black Spectre, silently through that Life-tumult, passes the
Revolution Cart; writing on the walls its MENE, MENE, Thou art weighed, and found
wanting! A Spectre with which one has grown familiar. Men have adjusted themselves:
complaint issues not from that Death-tumbril. Weak women and ci-devants, their plumage
and finery all tarnished, sit there; with a silent gaze, as if looking into the Infinite Black.
The once light lip wears a curl of irony, uttering no word; and the Tumbril fares along.
They may be guilty before Heaven, or not; they are guilty, we suppose, before the Revo-
lution. Then, does not the Republic "coin money" of them, with its great axe? Red
Nightcaps howl dire approval; the rest of Paris looks on; if with a sigh, that is much;
Fellow-creatures whom sighing cannot help; whom black Necessity and Tinville have
clutched.

From "Past and Present."

It is to you, ye Workers, who already work, and are as grown men, noble and
honourable in a sort, that the whole world calls for new work and nobleness. Subdue
mutiny, discord, wide-spread despair, by manfulness, justice, mercy and wisdom. Chaos
is dark, deep as Hell; let light be, and there is instead a green flowery World. Oh, it is
great, and there is no other greatness. To make some mock of God's Creation a little
fruitfuller, better, more worthy of God: to make some human hearts a little wiser, man-
fuler, happier—more blessed, less accursed! It is work for a God. Sooty Hell of mutiny
and savagery and despair can, by man's energy, be made a kind of Heaven; cleared of its
soot, of its mutiny, of its need to mutiny; the everlasting arch of Heaven's azure over-
spanning it too, and its cunning mechanisms and tall chimney-steeples, as a birth of
Heaven; God and all men looking on it well pleased.

Unstained by wasteful deformities, by wasted tears or heart's-blood of men, or any
defacement of the Fit, noble fruitful Labour, growing ever nobler, will come toth—the
grand sole miracle of Man: whereby Man has risen from the low places of this Earth, very
literally, into divine Heavens. Ploughers, Spinners, Builders; Prophets, Poets, Kings;
Brindleys and Goethes, Odin's and Arkwrights; all martyrs, and noble men, and gods are
of one grand Host; immemorable; marching ever forward since the beginnings of the
World. The enormous, all-conquering, flame-crowned Host, noble every soldier in it;
sacred, and alone noble. Let him who is not of it hide himself; let him tremble for him-
self. Stars at every button cannot make him noble; sheaves of Ruth-garters, not bushels
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of Georges; nor any other contrivance but manfully enlisting in it, valiantly taking place and step in it. O Heavens, will he not bethink himself; he too is so needed in the Host! It were so blessed, thrice blessed, for himself and for us all! In hope of the Last Pardidge, and some Duke of Weimar among our English Dukes, we will be patient yet a while.

Born after Carlyle, and dying more than twenty years before him, THOMAS BABBINGTON MACAULAY pressed into a short life, feverishly filled with various activity, as much work as Carlyle achieved in all his length of days. The two writers present a curious parallelism and contrast, and a positive temptation to paradoxical criticism. Their popularity, the subjects they chose, their encyclopaedic interest in letters, unite their names, but in all essentials they were absolutely opposed. Carlyle, with whatever faults, was a seer and a philosopher; English literature has seen no great writer more unspiritual than Macaulay, more unimaginative, more demurely satisfied with the phenomenal aspect of life. In Carlyle the appeal is incessant—sursum corda; in Macaulay the absence of mystery, of any recognition of the divine, is remarkable. Macaulay is satisfied with surfaces, he observes them with extraordinary liveliness. He is prepared to be entertaining, instructive, even exhaustive, on almost every legitimate subject of human thought; but the one thing he never reaches is to be suggestive. What he knows he tells in a clear, positive, pleasing way; and he knows so much that often, especially in youth, we desire no other guide. But he is without vision of unseen things; he has no message to the heart; the waters of the soul are never troubled by his copious and admirable flow of sound information.

Yet it is a narrow judgment which sweeps Macaulay aside. He has been, and probably will long continue to be, a most valuable factor in the cultivation of the race. His Essays are not merely the best of their kind in existence, but they are put together with so much skill that they are permanent types of a certain species of literary architecture. They have not the delicate, palpitating life of the essays of Lamb or of Stevenson, but taken as pieces of constructed art built to a certain measure, fitted up with appropriate intellectual upholstery, and adapted to the highest educational requirements, there is nothing like them elsewhere in literature. The most restive of juvenile minds, if induced to enter one of Macaulay’s essays, is almost certain to reappear at the other end of it gratified, and, to an appreciable extent, cultivated. Vast numbers of persons in the middle Victorian period were mainly equipped for serious conversation from the armouries of these delightful volumes. The didactic purpose is concealed in them by so genuine and so constant a flow of animal spirits, the writer is so conspicuously a master of intelligible and appropriate illustration, his tone and manner are so uniformly attractive, and so little strain to the feelings is involved in his oratorical flourishes, that readers are captivated in their thousands, and much to their permanent advantage. Macaulay heightened the art of his work as he progressed; the essays he wrote after his return from India in 1838 are particularly excellent. To study the construction and machinery of the two
great Proconsular essays, is to observe literature of the objective and phenomenal order carried almost to its highest possible perfection.

In 1828, in the Edinburgh Review, Macaulay laid down a new theory of history. It was to be pictorial and vivid; it was to resemble (this one feels was his idea) the Waverley Novels. To this conception of history he remained faithful throughout his career; he probably owed it, though he never admits the fact, to the reading of Augustin Thierry's *Conquête d'Angleterre*. Macaulay had been a popular essayist and orator for a quarter of a century, when, in 1849, he achieved a new reputation as an historian, and from this date to 1852, when his health began to give way, he was at the head of living English letters. In his history there meet us the same qualities that we find in his essays. He is copious, brilliant, everlastingly entertaining, but never profound or suggestive. His view of an historical period is always more organic than Carlyle's, because of the uniformity of his detail. His architectonics are excellent; the fabric of the scheme rises slowly before us; to its last pinnacle and moulding there it stands, the master-builder expressing his delight in it by an ebullition of pure animal spirits. For half the pleasure we take in Macaulay's writing arises from the author's sincere and convinced satisfaction with it himself. Of the debated matter of Macaulay's style, once almost superstitionally admired, now unduly depreciated, the truth seems to be that it was as natural as Carlyle's was artificial; it represented the author closely and unaffectedly in his faults and in his merits. Its monotonous regularity of cadence and mechanical balance of periods have the same faculty for alternately captivating and exasperating us that the intellect of the writer has. After all, Macaulay lies a little outside the scope of those who seek an esoteric and mysterious pleasure from style. He loved crowds, and it is to the populace that his life's work is addressed.

Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron Macaulay (1800–1859), was the eldest child of Zachary Macaulay, the anti-slavery philanthropist, and his wife, Selina Mills. He was born at Rothley Temple, in Leicestershire, on the 25th of October 1800. The home of his parents was at Clapham, and here he attended a day-school. In 1812 he went to school at Little Shelford, near Cambridge, and had already by this time laid the foundation of a prodigious knowledge of literature. The school was moved to Aspenden Hall, Herts; and in October 1818 he matriculated as a commoner at Trinity College, Cambridge. He distinguished himself at once, and his earliest publication, *Pompei*, was the prize poem of 1819. At the University he neglected mathematics, but he absorbed all the literature which it had to offer. He failed to secure a place in the Tripos, but in 1824 he gained a fellowship at his college, and before this he had begun to write for the magazines in verse and prose. His father, who had entirely neglected his business, now found himself on the verge of ruin, and Macaulay "quietly took up the burden which his father was unable to bear." He made the paternal house in Great Ormond Street his home, sustained the anxieties of all, paid his father's debts, and placed the business once more on a secure basis. He became a student of Lincoln's Inn, and in 1826 was called to the Bar, but he can scarcely be said to have practised. In April 1825 had appeared the first of his famous
articles in the *Edinburgh Review*, that on “Milton”; he soon became fashionable as a reviewer, and his abilities struck the political no less than the literary world. In 1828 he was made a Commissioner of Bankruptcy; and in 1830 he was elected M.P. for Calne. His first speech, on the Reform Bill, showed that Macaulay was an orator of the first class; never, in the prolonged experience of the then Speaker, had the House been seen “in such a state of excitement.” His career in the Opposition was most brilliant, and from 1832 he was acting also as Commissioner and then Secretary of the Board of Control; meanwhile his essays were being written one after another, in intervals snatched from official, probationary, and social occupation. Few men have ever worked as Macaulay did in these early years, and the result was that “immense distinction” which Gladstone noted as characteristic of the great critic in his still youthful years. A variety of circumstances—the cessation of his fellowship, the suppression of his commissionship—reduced him for a moment in 1832 to absolute poverty; he “did not know where to turn for a morsel of bread.” This difficulty was solved by his appointment to be Secretary to the Board of Control, and still more thoroughly by the post of legal adviser to the Supreme Council of India. He severed all his ties with England (he was now M.P. for Leeds), and sailed for Madras in February 1834. While he was in India he read incessantly, aimlessly, voraciously, and yet his public labours, unremittingly carried out, seemed enough alone to crush an ordinary man. In 1838 he found that he had amassed a small but sufficient fortune, and he returned to England. His first act was to take a prolonged tour in Italy, for he was already beginning his *Lays of Ancient Rome*, and wished to see the landscape. Early in 1839 he entered Parliament again as M.P. for Edinburgh, and was almost immediately made Secretary for War, and given a seat in the Cabinet, a post which he held until 1841. This was scarcely a happy moment in his history, for his work in connection with the sinking Whig Ministry was not fortunate, and he was shut off from history and poetry just at the moment when he wished to devote himself to both. The Ministry of Lord
Macaulay

Melbourne fell in the summer of 1841, and Macaulay was liberated from office. It was at this time that he began to be the author of books. In 1841 a publisher in Philadelphia started a collection of Macaulay's Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, which was not concluded until 1844. In 1842 appeared the Lays of Ancient Rome, and in 1843 a London publisher was emboldened to follow where an American had led two years before, and brought out the Critical and Historical Essays. The fame which now tardily but suddenly descended on him as an author was without parallel. Of the Lays countless editions were issued, while the Essays took their place at once as the most popular work of the kind which the age had produced. But Macaulay, in his great simplicity, was unaffected by laudation; he was now deeply engaged in a different business, and in 1844 he even ceased to write for the Edinburgh Review, that he might be able to give his whole time to historical research. He was defeated at Edinburgh, and thus his unbroken attention could be concentrated on his
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literary work. The result was the first two volumes of the History of England, published in the winter of 1843. The reception of this book was so triumphant that even the philosophical Macaulay was disturbed. "I am half afraid," he said, "of this strange prosperity." He was anxious lest the second instalment should be received with less favour, but nothing could exceed the warmth of the welcome which awaited Volumes III. and IV. in 1855. Before this time, however, Macaulay, although he had seriously withdrawn from political life, had returned in many respects to public affairs. He became, in 1849, Lord Rector of Glasgow University, and he took, until the time of his death, a very special interest in the management of London University. In 1852 he was re-elected M.P. for Edinburgh, but his excessive expenditure of energy had told upon his strength; in this very year he had a sudden attack of heart disease, and "became twenty years older in a week." From this particular complaint he seemed to recover, but he was afflicted from this time forward with a persistent asthma. From this year he spoke in public but seldom, and he was shaken by the Crimean War and by the Indian Mutiny. He was aware that his career as an orator had closed, and he permitted his Speeches to be collected in 1853 and 1854. He left the end coming, and pushed on with his History as well as he might. The fifth and last volume of it was
nearly completed when he died, and was edited by his devoted sister, Lady Trevelyan, in 1861. But in 1857 Macaulay felt himself incapable of further continuance of work in the House of Commons; he was raised to the peerage under the title of Baron Macaulay in October of that year. He continued to keep fairly well, though with apprehensions ill-disguised from himself, and his death came peacefully and suddenly on the 25th of December 1859 at his house called Holly Lodge. A public funeral in Westminster Abbey was awarded to him, and on the 9th of January 1860 he was buried in Poets' Corner. His uncollected Miscellaneous Writings were issued in two volumes in the course of the same year. Macaulay was remarkable for the simplicity and equanimity of his temper, and for his serenity. He never married, but his warm feelings centered themselves in the interests of his sister and her children. One of these children, afterwards Sir George Trevelyan, published in 1876 a life of Macaulay, which is one of the best biographical productions of our time. The personal appearance of Macaulay was not particularly striking. Carlyle's picturesque thumb-nail sketch displays Macaulay's want of picturesqueness: "I noticed the homely Norse features that you find everywhere in the Western Isles, and I thought to myself, 'Well, any one can see that you are an honest, good sort of fellow, made out of oatmeal.'" Even in his great oratorical triumphs it seems to have been rather the splendour of what Macaulay said than anything magnetic in his person or manners which so deeply affected his hearers.

From "Warren Hastings."

But neither the culprit nor his advocates attracted so much notice as the accusers. In the midst of the blaze of red drapery a space had been fitted up with green benches and tables for the Commons. The managers, with Burke at their head, appeared in full dress. The collectors of gossip did not fail to remark that even Fox, generally so regardless of his appearance, had paid to the illustrious tribunal the compliment of wearing a bag and sword. Pitt had refused to be one of the conductors of the impeachment; and his commanding, copious, and sonorous eloquence was wanting to that great muster of various talents. Age and blindness had unfitted Lord North for the duties of a public prosecutor; and his friends were left without the help of his excellent sense, his tact, and his urbanity. But, in spite of the absence of these two distinguished members of the Lower House, the box in which the managers stood contained an array of speakers such as perhaps had not appeared together since the great age of Athenian eloquence. There stood Fox and Sheridan, the English Demosthenes and the English Hyperides. There was Burke, ignorant, indeed, or negligent of the art of adapting his reasonings and his style to the capacity and taste of his hearers; but in amplitude of comprehension and richness of imagination superior to every orator, ancient or modern. There, with eyes reverentially fixed on Burke, appeared the finest gentleman of the age—his form developed by every manly exercise—his face beaming with intelligence and spirit—the ingenious, the chivalrous, the high-souled Windham. Nor, though surrounded by such men, did the youngest manager pass unnoticed. At an age when most of those who distinguish themselves in life are still contending for prizes and fellowships at college, he had won for himself a conspicuous place in Parliament. No advantage of fortune or connection was wanting that could set off to the height his splendid talents and his unblemished honour. At twenty-three he had been thought worthy to be ranked with the veteran statesmen who appeared as the delegates of the British Commons, at the bar of the British nobility. All who stood at that bar, save him alone, are gone—culprit, advocates, accusers. To the generation which is now in the vigour of life, he is the sole representative of a great age which has passed away. But those who, within the last ten years, have listened with delight, till the morning sun shone on the tapestries of the House of Lords, to the lofty and animated eloquence of Charles Earl Grey, are able to form some estimate of the powers of a race of men among whom he was not the foremost.
The army found theasseress of party
and the result came back to London
by post. The Duke of York was present
at the trial; it was that event which
termed, and that which the Battle
seemed to be remembered for ever. It
is certain, however, that the moderation
of the defeated party was received in
all its energy. Since that day
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From the Preface to "The Lays of Ancient Rome."

As it is agreeable to general experience that, at a certain stage in the progress of society, ballad-poetry should flourish, so is it also agreeable to general experience that, at a subsequent stage in the progress of society, ballad-poetry should be undervalued and neglected. Knowledge advances; manners change; great foreign models of composition are studied and imitated. The phraseology of the old minstrels becomes obsolete. Their versification, which, having received its laws only from the ear, abounds in irregularities, seems licentious and uncouth. Their simplicity appears beggarly when compared with the quaint forms and gaudy colouring of such artists as Cowley and Gongora. The ancient lays, unjustly despised by the learned and polite, linger for a time in the memory of the vulgar, and are at length too often irretrievably lost. We cannot wonder that the ballads of Rome should have altogether disappeared, when we remember how very narrowly, in spite of the invention of printing, those of our own country and those of Spain escaped the same fate. There is indeed little doubt that oblivion covers many English songs equal to any that were published by Bishop Percy, and many Spanish songs as good as the best of those which have been so happily translated by Mr. Lockhart. Eighty years ago England possessed only one tattered copy of Childe Waters and Sir Cauline, and Spain only one tattered copy of the noble poem of The Cid. The snuff of a candle, or a mischievous dog, might in a moment have deprived the world for ever of any of those fine compositions. Sir Walter Scott, who united to the fire of a great poet the minute curiosity and patient diligence of a great antiquary, was but just in time to save the precious relics of the Minstrelsy of the Border. In Germany, the lay of the Nibelungs had been long utterly forgotten when, in the eighteenth century, it was, for the first time, printed from a manuscript in the old library of a noble family. In truth, the only people who, through their whole passage from simplicity to the highest civilisation, never for a moment ceased to love and admire their old ballads, were the Greeks.

Epitaph on a Jacobite.

To my true king I offered free from stain
Courage and faith; vain faith, and courage vain.
For him, I threw lands, honours, wealth, away,
And one dear hope, that was more prized than they.
For him I languished in a foreign clime,
Grey-haired with sorrow in my manhood's prime;
Heard on Lavernia Scargill's whispering trees,
And pined by Arno for my lovelier Tees;
Beheld each night my home in fevered sleep,
Each morning started from the dream to weep;
Till God, who saw me tried too sorely, gave
The resting-place I asked—an early grave.
Oh thou, whom chance leads to this nameless stone,
From that proud country which was once mine own,
By those white cliffs I never more must see,
By that dear language which I spoke like thee,
Forget all feuds, and shed one English tear
O'er English dust. A broken heart lies here.

Newman If the strongly accentuated and opposed styles of Carlyle and Macaulay attracted the majority of lively pens during the early Victorian period, there were not wanting those who were anxious to return to the unadorned practice of an English that should entirely forget its form in the earnest desire to say in clear and simple tones exactly what it wanted to say. Every generation possesses such writers, but from the very fact of their lack of ambition and
their heedlessness of the technical parts of composition they seldom attain eminence. Perhaps the most striking exception in our literature is JOHN HENRY NEWMAN, whose best sermons and controversial essays display a delicate and flexible treatment of language, without emphasis, without oddity, which hardly arrests any attention at first—the reader being absorbed in the argument or statement—but which in course of time fascinates, and at last somewhat overbalances the judgment, as a thing miraculous in its limpid grace and suavity. The style which Newman employs is the more admired because of its rarity in English; it would attract less wonder if the writer were a Frenchman. If we banish the curious intimidation which the harmony of Newman exercises, at one time or another, over almost every reader, and if we examine his methods closely, we see that the faults to which his writing became in measure a victim in later years—the redundancy, the excess of colour, the languor and inelasticity of the periods—were not incompatible with what we admire so much in the Sermons at St. Mary's Church and in the pamphlets of the Oxford Movement.

These imperfections in the later works of Newman—obvious enough, surely, though ignored by his blind admirers—were the result of his preoccupation with other matters than form. His native manner, cultivated to a high pitch of perfection in the Common Room at Oriel, was abundant, elegant, polished, rising to sublimity when the speaker was inspired by religious fervour, sinking to an almost piercing melancholy when the frail tenor of human hopes affected him, barbed with wit and ironic humour when the passion of battle seized him. His intellect, so aristocratic and so subtle, was admirably served through its period of storm and stress by the armour of this academic style. But when the doubts left Newman, when he settled down at Edgbaston among his worshippers, when all the sovereign questions which his soul had put to him were answered, he resigned not a little of the purity of his style. It was Newman's danger, perhaps, to be almost too intelligent; he was tempted to indulge a certain mental indolence, which assailed him, with mere refinements and facilities of thought. Hence, in his middle life, it was only when roused to battle, it was in the Apologia or in A Grammar of Assent, that the Fendon of our day rose, a prince of religious letters, and shamed the enemies of his communion by the dignity of his golden voice. But on other occasions, taking no thought what he should put on, he clothed his speech in what he supposed would best please or most directly edify his immediate audience, and so, as a mere writer, he gradually fell behind those to whose revolutionary experiments his pure and styptic style had in early days offered so efficient a rivalry. But the influence of the Anglican Newman, now suffused through journalism, though never concentrated in any one powerful disciple, has been of inestimable service in preserving the tradition of sound, unemphatic English.

John Henry Newman (1801-1890) was the son of a London banker, John Newman, and his wife, Miss Foundrimier, who was of a Huguenot family. He was born in London on the 21st of February 1801, and from an infant was carefully trained in the
principles of a liberal Calvinism. In later life Newman attributed his strong religious
tendencies to the evangelical books his mother read with him, and particularly to the
Commentary of Scott and Law's *Serious Call to the Unconverted*. His father's bank,
that of Messrs. Ramsbottom, Newman & Co., failed in the year 1816, and it became
necessary for the boy to prepare for a profession. He left the school at Ealing, which
he had attended since 1808, and matriculated in December 1816 at Trinity College,
Oxford. At this early age, fifteen, he became persuaded that it was God's will that he
should lead a celibate life, and from this conviction he never swerved. He was elected
a scholar of his college in 1819, and took his degree in 1820. In 1821 he printed
two cantos of an anonymous poem, *St. Bartholomew's Eve*. His career at Oxford was
distinguished, and in April 1822 he was chosen to a fellowship at Oriel College, which
then stood at the head of the University for learning; this fellowship Newman con-
tinued to hold until 1845. In 1822 he was very solitary, having formed but few friend-
ships; a little later he was drawn to Pusey, and later still to Hawkins and Keble. His
mind and temperament ripened slowly, and he has told us that up to 1827, so far from understanding the real
bent of his mind, he was "drifting in the direction of Liberalism." By this time, however, he had been
ordained (June 13, 1824), and had become curate of the
Oxford parish of St. Clement's. Illness and bereave-
ment, and in 1829 friendship with Hurrell Froude (1803-
1836), began to draw Newman powerfully towards the
Medieval Church. For a year Newman was Vice-Prin-
cipal of Alban Hall, and in October 1828 he received
the appointment in which he was to exercise so extra-
ordinary an influence, that of Vicar of St. Mary's,
Oxford. A very important development of Newman's
character was brought about by a journey which he under-
took in the winter of 1832, in company with Hurrell Froude. The friends went by
sea to the Mediterranean, and visited the coasts of Greece, North Africa, and Italy;
in April 1833 they parted in Rome, Newman proceeding to Sicily, where he fell ill at
Leonforte and nearly died; recovering, he made his way to Palermo, and was back in
England by the beginning of July. During this journey Newman composed all the
most beautiful of his lyrics; he was in a highly-strung nervous condition during the
whole time, and he was being drawn, irresistibly, nearer and nearer to a dogmatic
sacerdotalism. His earliest important book was now published, *The Arians of the
Fourth Century* (1833); and from the date of Newman's return from Sicily the
celebrated "Oxford Movement" may be said to have begun. Twelve years, however,
were to elapse before Newman determined to join the Church of Rome; years spent
in a fierce attempt to define his position, and to lead the party which gathered about
him along a via media of High Anglicanism, half-way between Protestantism and
Popery. The progress of this movement may be read in Newman's *Tracts for the
Times* (1834–1841), in his *Parochial and Plain Sermons* (1834–1842), and in innum-
erable Tractarian publications by himself and by others. In 1842 he resigned St.
Mary's, and retired, for greater seclusion, to Littlemore, where he lived for three years,
more and more vainly endeavouring to reconcile his position with Anglican doctrine.
Here his disciples flocked to him, until he was openly accused of setting up an Anglo-
Catholic monastery in defiance of the Bishop; he and those who followed him were subjected in consequence to much annoyance. Newman, however, was still on what he called his "Anglican deathbed," and could not die until, in October 1845, his last doubts were removed, and he was received into the Roman Catholic Church by a Passionist Father, who came to Littlemore for that purpose. Newman embodied his long struggle in the Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine. After a visit to Cardinal Wiseman at Oscott, Newman left Littlemore and Oxford in February 1846, and proceeded to Rome, where he joined the community of St. Philip Neri, "the saint of gentleness and kindness." Returning to England in 1848, he founded the Oratory at Birmingham. In the same year Newman's first Catholic volume, Loss and Gain, was published; it is a sort of novel of Oxford undergraduate life in the Tractarian days. Next year he published his Discourses Addressed to Mixed Congregations, marked by a greater joyousness and liberty of speech than any of his previous sermons; and in 1850 he went further still in his Lectures on Anglican Difficulties, delivered in London; the effect of these latter was instant and far-reaching. Newman had now become a great force in English religious life, and was the object of widespread alarm and dislike. These concentrated themselves in the Achill libel suit, in the course of which an English jury mulcted Newman, by damages and costs together, of £12,000, a sum immediately paid by a subscription of the whole Catholic world. In 1854 he was appointed Rector of the new Roman University in Dublin, and there he published, anonymously, his prose romance of Callista. Newman returned in 1858 to Birmingham, and founded a Catholic College at Edgbaston, which continued to be his home for the remainder of his life. For some years his career was now a very quiet one, but his name was in 1864 brought violently before the public by Charles Kingsley, who opened a singularly libelous attack upon him. The controversy culminated in Kingsley's boisterous What then does Dr. Newman mean? to which the Father replied, with infinite dignity and wit, in the Apologia pro Vita Sua of the same year; this has been the most popular and most widely influential of all Newman's works. In 1870 he was perhaps less successful with a more ambitious Grammar of Assent. In the meantime he had published the longest of his poems, The Dream of Gerontius
I had it age before me, and I saw
The Judge severe shine in the Crucifix,
Now that the hour is come, my fear is fled;
And at this balance of my destiny,
Now close upon me, I can forward look
With a sereneest joy.

It is because
That those that once feared, and now they do not fear.
That heart felt foretold the agony, and so
For thee the bitterness of death is past.
Also, because already in thy soul
The judgment is begun. That day of doom.
One and the same for the collected world,
That solemn consummation for all.
So, in the case of each, anticipated
Upon his death; and, as the last great day.
In the particular judgment is rehearse.
So now too, we three come to the Throne.
A passage falls upon thee, as a say
Straight from the Judge, expressive of thy lot.
That calm and joy, uprising in thy soul.
Is just fruit to thee of thy recompense.
And heavens begun.

But back! upon my case
Comes a fierce babble, which would make me fear.
Could I be frighted?

Facsimile Page of the MS. of Newman's "Dream of Gerontius"
Cardinal Newman.
(1866), and had collected his Verses on Various Occasions (1868). He was long out of favour at the Vatican, but on the accession of Leo XIII. one of the first acts of the Pope was to create Newman a Cardinal (May 12, 1879), on which occasion the new Prince of the Church visited Rome for the second time. After this he wrote but little, residing in the midst of a circle of loving friends and disciples in his oratory at Edgbaston, and rarely leaving it. He retained a wonderful toughness of constitution under an apparent fragility of health, and died at last, without suffering, after a few hours' inflammation of the lungs, in his ninetieth year, on the 11th of August 1890. There was something majestic, and at the same time delicate and shrinking, about the beautiful pale presence as about the intellectual character of the greatest of the English Cardinals.

From "Parochial and Plain Sermons."

Though you cannot deny the claims of religion used as a vague and general term, yet how irksome, cold, uninteresting, uninviting does it at best appear to you! how severe its voice! how forbidding its aspect! With what animation, on the contrary, do you enter into the mere pursuits of time and the world! What bright anticipations of joy and happiness flit before your eyes! How you are struck and dazzled at the view of the prizes of this life, as they are called! How you admire the elegancies of art, the brilliance of wealth, or the force of intellect! According to your opportunities, you mix in the world, you meet and converse with persons of various conditions and pursuits, and are engaged in the numberless occurrences of daily life. You are full of news; you know what this or that person is doing, and what has befallen him; what has not happened, which was near happening, what may happen. You are full of ideas and feelings upon all that goes on around you. But from some cause or other religion has no part, no sensible influence, in your judgment of men and things. It is out of your way. Perhaps you have your pleasure parties; you readily take your share in them time after time; you pass continuous hours in society where you know that it is quite impossible even to mention the name of religion. Your heart is in scenes and places where conversation on serious subjects is strictly forbidden by the rules of the world's propriety.

From "Discourses on University Education" (1852).

Even if we could, still we should be shrinking from our plain duty, gentlemen, did we leave out literature from education. For why do we educate except to prepare for the world? Why do we cultivate the intellect of the many beyond the first elements of knowledge, except for this world? Will it be much matter in the world to come whether our bodily health, or whether our intellectual strength, was more or less, except of course as this world is in all its circumstances a trial for the next? If then a University is a direct preparation for this world, let it be what it professes. It is not a convent; it is not a seminary; it is a place to fit men of the world for the world. We cannot possibly keep them from plunging into the world, with all its ways and principles and maxims, when their time comes; but we can prepare them against what is inevitable; and it is not the way to learn to swim in troubled waters never to have gone into them. Proscribe, I do not merely say particular authors, particular works, particular passages, but Secular Literature as such; cut out from your class-books all broad manifestations of the natural man; and these manifestations are waiting for your pupil's benefit at the very doors of your lecture-room in living and breathing substance. They will meet him there in all the charm of novelty, and all the fascination of genius or of amiableness. To day a pupil, to-morrow a member of the great world; to day confined to the lives of the Saints, to-morrow thrown upon Babel—thrown on Babel without the honest indulgence of wit and humour and imagination having ever been permitted to him, without any fastidiousness of taste wrought into him, without any rule given him for discriminating "the precious from the vile," beauty from sin, the truth from the sophistry of nature, what is
innocent from what is poison. You have refused him the masters of human thought, who would in some sense have educated him, because of their incidental corruption; you have shut up from him those whose thoughts strike home to our hearts, whose words are proverbs, whose names are indigenous to all the world, who are the standard of the mother tongue, and the pride and boast of their countrymen, Homer, Ariosto, Cervantes, Shakespeare, because the old Adam smelt rank in them; and for what have you reserved him? You have given him a "liberty unto" the multitudinous blasphemy of his day; you have made him free of its newspapers, its reviews, its magazines, its novels, its controversial pamphlets, of its Parliamentary debates, its law proceedings, its platform speeches, its songs, its drama, its theatre, of its enveloping stifling atmosphere of death. You have succeeded but in this—in making the world his University.

During the life-time of that singular adventurer, George Borrow, no one would have dreamed of admitting him to a place among the principal writers of his time, although his Bible in Spain made him prominent for a moment. But since his death the fame of Borrow has steadily increased, and is now firmly grounded on his picturesque and original studies in romanticised autobiography. Much spoiled by their irregularity, their freakishness and their intellectual prejudices, excellent only in parts as the best of his books must always be considered, the really vivid chapters of Lavengro and the Romany Rye have a masculine intelligence, a breadth and novelty of vision, which make them unique. It is part of the fascination of Borrow that in spite of his vanity in many things,—as pre-eminent in his tiresome and presumptuous airs as a philologist,—when he is really himself, his originality acts unconsciously, with a violence and ardour which carry the reader entirely away for the time being, although they are sure presently to flag and fall.

George Henry Borrow (1803–1881) was the son of a recruiting officer at East Dereham, where he was born on the 5th of July 1803. He was educated, after a fashion, at the Norwich Grammar School. As a lad of twenty-one, without resources, he went to London, and did a little literary hack-work: when this failed, he took to the roads as a tramp, and fell in with the gypsies. After adventures, the record of which continues vague and contradictory, in 1833 he became agent to the Bible Society, and travelled for some years in Russia, Spain, and Morocco. About 1840
present my best respects to Mr. Cunningham and all your dear family. I
was overjoyed when I saw your Romance advertised, and though Paul
Jones is not my favourite among the Pirates, I make no doubt that he
will be so when introduced A-Lałe by you. I have read your “Songs
of Scotland” and I think the introduction is the very best done thing of
the kind I ever met with. As for your un方にed Romance, I cannot possibly
concern what it will Aread upon, since it is Ato be “a new sort of book.”

Yours most sincerely,

George Borrow

Portion of a letter from Borrow
in the possession of John Murray, Esq.
Borrow settled at Oulton, on the Norfolk Broads, and took to writing. He published *The Zincali* (1841); *The Bible in Spain* (1843); *Lavengro* (1851); *The Romany Rye* (1857); and *Wild Wales* (1862). He died at Oulton on the 26th of July 1881. There was an element of the mysterious about Borrow; it is still entirely unknown how or where he spent many years of his life. He was very tall and remarkably powerful; handsome, with a strange, disquieting expression in his eyes; he was beardless, and his hair was lint-white. His relations with the gypsies, and especially with the noble Isopel Berners, are related in his two principal books; it is difficult to decide how much is fact and how much fiction. His books contain the only classic account existing of the type of the better class of gypsies a hundred years ago. Borrow translated from many languages, like Sir John Bowring (1792-1872), for whom he indulged a fierce hostility; but, indeed, he hated and despised almost all his contemporaries who were neither tinkers, tramps, nor ostlers.

FROM "THE ROMANY RYE."

The stage-coachmen of England, at the time of which I am speaking [1825], considered themselves mighty fine gentry, nay, I verily believe, the most important personages of the realm, and their entertaining this high opinion of themselves can scarcely be wondered at; they were low fellows, but masters at driving; driving was in fashion, and sprigs of nobility used to dress as coachmen and imitate the slang and behaviour of coachmen, from whom occasionally they would take lessons in driving as they sat beside them on the box, which post of honour any sprig of nobility who happened to take a place on the coach claimed as his unquestionable right; and then these sprigs would smoke cigars and drink sherry with the coachmen in bar-rooms, and on the road; and, while bidding them farewell, would give them a guinea or a half-guinea, and shake them by the hand, so that these fellows, being low fellows, very naturally thought no small liquor of themselves, but would talk familiarly of their friends Lords So-and-So, and the Honourable Mistress So-and-So, and Sir Harry, and Sir Charles, and he wonderful sancey to any one who was not a lord or something of the kind; and this high opinion of themselves received daily augmentation from the servile homage paid them by the generality of the untitled male passengers, especially those on the fore part of the coach, who used to contend for the honour of sitting on the box with the coachman when no sprig was nigh to put in his claim. Oh! what servile homage these common creatures did pay these same coach fellows, more especially after witnessing this or that other act of brutality practised upon the weak and mortifying—upon some poor friendless woman travelling with but little money, and perhaps a brace of hungry children with her, or upon some thin and half-starved man travelling on the hind part of the coach from London to Liverpool with only eighteenpence in his pocket, after his fare was paid, to defray his expenses on the road; for, as the insolence of these knights was vast, so was their capacity enormous.
The fifth decade of the century was a period of singular revival in every branch of moral and intellectual life. Although the dew fell all over the rest of the threshing-floor, the fleece of literature was not unmoistened by it. The years 1847-49 were the most fertile in great books which England had seen since 1818-22. It was in the department of the novel that this quickening of vitality was most readily conspicuous. Fiction took a new and brilliant turn; it became vivid, impassioned, complicated; in the hands of three or four persons of great genius, it rose to such a prominent place in the serious life of the nation as it had not taken since the middle career of Scott. Among these new novelists who were also great writers, the first position was taken by William Makepeace Thackeray, who, though born so long before as 1811, did not achieve his due rank in letters until Vanity Fair was completed. Yet much earlier than this Thackeray had displayed those very qualities of wit, versatility, and sentiment, cooked together in that fascinating and cunning manner which it is so difficult to analyse, that were now hailed as an absolute discovery. Barry Lyndon should have been enough, alone, to prove that an author of the first class had arisen, who was prepared to offer to the sickly taste of the age, to its false optimism, its superficiality, the alternative of a caustic drollery and a scrupulous study of nature. But the fact was that Thackeray had not, in any of those early sketches to which we now turn back with so much delight, mastered the technical art of story-telling. The study of Fielding appeared to reveal to him the sort of evolution, the constructive pertinacity, which had hitherto been lacking. He read Jonathan Wild and wrote Barry Lyndon; by a still severer act of self-command, he studied Tom Jones and composed Vanity Fair. The lesson was now learned. Thackeray was a finished novelist; but, alas! he was nearly forty years of age, and he was to die at fifty-two. The brief remainder of his existence was crowded with splendid work; but Thackeray is unques-
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tionably one of those writers who give us the impression of having more in them than accident ever permitted them to produce.

Fielding had escorted the genius of Thackeray to the doors of success, and it became convenient to use the name in contrasting the new novelist with Dickens, who was obviously of the tribe of Smollet. But Thackeray was no consistent disciple of Fielding, and when we reach his masterpieces—*Esmond,* for instance—the resemblance between the two writers has become purely superficial. Thackeray is more difficult to describe in a few words than perhaps any other author of his merit. He is a bundle of contradictions—slipshod in style, and yet exquisitely mannered; a student of reality in conduct, and yet carried away by every romantic mirage of sentiment and prejudice; a cynic with a tear in his eye, a pessimist that believes the best of everybody. The fame of Thackeray largely depends on his palpitating and almost pathetic vitality; he suffers, laughs, reflects, sentimentalises, and meanwhile we run beside the giant figure, and, looking up at the gleam of the great spectacles, we share his emotion. His extraordinary power of entering into the life of the eighteenth century, and reconstructing it before us, is the most definite of his purely intellectual claims to our regard. But it is the character of the man himself—plaintive, affectionate, protean in its moods, like April weather in its changes—that, fused with unusual completeness into his works, preserves for us the human intensity which is Thackeray's perennial charm as a writer.

William Makepeace Thackeray (1811–1863) was the only child of an Indian Civil Servant, Richmond Thackeray, and his wife, Anne Becher. He was born at

W. M. Thackeray

From a Pencil Drawing by Richard Doyle
Calcutta on the 18th of July 1811. When he was five years old his father died, and his mother brought him to England; she presently married again. In 1822 Thackeray was sent to Charterhouse School, "a pretty, gentle, and rather timid boy"; in February 1829 he passed to Trinity College, Cambridge, which he left in 1830, without taking a degree; he went to Germany and France, his idea being to become a professional artist. In 1832 Thackeray came into a considerable fortune, of which he contrived to denude himself of every penny within a few months. Forced to face poverty, he withdrew to Paris at the close of 1833, and for some years the struggle for bread was sharp and constant. Until 1836, when he began to contribute regularly to Fraser's Magazine, he seems to have had no assured employment. He now married and settled in London, but he was very far indeed from being in a confident or comfortable position. From this time until 1846 Thackeray mainly depended upon his connection with Fraser's, to which he contributed a long series of stories and sketches under the pseudonym of Michael Angelo Titmarsh. Thackeray's first book of any importance was the anonymous Yellowplush Correspondence of 1838. In 1840 appeared The Paris Sketch Book, and in this year the pronounced insanity of his wife led to the misfortune of a life-long separation. Thackeray began to be connected with Punch in 1842, and here, in 1846-7, The Book of Snobs appeared, although not reprinted as a volume until 1848. In The Irish Sketch Book, dedicated in 1843 to Lever, the name of the author appears at last; "laying aside the travelling title of Mr. Titmarsh," he subscribes himself "W. M. Thackeray." But not this lively work, nor Barry Lyndon in 1844, nor A Journey from Cornhill to Cairo in 1846, contributed to make Thackeray really popular or famous.
William Makepeace Thackeray.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY SAMUEL LAWRENCE.
This was achieved by a longer production, the novel of *Vanity Fair*, which appeared in nineteen monthly numbers, and was at last completed in 1848. He now became suddenly a "lion" in society, and he attempted to lighten the load of daily composition by soliciting places in the Civil Service and in diplomacy. But for these he was not found to be eligible, and it is fortunate that his genius was not dissipated upon work not truly suitable to its exercise. He was, however, called to the Bar in the summer of 1848. At this time "his face and figure, his six feet four in height, with his flowing hair, already nearly grey, and his broken nose, his broad forehead and ample chest, encountered everywhere either love or respect; and his daughters to him were all the world." He was now famous and a favourite in the society he loved; and he sat down in high hopes to write another long novel, *Pendennis*; but in 1849 a severe illness gave to his health a shock from which it never perfectly recovered. Yet these
years were full of literary activity. To *Pendennis* (1849–50) followed *Rebecca and Rowena* (1849–50), and *The Kickleburys on the Rhine* (1850–1). In the latter year he began to lecture in London, with very marked success, and he repeated the experiment in the provinces, and on successive occasions in America. The two principal courses of lectures which Thackeray delivered so widely were *The English Humourists of the Eighteenth Century*, which he published in 1853, and *The Four Georges*, which he kept in MS. until 1861. He was in the United States upon this lucrative and interesting errand in the winters of 1852 and 1855, and there is no doubt that those public appearances as a lecturer, with his noble appearance and frank manner, greatly increased his popularity, which was at this time second to that of no one but Dickens. Meanwhile Thackeray was engaged in the composition of his great historical novel of *Henry Esmond*, which appeared in 1852. This was printed in the usual form, but in *The Newcomes* (1853–55), and in *The Virginians* (1858–59), Thackeray reverted to the
custom of publication in twenty-four periodical numbers. In the last-named year he became editor of *The Cornhill Magazine*, which he continued to guide until April 1862, and in which he at once began to issue his *Roundabout Papers*. It was ever in Thackeray’s mind that he might escape, by some other employment, from the burden of incessant literary work. He was now prosperous, and he thought that it would amuse him to take part in the debates of the House of Commons. In 1857 he stood for the city of Oxford, but he was not elected. In 1863 he built himself a house on Palace Green, Kensington, for he had by this time more than recovered the fortune which had slipped through his fingers in his youth. He was not, however, long to enjoy it; for ten years he had been suffering, although few suspected it, from heart disease. On Christmas Eve, 1862, very early in the morning, the spasms came on as he lay in bed, and he died before they could be relieved. He was buried in Kensal Green, and a bust was afterwards placed in Westminster Abbey. His latest novels were *Lovel the Widower* (1861), and *The Adventures of Philip* (1863). The fragment of another, *Denis Duval*, was published after his death. The character of Thackeray, so lovable and companionable, with something pathetic even in the humour of it, was inexpressibly
attractive to those who knew him, and is reflected in the confidential addresses to the readers of his books. He was perhaps a little too emotional to escape pain, and a little too egotistical to avoid the semblance of affectation, but his very faults endeared him to his friends.

From "Vanity Fair."

A few days after the famous presentation, another great and exceeding honour was vouchsafed to the virtuous Becky. Lady Steyne's carriage drove up to Mr. Rawdon Crawley's door, and the footman, instead of driving down the front of the house, as by his tremendous knocking he appeared to be inclined to do, relented, and only delivered in a couple of cards, on which were engraved the names of the Marchioness of Steyne and the Countess of Gaunt. If these bits of pasteboard had been beautiful pictures, or had had a hundred yards of Malines lace rolled round them, worth twice the number of guineas, Becky could not have regarded them with more pleasure. You may be sure they occupied a conspicuous place in the china bowl on the drawing-room table, where Becky kept the cards of her visitors. Lord! lord! how poor Mrs. Washington White's card and Lady Crackenbury's card, which our little friend had been glad enough to get a few months back, and of which the silly little creature was rather proud once—Lord! lord! I say, how soon at the appearance of these grand court cards, did those poor little neglected deuces sink down to the bottom of the pack. Steyne! Bareacres! Johnes of Helvellyn! and Caerlyon! we may be sure that Becky and Briggs looked out those august names in the Peerage, and followed the noble races up through all the ramifications of the family tree.

My Lord Steyne coming to call a couple of hours afterwards, and looking about him, and observing everything as was his wont, found his lady's cards already ranged as the trumps of Becky's hand, and grinned, as this old cynic always did at any naïve display of human weakness. Becky came down to him presently: whenever the dear girl expected his lordship, her toilette was prepared, her hair in perfect order, her mouchoirs, aprons, scarfs, little morocco slippers, and other female gimcracks arranged, and she seated in some artless and agreeable posture ready to receive him—whenever she was surprised, of course, she had to fly to her apartment to take a rapid survey of matters in the glass, and to trip down again to wait upon the great peer.

She found him grinning over the bowl. She was discovered, and she blushed a little, "Thank you, Monseigneur," she said. "You see your ladies have been here. How good of you! I couldn't come before—I was in the kitchen making a pudding."

From "Barry Lyndon."

All the journey down to Flackton Castle, the largest and most ancient of our ancestral seats in Devonshire, was performed with the slow and sober state becoming people of the first quality in the realm. An outrider in my livery went on before us, and bespoke our lodging from town to town; and thus we lay in state at Andover, Ilminster, and Exeter; and the fourth evening arrived in time for supper before the antique baronial mansion, of which the gate was in an odious Gothic taste that would have set Mr. Walpole wild with pleasure.

The first days of a marriage are commonly very trying; and I have known couples, who lived together like turtle-doves for the rest of their lives, peck each other's eyes out almost during the honeymoon. I did not escape the common lot; in our journey westward my Lady Lyndon chose to quarrel with me because I pulled out a pipe of tobacco (the habit of smoking which I had acquired in Germany when a soldier in Bülow's, and could
Edinburgh. Monday 30 March

Dear Madam

Allow me to fling up my hat and cry hurray for the member for Bannock. He is so busy with the lawyers agents, bailiffs & the like that he won't care for a shout more or less - but his wife? They you know are always pleased when good fortune happens to their husbands, and when other folks are pleased at it. Since I saw you I have had an escape of being M P myself & for this place where in two parties, I don't exactly know for what reason, wanted to put out one of the sitting member's etc. Cowan : but I manfully

Letter of Thackeray’s

(Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Smith, Elder and Co.)
provosts at every station and dinners in every
town. But the pace was and incessant travelling
and lecture-writing and dining were too much
for me. I broke down on Friday night on my
arrival at Edinburgh leaving 50 gentlemen to
the landlord of the hotel aghast who were to give
me a dinner on Saturday. The dinner is put off
(ot) I shall avoid the entrees & I shall have my
suspicions) and eat the simple roast, and go back
home on Wednesday, let us trust.

Would you come to London for a little time in
the season? I hope very much you may, and think
with very great pleasure of the pleasant restful days
you gave me at Balloch. With best regards to Mr. Job.
I am always most faithfully yours, W. Thackeray.
said I was for opening the Crystal Palace on Sunday (ad majorem Dei gloriam as I thought) and for the grant to Maynooth, & that I didn't think any Scottish Constituency would take a stranger with those opinions.  

I had a delightful tour in the North, was charmed with Inverness, and fell in love with old Aberdeen, an elderly decayed and mouldering old beauty who lives quietly on the sea shore near her grand new Granite Sill Quay. I found old friends of mine, Lord & Lady James Hay there, with a house as hospitable as Baldovin - kindness everywhere - buddies &
THE BRONTÉS

never give it over), and smoked it in the carriage; and also her Ladyship chose to take umbrage both at Ilminster and Andover, because in the evenings when we lay there I chose to invite the landlords of the "Bell" and the "Lion" to crack a bottle with me, Lady Lyndon was a haughty woman, and I hate pride; and I promise you that in both instances I overcame this vice in her. On the third day of our journey I had her to light my pipe-match with her own hands, and made her deliver it to me with tears in her eyes; and at the "Swan Inn" at Exeter I had so completely subdued her, that she asked me humbly whether I would not wish the landlady as well as the host to step up to dinner with us. To this I should have had no objection; for, indeed, Mrs. Bonnyface was a very good-looking woman: but we expected a visit from my Lord Bishop, a kinsman of Lady Lyndon, and the bién-séances did not permit the indulgence of my wife's request. I appeared with her at evening service, to compliment our right reverend cousin, and put her name down for twenty-five guineas, and my own for one hundred, to the famous new organ which was then being built for the cathedral. This conduct, at the very outset of my career in the county, made me not a little popular; and the residentiary canon, who did me the favour to sup with me at the inn, went away after the sixth bottle, hiccuping the most solemn vows for the welfare of such a p-p-pious gentleman.

Two women of diverse destiny, but united in certain of their characteristics, share with Thackeray the glory of representing the most vivid qualities of this mid-Victorian school of fiction. In 1847 the world was startled by the publication of a story of modern life named Jane Eyre, by an anonymous author. Here was a sweep of tragic passion, a broad delineation of elemental hatred and love, a fusion of romantic intrigue with grave and sinister landscape, such as had never been experienced in fiction before; to find their parallel it was necessary to go back to the wild drama of Elizabeth. Two years later Shirley, and then Villette, continued, but did not increase, the wonder produced by Jane Eyre; and just when the world was awakening to the fact that these stupendous books were written by Miss Charlotte Brontë, a governess, one of the three daughters of an impoverished clergyman on the Yorkshire Wolds, she died, having recently married her father's curate. The story of her grey and grim existence at Haworth, the struggles which
her genius made to disengage itself, the support she received from sisters but little less gifted than herself, all these, constantly revived, form the iron framework to one of the most splendid and most durable of English literary reputations.

Neither Charlotte Brontë, however, nor her sisters, Emily and Anne, possessed such mechanical skill in the construction of a plot as could enable them to develop their stories on a firm epical plan. They usually preferred the autobiographic method, because it enabled them to evade the constructive difficulty; and when, as in *Shirley*, Charlotte adopted the direct form of narrative, she had to fall back upon the artifice of a schoolroom diary. This reserve has in fairness to be made; and if we desire to observe the faults as well as the splendid merits of the Brontëan school of fiction, they are displayed glaringly before us in the *Wuthering Heights* of Emily, that sinister and incongruous, but infinitely fascinating tragedy.

The Brontës were the daughters of an Ulster clergyman, the Rev. Patrick Brontë (1777–1861), and his wife, Maria Branwell, of Penzance, who were married in 1812. Mr. Brontë held the small living of Thornton in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and there his third daughter, Charlotte, was born on the 21st of April 1816. She was succeeded by a son, Patrick Branwell, and by two more daughters, Emily Jane (1818–48), and Anne (1819–49). In February 1820 Mr. Brontë brought his wife and six children to the "low, oblong, stone parsonage" of Haworth, "high up, yet with a still higher background of sweeping moors," which was to be identified with their history. The mother died in 1821. In 1824 Charlotte and Emily were sent to a school at Cowan's Bridge, not far from Haworth, where their elder sisters were already; here they were all very unhappy, and early in 1825 the two elder daughters died. The children were henceforth left largely to their own resources. They were all intensely literary, and their amusements took the form of the composition of microscopical criticisms, lays, and romances, many of which remain in existence. In January 1831 Charlotte was sent to school again, this time to the Miss Woolers', at Roe Head, on the way to Huddersfield; she was found, in spite of all her literature, to be ignorant of the elements of common knowledge, but she was a vigorous student, and soon made up for lost time. There, with the Miss
Woolers, Charlotte at last was happy, and she laid up impressions which she afterwards used in Shirley. She left Roe Head in 1832, to return to it as a teacher in 1835, when Emily and Anne proceeded there as scholars; the former leaving in a few months, the latter staying till 1837. Charlotte left the Miss Woolers in 1838, and took a situation as a governess. The three sisters now for some years were occupied, when they could obtain situations, in teaching. This labour was extremely irksome to them, and certainly exasperated certain faults of character in Charlotte and Emily, but they seemed unable to devise any means of escaping from it. Charlotte said afterwards of her sister, "Liberty was the breath of Emily's nostrils: without it she perished." The others had less violent an instinct of independence, but all loved freedom, and all were now failing in health. As early as 1836 Charlotte began to try to obtain recognition for her poems, but she received no encouragement. In 1840, Charlotte and Emily being settled at home in Haworth, the former began seriously to write a novel. In February 1842, after great searchings of heart, Charlotte and Emily made their first excursion into the world by going as pupil-teachers to a pensionnat at Brussels, that of Mme. Héger, in the Rue d'Isabelle. They stayed here, making rapid progress in French, until October, when they returned together, Charlotte re-entering the school at Brussels, as a teacher, in the following January. Here she remained for a year, weak in health and spirits, very lonely, depressed by the obtuseness of her Flemish pupils, and wilfully cutting herself off from all intercourse with the Hégers, who were disposed to be kind to her. Early in 1844 the sisters, being at home together again, attempted to live at Haworth by taking pupils, but none presented themselves. This was a time when the blackest gloom hung over this brave and unfortunate family. Meanwhile, Charlotte wrote, "I shall soon be thirty; and I have done nothing yet." In 1845, however, the sisters discovered that they had each been
writing poems, which, together, would fill a slender volume, and in 1846 they contrived to pay for the publication of Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell. The volume attracted little attention, and the MS. of The Professor, Charlotte's first novel, sent round to the London publishers, "found acceptance nowhere, nor any acknowledgment of merit, so that something like the chill of despair began to invade her heart." In these depressing circumstances, with her dissipated brother dying and her father stricken with blindness, she had the courage to begin Jane Eyre. This novel was at last published, in October 1847, as the work of "Currer Bell," and immediately achieved a great success. Two months later, the Wuthering Heights of Emily, and the Agnes Gray of Anne Brontë appeared, in a single volume. This was followed by The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, by Anne, in 1848. On the 19th of December 1848 Emily Brontë died at Haworth, and the health of Anne also failing, Charlotte took her to Scarborough, where she died on the 28th of May 1849. Charlotte was now the only survivor of the six children, and in her lonely agony she completed Shirley, which appeared later in the year. In November 1849 she went up to London, and met Thackeray and Miss Martineau. Charlotte Brontë was now famous, and for the remainder of her unmarried life she was more in touch than she had ever been before with mundane affairs and social interests. In 1853 her third novel, Villette, was published, and in June 1854 she married her father's curate, Mr. Arthur Bell Nicholls, who still (1903) survives. She went with him to Ireland, but her health continued to fail. She returned to Haworth, and died there on the 31st of March 1855. Her early story, The Professor, was posthumously published in 1857, and a brilliant Life of her by Mrs. Gaskell. Our knowledge was increased in 1896 by a Life and fresh letters by Mr. Clement Shorter. Charlotte Brontë was small in stature, and prematurely grey and worn; her shining eyes were the notable features of her face. She had soft brown hair, under which lay a full and projecting forehead. All three sisters were excessively reserved, spoke little in company, and bore on their demeanour the stamp of the "extreme intense solitude in the bleak village of grey stone houses" in which they had been brought up.
In.

My relations, Ellis and Helen Bell and myself, heedless of the re-
jected warnings of various respectable
publishers, have committed the rash
act of printing a volume of poems.

The consequences predicted home, of
course, overtook us; our book is
found to be a drug, no man
needs it or heeds it; in the space
of a year our publisher has disposed
but of two copies, and by what pain-
ful efforts he succeeded in getting
rid of those two, himself only knows

Before transferring the edition to the

Letter from Charlotte Brontë to Thomas De Quincey
Trunk-makers, we have decided on distributing as presents a few copies of what we cannot sell. I now beg to offer you one in acknowledgment of the pleasure and profit we have often and long drawn from your works.

Yours very respectfully,

Lanier Bell.

June 16th 1847.

J. De Quincey Esq.
To this house I came, just ere dark, on an evening marked by the characteristics of sad sky, cold gale, and continued small, penetrating rain. The last mile I performed on foot, having dismissed the chaise and driver with the double remuneration I had promised. Even when within a very short distance of the manor-house you could see nothing of it, so thick and dark grew the timber of the gloomy wood about it. Iron gates between granite pillars showed me where to enter, and passing through them, I found myself at once in the twilight of close-ranked trees. There was a grass-grown track descending the forest aisle, between hoar and knotty shafts and under branched arches. I followed it, expecting soon to reach the dwelling; but it stretched on and on, it wound far and farther: no sign of habitation or grounds was visible.

I thought I had taken a wrong direction and lost my way. The darkness of nature as well as of sylvan dusk gathered over me. I looked round in search of another road. There was none: all was interwoven stem, columnar trunk, dense summer foliage——no opening anywhere.

I proceeded: at last my way opened, the trees thinned a little; presently I beheld a railing, then the house——scarce, by this dim light, distinguishable from the trees; so dank and green were its decaying walls. Entering a portal, fastened only by a latch, I stood amidst a space of enclosed ground, from which the wood swept away in a semicircle. There were no flowers, no garden-beds; only a broad gravel-walk girdling a grass-plot, and this set in the heavy frame of the forest. The house presented two pointed gables in its front; the windows were latticed and narrow; the front door was narrow too, one step led up to it. The whole looked, as the host of the Rochester Arms had said, "quite a desolate spot." It was as still as a church on a week-day; the pattering rain on the forest leaves was the only sound audible in its vicinity.

"Can there be life here?" I asked.

Yes: life of some kind there was: for I heard a movement—that narrow front door was unclosing, and some shape was about to issue from the grange.

It opened slowly: a figure came out into the twilight and stood on the step: a man without a hat; he stretched forth his hand as if to feel whether it rained. Dusk as it was, I had recognised him—it was my master, Edward Fairfax Rochester, and no other.
This is an autumn evening, wet and wild. There is only one cloud in the sky; but it curtains it from pole to pole. The wind cannot rest; it hurries, sobbing, over hills of sullen outline, colourless with twilight and mist. Rain has beat all day on that church tower; it rises dark from the stony enclosure of its graveyard: the nettles, the long grass, and the tombs all drip with wet. This evening reminds me too forcibly of another evening some years ago: a howling, rainy, autumn evening, too,—when certain, who had that day performed a pilgrimage to a grave new-made in a heretic cemetery, sat near a wood fire on the hearth of a foreign dwelling. They were merry and social, but they each knew that a gap, never to be filled, had been made in their circle. They knew they had lost something whose absence could never be quite atoned for, so long as they lived; and they knew that heavy falling rain was soaking into the wet earth which covered their lost darling; and that the sad, sighing gale was mourning above her buried head. The fire warmed them; Life and Friendship yet blessed them: but Jessy lay cold, coffined, solitary,—only the sod screening her from the storm.

STANZAS BY EMILY BRONTË.

Often rebuked, yet always back returning
To those first feelings that were born with me,
And leaving busy chase of wealth and learning
For idle dreams of things which cannot be:

To-day, I will seek not the shadowy region;
Its unsustaining vastness waxes drear;
And visions rising, legion after legion,
Bring the unreal world too strangely near

I'll walk, but not in old heroic traces,
And not in paths of high morality,
And not among the half-distinguished faces,
The clouded forms of long-past history.

I'll walk where my own nature would be leading:
It vexes me to choose another guide:
Where the grey flocks in ferny glens are feeding;
Where the wild wind blows on the mountain side.

Much more of the art of building a consistent plot was possessed by ELIZABETH CLEGHORN GASKELL; indeed, she has written one or two short books which are technically faultless, and might be taken as types of the novel form. Strange to say, the recognition of her delicate and many-sided genius has never been quite universal, and has endured periods of obscurcation. Her work has not the personal interest of Thackeray's, nor the intense unity and compression of Charlotte Brontë's. It may even be said that Mrs. Gaskell suffers from having done well too many things. She wrote, perhaps, a purer and a more exquisite English than either of her rivals, but she exercised it in too many fields. Having in Mary Barton (1848) treated social problems admirably, she threw off a masterpiece of humorous observation in Cranford, returned in a different mood to manufacturing life in North and
South, conquered the pastoral episode in Cousin Phillis, and died, more than rivalling Anthony Trollope, in the social-provincial novel of Wives and Daughters. Each of these books might have sustained a reputation; they were so different that they have stood somewhat in one another’s way. But the absence of the personal magnetism—emphasised by the fact that all particulars regarding the life and character of Mrs. Gaskell have been sedulously concealed from public knowledge—has determined a persistent under-valuation of this writer’s gifts, which were of a very high, although a too miscellaneous order.

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1810–1865) was the second child of William Stevenson, a civil servant, and was born on the 29th of September 1810, in Cheyne Walk, Chelsea. Her mother, who had been a Miss Holland, died at her birth, and she was adopted at the age of one month by her mother’s sister, Mrs. Lamb, who brought her up at Knutsford, in Cheshire. From 1825 to 1827 Elizabeth Stevenson was at school at Stratford-on-Avon, and then for two years she attended on her father, until his death in 1829. From this time forth her home was Knutsford, until in 1832 she married the Rev. William Gaskell, of Manchester. Her married life was active and happy, and she was the mother of seven children, six daughters and a son; of these, however, only four survived, and the death of her little boy affected Mrs. Gaskell’s health so severely that she was persuaded by her husband to take to writing as a solace to her grief. Her first work of importance was the novel of Mary Barton (1848), which dealt with the problems of working life as she saw them around her in Manchester. After long delays, this book was at length published, and achieved a sensational success. The author became, as a consequence, acquainted with Ruskin, Milnes, Dickens, and, above all, with Charlotte Brontë. She took an active place in the literary life of the age, and was one of those writers who started Household Words in March 1850. Her novels
followed in regular succession, *The Moorland Cottage* in 1850, *Ruth* and *Cranford* in 1853, *North and South* in 1855. All these books were anonymous, but no attempt was made to conceal their authorship; in most of them the actual incidents of the writer's life were introduced with great freedom. For instance, *Cranford* is understood to be a close transcript, seen through coloured veils of humour and imagination, of the life in Knutsford when Elizabeth Stevenson was a girl there. *Mary Barton* and *North and South* are exact pictures of what she saw around her in Manchester, the former from the point of view of labour, the latter of capital. In 1857 Mrs. Gaskell published her *Life of Charlotte Bronte*, a most successful book with the public, but destined to give the author great annoyance in private life. One of the most popular of her stories was *Sylvia's Lovers*, which appeared in 1863. This was followed by *Cousin Phillis* in 1865, and Mrs. Gaskell was at the very summit of her fame and her powers when her life was suddenly brought to a close. A long novel, *Wives and Daughters*, the most ambitious which she had written for many years, was appearing in a magazine, when Mrs. Gaskell bought a house called Holybourne, in Hants. She went down to stay here with her daughters, meaning to complete her novel, but as she sat at the tea-table on the evening of Sunday, the 12th of November, apparently in the best of spirits, she suddenly died. She was buried at Knutsford. The latest novel, which was, happily, near completion, was published in 1866. A tender wife and faithful mother in her relations to her family, Mrs. Gaskell was scarcely less valued by a wide circle of friends, who never ceased to mourn the untimely loss of such a graceful, cultivated, and entertaining companion.
Meanwhile I trust you will accept a copy of the memoir, which will be forwarded to you on publication; and write kind compliments,

For believe me, dear Miss Wheelright,

Your most truly,

M. Gaskell

Fragment of a MS. Letter from Mrs. Gaskell to Miss Wheelright

FROM "CRANFORD."

I have often noticed that almost everyone has his own individual small economies—careful habits of saving fractions of pennies in some one peculiar direction—any disturbance of which annoys him more than spending shillings or pounds on some real extravagance. An old gentleman of my acquaintance, who took the intelligence of the failure of a joint-stock bank, in which some of his money was invested, with stoical mildness, worried his family all through a long summer’s day because one of them had torn (instead of cutting out the written leaves of his now useless bank-book; of course the corresponding pages at the other end came out as well, and this little unnecessary waste of paper (his private economy) chafed him more than all the loss of his money. Envelopes fretted his soul terribly when they first came in; the only way in which he could reconcile himself to such waste of his cherished article was by patiently turning inside out all that were sent to him, and so making them serve again. Even now, though tamed by age, I see him casting wistful glances at his
daughters when they send a whole instead of a half sheet of notepaper, with the three lines of acceptance to an invitation, written on only one of the sides. I am not above owning that I have this human weakness myself. String is my foible. My pockets get full of little banks of it, picked up and twisted together, ready for uses that never come. I am seriously annoyed if any one cuts the string of a parcel, instead of patiently and faithfully undoing it fold by fold. How people can bring themselves to use Indian-rubber rings, which are a sort of deification of string, so lightly as they do I cannot imagine. To me an Indian-rubber ring is a precious treasure. I have one which is not new, one that I picked up off the floor, nearly six years ago. I have really tried to use it, but my heart failed me, and I could not commit the extravagance.

Small pieces of butter grieve others. They cannot attend to conversation because of the annoyance occasioned by the habit which some people have of invariably taking more butter than they want. Have you not seen the anxious look (almost mesmeric) which such persons fix on the article? They would feel it a relief if they might bury it out of their sight by popping it into their own mouths and swallowing it down; and they are really made happy if the person on whose plate it lies unused, suddenly breaks off a piece of toast (which he does not want at all) and eats up his butter. They think that this is not waste.

It would be impossible, while dealing with these glories of the middle Victorian period, to omit the name of one more glorious still. Full of intellectual shortcomings and moral inconsistencies as is the matter of JOHN RUSKIN, his manner at its best is simply incomparable. If the student rejects for the moment, as of secondary or even tertiary importance, all that Ruskin wrote for the last forty years of his life, and confines his attention to those solid achievements, the first three volumes of Modern Painters, the Stones of Venice, and the Seven Lamps of Architecture, he will find himself in presence of a virtuoso whose dexterity in the mechanical part of prose style has never been exceeded. The methods which he adopted almost in childhood—he was a finished writer by 1837—were composite; he began by mingling with
the romantic freshness of Scott qualities derived from the poets and the painters, "vialfuls, as it were, of Wordsworth's reverence, Shelley's sensitiveness, Turner's accuracy." Later on, to these he added technical elements, combining with the music of the English Bible the reckless richness of the seventeenth-century divines perhaps, but most certainly and fatally the eccentric force of Carlyle. If, however, this olla-podrida of divergent mannerisms goes to make up the style of Ruskin, that style itself is one of the most definite and characteristic possible.

What it was which Ruskin gave to the world under the pomp and procession of his effulgent style, it is, perhaps, too early yet for us to realise. But it is plain that he was the greatest phenomenal teacher of the age; that, dowered with unsurpassed delicacy and swiftness of observation, and with a mind singularly unfettered by convention, the book of the physical world lay open before him as it had lain before no previous poet or painter, and that he could not cease from the ecstasy of sharing with the public his wonder and his joy in its revelations. It will, perhaps, ultimately be discovered that his elaborate, but often whimsical and sometimes even incoherent disquisitions on art resolve themselves into this—the rapture of a man who sees, on clouds alike and on canvases, in a flower or in a missal, visions of illuminating beauty, which he has the unparalleled accomplishment of being able instantly and effectively to translate into words.

The happy life being that in which illusion is most prevalent, and Ruskin's enthusiasm having fired more minds to the instinctive quest of beauty than that of any other man who ever lived, we are guilty of no exaggeration if we hail him as one of the first of benefactors. Yet his intellectual nature was from the start imperfect, his sympathies always violent and paradoxical;
there were whole areas of life from which he was excluded; and nothing but the splendour and fulness of his golden trumpets concealed the fact that some important instruments were lacking to his orchestra. It is as a purely descriptive writer that he was always seen at his best, and here he is distinguished from exotic rivals—at home he has had none—by the vivid moral excitement that dances, an incessant sheet-lightning, over the background of each gorgeous passage. In this effect of the metaphysical temperament, Ruskin is sharply differentiated from Continental masters of description and art initiation—from Fromentin, for instance, with whom he may be instructively contrasted.

John Ruskin (1819–1900) was the only child of a wine merchant in the city of London, John James Ruskin, and of his wife, Margaret Cox. He was born in Hunter Street, on the 8th of February 1819. His mother was a very stern and narrow Calvinist, and she brought up the child with rigid care, neglecting nothing that seemed to her essential to the discipline of his soul. In 1823 the Ruskins moved to a house in Herne Hill, and as the boy grew older he joined his parents on the long driving tours which they were in the habit of taking, partly for pleasure and partly for business; in 1833 he saw the Alps for the first time, and was deeply and permanently affected by their beauty. From the age of seven he wrote copiously and correctly in verse. He was kept apart from other children, immersed in literature, art, and religion, and encouraged in his precocity by the ambition of his parents. He had no regular education, except at home, until he was entered as a gentleman-commoner at Christ Church, Oxford, in October 1836, going into residence at the beginning of the following year. Even here his mother would not relax her watch over him, but leaving her husband during term-time, lived in lodgings at Oxford that she might watch her son. Ruskin did not particularly distinguish himself at Oxford, although he won the Newdigate with his poem called Salsette and Elephanta, 1839. He took his degree in 1843, and left the university, successive periods of ill-health having dissipated his strength and hindered his progress. He had long been deeply impressed, and even infatuated, with the genius of Turner, and on withdrawing to his father’s house at Herne Hill, he determined to publish a panegyric on that painter. This developed into Modern
John Ruskin.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY SIR JOHN MILLAIS, R.A.
Painters, I., which appeared anonymously in May 1843, and produced a greater sensation than has perhaps been caused in England by any other work on the principles of fine art. Until 1844 Ruskin had not appreciated the painters of Northern Italy, but Modern Painters, II., published in 1846, dealt largely with these masters. He now turned aside to another art, and issued in 1849 his Seven Lamps of Dr. Johnson. He had at this date recently married Euphemia Gray, under pressure from his inexorable mother. This was a most unhappy union, and in 1854 it was nullified, and Ruskin returned to his parents. It was during the seven years, ten volumes (1851-1853); this placed him on the front rank of European writers on art. He then returned to Modern Painters, vols. iii. and iv. (the last in 1866). In 1873, a series of essays appeared from his mother, who still treated him as if he were an infant, Ruskin came forward as a writer of quite a new type—hortatory, controversial, and passionate, and a set of the courses appeared in a volume in 1874. These lectures were "used by him regularly to mark for them the pictures in the exhibitions of the season," but preserved to him the most interesting," and in 1855 he began a series of annual "annual letters," as he called it, for this purpose. These volumes were issued at intervals until
1875, were among the most daring and brilliantly provocative of his writings. He was now (1855) a great power in the art-world, and he used his growing influence to draw public attention to problems of an industrial character which he considered had been generally neglected. After the completion of Modern Painters, when he had attained the age of forty, Ruskin ceased to be exclusively an aesthetic teacher, concerned with the principles of natural and plastic beauty, and undertook the office of a social censor or prophet. In the meantime, however, he published two little books of great value, on the practical manner in which phenomena should be observed, The Harbours of England (1856), and The Elements of Drawing (1857). From 1860 onwards Ruskin was mainly occupied with the promulgation of his own opinions on industrial and social questions in their bearing upon morals and education. Into all this the consideration of art entered only in a fitful and capricious manner. These new and didactic tendencies were observable in The Two Paths (1859), but still more in Unto this Last (1862), a monograph on wealth, which he himself regarded as "the one which will stand (if anything stands) surest and longest of all works of mine," but which was highly disapproved of by his readers. He pushed on without regard to the feelings of the public, and in Sesame and Lilies (1865), he regained, and more than regained, his popularity. Ruskin was now a sort of sociological Boadicea, and breathed out his denunciations with a fierce volubility; the year 1866 saw the publication of The Ethics of the Dust and The Crown of Wild Olives,
Opening the hours of his life to which the writer looks back with peculiar gratitude, as having been marked by some time relieving feelings of joy and cheerfulness of feeling, was one incident among the broken mazes of purest which end the hours of the day above the little valley of Champanh on the Lake. It is a spot which has all the solemnity, with none of the savagery of the style; where there is a sense of a great power beginning to be manifested in the Earth. A scene of a deep and mystic sound in the rise of the long low lines of young hills, which the first summits of them mighty mountains, symphonies. From the hand itself, and wide along the battlements of the central hills. But the strength is yet unbroken. Their depths of the and the far reaching ridge of distant mountain swell which moves, and to its home. From Ruskin's MS. of "The Lamp of Memory"
which *Time and Tide* closely followed. Ruskin now turned to Greek mythology, and published in 1869 his fanciful treatment of legends, called *The Queen of the Air*. Having defined his social Utopia and given free scope to his theories and his prejudices, Ruskin now returned in some measure to the exposition of fine art, being in 1869 elected Slade Professor at the University of Oxford. His lectures, which were delivered in a most unconventional way, were very largely attended, and there is no doubt that they exercised a great influence on opinion; they were collected and printed in nine successive volumes, most of them bearing very fantastic titles. He was elected a Fellow of Corpus, and partly resided in that college from 1871 onwards. His mother now died, and Ruskin bought the property of Brantwood, with a house on Coniston Lake, in a very beautiful situation; he enlarged and improved this place until he had made it a fitting hermitage for the closing scenes of his life. At Oxford and elsewhere, particularly at Sheffield, he now began a series of industrial experiments, many of which he endowed with conspicuous generosity, and he founded the much-talked of “St. George’s Guild,” a preposterous co-operative attempt to ally commercial industry to art and science, upon which he wasted immense sums of money. In 1872 he was refused in marriage by a young girl, Rose La Touche, for whom he had formed a romantic and extravagant passion which he believed to be mutual; in 1875 she died, having declined, with strange cruelty, to see Ruskin on her deathbed: he never recovered from the violent emotions caused by this double repulse. From 1871 to 1884 Ruskin was occupied in writing and publishing his *Fors Clavigera*, a sort of running open letter addressed to the working-men of England, but chiefly read by a more highly-educated class; this occasional publication was awaited with extraordinary eagerness, and each number opened out fresh fields of controversy. It was during the appearance of *Fors*, perhaps, that Ruskin rose to his greatest height of personal eminence. It was no doubt connected with the excessive labour of correspondence, lecturing, and general public activity, that in 1873 his health broke down; he was obliged in 1879 to resign his
professorship, and he withdrew to Brantwood. After some months of complete retirement he was able to resume work on The Bible of Amiens, an ambitious treatise on architecture as applied to the history of Christendom, on which he was busy from 1882 to 1885; and he superintended the collection of his public correspondence in Arrows of the Chace (1886). But in 1882 another attack of brain disease prostrated him, and though he was re-elected Slade Professor at Oxford he was not happy there. He withdrew again, and this time finally, out of the world; from 1884 to 1900 he never left Brantwood. Here, in lucid intervals, he wrote and sent forth his autobiographic notes, Praeterita, the latest important production of Ruskin. He had by this time given away or distributed in Quixotic enterprises the whole of his parental fortune, amounting, it is said, to nearly a quarter of a million—"his pensioners were numbered by hundreds"—his works, however, formed a valuable source of income. He was left, by the death of Tennyson in 1892, unquestionably the most eminent of living English writers, and he received every token of popular respect and esteem. His brain-power, however, though not positively clouded, was greatly enfeebled, and for the last ten years of his life he took no part in affairs. He suffered from no long disease, but towards the close of his eighty-first year, after three days' decline of strength, he passed quietly away at Brantwood on the 20th of January 1900. His intellectual activity and power of literary work had been prodigious, and yet his exercise had left him time to produce innumerable water-colour and pencil drawings of an exquisite finish. He was liable to be torn, all his life through, by conflicting storms of rage and hatred and despair, but found refuge from them in what he held to be "the only constant form of true religion, namely, useful work and faithful love and stinless charity." Ruskin was tall and spare, with a face the serenity and fulness of the upper part of which was injured by something almost cruel in the expression of the mouth; this was rectified in later life by the growth of a magnificent white beard. He lies buried in the churchyard of Coniston, a funeral in Westminster Abbey being refused by his family at his express direction.

From "Modern Painters, I."

But, I think, the noblest sea that Turner has ever painted, and, if so, the noblest certainly ever painted by man, is that of the Slave Ship, the chief Academy picture of the Exhibition of 1840. It is a sunset on the Atlantic, after prolonged storm; but the storm is partially lulled, and the torn and streaming rain-clouds are moving in scarlet lines to lose themselves in the hollow of the night. The whole surface of sea included in the picture is divided into two ridges of enormous swell, not high, nor local, but a low, broad, heaving of the whole ocean, like the lifting of its bosom by deep breath after the torture of the storm. Between these two ridges the fire of the sunset falls along the trough of the sea, dyeing it with an awful but glorious light, the intense and lurid splendour which burns like gold, and bathes like blood. Along this fiery path and valley, the tossing waves by which the swell of the sea is restlessly divided, lift themselves in dark, indefinite, fantastic forms, each casting a faint and ghastly shadow behind it along the illumined foam. They do not rise everywhere, but three or four together in wild groups, fitfully and furiously, as under the strength of the swell compels or permits them; leaving between them treacherous spaces of level and whirling water, now lighted with green and lamp-like fire, now flashing back the gold of the declining sun, now fearfully dyed from above with the indistinguishable images of the burning clouds, which fall upon them in flakes of crimson and scarlet, and give to the reckless waves the added motion of their own fiery flying. Purple and blue, the lurid shadows of the hollow breakers are cast upon
A Water Colour Drawing by John Ruskin.
the mist of the night, which gathers cold and low, advancing like the shadow of death upon the guilty ship as it labours amidst the lightning of the sea, its thin masts written upon the sky in lines of blood, with condemnation in that fearful hue which signs the sky with horror, and mixes its flaming flood with the sunlight,—and cast far along the desolate heave of the sepulchral waves, incarnadines the multitudinous sea.

From "The Elements of Drawing."

It only wastes the time and dulls the feelings of young persons, to drag them through picture galleries; at least, unless they themselves wish to look at particular pictures. Generally, young people only care to enter a picture gallery when there is a chance of getting leave to run a race to the other end of it; and they had better do that in the garden below. If, however, they have any real enjoyment of pictures, and want to look at this one or that, the principal point is never to disturb them in looking at what interests them, and never to make them look at what does not. Nothing is of the least use to young people (nor, by the way, of much use to old ones), but what interests them; and therefore, though it is of great importance to put nothing but good art into their possession, yet, when they are passing through great houses or galleries, they should be allowed to look precisely at what pleases them; if it is not useful to them as art, it will be in some other way; and the healthiest way in which art can interest them is when they look at it, not as art, but because it represents something they like in Nature. If a boy has had his heart filled by the life of some great man, and goes up thirstily to a Vandyck portrait of him to see what he was like, that is the wholesomest way in which he can begin the study of portraiture; if he loves mountains, and dwells on a Turner drawing because he sees in it a likeness to a Yorkshire scar or an Alpine pass, that is the wholesomest way in which he can begin the study of landscape; and if a girl's mind is filled with dreams of angels and saints, and she pauses before an Angelico because she thinks it must surely be like heaven, that is the right way for her to begin the study of religious art."

The excessive popularity enjoyed by the writings of John Stuart Mill at the time of his death has already undergone great diminution, and will probably continue to shrink. This eminent empirical philosopher was a very honest man, no sophist, no rhetorician, but one who, in a lucid, intelligible, convincing style, placed before English readers views of an advanced character, with the value of which he was sincerely impressed. The world has since smiled at the precocious artificiality of his education, and has shrunk from something arid and adust in the character of the man. Early associated with Carlyle, he did not allow himself to be infected by Carlylese, but carefully studied and imitated the French philosophers. His System of Logic and his Political Economy placed his scientific reputation on a firm basis. But Mill could be excited, and even violent, in the cause of his convictions, and he produced a wider, if not a deeper impression by his remarkable sociological essays on Liberty and the Subjection of Women. He is, unfortunately for the durability of his writings, fervid without being exhilarating. Sceptical and dry, precise and plain, his works inspire respect, but do not attract new generations of admirers.

John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) was the eldest son of the philosopher, James Mill (1773-1836), and was born in Rodney Street, Pentonville, London, on the 29th of May 1806; his mother's name was Harriet Burrow. At the time of his birth, his father was engaged on the History of India, published, in three volumes, in 1817. James Mill undertook at a preposterously early age the education of his
son, who learned the Greek alphabet at three, and could read some Greek with ease at eight. By this time he had translated under his father's care the whole of Herodotus and much of Plato and Xenophon. He was not less early inducted into the study of logic and history, and a little later of political economy. At the age of fourteen he went to France for fourteen months, adding mathematics and botany to his studies without relaxing them in other directions. He was just seventeen when, after having prepared for the Bar for a short time, he was appointed a junior clerk in the India Office. He was so entered with the understanding that he should be trained to be "a successor to those who then filled the highest departments of the office," and he rose steadily until in 1856 he became at length its chief. Just before he entered the India Office, having formed in his own mind a conception of Bentham's doctrines which was consistent and enthusiastic, and which, as he says, provided him with a religion, he founded the Utilitarian Society, and began to write for the reviews which were open to a young man of his marked opinions. In 1825 he founded the Speculative Society, being, as T. L. Peacock called him, "a very disquisitive youth;" but he was not at first successful as a debater. His characteristic views on representative government began to be formulated in 1830, and in the following year Carlyle and Mill became conscious of one another. "Here is a new mystic," the former said when he met with the latter's articles in the Examiner. Mill became editor of several successive reviews, issued in the Radical interest. It was in 1837 that he started his new system of logic, the results of which, after long meditation, he published in two volumes in 1843. This was his first book; it was followed the next year by Unsettled Questions of Political Economy. He continued to give his attention to rendering, as Ricardo said, this science "a complete and organised body of knowledge," and finally published in 1848 his epoch-making Principles of Political Economy. He had formed, since at least 1830, the acquaintance of a lady, Mrs. Taylor, who exercised an overwhelming influence over him; he married her in 1851, and his inexperience in the emotions has been thought to account for the preposterous terms of eulogy in which
he speaks in the *Autobiography* of a person who struck others as far from pleasing, and not even particularly gifted. Mill was now almost silent for some years, except for occasional articles in the *Edinburgh Review*. In 1858, when the East India Company was dissolved, Mill was offered a seat in the new Council, but he declined it. He went to Avignon, where he took a house, and here his wife died in 1859. For the rest of his life Mill spent the winter half of the year in Avignon, the summer half at Blackheath. He now began to publish again; to 1859 belong the treatise on *Liberty* and the *Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform*; to 1861, *Representative Government*; to 1863, *Utilitarianism*. He was now a philosophical Radical of great prominence, and as such he was invited to stand for Westminster in 1865. He would neither canvass, nor pay subscriptions, nor, without great reluctance, address a meeting of electors. He was, however, returned, and although his manner was scarcely suitable to the House of Commons, he did useful work there for three years. He had, however, made himself unpopular with "moderate Liberals," and at the general election of 1868 he was unsuccessful. He was glad to return to literary work, and he published *England and Ireland* in 1868, *The Subjection of Women* in 1869, and a volume on the Irish Land Question in 1870. He now lived principally at Avignon, where he had built for himself what he called a "vibratory," a pleasant, covered walk, thirty feet long, "where I can vibrate in cold or rainy weather." His health, however, had long been unsettled—he had suffered from dangerous illnesses in 1839 and 1854—and his strength grew less and less, his mental fire burning undiminished to the very last. On the 8th of May 1873 he died at Avignon, and was buried there. His step-daughter, Miss Helen Taylor, published his *Autobiography* in 1874, and his *Nature and Theism* in the same year.

**FROM MILL'S "PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY."**

That the energies of mankind should be kept in employment by the struggle for riches, as they were formerly by the struggle of war, until the better minds succeed in educating the others into better things, is undoubtedly more desirable than that they should rust and stagnate. While minds are coarse, they require coarse stimuli, and let them have them. In the meantime, those who do not accept the present very early stage of human improvement as its ultimate type, may be excused for being comparatively indifferent to the kind of economical progress which excites the congratulations of ordinary politicians; the mere increase of production and accumulation. For the safety of national independence it is essential that a country should not fall much behind its neighbours in these things. But in themselves they are of little importance, so long as neither the increase of population nor anything else prevents the mass of the people from reaping any part of the benefit of them. I know not why it should be matter of congratulation that persons who are already richer than any one needs to be, should have doubled their means of consuming things which give little or no pleasure except as representative of wealth; or that numbers of individuals should pass over, every year, from the middle classes into a richer class, or from the class of the occupied rich to that of the unoccupied. It is only in the backward countries of the world that increased production is still an important object; in those most advanced, what is economically needed is a better distribution, of which one indispensable means is a stricter restraint on population. Levelling institutions, either of a just or of an unjust kind, cannot alone accomplish it; they may lower the heights of society, but they cannot, of themselves, permanently raise the depths.

On the other hand, we may suppose this better distribution of property attained, by the joint effect of the prudence and frugality of individuals, and of a system of legislation favouring equality of fortunes, so far as is consistent with the just claim of the individual to the fruits whether great or small of his or her own industry. We may suppose, for
instance (according to the suggestion thrown out in a former chapter), a limitation of the sun which any person may acquire by gift or inheritance, to the amount sufficient to constitute a moderate independence. Under this twofold influence, society would exhibit these leading features: a well-paid and affluent body of labourers; no enormous fortunes, except what were earned and accumulated during a single lifetime; but a much larger body of persons than at present, not only exempt from the coarser toil, but with sufficient leisure, both physical and mental, from mechanical details, to cultivate freely the graces of life, and afford examples of them to the classes less favourably circumstanced for their growth. This condition of society, so greatly preferable to the present, is not only perfectly compatible with the stationary state, but, it would seem, more naturally allied with any other.

Associated with Mill as a philosophical Radical was the banker George Grote (1794-1871), who was prominent in the Reform Bill days. Sydney Smith said that "if the world were a chess-board, Grote would be an important politician." He was engaged for forty years on a very elaborate History of Greece, published in twelve volumes between 1846 and 1856. Grote was the earliest historian who seriously adopted the ancient spelling of proper names, and insisted upon "Kleanor" and "Alkibiadès." He wrote a rhetorical kind of English with sententious purity, and he was the best of the group of scholars (it included Finlay, Mure, Thirlwall, and Gladstone) who simultaneously attacked the history of Greece in the middle of the nineteenth century. Grote became one of the most prominent personages in London society, refused a peerage, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

The greatest of Victorian natural philosophers, CHARLES DARWIN, was a man of totally different calibre. He had not the neatness of Mill's mind, nor Grote's careful literary training, and he remained rather unfortunately indifferent to literary expression. But he is one of the great artificers of human thought, a noble figure destined, in utter simplicity and abnegation of self, to perform one of the most stirring and inspiring acts ever carried out by a single intelligence, and to reawaken the sources of human enthusiasm. Darwin's great suggestion, of life evolved by the process of natural selection, is so far-reaching in its effects as to cover not science only, but art and literature as well; and he had the genius to carry this suggested idea, past all objections and obstacles, up to the station of a biological system the most generally accepted of any put forth in recent times. In the years of his youth there was a general curiosity excited among men of science as to the real origins of life; it became the glory of Charles Darwin to sum up these inquiries in the form
of a theory which was slowly hailed in all parts of the world of thought as the only tenable one. In early maturity he had the inestimable privilege of attending, as collecting naturalist, a scientific expedition in the waters of the southern hemisphere. After long meditation, his famous *Origin of Species* was given to the public, and awakened a furious controversy. It was followed by the *Descent of Man*, which, although more defiant of theological prejudice, was, owing to the progress of evolutionary ideas in the meanwhile, more tamely received. Darwin lived long enough to see the great biological revolution, which he had inaugurated, completely successful, and—if that was of importance to a spirit all composed of humble simplicity—his name the most famous in the intellectual world.

Charles Darwin (1809–1882) was the son of Robert Waring Darwin, a physician of Shrewsbury, and his wife, Susannah Wedgwood. His grandfather was the poet and biologist, Erasmus Darwin, and the whole family, for several generations, had been addicted to intellectual pursuits. Charles was born at the Mount, Shrewsbury, on the 12th of February 1809. He went to the Shrewsbury Grammar School, and in 1825 to Edinburgh University, where his love of natural history already asserted itself. From the Lent term 1828 to 1831 he was an undergraduate at Christ's College, Cambridge, where he came under the influence of the botanist Henslow. He now determined to devote himself to geology. He took a pass degree, and in the autumn of 1831 he had the good fortune to be appointed traveling naturalist on board the *Beagle*, which, under Captain Fitzroy, was starting on a surveying expedition to South America. The vessel did not return till October 1836, and during this long cruise she visited the Cape Verdes, Brazil, Terra del Fuego, and the South American shores of the Pacific. In 1839 Darwin published the results of his zoological observations as an appendix to Fitzroy's report; it has since been known as *A Naturalist's Voyage Round the World*. Already, while in South America, the germ of the idea of the origin of species had occurred to him. Soon after his return he was elected a F.R.S., and was appointed secretary to the Geological Society. In 1839 he married his cousin, Miss Emma Wedgwood, and settled in London. He had large private means, and was able to devote himself entirely to scientific investigation. His health had suffered from persistent seasickness during his voyage, and it was commonly stated that from the effects of this he never recovered. But his son says—"There is no evidence to support this belief, and he did not himself share it. His ill-health was of a dyspeptic kind, and may probably have been allied to gout." It was determined that he would probably suffer less in a country life, and in 1842 he took up his residence in Down House, Orpington, Kent, where he spent the forty remaining years of his life. This house in time became, as has been said, "the Mecca of a world-wide scientific and philosophical pilgrimage." Darwin now became a student of the theories of Malthus (1766–1834), and was led more and more steadily towards the idea of natural selection. Meanwhile he published his book on *Coral Reefs* and other technical monographs, and in 1844 he drew into a general sketch, for his own purposes, the conclusions which then seemed to him probable with regard to the origin of species. This he submitted to Dr. Hooker, but it was felt that the time was not yet ripe for publication. Meanwhile Darwin gave to the world in 1844 his *Voyage of the Beagle*. 1846 his *Geological Observa-
tions on South America, and he was all the time making enormous accumulations of fact subsidiary to his great design. In July 1858 he communicated to the Linnaean Society some of his discoveries, and in November 1859 he published at last his famous *Origin of Species*. The book immediately awakened a storm of controversy, which spread to all the intellectual centres of Europe. The new theory was violently attacked and defended at the British Association of 1860; among its earliest supporters were Lyell and Hooker, Huxley and Wallace. Unobservant of the storm which raged around his name, Darwin busied himself for twelve more years in the work of collecting further and fuller proofs of his development theory.

But meanwhile had appeared *The Fertilisation of Orchids* in 1862, and *The Variation of Animals and Plants* in 1867, learned instalments of the vast work on instances of natural selection which he afterwards thought it needless to conclude. The reception of *The Descent of Man*, in 1871, in which Darwin summed up the results of his doctrine of the ancestry of man being common with that of less-developed animals, was far more temperate than might have been expected, for popular opinion had greatly advanced since the wild fanatic days of *The Origin of Species*. In 1872 Darwin published a large volume on *The Expression of the Emotions*, and in 1875 his *Insectivorous Plants*. These and successive treatises, some of them bulky, may all be considered as appendices to, or extended paragraphs of, *The Origin of Species*, embroideries on what Darwin treated as the rough framework of his great theory of natural selection. Of his later monographs the one which attracted most popular attention was that on *The Formation of Vegetable Mould by Earthworms*, 1881. Ceaseless labour had now, however, broken down a constitution which was never strong, and on the 18th of April 1882, after a short but very painful illness, he died at Down. Darwin was buried with great pomp in Westminster Abbey, the pall being carried by the most eminent survivors among Englishmen of science. The character of Charles Darwin was singularly winning; of the most unaffected modesty, he was the last to consider his own deserts or believe that he was famous. He lived the life of a valetudinarian

Charles Darwin

*After the Portrait by the Hon. John Collier*
The original draft of the Description of the Sundew, in Darwin's handwriting.
country gentleman, in the midst of a devoted family, constantly but quietly engaged in his researches. His kindness towards younger men was unremitting, and "many even of those who never saw his face loved him like a father."

From "The Fertilisation of Orchids."

The importance of the science of Homology rests on its giving us the key-note of the possible amount of difference in plan within any group; it allows us to class under proper heads the most diversified organs; it shows us gradations which would otherwise have been overlooked, and thus aids us in our classification; it explains many monstrosities; it leads to the detection of obscure and hidden parts, or mere vestiges of parts, and shows us the meaning of rudiments. Besides these practical uses, to the naturalist who believes in the gradual modification of organic beings, the science of Homology clears away the mist from such terms as the scheme of nature, ideal types, archetypal patterns or ideas, &c., for these terms come to express real facts. The naturalist, thus guided, sees that all homologous parts or organs, however much diversified, are modifications of one and the same ancestral organ; in tracing existing gradations he gains a clue in tracing, as far as that is possible, the probable course of modification during a long line of generations. He may feel assured that, whether he follows embryological development, or searches for the merest rudiments, or traces gradations between the most different beings, he is pursuing the same object by different routes, and is tending towards the knowledge of the actual progenitor of the group, as it once grew and lived. Thus the subject of Homology gains largely in interest.
CHAPTER IV

THE AGE OF TENNYSON

1870-1900

The record of half a century of poetic work performed by Alfred Tennyson between 1842, when he took his position as the leading poet after Wordsworth, and 1892, when he died, is one of unequalled persistency and sustained evenness of flight. If Shakespeare had continued to write on into the Commonwealth, or if Goldsmith had survived to welcome the publication of Sense and Sensibility, these might have been parallel cases. The force of Tennyson was twofold: he did not yield his pre-eminence before any younger writer to the very last, and he preserved a singular uniformity in public taste in poetry by the tact with which he produced his contributions at welcome moments, not too often, nor too irregularly, nor so fantastically as to endanger his hold on the popular suffrage. He suffered no perceptible mental decay, even in the extremity of age, and on his deathbed, in his eighty-fourth year, composed a lyric as perfect in its technical delicacy of form as any which he had written in his prime. Tennyson, therefore, was a power of a static species: he was able, by the vigour and uniformity of his gifts, to hold English poetry stationary for sixty years, a feat absolutely unparalleled elsewhere; and the result of various revolutionary movements in prosody and style made during the Victorian age was merely in every case temporary. There was an explosion, the smoke rolled away, and Tennyson's statue stood exactly where it did before.

In this pacific and triumphant career certain critical moments may be mentioned. In each of his principal writings Tennyson loved to sum up a movement of popular speculation. In 1847 feminine education was in the air, and the poet published his serio-comic or sentimental-satiric educational narrative of the Princess, the most artificial of his works, a piece of long-drawn exquisite marivaudage in the most softly gorgeous blank verse. In 1850, by inevitable selection, Tennyson succeeded Wordsworth as Laureate, and published anonymously the monumental elegy of In Memoriam. This poem had been repeatedly taken up since the death, seventeen years before, of its accomplished and beloved subject, Arthur Hallam. As it finally appeared, the anguish of bereavement was toned down by time, and an atmosphere of philosophic resignation tempered the
whole. What began in a spasmodic record of memories and intolerable regret, closed in a confession of faith and a repudiation of the right to despair. The skill of Tennyson enabled him to conceal this irregular and fragmentary construction; but *In Memoriam* remains a disjointed edifice, with exquisitely carved chambers and echoing corridors that lead to nothing. It introduced into general recognition a metrical form, perhaps invented by Ben Jonson, at once so simple and so salient, that few since Tennyson have ventured to repeat it, in spite of his extreme success.

The Crimean War deeply stirred the nature of Tennyson, and his agitations are reflected in the most feverish and irregular of all his principal compositions, the *Maud* of 1855. This volume contains ample evidence of a hectic condition of feeling. It is strangely experimental; in it the poet passes on occasion further from the classical standards of style than anywhere else, and yet he rises here and there into a rose-flushed ecstasy of plastic beauty that reminds us of what the statue must have seemed a moment after the breath of the Goddess inflamed it. The volume of 1855 is an epitome of all Tennyson in quintessence—the sumptuous, the simple, the artificial, the eccentric qualities are here; the passionately and brilliantly uplifted, the morbidly and caustically harsh moods find alternate expression; the notes of nightingale and night-jar are detected in the strange antiphonies of this infinitely varied collection.

For the remainder of his long life Tennyson concentrated his talents mainly on one or two themes or classes of work. He desired to excel in epic narrative and in the drama. It will be found that most of his exertions in these last five-and-twenty years took this direction. From his early youth he had nourished the design of accomplishing that task which so many of the great poets of England had vainly desired to carry out, namely, the celebration of the national exploits of King Arthur. In 1859 the first instalment of *Idylls of the King* was, after many tentative experiments, fairly placed before the public, and in 1872 the series closed. In 1875 Tennyson issued his first drama, *Queen Mary*; and in spite of the opposition of critical opinion, on the stage and off it, he persisted in the successive production of six highly elaborated versified plays, of which, at length, one, *Becket*, proved a practical success on the boards. That the enforced issue of these somewhat unwelcome dramas lessened the poet's hold over the public was obvious, and almost any other man in his seventy-sixth year would have acquiesced. But the artistic energy of Tennyson was unconquerable, and with a juvenile gusto and a marvellous combination of poetic tact and artistic passion the aged poet called the public back to him with the four irresistible volumes of ballads, idyls, songs, and narratives of which the *Tiresias* of 1885 was the first, and the *Death of *Œnone* of 1892 the fourth. It would be idle to pretend that the enchanting colours were not a little faded, the romantic music slightly dulled, in these last accomplishments; yet, if they showed something of the wear and tear of years, they were no “dotages,” to use Dryden's phrase, but the characteristic and
still admirable exercises of a very great poet who simply was no longer young. When, at length, Tennyson passed away, it was in the midst of such a paroxysm of national grief as has marked the demise of no other English author. With the just and reverent sorrow for so dear a head; something of exaggeration and false enthusiasm doubtless mingled. The fame of Tennyson is still, and must for some years continue to be, an element of disturbance in our literary history. A generation not under the spell of his personal magnificence of mien will be called upon to decide what his final position among the English poets is to be, and before that happens the greatest of the Victorian luminaries will probably, for a moment at least, be shorn of some of his beams.

The long-drawn popularity of the mellifluous and polished poetry of Browning Tennyson would probably have resulted, in the hands of his imitators, in a fatal laxity and fluidity of style. But it was happily counteracted by the example of ROBERT BROWNING, who asserted the predominance of the intellect in analytic production, and adopted forms which by their rapidity and nakedness were specially designed not to cover up the mental process. If the poetry of the one was like a velvety lawn, that of the other resembled the rocky bed of a river, testifying in every inch to the volume and velocity of the intellectual torrent which formed it. So, a couple of centuries before, the tumultuous brain of Donne had been created to counterpoise and correct the voluptuous sweetness of the school of Spenser. If any mind more original and powerful than Browning's had appeared in English poetry since Donne, it was Dryden, in whose masculine solidity, and daring, hurrying progression of ideas, not a little of the author of The Ring and the Book may be divined. But if Donne had subtlety and Dryden weight, in Browning alone can be found, combined with these qualities, a skill in psychological analysis probably unrivalled elsewhere save by Shakespeare, but exerted, not in dramatic relation of character with character, but in self-dissecting monologue or web of intricate lyrical speculation.

In Browning and Tennyson alike, the descent from the romantic writers of the beginning of the century was direct and close. Each, even Browning with his cosmopolitan tendencies, was singularly English in his line of descent, and but little affected by exotic forces. Each had gaped at Byron and respected Wordsworth; each had been dazzled by Shelley and given his heart to Keats. There is no more interesting object-lesson in literature than this example of the different paths along which the same studies directed two poets of identical aims. Even the study of the Greeks, to which each poet gave his serious attention, led them further and further from one another, and we may find what resemblance we may between Tithonus and Cleon, where the technical form is, for once, identical. Tennyson, loving the phrase, the expression, passionately, and smoothing it and caressing it as a sculptor touches and retouches the marmoreal bosom of a nymph, stands at the very poles from Browning,
to whom the verbiage is an imperfect conductor of thoughts too fiery and too irreconcilable for balanced speech, and in whom the craving to pour forth redundant ideas, half-molten in the lava turmoil, is not to be resisted. There have been sculptors of this class, too—Michelangelo, Rodin—hardly to be recognised as of the same species as their brethren, from Praxiteles to Chapu. But the plastic art embraces them all, as poetry is glad to own, not the Lotus-Eaters only, but Sordello also, and even Fifine at the Fair.

The course of Browning's fame did not run with the Tennysonian smoothness any more than that of his prosody. After early successes, in a modified degree—Paracelsus (1835), even Strafford (1837)—the strenuous epic narrative of Sordello (1840), written in a sort of crabbed shorthand which even the elect could hardly penetrate, delayed his appreciation and cast him back for many years. The name of Robert Browning became a byword for wilful eccentricity and inter-lunar darkness of style. The successive numbers of Bells and Pomegranates (1841-46) found him few admirers in a cautious public thus forewarned against his "obscURITY," and even Pippa Passes, in spite of its enchanting moral and physical beauty, was eyed askance. Not till 1855 did Robert Browning escape from the designation of "that unintelligible man who married the poet"; but the publication of the two volumes of Men and Women, in which the lyrical and impassioned part of his genius absolutely culminated, displayed, to the few who have eyes to see, a poet absolutely independent and of the highest rank.

Then began, and lasted for fifteen years, a period in which Browning, to a partial and fluctuating degree, was accepted as a power in English verse, with his little band of devotees, his wayside altars blazing with half-prohibited sacrifice; the official criticism of the hour no longer absolutely scandalised, but anxious, so far as possible, to minimise the effect of all this rough and eccentric, yet not "spasmodic" verse. In Dramatis Personae (1864), published after the death of his wife, some numbers seemed glaringly intended to increase the scandal of obscurity; in others, notably in Rabbi Ben Ezra, heights were scaled of melodious and luminous thought, which could, by the dullest, be no longer overlooked; and circumstances were gradually preparing for the great event of 1868, when the publication of the first volume of The Ring and the Book saw the fame of Browning, so long smouldering in vapour, burst forth in a glare that for a moment drowned the pure light of Tennyson himself.

From this point Browning was sustained at the height of reputation until his death. He was at no moment within hailing distance of Tennyson in popularity, but among the ruling class of cultivated persons he enjoyed the splendours of extreme celebrity. He was, at last, cultivated and worshipped in a mode unparalleled, studied during his lifetime as a classic, made the object of honours in their very essence, it might have been presupposed, posthumous. After 1868 he lived for more than twenty
Matthew Arnold.

From a photograph by F. Hollyer, after the portrait by G. F. Watts, R.A.
years, publishing a vast amount of verse, contained in eighteen volumes, mostly of the old analytic kind, and varying in subject rather than in character. In these he showed over and over again the durable force of his vitality, which in a very unusual degree paralleled that of Tennyson. But although so constantly repeating the stroke, he cannot be said to have changed its direction, and the volume of the blow grew less. The publication of these late books was chiefly valuable as keeping alive popular interest in the writer, and as thus leading fresh generations of readers to what he had published up to 1868.

As a poet and as a prose writer MATTHEW ARNOLD really addressed two different generations. It is not explained why Arnold waited until his thirty-eighth year before opening with a political pamphlet the extensive series of his prose works. As a matter of fact it was not until 1865 that, with his Essays in Criticism, he first caught the ear of the public. But by that time his career as a poet was almost finished. It is by the verses he printed between 1849 and 1855 that Matthew Arnold put his stamp upon English poetry, although he added characteristic things at intervals almost until the time of his death in 1888. But to comprehend his place in the history of literature we ought to consider Arnold twice over—firstly as a poet mature in 1850, secondly as a prose-writer whose masterpieces date from 1865 to 1873. In the former capacity, after a long struggle on the part of the critics to exclude him from Parnassus altogether, it becomes generally admitted that his is considerably the largest name between the generation of Tennyson and Browning and that of the so-called pre-Raphaelites. Besides the exquisite novelty of the voice, something was distinctly gained in the matter of Arnold’s early poetry—a new atmosphere of serene thought was here, a philosophical quality less passionate and tumultuous, the music of life deepened and strengthened. Such absolute purity as his is rare in English poetry; Arnold in his gravity and distinction is like a translucent tarn among the mountains. Much of his verse is a highly finished study in the manner of Wordsworth, tempered with the love of Goethe and of the Greeks, carefully avoiding the perilous Tennysonian note. His efforts to obtain the Greek effect led Matthew Arnold into amorphous choral experiments, and, on the whole, he was an indifferent metrist. But his devotion to beauty, the composure, simplicity, and dignity of his temper, and his deep moral sincerity, gave to his poetry a singular charm which may prove as durable as any element in modern verse.

The Arnold of the prose was superficially a very different writer. Conceiving that the English controversialists, on whatever subject, had of late been chiefly engaged in “beating the bush with deep emotion, but never starting the hare,” he made the discovery of the hare his object. In other words, in literature, in politics, in theology, he set himself to divide faith from superstition, to preach a sweet reasonableness, to seize the essence of things, to war against prejudice and ignorance and national self-conceit. He was
full of that "amour des choses de l'esprit" which Guizot had early perceived in him; he was armed with a delicious style, trenchant, swift, radiantly humorous; but something made him inaccessible, his instincts were fine and kindly without being really sympathetic, and he was drawn away from his early lucidity to the use of specious turns of thought and sophisms. We live too close to him, and in an intellectual atmosphere of which he is too much a component part, to be certain how far his beautiful ironic prose-writings will have durable influence. At the present moment his prestige suffers from the publication of two posthumous volumes of letters, in which the excellence of Matthew Arnold's heart is illustrated, but which are almost without a flash of genius. But his best verses are incomparable, and they will float him into immortality.

Matthew Arnold (1822–1888) was the eldest son of Dr. Thomas Arnold (1795–1842), afterwards Head-master of Rugby, and of his wife, Mary Penrose. He was born on Christmas Eve, 1822, at Laleham, on the Thames, whence the whole family moved in 1828 to Rugby. When he was eight, Matthew Arnold returned to Laleham, to be under the teaching of his uncle, the Rev. John Buckland; and in his fourteenth year he proceeded to Winchester, but only for a year. In August 1837 he entered Rugby School, the school-house being his home. In 1840 he published anonymously his poem called *Alaric at Rome*, and was elected to a scholarship at Balliol. He went up to Oxford in October 1841. In 1843 he won the Newdigate Prize with his poem, *Cromwell*. Arnold was elected a Fellow of Oriel in 1845, and went back as a master to Rugby, but in 1847 he was appointed by Lord Lansdowne his private secretary, and came up to London to reside. During his Oxford days he had been occupying himself much with poetry, and the result was seen in the slender volume, *The Strayed Reveller*, which he published in 1849. In 1851 Matthew Arnold settled down to what was to prove the humdrum occupation of the remainder of his life, being appointed an inspector of schools; in the same year he married. In 1852 was published his second collection of poems, *Empedocles on Etna*, but this was withdrawn from circulation before fifty copies were sold. Some of the pieces already published, with many others, were given to the world in the two-volume collection of Matthew Arnold's *Poems* (1853–55). Engaged in "fighting the battle of life as an Inspector of Schools," Arnold did little literary work for several years. His silence was hardly broken by the tragedy of *Merope*, and by one or two pamphlets, but in 1861 he began his career as a critic by issuing his first treatise
On Translating Homer. Meanwhile, he had been making himself well acquainted with the movement of cultivated thought on the Continent, both by reading French and German books and by repeated visits to European centres of education. Among those with whom he formed personal relations were Sainte-Beuve, George Sand, Prosper Merimeé, and Guizot. His French Eton appeared in 1864, and it seemed likely that Matthew Arnold might remain known to the general public as a brilliant, but rather paradoxical and “jaunty” occasional writer on educational questions. But in May 1857 he had been elected Professor of Poetry at Oxford, and his remarkable influence had begun to radiate further and further in a semi-private way. In 1865, however, he was at length persuaded to publish a volume of selected lectures, under the title of Essays in Criticism, and this book placed him, at the age of forty-three, suddenly in the front rank of living English critics. From this time forth the interest of his literary utterances far outbalanced those of his educational. In 1867 he published New Poems (in which “Thyrsis” appeared for the first time), and in 1869 collected his poetical works. In prosethemost remarkable of his utterances at this time was the treatise On the Study of Celtic Literature, 1867. Matthew Arnold was directed on several successive occasions to investigate the systems of education which prevailed in France, Italy, Germany, Holland, and Switzerland. This had involved, particularly in 1865 and 1866, much interesting Continental travel; the results were published in his Schools and Universities on the Continent of 1868. Arnold now began to turn more and more to controversial topics, in which pure literature gave way to the consideration of religion and politics. Of this new direction given to his talent, the first-fruits were seen in
Culture and Anarchy, 1869, followed by St. Paul and Protestantism, 1870. One of the most brilliant but, at the time, least appreciated of his books was Friendship's Garland, 1871. Literature and Dogma followed in 1873, in which year Matthew Arnold left Harrow, where he had long resided, and took a house at Pains Hill, Cobham, which was his home during the remainder of his life. He now began a period of strenuous and smooth progress, in his official work, in controversy, in literature, the course of which is scarcely marked except by the dates of publication of his successive volumes—God and the Bible, 1875; Last Essays on Church and Religion, 1877; Mixed Essays, 1879; Irish Essays, 1882—in all of which his aim was to lead a revolution against “the sombreness and narrowness of the religious world” in modern England, “and the rigid hold it has so long had upon us.” He showed a return of thought to poetry in two little volumes of selection and criticism of Wordsworth (1879) and Byron (1881). During these years Matthew Arnold travelled very frequently on the Continent, where he kept up his literary and educational connections; and in 1883–84 and 1886 he visited the United States, on the former occasion lecturing extensively. Matthew Arnold suffered from constitutional and perhaps hereditary tendency to heart disease, which had long been postponed by the excellent general health which he enjoyed. He had been warned, however, to avoid violent exertion, but on the 15th of April 1888, as he was at Liverpool in expectation of the arrival of his elder daughter from America, he is said to have vaulted lightly, so well did he feel, over a railing. This was probably the cause of his abrupt death an hour or two afterwards. He was buried at Laleham. Matthew Arnold was a tall, powerfully-built man, with a marked manner which was somewhat unjustly mistaken for affectation. He was genial and humane, an enemy to priggishness and presumption, easily pleased with the world’s good things, “yet, with all this, agitated, stretching out his arms for something beyond,” as the editor of his Letters (1895) puts it. He had a singular combination of effusion and reserve, appearing
in the midst of agreeable acquaintances to be one of the most courteous, and even
the most playful, but persevering under all conditions, and taking with him to the grave
the secret of his innermost beliefs and aspirations.

PAINS HILL COTTAGE.
COBHAM, SURREY.

Feb. 9, 1888.

Dear Mr. Gosse,

Yes, "Alaric at Rome," my Rugby prize poem, I
think it is better than my "Defend me, I beseech you,"
and you will see that I had been very much
reading "Othello" the while.

Dear Mr. Gosse,

I have been very ill in the bulk,
and have only this morning
received your note.

Facsimile of Letter from Matthew Arnold to Mr. Edmund Gosse,
admitting the authorship of "Alaric at Rome"

FROM "SOHRAB AND RUSTUM."

So in the sand lay Rustum by his son,
And night came down over the solemn waste,
And the two gazing hosts, and that sole pair,
And darken'd all; and a cold fog, with night,
Crept from the Oxus. Soon a hum arose,
As of a great assembly loosed, and fires
Began to twinkle through the fog; for now
Both armies moved to camp, and took their meal:
The Persians took it on the open sands
Southward; the Tartars by the river marge:
And Rustum and his son were left alone.
—But the majestic River floated on,
Out of the mist and hum of that low land,
Into the frosty starlight, and there mov'd,
Rejoicing, through the hush'd Chorasian waste,
Under the solitary moon : he flow'd
Right for the Polar Star, past Orgunjê,
Brimming, and bright, and large: then sands begin
To hem his watery march, and dam his streams,
And split his currents ; that for many a league
The shorn and parcel'd Oxus strains along
Through beds of sand and matted rusby isles—
Oxus, forgetting the bright speed he had
In his high mountain cradle in Pamere,
A foil'd circuitous wanderer:—till at last
The long'd-for dash of waves is heard, and wide
His luminous home of waters opens, bright
And tranquil, from whose floor the new-bath'd stars
Emerge, and shine upon the Aral Sea.

TO MARGUERITE.

Yes: in the sea of life enisl'd,
With echoing straits between us thrown,
Dotting the shoreless watery wild,
We mortal millions live alone.
—The islands feel the enclasping flow,
And then their endless bounds they know.

But when the moon their hollows lights
And they are swept by balms of spring,
And in their glens, on starry nights,
The nightingales divinely sing,
And lovely notes, from shore to shore,
Across the sounds and channels pour;

Oh then a longing like despair
Is to their farthest caverns sent;
—For surely once, they feel, we were
Parts of a single continent.
Now round us spreads the watery plain—
Oh might our marges meet again!

Who order'd, that their longing's fire
Should be, as soon as kindled, cool'd?
Who renders vain their deep desire?
—A God, a God their severance rul'd;
And bade betwixt their shores to be
The unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea.

SHAKESPEARE.

Others abide our question. Thou art free.
We ask and ask: Thou smilest and art still,
Out-topping knowledge. For the loftiest hill
That to the stars uncrowns his majesty,
Planting his steadfast footsteps in the sea,
Making the Heaven of Heavens his dwelling-place,
Spares but the cloudy border of his base
To the foil'd searching of mortality:
And thou, who didst the stars and sunbeams know,
Self-school'd, self-scann'd, self-honour'd, self-secure,
Didst walk on Earth unguess'd at. Better so!
All pains the immortal spirit must endure,
All weakness that impairs, all griefs that bow,
Find their sole voice in that victorious brow.

FROM "THE CHURCH OF BROW:"

So sleep, for ever sleep, O Marble Pair!
And if ye wake, let it be then, when fair
On the carv'd Western Front a flood of light
Streams from the setting sun, and colours bright
Prophets, transfigur'd Saints, and Martyrs brave,
In the vast western window of the nave;
And on the pavement round the Tomb there glints
A chequer-work of glowing sapphire tints,
And amethyst, and ruby—then unclose
Your eyelids on the stone where ye repose,
And from your broder'd pillows lift your heads,
And rise upon your cold white marble beds,
And looking down on the warm rosy tints
That chequer, at your feet, the illumin'd flints,
Say—"What is this? we are in bliss—forgiven—
Behold the pavement of the courts of Heaven!"—
Or let it be on autumn nights, when rain
Doth rustlingly above your heads complain
On the smooth leaden roof, and on the walls
Shedding her pensive light at intervals
The moon through the clerestory windows shines,
And the wind washes in the mountain pines.
Then, gazing up through the dim pillars high,
The foliag'd marble forest where ye lie,
"Hush!" ye will say—"it is eternity!
This is the glimmering verge of Heaven, and these
The columns of the Heavenly Palaces."
And in the sweeping of the wind your ear
The passage of the Angels' wings will hear,
And on the lichen-crusted leaves above
The rattle of the eternal rain of Love.

Charlotte Brontë died in 1855, Thackeray in 1862, Elizabeth Gaskell in 1865. George Eliot, although born in the same decade, began to write so late in life and survived so long that she seemed to be part of a later generation. From the death of Dickens in 1870 to her own in 1880, she was manifestly the most prominent novelist in England. Yet it is important to realise that, like all the other Victorian novelists of eminence until we reach Mr. George Meredith, she was born in the rich second decade of the century. It was not until some years after the death of Charlotte Brontë that Scenes of Clerical Life revealed a talent which owed much to the bold, innovating spirit of that great woman, but which was evidently exercised by a more academic hand. The style of these short episodes was so delicately brilliant that their hardness was scarcely apparent.
The *Scenes* certainly gave promise of a writer in the first rank. In *Adam Bede*, an elaborate romance of bygone provincial manners, this promise was repeated, although, by an attentive ear, the undertone of the mechanism was now to be detected. In the *Mill on the Floss* and *Silas Marner* a curious phenomenon appeared—George Eliot divided into two personages. The close observer of nature, mistress of laughter and tears, exquisite in the intensity of cumulative emotion, was present still, but she receded; the mechanician, overloading her page with pretentious matter, working out her scheme as if she were building a steam-engine, came more and more to the front. In *Felix Holt* and on to *Daniel Deronda* the second personage preponderated, and our ears were deafened by the hum of the philosophical machine, the balance of scenes and sentences, the intolerable artificiality of the whole construction.

George Eliot is a very curious instance of the danger of self-cultivation. No writer was ever more anxious to improve herself and conquer an absolute mastery over her material. But she did not observe, as she entertained the laborious process, that she was losing those natural accomplishments which infinitely outshone the philosophy and science which she so painfully acquired. She was born to please, but unhappily she persuaded herself, or was persuaded, that her mission was to teach the world, to lift its moral tone, and, in consequence, an agreeable rustic writer, with a charming humour and very fine sympathetic nature, found herself gradually uplifted until, about 1875, she sat enthroned on an educational tripod, an almost ludicrous pythoness. From the very first she had been weak in that quality which more than any other is needed by a novelist, imaginative invention. So long as she was humble, and was content to reproduce, with the skilful...
George Eliot.

FROM AN ETCHING BY LAJON AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY SIR FREDERICK BURTON.
subtlety of her art, what she had personally heard and seen, her work had delightful merit. But it was an unhappy day when she concluded that strenuous effort, references to a hundred abstruse writers, and a whole technical system of rhetoric would do the wild-wood business of native imagination. The intellectual self-sufficiency of George Eliot has suffered severe chastisement. At the present day scant justice is done to her unquestionable distinction of intellect or to the emotional intensity of much of her early work.

Mary Ann Evans (1819–1880), who is commonly known by her pen-name as George Eliot, was the third child of Robert Evans, a Methodist estate agent, and his wife, Christina Pearson. She was born at Arbury Farm, near Nuneaton, in Warwickshire, on the 22nd of November 1819. Four months later the family moved to a house in the same parish, called Griff, where all her childhood and youth were spent. George Eliot's early novels are full of transcripts of her life in these "our midland plains." In 1832 to 1835 she was at the school of some Baptist ladies at Coventry, and in 1836, after the death of her mother and the marriage of her elder sister, Mary Ann took charge of the household at Griff, becoming, we are told, what she continued to be through life, an exemplary housewife. She was solitary, but she read with extreme voracity, mainly in the direction of theology and history. Early in 1841 her father and she took a house in the town of Coventry, and Mary Ann formed for the first time some intellectual companionships, particularly in the family of Charles Bray, a philanthropical ribbon-manufacturer. Under their influence she rapidly lost her evangelical faith, and in 1842 definitely separated herself from all forms of worship. In 1846 she published anonymously a translation of Strauss's
Life of Jesus, the expenses of which were paid by some Radical enthusiasts; this work occupied Mary Ann Evans for two years. The next three years were mainly devoted to tending her aged father, whose constitution was now breaking up; he died in 1849. She was so much exhausted by nursing him, that the Brays took her forcibly away for a long rest on the Continent, and she remained in Geneva until the spring of 1850. Always strenuously desirous of mental improvement, she devoted herself in Switzerland to the study of experimental physics. After her return to England, she was induced to write for the Westminster Review, which published her first article in January 1851; later in the year she became assistant editor of this periodical, and came up to live in London. She now met George Henry Lewes (1817–1878), a brilliant miscellaneous writer of that day, "a man of heart and conscience, wearing the mask of flippancy." Their tastes coincided, and in 1854 Mary Ann, or as she now called herself Marian Evans, consented, as he was precluded from marriage, to join his life. They lived together for some time at Weimar and in Berlin, while Lewes was composing the most durable of his many productions, his Life of Goethe, 1855; in Germany Mary Ann Evans formed many valuable acquaintances among men of art, science, and philosophy. She and Lewes returned to England, and settled together at Richmond in the autumn of 1855. Under the pseudonym of George Eliot she now, at the age of thirty-seven, adopted the profession of literature. She had long entertained the "vague dream" of writing stories. Her first experiment was Amos Barton, which appeared in 1857, and was followed by other short novels, collected as Scenes of Clerical Life in 1858. These attracted some favourable notice, the secret of their authorship being most jealously guarded. But George Eliot had already begun a far more ambitious work, and in 1859 appeared her novel of Adam Bede. This placed her, at one bound, among the principal writers of her time; one or two friends now discovered her identity, but from the general public it was still concealed. In 1860 The Mill on the Floss and in 1861 Silas Marner continued and increased the fame of the concealed "George Eliot." She travelled in Italy, and formed the "great project" of composing a vast romance on a crisis of renaissance history. This marks, no doubt, a dangerous turn in the chronicle of her own genius, for she was now to abandon for the first time the personal experience in the English Midland Counties which had hitherto supported her so bravely. The result was Romola, a laborious, ambitious, but slightly disappointing effort of the imagination,
which appeared in 1863, the year in which she and Lewes settled at the house in North Bank, Regent's Park, which was to be closely identified with her. The next of George Eliot's novels was *Felix Holt, the Radical*, which appeared in 1866; this was a return to English scenes in a story of the elections of 1832, but it has never been considered very successful. Still less happy were George Eliot's excursions into poetry, the drama of *The Spanish Gypsy*, of 1868, which resulted on a tour in Spain made the preceding year, and *Agatha*, 1869. In this latter year she began to project a novel which was finally called *Middlemarch*, and was not completed until 1872. The sale of this book was very large, and its welcome from the critics unprecedented; it was a complex and highly-finished study of several lives interwoven into a single plan. The mental labour it involved, and the conscious apparatus of the whole, were scarcely, however, rewarded by the charm of the result. George Eliot's hand, in fact, was now becoming heavy, and it proved weighty indeed in *Daniel Deronda*, her "big book" of 1876; this was a study of Jewish idealism. In this year Lewes and Miss Evans settled in a house at Witley, near Godalming, where they saw a good deal of pleasant intellectual society. Here Lewes died on the 28th of November 1878. George Eliot was severely stricken by this bereavement, but in 1879 she published *Impressions of Theophrastus Such*, which is not a novel, but a collection of essays and apophthegms. In May 1880 Miss Evans married an old friend, Mr J. W. Cross, and with him visited Italy. In September of the same year she was taken ill, and, although she rallied, she was never strong again. She died, in consequence of a chill, on the 22nd of December 1880, at a house she and her husband had recently taken, 4 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea. George Eliot was a woman of unusual intellectual power, witty, sensible, penetrating, but she laboured under the effects of imperfect early training. It can hardly be denied that her seriousness degenerated into ponderosity, that she was little at ease with life, and that she was touched with the blighting spirit of pedantry. The lifelessness of her correspondence is extraordinary; to read her private letters is an affliction hardly to be borne. She reflected too much and saw too little, at all events in later years. But she was a woman full of fine native qualities, tender, tolerant, au fond beautifully simple, devoid of all affectation and grimace. Her heavy, solid countenance, which resembled to a strange degree the great mask of Savonarola, was indicative both of her strength of character and of her limitations.
Poor Molly’s tears were dropping fast by this time, and in her desperation at the lively movement of the beer-stream towards Alick’s legs, she was converting her apron into a mop, while Mrs. Poyser, opening the cupboard, turned a blighting eye upon her.

“Ah,” she went on, “you’ll do no good wi’ crying an’ making more wet to wipe up. It’s all your own wilfulness, as I tell you, for there’s nobody no call to break anything if they’ll only go the right way to work. But wooden folks had need ha’ wooden things t’handle. And here must I take the brown-and-white jug, as it’s never been used three times this year, and go down I’ the cellar myself, and belike catch my death, and be laid up wi’ inflammation...”

Mrs. Poyser had turned round from the cupboard with the brown-and-white jug in her hand, when she caught sight of something at the other end of the kitchen: perhaps it was because she was already trembling and nervous that the apparition had so strong an effect on her; perhaps jug-breaking, like other crimes, has a contagious influence. However it was, she stared and started like a ghost-seer, and the precious brown-and-white jug fell to the ground, parting for ever with its spout and handle.

“Did ever anybody see the like?” she said, with a suddenly lowered tone, after a moment’s bewildered glance round the room. “The jars are bewitched, I think. It’s them nasty glazed handles—they slip o’er the finger like a snail.”

“Why, thee’st let thy own whip fly i’ thy face,” said her husband, who had now joined in the laugh of the young ones.

“It’s all very fine to look on and grin,” rejoined Mrs. Poyser; “but there’s times when the crockery seems alive, an’ flies out o’ your hand like a bird. It’s like the glass, sometimes, ’ull crack as it stands. What is to be broke will be broke, for I never dropped a thing i’ my life for want o’ holding it, else I should never ha’ kept the crockery all these years as I bought at my own wedding. And, Hetty, are you mad? Whatever do you mean by coming down i’ that way, and making one think as there’s a ghost a-walking i’ th’ house?”

A new outburst of laughter, while Mrs. Poyser was speaking, was caused, less by her sudden conversion to a fatalistic view of jug-breaking, than by that strange appearance of Hetty, which had startled her aunt. The little minx had found a black gown of her aunt’s, and pinned it close round her neck to look like Dinah’s, had made her hair as flat as she could, and had tied on one of Dinah’s high-crowned borderless net-caps. The thought of Dinah’s pale grave face and mild grey eyes, which the sight of the gown and cap brought with it, made it a laughable surprise enough to see them replaced by Hetty’s round rosy cheeks and coquetish dark eyes. The boys got off their chairs and jumped round her, clapping their hands, and even Alick gave a low ventral laugh as he looked up from his beans. Under cover of the noise, Mrs. Poyser went into the back kitchen to send Nancy into the cellar with the great pewter measure, which had some chance of being free from bewitchment.

From “Silas Marner.”

When Marner’s sensibility returned, he continued the action which had been arrested, and closed his door, unaware of the chasm in his consciousness, unaware of any intermediate change, except that the light had grown dim, and that he was chilled and faint. He thought he had been too long standing at the door and looking out. Turning towards the hearth, where the two logs had fallen apart, and sent forth only a red uncertain glimmer, he seated himself on his fireside chair, and was stooping to push his logs together, when, to his blurred vision, it seemed as if there were gold on the floor in front of the hearth. Gold!—his own gold—brought back to him as mysteriously as it had been taken away! He felt his heart begin to beat violently, and for a few moments he was unable to stretch out his hand and grasp the restored treasure. The heap of gold seemed to glow and get larger beneath his agitated gaze. He leaned
I sat in this chair. Scudder Bumpo was in the room in the middle of the room. He want him to go partners and marry his daughter, if he can. He was in love with her and thought he would have a good time with her, and that she would be like a Michaelmas or Lady Day. A remark that Mr. Poper always pressed upon with her, swelled with it. "In the round," he said, "it's all very fine having a ready made red man, but mayhap he'll be a ready made fool; but no use playing your pockets fill o' money if you've got a hole in the corner. It'll do you no good to sit in a string cart o' your own. If you've got a soft to drive you, he'll come turn you on into the ditch. I also said I'd never marry a man as had got no brains for where'd the use of a woman having brains. She's own if he's stuck in a rock and struck and guided by every body's almighty air? The might as will dress herself fun coat back ride on a donkey."

These expressions, though figurative, sufficiently indicated the bent of Mr. Poper's mind with regard to Adam. Though the husband might have viewed the subject differently, if they had been in the midst of their own, it was clear that they would have welcomed the mother with Adam's heart. They must have had a kind of domestic help to her hand which would have given the man's mind over the whole thing. But the girl had not taken her note, and they had never paid amounts. My steady encouragement. Even in the moment when the war was most thoroughly conscious.
forward at last, and stretched forth his hand; but instead of the hard coin with the familiar resisting outline, his fingers encountered soft warm curls. In utter amazement, Silas fell on his knees and bent his head low to examine the marvel: it was a sleeping child—a round, fair thing, with soft yellow rings all over its head. Could this be his little sister come back to him in a dream—his little sister whom he had carried about in his arms for a year before she died, when he was a small boy without shoes or stockings? That was the first thought that darted across Silas’s blank wonderment. *Was it a dream?* He rose to his feet again, pushed his legs together, and, throwing on some dried leaves and sticks, raised a flame; but the flame did not disperse the vision—it only lit up more distinctly the little round form of the child, and its shabby clothing. It was very much like his little sister. Silas sank into his chair powerless, under the double presence of an inexplicable surprise and a hurrying influx of memories. How and when had the child come in without his knowledge? He had never been beyond the door.

Two writers of less pretension exceeded George Eliot as narrators, *The Trollope* though neither equalled her in essential genius at her best. In ANTHONY TROLLOPE English middle-class life found a close and loving portrait-painter, not too critical to be indulgent nor too accommodating to have flashes of refreshing satire. The talent of Trollope forms a link between the closer, more perspicacious naturalism of Jane Austen and the realism of a later and coarser school. The cardinal merit of the irregular novels of CHARLES READE was their intrepidity; the insipid tendency of the early Victorians to deny the existence of instinct received its death-blow from the sturdy author of *Griffith Gaunt*, who tore the pillows from all armholes, and, by his hatred of what was artificial, sacerdotal, and effeminate, prepared the way for a freer treatment of experience. His style, although not without serious blemishes, and ill sustained, has vigorous merits. Through the virile directness of Charles Reade runs the chain which binds Mr. George Meredith and Mr. Hardy to the early Victorian novelists.

Anthony Trollope (1815–1882) was born in Keppel Street, Russell Square, in April 1815. His father was an unsuccessful and unamiable barrister, but his mother, Frances [Milton] Trollope (1786–1863) was a genial woman of high capacity, and herself the writer of some very entertaining books. Anthony was the third son of
this couple; an elder brother, Thomas Adolphus Trollope (1810–1892), also achieved distinction as a novelist. In spite of their father's pecuniary straits, the elder children were well educated; but Anthony, although he went to Harrow in 1822, to Winchester in 1827, and back to Harrow in 1830, could not be sent to a university. After leaving school in 1833 he was a tutor at Brussels for some time, but entered the service of the English Post Office in 1834. He held this appointment, now in London, now in Ireland, until 1867. Anthony Trollope was over thirty before his thoughts turned to literature. He had been living a shabby, reckless kind of existence in Ireland, at a place called Banagher in King's County. Here he became familiar with amusing types of character, which he at length, having in the meanwhile been transferred to Clonmel, depicted in his first novel, The Macdermots of Ballydoraun, 1847. He wrote, however, a good many stories before he hit upon his real vein. It may be said that his career begins, in the true sense, with The Warden of 1855, followed by a still more admirable novel, Barchester Towers, 1857. His long apprenticeship in Ireland came to a close in 1859, when he was transferred to London, after a trip on post-office business to the West Indies. This was a fortunate year in the life of Anthony Trollope, for he was asked to write a novel for the newly-established Cornhill Magazine, and produced Framley Parsonage under pressure from Thackeray. The opening number was full of brilliant contributions, but Trollope's novel came first; as he said, "at this banquet the saddle of mutton was served before the delicacies." This made Trollope, who was hitherto little known, universally famous, and from this moment until the end of his life he never paused in the incessant and highly lucrative production of novels. After his retirement from the Civil Service, Trollope visited America, Australia, South Africa, and Iceland; he was an indomitable traveller. But his home was London, and wherever he was he performed his mechanical quota of penmanship every day. Perhaps the best of all his novels was The Last Chronicle of Barset, 1867, but he produced many books which were read with ecstasy by thousands, and which it will always be a pleasure to read. His biographies, histories, and books of travel were less interesting. Anthony Trollope, who had overtaxed his apparently limitless vitality, suffered a stroke of paralysis in November 1882, and died on the 6th
of December. He was a large, hearty, bearded man, with a loud voice, who loved two things better than all others—foxhunting and whist. He left an *Autobiography* which was printed in 1883; this is a very honest book, but it took the public too naively into the author's confidence as to his methods of composition, and he lost

12. Aug. 1870

39, Montagu Square.

Dear Mr. Trübner,

Thanks for the author. Mr. Trollope's book is a very fine book; but how few authors can claim authorship! I feel that, in both styles, I must be small.

Charles Trollope

Facsimile Letter from Anthony Trollope to Mr. Trübner

his *clientèle* rather suddenly in consequence. It is a mistake to explain in too matter-of-fact a way how these things are done.

Charles Reade (1814–1884) was born at Ipsden, in Oxfordshire, on the 8th of June 1814. He was educated mainly at home, until in 1831 he proceeded to Magdalen College, Oxford, with which he continued to be connected for the rest of his career, first as Fellow from 1835, as Vinerian Reader from 1842, and finally as Vice-President from 1851. He practised at the Bar, and in middle life he began to write. His earliest productions were plays, and his first success *Marxs and
Faces in 1852. By this time, however, he had begun to publish fiction, and after two agreeable and well-constructed novels, *Peg Woffington*, 1853, and *Christie Johnstone* (a story of Scotch fishing life), 1853, Reade published *It is Never Too Late to Mend*, 1856, a book which thrilled all classes of the public by its romantic force and the novelty of its prison and convict scenes. *The Cloister and the Hearth*, 1861, has been called the most fascinating of all historical novels, and in *Hard Cash*, 1863, Reade touched the conscience of the British nation by his exposure of the way in which lunatic asylums were conducted. But *Griffith Gaunt*, 1866, a novel of magnificent virility, stands unquestionably at the summit of Reade's work. From this period his art sensibly declined, and his sensational romances became exaggerated and stagey. The best of the novels of his decline was perhaps *A Terrible Temptation*. He had a persistent belief in his powers as a playwright, and when he could not get a play accepted, he would engage a theatre and hire a company of actors for himself.

Charles Reade

*From Coleman's "Charles Reade as I Knew Him."* 
*Messrs. A. Truherne & Co., Ltd.*

Ipsden, Oxfordshire, the Birthplace of Charles Reade

*From Coleman's "Charles Reade as I Knew Him."* 
*Messrs. A. Truherne & Co., Ltd.*

A certain tendency to the chivalric and athletic ideals in life, combining a sort of vigorous Young Englandism with enthusiastic discipleship of Carlyle,
culminated in the breezy, militant talent of Charles Kingsley. He was full of knightly hopes and generous illusions, a leader of "Christian Socialists," a tilter against windmills of all sorts. He worked as a radical and sporting parson in the country, finding leisure to write incessantly on a hundred themes. His early novels, and some of his miscellaneous treatises, written half in jest and half in earnest, enjoyed an overwhelming success. But Kingsley had no judgment, and he over-estimated the range of his aptitudes. He fancied himself to be a controversialist and an historian. He engaged in public contest with a strong man better armed than himself, and he accepted a professorial chair for which nothing in his training had fitted him. His glory was somewhat tarnished, and he died sadly and prematurely. But his best books have shown an extraordinary tenacity of life, and though he failed in many branches of literature, his successes in one or two seemed permanent. In verse, his ballads are excellent, and he made an experiment in hexameters which remains the best in English. If his early socialistic novels begin to be obsolete, Hypatia and Westward Ho! have borne the strain of forty years, and are as fresh as ever. The vivid style of Kingsley was characteristic of his violent and ill-balanced, but exquisitely cheery nature.

Charles Kingsley (1819–1875) was a son of the vicar of Holne, in South Devon, where he was born on the 12th of June 1819. He wandered from school to school in his childhood, to the Fen Country, to North Devon, to Clifton, to Cornwall, and these aspects of English scenes deeply impressed his memory. His father became rector of Chelsea, and Charles was a student at King's College, London, from 1836 to 1838. He then matriculated at Magdalen College, Cambridge, and in 1842 took his degree. He was now appointed curate of Eversley, in Hampshire, and rector in 1844; he retained this living until the end of his life. From a very early date poetry and sociology, as it was then understood, began to fill the thoughts of Kingsley. His first
book of verse was *The Saint's Tragedy*, 1848; in theology, *Twenty-Five Village Sermons*, 1849; in prose fiction, *Alton Locke*, 1850. In the last-mentioned novel, and in *Yeast*, 1851, Kingsley poured forth with fiery eagerness his reflections and observations on the social conditions of the time, disturbed as they had then lately been by the breath of revolution blown across the world. His writings now became extremely numerous, and both his qualities and his defects were clearly in such diatribes in modified Carlylese as *Cheap Clothes and Nasty*, 1850. His study of late Greek antiquity gave purity to his manner in two interesting treatises, the study in dialectic called *Phaethon*, 1852, and the volume of lectures on *Alexandria and Her Schools*, 1854. The same sources of inspiration are visible in what is probably the finest of his books, the glowing Alexandrian romance of *Hypatia*, 1854. His poems, some of them of great vividness and freshness, were collected in 1858, in a volume with *Andromeda*, his admirably sustained effort in hexameters. Kingsley aimed at the exercise of considerable politico-ecclesiastical influence, and would have called himself a Christian Socialist and a Radical. One of those who was most intimately associated with him has defined him, on the other hand, as at heart "a Tory aristocrat tempered by sympathy." His effect on his readers was highly quickening and exciting, although, when we look back, it is hard to see that Kingsley had much to offer except stimulus. His later books were too abundant, too rapidly written and too fortuitous to retain the serious attention of future generations, yet they include an enchanting moral and scientific fairy-tale, *The Water Babies*, 1863, which the world will not willingly let die. He published many volumes of sermons, but the youngest remain the best and the most characteristic. Early in middle life the amazing brightness and breeziness began to decline, and his later years were saddened by disappointment, disillusion, and consciousness of failure. He was an inglorious professor of
modern history at Cambridge from 1866 to 1869; he dashed into disastrous controversy with Newman in 1864; he found no promotion in the Church until, too late, he was made a Canon of Westminster in 1875. He sought to recover his shattered health in the West Indies, but came back no better, and died at Eversley on the 23rd of January 1875. The personal appearance of Charles Kingsley was very striking; he was very tall and wiry, with a dark complexion, fiery and hawk-like eyes, and very abrupt and decisive movements. He was a delightful companion, the soul of wit and capricious humour, and bubbling over with enthusiastic information. The youngest of Charles's brothers, Henry Kingsley (1836-1876), was a producer of novels for nearly twenty years, and his two earliest books, Geoffrey Hamlyn, 1859, and Ravenhoe, 1862, raised hopes which his later, and too facile, stories only served to disappoint. But the picturesqueness and fun of the novels we have mentioned still preserve their life within a narrowing circle of readers.

THE PROCESSION OF THE NERLIDS, FROM "ANDROMEDA."

Onward they came in their joy, and before them the roll of the surges
Sank, as the breeze sank dead, into smooth green foam-flecked marble,
Awed; and the crags of the cliff, and the pines of the mountain were silent.

Onward they came in their joy, and around them the lamps of the sea-nymphs,
Myriad fiery globes, swam panting and heaving; and rainbows
Crimson and azure and emerald, were broken in star-showers, lighting
Far through the wine-dark depths of the crystal, the gardens of Nereus,
Coral and sea-fan and tangle, the blooms and the palms of the ocean.

Onward they came in their joy, more white than the foam which they scattered,
Laughing and singing, and tossing and twining, while eager, the Tritons
Blinded with kisses their eyes, unreproved, and above them in worship
Hovered the terns, and the seagulls swept past them on silvery pinions
Echoing softly their laughter; around them the wantoning dolphins
Sighed as they plunged, full of love; and the great sea-horses which bore them
Curved up their crests in their pride to the delicate arms of the maidens,
Pawing the spray into gems, till a fiery rainfall, unharmed,
Sparkled and gleamed on the limbs of the nymphs, and the coils of the mermen.

Onward they went in their joy, bathed round with the fiery coolness,
Needing nor sun nor moon, self-lighted, immortal; but others,
Pitiful, floated in silence apart; in their bosoms the sea-boys,
Shun by the wrath of the seas, swept down by the anger of Nereus;
Hapless, whom never again on strand or on quay shall their mothers
Welcome with garlands and vows to the temple, but wearily pining
Gaze over island and bay for the sails of the sunken; they heedless
Sleep in soft bosoms for ever, and dream of the surge and the sea-maids.

AIRLY BEACON.

Airly Beacon, Airly Beacon:
Oh the pleasant sight to see
Shires and towns from Airly Beacon,
While my love climbed up to me!

Airly Beacon, Airly Beacon:
Oh the happy hours we lay
Deep in fern on Airly Beacon,
Courting through the summer's day!

Airly Beacon, Airly Beacon:
Oh the weary haunt for me,
All alone on Airly Beacon,
With his baby on my knee!
Philammon was aroused from his slumbers at sunrise the next morning by the attendants who came in to sweep out the lecture-rooms, and wandered, disconsolately enough, up and down the street; longing for, and yet dreading, the three weary hours to be over which must pass before he would be admitted to Hypatia. But he had tasted no food since noon the day before; he had but three hours' sleep the previous night, and had been working, running, and fighting for two whole days without a moment's peace of body or mind. Sick with hunger and fatigue, and aching from head to foot with his hard night's rest on the granite-flags, he felt as unable as man could well do to collect his thoughts or brace his nerves for the coming interview. How to get food he could not guess; but having two hands, he might at least earn a coin by carrying a load; so he went down to the Esplanade in search of work. Of that, alas! there was none. So he sat down upon the parapet of the quay, and watched the shoals of sardines which played in and out over the marble steps below, and wondered at the strange crabs and sea-locusts which crawled up and down the face of the masonry, a few feet below the surface, scrambling for bits of o'fish, and making occasional fruitless dashes at the nimble little silver arrows which played round them. And at last his whole soul, too tired to think of anything else, became absorbed in a mighty struggle between two great crabs, who held on stoutly, each by a claw, to his respective bunch of seaweed, while with the others they tugged, one at the head and the other at the tail of a dead fish. Which would conquer? . . . Ay, which? And for five minutes Philammon was alone in the world with the two struggling heroes. . . . Might not they be emblematic? Might not the upper one typify Cyril?—the lower one Hypatia?—and the dead fish between, himself? . . . But at last the deadlock was suddenly ended—the fish parted in the middle; and the typical Hypatia and Cyril, losing hold of their respective seaweeds by the jerk, tumbled down, each with its half-fish, and vanished head over heels into the blue depths in so undignified a manner, that Philammon burst into a shout of laughter.

A. P. Stanley

With Kingsley's should be mentioned a name which, dragged down in the revulsion following upon an excessive reputation, is now threatened by an equally unjust neglect. With Kingsley there came into vogue a species of descriptive writing, sometimes very appropriate and beautiful, sometimes a mere shedding of the cabbage into the pot. To achieve success in this kind of literature very rare gifts have to be combined, and not all who essay to "describe" present an image to our mental vision. In the more gorgeous and flamboyant class Mr. Ruskin had early been predominant; in a quieter kind, there was no surer eye than that of ARTHUR PENRHYN STANLEY. Quite early in his career he attracted notice by an excellent Life of Dr. Arnold; but the peculiar phenomenal faculty of which we are here speaking began to be displayed much later in his Sinai and Palestine—where, save in the use of colour, he may be compared with M. Pierre Loti—and in his extremely vivid posthumous correspondence. It will be a pity if, in the natural decay of what
was ephemeral in Stanley's influence, this rare visual endowment be permitted to escape attention.

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley (1815–1881) was the third child of Edward Stanley (1779–1849), ornithologist and Bishop of Norwich. He was born at Alderley Park, Cheshire, on the 13th of December 1815. He went to school at Rugby, and proceeded in 1833 to Balliol College, Oxford. From earliest childhood he showed an aptitude for literature, but his first publication was a striking prize poem, *The Gypsies*, 1837. Next year he was elected a Fellow of University College, and took holy orders in 1839. Stanley's first important publication was the *Life and Correspondence of Dr. Arnold*, 1844. He now began to take a prominent part in the social and ecclesiastical life of Oxford in those troubled times, and his office was invariably that of a peacemaker and moderator; his sympathies grew more and more emphatically liberal. He left Oxford for seven years in 1851 to become a Canon of Canterbury, and during this period his pen was active; among other things, he published his masterpiece, *Sinai and Palestine*, 1856. Honours of every description crowded upon him, with the intimate favour of Queen Victoria. In the midst of theological controversy, which sometimes raged very hotly around Stanley's name, he never lost the confidence of the sovereign, at whose desire he had conducted the Prince of Wales through Egypt and Palestine. In 1863 he was made Dean of Westminster, and married one of Queen Victoria's most honoured companions, Lady Augusta Bruce, who died in 1876. Stanley was highly successful as Dean of Westminster, his interest in the monument and his knowledge and care of its contents exceeding that of any of his recent predecessors. The great popular feeling for the Abbey, as the historic centre of our national memories, is a sentiment mainly created by Stanley. He died in the Deanery, after a very brief illness, on the 18th of July 1881. He was a man of remarkable conversational gifts, passing with easy grace from the playful to the strenuous mood and back again; his manners were those of the accomplished courtier, but they were merely the polished surface of a true and liberal kindliness. Perhaps, in later life, his universal sweetness took slightly finicking forms, but the genuineness of his sympathy and ardour were unquestioned. He was always delicate in health, and he assumed early the frail and silver look of an old man.

A group of historians of unusual vivacity and merit gave to the central Victorian period a character quite their own. Of these writers—warm
friends or bitter enemies in personal matters, but closely related in the manner of their work—live rose to particular eminence. Of the group, James Anthony Froude was the oldest, and he was at Oxford just at the time when the Tractarian Movement was exciting all generous minds. Greatly under the influence of Newman in the forties, Froude took orders, and was closely connected with the High Church party. With this group Freeman also, though less prominently, was and remained allied, and his anger was excited when Froude, instead of following Newman to Rome, or staying with the agitated Anglican remnant, announced his entire defection from the religious system by the publication of the Nemesis of Faith. From this time forth the indignation of Freeman was concentrated and implacable, and lasted without intermission for more than forty years. The duel between these men was a matter of such constant public entertainment that it claims mention in a history, and distinctly moulded the work of both these interesting artists.

In the line taken up by Froude he owed something to the advice of Carlyle, more to the spirit of close and sympathetic research inculcated by Sir Francis Palgrave. He set himself to a History of England from the Fall of Wolsey to the Destruction of the Spanish Armada, and this huge work, in twelve volumes, was completed in 1879. Attacked by specialists from the very first, this book was welcomed with ever-increasing warmth by the general public. Froude had an extraordinary power of holding the interest of the reader, and he appealed directly, and with seldom-failing success, to the instincts of the average man. He was curiously unaffected by those masters of popular history who held the ear of the world during his youth; he bears little trace of Macaulay and none of Carlyle in the construction of his sentences. He considered history to be an account of the actions of men, and he surpassed all his English predecessors in the exactitude with which he seemed to re-embody the characters and emotions of humanity, blowing the dust away from the annals of the past. That he was a partisan, that he was violently swayed (as pre-eminently in his daring rehabilitation of Henry VIII.) not so much by a passion for facts as by philosophical prejudices,
took away from the durable value of his writing, but not from its immediate charm. Froude possessed in high degree that faculty of imaginative and reproductive insight which he recognised as being one of the rarest of qualities; unhappily, it cannot be said that he possessed what he himself has described as "the moral determination to use it for purposes of truth only."

But if it is impossible to admit that Froude had the infatuation for veracity which may co-exist with an inveterate tendency to blunder about details, there are yet very sterling merits in Froude's work which the attacks of his enemies entirely fail to obscure. If we compare him with Hallam and Macaulay, we see a regular advance in method. With all his judicial attitude, Hallam seldom comprehends the political situation, and never realises personal character; Macaulay, though still unable to achieve the second, accurately measures the first; Froude, with astonishing completeness, is master of both. It is this which, together with the supple and harmonious beauty of his periods, gives him the advantage over that estimable and learned, but somewhat crabbed writer, EDWARD AUGUSTUS FREEMAN, whose great History of the Norman Conquest was completed in 1876. It is said that Froude worked up his authorities, inflamed his imagination, and then, with scarcely a note to help his memory, covered his canvas with a flowing brush. Freeman, on the other hand, is never out of sight of his authorities, and in many instances, through pages and pages, his volumes are simply a cento of paraphrases from the original chroniclers. He gained freshness, and, when his text was trustworthy, an extreme exactitude; but he missed the charm of the fluid oratory of narrative, the flushed and glowing improvisation of Froude. In consequence, the style of Freeman varies so extremely that it is difficult to offer any general criticism of it. In certain portions of the Harold, for instance, it reaches the very nadir of dreariness; while his famous "night which was to usher in the ever-memorable morn of Saint Calixtus" suggests how finely he might have persuaded himself to see and to describe.

The cardinal gift of Freeman, however, was certainly not his painstaking treatment of authorities, but the remarkable breadth of his historic view. I have heard that he once said that he never could decide whether modern history should begin with Napoleon I. or with the patriarch Abraham. In one or the other case he saw the great map of history controlled before his mental vision as perhaps no other man has seen it; and when to a portion of the vast subject so calmly comprehended he applied his rare analytical genius, the result was surprisingly convincing. The utterances of Freeman on the large trend of historical philosophy are therefore of particular value, and it is regrettable that they are comparatively few. It is on this side of his genius that his influence on younger historians has been so great. In JOHN RICHARD GREEN a poet in history combined the picturesqueness of Froude with something of the industry and breadth of Freeman. The Short History of the English People produced a sensation such as is rarely
effected in these days by any book that is not a masterpiece of imaginative art. It treated history in a new vein, easily, brightly, keenly, sometimes with an almost jaunty vivacity. The danger of Green lay in his excess of poetic sensibility, his tendency to be carried away by his flow of animal spirits, to confound what was with what must or should have been; but he was a delightful populariser of history, a man of strongly emphasised character who contrived to fascinate a world of readers by charging his work with evidences of his own gay subjectivity.

James Anthony Froude (1818-1894) was the son of R. H. Froude, arch-deacon of Totnes, Devon, and was born at Dartington in that county on the 23rd of April 1818. He was at Westminster School from 1830 to 1833, and matriculated at Oriel College in December 1835. He arrived in Oxford just at the opening of the Tractarian controversy, in which his elder brother, Hurrell, was to take a prominent part. J. A. Froude took his degree and became a Fellow of Exeter College in 1842, and was deeply moved by Newman's retirement to Littlemore. In 1844 Froude was ordained deacon, but he proceeded no further in the Church, with whose tenets soon after this he began to feel dissatisfaction. Under the pseudonym of "Zeta," he published a volume of theological tales, Shadows of the Clouds, in 1847, and in 1849, The Nemesis of Faith, a very remarkable autobiography, in which he recounted the steps which led him to reject High Church doctrine. Froude's existence at Oxford now became impossible; he resigned his fellowship and determined to live by his pen. He became more and more attracted to the History of England, of which he published twelve successive volumes between 1856 and 1870. He deals with the introduction and results of the Reformation, from the fall of Wolsey to the
defeat of the Spanish Armada. As the Rev. William Hunt has pointed out, the keynote of Froude's entire historical attitude is contained in his statement that the Reformation "was the root and source of the expansive force which has spread the Anglo-Saxon race over the globe." His volumes were more widely read than those of any other historian since Macaulay, although, from the first, voices were raised in appeal against his partisanship and his inexactitude. While his great work was progressing, Froude wrote a large number of essays and studies on collateral subjects, and these he collected in five volumes, as Short Studies on Great Subjects, between 1867 and 1883. He conceived a very violent prejudice against Irish demagoguy, and in 1872-74 he published, in three volumes, The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth Century, a work in which all the innocent lights are English and all the guilty darknesses are Celtic. Froude was singularly unapt to appreciate the qualities of the Irish temperamnt, and his brilliant exposures and diatribes merely exasperated race-feeling. In 1872 he ceased to be a deacon, and had thoughts of entering political life, and the House of Commons, but this he never achieved. But from the winter of 1874 to the spring of 1875 he was in South Africa on a mission of inquiry from the British Government. He travelled in the United States, in Australia, and through the West Indies. But he was pre-eminently a writer, and shone more characteristically in two short critical biographies, of Bunyan in 1878, and of Cesair in 1879. When Carlyle died (February 4, 1881) a fresh field of excretion and controversy opened before Froude, who had been appointed his literary executor. He had Carlyle's Reminiscences actually ready in print, and he issued them in 1881 with undue haste and without that "fit editing" that the author of them had been conscious that they required. Froude was much censured, but, imperatively, he persisted, with two lives of Carlyle, 1882 and 1884, and Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle, which last contained still more burning material for anger and scandal. For twenty years more this bitter controversy raged. Froude's own latest writings were of a miscellaneous character. In Oceana, 1886, and The English in the West Indies, 1888, Froude posed, tactlessly enough, as a colonial politician. His novel, The Two Chiefs of Dunboy, 1889, was a miracle of dulness. But he was himself again, in the merits and the faults of his peculiar matter, in his Divorce of Catharine of Aragon, 1891, and his Spanish Story of the Armada, 1892. Froude's life was made wretched to him at intervals by the invertebrate hatred of Freeman, who, a firm High Chancellor, could never forgive him for abandoning the party in the old Oxford days. But when Freeman died, Froude enjoyed a tardy revenge in being appointed to succeed him in 1892 as Regius Professor of Modern History. He lectured with considerable success on Erasmus and other cognate themes. But he was perhaps old to undertake such labours, and his health began to fail; he died on the 20th of October 1894. Two posthumous volumes of his lectures appeared, English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century, in 1895, and The Council of Trent in 1896. Froude was ironic and remote in manner, and essentially unsympathetic; this was partly due, no doubt, to sensitiveness, for he was greatly valued by the few friends whom he cultivated. He was tall and spare in figure, with a beardless face which became deeply scored with lines and wrinkles. His curious shifting eyes, under shaggy eyebrows, were brilliantly lighted, but did not always inspire confidence or comfort.
Nature had been prodigal to him of her rarest gifts. In person he is said to have resembled his grandfather, Edward IV., who was the handsomest man in Europe. His form and bearing were princely; and amidst the easy freedom of his address his manner remained majestic. No knight in England could match him in the tournament, except the Duke of Suffolk; he drew with ease as strong a bow as was borne by any yeoman of his guard; and these powers were sustained in unfailing vigour by a temperate habit and by constant exercise. Of his intellectual ability we are not left to judge from the suspicions panegyrics of his contemporaries. His state papers and letters may be placed by the side of those of Wolsey or of Cromwell, and they lose nothing by comparison. Though they are broadly different, the perception is equally clear, the expression equally powerful, and they breathe throughout an irresistible vigour of purpose. In addition to this, he had a fine musical taste, carefully cultivated; he spoke and wrote in four languages; and his knowledge of a multitude of other subjects, with which his versatile ability made him conversant, would have formed the reputation of any ordinary man. He was among the best physicians of his age; he was his own engineer, inventing improvements in artillery and new constructions in shipbuilding, and this not with the condescending incapacity of a royal amateur, but with a thorough workmanlike understanding. His reading was vast, especially in theology, which has been ridiculously ascribed by Lord Herbert to his father's intention of educating him for the archbishopric of Canterbury, as if the scientific mastery of such a subject could have been acquired by a boy of twelve years of age, for he was no more when he became Prince of Wales. He must have studied theology with the full maturity of his understanding; and he had a fixed, and perhaps unfortunate, interest in the subject itself.

Edward Augustus Freeman (1823–1892) was born on the 2nd of August 1823 at Harborne, in Staffordshire. He was deprived from infancy of the advantages of parental discipline, and was brought up by a grandmother. From 1831 to 1837 he was trained, a precocous boy, at a private school at Northampton, and was afterwards in the care of a private tutor. He matriculated as a scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, in 1841; took his degree and was made a Fellow of his college in 1845, and Reader in Rhetoric in 1846. His earliest writings deal with church restoration, a subject which occupied his thoughts in connection with his warm sympathy for the Tractarian movement; his History of Architecture appeared in 1849. He married in 1847, and resided successively in Gloucestershire and in Glamorgan, settling finally in the neighbourhood of Wells in Somerset. The life of Freeman was
spent in incessant literary labour, for, besides composing his learned and elaborate contributions to history, he was travelling about England almost constantly on archaeological excursions while being an unwearied writer for the press. For a great many years, until 1878, he was one of the mainstays of the Saturday Review, and he contributed to most of the leading monthly and quarterly reviews. In 1852 he took a prominent part in calling public attention to the importance of preserving and restoring ancient monuments in this country. After several literary undertakings which failed to excite general interest—he began, in 1863, a History of Federal Government on a large scale, but abandoned it—Freeman settled down to his first great work, The History of the Norman Conquest, which appeared in six volumes between 1867 and 1879. Four series of Historical Essays were published from 1871–92.

An admirable General Sketch of European History, which some critics have thought the most perfect of Freeman's compositions, is dated 1872. His next work of cardinal importance was The Reign of William Rufus, 1882. Two years after this he was appointed Regius Professor of History at Oxford, and elected a Fellow of Oriel. In advancing life Freeman took a great interest in politics, local as well as national. Much of his time was occupied in the duties of a county magistrate, and he was prominent as a Radical speaker on extremely advanced platforms; he was very anxious to be returned for Parliament, but this ambition was never gratified. He had two objects of unflagging hatred—the one was the "unspeakable Turk," the other was Mr. James Anthony Froude. In 1886 his health began to give way, and he was obliged to spend much of his time abroad. He occupied himself a great deal with the early history of the Mediterranean, and in 1891 he published the first volume of that History of Sicily of which the fourth appeared posthumously in 1894. He was travelling in Spain when he fell sick of the small-pox, and died at
Alicante on the 16th of March 1892. The character of Freeman was intemperate, and his manners singularly rough; he had, as one of his kindest friends has put it, "a childlike inability to conceal his feelings." But these feelings were warm and generous when his peculiar susceptibilities were not provoked. He was too savage in his exposures of error, and himself not so impeccable as he believed. His attacks on Froude led to a revulsion in Froude's favour, and since his death Freeman has himself been subjected to an examination scarcely less hostile. This does not prevent Freeman from continuing to hold his place as the most learned and exact of our political historians.

John Richard Green (1837–1883) was born at Oxford on the 12th of December 1837. He was educated at Magdalen College School and at Jesus College; he took his degree in 1860 and immediately took orders. He held three successive curacies in the East of London until 1869, when he was made Librarian of Lambeth Palace, and devoted himself to historical work. His Short History of the English People appeared in 1874, and achieved instant popularity. Green's health failed early, but he was sustained under the exhaustion of a slow consumption by his indomitable courage and vivacity. He was a brilliant talker and a most lively and sympathetic companion. In 1877 he married Miss Alice Stopford, who wrote his memoir, continued his work, and is herself a distinguished historian. William Stubbs (1825–1901), was another familiar Oxford figure, where he was educated at Christ Church and long a Fellow of Trinity College. His great work was The Constitutional History of England, in three volumes, published between 1874 and 1878. He was an eminently capable and accurate editor of historical and ecclesiastical chronicles and charters. Stubbs was Bishop of Chester from 1884 to 1888, when he was translated to the see of Oxford. He died on the 22nd of April 1901.
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Piers, learned, and society as the bishops and abbots of the sangren's appointment had usually been, by the act of Stephen, the younger, occupied the See of Canterbury; the scarcity of English essent occupied the See of Wells. In language, in because, in humanity the higher clergy no completely divided from the lower priesthood and the people, and the influence of the Church, constitutional as well as religious, was paralyzed by the descendance. Langdon indeed exercised a personal power over William, but Stephen stood alone. Acomb, of Aspin, and the other prelates of the realm, the non of the religious houses, of the thirty men of Henry the First, he is the force of the religious houses in the new class of ecclesiastics. This check is at once power on the stage. The noblesse that had been so scandal in Roger of Salisbury became a scandal in Henry of Winchester, the two men, the latter and the great and the small and of Salisbury, even Thomas of Canterbury himself, desired whatever weight they possessed from their position of life and age.

From the MS. of Green's 'Short History of the English People
Samuel Rawson Gardiner (1829-1902) was born at Alresford in Hampshire on the 4th of March 1829. He was educated at Winchester (1841-1847) and at Christ Church, Oxford, where he took his degree in 1851. He early determined to devote his life to historical investigation, and something in his temperament drew him irresistibly to the records of Puritanism. He pursued an even course, placable and friendly, taking no part in the rancorous disputes which disturbed the historical world around him, and he was patiently absorbed for nearly fifty years in his work, the publications of successive volumes of which formed the only public features of his life. When Freeman died in 1894, Lord Salisbury offered Gardiner the Chair of Modern History at Oxford, but he refused it, anxious to push on with his Commonwealth and Protectorate. His central history deals, in extraordinary minuteness, with the period from 1603 to 1660; he left it not quite finished. In accuracy, loyalty, and philosophical rectitude, Gardiner is unsurpassed; but he is neither a persuasive nor a vigorous writer. He has been widely followed, and his example is sometimes used to prove that dulness is in itself a merit.

Sir John Seeley (1834-1895) belonged to Cambridge no less completely than the historians already mentioned belonged to Oxford. He was a City of London boy, born on the 10th of September 1834. His early university life, as scholar and fellow, was connected with Christ's College. He became for a short time schoolmaster, and then professor, in London; but returned to Cambridge as Professor of Modern History in 1869, and remained there until his death on the 13th of January 1895. His Etce Homo, a study of the character of Christ, strictly anonymous, made a great sensation in 1866. Of his purely historical works the most famous is the epoch-making Expansion of England, 1883, in which the germ of the modern imperialistic movement is to be found.
A tradition, handed down, perhaps, from the practice of the schoolmen, encourages philosophy to dispense with all aesthetic aids to expression. The names of Berkeley and Hume are sufficient to remind us that these barren and rigid forms of technical language are not obligatory, but Locke and Butler are almost excluded from mention in the history of style by the repulsive bareness of their diction. Nor is the greatest philosopher of these latest times in any way solicitous about the form of his address, which is yet at times, and when he warms to his subject, sympathetic and persuasive. But there are two reasons, among many, why the name of Mr. Herbert Spencer must not be omitted from such a summary as ours: firstly, because no Englishman of his age has made so deep an intellectual impression on foreign thought, or is so widely known throughout Europe; and, secondly, because of the stimulating effect which his theories have exercised over almost every native author of the last twenty years.

Mr. Spencer adopted from Auguste Comte, who invented the term, the word "sociology," which implies a science of politics and society. He started from the position of Comte, but he soon went much further. His central theory is that society is an organism, a form of vital evolution, not to be separated from the general growth of Man. It follows that Mr. Spencer is an ultra-individualist, who brings, not biology only, but all precedent forces of knowledge to the aid of his ideas. He summons us to witness, in all phases of existence, the vast cosmical process of evolution proceeding. His admirers have not failed to point out that in his Principles of Psychology the theory of Darwin was foreseen. But Mr. Spencer did not become a power in thought until long after that time. His most famous works appeared between 1872 and 1884. The world, unable to grasp his grander conceptions, has been greatly entertained by his lighter essays, in which his personal
style appears to most advantage. He warns us of the perils the individual runs in the extension of the responsibilities of the State. He fights against the coming slavery of socialism. He sharply distinguishes the duty of the family from the charge of the State, and has even dared to attack the divine rights of Parliaments. But these are but straws floating on the flood of his enormous theory of sociological phenomena.

Mr. Herbert Spencer (born 1820) is the son of a schoolmaster at Derby, where he was born on the 27th of April 1820. His parents were Nonconformists, and the seeds of resistance to ordinary opinion were early sown in his bosom. He refused to be educated at Cambridge, and he owes the basis of his knowledge to his own resolute study. At the age of seventeen he became a civil engineer, and remained for nine years in this profession. After 1846 he ceased to occupy himself with the active part of life, and devoted his whole attention to speculative thought. His earliest work, Social Statics, appeared in 1851, and some of his most characteristic ideas were suggested in Over-Legislation, 1854. Mr. Spencer’s career as a philosopher properly began, however, in 1855, when he issued his Principles of Psychology, a work afterwards much enlarged. His vast system of Synthetic Philosophy, begun in 1860, occupied ten volumes, and was not completed until 1898. Mr. Spencer, who has never married, has lived a life carefully detached from all sources of social or academical disturbance: no one, perhaps, has ever contrived so completely as he to sever himself from the impact of others’ views, experience, and conditions. Of late years he has resided at Brighton, where his latest work, the Facts and Comments of 1902, was completed and given to the world. Although he has expressed regret that “the Doctrine of Evolution has not furnished guidance to the extent I had hoped,” yet it is unquestionable that Mr. Spencer’s contributions to philosophy were the most powerful in Europe during the fourth quarter of the nineteenth century.

The other notable contributors to the study of ethics in the second half of the century were more solicitors than Mr. Spencer about the literary form of their lucubrations. Green, it is true, was an abstruse and difficult writer, but both Martineau and Sidgwick were careful to cultivate the graces. THOMAS HILL GREEN, with his theory of the eternal consciousness manifesting itself in human intelligence, was our most persuasive English Hegelian. JAMES MARTINEAU elaborated a system of rationalistic theism, vol. IV.
and applied it to conduct. Henry Sidgwick, less potent in the world of speculation than either of them, surpassed them both in the lucidity of his keen and fine criticism of philosophic thought. It may be said of them all, with the inclusion of Mr. Spencer, that, divergent as their results might seem, they combined in a whole some manner to keep English ethical philosophy balanced between the two dangers of eclecticism and dogmatism.

Thomas Hill Green (1836-1882) was born at Birkin, in Yorkshire, on the 7th of April 1836. He went to Balliol College in 1855, and for the remainder of his career he was wholly identified with Oxford, where from 1872 onwards he was Professor of Moral Philosophy. His peculiar position and influence in the university are depicted, closely enough to form a trustworthy portrait, in the Mr. Gray of his friend Mrs. Humphry Ward's Robert Elsmere. During his lifetime he practically published nothing. He fell into a decline, and died at Oxford on the 26th of March 1882. His contributions to Neo-Hegelianism were thereupon issued to the world, Prolegomena to Ethics in 1883, his complete works in 1885-88.

Henry Sidgwick (1838-1900) was identified with Cambridge as closely as Green with Oxford. He became a Fellow of Trinity College in 1859, but very shortly resigned his position for conscientious reasons. His Methods of Ethics appeared in 1874, and showed him to be much under the influence of Mill. In 1882 he began to be greatly interested in psychical research. Sidgwick was Professor of Moral Philosophy at Cambridge from 1883 until his death in August 1900.

James Martineau (1823-1900), long prominent as a Unitarian divine, was born at Norwich, and was the brother of the writer Harriet Martineau (1802-1876). He was an admirable orator, and no less effective as a preacher than as a teacher.

From the large class who have adorned and enriched the natural sciences with their investigations and observations, there project two men whose gift for elegant and forcible expression was so great as to win for them a purely literary reputation also. Such men grow rare and rarer, as the statement of scientific fact tends to become more and more abstruse and algebraic. John Tyndall, the physicist, conciliated critical opinion by the boldness with which he insisted on the value of the imagination in the pursuit of scientific inquiry. He had remarkable rhetorical gifts, and in
his early publications on mountain structure he cultivated a highly coloured style, influenced by Ruskin, and even by Tennyson. Perhaps the best written of his philosophical treatises is the *Forms of Water*, where his tendency to polychromatic rhodomontade is kept in some check. A purer and manlier style was that of Thomas Henry Huxley, the biologist, whose contributions to controversy, in which he showed a remarkable courage and adroitness, were published as *Lay Sermons, Addresses, and Reviews*. It was Huxley's passion to wage "war upon the lions in the wood," and his whole life through he was attacking the enemies of thought, as he conceived them, and defending the pioneers of evolution. In the arena of a sort of militant philosophical essay, the colour of which he borrowed in measure from his beloved Hume, Huxley was ready for all comers, and acquitted himself with unrivalled athletic prowess. Of his morphological and physiographical work this is no place to speak.

**John Tyndall** (1820–1893) was the son of a yeoman-farmer at Leiglinbridge, County Carlow, where he was born on the 2nd of August 1820. He was taught by the village schoolmaster, and by his own father, a man of considerable merit. He devoted himself as well as he could to the study of literature and science, and at the age of nineteen received an appointment in the Irish Ordnance Survey, which he held for five years; after that he became a railway engineer in England and an usher in a school. He found, however, that he was making no progress, and in the face of extreme poverty he contrived to go in 1848 to the University of Marburg in Germany, where he completed his education, returning in 1851 with the degree of doctor. He now formed a friendship with Huxley, and the two young men determined to try for colonial professorships; by a most happy fate,
each was unsuccessful. Tyndall suddenly leaped to fame in February 1853, when, through the medium of Dr. Bence Jones, who had become deeply impressed by his genius, he was called upon to lecture at the Royal Institution. The result was an evening historic in its brilliancy, and Tyndall was invited to become professor of natural philosophy. Next year the phenomena of slaty cleavage drew his attention to mountain formations, and he began to study the Alps. He proved himself an agile and daring climber, and one of the pioneers of mountaineering. On his first visit to Switzerland, made ostensibly to study glaciers, Huxley was his companion; Tyndall was presently involved in a stormy controversy with Agassiz, and particularly with James David Forbes (1809-1868), about glacier movement. He brought together his observations and arguments in the first important book he wrote, *The Glaciers of the Alps*, 1860, a work which attracted wide interest. But Tyndall had by this time turned his attention to another theme, the conduct of light through the gases and vapours involved in radiant heat. *Heat as a Mode of Motion*, 1863, and *Radiation*, 1865, embodied, in a lively and graceful form, some of
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his discoveries. Michael Faraday (1791–1867) had long been his colleague at the Royal Institution, and Tyndall succeeded him as resident director, and as scientific adviser to the Board of Trade and to the Trinity House. His *Faraday as a Discoverer, 1868*, is a charming tribute to a master and a friend. Tyndall's next important work was *The Scientific Use of the Imagination*, 1870, a book by which he definitely claimed a place among men of letters of the higher class. In 1873 this was followed by *The Forms of Water*. Tyndall's health became uncertain, and he found his strength revived by the glacier air; he therefore spent part of every year in the Bernese Oberland, and in 1877 bought some land and built a house above the Ber Alp, where he spent his summer months. He had been a Liberal in politics, but he parted from Mr. Gladstone over Home Rule, and his polemical pamphlets exceeded those of the bluest Tories in violence. He resigned his posts under Government, in indignant protest, in 1883, and shortly afterwards retired to Haslemere, where he died, from the results of a dose of medicine incorrectly administered, on the 4th of December 1883. Tyndall was one of the great popularisers of science. Sir Oliver Lodge, in summing up his career, has said: "His scientific achievements were none of them of the very first magnitude; it is not so much what he did as what he was that is of permanent interest;" he shone as a beacon-light in the pursuit of pure philosophy for its own sake, and his enthusiasm was infectious.

**Thomas Henry Huxley** (1825–1895) was the seventh child of George Huxley, a master in a school at Ealing, where he was born on the 4th of May 1825. His mother's maiden name had been Rachael Withers. From his father he inherited "a hot temper, and that amount of tenacity of purpose which unfriendly observers sometimes call obstinacy." His school-training at Ealing was very brief, and he continued his education at home, during the intervals of his apprenticeship, at the age of thirteen, to his brother-in-law, Dr. Salt, a physician. In 1842 he entered as a medical student at Charing Cross Hospital, and almost immediately began to distinguish himself in anatomical science. He took his degree in 1845, and was appointed in the next year to be surgeon to H.M.S. *Rattlesnake*, on her voyage to survey the Torres Straits. He was absent, mainly in the Southern hemisphere, four years, and all this time, under frequent difficulties and discouragements, he was pushing on his biological investigations. He sent home many communications to the Linnean Society, but heard nothing of them; at length, in 1849, he drew up a more elaborate paper, on *The Anatomy of the Mute*, which was published by the Royal Society. In November 1850 the *Rattlesnake* brought Huxley back to England. He had to live for the next three years on the very small pay of an assistant surgeon, but his talents were rapidly recognised. In 1854 he was elected an F.R.S., and received in 1852 the gold medal of the society. He formed close friendships with Hooker, Tyndall, and Edward Forbes. In 1854 Huxley's financial position was at length assured by his succeeding the last-mentioned friend as Lecturer on Natural History to the School of Science, and to this was added the post of Naturalist to the Geographical Survey. He intended to give up fossils as soon as he could get a physiological post, but he held the office for thirty-one years, and a large part of his work was always palaeontological. He was now able to marry (in 1855) a lady in Australia to whom he had become attached eight years before, and he settled down in London to an active and prosperous professional career. He was one of those who accepted with most generous warmth the Darwinian theory of natural selection, and he stood by the author of it, in controversy, as an ardent
henchman. In 1860 Huxley's name was prominently brought before the world in connection with his outspoken defence of Darwin against the attacks of Owen and Wilberforce. In 1863 he delivered a series of Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, which were published as a volume in the following year; these produced a sensation in the biological world. Huxley became more and more determined not to shirk full zoological discussion of the place taken by Man in the classification of forms. His Evidence as to Man's Place in Nature appeared in 1863. Later, Huxley became prominent in the movement for extending and improving the methods of teaching science in schools, and in urging on the country the educational value of natural history, accurately and simply taught. He was largely occupied upon societies and commissions in a variety of scientific capacities, in all of which he showed to advantage his great activity of mind and earnestness of purpose. Among his numerous later publications his Lay Sermons, Addresses, and Reviews, of 1870, his Physiology, of 1877, and his admirable treatise on The Crayfish, of 1880, are perhaps the best known. His Essays were collected in nine volumes shortly before his death. Almost all his life, after his return from the South Seas, was spent in London. He had never enjoyed robust health, and in 1872 a very serious illness forced him to take a long holiday in Egypt. He was still more ill in 1885, and after this he was obliged to retire more and more from his official work. He built himself, in 1890, a country house at Eastbourne, and began to rest from his labours. Early in 1895 he was attacked by influenza, and never recovered his strength; he died on the 29th of June of that year. Huxley was "grave, black-browed, and fiercely earnest," with long and copious black hair which in old age turned silver-white; his speech and manner were marked with great persistency and resolution.
The wealth of secondary verse in the central Victorian period was great, *Poetic Review* but it is not possible to preserve the proportion which regulates this volume and yet record its features here in detail. Certainly, on the face of things, no poet (except Arnold) between Browning and the pre-Raphaelites constrains our attention. The tendency to be affected by the polished amenity of Tennyson's style was successively experienced by generations, not one of which found itself strong enough to rise in successful revolt. In the middle of the century a group of writers, inspired by the study of Goethe's *Faust*, and anxious to enlarge the emotional as well as the intellectual scope of British verse, attempted a revolution which preserves some historical interest. Both Tennyson and Browning were violently affected by their experiments, which closely resembled those of the much later Symbolists in France. The more impressionist and irregular passages of *Maud* are, in fact, the most salient records in English literature of "spasmodic" poetry, of which Philip James Bailey was the actual pioneer.

The Tennysonian tradition, however, put a great strain on the loyalty of young writers, and at length a movement was organised which involved no rebellion against the Laureate, but a very valuable modification of the monotony of his methods. The emergence of a compact body of four poets of high rank between 1865 and 1870 is a fact of picturesque importance in our literary history. The impulse seems to have been given to them, in the first instance, by the writings and the personal teachings of Mr. Ruskin; on their style may be traced the stamp of a pamphlet, long disdained, which becomes every year more prominent in its results. It would be difficult to say what was exactly the effect on the pre-Raphaelites of the paraphrase of the *Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam* published by Edward FitzGerald, but the melody of this translation, and its peculiar fragrance, were the most original elements introduced into English verse for forty years. The strange genius of FitzGerald, so fitfully and coyly revealed, has given a new quality to English verse, almost all recent manifestations of which it pervades.

Edward FitzGerald (1809–1883), whose birth-name was Edward Purell, was born at Brodfield House, in Suffolk, on the 31st of March 1809. His father in 1818 assumed his wife's name, FitzGerald. Edward was sent to school at Bury St. Edmunds,
and proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1826. His friends at college were Thackeray, Spedding, and Thompson; although he saw Tennyson occasionally, his intimacy with him did not occur till later. On leaving Cambridge, FitzGerald adopted no profession, but settled down in Suffolk as an unoccupied country gentleman. In 1835 he went to Boulge—a hamlet near Woodbridge, which was his home until 1853—and he devoted his leisure to an exhaustive study of the Greek poets; afterwards he "entered into a decidedly agricultural course of conduct." Occupied with these pursuits, and with the occasional conversation of his friends, FitzGerald vegetated without ambition, until, in 1851, he was tempted to issue, anonymously, his Platonic dialogue in prose entitled *Euphranor*. To the following year belongs *Polonius*, a collection of "saws and modern instances." In 1853 FitzGerald began the study of Persian with Professor E. B. Cowell (1826–1903), who had introduced him to the literature of Spain some years earlier. Under these influences, the Suffolk poet produced his *Six Dramas of Calderon* in 1856, and his *Saláman and Absáli* of Jámi in 1857. All this was leading up to the great event of his life, the shy and almost invisible publication, on the 15th of January 1859, of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám*. This poem attracted no attention at first, and sank to the penny box on the book-stalls. From this retreat it was presently and accidentally withdrawn by Rossetti. Lord Houghton, and Mr. Swinburne, and its name was long a sort of shibboleth among the pre-Raphaelites. Many years, however, passed before the little book became generally famous. Meanwhile FitzGerald somewhat dispiritedly published a paraphrase of the *Agamemnon* in 1865, two more plays from Calderon, and the two *Edipus* tragedies in 1880–81. But after 1860 his interest in literature became vague; his best thoughts were given to the sea. He bought a yacht, he became part-owner of a herring-gigger, and until 1871 he spent the better part of every year out on the North Sea, "knocking about somewhere outside of Lowestoft." After that, he still corresponded with Tennyson, Carlyle, and Pollock; he came in to the town of Woodbridge to live, and still "dabbled about in the river" in his boat, though he more rarely went to sea. His indolent and innocent career closed in sleep on the 14th of June 1883, and he was buried in the churchyard of Boulge. He loved flowers and music and fine verses and
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I forgot if I wrote you the
I had got Talk Sutton
Perkins, for you; such an
Union of Moon & Stock as
I contemplated, with the
addition of some of the
Sea. board words, which I
also spoke. A little more of
Moon Sutton Turner; and a
few more abortions; under the
strictures of the Decree. As it is,
the Book is for better time.
Either of it? Or Decree.

Your always S. T.
small recurrent doses of the companionship of old friends; above all, he loved an
easy life. He was in all things an epicure, and when fame took him by storm at
last it was in violent opposition to his wishes. No one in our literature has risen
higher with so slight an effort of ambition.

FROM THE "KUFAVAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM."

Ah, with the Grape my fading Life provide,
And wash my Body whence the Life has died,
And in a Windingsheet of Vine-leaf wrap,
So bury me by some sweet Garden-side.
That ev'n my buried Ashes such a Snare
Of Perfume shall fling up into the Air,
As not a True Believer passing by
But shall be overtaken unaware.
Indeed the idols I have loved so long
Have done my Credit in Men's Eye much wrong :
Have drown'd my Honour in a shallow Cup,
And sold my Reputation for a Song.
Indeed, indeed, Repentance oft before
I swore—but was I sober when I swore?
And then and then came Spring, and Rose-in-hand
My thread-bare Penitence a-pieces tore.
And much as Wine has play'd the Intox'd,
And robb'd me of my Robe of Honour—well,
I often wonder what the Vintners buy
One half so precious as the Goods they sell.
Alas, that Spring should vanish with the Rose!
That Youth's sweet-scented Manuscript should close!
The Nightingale that in the Branches sang,
Ah, whence, and whither down again, who knows!
Ah Love? could thou and I with Fate conspire
To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire,
Would not we shatter it to bits—and then
Re-mould it nearer to the Heart's Desire.
Ah, Moon of my Delight who know'st no wane,
The Moon of Heaven is rising once again :
How oft hereafter rising shall she look
Through this same garden after me—in vain!
And when Thyself with shining Foot shall pass
Among the Guests Star-scatter'd on the Grass,
And in the joyous errand reach the Spot
Where I made one—turn down an empty Glass !

If, however, the quickening effect of the frail leaf of intoxicating perfume
put forth by FitzGerald is manifest on the prosody of the poets of 1870, far
different influences are to be traced in the texture of their style. Their genius
was particularly open to such influences, for their charm was the composite
charm of a highly elaborated and cultivated product, by the side of which
even the polish of Tennyson at first appeared crude and primitive. The
attraction of the French romances of chivalry for William Morris, of Tuscan
painting for D. G. Rossetti, of the spirit of English Gothic architecture
for Christina Rossetti, of the combination of all these with Greek and
Elizabethan elements for Mr. Swinburne, were to be traced back to start-
words given by the prophetic author of the Seven Lamps of Architecture. In each case, finding that the wine of imaginative writing had become watered in England, their design was to crush anew in a fiery vintage what Keats had called “joy’s grape.”

These poets were all mediæval in their spirit, but with a mediævalism that swept them on, not to asceticisms of an intellectual species, but to a plastic expansion in which they achieved a sort of new renaissance. In them all, even in the saintly Christina, the instinct of physical beauty was very strongly developed; each of them was a phenomenal and sensuous being, dried up in the east wind of mere moral speculation, and turning to pure, material art, with its technical and corporal qualities, for relief and satisfaction. They found the texture of those species of poetry in which they desired to excel much relaxed by the imitation of imitations of Tennyson. That great poet himself was in some danger of succumbing to flattery of what was least admirable in his talent. The date of their first books—the Defence of Guenevere, Goblin Market, the Early Italian Poets, and the Queen Mother and Rosamund (all between 1858 and 1862)—gives a false impression of the place the four poets occupy in the history of influence, for these volumes hardly attracted even the astonishment of the public, and the publication of Atalanta in Calydon (1865) really marked the beginning of a sensation which culminated in the overwhelming success of D. G. Rossetti’s Poems in 1870.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828–1882) was the eldest of the four children of Gabriel Rossetti, the Italian patriot and scholar, who escaped from Naples in 1822 and settled in 1825 in London, where he married Frances Polidori. The baptismal names of the future poet were Gabriel Charles Dante; he was born at 38 Charlotte Street on the 12th of May 1828. He was educated, from 1837 to 1843, at King’s College School. From his fifth year he had a strong leaning to literature, but when he was about fifteen he became anxious to be a painter, and began to study at Cary’s Art Academy; in 1846 he was admitted as a student to the Royal Academy, where he remained two years, leaving it to paint in the studio of Madox Brown. In 1849, in company with Millais, Mr. Holman Hunt, and others, Rossetti established the pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood; he was now composing some of his most famous poems.
Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY HIMSELF.
In 1849 the exhibition of the earliest of the much-contested P. R. B. pictures made a great stir around the names of the bold young associates in art, and, with a view to projecting their heretical views into literature also, the friends started, on New Year's Day, 1850, a periodical called *The Germ*, the purpose of which was "to encourage and enforce an entire adherence to the simplicity of nature." To this magazine, of which only four numbers appeared, Rossetti contributed twelve pieces, including, in verse, "The Blessed Damozel," and, in prose, "Hand and Soul." To a small but very ardent circle these contributions revealed a poet of the highest originality, but the critics of the day completely ignored *The Germ*. In this same year Rossetti left the rooms which he shared with Mr. Holman Hunt, in Cleveland Street, and took lodgings alone at 14 Chatham Place, Blackfriars' Bridge; here he worked hard both at poetry and painting, but made no attempt to address the public in either art. Of the next ten years not much distinct record has been preserved. About 1850 Rossetti met, and about 1853 became engaged to, Elizabeth Siddall, the beautiful daughter of a tradesman, herself a milliner's assistant, who was willing to sit to him as a model. It was long impossible for them to marry, and Lizzie Siddall, who under Rossetti's training had shown a curious aptitude for painting, began to suffer seriously in health. At last, in May 1860, they were married at Hastings, and, after a trip to Paris, settled in Chatham Place. Mrs. Rossetti, under very painful and mysterious circumstances, died on the 11th of February 1862. During his brief married life Rossetti had made his first appearance as the writer of a book by publishing *The Early Italian Poets*, a volume of paraphrases, in 1861. At the close of this he announced a collection of his original poems, but on the day of his wife's funeral he slipped the only MS. of these into her coffin. After these events Rossetti went through a period of intense depression; in company with Mr. Swinburne and Mr. George Meredith (neither of whom stayed long) he took the house with which he is most identified, 16 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, in October 1862. Here he worked hard at his painting, which was now beginning to be greatly admired under the rose, and he surrounded himself with a menagerie of amusing pet animals; he gradually regained his serenity of mind. But his temperament was extremely neurotic, and his manner of work and his acquired habits of life were not calculated to support his constitution. He was threatened with blindness, and in 1867 general strain of the nervous system resulted in insomnia. The state of his eyes, although they slowly improved, cut him off from painting and recalled him to poetry, which he had for some time past neglected.
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He went for a long visit to a friend at Penkill Castle, Ayrshire, and there wrote a number of important poems. He became eager to publish, but the majority of the best of his pieces existed only in his wife's coffin. In October 1869 Lord Aberdare (as Home Secretary) gave permission for the disinterment of the MS., and in 1870, after many delays caused by Rossetti's excessive fastidiousness, the Poems were at last published. They created a sensation, and Rossetti took his place at once as one of the leading poets of the day. His undiluted satisfaction, however, lasted but a few months; towards the end of 1871 a writer of the day, under a false signature, attacked the poetry of Rossetti with extraordinary fury and some little wit. "These monstrous libels," Rossetti wrote, "cause me great pain;" other attacks followed, the importance of which the poet vastly overrated. He was suffering greatly at this time from insomnia, he was beginning to take chloral; and in 1872, upon a renewal of the attacks, he fell into a state of melancholia, and attempted suicide. He was taken to Scotland, and soon recovered to a certain extent, but he was never really well again. He shunned most of his friends, and lived a more and more eccentric life in his house in Cheyne Walk, the abuse of chloral now having become very serious indeed. It is said that for four years he never quitted his house except in the middle of the night, and then rarely venturing outside of the garden. In 1881 the very respectful and even enthusiastic reception of his second collection, Ballads and Sonnets, gave him temporary pleasure, but his naturally vigorous constitution was now completely undermined. He was struck down by paralysis, from which he partly recovered, and was moved to Birchington-on-Sea, where he died on Easter Sunday, 1882. D. G. Rossetti was short, swarthy, in early middle life somewhat stout, with very fiery eyes, sensuous mouth, and high-domed forehead. He had an element of the mysterious which fascinated those who touched the outer ring of his acquaintance, and a manner which was extremely winning before disease tinctured it with moroseness. He was far too vigorous not to court the buffetings of life, and far too sensitive not to suffer exquisite pain from it.
Broken Music.

The mother will not turn, who thinks she hears
Her nursling’s speech first now articulate;
But breathless with averted eyes elate
She sits, with open lips and open ears,
That it may call her twice. ‘Mid doubts and fears
Thus oft my soul has hearkened: till the song,
A central moan for days, at length found tongue
And the sweet music welled and the sweet tears.

But now, whatever while the soul is fain
To list that wonted murmur, as it were
The speech-bound sea-shell’s low importunate strain,—
No breath of song, thy voice alone is there,
O bitterly beloved! and all her gain
Is but the pang of unpermitted prayer.

The Last Three Stanzas from “The Portrait.”

Last night at last I could have slept,
And yet delayed my sleep till dawn,
Still wandering: Then it was I wept:
For unawares I came upon
Those glades where once she walked with me:
And as I stood there suddenly,
All wan with traversing the night,
Upon the desolate verge of light
Yearned loud the iron-bosomed sea.

Even so, where Heaven holds breath and hears
The beating heart of Love’s own breast,—
Where round the secret of all spheres
All angels lay their wings to rest,—
How shall my soul stand rapt and awed,
When, by the new birth borne abroad
Throughout the music of the suns,
It enters in her soul at once
And knows the silence there for God!

Here with her face doth memory sit
Meanwhile, and wait the day’s decline,
Till other eyes shall look from it,
Eyes of the spirit’s Palestine,
Even than the old gaze tenderer:
While hopes and aims long lost with her
Stand round her image side by side,
Like tombs of pilgrims that have died
About the Holy Sepulchre.

Christina Georgina Rossetti (1830–1894), the second daughter and youngest child of Gabriele Rossetti, was born at 38 Charlotte Street, Portland Place, on the 5th of December 1830. Her education was simple, and she owed it mainly to her mother; she never went to school. At the age of about twelve she began to write, and her effusions were so much noticed that, as early as 1847, her uncle, Gaetano Polidori, printed privately a collection of her Verses. She is said to have sat frequently at this time as a model to her brother, Dante Gabriel, to Ford Maddox
Brown and Mr. Holman Hunt, and her sad face became the type of a certain
anemic ideal of pre-Raphaelite female beauty. Her health was never good, and
about 1852 she was dangerously ill with what was supposed to be angina pectoris.
Before this, in 1850, she had contributed to The Germ, under the pseudonym of
Ellen Alleyne, seven of the most beautiful of her lyrics, and at the age of twenty her
style as a poet was completely formed. From a timid humility, however, always
characteristic of her, she allowed her brother, William Morris, and Mr. Swinburne
to push ahead of her, and it was not until 1862 that she ventured on the publication
of a volume of lyrics, written since 1848, and entitled Goblin Market, and other
Poems, which at once gave her a high position among the poets of her age. In
1861 she had, for the first time, made a brief excursion abroad, to Normandy, and
in 1865 she paid her solitary visit to Switzerland and Italy: the latter with deep
emotion, since, as she says, "all things there waxed musical." Christina Rossetti
published in 1866 a volume of lyrics, entitled The Prince's Progress, and began
to move at last with freedom in a circle of literary and artistic friends. This was,
however, put a stop to in April 1871, by her being attacked, rather suddenly, by a
Where shall I find a white rose, out in the garden where a white rose never grew?
Nought but snow and a wind howling.

Where shall I find a blush rose, on the garden wall or on the floor?
But out in my garden there was never a blush rose to be found.
Nothing glowing, nothing shining.

Where shall I find a red rose, out in the garden where all roses bloom?
But out in my garden there was never a red rose to be seen.
Out in a flooding what shall flooding be?

Now is winter and now is summer.
No roses but only thorns.
Thorns will put an end to roses.
Winter and sorrow decide.
No more winter and no more summer.

Tomorrow.
Roses and Roses.

Where shall I find a white rose blowing?—
Out in the garden where all roses blew—
But out in my garden the snow was blowing
And never a white rose opened for me.
Nought but snow and a wind were blowing
And snowing.

Where shall I find a black rose blushing?—
On the garden wall or the garden bed.—
But out in my garden the rain was rushing
And never a black rose raised its head.
Nothing glowing, flushing or blushing:
Rain rushing.

Where shall I find a red rose budding?—
Out in the garden where all things grow—
But out in my garden a flood was flooding
And never a red rose began to blow:
Out in a flooding what should be budding?
All flooding!

Now is winter and now is sorrow,
No roses but only thorns today:
Thorns will put on roses tomorrow
Winter and sorrow budding away.
No more winter and no more sorrow.
Tomorrow.

MS. of poem by Christina Rossetti
terrible and rare complaint, exophthalmic bronchocele, which kept her life in constant danger for two years, and from the distressing effects of which she never recovered. From this time forth she was almost entirely sequestered, becoming more and more rarely seen, even by intimate friends of earlier days. But her literary activity was considerable, and after 1873, steady. In 1872 her poems for children, called *Sing Song*, appeared, and in 1874 the forerunner of her purely devotional works, *Annus Domini*. A fourth collection of lyrics, *A Pageant*, in 1881, offered less for the enjoyment of her readers than its predecessors. A very interesting collection, however, in prose and verse, *Time Flies*, belongs to 1885; a curious and ingenious commentary on the Apocalypse, *The Face of the Deep*, to 1892. In 1876 Mrs. Rossetti, with her daughter Christina, and her sister, Miss Polidori, settled at 30 Torrington Square. The poet outlived each of the older ladies, and the close of her career was not merely isolated, but darkened by much physical suffering and spiritual gloom. Her pathetic life came at length to a dissolution on the 29th of December 1894. Her last twenty years had been spent as in a hermitage, from which she scarcely emerged, except to attend the services of the Anglican church close at hand; nevertheless the announcement of her death was received with wide-spread public emotion, as that of the most eminent contemporary poetess of the Anglo-Saxon race. Dr. Brooke Foss Westcott, Bishop of Durham (1825–1901), with whose theological metaphysics she had been deeply in sympathy, officiated at her funeral, Mr. Swinburne composed her elegy, and Sir Edward Burne-Jones raised a monument to her in Christ Church, Woburn Square, where it had been her habit to worship.

**Dream Land.**

Where sunless rivers weep  
Their waves into the deep  
She sleeps a charmed sleep:  
Awake her not.  
Led by a single star,  
She came from very far  
To seek where shadows are  
Her pleasant lot.  

She left the rosy morn,  
She left the fields of corn,  
For twilight cold and lorn  
And water springs.  
Through sleep, as through a veil,  
She sees the sky look pale,  
And hears the nightingale  
That sadly sings.  

Rest, rest, a perfect rest  
Shed over brow and breast;  
Her face is toward the west,  
The purple land.
She cannot see the grain
Ripening on hill and plain,
She cannot feel the rain
Upon her hand.

Rest, rest, for evermore
Upon a mossy shore;
Rest, rest, at the heart's core
Till time shall cease:
Sleep that no pain shall wake,
Night that no morn shall break,
Till joy shall overtake
Her perfect peace.

Echo.
Come to me in the silence of the night;
Come in the speaking silence of a dream;
Come with soft rounded cheeks and eyes as bright
As sunlight on a stream;
Come back in tears,
O memory, hope, love of finished years.

O dream how sweet, too sweet, too bitter sweet,
Whose waking should have been in Paradise,
Where souls brimfull of love abide and meet;
Where thirsting, longing eyes
Watch the slow door
That opening, letting in, lets out no more.

Yet come to me in dreams, that I may live
My very life again though cold in death:
Come back to me in dreams, that I may give
Pulse for pulse, breath for breath;
Speak low, lean low,
As long ago, my love, how long ago!

William Morris (1834–1896) was the son of a wealthy discount-broker of Walthamstow, where he was born on the 24th of March 1834. He was educated at Marlborough and at Exeter College, Oxford. The university work did not interest him very much, but he formed a friendship with Edward Burne-Jones (1833–1898), afterwards the celebrated painter, who was then an undergraduate at the same college, and he formed his taste in mediaeval poetry and art. In 1856 D. G. Rossetti was added to the companionship, and these artists, with others, painted the debating-hall of the Oxford Union. In 1858 Morris published The Defence of Guenevere, the forerunner of a school of neo-Gothic verse; he married in 1859, and began to make the laws of ornament, as applied to domestic art, his particular study. In 1862 he started in business, with other friends, for the purpose of encouraging the use of beautiful furniture, and introducing “art in the house”; the firm settled in 1865 in Queen Square, Bloomsbury, where Morris resided with his family, and where he now started writing
with great abundance. The results were seen, and widely appreciated, in *The Life and Death of Jason*, 1867, *The Earthly Paradise*, a conglomerated romance in various forms of verse, 1868–70, and the mystery-play of *Love is Enough*, 1873. During this period Upper of vehement poetic productiveness, he, together with Rossetti, made Kelmscott on the Thames his country-house; and in 1871 a journey in Iceland directed the mind of Morris strongly to Icelandic saga and history. This first stage in the poet's busy career closed in 1875, when the firm of decorators was dissolved, and re-constructed with Morris as sole manager and proprietor. In 1877 his Icelandic studies resulted in the noble epic poem of *Sigurd the Volsung*. About this time he became gradually separated from all his old pre-Raphaelite acquaintances, except from Burne-Jones, with whom to the very last he remained on terms of affectionate intimacy. He had learned to be a practical carpet-weaver and dyer; he grew identified with public movements, founding the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings in 1877, and becoming Treasurer of the National Liberal League in 1879. He had always been a Radical in politics, and circumstances were now drawing him further and further towards the extreme left. In 1883 he joined, and soon became the leader of, the Social Democratic Federation; for a while he neglected everything else in his zeal for the socialistic propaganda. The Federation broke up in 1884, and Morris led the seceders from it, who formed a new body of extreme socialists, calling itself the League. His career in politics, however, was a series of heart-breaking disappointments. Among those to whom he brought, and in whose cause he so lavishly expended, his treasures of enthusiasm and benevolence, he met little but deception. After the Trafalgar Square riots in 1886, when Morris distinguished himself by his reckless and generous self-abandonment, he refused to follow the baser elements of his party into anarchism, and he became an object of jealous suspicion to them. In 1889 he was rudely deposed from his leadership, and in the following year he reluctantly abandoned his political Utopia, and returned, alas! too late, to the
wholesome fields of art and literature. The effusions, in prose and verse, which mark the period of Morris's political obfuscation are almost wholly valueless. His fantastic *Dream of John Ball*, 1888, however, shows a return of talent, and in 1889 he published two important prose romances called *The House of the Wolfings* and *The Story of the Glittering Plain*. These were wild and fantastic tales, very elaborate in construction, and permeated with that rich colour of the Middle Ages in which the imagination of Morris had been steeped since his boyhood. Of these curious books, entirely unallied to anything else produced anywhere in Europe at the same time, Morris had composed at the time of his death no fewer than seven, among the most remarkable of which were *The Wood Beyond the World* and *The Water of the Wondrous Isles*. In 1891 he started the Kelmscott Press, on which he printed these romances and many other books of beauty and durable worth, producing a series of works which are among the first glories of English typography. In 1895 his health began steadily to decline, and a voyage which he took, in the following summer, to the Arctic part of the coast of Norway, wearied rather than revived him. He returned home to London, only to sink and die on the 3rd of October 1896. William Morris was a short, thick-set man, with a very noble head; his copious brown hair and beard turned grey before his end, and gave him in repose a look of extraordinary picturesqueness.

---

*From "The Chapel in Lyoness."

**Sir Galahad sings:**

All day long and every day,
Till his madness pass'd away,
I watched Ozana as he lay
Within the gilded screen.

All my singing moved him not;
As I sung my heart grew hot,
With the thought of Launcelot
Far away, I ween.

So I went a little space
From out the chapel, bathed my face
In the stream that runs apace
By the churchyard wall.
There I pluck'd a faint wild rose,
Hard by where the linden grows,
Sighing over silver rows
   Of the lilies tall.

I laid the flower across his mouth;
The sparkling drops seem'd good for drouth,
He smiled, turn'd round towards the south,
   Held up a golden tress.

The light smote on it from the west;
He drew the covering from his breast,
Against his heart the hair he prest;
   Death him soon will bless.

From "The Haystack in the Floods."

Had she come all the way for this,
To part at last without a kiss?
Yea, had she borne the dirt and rain
That her own eyes might see him slain
Beside the haystack in the floods?
Along the dripping leafless woods,
The stirrup touching either shoe,
She rode astride as troopers do;
With kirtle kilted to her knee,
To which the mud splash'd wretchedly;
And the wet dripp'd from every tree
Upon her head and heavy hair,
And on her eyelids broad and fair;
The tears and rain ran down her face,
By fits and starts they rode apace,
And very often was his place
Far off from her; he had to ride
Ahead, to see what might betide
When the roads cross'd, and sometimes, when
There rose a murmuring from his men,
Had to turn back with promises.
Ah me! she had but little ease;
And often for pure doubt and dread
She sobb'd, made giddy in the head
By the swift riding; while, for cold,
Her slender fingers scarce could hold
The wet reins; yea, and scarcely, too,
She felt the foot within her shoe
Against the stirrup: all for this,
To part at last without a kiss
Beside the haystack in the floods.

For when they near'd that old soak'd hay,
They saw across the only way
That Judas, Godmar, and the three
Red running lions dismal
Grinn'd from his pennon, under which
In one straight line along the ditch,
They counted thirty heads.

So then,
While Robert turn'd round to his men,
She saw at once the wretched end
And, stooping down, tried hard to rend
Her coif the wrong way from her head,
And hid her eyes; while Robert said:
Nay, love, 'tis scarcely two to one,
At Poictiers where we made them run
So fast: why, sweet my love, good cheer,
The Gascon frontier is so near.
Nought after this.

But: O! she said,
My God! my God! I have to tread
The long way back without you; then
The court at Paris; those six men;
The gratings of the Chatelet;
The swift Seine on some rainy day
Like this, and people standing by,
And laughing, while my weak hands try
To recollect how strong men swim.
All this, or else a life with him.
For which I should be damned at last,
Would God that this next hour were past
For a moment the victory of the four, exacerbating the public mind in some cases with elements of mystery, scandal, and picturesque inscrutability, tended to confuse the real development of Victorian poetry. At first, in their blaze of colour and blare of trumpets, nothing else was heard or seen. Then, as the landscape quieted again, the great figures were rediscovered in the background—Tennyson as dominant as ever, with a new freshness of tint; Browning extremely advanced, lifted from the position of an eccentricity to be an object of worship; Matthew Arnold the poet dragged from the obscurity to which his prose successes had condemned him; while a number of small celebrities who had been enjoying an exaggerated esteem found themselves fatally relegated to a surprising inferiority. In short, what had been conceived to be the disturbing introduction of these young people of genius, of this generation of knockers at the door, had set the critical balance of matters straight again, and had given the really considerable personages of an elder time an opportunity to assert their individual forces.

But another matter of importance, which was hardly perceived at the time, now calls for emphatic statement in the briefest survey of Victorian poetry. It was in the verse of these so-called revolutionaries that the dogmas of the original naturalists of 1795 found their fullest and most conservative echo. No poet since Coleridge's day, not even Tennyson, had understood the song, as that master had conceived it, with more completeness than Christina Rossetti; no poet since Keats, not even Tennyson, had understood the mission of Keats better than D. G. Rossetti did. And in these writers of 1865 the school of ecstasy and revolt, with its intermixture of mysticism, colour, melody, and elaboration of form, reached its consistent and deliberate culmination. Into the question of their relative degree of merit it would be premature to inquire here; we are chiefly concerned with the extraordinary note of vitality which these four poets combined to introduce into English imaginative literature, founded, in the truest spirit of evolution, on an apprehension and adaptation of various elements in precedent art and letters.

Almost immediately upon the apparition of the so-called "pre-Raphaelite" poets, and in many cases in positive connection with them, there happened a great and salutary quickening of the spirit of literary criticism in England. It remained largely individualist, and therefore liable to an excess of praise and blame which was not philosophical in character or founded upon a just conception of the natural growth of literary history. But the individual judgments became, to a marked degree, more fresh, more suggestive, more penetrating, and were justified by greater knowledge. The influence of French methods was apparent and wholly beneficial. The severer spirits read Sainte-Beuve to their healing, and as years went on the more gorgeous pages of Théophile Gautier and Paul de St. Victor were studied in England by those who undertook most conscientiously the task of literary criticism. The time has, happily, not come to discuss with any fulness the merits and shortcomings of a school still labouring among us; but the most original
and the most philosophical of the group, WALTER PATER, has been too remarkable a force in our generation to remain unnamed here. During his lifetime of more than fifty years, Pater never succeeded in achieving more than a grudging and uncertain recognition from his contemporaries. He died, almost obscure, in 1894, and since that time his fame, and above all his influence, have been rising by leaps and bounds. As it was till lately desirable to demand attention for the splendid proportions of his prose, so full and stately in its ornate harmony, so successful in its avoidance of the worn and obvious tricks of diction, its slender capitals so thickly studded with the volutes and spirals of concentrated ornament, so now a word seems no less to be needed lest Pater should be ignorantly imitated, a word of warning against something heavy, almost pulpy, in his soft magnificence of style. His deliberate aim was the extraction from literature, from art, of "the quickened sense of life." As he loved to say with Novalis, philosophem ist vivificem, and the task of the best criticism is to maintain the ecstasy of intellectual experience. The mind of Pater underwent an austere metamorphosis in advancing years, but this elevated hedonism of his youth enclosed his main gift to his generation.

Walter Horatio Pater (1839–1894) was the second son of Richard Glode Pater, a physician in the East End of London, and was born in Shadwell on the 4th of August 1839. Dr. Glode Pater died early, and the family moved to Chase Side, Enfield. At the age of fourteen Walter Pater was entered at King’s School, Canterbury, and the incidents of his school-life will be found described in Emerald Ulysses. He was a meditative but not particularly precocious boy, and when he left Canterbury to enter Queen’s College, Oxford, in June 1858, he had only just begun to awaken to intellectual interests. He was little observed as an undergraduate, but Jowett expressed the belief that Pater possessed "a mind that will come to great eminence." But his degree was a very moderate one, and in 1862 he took rooms in Oxford and began to read with private pupils, until, in 1864, he was elected a Fellow of Brasenose College. He gradually began to write, but he was in his twenty-eighth year before his essay on Winckelmann first revealed to his friends the peculiar quality of his mind. His essays now followed in steady sequence, and in 1873 were gathered together in
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his earliest volume, the *Studies in the History of the Renaissance*. Philosophy had been his earliest love, but this was, more and more, supplanted by a study of the aesthetic principles underlying the pleasure we receive from art and literature. His book was received with enthusiastic pleasure by some readers, but by a larger circle with suspicion, and even open hostility. These attacks, perhaps, but more probably Pater's extreme slowness in composition, delayed until 1885 the publication of his second book, the romance of *Marius the Epicurean*. Shortly after this date, Pater and his sisters left Oxford for London, and resided until 1893 in Kensington, he keeping, however, his college rooms in Brasenose. In 1887 he published a group of four *Imaginary Portraits*, and in 1889 a volume of critical essays, called *Appreciations*. His latest publications were *Plato and Platonism*, 1893, and *The Child in the House*, 1894. Shortly before his death, Pater took a house in St. Giles, Oxford, and brought his sisters down to keep house for him again. His strength had become reduced, but no special anxiety was felt, until in June 1894 he was laid up with rheumatic fever. From this he so far seemed to recover that he left his bed, but on the 30th of July died of a sudden failure of the heart as he was coming downstairs. He was buried in the cemetery of St. Giles, Oxford. Pater's nature was withdrawn and shy, and he had no fund of animal spirits. He lived in the busy world of Oxford as one who was not of it, although he never wilfully excluded himself from its society. His appearance, which suggested that of a retired army officer in poor health, had nothing academic about it. His disposition, though not expansive, was exceedingly affectionate and indulgent; he was not without certain little mannerisms which provoked a smile, in which he was ready to join, for his humour—though it makes no appearance in his books—was one of his distinguishing features. But those who knew Pater best, felt that they knew him superficially, for his was a nature essentially self-absorbed and unrelated to the common life which passed around him.


This eagerness for music is almost the only serious thing in the poetry of the *Pleiad*; and it was Gondimel, the severe and protestant Gondimel, who set Ronsard's songs to music. But except in this matter these poets seem never quite in earnest. The old Greek and Roman mythology, which for the great Italians had been a motive so weighty and severe, becomes with them a mere toy. That "Lord of terrible aspect," *Amor*, has become Love, the boy or the babe. They are full of fine railleries; they delight in diminutives, *ondelette, fontelette, doneclette, Cassandrette*. Their loves are only half real, a vain
effort to prolong the imaginative loves of the middle age beyond their natural lifetime. They write love poems for hire. Like that party of people who tell the tales in Boccaccio's Decameron, they form a circle which in an age of great troubles, losses, anxieties, amuses itself with art, poetry, intrigue. But they amuse themselves with wonderful elegance; and sometimes their gaiety becomes satiric, for, as they play, real passions insinuate themselves, and at least the reality of death; their dejection at the thought of leaving this fair abode of our common daylight—le beau séjour du commun jour—is expressed by them with almost wearisome reiteration. But with this sentiment too they are able to trifle: the imagery of death serves for delicate ornament, and they weave into the airy nothingness of their verses their trite reflexions on the vanity of life; just as the grotesques of the charnel-house nest themselves, together with birds and flowers and the fancies of the pagan mythology, in the traceries of the architecture of that time, which wants in its delicate arabesques with the images of old age and death.

John Addington Symonds (1840-1893) was the son of a prominent physician at Clifton, where he was born on the 5th of October 1840. He was educated at Harrow from 1854 to 1858, and proceeded to Balliol College, Oxford. He became a Fellow of Magdalen College in 1862, married in 1864, and settled in London. Although always intensely literary, his serious authorship did not begin until 1872, when he published his Introduction to the Study of Dante. From this time forth his productions followed one another with great rapidity. From 1875 to 1886 he was
engaged on the five volumes of his *Renaissance in Italy*. Symonds was always neurotic, and liable to consumption. In 1876 the doctors pronounced it impossible for him to survive any longer in England, and he proceeded to Davos Platz, where he partially recovered, and where he built a house. This, in alternation with an apartment in Venice, was his home for the remainder of his life. He died in Rome on the 19th of April 1893. An interesting writer, an admirer of all forms of beauty, a brilliant and paradoxical talker, an ardent friend, curiously addicted, in spite of his ill-health, to many forms of violent out-door exercise, Symonds burned through a strange hectic life of commingled pain and pleasure. His biography, a very curious record, was published in 1895 by Mr. Horatio Brown.

**Robert Lewis Balfour Stevenson** (1850–1894), known as **Robert Louis R. L. Stevenson**, was the only child of a distinguished engineer, Thomas Stevenson, and of Henrietta Smith, his wife. He was born at 8 Howard Place, Edinburgh. He was a delicate child, and at the age of eight nearly died of a gastric fever. Owing to his weakness and nervous excitability, he was often sent away for months at a time to the manse of his maternal grandfather, at Colinton. He was at a preparatory school from 1858 to 1861, and then at the Edinburgh Academy, until in 1863 he was sent to boarding-schools, first in London, then in Edinburgh. Until 1867, however, the lad’s health prevented him from working with any steadiness at his studies. For some years he was a half-hearted attendant at classes of the Edinburgh University, and in 1868 he began to be trained to his father’s profession. This, in 1871, he gave up in favour of the law, to which subject he gave “a certain amount of serious, although fitful, attention until he was called to the Bar” in 1875. Meanwhile, however, the passion of his heart had long been literature, and he was gradually preparing in secret to make that the real business of his life. He had already (1872) written several of his freshest essays, although he published nothing of this kind until 1874. His health was so bad that in the winter of 1873 he was “ordered south” to Mentone, returning to Edinburgh greatly restored in the following May, and his essays now began to appear in magazines. After he became an advocate in July 1875, he spent a great deal of his time in fitful and often pedestrian travel, particularly in Scotland and France. His earliest book, *An Inland Voyage*, was published in 1878, and was followed by *Travels with a Donkey* in 1879. During one of his visits to Fontainbleau in 1876, Stevenson
became acquainted with the American lady, Mrs. Osbourne, who was later on to become his wife. In order to visit her, he very abruptly left for California in the summer of 1879, in a state of health very unfit for travel. He suffered great privations, and nearly died at San Francisco in the following March, but in May 1880 he had sufficiently recovered to marry. Later in the same year, having been absent from England for twelve months, he returned, but Stevenson's ill health had now become chronic, and gave the greatest alarm to his friends. He endeavoured to restore it by long

Swanston Cottage, an early home of R. L. Stevenson

visits to Davos Platz (1880–82), during which time he published the first collections of his essays, Virginibus Puerisque, 1881, and Familiar Studies of Men and Books. He was now forced to live wholly in retirement in a sheltered part of Provence, and a chalet at Hyerès was his hermitage until July 1884. This was a period of depression and
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suffering, but it saw the completion and publication of several important works, in particular of his earliest works of fiction, the New Arabian Nights, 1882, and Treasure Island, 1883. For the next three years his home was Bournemouth, and while there he brought out A Child's Garden of Verses, Prince Otto, and The Dynamiter, all in 1885; Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Kidnapped, both in 1886; The Merry Men, Underwoods, and Memories and Portraits, all in 1887. The death of his father severed his ties with England, and he determined to visit the health-resorts of America. In August 1887 Stevenson left for New York, in company with his family, and he never set foot in Europe again. He lived at Savanac Lake in the Adirondacks, until the spring of 1888, and in the summer of that year started from San Francisco on his earliest voyage in the Pacific. During this year he published The Black Arrow. After cruising about from one group of islands to another for about six months, Stevenson settled in Honolulu, where he wrote The Master of Ballantrae and The Wrong Box, and whence he paid a visit to the leper settlement of Molokai. By the summer of 1889 his health was so much improved that he:

Woodcut by Stevenson to illustrate his Poem "The Disputatious Pines."
Robert Louis Stevenson.

From the Medallion by Augustus Saint Gaudens.
determined to make his home in the South Seas, and early in 1890 he bought an estate, called Vailima, in Samoa. His lungs, however, broke down again, and for the greater part of that year he was once more cruising among the remote and romantic islands of the Pacific Ocean. He returned at length to Vailima, and for the next four years his home was on the mountain-side over the little Samoan port of Apia. He entered very effectively into the troubled politics of the island, and the large house he built was practically the social centre of Samoa. He ruled a numerous household, almost a clan, with wisdom and firmness. All this time his health appeared to give him less trouble than it had done since he was a child, and he was able to live a life of wholesome and ceaseless activity. Among the books which he published during this final period of his life, may be mentioned a volume of essays, *Across the Plains* (1892); an appeal for the better protection of Samoa by Europe, called *A Footnote to History* (1892); a Scottish romance, *Catriona* (1893); and a collection of Pacific Ocean stories, *Island Nights' Entertainments* (1893). His last year was darkened by the outbreak of war among the natives of Samoa, towards whom he now stood in a sort of parental capacity. His death was painless and very sudden; he was struck down by cerebral apoplexy while chatting with his wife on the verandah of their house on the evening of the 3rd of December 1894. He was buried next day by the Samoan chieftains on the summit of Mount Vaea, the spot which he had chosen for his tomb. His estates have passed into other hands, and Samoa has become a German possession, but the grave of Stevenson, on the topmost peak overlooking the Pacific, will always be respected. After his death were published his *Vailima Letters* (1895), his latest poems, *Songs of Travel* (1896), his latest romance, the fragment of *Weir of Hermiston* (1896), and his correspondence (1899), all edited by his life-long friend, Mr. Sidney Colvin.

Robert Louis Stevenson

*From a Photograph taken in Samoa*
HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE

FROM "UNDERWOODS."—"REQUIEM."

Under the wide and starry sky,
Dig the grave and let me lie,
Glad did I live and gladly die,
And I laid me down with a will.

This be the verse you 'grave for me
Here he lies where he longed to be;
Home is the sailor, home from sea,
And the hunter home from the hill.

Stevenson's House at Vailima, Samoa

FROM "VIRGINIBUS PUERISQUE."—"PAN'S PIPES."

There are moments when the mind refuses to be satisfied with evolution, and demands a ruddier presentation of the sum of man's experience. Sometimes the mood is brought about by laughter at the humorous side of life, as when, abstracting ourselves from earth, we imagine people plodding on foot, or seated in ships and speedy trains, with the planet all the while whirling in the opposite direction, so that, for all their hurry, they travel back-foremost through the universe of space. Sometimes it comes by the spirit of delight, and sometimes by the spirit of terror. At least, there will always be hours when we refuse to be put off by the feint of explanation, nicknamed science; and demand instead some palpitating image of our estate, that shall represent the troubled and unsettled element in which we dwell, and satisfy reason by the means of art. Science writes of the world as if with the cold finger of a starfish; it is all true; but what is it when compared to the reality
Dear Tomarcher,

Middle of this year I forgot to ask H. and A. to play houses, and the balls to call about the church. At least I never saw them used elsewhere — you nearly made an trees; which is wrong in toy shops. The ships are so good that I wanted to play houses myself; but no such luck! My way is long, and I am a great, big, ugly man. The balls are rather hard, but very light and quite round. When you grow up and become appearing much, you can create a ship in the front of London, and have it come back to you entirely loaded with these balls; when you crowed entirely satisfying your

Letter from R. L. Stevenson to "Tomarcher." In the possession of William Archer, Esq.
Dear Tomarcher,

This is a pretty state of things: 'seven o'clock and no word of breakfast.' And I was unable to make a good deal of errand, for I was full noon, and they had made a great fuss of covering doors & shutters by the door, and it was known as blinds or shutters this kept my room very bright. And then the rats had been meddlesome in a davenport under my head. And then I went early, and it had nothing to read except Virgil's Aeneid, which is not good for an empty stomach, and a Latin dictionary, which is good for nothing, and by some humorous accident, your dear papers outside an Elegy. And I read the whole of that, and very imperfectly it is, but you must not tell your dear papers. I said so, as it might come to a bottle in which you might have either a dear paper or a valued correspondence, in both which would be preferable. And still no breakfast; and I said, "let's write to Tomarcher!"

This is a much better place for children than any three hundred acres in this area. The girls (and sometimes the boy) play a very elaborate kind of hopscotch. The boys play marbles exactly as we do in America; and have very good fine marble, trying to break each other down, in which they do not often succeed. The children of all ages go to church and are allowed to do about as they please, running about the aisles, rolling balls, stealing bibles, or doing humorous stunts and publicly sitting on it, and at last going to sleep in the middle of the floor. I forgot to say how things to play marbles, and the balls to roll about the church. At least I saw some there used elsewhere, your ready-made in trees, which is amusing in toy-strips. The strips are so good that I wanted to play marbles myself; but was much束缚, they were so engaging, and I am so great, big, ugly man. The bibles are rather bunte, but very big and gentle manner. When you go up, and become affronted, each, you can start a stripe in the front of Lawrence, and have it come back to you entirely covered with the balls. When you assuredly satisfy your
mind as to their character, and give them every claim due to your kindness and assistance. But what I really wanted to tell you was the following tale.

Once, when I was a boy, my parents and I spent a few weeks in the countryside. We had bought a small wooden toy, the "Flying Car," which was a simple model of a toy airplane. I remember sitting on the porch, watching the toy soar through the air, and dreaming of flight. The toy had a propeller on the front and a tail fin, and it could be controlled by a string. Each time I let it go, it would fly high into the sky, and I would watch in awe as it disappeared from sight.

It was then that I began to wonder if there was a greater reality to this toy. Could it be that the plane was actually capable of flight, just like the story of the boy who dreamed of flying? I began to play with the toy more and more, experimenting with different ways to make it fly. I tied a string to it and tried to pull it up into the air. I even tried to fly it over a small hill in the distance.

One day, I decided to take a risk. I tied a longer string to the toy and��ed it up into the sky. To my amazement, the toy actually began to rise, its wings flapping under the force of the wind. I saw it soar higher and higher, until it was out of reach. I was overjoyed, feeling like I had discovered a secret of flight.

But then, I began to wonder what would happen if I let the toy go again. Would it continue to rise, or would it fall? I decided to let it go, and it rose higher and higher, until it was out of sight. I watched it with bated breath, hoping it would continue to soar.

And then, it happened. The string broke, and the toy began to fall, plummeting towards the ground. I watched in horror as it crashed into the trees, its wings broken and its body damaged. I ran to the site of the accident, staring in disbelief at the wreckage. It was clear that the toy was not capable of sustained flight, no matter how much I wanted it to be.

I realized then that dreams and hopes can be powerful, but they must be grounded in reality. I learned that while it is important to dream big, we must also be realistic about what is possible. The toy was a symbol of my aspirations, but it was also a reminder of the limits of what can be achieved.

I returned to the flying car, but I no longer played with it as I once had. Instead, I took it apart and studied it, trying to understand how it worked. I realized that it was not a toy, but a model of a real airplane, and that it had a purpose.

I still have the flying car, and I cherish it as a symbol of my past and my dreams. It serves as a reminder that while we may dream big, we must also be grounded in reality. And so, I encourage you to dream, but to also be realistic in your aspirations. For it is in the balance of these two that true happiness and fulfillment can be found.
in mind, I will win all life's battles, and a sense of triumph grows. But let there be a cloud, the
moisture on the earth may turn to drizzle, but it will dry up, and the atmosphere will return to
its former state.

And so it is with our minds. The storms of life may pass, but they leave their mark. We may
forget the pain, but the experiences shape who we are. It is a reminder of humanity's resilience,
and the capacity for healing and growth.

In the end, it is not the challenges we face that define us, but how we respond to them. It is
our ability to persevere, to find strength in adversity, that truly matters. For it is in the trials of
daily life that we find our true selves.
of which it discourses? where hearts beat high in April, and death strikes, and hills totter in the earthquake, and there is a glamour over all the objects of sight, and a thrill in all noises for the ear, and Romance herself has made her dwelling among men? So we come back to the old myth, and hear the goat-footed piper making the music which is itself the charm and terror of things; and when a glen invites our visiting footsteps, fancy that Pan leads us thither with a gracious tremolo; or when our hearts quail at the thunder of the cataract, tell ourselves that he has stamped his hoof in the nigh thicket.

We are, however, in danger of entangling our impressions with one another if we pursue too low down the threads which we have attempted to hold through more than five centuries from Langland and Chaucer to Huxley and Stevenson. We must drop them here, leaving them loose, for they are parts of a living organism, and we cannot presume to say in what direction their natural growth will lead them next, nor what relative value

Desiderata

I good Health
II 2 to 3 hundred a year.
III O du lieber Gott, Freunds!

A M E N.

Robert Louis Stevenson

A note found among Stevenson's papers after his death

their parts may take in fuller perspective. We have spoken of nothing which was not revealed in its general aspect and direction at least five and twenty years ago. In periods of very rapid literary development this would be a time long enough to bring about the most startling changes. Within the boundaries of one quarter of a century the English drama did not exist, and Hamlet was complete. In 1773 Dr. Johnson accompanied Boswell to the Hebrides, and in 1798 the Lyrical Ballads were published. But there is no evidence to show that the twenty-five years through which we have just passed have been years of a very experimental tendency. Fifteen or twenty of them were overshadowed, and their production stunted, by the permanence of great, authoritative personages, still in full activity. The age was the age of Tennyson, and
he held his kingship, an absolute monarch, against all comers, until his death in 1892. We may anticipate that future historians may make that date the starting-point for a new era, but this is for us scarcely matter even for speculation. Up to the close of the nineteenth century certainly, we can

affirm the maintenance, without radical change of any kind, of the original romantic system, then just one hundred years old. With a myriad minor variations and adaptations, poetry in England, and therefore prose, still were, at the close of Queen Victoria’s reign, what they became when Wordsworth and Coleridge remodelled our literature in 1797 in the coombes of the Quantocks.
EPILOGUE

In attempting to follow the course of a great literature and to survey the process of its growth, one reflection can never escape the historian, however little it may gratify his vanity. He forms his opinions, if he be fairly instructed and tolerably conscientious, on a series of aesthetic principles, guided in their interpretation by the dictates of his own temperament. There has as yet been discovered no surer method of creating a critical estimate of literature; and yet the fragility and vacillation of this standard is patent to every one whose brains have not become ossified by vain and dictatorial processes of "teaching." Nowhere is an arrogant dogmatism more thoroughly out of place than in a critical history of style. In our own day we have read, in the private letters of Matthew Arnold—one of the most clairvoyant observers of the last generation—judgments on current books and men which are already seen to be patently incorrect. The history of literary criticism is a record of conflicting opinion, of blind prejudice, of violent volte-faces, of discord and misapprehension. If we could possess the sincere opinions of Ben Jonson, Dryden, Addison, Voltaire, Hazlitt, Goethe, and Dr. Georg Brandes on Hamlet, we should probably doubt that the same production could be the subject of them all. In the seventeenth century Shakespeare was regarded as one of a multitude, a little more careless and sometimes a little more felicitous than his fellows. To the eighteenth century he became a Gothic savage, in whose "wood-notes wild" the sovereignty of Nature was reasserted, as if by accident. It was left to the nineteenth century to discover in him the most magnificent of the conscious poetic artists of the world. But what will the twentieth century think?

We are not, I think, so helpless as these admissions and examples would indicate, nor is there the least valid reason why we should withdraw from the expression of critical opinion because of the dangers which attend it. I must hold, in spite of the censure of writers of an older school who possess every claim upon my gratitude and my esteem, that certain changes have recently passed over human thought which alter the whole nature of the atmosphere in which criticism breathes. A French professor of high repute has attacked, as an instance of effrontery and charlatanism, the idea that we can borrow for the study of literature help from the methods of Darwin and Häckel. He scoffs at the notion of applying to poetry and prose the theory which supposes all plant and animal forms to be the result of
slow and organic modification. With every respect for the authority of so severe a censor, I venture to dissent entirely from his views. I believe, on the contrary, that what delays the progress of criticism in England, where it is still so primitive and so empirical, is a failure to employ the immense light thrown on the subject by the illustrations of evolution. I believe that a sensible observation of what Darwin and Mr. Herbert Spencer have demonstrated ought to aid us extremely in learning our trade as critics and in conducting it in a business-like manner.

In the days of the Jesuits, when modern criticism began in Europe, it was the general opinion that literature had been created, fully armed, in polite
antiquity; that Homer—especially Homer as explained by Aristotle—had presented the final perfection of literature. If any variation from this original archaic type was ever observed, it must be watched with the greatest care; for if it was important, it must be dangerous and false. The only salvation for style was to be incessantly on one's guard to reject any offshoots or excrescences which, however beautiful they might seem in themselves, were not measurable by the faultless canon of antiquity. The French critics, such as Rapin and Bossu, were saved by their suppleness of intelligence and by dealing solely with a Latin people from the monstrosities which befall their Teutonic and English adherents. But it is instructive to see where persistence in this theory of the unalterable criterium lands an obstinate writer like Rymer. He measures everybody, Shakespeare among the rest, on the bed of Procrustes, and lops our giants at the neck and the knees.
The pent-up spirit of independence broke forth in that Battle of the Ancients and Moderns which is of so much secondary interest in the chronicles of literature. People saw that we could not admit that there had been in extreme antiquity a single act of special literary creation constituting once for all a set of rigid types. But the Jesuits had at least possessed the advantage of an idea, monstrous though it might be. Their opponents simply rejected their view, and had nothing definite to put in its place. Nothing can be more invertebrate than the criticism of the early eighteenth century. Happy, vague ideas, glimmering through the mist, supplied a little momentary light and passed away. Shaftesbury, amid a great deal of foppery about the Demon which inspires the Author with the Beautiful and the Amiable, contrived to perceive the relation between poetry and the plastic arts, and faintly to formulate a system of literary aesthetics. Dennis had the really important intuition that we ought to find out what an author desires to do before we condemn him for what he has not done. Addison pierced the bubble of several preposterous and exclusive formulas. But England was as far as the rest of Europe from possessing any criterium of literary production which could take the place of the rules of the Jesuits. Meanwhile, the individualist method began to come into vogue, and to a consideration of this a few words must be spared.

The individualist method in literary criticism has been in favour with us for at least a century, and it is still in vogue in most of our principal reviews. It possesses in adroit hands considerable effectiveness, and in its primary results may be entirely happy. It is in its secondary results that it leads to a chaotic state of opinion. It is, after all, an adaptation of the whole theory of the unalterable type, but it merely alternates for the one "authority of the Ancients" an equal rigidity in a multitude of isolated modern instances. It consists in making a certain author, or fashion, or set of aesthetic opinions the momentary centre of the universe, and in judging all other literary phenomena by their nearness to or remoteness from that arbitrary point. At the beginning of the present century it seduced some of the finest minds of the day into ludicrous and grotesque excesses. It led Keats into his foolish outburst about Boileau, because his mind was fixed on Beaumont and Fletcher. It led De Quincey to say that both the thought and expression of one of Pope's most perfect passages were "scandalously vicious," because his mind was fixed on Wordsworth. In these cases Wordsworth and Fletcher were beautiful and right; but Pope and Boileau were, on the surface, absolutely in opposition to them; Pope and Boileau were therefore hideous and wrong. Yet admirers of classic poetry have never ceased to retort from their own equally individualist point of view, and to a general principle of literary taste we find ourselves none the nearer. What wonder if the outside world treats all critical discussion as the mere babble of contending flute-players?

But what if a scientific theory be suggested which shall enable us at once to take an intelligent pleasure in Pope and in Wordsworth, in Spenser and in
EPILOGUE

Swift? Mr. Herbert Spencer has, with infinite courage, opened the entire world of phenomena to the principles of evolution, but we seem slow to admit them into the little province of aesthetics. We cling to the individualist manner, to that intense eulogy which concentrates its rays on the particular object of notice and relegates all others to proportional obscurity. There are critics, of considerable acumen and energy, who seem to know no other mode of nourishing a talent or a taste than that which is pursued by the cultivators of gigantic gooseberries. They do their best to nip off all other buds, that the juices of the tree of fame may be concentrated on their favourite fruit. Such a plan may be convenient for the purposes of malice, and in earlier times our general ignorance of the principles of growth might well excuse it. But it is surely time that we should recognise only two criteria of literary judgment. The first is primitive, and merely clears the ground of rubbish; it is, Does the work before us, or the author, perform what he sets out to perform with a distinguished skill in the direction in which his powers are exercised? If not, he interests the higher criticism not at all; but if yes, then follows the second test: Where, in the vast and ever-shifting scheme of literary evolution, does he take his place, and in what relation does he stand, not to those who are least like him, but to those who are of his own kith and kin?

At the close, then, of a rapid summary of the features of literary expression in England, I desire to state my conviction that the only way to approach the subject with instruction is to regard it as part of the history of a vast living organism, directed in its manifestations by a definite, though obscure and even inscrutable law of growth. A monument of poetry, like that which Tennyson has bequeathed to us, is interesting, indeed, as the variegated product of one human brain, strongly individualised by certain qualities from all other brains working in the same generation. But we see little if we see no more than the lofty idiosyncrasy of Tennyson. Born in 1550 or 1720, he would have possessed the same personality, but his poetry, had he written in verse, could have had scarcely a remote resemblance to what we have now received from his hand. What we are in the habit of describing as "originality" in a great modern poet is largely an aggregation of elements which he has received by inheritance from those who have preceded him, and his "genius" consists of the faculty he possesses of selecting and rearranging, as in a new pattern or harmony, those elements from many predecessors which most admirably suit the only "new" thing about him, his unique set of personal characteristics. Tennyson is himself; his work bears upon it the plain stamp of a recurrent, consistent individuality. Yet it is none the less almost an amalgam of modified adaptations from others. The colour of Tennyson would not be what it is if Keats had never lived, nor does his delicacy of observation take its line of light without a reference to that of Wordsworth. The serried and nervous expression of Pope and the melodic prosody of Milton have passed, by a hereditary process, into the veins of their intellectual
descendant. He is a complex instance of natural selection, obvious and almost geometrical, yet interfering not a whit with that counter-principle of individual variation which is needful to make the poet, not a parasite upon his artistic ancestors, but an independent output from the main growing organism. And what is patently true of this great representative poet of our days is in measure true also of the smallest and apparently the most eccentric writer in prose or verse, if he writes well enough to exist at all. Every producer of vital literature adds an offshoot to the unrolling and unfolding organism of literary history in its ceaseless processes of growth.

THE END
APPENDIX
ON THE FACSIMILES OF OLD AND MIDDLE ENGLISH MSS IN VOL. I.

Note.—The texts are transliterated exactly, but all contractions are expanded, the letters implied in the contraction being printed in italics. The Old English rime symbol ȝ or ê (= th) is retained. There is no difference between the letters þ and ð, some scribes limit themselves to the use of one or the other; generally, however, þ is preferred at the beginning, ð in the middle or at the end of a word. In later times þ comes to be written y, as Ý or the, y for that.

The symbol ȝ of the MSS is not retained, but rendered by either y or ñ. The modern punctuation has been added, and the specimens of the older poetry, which is written in the MSS continuously, like prose, has been divided into lines according to the metre.

In cases of a few MSS of peculiar interest or difficulty, however, two renderings are given, one reproducing the arrangement of the MS, the other giving the text as printed in modern editions.

I.—Frontispiece. Equestrian Portrait of Chaucer.

Leaf 157, back, of the Ellesmere MS of the Canterbury tales.

Conclusion of the Prologue to Chaucer's tale of Melibetus, and the opening sentences of the tale.

[Thenceforth, beginnings all / I yow bische, If þat yow thynke / I varie as in my speche, As thus / thoul tell som what moore] Of proveries / than ye han herd before, Comprehended / in this litel tretryx heere, To enforce with / the effect of my mateere, And though I / nat the same words [seye], As ye han herd / yet to yow alle I prye[s], Blameth me nat; for as in my sentenc[es], Shah ye / nowher / fyrden difference fire the sentence / of this tretryx lyte After the which / this muryc tale I [write]. And thercforc / herketh / what þat I shal [seye], And lat me telle / alle my tale, I prye,

* Explicit.

Yeere bigynmeth Chaucers [tale of Melibec].

A young man came Melibetus, mighty and rich / biget] up on his wyf that [was called Prudence / a doghter] which that called was [Sophie. Upon a day blyth, þat he for his despore / is went in to the leedes hym to prye] his wyf and eccl his doghter / hath he left within his house, of which the dores were faste yshut:[a Thre of [hise ylle fles / han it esyer] and setten ladders / to the wallis of [his house] / and by wyndowes] been entered, and beaten his wyf [ / and wounded his doghter with] fyne mortal woundes in fyne sondrie places. * This is to seyn[ed] hir feet / in hir handes / inhir crys / inhir nose / and in hire mouth: and leffen hir for deed / and wenten [aney.

* When Melibetus / returned was in to his hous / and sungh at this meschief: he lyk a] mad man, remyngne his clothes, gaten to wepe and cry. * Prudence[se wyf / as fortheith as she dorste / bioughte hym / of his wepyng] for to stynte / but nat for thy he gatne to crye and wemen came longere] the moore. * This noble / Ordims of wyf Prudence[se remembered hir / upon the] remedie / sentence of Ovide in his book that [cleped is the remedie of lorn].


Wræd wered weardre holdde

V.

Sætægæ on s[tan falh stig wisse|l gunnum
ægdægred regyn sic|ng song in scar
wunna þa hie to sele fur|mum in hyra
grec wunna ganann e|gmon setten
scæ|xide sylrdes runðas regen hearde
wig) ñe recedes weal | iegon iuto bençe
byrian hryngin|on gu3| scæ|ran-gumena
gas| stodon se| mana scæ|ro samel
ægdæger as holt u|m græg was ser
ier ðreaw|wan gwæmum gewur|jad |a| ðær
whone hælæp ðe meægæs after he|de
hun frægæ | hwonan frægæ ge fæt
te| syl|ras græge syrcan 7 grìm hyl|emas
here seflæ ðæp ic ean hryng|æ|res
ær 7 on|la|tæ | ne seah ic el|}le|d|ge jæs
manige mon modig|æ|res | wen ic |Æ|t|ge for
weneo mæl|es feræ|scæ|um ac for higæ

Page 15; fol. 137, recto.

The page describes the reception of Beowulf and his companions at the hall of King Hroðgæw, when Beowulf visits the king to proffer his services against the monster Grendel.

The text, as edited by Holder (1899), runs—

Stræt was stæn-fæth, stig wisse|l
Gumæna ægdægædæ | Gæ|ð-hyrne sæn
Heard hand-hyrne, hring-iron sic,
Sing in sceawum, fæh to sele fur|mum
In hyra gryre-gæwum | ganan e|gmon
Set|æ|æ se|æ|æ side syl|æ|æs,
Rondæs regyn-hearde | wi|ð ñe re|edes weal |
Bygan fæh | b},|æ|æ|æ hryngin,
Gæ|ð-sæ|æ|æ gumenæ | gas| stodon
Sæ|æ|æ-mana scæ|ro | samel ægdægædæ
Æs|æ|æ holt u|m græg | was se| u|r|n|æ|æ
cæ|æ|æmum gewur|jad |a| ðær
Whone hælæp ðe meægæs after hæde
Hwonan frægæ | ge fæt
te| syl|ras græge syrcan 7 grìm hyl|emas
Here seflæ ðæp ic ean hryng|æ|res
Æs|æ|æ holt u|m græg | was se| u|r|n|æ|æ
cæ|æ|æmum gewur|jad |a| ðær
Whone hælæp ðe meægæs after hæde
Hwonan frægæ | ge fæt
te| syl|ras græge syrcan 7 grìm hyl|emas
Here seflæ ðæp ic ean hryng|æ|res

The text of the page describes the reception of Beowulf and his companions at the hall of King Hroðgæw, when Beowulf visits the king to proffer his services against the monster Grendel.
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*ár ond onib veterin hie hie el-pédige
*pus manige men módigilcian,
*Wén iac hét ge for wience, nales for wrēċ sēnum,
*Æc for hige-prynnaun Hroðgar sōñon

The street was paved with coloured stone: the path guided the men. The stout, well-knit coat of mail glittered, the bright iron rings of the amour sang, as they, in their war-harness, came to the hall. Wearily from them they set their ample shields, their bucklers strong and hard, by the wall of the house: then turned to the bench. Their mail-coats rang, the war gear of the warriors; their spears stood stacked together, the javelins of the seamen, the ash-wood tipped with grey: the war band was well arrayed with weapons.

There then a warrior proud asked the champions concerning their kin: "Whence bear ye your overlaid shields, your grey war shirts, your vizarded helms, your heap of war shafts? For me, I am Hroðgar's messenger and his henchman. Never have I seen so many men, of strange hands, better fashioned. I know it is for glory, in the pride of your hearts, not as outcast exiles, that ye have come to seek Hroðgar."

PAGE 19. CÆDMON'S HYMN.

Nu scealn hergan · heafenciaces wap,
Metudes mceteri · end hie moddige,
Uere multhurfard · swe he wundá gæcæs,
Eci dryctin · or asteða,
He aerist scop · ældæ bannuw
Heben til hrofe · haleg sepen,
Thæ middun geard · moncycces wárđ,
Eci dryctin · after tiðæ,
Firun foldi · ðrea allmectig.

Primo cantavit Caedmon iustud carmen.

Now must we glorify the lord of the kingdom of heaven: the might of the Creator and the purpose of his mind: the work of the father of glory, as he, the eternal lord, set the foundation of all things wonderful. He, the Holy Shaper, first formed the heaven as a roof to the children of men. Then the guardian of mankind, the eternal lord, afterwards created middle-earth: the All mighty King [made] the earth for men.

This is the song which Caedmon first sang.

This is not from the "Cædmonian" MS, first edited by Junius (see next extract), but is the vernacular original of the Latin version quoted by Bede as Cædmon's first production, and is therefore the only unadulterated poem of Cædmon's. This version, in the Old Northumbrian dialect, is written at the top of a page in the Maurice MS of Bede's Ecclesiastical History. This MS must have been written about 732, that is, within two years of Bede's death. Both the language and the script are archaic. Note uu for w and th for ð.

PAGE 24. FROM THE SO-CALLED CAEDMON (JUNIUS MS).

Nœ wæs ðæt ærcelond · norðre bewunden
Feondes faice, folcestede gumaena
Hælæde ædel · neæ þær blæces wist
Werum on þæt wende · ne weaces drynec
To þæt ægnum · ah hiæ blod 7 fel
Fira þælæhæman · feoræn cunæna
Fegæn geard · þæt þeole. Sprece wæs þæt hæwa
Pryce ægålwænlæ · ægelswænlæ
Dydan hime to mose · mete þæræendum
Fara þæt ælænd · utan sohtæ
Swyle wæs þæt folces · þræolæces tæcen
Unkeælæ ænæ · ðet hie eagena gesið
Hettend heoforganne · heaðogænne
Agegon galauges · gara corðum
Syddan him gehaldan · þære temone
Dyrja þæt dwærloftc · drynce unheorne
Se owende geewi · wera ingælce
Heotion hæðæ · hyge wæs gecyrcyd
Þet hie ne murrædan · æfter mannæreame
Hæðæ hoerorgfædeg · æc hie hig 7 gers
For metellecæ · mede gedræhte
Fæ wæs Mætheus · to þære meæran hyræg
Cumen in þæt æcæste · þæt wæs cyrm miced
Geond Meremelonia, manfrila blod
Foldeara gedrag, ðæðan deoles þegnæs
[Geasædøn · ædelinges sib.]

Genesis, 1314-1326.

Then Noah did even as God commanded him, and was obedient to the holy king of heaven. Straightway he began to build that hall, that mighty sea-chest. He told his kinsmen that a dread thing was coming upon the nations, wrathful punishment: but they recked not of it. Then, when the tale of waters was fulfilled, the God of Truth saw the greatest of Ocean-houses, towering up, ready within and without. This ship of Noah was made firm against the sea with the best line of the earth—of a strange kind it is; for the more that the fierce waters, the swart sea streams, beat upon it, the harder doth it become.

PAGE 28. FROM THE VERCelli BOOK.

Hwæt we gefrunan · on fyrdagum,
Twelwe under tungum · toreadice hæleð,
Pædnes hegna · no hina ðyræmæcæ
Cyn·fædana · þæt hæm cæmbl hæctæna,
Stuan hie gestædæ, swa hun dynælf sílfn,
Hœfona hæcynæng · hlyt getæhtæ.
Þæt wuræn maere · men ofer corðan,
Frome folætgan · 7 fyrdæhtæ,
Rofe rincæ · sonec ron 7 hand
On heræfælæ · hælm ealgedæ,
On metætægænæ. Wæs hira Mathæus sum,
Se mid Jœdanæ urægan · godspell ærest
Wordsæn wætan · wundoræctæ;
Paæ halig god · hlyt getæode
Ut on þæt igland · þær ængæ þæg
Ellæodghæra · ælæs meæhtæ
Blæes bruæcan · oft him bonæna hand
On heræfælæ · heordo gesæctæ,
Ed wæs þæt ærcelond · norðre bewunden
Feondes faice, folcestede gumæna
Hælæde ædel · neæ þær blæces wist
Werum on þæt wende · ne weaces drynæc
To þæt ægnum · ah hiæ blod 7 fel
Fira þælæhæman · feoræn cunæna
Fegæn geard · þæt þeole. Sprece wæs þæt hæwa
Pryce ægålwænlæ · ægelswænlæ
Dydan hime to mose · mete þæræendum
Fara þæt ælænd · utan sohtæ
Swyle wæs þæt folces · þræolæces tæcen
Unkeælæ ænæ · ðet hie eagena gesið
Hettend heoforganne · heaðogænne
Agegon galauges · gara corðum
Syddan him gehaldan · þære temone
Dyrja þæt dwærloftc · drynce unheorne
Se owende geewi · wera ingælce
Heotion hæðæ · hyge wæs gecyrcyd
Þet hie ne murrædan · æfter mannæreame
Hæðæ hoerorgfædeg · æc hie hig 7 gers
For metellecæ · mede gedræhte
Fæ wæs Mætheus · to þære meæran hyræg
Cumen in þæt æcæste · þæt wæs cyrm miced
Geond Meremelonia, manfrila blod
Foldeara gedrag, ðæðan deoles þegnæs
[Geasædøn · ædelinges sib.]

Andreas, 1-44.

Lo! we have heard, in the days of old, there were beneath the stars twelve glorious heroes, the retainers of the Lord: their might was not abashed in the battle when banners met together, after they had been as the Lord himself, the high King of the heavens.
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PAGE 60. ÆLFRIC'S PARAPHRASE OF THE PENTATEUCH.

Abram sollicse was sweage sēgig on golde 7 on scōlefre 7 on ǣrle 7 on getelcum, swa hē ʒet land ne mihtē oðeran ēfti began, hē 7 Loth ægelode wunon. Hē on aust wæron meriglæstig 7 ne mihton wunan ægelod. Wæro eorðʒ ne hitne inging sicu betwix Ӕbantes hýrdeamum 7 Loðes. On æcre tile wæden Chānanuce 7 Pērezen on ðum līnde. Ӕbarm þa cwæð to Loðe: þic hidde þæt nam sinan ne sy betwix þæt 7 æc, ne betwix minum hýrdeum 7 ðinn hýrdeum. Wyt send gebrædum. Eine mī nīl sæo eorðe hīf eftoran æc, þic hidde fær mī Loð. Gif on ða ēfta to þręc wynan healla, þic hidde þa ðyovon healla; gif þa ðonne þa ðyovon healla geyst, þa fære þa þręc wynan healla. Loð þa ðæheald geond call, 7 gesæc þet sæ eard þið ðæ e ge ða ðæ e Jordanen wæs nýre mid wæter gemenged, swa swa godec Neorxanawign 7 swa swa Ægyptalæc becumendum to Segor, æc þan þæt jōd towænde þæ þæt Sødônum 7 Gōmra. Trulym Abram wæs very rich in golde and silver and in cattle and in tents, so that the land could not bear that they hungered and Loth, should dwell together; and their riches were manifold, so that they might not dwell together. And for this cause there was strife between the herdmen of Abram and of Lot: and at that time dwelt the Canaanite and the Perizite in the land. Then Abram said unto Lot, "I pray thee that no strife be between me and thee, nor between my herdmen and thy herdmen. We are brethren; behold now, all the land is before thee, I pray thee go from me. If thou goest to the left hand, I will hold to the right; if thou choosest the right hand, I will go to the left." Lot then beheld over all, and saw that all the land by the river Jordan was fair, and well watered, even as the Paradise of God, and even as the land of Egypt when thou comest to Zoar—before the Lord turned to destruction the cities of Sodom and Gomorrath.

PAGE 61. FROM A MS OF THE ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE.

Crist was acemyd 7 cyninga wulfoc On midne winter 7 more hedeode Eorðhuthinga 7 morehæfodad Hælend gehaten 7 heofonrieces weard. Swa þæ stefan tiid 7 side heriges Fole nunnete 7 hablaþ foreward geare; For þæ saca Kenti us 7 cymene gescynged On þam ycean dagæ 7 us to tune. Porma monad. Hine fole mycel January. Januaris. 7 genus. heoton. January

And þes eme frif nīht þe nexusfulht Gīd Eces ealhmte 7 to us cymen. Pene twelfa dag 7 tir ealdge Hædehe hædumode 7 hædað on Brytene On holde hēr. Swyldre eme kower wucan Pette sol monad 7 sigid to tune. Butan tunum nihum 7 swa hit getealdon gea Februtunus fas 7 frode gesiges, February. Ealhe aeglæwe. And þes eme a(ne nīht)

The opening lines of the Metrical Calendar which is prefixed to the "Albingdon" MS of the Chronicle. The marginal notes "January," "February," were added by Joscellin, the secretary of Archbishop Parker. Christ the honour of kings, the glorious lord, eternal, almighty, was born in mid-winter, and on the eighth day was the savour, the ruler of heaven, named. And at that very time do wide hosts of men, a people beyond number, told the New Year; and so on the same day the Calend, the first month, is fixed to come among us. Of old a numerous folk called this month January. And five days after this is it that the Baptism-side2 of the eternal lord comes to us, which here in this land of Britain good men and true know as Twelfth Night. Four weeks after this, save two days, is it that "Saomon3" comes amongst us, the month which wise men, the cunning ones of old time, named stalwart February. And one day after this . . .

1 The Feast of the Circumcision
2 The Epiphany

PAGE 64. GUHYLAC (FROM THE EXETER BOOK).

Ne won he æffer worldere. ac he in wuldre æhôf Modes wynne. Hywle was mara þonne he? Se an oretea, umam tahul. Cumpa gefyn, þæt hime Crist foro Worlfdicra mā wandræ gecyðe.

H e hine scilde wið scealnæðra Eglum onlængum caræma gesta: Wænon by reowe to næme Gifrum græpun. Ne god wolde, Pét scealne æð þæt scyldan. In lichoman, lýfde se ðæna, Þæt þy him mid hominum himan mosten, 7 þæt frið wið him gefreode were. Hy hine þæt hofon on þæt hearn lytf. Sealdon him mehite ofer mona cyrum, þæt þe fora eagem eal sceawode Under haliga hrynum gældum. In mystærum mona gæderum. Pæa þæt hyrn lifæ þurh lust bræcan Ildum æhtæm 7 oferwældecum, Gierelæm gæplæcum, swa be gægode þæwy, þær þæs cældres ðeas ne styro, No þær þæs feóndæs gæfoþæron, Ac þæs blæces hæðe gærænon æfeldon, Þæt þæm ælfeð was wyht heowle, Þæt þy him lichomæ long ne mostan Witum wælan: ne him wæht gesed, þes þæt by him to terræm þurh-geædnæðen. Læðdon hine þæs of hylfe to jum leofstæn Earðe on cordan, þæt þæt eft gestæg Beorc on beorhæ, þæt by ecgælæde. Mundan ænærende. Þæt þæs nornæs bearn. Pæam oferfængsa 7 swa ðælæfendlic Him to eardædum [ana cweome, Gif by him ne meahæte maræn sarum Gylðað gynnæwæcca.]

Guhyel, 370-405.

He strove not after the world, but he raised his mind's delight to glory. Who was greater than he? That one warrior and champion maketh it known to our days that for his sake Christ showed forth more wonders in this world. He protected him against the cruel attacks of the accursed evil spirits: eager were they to seize him in their cruel grasp. God would not that the soul should suffer such pain within the body; but he allowed that they might touch him with their hands, and that peace should yet be kept with them. Then they carried him up on high into the air, and gave him power above the race of men that he saw all, before his eyes, the conduct of men in monasteries, under the control of holy rulers—those who spend their life in pleasure, in idle treasures, and in pomp, in proud array, as is the custom of youth where the fear of the elder does not restrain. No need was there then for the fiends to rejoice, but quickly had they had the joy which was granted to them for a little time,
so that they might not longer grieve his body with torment: nothing that they had done, to grieve him, injured him one whit. Then they led him from the city to that most beloved home on earth, and he again mounted the hill within the wood. The slayers sorrowed, with mourning did they lament that one of the children of men had terribly overcome them, and, though in straits, had come alone to their sorrow, unless they might with greater suffering inflict on him a dread revenge.

Page 75. From the Nativity Gospels.

de was with Jam byrghene.

Una Sallott Maria Magdalenæ venit manu cum
adhuc tenere essent ad monumentum, & vidit
lapidem sublatum a monumento.

Wytodliche on an an rest dayge seye Magdalenæ
kenisse Marie com on morgen, at hyt
leht heare, to Jare byrghene. 7 hyo ge-
sealt jeh se star was an weg annamen fra
Jare byrghene. Jæ arn lye & com to Syno-
ne Petre 7 to ham øre learning-ehniten, þe
se helend lufede. End lye eawed to hoom: hyo
nymen drihnen of byrghene, 7 we nytøn huar
lyne hime leigdon. Petræ endit ut; 7 se ører
learning ehnit, 7 com in to Jare byrghene.
Witodliche bytte wineg urcen ægdonere, 7 se ører
learning ehnit foræn Petre lye, 7 com radar
to Jare byrghene. 7 þæ ær æræ ðæghe, þe
seal þæ linere ligen, 2 ne com þæn in-wod-
líche Simon Petræ com after hym and eode in
to Jare byrghene, 7 gesæl hæwæd ligen, 7
ket swa-liæ he was up on his healden, ne ley lye
na mid þæn hæwæd, æc on sandrum furn
pan øren, gelehten, on ær 1 stowe. Þæ com eae
in se learningehnfite ærest com to Jare
berienne, 7 gesæl þæ geleftæ. Witodliche þæ got

Page 77. From the Osmium.

mess latchþþ hi. 7 bagheþþ
hi. 7 lunchþþ 7 cumleþþ eft on
geen till me. 7 wishþþ me to
seggem. Whic ic me maghe
fíndeñ hi. To léken him. 7 lä-
ten. 7 tegg þæ wënnem fra þe
kig. Tull þegghe rihhte wæg-
ge. 7 lægge stærne wass hemm
þa. full reig upp o lítte. To
léken hemm jett wegge rihtæ.
Jett lagg toward tatt chess-
cre. Pátt was geñheten bøþ-
kenæ. Jett críst was bøørøm
hime 7 eft jett tegg segræf
eft. Pátt sterne þæ hemm lëde

This forms
part of the account of the visit of the wise men to
Bethlehem. lines 6412-6427 of the Oxford edition of
1852, ed. White.

[With] ycre malþþ læagþþ hinnæ
And bagheþþ hinnæ and lunchþþ
And cumleþþ eft onsen till me.
And wílkhe me to seggem.
Wher ic me maghe fiìnden himæ,
To léken himæ and lutænæ.

And tegg þæ wënnem fra þe kig
Till þegghe rihnte weggæ.
And tegghe stærne wass hemm
Till rætt upp o lítte.
To gége hemm jett wegge rihtæ.
Pátt lægge tatt chesscre.
Pátt wass geñhten bøþkeenæ.
Pátt críst wass bøørøm
hime jett tegg segræf eft.
Pátt sterne þæ hemm lëde.

Hælæ spækæingæ—Do hounør unto him with your
treasures and bow yourselfs before him, and do him
hounør; and come yet again unto me, and make
known unto me where I may find him to do him hounør
and hounør. Ænd þæn wënt from thæ king on
their right way, and their star was then full ready for
them, up in the sky, to lead them the right way that
led toward that city that was called Bethlehæm, in
which Christ was born, and when they saw yet again
the star that led them, they were thereupon joyful with
an exceeding great joy.
APPENDIX

King Lear and his daughters: (Gormoille, Goneril, is speaking)—

"And yet (more) I will speak with thee, thou art dearer than my life. And this I say unto thee in sooth, thou mayest well believe me."  

Leir the king believed his daughter’s untruth, and this answer gave, that was the old king: "I say to thee, Goneril, beloved daughter dear, God shall be thy need and thy greeting. I am for my age much weakened, and thou me lovest much, more than is in life. I will my precious land in three all divide: thine is the best part, thou art my daughter dear, and shalt have to lodge my chaste of all the best that I may find in my Kingdom."  

After spake the old king with his daughter: "Beloved daughter Regan, what sayest thou me to counsel? Say thou before my people how dear I am to thee in heart. Then answerst (she) with prudent words: "All that is in life is not so dear as to me thy limbs alone before mine own life."  

But she said nothing sooth, no more than her sister: all her untruth her father believed. Then answered the king—his daughter pleaded him—"The third part of my land I give thee in hand: thou shalt take a lord, where to thee is dearest of all."  

Yet would the king his folly leave, he bade come before him his daughter Cordoille. She was of all the youngest, and the most careful of truth; and the king loved her more than both the other two. Cordoille heard the untruths that her sisters said to the king. She took her lawful oath that she would not lie; to her father she would say the south, were it to him lie 4th or false. Then quoth the old king—evil counsel followed him—"Hear! I will of thee, Cordoille, so help thee Appolin, how dear to thee is my life."  

Then answered Cordoille, loud and no whit still, with game and with laughter to her loved father, "Thou art to me no dearer as my father, and I to thee as thy daughter. I have to thee southmost love, as we are much akin. And, as I look for mercy, I will say to thee more: thou art worth as much as thou art ruler of, and as much as thou hast men will love thee: for soon is he loathed, the man that owns little."  

Thus said the maiden Cordoille, and then sat very still. Then was the king wrath, for he was not then pleased, and weaned in his thought that it was for contempt that he had won so little worth that she would not esteem him as her two sisters.

Page 88. FROM THE "ANDREN RIVLE"

in on hire, se halie king as he was & godes prophete. Nu comes for $ & a felle mon, holdis him jab hehlich git he hauis a wid hoo & a lokin cape, & wife iseon yunge ances, & hoike noode as stan hu hire wite him like, jab names n-awt hire her forkaned is he sone ; & seis hire mat ladliche iseain ha-linen, yea swuch as he is, for his wide & his lokene stue. Mesur quire-desire, ne heres tu jab datul, Godes prophete, bi hwam he seide "Imeni uimur secundum our meur," I haue isoundem, quod he, a soon after heorte, he jab godd self seide bi his dereseem sahe king & prophete, cuted ut of all, jab parh an chewart to a wumon, as ho wesch hire, lette ut his heorte & forget him selve ; swa jab he dude preo heaned & deadliche sones ; o hersbece spaz breche, he lathiu jab he lokid on ; trewem & monsalht on his treawe enit Vrie, hire lanct. And tu, a sauc-ful mon, art swa hardi to casteu jin ech on a yung wumon. Pis jat is un seid limpes to wummen. Ah ase muche neod is wepanum to wite wel his elshede from wummen nes slode. Nu mi leane suster, if a-mi $ ful wifesfual to seon ow, ne we- ne ye her nauer god, ah leues him he leese. Xile Ich jab parh now ow bote he haue special leave of ow- re maister ; for alle ja preo sones jab i spee of bat, & ja parh usel of Di-na jab i car spek of, al com maw forh jat te wummen lokeden cange liche o wepanum, ah parh jab ha vi-
whilen him monnes chesheth, & dilen hwer jeth ho miben fallen into sune. For bi was haten o Godd halfe i'pe ale hale i'pe

[Also Rithkel, in that she uncovered herself in Davids sight, she made him to sin] with her, Judg king as he was, and God's prophet. And now a feeble man comes forward, and yet extenuates himself highly, if he have a wide hode and a close cape, and will see young anchoesisters, and will needs look, as though of stone, how their fairness please him, thy who have not their faces smoothen. For as he is, for his wide sleeve and his close. Sir Braggar (Mounsir Cideroes) dost thou not hear that David's god proph, concerning whom He said, "heerein Zion xcondum cor monum, I have found, quoth he, "a man after my heart;" he concerning whom God himself said this precious saying, king and prophet, chosen out of all this through an eyeglass upon a woman, as she washed herself, let out his heart and forget himself, so that he did three capital and deadly sins: one, adultery with Rithkel, the lady he looked upon; treason and manslaughter upon his true knight Urash her lord. And then a sinful man, art so hardly as to cast thine eye upon a young woman! This that is now said pertains to others; but as much means there for a man to guard well his eyesight from the sight of women. Now, my beloved sister, if any is full wishful to see you, think ye never good, but believe him the less. I will not that any see you except he have special leave of our master for all these three sins that I spoke of last, and all that evil of Pharaoh that I spoke of before, it all came, not because the women looked forward upon men, but because they uncovered themselves in man's sight, and did whereby they might fall into sin. Therefore was it commanded, on God's behalf, in the old law, that a pit should ever be covered, and if any uncovered the pit, and a beast fell therein, he should pay for it. This is a very terrible word to a man.

PAGE 88. PROCLAMATION OF HENRY III.

Henry, through the help of God, king of England, lord of Ireland, duke of Normandy and of Aquitaine, and earl of Anjou, sends greeting to all his faithfull men, "learned and head," the clerical and lay in Hambourghshire. That you know well all that we will and grant, that that which all our councils, or the greater part of them, that are chosen through us and through the people of the land to us, have done, and have been done by us, the honour of God, and in our allegiance for the good of the land, through the direction of the aforesaid council, be steadfast and lasting in all things, ever without end. And we bid all our true men, in the allegiance that they owe us, that they steadfastly hold, and swear to hold and to defend, the decrees that are made and to be made through the aforesaid council, or through the greater part of them, as is before said. And that ear help other to do, by the same oath, against all met to the contrary, to receive and do, as we have done, and as we shall do, by the counsel of God, and in our allegiance for the good of the land, through the direction of the aforesaid council, be steadfast and lasting in all things, ever without end.

Here follow the names of the witnesses.

PAGE 90. FROM THE AVEHUNITE OF IOWIT.

One more nor to zechle hone. The zychee manzerve god yelpes, ut his yeles drichtlich man hoy lout he och to us & our help to gaderi oure heren, and oure hone. And our zyche seele proprediche li hye yelped yeles. A e hunoree hye yelped / Huerynere hye yelped / Huerynere hye yelped / Huerynere hye yelped. Yeyle of pe holy gost yamel / Yeyle of pe holy gost yamel / Yeyle of pe holy gost yamel / Yeyle of pe holy gost yamel. Yeyle of pe gader of pe zone : nor all hire dekes / And hire yeles hylep to gader, nor all hire dekes / And hire yeles hylep to gader. Yeyle of pe zone abou / To pe works of godesnesse / To pe holy gost. Wor godesnesse is / az yape sant Denys / To lere hire zelne. Yor yef a man yelp et hire ham mag not cos yelp et hire ham mag not cos. Ac pe nor holy gost be hye zeue yeles / Spret hire zelne in oure heren / ass a zaynte / Ass a zaynte / Ass a zaynte / Ass a zaynte. Paul / As he zayze stres / Ass he zayze stres / Ass he zayze stres / Ass he zayze stres. Peroue li hye proprediche / He zayze stres / He zayze stres. Yeyle of pe holy gost / Yeyle of pe holy gost. Yor he is wel hye he / He hye stres. Yeles et hire dekes / And hire dekes / And hire dekes / And hire dekes. And nor jepe seele is / nor jepe seele is / nor jepe seele is / nor jepe seele is. Yeyle of pe holy gost proprediche / Yeyle of pe holy gost proprediche / Yeyle of pe holy gost proprediche / Yeyle of pe holy gost proprediche. Yeles of pe zone / Yeles of pe zone / Yeles of pe zone / Yeles of pe zone. Nort / Nort / Nort / Nort.

Ed. Morris (Early English Text Society), pp. 120-121.

1 An error of the scribe for Loren (for Loren).
hearts, as Saint Paul saith, as by seven streams, therefore they are rightly called gifts of the Holy Ghost. For he is the well, and they are the streams. And the other reason is that the Holy Ghost is properly the love that is between the Father and the Son, and therefore that love is the proper, and the first and the highest gift, that a man, who giveth aright, may give. And in this gift one giveth all the others: and without these no other gift is rightly called a gift. Therefore aright is the Holy Ghost properly both gift and giver.

Page 91. From the Cursor Mundi.

[1 shall you shewe be myn entent. . . ]

Of Abraham and of Ysac
Pat halie ware wit-outen make; 2
Systen 3 sal I tell yow
Of Jacob and of Esaun;
Par meist sal he synten tald
How pat Joseph was foght and sald;
O je Juns 5 and Moyises
Pat Goddis folk to fede him ches, 6
How God bigan lew hyw yfte
Je quilk 7 the Juns in sulde lyfe;
O Saul he kyng and o Dani
How jot he fagh t-a-gyn Golli;
Slyen o Salmoun be wic.
How craftlik he did instis;
How Crist com thoro prephicki,
How he com his folk to bij; 8
And hit sal be reidynn Janne
O Joachim and of sant Tanne;
O Mare als hit 9 doghter mild,
How so 10 was born and had a child,
How he was born and quan and ware, 11
How soo hyn to te temple bar;
O je kynges hit hem soght
Pat thre presendes til hiz browht.
How Crist Kyrong kyng wyt worght 12
For Crist sak je childer soght;
How je child to Egypte fyl
And how jot he was thehen 13 led;
Par sal ye find su okyn deslis
Pat Jesu did in hiss barn-hedlis; 14
Sithen o je baptisit Johan
Pat Jesu baptist in flue Jordan;
How Jesu quen he lang had fast 15
Was fondit wit je wic gast; 16
Slyen o Juns iapatisyng.
And how him heffid Herod 17 kyng;
How jot Jesu Crist him selne
Ches til him apostels tluke,
And openlik bigan to preche
And ale pat sek ware to leche 18
And dij de merches sta rif 19
Pat je Juns him hild in strij;
Slyen how hyn halty drighin 20
Turned watter in to vyn;
O fice thousand men jot he
fielde wyt fyn lanes and fisshes thre;

li. 137-182.

Page 96. From PiERS PlOWMAN.

In a somer secon when solte was je somme
I schap me in to schrobles 21 as I a shepherde were,
In an abit of an ermite: unholy of werkes
Wente I forp in pe world wondres to here.
I saw mani selles 2 and selcoup ponges; 22
Ac in a mai morawing 23 on malterne hulles
We bi ful to selce 24 for werynesse of walkyng;
In a launde as I lat 25 lenede me down and slepe,
Meroucouls I mette 26 as I schal yow telle;
Of al je welpe of pe world and je wo bope
At si [schaping] 27 as I schal yow schewe.

Wynking as hit were withurlil I sy hit,
Of treulp and of trecheesy 28 tresson and gile.
Eastward I tokedee after pe somne,
I saw a tour as I prowode 29 treweit was je inne,
Westward I shulde 30 in a while after
And saw a deepdale; depl, as I leue,
Wonden in pat wones 31 and wikkefed spirtes.

A fau feld ful of fole 32 and fond I per twitene
Of al maner of men 33 pe meme and pe riche
Worshung and wandryng 34 as pe world asked.
Summe pochte hem to plow 35 and pleiden ful selle
In setting and in sowyng 36 swnoc ful harde
And wonnen pat 37 jas wasstere 38 wip goleniti destreyen.

Summe putten hem to pride 39 and apareley hem peer after,
In countenance of eloping 40 in many kynnes gise.
In pandyng and preichers 41 put hem mannye
For je lone of our lord 42 luedon ful harde
In hope to hatte god encl 43 and heunebriche blisse.
As ankere and ermytes 44 pat holden hem in selles
Pei covetein nought in cuntres 45 to karlen a bougte
For no likeres ylflode 46 heorc likame to plese.

And summe chosen charathe 47 and preueden pe bettere
As hit seene in oure sith 48 pat swiche men swokel.
And summe merpes to make 49 as munstrales kunne,
Welte nought swyneke we sweote 50 sote swere grete ope;
Pei fynden up fantasions 51 and foles hem makep
And han with at wille 52 to worchen yfi pei wildre
And jat Poue prechep of hem 53 preuen hit i migete.

Qud luyver turbulente 54 is Luciferes knuwe.

Sadders and beggers 55 faste abougete yede.

C-Text, Prologue, 1-41.

In a summer season, when the sun was warm, I betook myself to the bush, as if I had been a shepherd, in the habit of a hermit—an holy hermit, a wandering wise in the world to bear wonder. I saw many cells, and many strange things. But on a May morning, on Malvern Hills, I chanced to fall asleep, through weariness of walking. As I lay on a lawn I leaned down and slept, and had a marvellous dream, as I shall tell you. Of all the wealth of the world, and the woe also, all I saw sleeping, as I shall show you. Summering as it were, verily I saw it of: and of treachery, of treason and of guilt.

Eastward I looked, toward the sun: I saw a tower, as I thought; that was therein. Westward I beheld, a short while after, and saw a deep dale; DEATH, as I believe, dwelt in those haunts, and wicked spirits.

A fair field full of folk found I there between, of all manner of men, the mean and the rich; working and wandering as the world demands.

Some put themselves to plough; full seldom they played; they worked full hard, setting and sowing, and won what these wasters destroy with glutony. Some put themselves to works of pride, and clothed themselves accordingly in disguise of clothing, in fashion of many kinds.

Many put themselves to penance and prayers: lived full hard for the love of Our Lord, in hope to make a good end, and have the bliss of the kingdom of Heaven; such as anchorites and hermits that remain in their cells, and do not desire to wander abroad the comers to please their flesh with the pleasures of life. And some chose merchandise, and proved the better, as it seemed to our sight that such men should.

And some had themselves to make mirth, as minstrels know how.

They will not labour nor sweat, but swear great oaths, invent fancies, make fools of themselves, and yet have the wit to work if
Launfal miles

1. Be doughty, Arthurs dawes; 2. That held Engelond yn good lawes,
3. Ther fell a wonderous car, 4. Of a ley but was yvette,
5. That hight Launfal, and hette yvette; 6. New heretency how it was.

Doughty, Arthurs son whyke
So doughty in Kautenleyke,
With joye and greet soler; 1
And knightes yet wer profitable,
With Arthurs of ye rounde table,
Ne ver noon better for mas.

APPENDIX 383

Page 98. FROM PIERS PLowman.
In a somer secon y than soft was the somne.
Shepme in shroudes 1 as A shepe 2 were ;
In hie as an hermite vnly of workes,
With wyse in his world wonyres to here.
Ae on a May mornynge on Malacrin hilles
Me byed a fey of faerie me thought ;
I was very forwards; 3 and went me to reste
Under a brode banke 4 of a bordes side,
And as I lay and lended 5 and loked in wateres
I slombred in a sleepe as sweyen6 so merye.
Thanne gan I to meten a merciehouse sweene,7
That I was in a wildernesse wist I neuer where,
As I bideide in to pe est 8 an high to the somne,
As I seyed a toot 9 of treichly mykled10 :
A depe dale laincthe 11 a dongsone jereinne 12
With depe dyches and derke 13 and dredful of sight.
A faire feble fol of folkere 14 fonde I there bywone,
Of all maner of men pe meene and pe riche,
Worshipynge and wandryng as he worldes asketh.
Some put hem to the play 15 of played fal seide,
In setyng and in slepyng swencion ful hardo,
And woman that wasstow 16 with golotyne destructhy,
And sume putten hem to pryde 17 apparilled hem after.
In contenance of clothynge 18 conen digisised.
In prayers and in pencez 19 putten hem manye,
And for lone of owte world 20 I lykened in strytye,
In hope for to hante hemueriche blisse ;
As ances and heremites that holden hem in here selles,
And concite nought in contrie to Kairen aboute,
For no lichere bisho 21 her lykm to plese,
And somme chosen chatter 22 they chen 23 the better.
As it seemeth to owre sygyt 24 that suche men thrymeth ;
And somme murtices to make 25 as mystrayles con-neath.
And geten good with here glee 26 synneles I leue.
Ac iapers and iangethes 27 lucas chylderen,
Feymen hem fantasies 28 and foles hem maketh,
And han here witte at wille 29 to worche yf lei sholebe.
That Paule precheth to hem 30 I nel nought proue it here ;

Page 112. FROM THE LAY OF SIR LAUNFAL.

Launfal miles

Sere Persevall, and sry Gavyn,
Syr Gyweeres, and sry Agrefrauny,
Syr Kay, and sry Faywyne,
Syr Arrol, and sry Fawyn,
Pot well compe, 5 fytteyn ym plaine,
Battles to for take.

Kynge Ban Boughht, and kynge Bos,
Of hym her was a gret bos,
Men sawe tho no wher her make :
Syr Gafre, & sry Launfal,
Where of a noble tale,
Among us schall awake.

Note that in the B-Text Langland limits his condemnation to these, excusing the misdeeds ("since, I believe"). In the later 6-Text he would seem to condemn all together.

He beheld ladies with laughinge cher.
Then lighted Gywylon and con in it for,
And brought in the madins bright in weldis,
He told many tales, and all was lies ;
For he that is fals no worldes ned seche,
So farthie he wilte flatering speche,
And the lord that king Charles phial with,
And on the tober sol 1 of his sight.
Who se beloughte hym shall hym fals find,
Right as a broken sper at the litful end,
Then kniylde the knyght vnto his lord,
And said to the kinges, & shewed this word : "Criste keep the from care and all ye knyghtes !
I have gone for ye seek wonderfull waies,
I was bene in Saragos for Sarisins won,
And spoken with the Souland pot myghty gons.
I have taught hym how he lyf shal,
And he hath tak good hed to my wordes all.
Ye ned no further lightinge to seche,
Hast you hem again to your londe riche,
With in xviij dayes thedis 6 he will hym lyse,
And all the helhyn statys in his company,
A thousand of his bond of the best : All will be cristenyd & leue on Them Crist,
Ther law will they lef some anon,
And at thy comandment jery will done.
Of Saragos the rite he sente the xviij key,
And all theis feberon, 7 with the to play ;
Echon of them is a lordes daughtor ;
And her ys good wyn : drink jery of after.
And thou wisly wire, 8 thon talieth nought.
Ther is no prov 9 to pryk her men pece sought !
If that myrye and myghty melodie to geder
He shall have the mor grace ever after.

1 together 2 seek 3 meaning uncert, probably corrupt 4 dwell 5 man 6 thither 7 work 8 advantage 9 Read "he"
They wer wyedded, as y you say,
Upon a W'.tysunday,
Before princes of moch pryde,
No man ne may telle yu the tale.
What folk her was at yu brefde,
Of countreys fer & wyse.

No nofer man was yu halle ysette,
But he wer prelat, ojher boronette,
In herte ys nght to hyde,
If they satte nght all afyle,
Her tervysse was good & ryche,
Certyn yu ech a sylde.

And when pe lordes hadde ete yu the halle,
And the clothes wer drawen afyle,
As ye mowe her and lype;
The bochtres sentyn wyn
To alle the lordes jeter peyn
Wath chere bope glad and lyple,
The quene yaf yffes for pe none,
Gold and selver, precyous stony.
Her curtasye to lype: 10
Every knight schec yaf broche, ojher ryng,
But yr Launfyl schec yaf no lype,
But grevede hym many a sylde. 10

Page 124. Old English Spring Song.

Sing "Cuckoo" now; sing "Cuckoo."
This one man repeats as ofen as necessary, making a pause at the end.

Sing "Cackoo"; sing "Cuckoo" now.
This another man sings, making a pause in the middle, but not at the end, but inmediately beginning again.

This part song is to be sung by four, in company. By less than three, or at least two (in addition to those who sing the "Foot"), it ought not to be sung. And it is sung in this manner. All are silent except one, who begins, accompanied by those who sing the "Foot." And when the first singer has reached the first note after the cross, the second joins in; and so with the rest. Each in turn pause at the places marked for a pause, and not elsewhere, for the space of one long note.

The Latin words written underneath the English are those of a Latin devotional song, to be sung to the same music.

Page 149. FROM Hoccleve's De Regimine Principum.

How he bi seruant was, mayden Marie,
And lat his love floury and fructify.

Al boch his lyfe be quenye pe resemblance
Of him haj in me so fresh fullyssynese,
Put to putte othr men in remembrance
Of his persone. I have heere his lykness.
Do make to his ende in sotfastynese,
Put pei pat hue of him lest kjought & mynde,
By his peyne may agyn him ynde.

The ymages jat in pe chichre been
Maken folk fulken on god & on his seynes,
Wen pe ymages bi beholde & seen,
Were otnyse of hem causeth restrynye
Of kjoughtes gode; when a sing depyny is
Or entaile, if men take of it heed,
Thoght of pe lykness he wil in hym brede.
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Yit somme hollen oppynyon and sey
Put some ymage scheld imake be,
Pei erson foule & goon out of key
Of trouth hane pei scant sensibillite.
Passo ouer hert. Now blessid Frite
Vpon my maistres soule mercy have
For him, Lady, eke pei mercy I crave.
More othir king wolde I payne spoke & touche
Heere in his booke, yet schuch is my dunnesse,
For pei at olde and empty is my puche,
Pat at my lust is quynt with heynesse,
And heuy spirit commadith sillesse.

PAGE 150. FROM LYDGATE'S STORY OF THESES, Prima Pars
Here begynneth the Sogge of Thebes, ful
lamentously tolde by John Lydgate, monke of
Bury, annexygite to pe tallas of Cantorbury.
Sirs, quod I, sith of youre cuertesye
I entere am in to youre companye,
And admetted a tale to to tale
By hym that hath powre to comple
Me nee our hoste, governere and gyde
Of youre echeone rydenthe here byssyle;
Thogh my wit bareyne he and dulle,
I wolde reherce a story wonderingly
Touchenge the segge and destrucytor
Of worthy Thebes, the myghty royale toun,
Bilt and bygone of olde antiquyte
Upon the tym of worthy Jone
By diligence of kyng Amphioun
Chief cause first of this foundacyon.
Lydgate's Prologue, in which he represents himself as
telling the story of Thebes, to the company of
Chaucer's pilgrims, on the return journey.

PAGE 166. THE LANSDOWN MS OF CHAUCER, LEAF 102, BACK
Conclusion of the Friar's Prologue, and part of the
Friar's Tale.
"I se there
"I shall him telle whiche a grete honour
It is to be 2 fateringe limitour,?
And of ful many aunder crime
Whiche tedeleouth reherse att bis time,
And his office I shall him telle thus."
"Owe ose answar "Peis, no more of pis;"
And afterwarde he seide vna to se here
"Tel forpe yowre tale, my lene 3 nayster dere."
Explicit prologus. Inripit thinke.
W
Lil on here was dwelinge in myne contre
An Archdeacon, a man of hiehe degree,
That boldely didexcepcion
In just-ching of tampions, of
Whiche craft, & eke of hauudyne,
Of ditamusam, & avowirye.
Of cheere res, & of testammute,
Of contrayce, & of he of sacramente,
Of usary & of Simony also.
Hot ertes Lychiouns, the grestest won;
The schelden singe if pei wey he be;
And swyle tithers weren forde schente.
If any person wolde upon hem pleyn,
There myht asert him no pecuniale peyne,

For smale tipes & eke smale offringe
He maade pei people spiritusly to singe,
For on he bishop hadt him whip his hoke,
That were in the Archdeacon s hoke.
And pa hadde he, forthe his Jurisdiction,
Power to done on hem correctione.
He had a soumyton redy to his hand,
A shylere howe was none in yngelale;
For soele he had his espesciynne.
That taulit him where he myht availe,
He coupe spere of lyhoubes one or two,
To techen him to fourte & twenty mo.
Flor pouhe his soumytore 4 wooed were as an hare,
To tel his harloury I wil mowt spare;
For we bene one of our correctione;
Thei hane of us no Jurisdictione.
Ne neuer scholle termhe of al her lyues.
"Pater! so boe he wymmen of pe styues 5
Quod bis Summoure "ypry horte of oure curte."
1 what a great honour
2 a omitted here, by an accident of the scribe.
3 a friar with a certain limited district in which he had the
monopoly of begging.
4 believed
5 the point of the satire against the sumonour, an official who
summoned offenders to the Archdeacon's court, which took
togtnance of offences against morality, rests upon the oppor-
tunities for exacting blackmail whith such calling afforded.
6 oath
7 those who paid small tithes.
8 said.
9 for specifically, specially, information.
10 the sumonour among the pilgrims, who is listening with
ill temper to this description of his duties.
11 out of our jurisdiction.

PAGE 179. FROM GOWER'S CONFESSION AMANTIS.
Upon the vices to procede,
After the cause of namnes dede,
The first point of slouthe I calle
Lachesse, & is the chief of alle,
And hath this proprich of kinde, To leun allthing behinde.
Of that he might do now here,
He tarieth at the loynge yere,
And euermore he sith "To mowre;"
And so he wol his tymne howe,
And wissheth after "God me sende,"
When that he wesheth hau an end,
Thanne is he furthest to beginne.
Thus bringeth he many a mischeif inne
Unwar, till that he be mischieuened,
And mygt nought thanne ben relieveth.
And right so nother more ne lasse
It stant of love and of lachesse:
Som tymhe he sloutheth in a day
That he never after gete may.
Now, Sone, as of this ilk thing,
It thon haue any knowlediching,
That thon to lose hast don er this,
Tell on.
My gode fader, yis.
As of lachesse I am blynew,
That I might stonde uppon his rowe,
As I that ald chel of his siete:
For whanne I thought my pursue
To make, and therto sette a day
To speke into the swete may,
Lachesse had abide yit.
And ban on hond for it was no wit
Ne tymhe for to speke, tho.

Confession Amantis, Bk. iv. 1. 33.
1 pretension.
2 specially by nature.
3 worth for something to turn up.
4 Wastes through sloth.
5 maiden.
6 asserted.
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PAGE 185. FROM GOWER'S CONFESSIO AMANTIS.

Torpor, cibus senectis, scapa parum labor minimumque
Causant quo minimum ipse minora canam;
Qua tamen Engisti lingua canit Insula Britti,
A glea Carmeunte metra innante loquar.
Ossibus ergo carens que conterit ossa loquellis
Albit et interpres stet procul oru malus.

Me fel to mynde how pat nat longe ago
Fortunes strok domth thrist estat Royal
In to meschef. And Y tok heed also
Of many an other lord that had a fal;
In men estat eke sikkernesse at al
Ne saw Y noon, but Y sy atte laste
Where surte for to abide hir caste.

In pore estat she pight her position
To keure her fro the strok of descending;
For she knew no lower descencion
Sauf only deth, fro with whic noth liyng
Defende him may. And thus in my musyn
I destiutt was of ioye and good hope,
And to myn ese no thing could Y grope.

 PAGE 210. EXTRACT FROM COMMENTARY ON THE
APOCALYPSE.

& oon of ye olde men seide to me "Wepe
Youn not, to a houre of ye lynage of Juda,
Ye rote of Davip, haj on theom to ope-
Ne ye book & to unboon ye seuer sects of it.
Bi ye righ half of ye lord is bi-
tokened goddis some; bi ye tronc 2 pat
He setip uppon is bitokened Ye fleisch
Ye tok of ye virgin Marie, were ye
goddece restip; bi ye book is bitokened
Ye saued, to hien now age c2; the wri-
tying ye setip dechly wif fighris bi
Ye writing wipout bitokened Ye ne-
we lawe Ye setip opynly; Ye seuer
seclis ben bitokened Ye seuen sacranen-
tis of heofi chirche, or Ye seuen gif
tis of Ye hol goost; bi Ye stronge a
of bitokened Ye olde lawe or Ye

PAGE 207. FROM WILLIAM OF SHOREHAM'S
PSALTER.

Psalterium

Beatus vir qui non abit in consilio impiorum et in
via peccatorum non stetit, et in cathedra [vel judicio]
pestilencie [vel falsitatis] non sedit:

Blessed be Ye man pat yele; 3 nought in ye counsell
of wicked, ne stode nought in ye waie of singeres; 2 ne
sat nought in fals jugement.

Set in lege dominii voluntas ejus, et in lege ejus
meditatur die et nocte.

Ac his wylle was in ye wylle of oure lord, and he
schal penche 3 in his lawe bothe daye and nyght.

Et erit tonquam lignum quo plantatura est semens
decursus aquarum, cedel fructum suum dabit in tempore
san.
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And he schal be as ye tre pat hiis seit by ye cryng of waters, yet schal gane his frut in his tyne.

Et folium ejus non defluet: et semia quæcumque [Justus] faciet semper prosperabatur.

w

And his leaf schal nott fallen, and alle£ynge yet ryghtful doz schal multiplicen.

Non sic impii, non sic, set tanquam pulvis, quem project ventus a facie terre.

Noght so ben ye wicked, noght so, as a poudre yet wynde castele frum ye face of yerle. 6

Ideo non resurgunt impii in judicio: neque prectores in consilio justorum.

Baruch

multetude shall be turned in to ye beste folk of kinde, for ym Y shall scatere, for Y wot, yet meee not shal not here ye puple.  

Puple is forsoke with an hard nol, & shall be turned to his horte in ye land of his catiffie. & ye shal wite for Y am ye lord god of heur and Y shal gyne to yow an herte & shal turne stonde: & eres & pei shal here; & ye shal praise me in ye lord of his catiffie, & myndeful pei shal be of my name, & pei shal turnen awei p Cannabis fro fer harde rig & fro fer corsidhedas; & for pei shal remembeer pei weie of fer fadris yet syn eden in me, & Y shall agen clepe hym in to ye lord yet Y swor to ye fadris of hym Abraham, Isaac & Jacob; & pei shall lordshipen of it, & Y shall multetyle pei & pei shal not be lasid, & Y shal sette to pei an ofer testament encre durendye, ya Y be to yein in to a lord & pei shal be to me in to a puple & Y shal no more movye my puple ye soms of Izrael, fro ye lord pat Y gaf to ye som now lord, god of Izrael, ye sole in anguysches & ye spirit tormentid creyd to yeec. Here lord & hame merce: for god ye art mercells, & hame merce of vs, for wee hau synned bifor yeec, yet sittist in to enermor, & ye shal not preshe in to ye spirituel durae: lord god almyghty, god of Izrael. He-

re now ye crison of ye deade men of Izrael, & of ye soms of hem, for yei han synned bifor yeec, & yei herden not yei voys of ye lord yer God & bayned be to vs euelis. Wile ye

not han mynyle of ye wicenesse of oure fadris, but hane mynyle of yei bonde & of yei name in yeis tyne, for yei art lord oure god, & wee shal prisse yeec lord & for yei hast gone yei dyde in [bi oure hertes yeec inwardly clepe yei name & prisse yeec in oure catiffie. For wee schal be turned fro ye wicenesse of oure fadris yet synened in yeec & to wee in oure catiffic ben to bi, yet vs ye hast seyened yei to repel & yei to cursing & yei to synure, after alle ye wickidnessis of oure fadris yei waten awei fro yeec lord oure God. Here


Who fonde his place? Who entride in to his tresores? Wher be ye princes of Gentilys & ye lordshipen of bestes ye vpon erie yet in je bridles of heunene pleen. Yet slouer forgen & ben besy, nec yer is finding of ye werkes of heur? Yei ben out lawid & to helo yei wente down, & olpyr men in je place of hem risen. Ye yunge

Explicit translation Nicholay de Herford.

Page 217. Wycliffite Bible (BoL. Douce MS 369).

Baruch

[Here, Lord, sure preences, and sure orisonaus] & bring us out for yer; & gift to us to finde grace beof yer face of hem yet lakon us awed, yet al erie wite for yei art lord oure god, & for yei name is inwardly cleped up on Izrael & up on ye kinde of hym. Behelld, lord, fro lyn holy hons in to us, & bowe lyn erie & ful out here us. Open yei lyn ean & sey, for not yei deade yet hear in helo vho spirits is taken fro yer Lowelis shal gyne worshippe and insteinge in ye lord: yet ye sake yat is sory up on ye wicenesse of euel, & gei beastfull & mordde & yei are taldewe & yei sole brougereen synfe to ye glorie & rightwisnesse to ye lord. Wiehe not after yei rightwisnesse of oure faders hehindt out mercy beof yei sighthe, lord oure god, but for yei senten yei warthe & yei wisseuce on us yei speke in ye lord of ye childer prophetic science. Ye had we yei lord, Bousec, down yeare sholders & yeare mol & dop transale
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Page 218. From Wycliffe's Bible (Egerton MS 618).

is fillidhe, & pe kyngdom of God schul cum nyng. Therupynke yee or do yee penance, & bileenyn to pe gospel. & pe passyng bykydes pe se of Galisick seig Symont and Andrew his brojir, sendyng net-sys in to pe see. Sojeli pei weren fyscherys. And Jesus scide to hem, Come yee affir me: I schal make you to be made fyscherys of men. And anoon, pe nettis forasken, pei sweden hym. And he, gon forpe pensys a flyly, seig Jamys of Zebede & Joion his brojir & hem in pe boot makinng netts. And anoon he elipide hem. And, Zebede, her fat: dir, left, pei sweden hym. And pei wente forpe int Cafarnaum. And anoon in pe Salibots he, gon in to pe synagogge, tacht hem. And pei wonstrein on his techynge. Sojelt he he was techynge hem as haungyng power, & not as snebys. And in pe synagogge of hem was a man in an euclene spyrtyt, & he criede syeinge, What to us & to pece, bow Jesus of Nazareth? Hest pow co-men before pe tymere, toto distruye us? I want fat joon art pe hoofy of God. And Jesus pretenden to hym, syeinge, Were doune & go out of pe man. And pe unclee euost de-brekynge hym, & cryinge with great yovyn, wente away fro hym. And als men wonstrein, so fat pei song-ten to gyder among hem, syeinge, What is pei bryng. What is pei newe techynge? For impower he command to unclene spyrtyts, & pei obeyshen to hym. And pe te le or thynges of hym wente for: presse into alle pe cuntree of Galisec. Anoon pei, gonyng out of pe synago- ge, camen into pe hons of Symont and Andrew, with Jamys & Joion. So joiet pe modir of Symontys wiff.
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E Herode

Regen

As a lord in yulde not in non, a roche,
And rule of all meats: I rye in ryal array;
Ther is no lord of bond in bishcep to me roche, a
Non hotlyere, non bolsmrine, a aery-lesteny is my lay":
Of beate & of holde I here ever more a belle:
Of mayn & of wyght I mastere every man:
I dyng with my donyss y deyyl down to helle,
For bothe of heyn & of herfe I am kyng sertayne.

I am y comelyeste kyng clag in gleyterynge golde, 
Ya & y somelyeste syn & may bestyste a stede ;
I woldes att my wylle aile wylgeste upon roblle, a
Ya, and warkley I am wappayd in a warkly wreke.
Ye knyketyes so comely, bothe carneys & kene,
To my palayes yl I pisse, fulle prest: I yow plwyth ;
Ye dukys so doatly floewe my beden, a
On to my ryal palayes y wyg wyly ful ryght.

Wyghtly 1 fro my sede I slylye downe in hast,
To may hegy heyles I haste me in my way:
Ye mynystrelye of mythe blowe up a good blast,
Whylle I go to chawmear, a & change my array.

PRIMUS REX

Heyl be ye kynges twayne,
Fyer rylyng out of your regne ;
Ye seky

Fyer rylyng out of your regne, I oure

Me thynkyth be your presents seyne, I Sayyour,

Fro Sba habe I folwlyd fierre

The glemynge of you geye sterre ; I y ther is born in

A chyllys blood xal lyen us dere, I freste borge.

My name is kyng Balakazar

1 royalty
2 realms
3 like
4 more lovely
5 law, reign
6 a all people upon the earth
7 keen, brave
8 quick
9 at once
10 nimbly
11 chamber

PAGE 230. FROM THE YORK MYSTERIES—PLAY OF NOAH & HIS WIFE (No. IX).

THE FISHERS AND MARYNERS.

[UXOR]

Nowe at firste I lynde and feele
Wher but hast to be forest sight,
But shald have toke me for oure seele.
When we were to skyle bargene broght.

NOE

Nowe, dame, be ther nogt drede a dele
for til accoome it cost me, noth,
A hundered wytyn, I wate, wylle.
Is wente seyn I pis wyrke had wroght
And when I made endyng God geffe me mesere.

Beery.

Of querry, like a thing?
He had pat I shold bring
Of like a kynde, a peyne
Of beestis and fordes gyne.

UXOR

Nowe, certes, and we shalde sake fro skathe,
And be saidyd we seye here,
My comadrye, a and my cswyes bathe,
Pam wode I wente with us in seele.

NOE

To wende in he wairt it were warke,
Loke in and wode with-outen were.

UXOR

Abras my liff me is ful thou,
I lyfde once henge pis lire to loro.

I FELIA

Dere modir, make ye no more,
For we sall wende you with.

UXOR

My frendis pat I bid youde,
Are sone blown with bode.

II FELIA

Nowe thanke we al gode: That us has grannet grai.

III FELIA

Modir, of pis werke now wolde ye nogt wene
That alle shuld worthle to watter wanne.

Page 248. FROM CAMPAINES LIVES OF THE SAINES.

His modir. Capitaine tercium

Of pis utter spechty pis glorious man
In his book of his Confessiones where
He seith of his fader pat he was of natur
Full treul and goodly and rode che on
To ire as many men be kynde and fre of hert
And somente 1 to makenoche. This holly
Woman wedd to on him when shew had apied
His last condicion she had swich guarme in
to his hert and sweet moderation in her wode
Pat he coude neuer man so hold to be
Worth with hir in all his lyf. Scoe wold if he
Excedid, as Augustinus tellid, abide til his ire
Were goe, Joan wold sehe rechere on him
to end avised wordes which he had spoke
Or to onresonable werke which he had do.
Soomtime it hapned pat shee set amonr obir
Matrones of his knowleche, of which women
Sumowre had neerys in her face wher her hus-
bandis had mad only for her wolde speke a-
geyn when her husbandis were wroth, and
Iam wold sehe women say on to Monicha. "We
have gotten wonder of me and Iam husband,
pat but bringest neuer no mer of his stro-
kys, ne non of us haue hert pat oure fer
Was on stird betwyx you toon, not withstand
Pat he is an iurres man and hardy, as oure
dwellip amonces us." Scoe wold answer on
to hem on pis manere, Blast yha hes of your
Tables matrimonial pat were mad betwyx
You and your husbandis at your wedlyng

1 moved
2 done
3 their
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PAGE 251. DECLARATION OF SIR JOHN FORTESCUE.

The declaration made by John Fortescue, knight, upon certayn wrytynges sent oute of Scottelande aycnest the kynges title of his Roialme of Englund.

The introduction of the materi.

A knorkl man in the lawe of this lande comne late to the same sir John Fortescue, saynge in this wise: Sir, while ye were in Scotelande with Henry, somtyme of this lande in deede, though he were not so in e Right, there were made the re many wrytynges and sent hydy, by which was saven amongst the peiple mater of grete noyse and infamyte to be tylte whiche the kyngereoure soueraigne lord Edwarde the 111th hath, and thoo hadde, to reigne vpon us. And truly, ser, the conceyvinge and endyrynge of thoo wrytynges have he asercrled to you in the opinyon of the people, considerynge that ye were the chief counsellors to be safid late kyng. for whiche cause hit is thought to many right wyse men, and also to me and othyer of youre frendis, that it is nowe youre dutte, and also ye beth bounde in conscience, to declare youre soffe herein, and also the qualities and effectes of all such wrytynges as ye were thoo pryve vnto, such wyse as thay turne not hereafter to ye kynges harme; and that ye doo this by wryting such as may come to the knowlache of the people also clerely as dyde the sayld wrytynges sent oute Scottelande, of whiche many yet remainen in the handers of fully eyll dysposed people, that pryvely rowne and reden thaym to the kynges dishonourwe and dischandrau of his said title. Whervn vnto fortescue said in ye forme that foloith:

PAGE 277. THE PROPHECY OF THOMAS OF ERCILDOUNE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 then</th>
<th>2 as</th>
<th>3 whisper, speak of</th>
<th>4 discreet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My verray good and tru frendes, I thanke you hertely of your sadde &amp; faithfull counsell, which I shall also ferre as shall be possyble to me; for I know vndoubtedly yet it is of reason I do as ye move me. But yet it is so that here were many such wrytyg made in Scottelande of which sum were made by other men than by me, wherunto I was never pryve. But yet ye bryngers of tham into this lande said they were of my making, hopynge tharyb that thay shulde beene the more favoured. There were also oher wrytyng made ther by ye said late kynges counsell and sent hydy, to whiche I was not well willynge but</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| When prake pekes & pees is leyd in prison; |
| When a scot ne may hym hude as hare in forme if he englysh ne shall hym fynde. |
| The Countesse of Dunbar deman da a Thomas de Essedonne quant la guere de Scolte prendreis, yfn. e yl la repomnyd ey dyt. |
| When man as mad a kyng of a capped man; |
| When mon is levere ojermeres kyng lenn is oten; |
| When Londyon ys forest, ant forest ys fede; |
| When hares kendsles ojer herston; |
| When Wyt & Wille werres toge dere; |
| When mon makes stables of ykes and stels castles wip styes; |
| When Kokesborne ys no burgh ant market is at Forwyl ey; |
| When je olde is gan ant je newe is come if don not; |
| When Hambourne is doved Wyp delemmen; |
| When men ledes men in ropes to buyen & to sellen; |
| When a quarter of Whaty Whate is changed for a colt of ten markes; |
| When London (or Lothin) is forest, and forest is field; |
| When hares bring forth their young on the hearth stone; |
| When wit and will war together; |
| When man makes stables of churches, and castles with styes; |
| When Roxburgh is no more a burgh, and the market is at Forwyl ey; |
| When the old is gone, and the new is come that do nought; |
| When Bamockburn is dunged with dead men; |
| When one leads men in ropes to bay and to sell; |
| When a quarter of poorish wheat is changed for a colt of ten marks; |
| When Pride rides on horseback, and peace is put in prison; |
| When a Scot may not hide as a hare in form so that the English shall not find him. |
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Page 283. From Wyntoun's "Chronicle of Scotland." The passage runs thus in the editio princeps of Wyntoun, ed. Macpherson, London 1795:

[And Hichtoun of the Awl yrule
In tell his gest hystoriale
Has tresd his mar cunnandly]
Pan sucyeyand to pronouns an I.
As in oare mater we proceade
Sum man may fall his buk to reade,
Sall call the authour to rekels
Or argue perchas his cunnandnes.
Sync Huchowne of de Awle yrule
In tell his gest hystoriale
Caudit Lucius Hibertus Empourere
Quhen Kyng of Bretan was Arthoure,
Huchowne both and pe Antore
Gylthes ar of gret errore.
For the Authour first to say,
The storys quha, hat will assay
Of Her, Frere Martynie, and Vincens
Storys to cun dyd diligence
And Orosiis, all four
Of mony storie had sene oare
Cald nocht his Lucius Empourere
Quhen Kyng of Bretan was Arthoure,
Bot of pe Brute pe story says
Pat Lucius Hibertus in his days
Wes of the key state Procurature
Now at call Kyng, at Empourere,
Pat blame byn is pe anter opyte.
As hefo hym he fand, to wyrite;
And men of gad dyscretewyne
Sald excuce, and love Huchowne
Pat cunnand wes in Literature,
He made his gest Gest of Arthure
And the Antore of Gavane
Pe Pystyls of Swict Susane.

Page 285. From the Morte Arthure.

Lordingis, that ar left and dere,
Lystenith, and I shalle you telle
By olde dayes what amours were
Amonge olde edris hat by-felle;
In Arthur dayes, that noble kinge,
By-felle Amours feirly felle;
That mykelde wiste of wo and wee.

The knightis of the table Rounde,
The sangrayle than they had sought,
Amours that they hy-fore they founde
Fynisshet, and to endt brought;
Their enemies they beter & beaute,
For gold on lyft they left them nagit;
Thore yere they lysed soone
Whan they had these werks wroght.

Till on a tym pe hat hy-felle,
The king in he-kay by the queene,
Off Amours they by gamee to telle,
Mong thame that in fat kind had henne;
"Sir, 1f that it were youre will,
Of a wonder thinge I wold yee use,
How your comte by gyymuth to spille,
Off doughty knightis alpe by done."
London, thou art of townes A per se!
Sovereign of cities, semeliest in sight,
Of high renown, riches, and royalte;
Of lordes, barons, and many goodly knight;
Of most delectable lusty ladies bright;
Of famous merchant full of substance and might;
London, thou art the flour of cities all.

Gladdith anon thou lusty Troye-vaunt,
City that some-tyme was New Troy;
In all the erth, as thou stand,
Princesse of townes, of pleasure, and of joy,
A richer restith under no heaven roye; 1
For manly power with craftes natural,
Glimmereth none fairer with the flood of Noy,
London, thou art the flour of cities all.

Gemme of all joy Jasper of jocunditie,
Most myghty carbuncle of vertue & valour
Strong Troy in vigour & in strenuytite,
Of royall cities rose & geraffour.

1 The best of all 2 called 3 king

Page 359. Dunbar's Welcome to Margaret Tudor.

Now fayre, fayrest off every fayre,
Princes most pleasant and preclare, 1
The lustiest one al ye that bene.
Welcom of Scotland to be Quene!

Younge tender plant of pulcritud, 2
Descendyd of Impyral blode;
Freshe fragrant flower of fayrehede shene;
Welcom of Scotland to be Quene!

Sweet lusty laune lady clere,
Most myghty kynges dochier dere,
Borne of a princes most serene,
Welcom of Scotland to be Quene;

Welcom the Rose both red and whyte,
Welcom the flower of oure delyte!
Oure secrete rejoysyng frome the sone beine
Welcom of Scotland to be Quene;
Welcom of Scotlande to be Quene.

1 famous 2 fairness 3 beauty bright 4 lovely, worthy of love.
TRANSLITERATIONS OF MSS AND LETTERS.

VOLUME I.

FACING PAGE 320. LETTER FROM SIR THOMAS MORE.

Our bonde blysse yow. My deare beloved daughter I do sore but by the reason of thofe counsellours resoruinge hyther in this tyme in whych is [. .] theyr comfort these fathers of the chauthes & M Reynoldes of York mad to doth for treon whose maters and causes I know not if I to put yow in troubl and fare of mynde conveynynge me beyng [b. .] specially for that it ys yt vnlkyly but that you have heerd [I] was brought also before the counsaille here my selfe I have thought yt necessary to adiectyse yow of the very troubl to thende that yow[r] neyther conveynynge more hope then the mater gyueth lest yuppy other torne yt myght aggrene your heynes / nor more ge[. .] for then the mater gyueth on the tather syde wherof sh[.] shal understand that on Friday the last day of apryle in the afte[noon] m] lieutenant cam in here unto me & shewed me that mos[. .] I wold speke w. me. Whereupon I shyfte my goyen & went ou[. .] m] lieutenant into the gallery to hym where I met ma[ny] some knowen & some unknowen in the way. And in conse[. .] comynge in to the chamber wher hys masterhship sat w't m] Attorne[y] m] Soliciter m] Beatty & m] doctor Tregonnell I was ofred to syt[w] w't them in no wyse I wolde. Whereupon my secretary[,] into me that he drowthe not but that I had by such分数[. .] hyther had resorted to me sene the new statute by the ens syting of the plamynt. Werunto I answerd ye vndery [b. .] yt for as much as beyng here I have no conversacon w't [ny] people I thought yt lytell neede for me to bestow mych tympe [. .] them & thersafter I realyent the boke shortly & the effect of the [w. .] I new mark[ed] nor studed to put in remembrance. That I asked me whether I had not red the first statute of them of [. .] kyng beyng herd of the churche Werunto I answerd yes. Th'enca[m] masterhship declared vnto me that syth yt was now by act [. .] plamynt orleyned that hys hygnes & hys beyes be [. .] right hame bene & spetually shulde be supreme hie in yer [thi.] shulde be {[. .] 20} the churche of england ynder crystt the kyng pleye was [. .] of hys counsaille there assembled shuld demande [. .] & what my mynde was therin Werunto I [. .] [. .] good kyng I had well trusted that the kyng [. .] [. .] [. .] have commandd my such question t[. .] [. .]

VOLUME II.

PAGE 15. FROM RAYON'S MS NOTE-BOOK.

TRANSPORTED JUL. 28, 1608.

To sett in fit places. Hende more.

An hand where the fayre hornbeame standeth with a stand in it and beate vnder Neath

An hand with Rock
An hand with a Grot.
An hand mounted with flowers in ascence.
An hand paneld whi pictures.
Every of the hande to have ad fresco Image to kepe it
Tryten or Nymph etc.
An hand with an arbor of
Musk roseys set all with double violetts for sent
in Autumn, some glioners
wh' likewise dispers sent.
A fayre bridg to y Middle
Great hand only yr.
est be base.
To remember the paynt of husbandry
of stubbing: a vine wood as praye
The making of the fayre wall.
The appointing more ground to yke
have thes both. Specially the feld as commyng in presently.

FACING PAGE 47. LETTER FROM SIR PHILIP SIDNEY TO LORD ROUGHLEY.

SIR PHILIP SIDNEY;

FLUSHING, AUGUST 14th 1586.

Right honorable my singular good Lord I humblly beseech you L. to vouchsafe the hearing of Burnt in what care for all sort of munition we are in this towne. I thinke Sir Thomas Cecil hee in the lyke. I hope exceedingly in your L's honorable care thereof. The places beseeching of so great moment if I be turned over to the states it is as good as nothing, and it shall be no loss to her Maty to have some store vnder an officer of her owne whom it shall please her not to be spent but yuppy vgent necessity. The garriss is weak, the people by thens cross fortunes crossely disposed, and this is y' conclusion if these 2 places he keeper her Maty hath very mony in all extremities, if that should be lost none of the rest would hold a day. I write in great haste to your L. because the ship can stai no longer, which I beseech your L. consider and pardon, and commend to hold mee in your favour as I will pray to God for your Long and prosperous lyke. At Flushing This 14th of August 1586.

Your L's most humblly at commandment
PHIL. SIDNEY.

PAGE 52. FROM RALEIGH'S "JOURNAL OF A SECOND VOYAGE TO GUIANA."

that the companys having hene many daves scanted & prest with drong dramek yp whole quarter cannys of y bitter raine water. The wesnesday night was also calme with thunber & lightnings.
Oct. 30 Thursday morning we had again a dable rain, which putt vs in feire y' y' the iornies would never end, from wensday 12 to thursday 12 we made the above f 6, having alwayes uncomfortable rains & dead calmes.

The last of october at night rising out of bed being in a great sweat by reason of a subdanye gust & much clamour in y' shyppe before they could gett downe the sales I took a violent cold w'h cast me into a luing fever then w'h never man induced any more violent nor never man endured a more furious heat & an unquenchable drouthe. For ye first 20 days I never received any sustenance but now & then a stewed prune but drank every hour day & night & sweat so strongly as I changed my shirts thrice every day & thrice every night.

11 of November we made the North cape of Wipaco the Cape then bearing S: W: & by W: as they told mee for was not yet able to move out of my bed we rode in 6 fadone 5 leagues of the shore, I sent in my skiff to enquire for my old Sarvant Leonard the Indian who bine w'h me in Ingland 3 or 4 yeares, the same man y' tooke M: Harson brother & all of his men when they came vp y' coast & were in extreme distress, having neither meat to carry them home nor means to liue ther but by y' help of this Indian whom they made beloie y' they were my men, but I could not here of him.

PAGE 94. LETTER FROM JOHN LILY TO LORD BERGHLEY.

For y' I am for some few daies going into the Countrie, yf yf L. be not at absence to admite me to y'o speach at my reture I will give my most dutifull attendance, at w'h time, it may be my honesty may ioyne yw' yw' L. wisdom & both presert that nether wold allow. In the meane season what color soever be allledged, if I be not honest to my L. & so meane to bee during his pleasure, I desire but yf L. secret opinion, for as . . . my L. to be most honorable, so I bee. I am in god in he be not abow I. Ioth I am to be a prophet, and to a wise I be both most dutifull to commaund

JHON LILY.

FACING PAGE 120. DOCUMENT IN THE HANDWRITING OF EDMUND SPENSER.

Sicqu habes nova de statu ilior Dierel in castro remanenti pserim Dhi Baronis Osorinii mihi rescribere si ille no deliquit in principem semper illi favlendi sentio: multos habet adversarios sed vitat illi tam fedele orn Principi uti ego illum & patri

The excellent Verus ancillus MARMADUCIUS CASSELIENS,

Copia Vera / Edit. Spens.

PAGE 262. FROM "BASILIKON DORON."

purific according to goddis worde, a sufficient pro\n\ncrite for thaire sustention, a comlice ordre in \n\nthaire politicke, pryle punished, humilitie admittad, \n\n& thy sa to reuerence thaire superiors, & thaire \n\nflokis thaines as the florishing of your kirke in pietie, \n\npeax & learning maye be one of the chief points of \nyoure catholike glorie, being euer alyke warre with both \n\nthe extremities, as well as ye represe the name \n\nparitane sa not to suffer your subjects to be so sum for \n\nthaire qualities will deserue to be preferred \n\nbefore of otheris sa chaine thame with sicke bandis as

may preserver that estat from creiging to corruption \n
the next estate now that be ordrou cummision purpose, \n
according to thaire rankis in parliament is the nobilitie \n
alcoholic second in ranken yet our farre first in great- \n
nesse & pouaire ather to doe good or equill as they are \n
inclyned. the naturall seikeness that I hauet perceaued \n
that estate subject to in my tyme hes bene a fellkes \n
arrogant conceyt of thaire greatnes & pouaire, drinking \n
in with thaire seruirie andneke milke that thaire honoure \n
stoode in comitting three points of quinuite, to thrall \n
be opression the meaner sorte that dwellis nowe thame \n
to thaire seruirie & following, althoeth they haule \n
nathing of thaine, to mainaine thaire senadriis & \n
dependancis in any wronge althoeth they be not as sure- \n
table to the law for any boddie will maintaine his \n
man in a richt cause) & for any displeasure that \n
aprehende to be done unto thaine be thaire neighbours \n
to take up a phaine feade against him, & without \n
respect to god, king, or commounweell to hang it out \n
branchie, he & all his kinne against him & all his, yea \n
they will thinke the king farre in thaire commoun, in \n
kai se agree to graunte ane assurance to a shorte \n
daye for keiping of the peax, quahire be thaire natural- \n
deute they are outest to obeye the law & keipe the \n
peaxe all the dayses of thaire lyfe upon the perrell \n
their\n
PAGE 303. LETTER FROM SIR JOHN HARINGTON TO LADY RUSSELL.

I observe this, that in all common wealthes, the goewe and the sword rule all; and, that the pen is above the sword, they that wear plumes above their Helmnetts doe therein (though they know y' not) confesse according to the saying, Cetant arma toges. My Education hath bin suche, and I trust my Limmes and spirit both are suche as neither shall be defective to y'e service of my Prince and Country, whether it be with wryting or weapon; only my desire is my service may be accepted, and I doubt not, but y'e shall be acceptable, to the which, his Loth good Ceuncet of me, I count would be a good stepp, and to that good Ceuncet your Honors commendation, I persuade we should be a good meanes. So I humly take my leave this xx111 of August.

Your honors most bownde

JOHN HARYNTON.

PAGE 305. LETTER FROM SYLVESTER.

Beinge informed (through the grievous visitation of Gods heavi hand, upon your Highness poore Cittie of London) thus long (yet longer like) to deffrr the Impression of my slender Labours (long since meant unto your Ma'ty) I thought it more then tymne, by some other meanes, to tender my humble Homage to your Highnes, but wanting both leasure in myself; & (here in the Country) such helps, as I could have wished, to copie the entire Worke (worthye your Ma'ty reading) I was faime thus soathmiche to scribble over this small Parte. Thay (in the meane tymne) by a Part, I might (as it warre) give your Highnes Possession of the Whole; until it shall please your Ma'ty, to waite for his endes Merrie to give an end to this lamentable affliction, w'h for his deere Sonnes sake I most earnestly beseeche him: & ever to protect your sacred Ma'ty & all your Royal familie under the winges of his gracious flavour

Your Majesties

most humble subject
& devoted servant

JOSUAH SYLVESTER.
APPENDIX

Page 320. The Epistle to Ben Jonson's "Masque of Queens."

The Epistle.

Humaneitie, is not the least honor of yo' Wreath. For, if once the Worthy Professors of these learnings shall come as heretofore they were) to be the care of Princes, the Crownes they Sacredhace were not more adorne them Temples: nor they stumps line longer in their Heat, than in such subjects labors Poetry, my Lord, is not borne w' every man: Nor every day: And, in her general right, it is now my mind to thank ye Highness, who not only do honor her with yo' care, but are curious to examine her with yo' eye, and inquire into her beauties and strengths. Where, though it hath pro'd a Work in the pursuit of the particular authorities according to yo' Gracious command, and a desire borne out of judgment) to those things, w' I writ out of fullness, and memory of my former readings; Yet, now I have overcome it, the reward that is expected is double to one act: wh' is, that hereby, yo' excellent understand- ing will not only instruct me to an own knowledge, but decline the sitvness of others original Ignorance, already armed to censure. For wh' singular bounti, to my here (most excellent Prince, and our

Delight of mankind) shall reserve me to the Age of yo' Actions, whether in the Camp, or the Counsell-Chamber, y' may write, at nights, the descends of yo' daies: I will then labor to bring forth some Works as worthy of yo' fame, as my ambition therin is of yo' pardon.

By the most trew admirer of yo' Highness Vertues. And most heartly Celebrater of them,

Ben. Jonson.

Page 353. Letter from Philip Massinger.

To my Honorble friende S

Francis Fleshambe Knight

and Baronet.

St. with my service I present this book a trilef Confesse, but pray you booke to the sender, not his guilt, w' your acconatomde Favor, and then' will induceth your search the better. Something there may bee yo' finde in the pervall fit for me to give to one I honor, and may pleade in your defence, though you descende to reade a pamphlet of this nature may it prove in your free judgment, though not worth yo' but yet fit to indue a pardon, and I'1l say upon your warrant that it is a play ever at your commandment

Philip Massinger.

Page 374. Letter from John Donne to Sir Robert Cotton.

St. I am gone to Rosayton, and I make account that his- mistie may receive the booke this evening that yo' may at yo' first lay care deliver this booke to my T. to who I bee seech y'to recommend me most humble servite.

Ye ever to be

comandment

24 Jan

J. Donne.

Volume III.


TYRANNUS. Vide 248.

155

Sigerbertus West Saxomnum tyrannus leges patris con- cunabulæ meritis his prenas Malheesur, l. 1. Sto. Richard the 2d, in his 21 yeares holding a violent par- liament shortend his daye. See in Sto. the vio- lence of that parli. See other tyrannically actes an. 22. and of this parli. Holinsh. 490.

his definition, see deRege out of S. Tho. Smith. 7 et Sc. and Ross distinguishes a tyrant from a k. birtly thus: Tyrant, 1. 23. 145. Vide tyrannus Blanket, 87. Vide to en conus Tyrannus, 87. Vide to the pra- morum 1. 150.


Aiding tyrants The Black Prince by aiding the cruel tyrant Pector of Castile brought himself to the fall of mischiefs that fell on his latter days and his fathers, for besides the suspicion of payson in the voyage he brought himself into so dev deep debt, beeing de- franched of his soldiers pay by his irathful tyrant, that he was forc'd to raise that sharp taxation of fange in Aquitan whereby he lost the Country. See our writers and Spe. p. 597.

Whether it be lawfull to rise against a tyrant? S

Thomas Smith prudently answers that the common people judge of that act according to the event, and success and the learned according to the purpose of the doers see. Com. Wealth of Engl. e. 5. Ludovicus pins beeing made judge of a certain German tyrant, approves the people who had deposed him, & sets his younger brother up in his stead. Gurd, Hist. France. l. 4 p. 248.

Scoi proves misse ad Elizabeth legatis post Maria regina pulsum inter alia humi immis exempli commendat. Thuan, hist. l. 50. p. 270. of the deposing of a tyrant and proceeding against him. Richard the 2d, was not only deposed by par- liament, but sate made by the commons that he might have judgement decreed against him to avoid further mischief in the realand. Holinsh. 512.

F秘诀 Martyr see F. had a cruel and su- perior elegant certificat legibus republ. praebuit at hodie electores impii & hiere si principis passis, et promissis non sotericum cum in ordinem cogere c vi adipigere at conditioes, et pacta qui futur et,inhibtit, compleat id quz vel armis cum alteri non possit egressi auterum poliboni nostros. Im- manus aliquando sito reges compellisse ad rationem reduplica pecunia . . . administratc ab occidentes licent. Ad un principe cattico non callo- rando che il detox. Aemone la mul. . . . S. p. ponule bastante le parole, na a quella del principe basqne ilerto Mercader. . . .

nee impositor pantetis flaggitis urgeat umnum prin- cipes Germanico quo quidem res qui vita Europen neq major neq Santion potest esse necum faciunt esse pact regem justis ob causas accusationibus apperee. Vide Sleidan. l. 18. 200

Vitam principum cruniasam, et prwm sollicitia, etiam conam, qui eum properis non in tuneblis, falsis videntur, describit Cæcilius testis poppe oratus Comines. l. 8. c. 13. p. 581, &c.
De monarchia Gallici ad tyrannidem Turcicam religiendu
consilium Blesis iussu intima rege Car., regina
matre, alii tradit Thuanets. et rationes ejus rei
piciendae p. sanc commodas a Poetto quas explicati-
escit in se narret. Hist. l. 57. p. 497.
Reges a subitus posteste extant, aut militari, militi re
conciliatio nec interposita quaedam juris. pone to
placitum, exempla recentius memoriae existunt. Anon.

Page 47. MS. of James Howell.
It is humbly offered to ye Consideration of
The Right Honble ye Council of State.

That, Whereas upon this Change of Government, &
 devotion of Interest from kingly proy! to a
Common Wealth, ther may happen so question
touching the primitive and Inconsiderable Right
that Great Britain changes to the Souverainety of
her own seas as hath already appeard by the late
that broke out twisty & Holland (which may
be savey to be a Comon Wealth of Englunds
Creation). It was expedient, hereby under favor
that a new Treatise be compiled for the vindication,
and continuance of this Right notwithstanding
Change: And if the State be pleased to impose
so honorable a command upon ye Subscriber, He
can employ his best abilities to perform it: In
which Treatise not only all the learned Reasons &
authorities of Mr. Schenel shalbe produced, but the
truth of the thing shalbe reinforced and asserto by
other arguments, Examples, & Evidences. And it
was requisite that the said Treatise should go
published in French, as well as English, French being
the most communicable language of Comerce among
those Nations whom the knowledge of them most
concern, & so may much avoyse to dispise the
truth, and satisfy the World in this point.

JAM. HOWELL.

Facing page 52. Letter from Sir Thomas
Browne, March 28.

D. S.
I send this letter by Capt. Luman & within 25
shilling, for I find I am indebted for some bookes unto
Mr. Martyn bookseller at the Bell in S. Pauls church
yard 24 of 25 shilling. And when Mr. Ray was to print
his ornithologon or description of birds I lent him
many draughts of birds in colours which I had caused
times to be drawne and both hee and Sr Phil. Skip-
pon promised mee that they should be safely returned
but I have not since received them, but they were lost
in Mr. Martyns and therefore present my service unto
Mr. Martyn and desire him from me to deliver the same
unto you and I shall rest satisfied. pay him the 25
shilling which are now sent with my respects and
service for I have always found him a very civil &
honest person to trust.

Your loving father
THOMAS BROWNE.

Page 79. Letter from Davenant.

May it please your Highnesse

This inclosed is accompanied with many others, no
lese complying and important; And I feare least
the rumor which is so common at Chester of the Kings
necessities (and consequently of your Highnesse march-
ing towards him) may come to their ears, who will not
fayle to convoy it to Yorke, which would prevaile upon
the people there, more than their want of Victuall, or
the Enemies continual assaults). To prevent this I
have written that the reason of your not Marching
thither yet, was by being necessitated to call upon
the Enemy in Lancashire, who els had binne in posture
to have marcht at the heels of your Army, when
and a form'd Army, which is now dispersed by several
great actions in this Country; and that you are hast-
ing towards Yorke, I will presume to say your High-
nesse in remembrance that if the pressures upon
the King, force him to march Northward he will hardly
be followed by those Armies which consist of Londorians;
for it was never heard that any force or inclination could
lead them so far from home. If your Highness should
be invited towards the King, you lose immediatly 8000
old Foote in Yorke which with those that may be sent
from the Garrisons of Newcastle, Halt[c]opd & Tyn-
month, with those under Chaevering, under my Lord
Crawford, Montrose, Westmank and Bishopric forces
will make at least 14 000 Foote and Horse which a much
greater Army than ever the south will be able to raise
in his Mates behalfe, besides your Highness will by that
diversion perceive the 3 great mines of England (Cole,
Avon and lead) insidiously in the Enemies possession
and a constant treasure made from them, which fer-
ment my lord Marquisse had done but that he was
binded by want of shipping; and they having the
advantage of the sea will make those Mines a better
maintenance to their cause than London hath binne.
I humbly beseech you to excuse for this presumption
Sir
Your Highness most humble & most obedient servant

[Hal]ford, 13th June, 1644.

WILL. DAVENANT.


Sir,
These Verses had waited on you with the former
but they then wanted that Correction, which I have
since given them, that they may the better endure the
sight of so great a Judge & Poet I am now in fear that I have purged them out of their Spirit; as our
Mr. Full Byshu, and to where Roy so long, will be made
him a confirmed Blockhead. My Cousin Druden saw
them in the Country; and the Greatest Exception He
made to them, was a Satire against the Dutch Valuer,
in the late war. He desired me to omit it, (to use his
own words) out of the respect He had to his Sovereign.
I beg of his Commands, & left only the prases, which
I think are due, to the gallantry of my own Countrymen.
In the description which I have made of a Parliament
plan, I think I have not only drawn the features of
my worthy Kinsman, but have also given my own
opinion, of what an Englishman in Parliament ought
to be; & deliver it as a Memorial of my own Principles
to all Posterity. I have consulted the Judgment of
my embassador Friends, who have some of them the
honour to be known to you, & they think there is
nothing which can justly give offence, in that part of
the Poem I say not this, to cast a blind on your Judg-
ment (which I could not do if I invadved it) but to
assure you, that nothing relating to the publicke shall
stand, without your permission. For it was not with
to grant you mercy, & respect to disoblige you; And as I will not hazard my hopes of your protection by refusing to obey you in any thing,
which I can perform with my Conscience, or my honour.
So I am very confident you will never impose any other
terms on Me. My thoughts at present are fixed on Honor; And by my translation of the first I had, I find him a Poet more according to my genius than Virgil: and consequently hope I may do him more justice, in his fiery way of writing. which as it is liable to more faults, so it is capable of more beauties, than the exactness of Sobriety of Virgil. Since this is for my Country's honour as well as for my own, that I am willing to undertake this task; I despair not of being encouraged in it, by your favour who am, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,
JON DUDEN.


In the business of W, we have perfectly made a conclusion so soon as the decree is sealed & by you, & my mother; & the time shall (if possible) be conveyed by you next post day; for till that be past, neither Estate nor Mortgage is valued in Law longer than it is sealed. Nor do I find it in default of a recovery as now (not till now) he very well knows; in the interim I shall secure to my niece Vinkle the payment of the remainder, so soon as either of you shall determine of the summe, with I desire you should speedily, that I may provide the moneys: and here againe I doe freely referer my promise of settling the Land upon my deare Wife, as the least part of what I have already given her in my Will. This being perfected, I shall adjust the tyme of my coming over, being morelely desirous to concern you with about many things. And so I beseech God to bless us with an happy meeting.

S't
Lord: 14th May: 
My most obedient
Servant:
EVELYN.

Page 119. Letter from Tholstion.

Edington, Jan. 23, 89.

My Lord,
I receiv'd your Letter; & find it agreed on all hands that the 6 months for taking the Oaths are expired: but I think his Majesty will not be haste in declaring the places of those that are depriv'd: He hath not yet said anything to me about it. When that matter is taken into consideration I will not be unmindful of your motion for the supply of Gloucester, and am glad you hast pitch'd upon the same Person I alwayes design'd to recommend to his Majesty for that Bishopsrick. The great difficulty I doubt will be to persuade him to accept it though he keep the Living he hath in Comenham without which he will be undone by the smallnes of the Bricke, having a Wife & many children. The weather is very bad & I have a great cold, otherwise I & my Wife had before this waited upon you but I am, my Lord yours,
Love most oblidg'd & humble servant,
J.W. THOLSTION.

Page 144. MS of Samuel Butler.

Criticisms upon Books & Authors.

He that believes in the Scriptures is mistaken if he therefore thinks he believes in God. For the Scriptures are not the immediate word of God, as they were written by Men. though dedicated by Divine Revelation; of which since we have no Testimony but their own; nor any other Assurance: we do not believe them because they are the word of God; for we must believe them, before we believe that we believe; and if we believe God, because we believe them, we believe in him, but at the second hand; & build the Foundation of our Faith in God, upon our Faith in Men. So if we imagine we believe in God because we believe in the Scriptures, we deceive ourselves. for if I tell a man something of a third Person w'he believes, he's not the same third Person, but mee that tell it him. He that appears to be in no Religion perhaps be as much a well-wisher to Dishonesty as a Religious Person, but can never have so much Power to commit any great or considerable mischief, for that destroys every mains Disturb, shall hardly be ableneverto deceive any. If such Men intend any hurt to Mankind, they are very vunwise to deprive themselves of the Power of acting it; and too so many advantages with the mere Pretence of Religion would put into their hands. For the Saint & the Hypocrite are so very like, that they passe all the world over undistinguish'd the difference being only in the Inside of w'he we have no guess (until it be too late) but by Symptoms that commonly help both. All wee are sure of, is, that the Hypocrites are the greater Number more dangerously in appearance; & much more craftily then those that are in earnest.

Guenara, Antiquary to Charles the 5th in his Epistles to him speaks of an old Cyni of an Egyptian King, the Ancientest that ever he saw, that had a Latin Inscription upon it. Much like the Snagg some years since sayd to be killed that had a Colle found about his neck with an English Rhine written in it by Julius Casar.

Page 165. Letter from Con Creeve.

My Lord,
By ye Graces direction, my Southern has don me the honour to read his tragedy to me. I cannot but think that it has been a wrong to the town; as a well as an injury to the Author, that such a work has been so long withheld from the Publick. This I say with respect to it as a Play. Whatever may have been proposed or suggested against it on the score of Politicks is, in my opinion absolutely groundlesse. I can see no shadow of an Objection to it upon that account tho I have attended to it very precisely even in regard to that particular. In Justice to my Southern and in Obedience to ye Graces Commands I am thus plain in my thoughts on this occasion. I am always with the greatest respect,
My Lord
ye Graces most Obedient humble servant,
W. CON CREEVE.

Page 167. MS of Vanbrugh.

November the 8th, 1712. Mean't this day, the Duke of Marlborough upon his Design to travel, made a New Will, which he executed at St. James's, Mr. Cardwell, W. Crags and myself, saw him sign, seal, declare and publish it, and afterwards sign'd it as Witnesses in his Presence, with a Codicil. The Duke at the same time, burn'd his former Will, consign'd a Will at the same time, burn'd his former Will, consign'd a Will, and executed a new one. The Will consists of fourteen sheets, everyone of which the Duke sign'd,
J. VANBRUGH.
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PAGE 242. A PAGE FROM SWIFT'S DIARY.

or a Welsh man or woman by its peculiar passionate way of barking. This paper shall serve to answer all your questions about my lourney: and I will have it printed to satisfy the Kingdom. Forsan et bec olim is a damned lie for I shall always fret at the remembrance of this imprisonment. Pray pity poor brat for he is called duncce puppy and Lyar 500 times an hour, and yet he means not ill, for he will nothing. Oh for a dozen bottles of deaconry wine and a slice of bread and butter. The wine you sent us yesterday is a little upon the scum, I wish you had chosen better. I am going to bed at ten a clock, because I am weary off being up. Wednesday. Last night I dreamt that L	extsuperscript{1} Bolingbroke and Mr. Pope were at my Cathedrale in the Gallery, and that my L	extsuperscript{1} was to preache; I could not find my Surplice, the Church servants were out of the way; the Doors were shut. I sent to my Lord to come into my stall for more convenience to get into the Pulpit the stall was all broken, the self the Collegians had done it. I squeezed among the Raddle, saw my L	extsuperscript{2} in the Pulpit I thought his prayer was good, but I forget it. In his Sermon, I did not like his quoting Mr. Wycherlye by name, and his play. This is all and so I waked.

FACING PAGE 254. LETTER FROM DEFOE.

Sir,

I am sorry there should be any manner of room for an Objection when we are so near a Conclusion of an Affair like this, I should be very Unreason if you give me a Gift so much value (and I hope I do not Over rate her either) There should be any reserve among us, that Should leave ye least room for Unkindness, or so much as thinking of Unkindness, no not so much as of the word.

But there is a Family reason why I am tyed down to ye words of Your F Cena and I can not think m' Baker Should Dispute so small a matter with me, after I tell him so (Viz) that I am So Tyed down; I can I belie many waves make him up the Little Snn of five pound a year, and when I Tell you Thus under my hand, that I shall think my Self obliged to do it (Because zeto I shall add that I shall Think my Self more oblige to do so, than if you had it under[ ] Hand and Seal.

But if you are not willing to Trust me on my Parole, for So Small a [sic] and that According to the Great Treaties abroad, there must be [sic] Article in Our Negotiation; I Say if it must be so, I would fain put my Self in a Condition to Deny you Nothing, wth you can ask, believing you will ask nothing of me whi I ought to Deny.

wher you Speak of a child, Fortune, wth I hear you do very modestly; you must give me leave to Say Onely this, you must accept of this in Bar of any chaim from the City Customes: and I doubt you will have but Too much reason. Seeing I can hardly hope to do equally for all ye rest, as I Shall for my dear Sophie: But after that, you shall Onely allow me to say, and that you shall Depend upon, what ever it shall please God to bless me with, None shall have a Deeper share in it, and you need do no more Than remember. That she is, Ever was and Ever will be My Dearest and Best Beloved, and let me and I hope you will take it for a Mark of my Singul[ ] and affectionate Concern for you. That I Thus give her you, and That I say too If I could give her much more it should be to you, with the same answer.

Augst 27th, 1725. Yrs without Flattery D F

FACING PAGE 308. LETTER FROM RICHARDSON.

Sir,

Your Letter, unsupplied and without a Date, as well as without a Name, came to my Hands by the Peny Post on Tuesday last, inclosed in one from a Gentleman who subscribes W. S.

You desire to know, if I concur with you in your Sentiments relating to the Compromise between Sir Charles Grandison and Clementina, in the Article of Religion. Those Sentiments are contained in your wishes, that I had given another Turn to it, and had gone further in the Subject: "For, say you, as such an Agreement is now almost a Point in Course in the Marriage of Persons of different Religions, if you had made use of that Handle to expose the Iniquity of such a Practice and that poor Girls Souls were as much to be regarded as Boys, some few of those Reasons which you would have then brought, might have done more Service towards putting a Stop to so wicked a Practice, than the best set Discourses could have done: Multitudes of young People of both Persuasions reading the one, who must have been utter Strangers to the other."

I am very much obliged to you, Sir, for your Good Opinion of my Undertaking, and in General of the Execution, and of the Service to Mankind that may result from it.

Give me Leave to Say, that I have Shewn in the Volumes, when the Subject required it, that I have the Letter of your Opinion, as to this Compromise. I have in Vol. III. Octavo p. 105, 106 made the Bishop (Clementina's Brother) thus say to Mr. Grandison, after a Debate between them on the two Religions, "You will call to mind, Chevalier, that your Church allows of a Possibility of Salvation out of its Pale—ours does not." "My Lord," answers the Chevalier, "our Church allows not of its Members indiring them selves in capital errors against Conviction."

Mr. Grandison was a young Man: He pretends not to be divested of Passion. It was necessary to let the Porretta Family, and the Reader, who, it was supposed, would not be unconcerned in the Destiny of Clementina, see, that he was desirous to make some Sacrifices, for which he would have been glad to have been a vessel to his Country to a young and excellent Creature, who had suffered so much, and was actually in a State of Suffering, for her Love of him: What could he do more, he asks Dr. Bartlett, than to make such an offer? He considers it as a very great Concession, tho' he must know, that it was, as you, Sir, observe, a too usual one. And he tells his warmest Relations the General; too in particular, "that he would not have come into such a compromise, no, not in favour of a Princess, in a Reigning Address," And this he says, in Answer to the General's Question, steeningly put, "what, Chevalier, must the poor Daughters have done, that they should have been left to Purdiation?" And this put by him, when he knew that Mr. Grandison was of a Religion that inspires its Professors with more Charity, than does that which allows not Salvation out of its own Pale.

Who that thinks the Porretta Family bigoted, must not have allowed them to think Mr. Grandison so, had he not made some such sort of Concession, as he expected them to make; and even a much greater than that Mr. Grandison was of a Religion that inspires its Professors with more Charity, than does that which allows not Salvation out of its own Pale.

Some Concessions are expected to be made in all Marriage-Treaties; and (contrary to what was proposed in this) greater on the Man's than on the woman's side,
since it is understood, that the Wife is more the Property of the Husband than he is hers: and he therefore makes an Acquisition. Pecuniary Sacrifices could not have affected Mr Grandison. Nothing but what touched his Principles could. This was a severe trial to him. He was to be proved by Severe Trials. Clementina at the Time, was the only Woman he could have loved. He knew not then Miss Biron: But we have Reason to believe, from different Parts of the Story, that he thought himself not unhappy that it was owing to Clementina herself, and not to him, that he was not put upon carrying this Compromise into Effect notwithstanding the Frequency of Such Stipulations in Marriage-Treaties between People of different Persuasions.

That these observations he scattered, as I may say, in different Parts of this Story, is owing, a good deal, to the manner of writing, to the Moment, as it may be called, as Occasions arose as the Story proceeded. A manner of writing, that has its Conveniences and Inconveniences. The latter in such Cases as that before us: the former, in giving Opportunities to describe the Agitations that fill the Heart on a material and interesting Event being undecided.

You will be pleased to observe, that I had a very nice and difficult Task to manage: To convince nice and delicate Ladies, who it might be imagined, would sit in Judgment upon the Conduct of a man in a Love-Case, who was supposed to be nearly perfect, and proposed as a Pattern: that a Lady so excellent as Clementina, of so high a Family and Fortune; all her Relations adoring her; so deeply in Love with him; yet so delicate in her whole Behaviour to him; was not slighted by him. I have said, He was to make some Sacrifices, If his Distress, in different Scenes of the Story, were daily attended to (as he was attacked on the Side of his Generosity, his Compromise, his Gratitude, his Love) together with his Solicitude in his Faith, I presume, that he would be thought a Confessor for his Religion, in the whole Affair between him and Clementina. See only for what he suffered, and how he persevered in his Duty, Dr Bartletts 3d Letter, Vol. III, p. 93 to 102.

And his following 4th and 5th Letters.

I added this, in the Sixth Volume-Octavo, which is supplied to p. 491, 492. Lacy Selby is made thus to express herself, retrospecting this Compromise, in order to weaken the Danger to Religion that might be apprehended from it:—"How could Sir Charles, so thorough an Englishman, have been happy with an Italian Wife?" His Heart indeed is generously open and benevolent to People of all Countries. He is in the noblest Sense a Citizen of the World: But, see we not, that his long Residence abroad, has only the more endeared to him the Religion, the Government, the Manners of England."

"How was this noble-minded Man entangled by Difficulties of Situation by Friendship, by Composition, that he should ever have been made an instrument to be engaged in a Family of Roman Catholics, and lived half of his Days out of his beloved Country; and the other Half to have set, as to the World's Eyes such an Example in it?"

"I know he would have made it his Study to prevent any Mischief to his Neighbours from the active Zeal of his Lady's Confessor, had a certain Compromise taken Effect. I remember the hint he gave to Father Mancosini: But would even that good Man have thought himself bound to observe Faith with Heretics in such a Case?"

And in the concluding Note to the Work, I have, as Editor, thought fit to obviate the appearance of a Mischief, by not contending with each of my Readers, whose判断able Zeal for the true Faith, led them to consider this Compromise as a Blemish in Sir Charles's Character. See the Place, p. 303, Octavo Edition.

I need not, Sir, I presume, intrude further on your Patience, on this Subject. Repeatedly I thank you for your kind Letter. I could wish that I might know to whom I have thus explained, and perhaps exposed myself: At least, for a few Lines to acquaint me, whether what I have written, without Reserve, and as my Memory served me, is in any manner satisfactory to such a solid Reasoner, and worthy a Judge of Religious and Moral Subjects, as you appear to be to be.

Sir,
Your obliging humble Servant,

S. Richardson.

Salisbury Court, Fleet street,
March 22, 1754.

Excuse, Sir, my bad writing. Transcribing is always painful to me.

Facing page 342. Letter from Goldsmith.

Reed in June 1759.

Sir,
I know of no misery but a good to which my own improprieties and your letter seem to point. I have seen it inevitable this three or four weeks, and by letters, request it as a favour, as a favour that may prevent somewhat more fatal. I have been some years struggling with a wretched being, with all that contempt which indigence brings with it with all those strong passions which make contempt insupportable. What then has a good that is formidable, I shall at least have the society of wretches, and such is to me true society. I tell you again, and again I am now neither able nor willing to pay you a farthing, but I will be punctual to any appointment you or the tailor shall make: thus far at least I do not act the sharper, since unable to pay my debts one way I would willingly give some security another. No, Sir, had I been a sharper, had I been possessed of less good nature and native generosity I might surely now have been in better circumstances. I am guilty own of meannesses which poverty unavailing brings with it, my reflections are hild with repentance for my imprudence but not with any remorse for being a villain, that may be a character you unjustly charge me with. Whatever you are, you are better sold, but in the custody of a friend from whom my necessities obliged me to borrow some money; whatever becomes of my person, you shall have them in a month. It is very possible both the reports you have heard and your own suggestions may have brought you false information with respect to my character; it is very possible that the man whom you now regard with detestation may inwardly burn with grateful resentment; it is very possible that upon a second perusal of the letter I sent you you may see the workings of a mind strongly agitated with gratitude and jealousies. It such circumstances should appear at last spare invincible till my book with Mr. Dodfle shall be publish'd, and then perhaps you may see the bright side of a mind when my professions shall not appear the duties of necessity but of choice. You seem to think Doctor Milner knew me not. Perhaps so; but he was a man I shall ever honour, but I have friendship only with the dead: I ask pardon for taking up so much time; I shall end it by a few other professions that, the I am, Sir, your Humble servant.

Oliver Goldsmith.

P.S. I shall expect impatiently the result of your resolutions.
APPENDIX

PAGE 366. LETTER FROM HORACE WALPOLE.

Tuesday, Aug. 16th 1796.

Tho I this morning reviewed our Sunday's full letter, it is three o'clock before I have a moment to begin answering it, & must do it myself, for Kirkgate is not at home. First came in Mr. Barrett, & then Cosway, who has been for some days at Mr. Udny's with his wife; she so afflicted for her only little girl, that she shut herself up in her chamber & would not be seen— the Man Cosway does not seem to think that much of the loss belonged to him; he romanced with his usual vivacity. Next arrived Dr. Burney, on his way to Mrs. Boscawen. He asked me about deplorable Camilla—Alas, I had not recovered of it enough to be loud in its praise. I am glad however to hear that she has realized about 2,000£—and the worth (no doubt) of as much in honours at Windsor, where she was detained three days, & where even Mont-Darbelay was allowed to dine.

I rejoice at your Bathing promising so well. If the beautiful Fugitive from Bognorkeston dips too, the Waves will be still more salutary.

Venus orta mari Mare prestatis emit.

I like your going to survey Castles & Houses; it is wholesomer than drawing & writing tomes of letters—which you see I cannot do—

Wednesday, after Breakfast. When I came home from Lady Menclip's last night, I attempted to finish this myself, but my poor Fingers were so tired by all the Work of the Day, that it will require Sir W. Jones's Gift of Tongues to interpret my Pothooks: one would think Arabic Characters were catching, for Agnes had shown me a Volume of their Poems finely printed at Cambridge, with a Version, which Mr. Douglas had lent to her, and said were very simple, and not in the inflated Stile of the East— you shall judge—in the first page I opened, I found a storm of Lightning that had burst into a loose laugh— I resume the Thread of my Letter. You had not examined Arundel Castle enough, for you do not mention the noble

FACING PAGE 370. LETTER FROM SHERIDAN.

Sat. Morn.

1st Sir,

I am perfectly convinced how unpleasant it must be to you to write me such a Letter as I have just received containing so extraordinary & ridiculous a Threat from the Bankers. I assure you this is the first communication of the kind I have had. Mr. Grubb undoubtedly ought to give the security to the old Trustees &c. If he does not some one must be found that will. As to the executions, they ought long since to have been withdrawn in good Faith. The settling an intricate account with a Pistol at one's breast is not a Pleasant way of doing business, nor I should think a satisfactory manner of having charges admitted. Every thing else on our Part has been acquiesced on our Part & done & merely my necessary attention to the theatre and Wreckey's accusations have prevented this, which I must naturally be most anxious to have completed if I considered myself only. I will do myself the pleasure of calling on you in the course of the Day.

Yours truly,

R. B. SHERIDAN.
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Boulogne-sur-mer, iii, 206, iv, 65, 65, 258
Bourchier, John, 2nd Baron Berners, his connections, i, 323; Chancellor of the Exchequer under Henry VIII, embassay to Spain, 324; Governor of Caen, ib.; Dial of Princes, ib.; other translations, ib.; his在網, translation of Froissart's Chronicles, ib.
Bourges, i, 297
Bourgeois, Jean de or Mandeville, i, 197
Bournemorth, iv, 182, 362
Bouquet, iii, 265, 311
Bow Street, iii, 312
Bowden, Anne, afterwards Mrs. John Coleridge, iv, 49
Bowles, Canon William Lisle, iv, 33; birth, education, in holy orders, his Fourteen Sonnets, influence on Coleridge, edits Pope, dies at Salisbury, ii, 50
Bowles, Caroline (Mrs. Scotty), iv, 61
Borrow, Sir John, iv, 271
Bosley, iv, 204
Boy and the Master, i, 300, 303
Boyle, Hugh Stuart, iv, 214, 218
Boyle, Charles, iii, 170
Boyle, Mrs. Scotty, see Caroline (Mrs. Scotty)
Boys' scientific writings, 140; his Degradation of Gold made by an Anti-Elisis, 142; value of his researches combined with lucidity of language, ib.; attitude towards life and thought, ib.
Boyle Lectures, Rev. S. Clarke, i, 188
Boyle Lectures, Mrs. B. Clarke, ii, 185
Boysen, Mrs. B. Tray, iv, 164
Brackley Priar, i, 255
Bradman, iv, 188
Bradley, Mr. Henry, ii, 163
Bradley, Professor, i, 203
Bradshaw, Lady, iii, 308
Bradshaw, Henry, i, 171, 173, 279, iii, 154
Brantree, i, 162
Brampston, iii, 138
Brandes, Dr. G., ii, 234, 235, 244, iv, 307
Brand, Professor, i, 155
Brandt, Sebastian, i, 344
Brantwood, ii, 292, 293
Branwell, Maria (Mrs. Bronte), iv, 280
Brathwaye, on Donne, ii, 376
Brawne, Fanny, iv, 142, 143
Bay, Charles, iv, 315
Bay, William, iii, 116
Baybrook, Lord, iii, 139
Bazalgi, The, Heywood, i, 344-5
Brazil, Southey's History of, iv, 60
Bread Street, London, iii, 15
Breadsall, iv, 32, 33
Breethedfield House, Suffolk, iv, 343
Brentford, iii, 57; Sion House, iv, 125
Brecon, Humphrey, i, 308
Brecon, Nicholas, ii, 138, 139, 140
Sweet Liberty, i, 139; Wil's Travels, 140, 276, 279; family, education, ib.; stepson to G. Cascoigne, ib.; patronized by Sir Philip Sidney and Countess of Pembroke, ib.; The Passionate Shepherd, specimen, ib.
Bretons, i, 115
Brock Court, Temple, iii, 344, 345
Bridal of Triermain, Scott, iv, 73
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Bride of Abydos, Byron, iv, 114
Brodey, Tragedy, Beddoes, iv, 195
Brickhill, Cumb, iii, 218
Bridgenorth Grammar School, i, 301
Bridgenorth, iii, 302
Bridges, Dean, ii, 104
Bridges, Joanna, iii, 39
Bridgwater, Earl of, iii, 16
Bridgwater, Mrs. (Mrs. Hazlitt), iv, 167
Bridlington, i, 128, 129
Bright Star, J. Keats, iv, 143, 144, 148
Brighton, iv, 153, 337
Bristol, ii, 324, iii, 304, iv, 37, 50, 58, 50, 180
Briosi, Burke's Letter to the Sheriffs, iv, 50
Bristol, Butler, Bishop of, iii, 280
Britain's Idea, i, 129, 280
Britain's primeval history, i, 80
Britannia's Pastoral, W. Browne, ii, 282, 283-4
British, language old, i, 2, 3
British Museum MSS. Department, ii, 108, iii, 288
Britten, i, 135
Brillons, History of, i, 131
Brixworth, iii, 4
Broadford, i, 237
Broadstairs, Dorset, iii, 49
Brogill, Lord, iii, 109
Broken Heart, Th., Ford, ii, 357, ii, 7
"Broken Music," D. G. Rossetti, iv, 349
Brome, Alexander, iii, 9
Brome, Richard, i, 312; ii, 61; Ben Jonson's servant, 9; his plays, ib.; portrait, ib.
Bronte, Miss Anne, iv, 280-282; birth and connections, 280; education, 281: teacher, ib.; Poems as Acton Bell, 282; novel of Agnes Gray, th.; Tenant of Wildfell Hall, ib.; dies at Scarborough, ib.; style, 280
Bronte, Miss Charlotte, iv, 279, 281, 285, 313; birth, parentage, 280; mother's early death, ib.; educated at Cowan's Bridge and Roe Head, ib.; teacher at Roe Head, 281; the governess, ib.; her sisters, 282; non-success of Poems by Currier, Ellis, and Acton Bell, 281, 282; at Haworth, 289, 281; in Brussels, 281; first MS., The Professor, refused, 282; Jane Eyre, 279, 282; death of her sisters and brother, 282; Shirley, ib.; meets Thackeray and Miss Martineau, ib.; fame, ib.; Villette, ib.; marriage to Mr. A. Nicholls, ib.; in Ireland, ib.; failing health, death at Haworth, ib.; posthumous issue of The Professor, ib.; Lives, by Mrs. Gaskell, ib.; 280; and Mr. Clement Shuter, ib.; stature, 282; style, 279, 280; specimens, 283, 284; portrait, 279
Bronte, Miss Emily, iv, 280, 282; birth, parentage, 280; education, ib.; teaches, 281; at Haworth, ib.; goes to Brussels, ib.; her Poems as Ellis, 284; novel, Wuthering Heights, ib.; death at Haworth, ib.; style, 280; Stanzas, 284
Bronte, Rev. Patrick, iv, 280
Brooke, Fulk Greville, Lord, ii, 280, 200; birthplace, family, and education, 280; friendship with Sidney and Dyer, ib.; Secretary to Principality of Wales, ib.; knighted, ib.; Chancellor of Exchequer, ib.; created Baron Brooke, ib.; Warwick Castle and Knole Park given him by James I., ib.; Mustapha, Aislam, and Calbra, in Certain Learned and Elegant Works, ib.; Life of Sir Philip Sidney, ib.; murdered by a servant, ib.; portrait, ib.; style, ib.; specimen, 280
Brooke, Henry, his novel The Fool of Quality, iii, 284; and poem on Universal Beauty, ib.
Brooke, Mr. Stopford, i, 8, 22, 29, 33
Brookside, Th., Richard Lord Houghton, iv, 253
Broome, William, iii, 198
Brownstock, Essay on a Swift, ii, 247
Brownmeir, Viscount, iii, 98, 99
Brown, Ford Madox, iv, 349, 349
Brown, Mr. Mr., 204
Brown, Mr. J. T., i, 290
Brown, Dr. Edward, 53
Brooke, Sir Thomas, ii, 37, 378, 388, iii, 31, 50-52; 53, 78, iv, 169; finished style of his prose, 52; an author of solid and intrinsic charm, ib.; born in London, educated at Winchester and Oxford, his travels, induced by Sir N. Bacon to settle as a physician in Norwich, ib.; after circulation in MS., Religion Meditata printed, 53; its success, ib.; scientific observations, ib.; his Pseudoxystis Epitomata, ib.; Acrisio, ib.; Garden of Cypris issued, ib., 54; an original member of Royal Society, knighted by Charles II., Miscellaneous Tracts, 53; death, ib.; burial-place, ib.; family, ib.; happy and illustrious lot, ib.; Letter to the Secretary, ib.
Browne, William, ii, 38, 282, 283-4; birth, family and education, 283; Britannia's Pastoral, ib., 284; The Shepherd's Pipe, 284; at household of Earl of Pembroke, ib.; Inner Temple Mason, ib.; Epitaph on the Duchess Countess of Pembroke, ib.
Browning, Robert, iv, 140, 173, 191, 214, 215, 233, 305, 307, 313-15, 357; birth, parentage, education, 222; devotes himself to poetry, ib.; his Malone, ib., 223, 220; travels, 222; Porphyria's Lover, ib.; Johannes Agrippa, ib.; goes to Italy, ib.; Paracelsus, 221, 222, 300; tragedy of Stratford, 221, 222, 220; Soliloquy, 221, 223, 223, 227, 38, 390; works issued as wallet volumes by Mrs. Moore, 221; Bellies and Porcupines, ib., 306; Pepi Passes, 221, 223, 306; The Bit on the Scabbard, 223; reads Miss Barrett's poems, ib.; their engagement, 214, 223; marriage, 221, 223; Christian and Easter Day, 223; prattle to Shelley's forgery, ib.; Colombe's Birthday, ib.; In a Bacchan, ib.; small means, 223; 4; Men and Women, 221, 222, 300; legacies from J. Kenyon, 222; death of Mrs. Browning, 210, 214; returns to England, 224; travels, ib.; escapes with Tennyson a railway accident, ib.; Dramatis Personae, ib., 306; The King and the Book, 221, 224, 385; in France, 221; Hered Rich, Baurnia's Adventure, Prince Ho- hernestil-Norvngion, ib.; Fifine at the Fair, 225, 306; Redcliffe Night-cap Country, Aristophanes' Aischylos, The Banquet, 225; study of Greek drama, ib.; Aesop's, ib.; death of his friend, Mrs. Margaret Smith, ib.; revisits Italy, ib.; his fame, 221, 225; Jacobin, 225; Brichill's Ladies, ib.; lays Palazzo Rezzonico, Venice, ib.; Asylums, ib.; dies at Venice, ib.; buried in Westminster Abbey, ib.; his person, ib.; temperament, 226; style, 221, 305, 7; specimens, 226-231; Scatola di Galuppi, 226-7; MS. verses, 228; Inconsequences, 229; Home Thoughts from Abroad, ib.; One Word More, ib.; The Last Mistress, 231; Another Way of Love, 230; in Paris with Carlyle, 254; Rabbi Hen Ezra, 306
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, iii, 331; iv, 196, 201, 212, 220; parentage and connections, 213; 4; her Battle of Marathon, 214; Essay on Mind, ib.; weak health through spinal injury, ib.; mother's death, ib.; Prometheus Bound, ib.; her friends, ib.; The Seraphim, ib.; loss of favourite brother, ib.; suffers through shock, ib.; Essays on Greek Christian Poetry, ib.; more of 1844, ib.; friendship of Robert Browning, ib., 223; recommended to winter abroad, 214; clandestine marriage with Browning, 215, 221; tyranny of her father, 215; settles in Fisa, ib.; health revived, ib.; Poems of 1850, ib.; birth of her only son, ib.; mentioned by Lifechest, ib.; her Casa Guidi Windows, ib.; European tour, ib.; Avaro Leigh, 210; Poems before Congress, ib.; Last Poems, ib.; Cooper's Graze, 217; The Dead Poet, ib.; The Lost and the Found, ib.; Sonnets from the Portuguese, 215, 219, 220; The Sower, 220; death, 216, 224; burned at Florence, ib.; style, 212, 213, 216; portrait, ib.; Browning, Robert, ii, 38, 224; and Mrs. Wieland, ib.; poem's mother, iv, 222
Brice, James, i, 247
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Campbell, Mrs. (Matilda Sinclair), iv, 64, 65
Campbell, Mary, iv, 22
Campion, Thomas, ii, 135, 270-8, iii, 13; educated at Cambridge, and member of Gray's Inn, 270; Fovana, 275; Book of Acts, 275; On the Art of English Poetry, th.; The Lady's Masque, th.; death and burial at St. Dunstan's-in-the-West, th.; specimen, lb.
Campion, Thomas, controversy as to the custom of rhyme, ii, 383-4
Cowper, Crabbe, iv, 2, 11
Canning, Elizabeth, Fiddling on, iii, 314
Cannon Row, ii, 208
Cantah, i, 91, 114, ii, 171, iv, 327
— Dean of, iii, 119
Cantah Tales, Chaucer, i, 137, 141, 144, 149, 150, 159, 161, 172, 182, 190, 259; por.
Cantos of bytees, i, 116
Cantu, ii, 62, 115: song, 122
Captain Singleton, Dello, iii, 255
Captain Scott and Captain Pen, iv, 315
Cardus, i, 4
Carbery, Earl of, iii, 39, 143
Carlo Ludovico's, i, 243
Cardan, J. Fletcher, ii, 325
Carrick, ii, 172
Careless Husband, Cibber, 169
Carew, Richard, translator of Tasso, ii, 208, 301-404; birthplace, education, early friends, 304; member for various Cornish boroughs, th.; Survey of Cornwall, ii; translated Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered under the title The Castle of Bourbon, lb.; specimen, 302
Carew, Thomas, iii, love poetry, 19; server to King Charles I, 19, 20; birth and parentage, 20; education, lb.; attaché to embassy at Venice, lb.; Secretary to Sir D. Carleton at Houghton, 3; Abroad, th.; restored, lb.; with Lord Herbert of Cherbury, lb.; erratic life, lb.; death-bed repentance, lb.; his Colvin Britannicwm, lb.; poems, lb.; title-page, 21; songs quoted, lb.; friends, lb.
Carlsbe, Lord, iii, 107, iv, 113
Carlowinian cycle, i, 103-6
Carlyle, Thomas, i, 60, ii, 41, 52, 107, 248-280, 285, 292, 320, 328, 331, 344; parentage, birth, education, 251; school usher, lb.; studies, 252; at Mainhill, lb.; in Edinburg, lb.; hypochonrical, lb.; tutor to Charles Bulter, lb.; at Holdam Hill, lb.; Life of Schiller, lb.; marries Jane Welsh, 253, 255, 256; writes for Edinburgh Review, 252; friendship of Goethe, lb.; lives at Cragspington, 253; Sinner Rosina, 258, 259, 253-5; 254; his friends, 253, 254; in London, 255; in Chichey Row, 253-4; his French Revolution, 258, 259, 253, 256-7; lectures, 253; his Essays, 254; Chartism, lb.; Hero-Worship, lb.; derives £300 a year, lb.; Past and Present, 254, 257, 258; Life and Letters of Oliver Cromwell, 254; tour in Ireland, lb.; Later-day Pamphlets, lb.; Life of Sterling, lb.; in Paris, lb.; his Life of Frederick the Great, 254, 255; death of his mother, 254; Lord Rector of Edinburgh University, 255; The Reading of Books, lb.; death of his wife, lb.; on Reform Bill, lb.; Shooting Niagara, lb.; meets Queen Victoria, lb.; ill health, lb.; The Early Kings of Norway, lb.; solicitude of Fronde, lb.; death, lb.; burial at Ecclesthan, lb.; his Reminiscences, lb.; Letters and Memoirs, lb.; his temperament, 255, 259; person, 256; portraits, 259, 256, 257, 254, 255; style, 259-51; specimens, 256-8; compared with Macaulay, 258, 259
Carlyle, Thomas, his masculine influence on English literature, ii, 292
Carlyle, Mrs. nee Jane Welsh, iv, 252, 253, 254, 255
Carlyle, Sartor Resartus of Jane Welsh, Fronde, iv, 331
Carmarthens, iii, 233, 234
Carpinii, ii, 84
Carte, Thomas, iii, 348
Carrett, John Lord, iii, 243, 261
Cartwright, William, ii, 312, iv, 60; birth near Lewkesbury, 8; educated at Westminster, 8, 9; University preacher, 9; early death, 9; poems, 9; portrait, 8
Carly's Art Academy, iv, 246
Casa Guili, Florence, iv, 216
Casa Guili Vimbaza, Mrs. Browning, 215
Caswell, ii, 272, 378, iii, 97, 147
Case is Altered, The, Ben Jonson, ii, 314
Castara, Habington, ii, 22
Cassandra, Rossetti's depiction, ii, 231
Caste, Howard, iii, 167
Castle of Indolence, J. Thomson, iii, 275; excerpt, 277, iv, 64
Castle of Otranto, Walpole, iv, 86
Castle of Perseverance, The, i, 235, ii, 155
Castle Rackrent, Miss Edgeworth, iv, 90, 94
Castle Rising, iii, 365
Cat may look at a Queen, Dunton's A, iii, 183
Catholic Appeal, The, Bishop Morton, ii, 374
Catilina, Ben Jonson, iii, 312, 316
Cato, Addison, iii, 105, 226, 260
Cato, Caxton, i, 270
Cato the Censor, lb.
Catherine, Stevenson, iv, 363
Cavendish, George, his Life of Wolsey, i, 366: its charm, 367: example of its descriptive powers, 367-8: its circulation in Ms. and in print, 368: his faith, lb.
Cavendishes, Earls of Devonshire, iii, 557
Cavendish, Sir Charles, iii, 56
Cavendish, William, Duke of Newcastle, iii, 92: his comedies, lb.; Treatise on Horsemanship, lb.; his second wife, lb.
Caversham, iii, 131
Caxton, William, i, 172, 176, 203, 265-73; birth and parentage, 265; emigrates to Bruges, lb.; a governor of Merchant Adventurers, lb.; in diplomacy, lb.; Duchess of Burgundy his patron, lb.; translates Le Roman des Historiers de Troye, lb.; resolves to print it himself, 267; learns printing at Cologne, lb.; returns to Bruges and prints Recueil, also Book on Chess, lb.; partner Mansion, lb.; returns to England, starts printing at Westminster, lb.; Advertisement, lb.; his work, 268, 269; his type, 269: service to literature, 269-70: death, 271: as author and editor, 271-72: his publication of La Mort d'Arthur, 260, 262: his version of Virgil, 363
Caxton's publications, i, 268
Caxton's, The, Lord Lytton, iv, 186
Cecil, Sir Edward, ii, 338
Cecil, Robert, Earl of Salisbury, ii, 11
Celia, Miss Burney's iv, 89
Celbridge, Killarne, iv, 176
Celtic civilization, i, 41
Celtic element in Scotland, i, 275
Celtic influence, i, 2, 3, 4, 87, 115, 117
Celtic influence on Layamon, i, 52
Celtic Literature, M. Arnold On the Study of, ii, 235
Celtic missionaries, i, 18
Celtic romance, i, 262, 263
Celtic tradition, i, 102
Cenci, The, Shelley, iv, 123, 127
Cestive, Mrs. Susannah, iii, 166; romantic adventures, 170; published 10 plays, The Daizy Body and A Bold Stroke for a Wife; social wit, 170; her marriage and death, 170
Cephalus and Procris, Edwards, ii, 148
Ceremonial, Ecclesiastical, Hooker on, ii, 35
Cervantes and the English Works of, Falke Greville's, ii, 289
Cervantes, ii, 5
Challant St, Giles, iii, 18, 19
Challenge for Beauty, A, T. Heywood, ii, 341
Chamberlain, Frances, iii, 371
Chamberley, The, Middleton, ii, 345, 346
Chanson de geste, i, 106, 107, 108
Chanson de Roland, i, 79, 104, 105, 106
Chansons, i, 104
Chantrey, Sir F., iv, 73, 170
Chapel in Lyonnaise, The, Morris, iv, 354-5
Chapel Royal, i, 167
Chaplain, iii, 97
balletta 'The Rehearsal,' balletta: suicide at 17 years of age, extract from his 'Carlisle,' death, 290.

Chapman, George, ii, 142, 172, 180.
Chapman, John, i, 19, 103, 118, 134, 180, 230, 241, 281, 290, 309, ii, 17, 40, 90, 110, 121, iii, 73, 109, 137, iv, 140: descent, i, 136: attached to Prince Lionel, Duke of Clarence, i, 137: marriage, i, 140; visits Genoa, Italy, 137, 143: possible meeting of Petrarch and Boccaccio, 139: dwells at Albigna, 138; visits Milan, i.b.; Compromiser of Customs, i.b.; abduction of Cecilia Champaigne, 138, 142; returned to Parliament, 141; loss of place, i.b.; engaged on poetry, i.b.; Clerk of Works, 140, 147; his house at Westminster, 140: illness, i.b.; his son, i.b.; position in English literature, 140; character as a poet, 141—2: early writings, 142; translation of Roman de Rou, 143-4; The 'Taxis' of George Chaucer, i, 113, 114.

Chaucer, Geoffrey, i, 90, 103, 118, 134, 180, 230, 241, 281, 290, 309, ii, 17, 40, 90, 110, 121, iii, 73, 109, 137, iv, 140; descent, i, 136: attached to Prince Lionel, Duke of Clarence, i, 137: marriage, i, 140; visits Genoa, Italy, 137, 143: possible meeting of Petrarch and Boccaccio, 139: dwells at Albigna, 138; visits Milan, i.b.; Compromiser of Customs, i.b.; abduction of Cecilia Champaigne, 138, 142; returned to Parliament, 141; loss of place, i.b.; engaged on poetry, i.b.; Clerk of Works, 140, 147; his house at Westminster, 140: illness, i.b.; his son, i.b.; position in English literature, 140; character as a poet, 141—2: early writings, 142; translation of Roman de Rou, 143-4; The 'Taxis' of George Chaucer, i, 113, 114.

Chaucer, John, i, 90, 103, 118, 134, 180, 230, 241, 281, 290, 309, ii, 17, 40, 90, 110, 121, iii, 73, 109, 137, iv, 140; descent, i, 136: attached to Prince Lionel, Duke of Clarence, i, 137: marriage, i, 140; visits Genoa, Italy, 137, 143: possible meeting of Petrarch and Boccaccio, 139: dwells at Albigna, 138; visits Milan, i.b.; Compromiser of Customs, i.b.; abduction of Cecilia Champaigne, 138, 142; returned to Parliament, 141; loss of place, i.b.; engaged on poetry, i.b.; Clerk of Works, 140, 147; his house at Westminster, 140: illness, i.b.; his son, i.b.; position in English literature, 140; character as a poet, 141—2: early writings, 142; translation of Roman de Rou, 143-4; The 'Taxis' of George Chaucer, i, 113, 114.

Chaucerian tales, i, 328, 329; specimen, 329-30; portrait, 328; tomb, 330.

Characteristics, Shaftesbury, ii, 186.

Characters, Sir Thomas Overbury, ii, 379, 380.

Characters of Wits and Virtues, Bishop Hall, ii, 378.

Charge of the Light Brigade, Tennyson, i, 315.

Charing Cross Hospital, iv, 244.

Chartism, i, 35, 38, 43, 57, 104, 106, 107, 116, 239.

Charlemont, Lord, 350.

Charles the Bald, i, 44, 46.

Charles the Great, i, 299.

Charles I, ii, 10, 288, 307, 352, 360, 372, iii, 38, 70, 131, 142, —, patronage of Dayis, ii, 268: period of literature, iii, 10; Charles's character of, 37.

Charles II, ii, 284, iii, 35, 36, 50, 74, 75, 80, 93, 96, 105, 109, 110, 114, 130, 131, 135, 145, 153, 159, 162; portrait, 97.

Charles IX of France, ii, 38.

Charles O'Malley, Lever, iv, 243, 245, 247.

Charlotte Street, Portland Place, iv, 341-344.

Charlotte, i, 104.

Charterhouse, The, i, 111.

Charterhouse School, iii, 61, 121, 132, 225, 230, iv, 273.

Chartier, Colonel, iii, 240.

Chartier, Alain, Quadrilogue Inventiz, i, 305.

Chartres, i, 133.

Chase Side, Enfield, iv, 358.


Chatenian, ii, 325, 297, iv, 2.

Chatham, David, 239.

Chatham Place, Blackfriars, iv, 147.

Chatsworth, ii, 223, iii, 55, 56, 169.

Chatterton, Thomas, i, 302, ii, 266, 288-300, iii, 21, posthumous son of a writing-master, i, 208: infant dullness, precocious boyhood, i.b.; at Colston Hospital, study of early MS., i.b.; his imaginary eighteenth century figures, i.b.; youth and production of 'Elaine' and 'Juliet', circulation of his forgeries, i.b.; his Rowley papers, i.b.; submits his 'Elinor' to Walpole, Gray declares them forged, i.b.; apprenticed to the Law, i.b.; his
INDEX

Cunzellt, ib.; his Christmas Books, 217, 237.
A Christmas Carol, 237.
The Cricket on the Hearth, 237, 238.
The Battle of Life, 237; The Hamlet's Man, ib.; in South of Europe, 238.
Pictures from Italy, ib.; starts the Daily News, ib.; travels, ib.;
Dorothy and Son, ib.; Patent Cooperfield, 238, 239; Rich Bank, 238; his periodical Household Words, ib.;
Dorothy; at Boudou, ib.; Hard Times, ib.; public readings, ib., 239.
Dorrit, ib.; needs rest, settles at Gadshill, ib., 240, 245; A Tale of Two Cities, 238; Great Expectations, ib.;
All the Year Round, 239; Our Mutual Friend, 240; severe illness, ib.; in railway accident, ib.; reading tour in United States, ib.; declining strength, ib.;
Mystery of Edwin Drood, ib.; death, ib.; at Westminster Abbey, ib.; person, habits and temperament, ib.;
Moral Philosopher, ib.; style, 234-236; specimens, 240-243; portraits, 234, 236, 242; his disciple Collins, 248.
Dickens, John, ii., 97.
Dickens, and Philosophers, Diction, standard of English, i., 130.
Dictionary, Johnson's Plan of a, iii. 333.
Dictionary, Johnson's, ii., 339, 333.
Dickens Cretensis, i., 107.
Diederot, iii., 228, 230.
Dido, Marlowe and Nash, ii., 98, 172.
Dido, ib., 203.
Diggie Mysteries, i., 230.
Diggles, Leonard, ii., 235.
Diodati, Carlo, iii., 108.
Discipline, M. Brunton, iv., 178, 179.
Discontented Colonel, Smollett, iii., 25.
Discovery of Poetry, Ben Jonson, ii., 384.
Divorce, Sir J. Reynolds, iii., 379; extract, 379, 380.
Discovery of a New World, The, Wilkins, J., ii., 57.
Digest, Letters, iv., 185.
Discourse, 8. Sir S. Garthill, 176, 179.
Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield, iv., 181, 187, 190, 191; Vivian Grey, 181, 183; P. Saloon, in Heaven, The Young Duke, 188; Contermin Phlegm, 187, 188; Water, 188.
The Revolutionary Epig., ib.;
Vitha, 187, 188; Hermita Temple, 188, 190; Conying, 189, Sphæl, ib.; Timarch, 187, 189; Lathair, 189; Rachman, ib.
Disraeli, Isaac, i., 331, iv., 188; his descent, 191; educated at Amsterdam, ib.; his Curiosities of Literature, 169, 101.
Disraeli, Mrs. Isaac (Maria Rachel), ii., 188.
Disc, i., 318.
Dissertation in Athens and Rome, Swift, Discourse on the, iii., 211.
Dissertation, Pope's Shortest Way with the, iii., 254.
INDEX

Drayton-Beauchamp, ii, 30
Dream of Gerontius, Newman, iv, 267
Drums of the Holy Road, The, i, 25, 28, 30
Dream Land, C. G. Rossetti, iv, 351
Dream, The, Byron, iv, 115
Dream of Rhiannon, i, 117
Drum, The, Sir R. Lyndsay, i, 365
Drinks of the world, Howell on, ii, 48
Drogheda, Dowager Countess of, iii, 102
Downmore, Bp. of, J. Taylor, iii, 39
Dryry, Dr., iv, 113
Dryri Lane Theatre, iii, 100, 161, 163, 169, 233, 333, 372, iv, 182, 223
Dryry, Sir Robert, ii, 204
Dryburgh Abbey, iv, 180
Dryden, Erasmus, iii, 103, 104
Dryden, John. i, 171, 172, 180, 211, ii, 120, 174, 312, 310, iii, 7, 66, 78, 80, 83, 94, 101, 145, 157, 1800, iv, 173, 193, 225, 232, 252, 250, 252, 260, 277, 109, 111, 153, 205, 207, iii, his models, i, 101; Cornelle studies, i, 101; Essay of Dramatic Poety, i, 101; Conquest of Granada, 102, 104; his All in Love, 102; his prefatory Essays, 103, 112; 133; portrait, 101; effect on literature, 103; his marriage, and parentage, 103; education, 104; at Cambridge, 104; early verse, Elegy on Lord Hastings, 101; father's death, 104; in London, clerk to his cousin, Sir G. Tickering, 104; Heroic Stanzas on Cromwell, 104; little known of early life, 104; marriage to Lady Elizabeth Howard, 104; resides at Charlton, 104; adopts profession of playwright, 104; The Wild Gallant, The Rival Ladies, Ann, Miranda, 104, 108; Poet Laureat, in the reign of George Third, 104; social life, 105; obnoxious to Rochester, cowardly treatment, 105; his late literary development, 105; his Absalom and Achitophel, 105, 147, 148-9; Collector of Caricats, 105; Theological controversy, his Religion Laid Open, 105, 150; the Hind and the Panther, 165, 159, 157; conversion to Roman Catholicism, 105; deprived of Laureatship by William III, 105; activity of his pen, 105, 166; befriended by Lord Dorset, 105; translation of Latin classics, 105; ode to St. Cecilia's Day, 166, 169, 232, 252, 269; Fables, 106; To Memory of Mr. Oldham, quoted, 150; admiration of Latin poets, 157; his Mac Flecknoe, 147, 14; his Satire, 147; example of lyrical style in Ode to Anne Killigrew, 151; influence in verse writing, 157; place in English poetry, 157; his later style, 157; meets Congreve, 153; assisted by Congreve in Fawn and Persia, 163; intimate with Southern, 169; collaborates with N. Lee in Duke of

Dunbar, William, i, 296, iv, 29, 30; begging Franciscan Friar, i, 358; Poet Laureate to James IV. of Scotland, i, 358; a pensioner, ib.; MS. Poem in praise of Lord Loudon, i, 358; MS. Song of Welcome to Margaret Tudor, i, 350; probable death, i, 360; works collected by David Laing, i, 360; head of ancient Scotch poetry, i, 360; his May Morning, i, 360; Thistle and the Rose, i, 361; Lament of the Marquis, i, 361; Merrie and Nightingales, 391-2; to other moral pieces, 392; his Lament for the Marian, i, 282, 290

Dunbar, Pope's, iii, 199, 200, 217, 219, 270 Aesop, 219

Dunbarne Abbey, i, 280

Dunham Lodge, Swaffam, Swaffam, iv, 6
Dunkirk, iii, 233
Dunstan, i, 56, 58, 66, 70
Dunton, John, i, 56, birth and parentage, printer and bookseller, 182; travels, The Athenian Gazette or Mercury, 183; autobiography Life and Errors of John Dunton, 183; founder of "higher journalism," his A Cat may look at a Queen, 183; and The Pulpit Quartals, 183

Dunham Gospels, i, 61
Dyer, Sir Edward, i, 148-7, 289; his My Mind to me a Kingdom is, 148
Dyer, John, iii, his father, 283; water-colour artist, 283; writes Granger Hill, 283; extracts, 283; goes to Italy, his poem The Rites of Rome, 283; enters the Church, 283; his didactic poem The Place, death at Coningsby, 283

Dymock, Stevenson's, Th., iv, 362
Dymock, Rose, ii, 111

Edward, Bp. of Linlinsarse, i, 206
Eadgar, Charter to Winchester, i, 63
Ealing, iv, 266, 311
Earl Coolidge, i, 115
Earl of Tullibardine, The, i, 118
Earle, John, ii, 370, iii, 5; Microanatomy
Earle, Prof. I., i, 13, 35
Earth, J. Burnet's Sacred Theory of the, iii, 123, 133
Earth may be a Planet, The, Wilkins, i, 87
Earthworks, Darwin, On, iv, 300
East Anglia, i, 57, 59, 72, 76-7
East Anthony, Cornwall, ii, 304
East country dialect, i, 73
East Dereham, iv, 270, 271
Eastern counties, i, 138
East India Company, iv, 297
East India House, iv, 191
East Midland dialect, i, 115
Easton-Mauduit, i, 374
Eastward Ho! Chapman, Jonson, and Marston, ii, 315
Eckelchan, iv, 251, 255
Echo, or, The Unfortunate Lover, Shyler, iii, 360
Echo, C. G. Rossetti, iv, 352
Ecclesiastical learning, i, 133
Ecclesiastical History, Bede's, i, 35, 49
Ecclesiastical Polity, Hooker's, ii, 30, 33-35
Ecclesiastical Sketches, Wordsworth, iv, 8-35
Eclogues, Barchy's, i, 344, 346
Eden, B. Mantuanus, ii, 136
Edghastone, i, 260, 269
Edgeworth, Maria, iv, her birth and parentage, 93; at school in Derby, 93;
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Epiphanion, Shelley's, iv, 123, 128, 131
Epicope, The Sacred Order of, Taylor, iii, 39
Ephes to a Friend, Rogers, iv, 152
Epistola de Etnia, J. Howell, iii, 42, 46; Title page, 48
Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum, ii, 315
Epistola de Testimonio, Spenser's, ii, 114, 126
Epitaph for S. T. C. Coleridge's, iv, 52
Epitaph on the Countess Dowager of Pembroke, W. Browne, ii, 284
Epiphanius Damous, Milton, iii, 16
Ervinsens, i, 322
Erasmus, Desiderius, i, 142, 158, iv, 331, 315, 316; Title page of Udal's translation of his Aphorisms, 310; friend of Sir T. More, i, 317; Gospels, i, 162
Ere' and Em'si, i, 117
Erlenceild, i, 284
Ernst Maltrevers, Lord Lytton, iv, 186
Ernley, i, 81
Eslava, Antonio de, Noches de Invierno, ii, 251
Eskridge, Harry, Thackeray, iv, 273
Essay, English, iii, 222, 223
Essay on Man, Pope's, iii, 220, 270
Eyes, Lord Bacon, ii, 9, 10, 11, 18-20, 21
Essays, Clearendon, iii, 37
Essays, Clarke's Three Practical, iii, 158
Essays, Cowley's, iii, 75
Essays, Goldsmith's, iii, 344
Essays, Huxley's, iv, 312
Essays, Lord Macaulay's, iv, 197, 258, 260, 261, 262
Essays and Letters, Shelley's, iv, 129
Essays and Treatises, Hume, iii, 350
Essays in Criticism, Arnold's, iv, 307, 309
Essays, Moral and Political, Hume's, iii, 349
Essays of an Ex-Librarian, Dr. Garnett's, ii, 231, 253
Essays of Elia, Lamb's, iv, 154, 155, 156
Essays of a Practitioner in the Divine Art of Poetry, James VI. I. (I.), ii, 261
Essays, their encouragement, iii, 5
Essig, Robert Devereux, Earl of, ii, 8, 9, 51, 116, 223, 224, 234, 295, 304, 309
Essig, Countess of, iii, 379
Ethelbert, King, i, 4, 6
Ethelred, i, 43, 49, 70
Ethelred, K. of Northumbria, i, 13
Ethelstan, i, 42
Ethelweald, Ealdorman, i, 60
Ethelweald, Abbot of Malmion, i, 59
Ethelwulf of Wessex, i, 42, 43, 49
Etherege, Sir George, iii, 101, 157-158, 160; his Conical Revenge, 101; brought up in France, 158; his Plays, The Conical Revenge, ii; She Would if She Could, 158; The Man of Mode, 158; a wild wit, English
Etherege, Sir John, 158; Resident at Ratisbon, 158; Minister at Stockholm, 158; in exile with
James II., 158; his social character, 158; death, 158; his sprightly note, 160
Ethics, Siddwick's Method of, iv, 338
Ethics of the Dust, Ruskin's, The, iv, 292
Ethics, T. H. Green's, Prolegomena to, iv, 338
Eton, i, 161, 162, 282, 283, iii, 67, 258, 262, 285, 311, 304, iv, 125, 177, 195
Eton, Ode, iii, Gray, 287, 288, 290
Eton, Provost of, iv, 16
Eugene Aram, Lytton's, iv, 183
Evander, F. J. Fitzgerald, iv, 344
Evans and his England, Lyly's, ii, 90
Evans, the Anatomy of Witt, Lyly's, i, 69, 91, 93, 95, 103, 156
Epiphanies, i, 158
Europe, Stanleys, iii, 94
European History, Freeman's General Sketch, iv, 333
Eurasian poetry, revival, i, 312, 313
Eusten, Rev. Lawrence, iii, 169
Evans, Mary Ann, see George Eliot
Erastus, St. Agnes, Keats, iv, 312, 314
Evolution, Miss Burney, iv, 59
Evelyn, John, iii, 73, 99, 115-117; his brevity and grace, 115; portrait, 115; irregularity of style, 115; birth, 116; Oxford education, 116; makes grand tour, 116; translates H. Milton de Vayer, Of Liberty and Seditious, 116; dwells at Dedarpl, 119; original member of Royal Society, 116; publishes Sylva, 116; succeeds to Wotton House, 116; book on salads, Acetaria, 116; death and burial, 116; his Diary, 116; extract therefrom, 117
Evelyn, Richard, 116
Everyman, Collins' Ode to, 203
Everyman, Star, Campbell, To the, 66
Everyman's Walk, Wordsworth, 43
Evergreen, The, A. Ramsay, 207
Eversley, iv, 323, 324
Evans, in The Humour, Ben Jonson's, iii, 310, 313, 314
Every Man out of His Humour, B. Jonson's, iii, 314
Everyman, i, 236, ii, 155, 156
Evolution, Brooke's theory of, 284
Evolution, Doctrine of, iv, 337
Exer, iii, 39
Ever, Miss Jane, afterward Lady Shaftesbury, iii, 488
Examen, K. North, iii, 174
Examinations, Cornelle, iii, 103
Examiner, Fuller, iii, 241; iv, 134, 266
Examination, Wordsworth, iv, 35, 41, 44, 45, 97, 99
Examination of Tyburn, Mandevile's, Inquiry into the Causes of the Frequent, iii, 251
Exeter Anglo-Saxon MS. i, 27, 28, 29, 68
Exeter, iii, 50
Exeter Grammar School, ii, 29
Exeter Street, iii, 333
Exile of Erin, Campbell, iv, 62
Exodus, Caedmon's paraphrase, i, 25
Exodus, Metrical paraphrase, ii, 86
Fables, Dryden's, iii, 106, 219
Fables, Gay's, iii, 214
The Fabian in English, i, 118
Fahyan, Robert, ii, 66, continuation of Hall's History of Henry VIII.
Face of the Day, C. G. Rossetti, iv, 351
Facts and Comments, Spencer, iv, 337
Fairy Queen, Spenser's, i, 84, 92, ii, 94, 65, 111, 113, 114, 117-123, 124, 128, 278, iv, 141
Fairy Song, Keats, 147
Fairfax, Edward, translator of Tasso, ii, 298, 302-304; specimen, 303
Fairfax of Denton, Sir Thomas, ii, 304
Fairfax, Thomas Lord, iii, 154
Four Maid of the Exchange, The, T. Heywood, ii, 341
Fair Quarrer, Middleton and Rowley, ii, 345, 349, 347-8
Faithful Shepherdess, J. Fletcher's, ii, 325
Falcon Tavern, ii, 241
Falcon, Tennyson's, The, iv, 206
Falconer, Robert, iii, 77
Falkland, Lytton's, iv, 185
Falkland's Islands, Johnson, iii, 334
Farnleigh's Princes, The, Lydgate, i, 187, 188
False Alarm, Johnson's, The, iii, 334
Falstaff, i, 220
Falsfe, T. John, i, 253-4, 268
Fame's Memorial, Ford's, iii, 358
Familiar Letters, Richardson's, iii, 307
Familiar Studies of Men and Books, Stevenson's, iv, 302
Family of Friends, Crabbe, iv, 16
Fancis Chaste and Noble, Ford's, ii, 358
Fancy, The, J. II. Reynolds, iv, 148
Fanny's Dream, Crabbe, iv, 13
Farewell, Sir Richard, iii, education, becomes a diplomat, died at Madrid, his translations and verse. Pastor Fido, 89; Lusiads, 89; marriage with Anne Harri on, 89; portrait, 89
Faraday, Michael, iv, 341; as a Discoverer, Tynbdl, ib.
Farmar, Richard, i, 202
Farmer's Day, Bloomfield's, iv, 77
Farnham Castle, ii, 287, iii, 76
Farquhar, George, iii, 176, 371; son of Dean of Armaragh, 168: adopts the stage, 168; wounds a fellow actor, 168; writes play Love and a Bottle, 168; unlucky marriage, 168; in army, character, death, 169
Farringford, iv, 205
Fashionable Tales, Edgeworth, iv, 94
Fata Aposlomorum, i, 27
Fatal Destiny, Field and Massinger, The, ii, 355-6
Fathers, Marriage, Southen's, The, iii, 169
Feast, Goethe's, i, 98, ii, 228, iii, 343
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GAUDENSHILL, Place, iv. 235, 245
Gaedtke, Dr., ii, 109
Gainsborough, Thomas, iii, 374
Gaedtke, Mr. James, i, 254, 258
Galileo, ii, 23, iii, 10, 55
Galt, John, iv. 182, 183; Annals of the Parish, 182, 181, 184; The Entail, 181.
Game of Chess, Middleton, A., ii, 340-347
Garnett, Shirley, Tho., ii, 366
Gammer Garson’s Needle, ii, 153-162, 164
Garavía, Hadrianus, ii, 306
Gardner, Sir T. Bowne’s, 53; extract, 54
Gascoigne, Gaunt, his Daughter, Tho., Tennyson’s, iv, 204
Gardens, Lord Bacon on, ii, 19
Gardiner, Samuel Rawson, ii, 8, 12, 352, iv, 335; birth and education, 355; historical investigation, 335; declined Oxford Chair of Modern History, 164; his Commonwealth and Protectorate, 335; accurate research, ib.; portrait, 325
Gardiner, Bp. Stephen, i, 328; his interest for Roger Ascham, iii, 330; ii, 162
Garth and Lynette, Tennyson’s, iv, 206
Garth of Laurence, Sheldon, i, 340; title-page, 340
Garnett, Prof. J. M., i, 13
Garrick, David, i, 302, ii, 210, 236, iii, 318, 323, 333, 335, 340, iv, 88
Garth, Sir Samuel, iii, 164, 219; birth, parentage, education, studied medicine at Leyden, 159; London residence; his poems, The Dispensary and Claremont; Pope’s remark on his death; buried at Harrow, 179
Garth, William, iii, 170
Gascoigne, George, i, 149, 248, 259; ii, 133, 135, 279; ancestors, 133; disable youth, 133; marriage, ib.; M.P. for Midhurst, 133; military career, 133; 4; writes for Earl of Leicester, 134; his Principality Pleasures at the Court of Kenilworth, 134; tale of Hermit, the Hermit, 134; The Steel Dagger, 134; his strange end, 135; his Surpass, earliest English comedy, 135, 197, 233; poem, 135, 168; Certain Notes of Instruction concerning the Making of Verse, 135; Adventures of Ferdinand Hoveni, 135; his style, 135
Gaskell, Mrs. Elizabeth Clegghorn, née Stevenson, iv, 284, 288, 313; father, birthplace, death of mother in childbed, 285; adopted by an aunt, 313; education, father’s death, ib.; marriage Rev. William Gaskell of Manchester, ib.; happy life, ib.; Mary Barton, ib., 280; literary friends, 285; The Midland Cottage, 280; Ruth, ib.; Cranford, 284, 289; North and South, 284, 280; Life of Charlotte Brontë, 284; Emily Brontë, 284; Sylvia’s Letters, 284; Cornelia, 280; dies at Holybourne, Hants, 280; buried at Knutsford, 280, 288; character, 280; portrait, 285; style, 284; specimen, 287, 8.
Gascoigne, Peter, iii, 55
Garden, Bishops, ii, 38
Gaunt, John of, i, 149, 142, 146, 153-156, 200, 210, 211
Gautier, Philip, Alexandria, i, 146
Gautier, Theophile, iv, 357
Gazette and the Green Knight, i, 120
Gay, John, iii, 184, 185, 199, 210, 248, 249, 272-274; birth, education, apprenticed to London silk mercer, 213; his Wine, 213; literary friends, 213; steward to Duchess of Monmouth, 213; Rural Sports, 213; The Shepherd’s Week, 213; loses place, 213; likeness, The What’s up Cell II, 214: Trivia, 214; parochial life, 214: financial success of Poems, 214; Duchess of Queensberry’s patronage, 214; his Fables, Beggar’s Opera, and Poems, 214: fame, death, and burial, 214; character, 215; autograph of Poem to A. Pope, 215; portrait, 215; The Dunciad, quoted, 210
Gay, William, iii, 213
Gayley, Dr., ii, 150
Gehör, W. S. Lamber, iv, 170, 172
Genius, "E," Angle-Saxon, i, 22, 59
Genius, metrical paraphrase, i, 80
Genealogy of the Addis Esdales, iii, 81
Geneva, iv, 115, 127, 310
"Genius," iv, 371
Gentleman’s Magazine, iii, 201, 332
Gentry of Monmouth, Bishop of St. Asaph, i, 80, ii, 128, 129, 183, 134
Gentry of St. Alban’s, i, 222
Geographer, first English, i, 55
Geological Observations on S. America, Darwin, iv, 209
Geological Society, iv, 299
George Eliot, i, 344, 345; birth, early years, 315; at school with Baptist ladies, ib.; mother’s death, ib.; family housekeeper, ib.; in Coventry, ib.; change of religious views, ib.; translates Strauss Life of Jesus, 315; in Geneva, 316; study of physics, ib.; writes for, and assistant editor of, Westminster Review, ib.; meets
George Henry Lewes, their mutual life, ib.; life in Germany, ib.; at Richmond, ib.; adopts pseudonym and publishes Amos Barton, 310; Scenes of Country Life, 313, 310, 318; its success, ib.; The Mill on the Floss, 314, 310; Nietzsche, 310, 318, 317; in Italy, ib., 317; Konrad, 316; in Regent’s Park, 317; Felix Holt, the Radical, 314, 317; drama of the Spanish Gypsy, 317; in Spain, ib., 317; Middlemarch, ib.; its success, ib.; at Harley, ib.; death of G. H. Lewes, ib.; Impressions of Theophrastus Such, 317; married to Mr. J. W. Cross, ib.; ill-health, 317, dies at Cheyne Walk, ib.; her intellect, 315, 317; temperament, 317, specimens, 318, 319
George Sand, ii, 124; iv, 309
George, Life of literature, iii, 177, 183, 104
George II, iii, 235, 262, 260, 279, iv, 3
George III, i, 250; ii, 334, 303, 369; in Hanover, 333
George IV, iv, 12, 73
Georges, the Four (Kings), Thackeray, iv, 279
Gemast Story, i, 250
Gerrard, John, ii, battlefield, Catalogue of plants in his Holborn garden, his Herbarium, 80, 88, 385
Gerrard, ib., 70
Germ, The, iv, 347
German criticism, ii, 10
German poetry, iv, 34, 49
Germany, the, i, 7
Germany, ii, 203; iv, 64, 67
Gerrard Street, Soho, iii, 105
Gerrard von Wrighten, Campbell, iv, 62, 64
Gessner, iv, 2
Gesta Regnum, Wm. of Malmsbury, i, 130
Gesta Regnum Franciae, i, 10
Genoë, Byron’s, iv, 110, 114
Gibbon, Edward, iii, 352, 358, 380, iv, 77, 175, 352; one of the great writers of eighteenth century, 353; his Decline and Fall of Rome, 353; thoroughness and patience, 354; marvellous in loftiness and sustained heroic narrative, 354; his personal accurate research, 354; birth at Putney, 355; education, 355; convert to Bosvett, 355; sent to Switzerland, 355; becomes a Calvinist, ii, 44; studies at Lausanne, 356; lives for twelve years at Geneva, 356; Gassendi, 356; becomes a Lord of Trade, 357; finished the Decline and Fall in Lausanne, 357; published in England, 357; death of his friend Day
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Auburn, 357; illness, death in St. James's Street, 357; his friend Lord Shelldorf, ib.; extract from his "Poems and Tales," 357; extract from Letters, 358
Gilbert family, iii, 266
Gilbert, Miss Hester, iii, 266
Gilford, John, a Baptist, iii, 135
Gilford, W., iv, 142
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, ii, 47, 48
Gilbert, Mrs., afterwards Raleigh, ii, 47
Gilbert, William, ii, 80, 154
Gilbert, R., iii, 322, 355
Gilby, Anthony, ii, 100
Gilias, i, 64
Gill, Alexander, iii, 15
Glipin, William, picturesque towers, iii, 357; his Mountains and Lakes of Cumberland and Westmorland, 357
Gil Vicente, ii, 159, 159
Girdlestone, i, 131; or De Rarly, i, 132
Glacies of the Alps, Tyndall, The, iv, 340
Glasstone, W. E., ii, 115; iv, 260, 268
Glassville, Bartholomew, De Proprietatibus Rerum, i, 203
Glasneron, ballad, iii, 300, 309
Glasgow, iii, 359
Glasgow University, i, 292; iv, 63, 201
Glasstonbury, i, 260
Glay, Campbell's, The Pilgrim of, iv, 65
Glenham Hall, Great, iv, 11
Glittering Plain, Morris's, The Story of the, iv, 354
Globe Theatre, Bankside, ii, 160, 222, 224, 249, 259, 249, 253, 344, 355, 430
Glorianna, Queen of Faerie, ii, 118
Glorianna, N. Lee, i, 114
Glory, M. Aikenhead, Ode on a Sermon against, iii, 204
Gloucester, Warburton, Bp. of, iii, 362
Gloucester Place, London, iv, 214
Gloke Market and other Points, C. G. Rossettii, iv, 340, 350
Gold, Suckling, ii, 25
Gold and the Bible, M. Arnold, iv, 310
Gold, Clarke, On the Being and Attributes of, iii, 185
God's Promises, ii, 157
Godfrey of Bouillon, or the Recovery of Jerusalem, translated by R. Carew and by E. Fairfax, ii, 208, 304
Goldfinch, Lytton's, iv, 186
Goldin, William, iv, birth, ancestry, 81; joins Sandwichian sect, ib.; a sceptic, ib.; adopts literature, ib.; inquiring concerning Political Justice, ib.; meets and marries Mary Wallstonecroft, ib.; his St. Leon, ib.; death of first wife, ib.; marries a second time, ib.; meets Shelley, ib.; in bankruptcy, ib.; Veemon Usher of the Exchequer, ib.; death, ib.; his Caleb Williams, 82; 5: Political Justice, 83; portrait, 83; decline, 80; Shelley elopes with his daughter, Mary Godwin, 120
Godwin, Mary, iv, 84, 126, 127, 182
Goethe, i, 15, ii, 10, 61, iii, 297, 288, iv, 2, 40, 07, 100, 110, 117, 252, 343, 397
—— Mephistophiles, ii, 210—— Wilhelm Meister, ii, 228: Faust, 228—— Gott of Borlickingen, iv, 71—— Sir W. Scott's version, ib.
Goethe, Lewes's Life of, iv, 316
Gloag, i, 284
Golden Grove, St. Wales, iii, 10
Golden Legend, Caxton's translation of Jacobus de Noragine's, i, 260, 270
Golden Targe, The, i, 360, DunkarGolding, Arthur, Metamorphoses, ii, 137
Goldsmith, Oliver, i, 302, ii, 284, 305, 327, 328, 334-335, 340, 342, 345, 371, 2, 10, 34, 02, 152, 203, simplicity and charm, 342; youngest son of an Irish curate, 343; education, 343; seeks orders but rejected, 343; studies medicine at Edinburgh and Leyden, 343; foreign travel, 343; in 1739 marries Johnson, ib.; his poems of Traveller and its draft, A Prospect of Society, ib.; his Essays, ib.; in fine clothes; re-attempts medicine, ib.; his View of Waldenfield, 341; extract, 345-6; comedy of Good Nature Man, 344; its profits, ib.; his school books, Automated Nature, Roman History and History of England, 345; poem of Described Village, ib.; travels with Mrs. Horneck and "Jemmy Bride," 345; friendship with Reynolds, ib.; She Stoops to Conquer, 345; Retaliation, ib.; illness and death, buried in Westminster Abbey, 345; Johnson's epitaph, ib.; Hunch of Vernon, poshous poem, ib.; love of fine clothes, ib.; his character, ib.
Gollan, Mr. L. i, 29, 79, iii, 120, 121, 104
Gombeitt, Sir W. Davenant, iii, 71
Gongora, i, 103, 292, iii, 58, 174
Good and Evil, Lord Bacon's, Colours of, ii, 10
Good Manners, Book of, i, 260
Goodyer, Sir II., ii, 270
Gossip, Barabé, i, 137; translations, ib.
Gothic, first English tragedy, Norton and Snagley, ii, 49, 131-132, 164-167
Gorges, Sir Arthur, ii, 61
Gorges, Lady, ii, 128
Gorshambur, ii, 7
Gospel Book of St. Augustine, i, 31
Goppi, Mrs. Flaxman, i, 60, 61
Tepuis, Sir John, iv, 128
Gospels, The Hatton, i, 75, 76
Gospels, Orm's metrical paraphrase, i, 78
Gospels, Kushworth, i, 206
Gospels, Wycliffe's version, i, 213
Gossen, Stephen, ii, 46, 80, 171
Goths of Strasbourg, i, 111, 276, 277
Gough, Richard, ii, 77
Gough Square, iii, 333
Governor, Sir T. Elyot's, The, i, 327, 328; quotation, ib.; edited by Mr. Croft, i, 320
Governance of England, Forsettage, i, 276-277
Gower, John, ii, 175, 238, 288, 348, ii, 86, 90; pedigrees, i, 176; portrait, i, 176; tomb, i, 177; marriage, i, 176; residence in Southwark, i, 176; poems in Latin, French and English, i, 177; his French balades, i, 177; foundation of his stories, i, 180; on church matters, i, 180; man of books, i, 181; his repute, i, 182, relations with Chaucer, i, 182-4; as moralist, 181; lyrical examples, 184-5—— and Caxton, i, 268; verses, ii, 244
Gower, Sir Robert, i, 176
Grace Abounding, Bunyan's, iii, 136
Grafton, Richard, historian and printer, ii, 67; continuation of Hall's history, 67
Grafton, Duke of, iii, 369
Grahame, Rev. James, iv, 77
Granger, i, 302
Grand Assent, Newman's, A, iv, 265, 267
Granby, Marquis of, iii, 379
Grand Cyrus, romance, iii, 78
Grand Duke of Florence, Massinger's, ii, 352, 354
Grandison, Sir Charles, Richardson, iii, 352
Grand Jury of Middlesex, iii, 250
Grantham, iii, 91
Grasemere, iv, 44, 45, 195
Gratulatory Poem, M. Drayton's, ii, 270
Grave, Blair's, The, iii, 282-3
Gray, Euphemia, iv, 291
Gray, The Poet's, ii, 356
Gray, Thomas, i, 177, iii, 14, 169, 218, 269, 271, 273, 284, 285-288, 296, 331, 337, 393, 394, 396, 374, 390, 381, iv, 124; his parentage, iii, 285; birthplace, 285; education, friendship with H. Walpole and H. West, 284; travels with H. Walpole, 286; they quarrel, 286; father's death, 286; in London with West, 287; goes to Stoke Pogis, writes Ode to Spring, the Etion Ode, 287; Hymn to Adversity, Elgy in a Country Churchyard, 287; returns to Cambridge, renewes friendship with Walpole; his friend, William Mabon, 287; death of his aunt, Miss Anns, 287; finishes the Elgy, collects his poems, death of his mother, her epitaph, 287; The Progress of Poesy, 287; The Bard, 287; victim of practical joke, transfers to Pembroke Hall.
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Herbert, Shaftesbury’s Judgment of, iii, 239
Herder, J. G. von, i, 297
Herald Free School, iii, 45
Hemamric, i, 7
Henri, Parnell’s, The, iii, 217
Heron of Warwithor, Percy, i, 303
Horne Hall, iv, 200
Hero and Lander, Marlowe and Chapman, ii, 172, 180, 181, 329
Hero Worship, T. Carlyle, iv, 249
Hore, King, i, 225, 233
Heroic Idylls, W. S. Landor, iv, 173
Heroic metre, i, 165
Herod, King, ii, 303
Heron, see Drama
Heroic Verse, i, 144, 146
“Heroic Verse,” laikique of, iii, 279
Herrick, Robert, i, 330, iii, 58, 61, 90, birth, 58; apprenticed to his uncle, the king’s jeweller, ib.; goes to St. John’s Coll., Camb., 59; his letters, ib.; takes orders, ib.; chaplain to the late King, ib. (Engrossed in his own handwriting, Dean Prior, Devon, ib.; he is buried in the churchyard of Epping, ib.;); his translations of Rustic life, ib.; his history of Heroics and Noble Numbers, 59: examples from, 60–61
Hertford, Countess of, iii, 274–275
Hertford, Lord, iii, 359
Heres, Kilk, Browning’s, iv, 224
Hervey, James, iii, curate of Belford, his Meditations among the Tombs, 282; his Theorion and Apsia, 282; his character, 282; portrait, 282
Hesiod, translated by G. Chapman, ii, 299
Hesketh, Lady, iv, 4, 5
Hesperides, Herrick, iii, 58, 59; title-page, 59: poems from, 50–51
Hewer, Sir Win., iii, 139
Hexameron, Greek, i, 151
Heydon Hall, Norfolk, iv, 185
Heylin, his portrait, iii, 58
Heywood, Elizabeth, mother of John Donne, ii, 292
Heywood, Ellis, ii, 202
Heywood, Jasper, ii, 292
Heywood, John, i, 390; epigrams, i, 390; favourite with Q. Mary, i, 396; portrait, 290; ii, 176, 190, 161, 164, 292; his Poem of the Pleasure of the Weather, 166; Portrait of, 162
Heywood, Thomas, ii, 241–245; birth, education, acting at Cambridge, 342; in London, 342; writes for Lord Admiral’s Company, 342; his The Four Prestices of London, 342; Chronicle plays, ib.; his masterpiece, A Woman Killed with Kindness, ib.; The English Traveller, its preface, 342, 342–344; activity as playwright, 342; A Challenge for Beauty, 341; The Fair Maid of the Exchange, ib.; non-dramatic works, Twopenny Britanni- nian, 341; Gulliver, or, Nine Books concerning Women, 341; The Hierarchy of the Blessed Angels, 340, 341, 342, 343; The Rest in Age, 341; merit, 341, 342; specimen of style, 342, 343; compared with Shakespeare, 341
Hezekiah, King, Uadall’s, ii, 162
Hick Scorrer, i, 230, ii, 159, 157
Highway of the Blessed Angels, T. Heywood, ii, 349, 341, 343, 344
Hierde Bec, i, 50
Higden’s Polychronicon, i, 203
Higgenet, Kandal, i, 239
High Beech, Epping, iv, 204
Highgate, iv, 135
Highland Girl, Wordsworth’s, The, iv, 44
Highlands, iv, 63
Highmore, Miss, iii, 310
Hilarious, religious dramatist, i, 222
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Poems, D. G. Rossetti, iv, 346
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Poems, T. Stanley, iii, 94
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Poems of 1842, Tennyson, iv, 204
Poems, E. Waller, title page, iii, 70
Poems, Wordsworth, iv, 44
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Poetical Blossoms, Cowley, iii, 72
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Poe, Edgar Allan, ii, 63
Poetique, Bocage's L'Art, iii, 190
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Poetry, Duties of, Sir P. Sidney, ii, 39, 40, 45 49
Poetry, Sense of English Poetry, Webbe, ii, 58
Poetry, French octosyllabic, i, 143
Poetry, Hazlitt on, iv, 108
Poetry, a Rhapsody, Swift, On, iii, 244
Poetry by Victor and Casimir, Shelley, Original, iv, 120
Poetry by W. Watson's History of English, iii, 290, 331
Poetry, Waller's innovation, iii, 99
Poetry, see Complet
Poetry, see Distich
Poetry, see Essays of a Prentice
Poetry, see Heroic Verse
Poetry and the First, Mrs. Browning, iv, 210
Poet, ineptitude for accounts, i, 142
Poets, L. Hunt's The First of the iv, 135
Poets, Johnson's Lives of, iii, 330, 331, 335, iv, 1
Poets of the age of Johnson as pioneers, iii, 271
Poet Laureate, Dryden, iii, 104
Poets, Lyric under Charles I, iii, 10
Poets of the Renaissance, i, 33
Poland Street, i, 17
Poldi, Gatiina, iv, 349
Poldi, Miss, iv, 351
Polish literature, iv, 112
"Politeness," Steele, iii, 234
Politian, i, 347, ii, 3o
Political Discourses, Hume, iii, 350
Political Economy, J. S. Mill, iv, 295, 296, 297, 298
Political Essays, Hazlitt, iv, 167
Political History of the Decline, iii, 270
Political Justice, Godwin's Emquiry Concerning, iv, 84
Pollard, Mr. Alfred W., i, viii, 151, 157, 173, 202, 203, 239, ii, 159, 200
Pollack, iv, 344
Pollux, Gay, iii, 214
Polonius, E. Fitzgerald, iv, 344
Polyenii, Cornelle, iii, 7
Pomerania, ib., 185
Polish Other, M. Drayton, ii, 261, 270
Pompeii, Macaulay, iv, 250
Pompey, R. Spence, T. Shadwell, iv, 334
Poor, Crabbe on Dwellings of the iv, 14
Pooei, R. of Salisbury, i, 87
Pompiilla, Disraeli, iv, 188
Pope, Alexander, i, 8, 18, 108, 200, ii, 308, iii, 164, 169, 169, 177, 179, 213, 214, 234, 249, 254, 258, 259, 260, 293, 297, 299, 272, 277, 285, 302, 317, 362, iv, 10, 34, 77, 140, 153, 370, 571, influence of Bocage on Pope, iii, 199, 191, his Essay on Criticism, 190, 192, 199, 201, admits Dryden his example, 101, long the centre of poetical attention, in his age, 102, his aim, ib., his Pastoral, ib., his Rape of the Lock, iii, 193, 194, 204, its exponents, European celebrity, 193; his Metaph, 197, 203, 204, its polish, 193, his delicacy of phrase, 194; Swift's eulogium, 191, 198; his Odyssey, 191; his Homer, 191, 108; benefit of his study, 194; birth and parentage, 193; early childhood, ib.; irregular education, 190; ill-health, ib.; early poetry, ib.; his Alexander, Prize of Rhodes, 106, turns to literature, ib.; his friends, ib.; his Pastoral, ib.; rapid rise, ib.; his Winter Forest, 197; at age of 20 the most eminent man of letters, 198; his translation of the Iliad, ib.; attacks Addison, 198; profits from Homer's Iliad, ib.; its effect upon taste, 198; coadjutors in translation of the Odyssey, ib.; inadequate Greek, 196; issues his Works, ib.; his Essay to Aldard, ib.; edits Lamb's Works, ib.; writes the Pandiath, 190, 200, 219, 295; epistle of False Taste, his Essay on Man, 200, 201, 219, 220; influenced by Warburton, 200; illness and death, ib.; buried at Twickenham, ib.; person and character, 201; specimens of his verse, 204-208; Moral Essays, 207, portraiture, 191, 193, 198, 203; Gay's congratulatory poem, 215; later writings, 210; his maturity, ib.; imitations of Homer, 210, his prose, 220; quarrels with Addison, 227; lampoons Tickell, ib.; contributor to Spectator, 232; his optimism, 239
Pope, Mrs., Alexander's mother, iii, 190, 200
Pope Alexander M., ii, 142
Pope Boniface, VIII, i, 180
Pope His, iv, 75, 143
Popham, Sir John, iv, 190
Poplar Field, Cowley's The, iv, 6
"Porphyria's Lover," Browning, iv, 222
Porson, Richard, i, 338
Porter, Miss Jane, iv, 107, 180; her Thracics of Warrack, iii, 179; British Chiefs, iv, 179
Pope, Mrs., afterwards Johnson, iii, 332
"Portait," D. G. Rossetti, The, iv, 349
Portmouth, N. Gwynne, Duchess of, iii, 112
Portugal, Southerly History of, iv, 60
Portuguese discoveries, i, 344
Portunus Papers of the Pickwick Club, Dickens, iv, 237
Pot of Basil, Keats, iv, 183, 141
Powell, Mary, afterwards Milton, iii, 102
Powell, Prof., Verks, i, 114
Powers, Ford, iii, 22
Purdie, Winthrop Mackworth, iv, 191, 194; his Isian and Essays, iv, 195
Pseudo, Ruskin, iv, 294
Pughe, ii, 280
Puuell, Allan, i, 294
Purvis Book, English, i, 91, 133
Prayer of Holy Willie, Burns, iv, 24
Preaching Friars, i, 87
Preface, the, iii, 153
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Sidrac, i, 107
Siege of Corinth, Byron, iv, 114
Sie^e of Rhodes, Davenant, iii, lOO
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Simeon and The Virgin, i, 234
Simon de Montfort, i, 128
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Simonidea, W. S. Landor, iv, 172
Sinai and Palestine, Dean Stanley, iv,
326, 327 ^
Sing-Song, C. G. Rossetli, iv, 351
Singer, S. W., i, 368
Sions Sonnets, F. Quarles, ii, 287
iv, 331
Sir Courtly Nice, J. Crowne, iii,
IIO
Shorter, Mr. Clement, LiJaAC Bronte,
Sir Degi-evant,
iv, 282
Sir Es^lamour, i, 114, 304
Shottery, ii, 196
Shrewsbury Grammar School, ii, 37, Sir Gatuain and the Green Knight,
i, 109, no, 121, 282, 284
289, 299
Sir Gaivain, Marriage of, i, 304
Sibylline Books, i, 107
Sibvlline Leaves, S. T. Coleridge, iv, Sir Is umbras, i, 1 18
Sir Lambwell, i, 304 (Launfal)
Sir Lancelot dii Lac, Legend of, i,
Sicelides, Ph. Fletcher, ii, 282
262
Sicily, i, 18
Sir Launcelot Greai'es, Smollett's, iii,
Siddall, Miss Elizabeth, iv, 347
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iv,
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Siddons, Mrs. S., i, 237,
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York, Duke of, iii, 109
York House, Charing Cross, ii, 4, 6, 293
York Street, Westminster, iv, 167
York, 2nd Earl of Hardwicke, Philip, ii, 108; his forged English Manners, 108; Athenian Letters, 108
Yorkshire caverns, i, 3
Young, Miss, of Guylhill, iii, 271
Young, Miss, of Gulyhill, iii
Young, Miss, of Gulyhill, iii, 271
Young, Philip, Disraeli’s The, iv, 188
Young, Edward, iii, 243, 277, 283, 320; iv, 2; early commonplace writings, 277; late success of his muse, 277; in Night Thoughts, extracts from, 280-281; birth, education, his poem of The Last Day, Queen Anne his godmother, 278; tragedies of Busiris and The Revenge, 278; Duke of York his patron, 278; his satires, The Universal Passion, 279; takes Orders at 47, and becomes chaplain to George II., ib.; marries Lady Elizabeth Leigh, ib.; his elaborate and moral poem The Complaint, or Night Thoughts, ib.; Clerk of the Closet to Princess Dowager, ib.; death at Welwyn, ib.; shortcomings of character, 280; epigram on Voltaire, 281; his rolling iambics, 283; his influence, 283
Young, Miss, of Gulyhill, iii, 271
INDEX
Young, Edward, iii, 243, 277, 283, 320; iv, 2; early commonplace writings, 277; late success of his muse, 277; in Night Thoughts, extracts from, 280-281; birth, education, his poem of The Last Day, Queen Anne his godmother, 278; tragedies of Busiris and The Revenge, 278; Duke of Wharton his patron, 278; his satires, The Universal Passion, 279; takes Orders at 47, and becomes chaplain to George II., ib.; marries Lady Elizabeth Leigh, ib.; his elaborate and moral poem The Complaint, or Night Thoughts, ib.; Clerk of the Closet to Princess Dowager, ib.; death at Welwyn, ib.; shortcomings of character, 280; epigram on Voltaire, 281; his rolling iambics, 283; his influence, 283
Young, Miss, of Guylhill, iii, 271
Youth and Age, S. T. Coleridge, iv, 53
Ypresmen, i, 118
Yule, Colonel, i, 198
ZANONI, Lord Lytton, iv, 18
Zapolya, S. T. Coleridge, iv, 42,
Zastrozzi, Shelley, iv, 126
Zela,” see Froude, J. A., iv, 3
Zimetic, The, Borrow, iv, 271
Zirius, Vico, M. Palingenius, ii
Zoology, Pennant’s British, iii, 37
Zoonomia, E. Darwin, iv, 32
Zurich, ii, 100
Zutphen, ii, 39